
 

 

 CHERENKOV 2005  
Date/Time: from Wednesday 27 April 2005 (08:45) to Friday 29 April 2005 (17:30)  

Location: LLR 
Room: -- 
Chair: Bernard Degrange, Gérard Fontaine

Description: Ground-based gamma-ray astronomy achieved its first successes at the end of the 
1980's, notably with the Cherenkov imaging technique, first developed at the 
Whipple Observatory. In 1992, an international workshop on these rapidly evolving 
techniques was organized at the École Polytechnique, Palaiseau (France), fostering
the development of new atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes, particularly 
CANGAROO, HEGRA, CAT, CELESTE and STACEE. 
This first conference was followed by several others: Calgary (1993), Tokyo (1994), 
Padova (1995), Kruger Park (1997), and Snowbird (1999). Several sources of very 
high energy (VHE) gamma-rays (mostly blazars) were discovered and confirmed by 
several experiments, and were also simultaneously followed up at other 
wavelengths, particularly by space observatories. However, due to the limited size 
of the VHE catalogue, the link between this new field and mainstream astrophysics 
remained marginal. The situation is now changing with the new generation of 
stereoscopic systems and large Cherenkov telescopes (HESS, CANGAROO III, 
VERITAS, MAGIC) which provide a much higher sensitivity and/or a much lower 
energy threshold. Thus, there are a number of reasons to reactivate the regular 
series of conferences "Towards a Major Atmospheric Cherenkov Detector", with a 
modification of the title ("Towards a Network of Atmospheric Cherenkov Detectors") 
taking account of the evolution of the field.   

 
  
 Wednesday 27 April 2005  

 
INTRODUCTION (09:00->09:45)  Room: Amphitheatre Arago

 09:00  Registration (30')     Secretariat
(LLR) 

 09:30  Welcome Address (15')    M. ROBIN
(Vice-President for Research École Polytechnique) 

 
SESSION 1 (09:45->15:15)  Description: Review of present experiments. 

Room: Amphitheatre Arago 
Material:  document  

 09:45  VERITAS: Status report (30')     T. C. WEEKES
(Smithsonian 
Astrophysical 

Observ.)
VERITAS (Very Energetic Radiation Imaging Telescope 
Array System) is an array of four reflectors of 12 m 
aperture and focal length 12 m. Each reflector is equipped 
with a camera with 499 pixels; the cameras are 
characterized by FADCs operating at 500 MHz. The array 
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will be located in Horseshoe Canyon on Kitt Peak 
(elevation: 1.8km) in southern Arizona. The first telescope 
has been completed and is in operation at a temporary site 
near Mount Hopkins. This telescope saw first gamma-ray 
light on February 1, 2005 with strong detections of the 
Crab Nebula and Markarian 421. The three remaining 
telescopes are under construction and will be on-site this 
summer; it is hoped to have all four telescopes in operation 
as an array by the end of the summer of 2006.  

 10:15  CANGAROO III: Status report (30')     M. 
MORI
(ICRR 

Tokyo)
The CANGAROO-III atmospheric Cherenkov telescope array has 
been in operation since 2004 March in Woomera, South Australia, 
in international collaboration of Japanese and Australian institutions. 
The array consists of four 10m telescopes set at corners of a 
diamond shape of about 100m side. Southern celestial objects, 
mainly Galactic objects such as supernova remnants, have been 
observed in stereo mode to detect gamma-rays above a few 
hundred GeV. The outline of the experiment and recent results are 
presented. 

 

 
 10:45 COFFEE BREAK  
 11:15  MAGIC: Status report (30')     M. 

MARIOTTI
(INFN 

Padova)
After the inauguration, and a first phase of commissioning and 
tuning, Magic has started to operate in a standard way since fall 
2004. The basic performances of the telescope have been 
studied with known sources, and data from several other 
sources are under analysis. Magic is at present the largest 
Telescope in the world with the lowest energy threshold. Several 
technological innovation have been used in the construction of 
the instrument and now are functional for the first time in a 
Cherenkov Telescope. The currently achieved performance of 
the telescope will be reported. Preliminary results on a few 
observed sources will be presented. 

 

 
 11:45  HESS I: Status report (30')     W. 

HOFMANN
(MPIK 

Heidelberg)
For the future evolution of Cherenkov instruments, it is 
important to know the fundamental limits of such instruments. 
In simulations, the performance limits were studied assuming 
that direction and impact point of a major fraction of all photons 
reaching the ground are measured, and the variation of 
characteristics with the fraction of photons detected was 

 



studied.  
 12:15  SHALON: Status report (20')     V. 

SINITSYNA
(Lebedev 

Inst. 
Moscow)

Created in Lebedev Physical Institute and installed 1991-1992 
in ALATOO mountains at 3338m high, the mirror telescope 
SHALON during 1992-2004 was used for observation of 
metagalactic sources Mkn421, Mkn501, NGC1275, 3c454.3, 
1739+522 and galactic sources Crab Nebula, Cygnus X-3, 
Tycho's SNR, Geminga, 2129+47XR. The new metagalactic 
sources of gamma-quanta with energy of more than 0.8TeV 
are detected. It is the Seyfert galaxy NGC1275 with flux of 
$(0.78 /pm0.13)/bullet10^{-12}cm^{-2}s^{-1}$, as well active 
galactic nuclei 3c454.3 and 1739+522 (z=0.859 and z=1.375) 
with flux of $(0.43/pm0.13)/bullet10^{-12}cm^ {-2}s^{-1}$ and 
$(0.53/pm0.10)/bullet10^{-12}cm^{-2}s^{-1}$ accordingly. The 
most far metagalactic source 1739+522 with red shift of 
z=1.375 is also most powerful. But the spectral distribution of 
emmiting gamma-quanta differs from average on other known 
distant metagalactic sources - quasars $F(>E_0)/sim E^k$: 
Mkn 421 (z=0.031) $k_ã=-1.53/pm0.41$, $k_{on}=-
1.46/pm0.06$, $k_{off}=- 1.75/pm0.06$; Mkn 501 (z=0.034) 
$k_ã=-1.89/pm0.11$, $k_{on}=-1.83/pm0.06$, $k_ {off}=-
1.72/pm0.06$; 1739+522 (z=1.375) $k_ã=-1.10/pm0.06$, 
$k_{on}=-1.38/pm0.07 $, $k_{off}=-1.72/pm0.08$. Thus, the 
energy spectrum of metagalactic sources quasars Mkn421, 
Mkn501 at range ^{12} - 10^{13}$ eV differs from spectra of far 
quasars 1739+522 and 3c454.3 that don't contradict to united 
energy spectrum $F(>E_ã) /sim E_ã^{-1.2/pm0.1$. 

 

 
 12:35 LUNCH  
 14:00  Sampling arrays (30')     D. 

SMITH
(CENBG
& SLAC)

For several years the only experiments sensitive to astrophysical 
gamma rays with energies beyond the reach of EGRET but below 
that of the Cherenkov imaging telescopes were the "solar tower" 
detectors. They use ~2000 m2 mirror areas to sample the 
Cherenkov wavefront generated by ~100 GeV gamma rays, 
obtaining Crab sensitivities of more than 5 sigma in one ON-
source hour. I will review the history of the solar tower Cherenkov 
experiments from 1992 to the present and their key design 
features. I will describe some succesful analysis strategies, then 
summarize the principal results obtained. I will attempt to analyse 
the lessons learned. 

 

 
 14:30  Observations of intermediate energy gamma-rays at    P. 



CACTUS (15')  MARLEAU
(UC Davis)

CACTUS is a ground-based ACT at the Solar 2 facility located 
near Barstow, California. It uses an array of 160 large solar 
tracking mirrors (heliostats) and a camera with 80 
photomultiplier tubes to collect atmospheric Cherenkov radiation 
produced by intermediate energy air showers. CACTUS has 
incorporated novel techniques of time projection imaging and 
triggering to improve upon the first generation sampling arrays 
of its kind. We will present results from our February and March 
campaigns on the Crab and Mk421 where we observed 
excesses at high data rates, indicating a low energy threshold. 
We will also present preliminary results on a search for high 
energy emissions from the Geminga pulsar. Analysis methods 
and a preliminary extraction of the Crab energy spectrum will 
also be presented. 

 

 
 14:45  Experiments with a large field-of-view (30')     G. SINNIS

(LANL) 
 
SESSION 3 (15:15-
>18:05)  

Description: Multi-wavelength observations and phenomenology of 
sources.  

Room: Amphitheatre Arago 
 15:15  Shell-type supernova remnants (30')     H. VÖLK

(MPIK Heidelberg) 
 15:45 COFFEE BREAK  
 16:15  Pulsars and plerions (30')     O. de 

JAGER
(North-

West Univ. 
(South 

Africa))
The detection of unpulsed emission from a number of pulsar 
wind nebulae (or plerions) in the TeV range have been 
predicted. A number of plerions have been detected in the TeV 
range, which allows us to test fundamental pulsar physics 
models, as well as MHD aspects, which give rise to the 
extended nature as observed. Even the detection of variable 
TeV emission from the dynamic plerion in the binary system of 
PSR B1259-63 allow us to probe conditions on small scale sizes 
and the properties of the main sequence star companion. The 
pair production threshold in the magnetospheres of canonical 
pulsars shift the cutoff energy below the threshold energy of 
current ground-based Atmospheric Cerenkov telescopes. Next 
generation telescopes with a factor ten lower threshold energy 
should however see a significant fraction of radio pulsars, which 
will allow us to probe the shape of the spectral cutoffs, 
complementary to AGILE and GLAST. The limited range in the 
(P,Pdot) parameter space, accesible for current telescopes, will 

 



be reported at this meeting.  
 16:45  1-100 GeV emission of millisecond pulsars (20')     A. 

HARDING
(GSFC)

A number of rotation-powered millisecond pulsars are powerful 
sources of high-energy emission, detected so far at X-ray 
wavelengths. We present predictions for the spectral 
characteristics of these sources at gamma-ray energies, using a 
model for acceleration and pair cascades on open magnetic field 
lines above the polar caps. Although these pulsars have low 
surface magnetic fields, their short periods allow them to have 
large magnetospheric potential drops, but the majority do not 
produce sufficient pairs to completely screen the accelerating 
electric field. In these sources, the primary and secondary 
electrons continue to accelerate to high altitude and their Lorentz 
factors are limited by curvature and synchrotron radiation 
reaction. The resulting radiation above 1 GeV comes from 
curvature radiation by primary electrons with radiation-reaction-
limited Lorentz factors. The spectra are very hard power-laws 
with exponential cutoffs between 1 and 50 GeV, and the spectral 
power peaks near the cutoff energy. Millisecond pulsars are thus 
ideal targets for air-Cherenkov detectors that are able to reach 
energy thresholds below 50 GeV. 

 

 
 17:05  AGN, Blazars and microquasars (30')     P. 

COPPI
(Yale 

Univ.)
I will review the current expectations for very high gamma-ray 
emission from AGN, blazars, and microquasars. I will discuss the 
optimal observing strategies for constraining the emission models 
for these objects. 

 

 
 17:35  Gamma-ray bursts (30')     C. DERMER

(NRL) 
 18:30 WELCOME COCKTAIL  
 
 
  
 Thursday 28 April 2005  

 
SESSION 3 (09:00-
>10:30)  

Description: Multi-wavelength observations and phenomenology of 
sources.  

Room: Amphitheatre Arago 
Material:  

 09:00  Galactic Centre Region (30')     A. GOLDWURM
(CEA/DAPNIA Saclay) 

 09:30  New space missions beyond GLAST (30')     J. PAUL
(CEA/DAPNIA Saclay) 



 10:00  Present and future prospects for broadband 
observations of VHE gamma-rays (20')  

   G. 
PÜHLHOFER

(Heidelberg)
Broadband observations of targets that are studied with VHE 
instruments are an inevitable part of any VHE physics 
program. Potential VHE sources are monitored e.g. in X-rays, 
and are observed by VHE instruments when the sources 
become active. Coordinated broadband observations of 
variable objects such as TeV blazars are regularly performed 
across all wavebands, to obtain time-resolved broadband 
spectral energy distributions. Follow-up observations of 
sources that are newly detected in the VHE band are 
required to pin down the nature of these objects. We describe 
the multifrequency program that is carried out by the H.E.S.S. 
collaboration and encompasses all these aspects, and 
discuss future broadband opportunities. 

 

 
 10:20  Multi-messenger studies with AMANDA-ICE CUBE and 

strategies (10')  
   E. 

BERNARDINI
(DESY-

Zeuthen)
Four years of AMANDA data have been searched for 
neutrino signals from steady or flaring point sources. No 
statistically significant excess of events - neither in the steady 
point source search nor in the various flare searches - has 
been detected. However, we observed one suggestive 
coincidence of neutrino events with gamma flares observed 
from the AGN 1ES1959+650. The statistical significance of 
the coincidence cannot be evaluated, because it corresponds 
to an a-posteriori hypothesis. Nevertheless, the observation 
provides a strong motivation for improved search stragegies 
with Amanda as well with its successor IceCube, and for 
more extensive and multidisciplinary investigations of the 
phenomenology of this and other gamma sources. 

 

 
 10:30 COFFEE BREAK  
 
SESSION 4 (11:00->16:35)  Description: The future of ground-based VHE astronomy. 

Room: Amphitheatre Arago 
Material:  

 11:00  Science goals vs. Energy ranges (30')     F. 
AHARONIAN

(MPIK 
Heidelberg)

I will highlight the key scientific goals of ground-based gamma 
ray astronomy relevant to three energy domains - (i) below 
100 GeV (down to several GeV), (ii) 100 GeV - 10 TeV, and 
(iii) above 10 TeV (up to and beyond 100 TeV). I will discuss 
also the expected performance and potential of future arrays 
of Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes in the context 

 



of several hot topics with emphasis on the Physics and 
Astrophysics of Relativistic flows (in Pulsars, Microquasars 
and AGN), Origin of Galactic and Extragalactic Cosmic Rays, 
and Observational Cosmology.  

 11:30  Beyond VERITAS (30')     S. SWORDY
(Univ. of Chicago) 

 12:00  Beyond CANGAROO (30')    
T.YOSHIKOSHI

(ICRR Tokyo)
We have started discussions on beyond-CANGAROO 
projects among the Very High Energy (VHE) gamma-ray 
community in Japan. Three straightforward directions using 
the imaging atmospheric Cherenkov technique have been 
considered: 1) telescopes of a large aperture or at a high 
altitude to explore the so-called unopened window between 
10 and 100 GeV, 2) telescopes of a wide field of view to 
discover transient sources and obtain better survey ability, 
and 3) telescopes of a large effective area to obtain better 
sensitivity or explore the higher energy region around 100 
TeV. The considerations are summarized together with 
physics cases favored by each direction. 

 

 
 12:30 LUNCH  
 14:00  MAGIC 2 and the future vision (30')     M. 

TESHIMA
(MPI 

Munich)
The MAGIC is the world largest ground based gamma ray 
telescope, which has been in the scientific operation since 
summer of 2004. The major motivation of the MAGIC project is to 
study the high energy phenomena in the universe in the 
unexplored energy region between 10GeV and 300GeV. MAGIC-
II; two 17m telescope system with advanced photon detectors is 
designed to lower the threshold energy further and 
simultaneously to achieve higher sensitivity in the stereoscopic / 
coincidence operational mode. The design and the performance 
of MAGIC-II will be discussed in detail. The construction of the 
second telescope will be completed in 2007 in order to enable 
the simultaneous observations with gamma ray satellite missions 
GLAST and AGILE with the best sensitivity so far not-achieved 
by ground based gamma ray telescopes. At the end of the talk, 
the future vision beyond MAGIC-II will be also discussed. 

 

 
 14:30  HESS II (30')     M. PUNCH

(APC Paris) 
 15:00  Performance limits of Cherenkov telescopes (15')     W. 

HOFMANN
(MPIK 

Heidelberg)



For the future evolution of Cherenkov instruments, it is 
important to know the fundamental limits of such instruments. 
In simulations, the performance limits were studied assuming 
that direction and impact point of a major fraction of all photons 
reaching the ground are measured, and the variation of 
characteristics with the fraction of photons detected was 
studied. (Short contribution, ~ 10 min). 

 

 
 15:15  What GLAST will bring to and request from VHE 

astrphysics (30')  
   B. GIEBELS

(LLR 
Palaiseau) 

 15:45 COFFEE BREAK  
 16:15  MACE gamma-ray telescope (20')     R. 

KOUL
(BARC 

Mumbai)
A new large area(21m diameter) imaging gamma ray telescope is 
being set up at the high altitude (4200m asl) location at Hanle in 
the ladakh region of North India. The imaging camera of the 
telescope will have a resolution of 0.1 deg and a full field of view 
of 4deg. Preliminary simulation studies show that the high altitude 
location of the telescope will help substantially in lowering its 
threshold energy to beloe 20GeV for vertically incident gamma 
rays. Although a single large telescope has some drawbacks in 
terms of less sensitivity and poor angular and energy resolution in 
comparision to a sterioscopic system, the main aim of setting up 
this telescope is to cover the unexplored energy window in the 20-
200 GeV energy band. The overall design concept and 
implementation details of the telescope will be presented in the 
paper. 

 

 
 
SESSION 2 (16:35-
>17:05)  

Description: Calibration and analysis techniques in VHE 
astrophysics.  

Room: Amphitheatre Arago 
Material:  

 16:35  Analysis methods for IACT’s (30')     M. De 
NAUROIS

(LPNHE 
Paris)

From the beginning of ground based gamma ray astronomy, 
data analysis techniques were mostly based on the so-called 
"Hillas parametrisation" of the shower images, relying on the fact 
that the gamma-ray images in the camera focal plane are to a 
good approximation elliptical in shape. Various selection criteria 
based mostly on the width, length, amplitude and orientation of 
these ellipses were developped to distinguish the gamma-
induced shower from the much more numerous hadron-induced 
shower. More elaborated analysis techniques were pionnered by 
the work of the CAT collaboration on a model analysis 

 



technique, where the shower images are compared to a more 
realistic pre-calculated model of image, fully taking into account 
the longitudinal distribution of the light along the shower axis. 
This technique is further developped and improved in the HESS 
collaboration, and pushed toward the lower energies. More 
recently, a third analysis technique has been developped, which 
is based on the assumption of a 3 dimensionnal elliptical shape 
of the photosphere. 
I will review and compare the key properties of these three 
analysis techniques and describe their respectives advantages 
and drawback, using simulated and real HESS data.  

 
SESSION 5 (17:05-
>17:55)  

Description: Developments in instrumentation for Cherenkov 
telescopes.  

Room: Amphitheatre Arago 
 17:05  New photodetectors & associated electronics (30')     J.-C. VANEL

(LLR Palaiseau) 
 17:35  Tagging single muons by ultra-fast timing in air Cherenkov 

telescopes (30')  
   R. 

MIRZOYAN
(MPI 

Munich)
Triggers from the so-called single muon events are an 
unwanted background for atmospheric air Cherenkov 
telescopes, degrading their sensitivity. That background is 
becoming intense when lowering the threshold of telescopes 
below a few hundred GeV energy domain. From general 
considerations one can anticipate that the arrival time profile of 
photons from muons shall have a narrow structure. In fact, our 
simulations show that light pulses from muons have very 
narrow time signature that is well below the time resolutions of 
most currently operating telescopes. In this report we elaborate 
on the triggers from muons and show that a telescope with 
ultra-fast time response can open a new dimension in tagging 
and rejecting muon events. 

 

 
 
 
  
 Friday 29 April 2005  

 
PARALLEL SESSION 2 
(09:00->10:40)  

Description: Calibration and analysis techniques in VHE 
astrophysics.  

Room: Amphitheatre Arago 
 09:00  Cosmic Ray Background Rejection & Spectral Analysis 

Techniques (25')  
   W. 

BENBOW
(MPIK 

Heidelberg)
The High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S) is an array of 
four imaging atmospheric-Cherenkov telescopes located in the  



Khomas Highlands of Namibia (23$^{/circ}$ 16' 18'' S, 
16$^{/circ}$ 30' 1'' E, 1835 m above sea level). H.E.S.S. is the 
currently the most sensitive detector of VHE photons, with the 
ability to detect a 1 % Crab flux source in $/sim hours of 
observation. H.E.S.S. has published the detection of numerous 
sources of astrophysical gamma-ray emission. The technique 
used by H.E.S.S. in these publications for rejecting the much 
more numerous cosmic-ray background and determining the 
spectrum of the detected sources will be presented.  

 09:25  Advanced analysis methods for stereoscopic systems 
(25')  

   M. 
LEMOINE-

GOUMARD
(LLR 

Palaiseau)
I want to give two talks : 1. 3D-Reconstruction of gamma-ray 
showers with a stereoscopic system : Gamma-ray showers 
are characterised by two simple properties : rotational 
symmetry with respect to the axis and relatively small lateral 
spread. These properties are used in the framework of a 
simple 3D-model to provide an efficient discrimination from 
hadronic showers. The performance of the method will be 
presented. 2. A new method of background subtraction 
adapted to the study of extended sources : A method is 
presented which allows to produce separate skymaps for 
gamma-ray origins and for those of hadronic events without 
making any assumption on the morphology of the source. It is 
based on the different distributions of the lateral spreads of 
gamma-rays and hadrons as reconstructed by the preceding 
3D-model. The method is applied to HESS data on the 
Supernova Remnant RXJ1713.7-3946. 

 

 
 09:50  Background modeling in ground-based Cherenkov 

astronomy (25')  
   J. 

HINTON
(MPIK 

Heidelberg)
I present an outline of several background modelling 
techniques used currently for HESS but also appropriate for 
future telescope arrays. The importance of accurate 
background modelling for spectral and morphological analyses 
is discussed. The choice of background model impacts on the 
observational strategy of an instrument and the sensitivity 
ultimately achieved. 

 

 
 10:15  Results from the MAGIC calibration system (25')     M. GAUG

(IFAE 
Barcelona)

The calibration system of the MAGIC telescope is presented, 
consisting in three methods for the absolute light calibration: 
The application of the F-Factor method, three obscured photo-
multipliers and a calibrated PIN-Diode. Results of the 
performance of the calibration system, based on data taken 

 



during the last year are presented.  
 
PARALLEL SESSION 5 
(09:00->10:40)  

Description: Developments in instrumentation for 
Cherenkov telescopes.  

Room: Amphitheatre Monge 
 09:00  Test of a prototype multiplexed fiber optic ultra-fast FADC 

acquisition system (20')  
   H. 

BARTKO
(MPI 

Munich) 
 09:20  The domino system: a compact low power sampler data 

readout for ACTs (20')  
   N. 

TURINI
(Siena & 

INFN 
Pisa)

We present a low power sampling system for data read out of 
camera signals based on the Domino chip. The chip has been 
developed in PSI (Paul Shrerrer Institute) in Switzerland, has 10 
input channels with the capability to sample signals from 1.5 GHz 
up to 4 GHz. The principle of working of the chip is based on a 
ring array of 1024 capacitors written in sequence by a writing 
strobe that circle at a speed that is controlled by an external PLL. 
The chip now is at his second revision, DRSII, and it is forseen a 
third revision in the next future with more advanced features to 
reduce intrinsic dead time. The read out system developed in 
Siena University is based on a 9 VME unit carrier board, called 
Pulsar, that hosts four domino mezzanine with 8 channels plus 
trigger each, for a total of 32 input channels plus 4 trigger. The 
data recorded by the pulsar is sent to a DAQ PC trough a fast 
serial “S-link” developed at CERN for LHC experiments. 

 

 
 09:40  SAM a new ASIC for the front-end emlectronics of HESS 

II (20')  
   P. GORET

(CEA/DAPNIA 
Saclay)

The HESS-2 front-end electronics, with its 20 GeV energy 
threshold, will require a much higher acquisition rate 
capability and a larger dynamic range than was relevant for 
HESS-1. These constraints led to the development of a new 
ASIC, called SAM for Swift Analog Memory, to replace the 
ARS used for HESS-1. The SAM chip features 2 channels 
for the low/high gain outputs of a PMT, each channel having 
a depth of 256 analog memory cells. The sampling 
frequency is adjustable from 0.7GS/s up to 2GS/s and the 
read-out time for one event is decreased from 275 
microsecs down to 2.3 microsecs. The input bandwidth and 
dynamic range are increased up to 300 MHz and 12 bits 
respectively. We expect that ADC s will be ultimately 
implemented on the chip. The first prototypes of the SAM 
chips have been produced and are under testing. 

 

 
 10:00  A second level trigger for HESS II (20')     M. 



TLUCZYKONT
(LLR 

Palaiseau)
The recent results from the H.E.S.S. experiment 
demonstrate that Cherenkov Astronomy is entering a new 
era. The sensitivity and accuracy of the H.E.S.S. telescopes 
allows for a precise study of many astrophysical sources 
above 100GeV. In the second phase of the experiment an 
extension of the energy range to lower energies and an 
improvement of the sensitivity of the current H.E.S.S. 
system above 100GeV is planned. To achieve these goals, 
we will build a very large Cherenkov telescope (28m 
diameter) in the center of the current system of four 
Cherenkov telescopes. Depending on the trigger conditions, 
the trigger rate of this telescope is expected to reach two to 
several tens kHz. In order to keep the acquisition rate below 
a certain level (approx. 3kHz), a second level trigger is 
planned. The concepts and first estimations (based on 
simulations) of the efficiency of such a second level trigger 
will be presented. 

 

 
 10:20  A smart pixel camera for future Cherenkov telescopes (20')     G. 

HERMANN
(MPIK 

Heidelberg)
Technical developments in ground based gamma-ray 
astronomy aim towards two main goals: lowering the energy 
threshold of Cherenkov telescope systems down to about 5 
GeV and increasing the field of view of the experiments to 
cover larger fractions of the sky. In both cases cameras are 
needed which can deal with event rates of ~10 kHz with 
negligible dead-time and which provide good background 
suppression already at the trigger level. In order to be able to 
build cameras with several thousand pixels,the cost per 
channel must be minimized. The design of the Smart Pixel 
Camera, which is under development at the MPIK, fullfills these 
requirements. It incorporates a next neighbor trigger, highly 
multiplexed signal digitization and buffered readout of the data. 
We present the concept of the camera, and show first tests of a 
prototype. 

 

 
 10:40 COFFEE BREAK  
 
SESSION 5 (11:00-
>11:55)  

Description: Developments in instrumentation for Cherenkov 
telescopes.  

Room: Amphitheatre Arago 
Material:  

 11:00  Development of HPDs with a 18 mm diameter GaAsP 
photocathode (20')  

   M. 
HAYASHIDA
(MPI Munich)



The 17 m diameter MAGIC-I Cherenkov Telescope has been 
in operation with the low trigger threshold of about 30 GeV for 
cosmic gamma rays. In order to access even a lower energy 
in the MAGIC-II project with a second 17 m telescope, the 
Hybrid Photon Detector (HPD) has been developed over 
several years in the collaboration with Hamamatsu Photonics. 
The new prototype of HPD has a GaAsP photocathode of 18 
mm diameter. The QE reaches about 50 % at the peak 
wavelength of around 500 nm. Using a wavelength shifter 
coating allows enhancing the UV-sensitivity. Application of 
these HPDs can be seen as an equivalent increase of the 
reflector diameter of MAGIC from 17 m to 24 m. Our 
simulation result indicate that the GaAsP photocathode is 
expected to have a sufficiently long lifetime to survive adverse 
starlight and night sky background light for long term 
operation. In this presentaion, we'll report on the performance 
of this type of HPDs for MAGIC-II. 

 

 
 11:20  The silicon photomultiplier Status of the development (20')     N. 

OTTE
(MPI 

Munich)
Up to now all major high energy astrophysics experiment use 
conventional bialkali photomultiplier (PMTs) as photon detectors 
with all the disadvantages. Since a few years mainly Russian 
groups are developing a novel sensor to detect photons in the 
visible spectrum. These so-called silicon photomultipliers operate 
at low bias (<100 V), show large gain (10**5-10**6), are completely 
insensitive to magnetic fields, are extremely fast (order subnsec 
pulses for single photoelectrons) and are very compact. They are 
not damaged by prolonged exposure to ambient light. At this 
development stage their photon detection efficiencies (PDE) 
approaches that of bialkali PMTs. Two deficiencies are the high 
noise rate and the recovery time of cells (order 0.1-1 microsec). 
Current developments aim for a peak PDE around 40%, an 
extended UV sensitivity, significant noise reduction and reduced 
recovery time, thus promizing another significant improvement in 
light detection for IACTs. We are developing SiPMs for the 
experiments MAGIC and EUSO. In one project we advance 
existing SiPM prototypes in collaboration with MEPhI and PULSAR 
in Moscow. In another study we develop in collaboration with the 
semiconductor laboratory (HLL) attached to MPI für Physik a 
backilluminated version of a SiPM. The working principle and 
features of the SiPM and the status of the projects will be 
presented. 

 

 
 11:40  APD photodetectors in the Geiger photon counter mode (15')     D. 

PELLION
(CESR 

Toulouse)
The best detector in Atmospheric Cerenkov experiments still  



remains the PM tube, thanks to its characteristics of sensitivity 
and speed. But its disadvantages are its low quantum efficiency 
and its cost. We are currently exploring the field of solid state 
silicon detectors, used in the Geiger photon counter mode. We 
have conducted a series of tests using standard APD, but with 
an electronic circuitry to rise the polarisation towards the Geiger 
mode. Thus, we have measured gains around 10 E+4. With our 
current developments, both in command circuitry and in the 
geometry of the photodetector itself, we should reach values 
such as 10 E+6 or more for the gain and 80 percent for the 
quantum efficiency. As the photodiode is polarized over its own 
breakdown bias, a single photon passing through it may start an 
electron avalanche resulting in about 10 E+6 electrons collected. 
After that, the diode should recover as soon as possible to be 
available for the next photon. This process is under modelling: 
electrical diagrams (PSPICE), differential equations (VHDL AMS) 
and components physics equations (SABER) are needed to 
reproduce closely the physical processes and to allow 
optimisation and improvement of the electronics both for 
triggering and for reading the detectors. Our most promising 
results will be presented, under both aspects: simulation of 
expected response and design of the Si detector component 
itself.  

 
SESSION 4 (11:55->15:20)  Description: The future of ground-based VHE astronomy. 

Room: Amphitheatre Arago 
 11:55  Design considerations for low-energy threshold ACTs (20')     J. 

BUCKLEY
(Washington 

Univ.)
Motivated by the scientific objective of improving sensitivity for 
transient sources as cosmological distances, we describe a 
number of different design concepts for future arrays of large-
aperture Atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes. In particular, we 
discuss tradeoffs in different optical and detector designs, and 
give approximate scaling laws for the expected detector 
performance. We present, in detail, ray-tracing simulations of 
a wide-field modified Ritchie-Chretien Cassegrain design and 
discuss a novel digital photon-counting approach (dubbed 
STAR) for synthesizing a large detector aperture out of a 
number of smaller dishes. We complement the discussion of 
telescope designs with a report on recent progress in the field 
of detector development that might provide energy thresholds 
of tens of GeV with 10m class telescopes. To this end we 
present work at Washington University on the development of 
solid state photocathode devices consisting of atomically 
tailored AlGaN/InGaN structures grown on sapphire by 
molecular beam epitaxy. We have achieved 40% QE at 250 
nm for a transmission mode cathode (comparable to the best 

 



results previously obtained for GaN) and have demonstrated 
improved long-wavelength response out to 400 nm by alloying 
devices with InGaN.  

 12:15  Performance study of a wide-angle camera for ACT’s (20')     I. DE 
LA 

CALLE
(Univ. of 
Oxford)

With the next generation of Atmospheric Cerenkov Telescopes 
(ACT) well on their way, effort has being shifted now towards a 
further improvement of the capabilities of these instruments. These 
next generation experiments have improved up to an order of 
magnitude their sensitivity over their first generation counterparts, 
and effort has been concentrated in extending the energy 
coverage down to about 50 GeV. However, it is not clear whether 
the same approach is optimal for energies above 1 TeV, and with 
clear evidence of high energy emission above this energy from 
several astrophysical sources, we believe that this energy range 
could be further exploited. Many of our physics goals, such as, 
limits on quantum gravity, origin of gamma-ray emission in SNRs 
or spectral variability and features of the high energy emission 
from AGNs, would benefit from an increase of sensitivity in this 
direction. Here, we investigate a possible way of increasing the 
collection area of ACTs above 1 TeV by using a wide-field-of-view 
(~10 deg) camera. Both, the scientific motivation and the results of 
Monte Carlo studies of the performance of such a detector, will be 
discussed. 

 

 
 12:35 LUNCH  
 14:00  Mini High AltitudeWater Cherenkov experiment (20')     A. 

SMITH
(Univ. of 

Maryland)
The HAWC collaboration is currently developing a design for a 
High Altitude Water Cherenkov air-shower array to be 
constructed at a high altitude site. The HAWC detector will have 
sensitivity similar to first Generation ACTs for VHE point source 
detections (~5-7 sigma/hr for the Crab), but operate continuously 
with a 2 steradians aperture making it ideally suited for detection 
of diffuse VHE sources as well as prompt emission from GRBs. 
In order to better understand the engineering and operational 
challenges of the HAWC instrument, miniHAWC has been 
developed as a low cost proof of concept. miniHAWC will utilize 
the PMT's and DAQ electronics from the Milagro experiment. 
The equipment will be redeployed at a high altitude site. The 
increased altitude along with design changes to the pond layout 
will result in a greatly increased sensitivity and a lower energy 
threshold compared to Milagro. Initial simulations indicate that a 
point source sensitivity ~10 times greater than Milagro is 
expected, sufficient to detect (5 sigma) all transiting sources 

 



brighter than ~70 mCrab in a year of operation. If a suitable site 
is identified, relocation of the Milagro electronics could take 
place as soon as 2006.  

 14:20  Wide field of view surveying in next generation GeV/TeV 
observatories (20')  

   D. 
KIEDA

(Univ. of 
Utah)

Recent IACT measurements have indicated new classes of point 
source emission of GeV/TeV gamma rays at the 10 millicrab level 
and below; but progress on measurement of extended gamma 
sources (extent > several degrees) has been substantially slower. 
For highly extended sources, such as the galactic plane, or 
molecular clouds, high angular resultion may be less important than 
total number of hours of observation, thereby giving discovery 
advantage to wide fov instruments such as Tibet, Milagro/HAWC. In 
this talk I will discuss the tradeoffs between using IACT and wide 
fov techniques for large fov imaging and the discovery potential for 
each technique as a function of source dimension. Consideration of 
background esimation will be presented. I will describe some 
alternate classes of next generation IACT detectors that would be 
specifically designed to provide wide fov survey coverage for 
extended gamma ray sources and compare these approaches with 
wide fov, non-IACT techniques. 

 

 
 14:40  IACT array for the study of VHE transients in the Universe 

(20')  
   V. 

VASSILIEV
(UCLA)

Driven by the science motivations of observing cosmologically 
distant transient phenomena with sub-minute time resolution, 
we define the parameters of a ground based observatory 
utilizing the atmospheric Cherenkov technique. The instrument 
should operate in the 20-200 GeV energy range, have close to 
full sky coverage, and yet have a cost comparable to a modern 
satellite mission so that its construction is viable. The individual 
elements of the observatory, its concepts and technology, exist 
to some degree in the commercial and scientific worlds; we 
explore whether they can be assembled within the 
requirements of cost and science to be achieved. 

 

 
 15:00  Performance of a prototype system of Cherenkov telescopes 

at high altitude (20')  
   D. 

HORNS
(IfAA 

Tübingen)
The current generation of Cherenkov telescopes have typically 
mirror collection areas of 100-200 sqm and operate at 2000 m 
above sea level. In this contribution, a system of 5 comparably 
small (35 sqm mirror area) Cherenkov telescopes at an high 
altitude site (4300 m a.s.l.) is studied with detailed Monte Carlo 
simulations. The performance in terms of energy threshold (150 
GeV) and sensitivity is improved by the high altitude site. A 
system of telescopes of this size is inexpensive and competitive 

 



with current telescopes for point like sources. Furthermore, it 
could serve as a prototype for future large Cherenkov telescopes 
at high altitude sites.  

 
SESSION 6 (15:20-
>17:30)  

Description: The evolution of the field and its link with mainstream 
astrophysics.  

Room: Amphitheatre Arago 
 15:20  Towards a virtual observatory for VHE gamma-ray 

astronomy (20')  
   H. 

KORNMAYER
(ISC)

As Grid technology is fast evolving, the new field of e-
science offers new perspectives for reseachers in many 
application domains.Grids at production level are used in 
high energy physics and in astronomy already. The general 
ideas of e-science and grid technology will be presented and 
benefits for ground based VHE gamma ray astronomy will be 
discussed. The architecture of a distributed Grid based 
Monte Carlo production system for the MAGIC telescope will 
be shown. A report about the first experience with the 
prototype system will be presented. An outlook towards a 
virtual observatory for ground based gamma ray telescopes 
will be given. 

 

 
 15:40 COFFEE BREAK  
 16:10  Data archiving and formatting in GLAST (30')     R. CAMERON

(SLAC) 
 
PANEL DISCUSSION (16:40-
>17:15)  

Description: The evolution of VHE Astronomy and 
Networking  

Chair: R. ONG (UCLA) 
Room: Amphitheatre Arago 

 16:40  The evolution of VHE Astronomy and Networking (35')   
 
CONCLUSION (17:15->17:30)  Room: Amphitheatre Arago

 17:15  The point of view of IN2P3 (15')     S. KATSANEVAS
(IN2P3/CNRS) 
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VERITAS (Very Energetic Radiation Imaging Telescope Array System) is one of a

new generation of TeV gamma-ray observatories. The history of the project and the

current status of its construction are described here. The first telescope and cam-

era have been completed and meet the design specifications; the full array of four

telescopes could be operational by the end of 2006.

1 History

It is more than a half century since the first detection of Cherenkov light in the earth’s

atmosphere [1]; in that time the atmospheric Cherenkov technique has been estab-

lished as the most viable method of detecting TeV gamma-ray sources. The technique

was initially notable for its simplicity and economy but it is only as the technique

has become more sophisticated and more expensive that it has been established as a

valuable channel of astronomical information. From simple telescopes operated by

a handful of physicists, it has evolved to multimillion dollar observatories involving

large teams of physicists and astronomers.

The first step in this evolution occurred when Grindlay introduced the concept

of using multiple atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes to improve the angular resolu-

tion, the so-called “double beam” experiments, in the early seventies [2]. Using two

telescopes with a baseline of 100-120 m it was shown that the angular resolution

could be improved and the background from cosmic ray showers reduced. When

the atmospheric Cherenkov imaging technique (ACIT) was proposed in 1977 [3], it

included, in addition to the notion of imaging the individual showers, the stereo con-

cept as a means of reducing the single muon background. Imaging of Cherenkov

light flashes had been demonstrated earlier using image intensifiers [4]. Arrays of

atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes were first realized with six telescopes in HEGRA

on La Palma [5] and with two large telescopes at the Whipple Observatory [6]. The

results from the HEGRA array clearly demonstrated that with multiple telescopes the

energy and angular resolution could be significantly improved as the “muon wall”

which effectively limited the lower energy response of a single large telescope like

the Whipple 10 m telescope, could be pierced.

The natural extension of the ACIT was to increase the size of the telescopes in

the array. Almost simultaneously, arrays of 10 m class telescopes were proposed by

the Whipple group (for location in Arizona), by the CANGAROO group (for location

in Australia) and by the HESS group, (for location in Namibia). The Whipple con-

cept was submitted in 1996 as an internal proposal to the Smithsonian Astrophysical

Observatory. Originally called the Very High Energy Gamma Ray Array (VHEGRA

...pronounced “vee-gra”), it was felt the acronym was unimaginative and it was re-

named VERITAS (Very Energetic Radiation Imaging Telescope Array System). This
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was both the motto for Harvard University and the Latin word for ”truth”, a useful am-

bition for gamma-ray experimenters. The original concept called for nine telescopes

of 10 m aperture; three would be at the center of a hexagon so that in principle it could

be operated as a single array of nine telescopes or as three arrays of three. As eco-

nomic realities became more apparent this number was reduced to seven (one at the

center). The original Whipple Collaboration consisting of Iowa State University, Pur-

due University, N.U.I., Dublin, the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory and the

University of Leeds, was expanded to include the University of Chicago, the Univer-

sity of Utah, and later Kansas State University (for a time), University of California,

Los Angeles and McGill University.

A Letter of Intent for the construction of VERITAS was submitted to the U.S.

Department of Energy (DOE; which had previously supported the Whipple Collabo-

ration) in 1999. A formal proposal was lodged with DOE and the National Science

Foundation (NSF) in 2000; this proposed an array of seven telescopes with the cost

shared between DOE, NSF and the Smithsonian Institution (with some 10% coming

from overseas agencies). This was favorably reviewed and it appeared that funding

would start in 2001. Unfortunately the Smithsonian was unable to honor its commit-

ment and the project had to be redefined. Meanwhile work proceeded on the con-

struction of a prototype telescope at a temporary site [8].

The original plan had been to locate VERITAS in Montosa Canyon in the Coro-

nado National Forest, a dark and well shielded site just 1.5 km from the Whipple

Observatory Basecamp. The elevation was less than ideal (1.4 km) but the site was

otherwise suitable. Although permission to build on the site was approved by the Dis-

trict Forest Supervisor, his ruling was appealed by environmental and Native Ameri-

can groups. In April, 2003 the Regional Forest Supervisor dismissed the appeal from

the Native American groups but upheld the environmental appeal on the grounds that

the permission decision did not include a study of the overall effect of the array on the

forest viewscape. This study, with public comments, would take on the order of a year

to complete and the U.S. funding agencies felt this was an unreasonable delay. At this

point the Kitt Peak National Observatory suggested that a site at their observatory be

considered. A site was identified in Horseshoe Canyon, a well-shielded location at an

elevation of 1.8 km. Although some 130 km from the infrastructure of the Whipple

Observatory, this site was otherwise considered ideal and was included in the revised

VERITAS proposal.

The pared-down VERITAS consisting of four telescopes of 12 m aperture at the

Horseshoe Canyon site was approved by DOE and NSF for funding starting in Octo-

ber, 2003, with a scheduled completion date of September, 2006.
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2 Physical Description of VERITAS

2.1 Layout

Simulations indicated that the energy threshold and flux sensitivity are not a sensi-

tive function of the precise configuration of the array. The configuration chosen for

VERITAS was based on the original filled hexagon of side 80 m with three vertices

missing. It is hoped that the latter locations can be populated with telescopes at a later

date as funding becomes available. The principle of the technique is illustrated in the

cartoon in Figure 1; four separate images of the same light flash are superimposed to

more accurately determine its arrival direction, its energy and its nature based on the

size and shape of the image.

Figure 1: Cartoon showing the response of an array of four detectors to an air shower

whose axis is parallel to the optical axes of the telescopes and some 30 m displaced

from the center of the array. Note that the layout is that of the VERITAS array which

is different from the square configuration of HESS and the diamond configuration of

CANGAROO, both of which have greater spacings between telescopes.

The four telescopes and cameras of VERITAS are identical and are now at an

advanced state of construction. A prototype version of the telescope and camera began

operations in early 2004 at a temporary site (the Whipple Observatory Basecamp at an

elevation of 1.3 km). The prototype VERITAS and camera were upgraded to become

the first of the four VERITAS telescopes by the end of 2004 and the telescope saw

first ”gamma-ray light” on February 1, 2005 (Figure 2).
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2.2 Telescope

The VERITAS telescopes are of the Davies-Cotton optical design with 12 m aper-

ture and 12 m focal length. The mechanical structure consists of an altitude-azimuth

positioner and a tubular steel optical support structure (OSS). The design is closely

modeled on the existing Whipple 10 m optical reflector but with the added feature

of a mechanical bypass of the upper quadrapod arm which transfers the load of the

camera to the counterweight support. The positioners are commercial units manufac-

tured by RPM-PSI (Northridge, California); the OSS’s have been custom-designed

by M3 Engineering (Tucson, Arizona) and were fabricated by Amber Steel (Chan-

dler, Arizona) [8]. Completion of the first telescope has allowed the properties and

sensitivities of the individual telescopes to be measured [9].

The tracking was measured to be accurate to < 0.01◦ with a maximum slew

speed of 0.3◦ s−1. Tests with a slightly modified drive system on the first telescope

have enabled maximum slew speeds of 1◦ s−1 to be reached; the remaining tele-

scopes will have this modification installed as standard and the first telescope will be

retrofitted.

The 350 individual mirror facets are hexagonal, each with an area of 0.322 m2,

providing a total mirror area of ∼110 m2. They are made from glass, slumped and

polished by D.O.T.I., (Roundrock, Texas); the glass facets are shipped to the Whipple

Observatory where they are aluminized and anodized at the VERITAS optical coating

laboratory on-site. Then they are tested to characterize each facet in terms of its focal

length, spot size and reflectivity. The reflectivity of the anodized coating is typically

> 90% at 320 nm. Each facet has a 24 m radius of curvature. They are located on

a three point mounting on the spherical front surface (radius 12 m) of the OSS. The

point spread function (PSF) at the position of Polaris (elevation 31◦) was measured to

be 0.06◦ FWHM. The PSF was 0.09◦ at the elevation where most of the observations

described below were taken; bias alignment has not yet been implemented but it is

anticipated that when it is, a PSF of 0.06◦ FWHM will be achieved over most of the

operating range of VERITAS.

Based on the initial operation of this first VERITAS telescope no major changes

in the design of the remaining VERITAS telescopes are required. The OSS’s for

the other three telescopes have been completed. The second positioner has been in-

stalled at the temporary site; the other two positioners are currently being assembled

at RPM’s plant.

2.3 Camera

The VERITAS cameras are closely modeled on those used previously by the group at

the Whipple telescope but incorporate much more advanced triggering, data readout

and data acquisition systems. The instrumentation in the focal plane is a 499 element
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Figure 2: Left: VERITAS Telescope-1. Right: The 499 pixel PMT camera on

Telescope-1.

photomultiplier tube (PMT) camera, with 0.15◦ angular spacing giving a field-of-view

of 3.5◦. The camera is shown on the first telescope in Figure 2; note that the focus

box allows for future expansion to give a larger field of view. The PMTs are Photonis

XP2970/02 with a quantum efficiency > 20% at 300 nm, currently operated at a gain

of ∼ 2×105. Light cones have not yet been installed: two different designs are being

fabricated and will be tested. Figure 3 shows the single photoelectron response for a

single PMT, measured in situ.

The PMT signals are amplified by a high-bandwidth preamplifier integrated into

the PMT base mounts. This circuit also allows the PMT anode currents to be moni-

tored; currents are typically 3 µA (for dark fields) to 6 µA (for bright fields), corre-

sponding to a night-sky photoelectron background of 100 - 200 MHz at this temporary

site. The signals are sent via ∼50 m of RG59 stranded cable to the telescope trigger

and data acquisition electronics, at which point the observed pulse for an input delta

function has a risetime (10% to 90%) of 3.3 ns and a width of 6.5 ns.

The PMT signals are digitized using custom-built VME boards housing Flash

ADCs with 2 ns sampling and a memory depth of 32µs [12]. By default the signal

traces follow a high gain path to the FADC; however, if the 8 bit dynamic range is

exceeded, an analog switch connects the FADC chip to a delayed low gain channel

instead, extending the dynamic range for a single 2 ns sample from 256 to 1500

digital counts (d.c.), where 1 d.c. ∼ 0.19 photoelectrons at the current PMT gain.

The electronic noise is small, with a sample-to-sample variance of ∼ 0.5 d.c. and

an event-to-event variance over a 10 sample integration window of ∼ 10.5 d.c.. The

readout window size and position are programmable; a 24 sample (48 ns) window

readout on all 500 channels results in a data size of 13.5 kb per event and a deadtime

of ∼ 10% at 150 Hz. While this is manageable for a single telescope, the VERITAS

array will produce four times as much data at higher rates (up to 1 kHz). To cope
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with this, a zero suppression scheme has been implemented; only those channels with

a peak charge larger than a preset value are read out, reducing the data size by a

factor of approximately four. As well as minimizing the charge integration gate and

hence improving the signal/noise, the FADCs also provide the time distribution of the

Cherenkov photons across the image (see [13]). Figure 4 shows the charge and arrival

time information for a cosmic ray event with significant time structure.

The trigger system is multi-level. At the telescope each channel is equipped with

a programmable constant fraction discriminator (CFD) for each PMT [10], the output

of which is passed to a pattern recognition trigger system [11] which is programmed

to recognize triggers resembling true compact Cherenkov light flashes. Individual

telescope triggers are delayed and combined to form an overall array trigger. Figure 3

shows the trigger rate as a function of CFD threshold for two different pattern trigger

configurations. Observations with the first telescope have been made with a conser-

vative threshold of ∼ 6 − 7 photoelectrons and a 3-fold adjacent pixel pattern trigger

configuration, giving a cosmic ray rate at zenith of ∼ 150 Hz.
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Figure 3: Left: The single photoelectron response for one PMT (at an increased gain

of ∼ 1 × 106). The fit assumes a Poisson distribution of photoelectrons, and a Gaus-

sian distribution for the integrated charge produced by a single p.e. Right: The trigger

rate as a function of CFD threshold for two different pattern trigger configurations.

3 Performance

Routine observations with the first VERITAS telescope began in February 2005, in

time to collect a small dataset of observations on the Crab Nebula at high eleva-

tion and to make observations on the known sources, Markarian 421 and Markarian
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Figure 4: Left: The charge distribution across the camera for a cosmic ray event (the

grey scale is in d.c.). Right: The Cherenkov pulse arrival time distribution (in units

of FADC samples = 2 ns) along the long axis of the image on the left.

501 in coincidence with the Whipple 10 m gamma-ray telescope. Observations were

taken in the standard ON-OFF mode, and events parameterized and passed through

gamma-ray selection cuts in a similar fashion to observations with the Whipple 10 m

telescope. Charges were derived from the FADC traces by integrating over a window

centered on the FADC trace and set in a two pass optimised filter [9] to maximise the

signal to noise ratio. After identification of dead channels, subtraction of pedestals

and relative gain correction, images were prepared for parameterisation using pic-

ture/boundary cleaning with cuts on the charge of 4.0 (picture) and 2.0 (boundary)

times the pedestal RMS. Standard image parameterisation was implemented. Fig-

ure 5 shows the results for an ON source exposure on the Crab of 3.9 hours, indicat-

ing a sensitivity of ∼ 10σ for 1 hour of ON source observations. Also shown is a

significance map of the reconstructed source position [15].

Cuts, optimised on observations taken on the Crab Nebula, were applied in the

analysis of the observations of the AGN. Distributions of the image parameter alpha

are shown in Figure 6 for Markarian 421. Observations of Markarian 421 yielded

a 12.5σ detection over 13.1 hours, whereas observations of Markarian 501 yielded a

7.1σ detection over 6.7 hours. Light curves are shown in Figure 7 along with Whipple

10m data points for comparison. The Whipple 10m data were taken within, at most,

one hour of the VERITAS Telescope 1 data. Also shown are ASM/RXTE Quicklook

daily averages which were provided by the ASM/RXTE teams at MIT and at the

RXTE SOF and GOF at NASA’s GSFC.
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Figure 5: Observations of the Crab Nebula: Left: The image orientation angle, alpha,

for ON and OFF source observations after gamma-ray selection cuts. Right: The

two-dimensional map of the reconstructed source position.

Figure 6: Left: Alpha distribution for Markarian 421. The ON source distribution is

represented by the solid line, with the OFF source distribution represented as crosses.

Right: Two-dimensional significance map for Markarian 421.

4 Predicted Sensitivity

The sensitivity of the first telescope has been calculated using a comprehensive Monte

Carlo simulation [16]. The telescope simulations consisted of two parts, the propa-

gation of Cherenkov photons through the optical system and the modeled response of

the camera and electronics. In the simulations a signal in a PMT is created by adding

up single photo-electron pulses with appropriate amplitude and time jitters applied.

The predicted image parameters were shown to match those measured with the

11
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Figure 7: Left: Light Curve for Markarian 421. Right: Light curve for Markarian

501. VERITAS/Whipple points are in γ/min and RXTE ASM points are in counts/sec.

first telescope and the predicted cosmic ray event rate matched that observed to within

15% [16]. The effective area of Telescope 1 after cuts is shown in Figure 8 (left). Most

of the high-energy events fail the hard γ-selection cuts due to the cut on distance. This

is different for the application of Extended Supercuts [18], which do not result in a

similarly good rejection of background events, but take the dependence of the image

parameters on image size into account. The maximum effective area using Extended

Supercuts is ∼ 2.8·105 m2. The measured gamma-ray rate from the observation of the

Crab Nebula is 2.1± 0.2 γ’s/min. Using the Crab spectrum reported in [19] results in

a simulated gamma-ray rate from the Crab Nebula of 2.2 γ’s/min, in good agreement

with that observed. The energy threshold of a Cherenkov telescope is conventionally

defined as the position of the peak of the energy spectrum of the source convolved

with the effective area curve of the detector, i.e. the peak in the rate curve. According

to this definition, the threshold is 150 GeV at trigger level, 160 GeV after applying

extended super cuts, and 370 GeV after applying the hard cuts described earlier. The

right-hand side of Figure 8 shows the reconstructed energy spectrum of the Crab

Nebula after applying extended supercuts to the data set. A power law fit to the data

points results in a spectral index of 2.6±0.3 and a flux constant of (3.26±0.9) ·10−7

m−2s−1TeV−1 (statistical errors only). This agrees well with earlier measurements

by other telescopes.

The agreement of the Monte Carlo simulations with observational data shows

that there is a good understanding of the first VERITAS telescope and that the design

performance goals have been met. The final configuration of VERITAS with four

telescopes will have a significantly greater sensitivity and an energy threshold of 110

GeV [21].
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Figure 8: Left: Effective area of Telescope 1 after γ-selection cuts (filled circles) and

extended supercuts (filled triangles). Right: Energy spectrum of the Crab Nebula

compared with earlier results from Whipple [19] and HEGRA [20].

5 Muon Calibration

Determining the absolute energy calibration of a Cherenkov telescope requires knowl-

edge of the signal size produced by a single photon. Muons produce sharply defined

ring images in the focal plane and provide the best calibrated “test beam” available

for evaluating the end-to-end detector performance [22]. Simulations of muon events

and VERITAS Telescope 1 have been shown to reproduce the distribution of radii

of muon rings, that is the Cherenkov emission angles, and this allows calibration of

the light collection efficiency of the telescope [23]. Combined with measurements of

the single-PE amplitude via dedicated laser runs, this study shows that the simulation

reasonably reproduces the light-collection efficiency of the telescope.

For the VERITAS array a dedicated high-multiplicity trigger is planned which

will allow the individual telescopes to acquire muon images concurrent with regular

data taking. This will permit continuous monitoring of the telescopes’ absolute gain

and light collection efficiency.

6 Site Status

The date for completion of VERITAS is now dictated by the resolution of site access

issues. In 2003, the VERITAS project subleased the Horseshoe Canyon site at Kitt

Peak from NSF who had leased the Kitt Peak mountain top from the Tohono O’odham

Nation (TO) in 1958. NSF conducted an Environmental Assessment (EA), following

the clauses in their lease with the TO and issued a Finding-of-No-Significant-Impact

for the VERITAS site. In early 2004, NSF gave VERITAS the necessary permission

for construction to begin on the Horseshoe Canyon site. The VERITAS Project Office

let the contract for the construction of the VERITAS infrastructure in the summer

13
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Figure 9: Typical muon image.

of 2004. The infrastructure construction was essentially completed by April 2005

(Figure 10). This included the road to the site, the power, water, communication cable

conduits, slab for the instrumentation trailers at each telescope and the telescope piers.

A complaint from the TO that objected to the way NSF interpreted the EA necessary

for the VERITAS site caused the NSF to issue a stop-work-order at the site in April,

2005. NSF/DOE agreed to redo the EA de novo. The new EA is now underway and

is scheduled to be completed by the end of October, 2005. After review, NSF will

release the decision notice in November, 2005 and work at the site could, in principle,

begin again in December.

Meanwhile since the construction of the telescopes (positioners, optical support

structures and mirrors) and cameras (PMTs, focus box, electronics) was proceeding,

it was decided to install a second telescope at the Whipple Basecamp, on an east-west

line 85 m away from the first telescope. The telescope was installed in August, 2005

and the camera will be installed in September, 2005 (Figure 10). The two telescopes

will be operated as a stereo array during the 2005/6 observing season.

7 Future Program

The construction of the four VERITAS telescopes and cameras is on schedule. The

completion of the first telescope and camera and its successful operation in the de-

tection of cosmic sources shows that it meets the technical specifications of VERI-

TAS [7]. Despite the significant increase in construction costs in southern Arizona,

the increase in the cost of steel, and the fall in the value of the dollar the project is

virtually complete within its original budget. The site issues remain to be resolved.
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Figure 10: Left: The VERITAS site at Horseshoe Canyon on Kitt Peak. Right: The

first two telescopes of VERITAS at the temporary Whipple Basecamp site.

The scientific program will focus on the study of both extragalactic and galactic

objects. The first group will include AGN, radio galaxies, starburst galaxies, local

group galaxies, and galaxy clusters. The second will include compact objects such as

pulsars, binaries and microquasars, and extended objects such as supernova remnants

and diffuse radiation from the galactic plane and molecular clouds. The scientific

program will also include the search for signatures of dark matter in the centers of

nearby galaxies, clusters of galaxies, and globular clusters and the search for VHE

counterparts to undefined sources discovered by future space missions. A Sky Survey

will be undertaken and the study of Gamma Ray Bursts will have high priority.

Acknowledgments: This research is supported by grants from the U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy, the National Science Foundation, the Smithsonian Institution, by

NSERC in Canada, by Science Foundation Ireland and by PPARC in the UK.
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Figure 11: A photomontage showing the VERITAS observatory; it will have four

telescopes of 12 m aperture and will come on-line in 2006.
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Simple Technique,
Simple Detectors,
Low Cost

Collection Area = 
Size of Football Field

Direction ~ arc-min
Energy  Resolution ~ 10%
Background ~  0
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Array ImagingArray Imaging

Multiple Telescopes:
improve angular resolution
improve energy resolution
reduce background
eliminate muons
improve stability
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Development of the ACITDevelopment of the ACIT
First Generation Systems 1960 First Generation Systems 1960 –– 19851985

Weak or no discriminationWeak or no discrimination
LebedevLebedev, , GlencullenGlencullen, Whipple, , Whipple, NarrabriNarrabri, Crimea…., Crimea….

Second Generation Systems 1985 Second Generation Systems 1985 –– 20042004
Atmospheric Atmospheric CherenkovCherenkov Imaging Telescopes Imaging Telescopes 
Whipple, Crimea, CAT, HEGRA, Durham, SHALON, Whipple, Crimea, CAT, HEGRA, Durham, SHALON, 
CANGAROO……CANGAROO……

Third Generation Systems 2004 Third Generation Systems 2004 ––
Arrays of Large Arrays of Large ACITsACITs
MAGIC, HESS, CANGAROOMAGIC, HESS, CANGAROO--III ……. VERITASIII ……. VERITAS

Fourth Generation Systems?Fourth Generation Systems?
Watch this space!Watch this space!

ACIT
Sources

Zero

~ 12

-> 100

1000?
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Whipple 10m
(VERITAS-0)
Observing Program
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a

2004-5 Observing Season Programs

* Monitoring  known TeV Blazars

* Search for flaring AGN

* Search for Dark Matter: Perseus, M32, M33

* Supernova remnant: IC433

* Milagro Hotspot

* Strip Survey

* GRB Swift follow-ups

2005-6 Observing Season Programs

* Longterm AGN monitoring

* GRB Swift follow-ups
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1 GeV 100 GeV

GLAST 
(2 Years)

VERITAS-4
(3σ in 50 hrs)

Whipple 10 m 
(3σ in 50 hrs)

Differential Flux SensitivityDifferential Flux Sensitivity
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VERITASVERITAS--4: Definition4: Definition
System of four telescopes
Aperture 12 m
Hexagonal Mirrors
Cameras with 499 pixels
Individual pulse shapes; 
FADCs 500MHz sampling
High data rate; zero suppress.
Array Trigger      
Southern Arizona location
Dark site: 1.8  km   

History: 1996 VERITAS proposed
2001 Prototype funded
2003 VERITAS approved
2006 VERITAS completed
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Positioner
R.P.M.,
Northridge, CA

Optical Support Structure
Amber Steel, Chandler, AZ

Focus Box
Aluminium
University of
Arizona



VERITAS Mirror Characteristics:     VERITAS Mirror Characteristics:     
MeasurementsMeasurements

Radius

Radius of Curvature
<R> = 23.92 m  +/- 0.4%
Specification: +/- 1%

Blur Circle Diameter
<D> = 4.9 +/- 1.9 mm
Specification < 10mmBlur

Glass Facets
Manufacturer: D.O.T.I.,
Austin, Texas
Aluminized and Anodized
in house (Whipple)
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First VERITAS Camera

499 pixels; 0.15 degree diameter 
3.5 degree FoV
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Camera Installation: November, 2004
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VERITAS              ELECTRONICS

Camera

PMT

Current 
monitor

Charge
Injection

Telescope Electronics

500MHz
Digitization

64us deep
memory

x

CFD

Pattern
Sensitive
Trigger

Readout
140ft

75Ω
~200m
fiber

Array Control 
Building

Delays Array
Trigger

Pixel: 28mm Pixel: 28mm PhotonisPhotonis XP2970/02 PMTXP2970/02 PMT
PrePre--amplifier located in the base of each pixelamplifier located in the base of each pixel
Readout of each PMT through dualReadout of each PMT through dual--gain 8gain 8--bit FADC bit FADC 

boards boards 
Three Level Trigger System: PixelThree Level Trigger System: Pixel

PatternPattern
ArrayArray
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Flash ADC
500MHz digitization

Constant Fraction Discriminators

Data AcquisitionData Acquisition

High Rates ~ 200 Hz without High Rates ~ 200 Hz without 
zero suppressionzero suppression

Dead Time < 10%Dead Time < 10%

FrontFront--end Electronicsend Electronics

Low noiseLow noise

Low currentLow current
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VERITAS TELESCOPE-1

VERITAS Telescope-1 completed and operating at temporary site.
First Light on February 1, 2005 (Crab detection)
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Trigger DetailsTrigger Details

Current Threshold (conservative)
~ 5-6 p.e. per channel

Trigger Rate (3-fold) ~ 200 Hz
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Crab Nebula
4.37 hours ON;  +21.1 sigma
2.56 gammas/minute
10.1 sigma/sqrt(time in hours)
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Sensitivity of TelescopeSensitivity of Telescope--11

Based on Crab 
detection rate
- limited by 
“muon wall”
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Markarian 421
5.6 hours ON        +14.51 sigma

Light Curve

Time
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The Good News!The Good News!

TelescopeTelescope--1 meets all technical specifications1 meets all technical specifications
FADC camera works wellFADC camera works well
Component parts for Cameras for Component parts for Cameras for ––2, 2, --3 and 3 and ––4  4  
are on scheduleare on schedule
Telescopes Telescopes ––2, 2, --3 and 3 and ––4 will be delivered in 4 will be delivered in 
next three monthsnext three months
Site infrastructure is completeSite infrastructure is complete
VERITAS is currently on time and within budget!VERITAS is currently on time and within budget!
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Original Master Plan for VERITAS
Install Telescope-2, -3 and –4 in Horseshoe 
on Kitt Peak in summer of 2005 
Complete Integration of cameras in fall
Operate Telescope-1 until February, 2006
Relocate at Horseshoe Canyon in 
March, 2006 
VERITAS first light in May, 2006
VERITAS in operation October, 2006
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Horseshoe Canyon, Horseshoe Canyon, KittKitt PeakPeak

VERITAS

Kitt Peak, Arizona
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Telescope and Camera Telescope and Camera 
Trailer  PadTrailer  Pad
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Horseshoe Canyon
site is ready
for installation
of Telescopes

March, 2005
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The Bad News!The Bad News!
National Science Foundation issued Stop Work National Science Foundation issued Stop Work 
order for VERITAS activity on order for VERITAS activity on KittKitt Peak on Peak on 
April 7, 2005April 7, 2005
NSF has leased NSF has leased KittKitt Peak mountain as site for Peak mountain as site for 
national optical observatory since 1958 when national optical observatory since 1958 when 
lease was signed with Indian Nation; lease was signed with Indian Nation; 
VERITAS subVERITAS sub--leases site from NSFleases site from NSF
Complaint lodged by Complaint lodged by TohonoTohono O’OdhamO’Odham Nation; Nation; 
court hearing scheduled for June 16, 2005court hearing scheduled for June 16, 2005
New Environmental Assessment required;   New Environmental Assessment required;   
site delay access estimated 6 monthssite delay access estimated 6 months
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Some Good News!Some Good News!
Installation of TelescopeInstallation of Telescope--2 proceeding at temporary 2 proceeding at temporary 
site (Whipple site (Whipple BasecampBasecamp))
Array Operation will be tested (TelescopesArray Operation will be tested (Telescopes--1 & 2)1 & 2)
Observations with two telescope array will begin in Observations with two telescope array will begin in 
October, 2005October, 2005
Optimize operation of arrayOptimize operation of array
Continue with integration of Cameras for Continue with integration of Cameras for ––3 and 3 and --44
Install Telescopes/CamerasInstall Telescopes/Cameras--3 and 3 and --4 when site 4 when site 
problems cleared up ~ October ’05?problems cleared up ~ October ’05?
Relocate TelescopesRelocate Telescopes--1 and 1 and ––2 in April, 20062 in April, 2006
Target date for VERITAS operation is still October, Target date for VERITAS operation is still October, 
20062006
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Temporary Location of VERITAS Temporary Location of VERITAS 
TelescopesTelescopes--1 and 1 and ––2: Whipple 2: Whipple 
BasecampBasecamp
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VERITAS in March, 2006 VERITAS in March, 2006 
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Hadron

Gamma ray
Muon Ring

Shower Images from Telescope-1

Hadron
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The VERITAS Camera MovieThe VERITAS Camera Movie

You have seen the pictures –
now see the movie

Starring Jamie Holder with VERITAS Supporting Cast
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`̀

VERITAS is on schedule

VERITAS meets technical specifications

VERITAS is locked out (temporarily)

VERITAS will recover



CANGAROO-III: Status Report

Masaki Mori for the CANGAROO-III team1

Institute for Cosmic Ray Research

Univesity of Tokyo

5-1-5 Kashiwanoha, Kashiwa, Chiba 277-8582, Japan

The CANGAROO-III telescope system for very-high-energy gamma-ray astro-

physics consists of four 10 m atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes located near

Woomera, South Australia. The construction of the fourth telescope was completed

in summer 2003, and stereoscopic observations with a local trigger system started in

March 2004. Here we report on the status of the system and preliminary results from

stereo observations.

1 Introduction

CANGAROO is an acronym for the Collaboration of Australia and Nippon (Japan)

for a GAmma Ray Observatory in the Outback, and is a joint project of Japanese and

Australian institutions. After the operation of the 3.8 m imaging Cherenkov telescope

(CANGAROO-I) for 7 years, which was the first of this kind in the southern hemi-

sphere, we constructed a new telescope of 7 m diameter (CANGAROO-II) in 1999 [1]

next to the 3.8m telescope near Woomera, South Australia (136◦47′E, 31◦06′E, 160m

a.s.l.). Then the construction of an array of four 10 m telescope (CANGAROO-III)

was approved and as the first step the 7 m telescope was upgraded to 10m diameter in

2000, which is the first telescope of the CANGAROO-III array [2]. In the following

years, we have constructed additional three 10m telescopes located at the corners of

a diamond of 100m side with improved mirrors, cameras and electronics. After tun-

ing, we have started observation with the full system in stereo mode in March 2004

(Fig 1).

1See http://icrhp9.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/ for the collaboration list.
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Figure 1: The CANGAROO-III system of telescopes as of March 2004. The telescope

seen at right is the CANGAROO-II.

2 The CANGAROO-III system

2.1 The CANGAROO-II telescope

After years of observations with the 3.8 m telescope, which was retrospectively called

CANGAROO-I, a new budget to construct a whole new telescope was approved in

1995 [1]. This telescope, CANGAROO-II, was equipped with a reflector [3] consist-

ing of sixty spherical mirrors of 80 cm in diameter, which is approximately 7 m aper-

ture, with a focal length of 8m. The base material of the mirror is CFRP (carbon-fiber

reinforced plastic), which was newly developed for use in Cherenkov telescopes, and

makes the reflector light and reduces gravitational deformation of the parabola shape.

The altitude of each mirror is remotely adjusted by stepping motors. The 7 m tele-

scope began operation in March 1999. In 1999 we obtained a new budget to construct

an array of four 10 m telescopes, which is now called CANGAROO-III [2]. As the

first step of CANGAROO-III, the 7m telescope was expanded to 10m by addition of

54 mirrors in March 2000, which is called ‘T1’ after installation of other telescopes.

Basic specifications of T1 are given in Table 1.

2.2 Basic specification

In 2002-2004 we have installed three new 10 m telescopes (‘T2’, ‘T3’ and ‘T4’) at

the corners of a diamond of 100 m sides. This telescope array is called CANGAROO-

III [2]. The major parameters of the CANGAROO-III telescopes are summarized in
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T1 T2, T3, T4

Mount Alt-azimuth

Focal length 8m

Number of mirrors 114 (57m2 in total)

Reflector type Parabola

Number of PMTs 552 (1/2”) 427 (3/4”)

Camera pixel size 0.115◦ 0.168 ◦

Readout TDC(CAMAC) & ADC TDC(VME) & ADC

Point image size 0.20◦ (FWHM) 0.14 ∼ 0.21◦ (FWHM)

Completion 2000.3 2002.3 (T2), 2002.11 (T3), 2003.7 (T4)

Table 1: Basic specification of the CANGAROO-III telescopes.

Table 1. The details of the system are described elsewhere [4]. Here we mention some

recent updates [5].

2.3 Star tracking accuracy

Telescopes are driven by commands specifying elevation and azimuth angles sent to

telescope controllers every 100 ms. Those values are computed from the celestial

position of a target object by a control PC synchronized to a master PC equipped with

a GPS receiver via ntp protocol.

Tracking accuracy of telescopes are monitored using CCD cameras mounted at

the center of reflectors and faced to cameras. We can observe stars through the tele-

scope focal ring when cameras are not installed and around the ring when cameras are

installed with a wide camera lens. We can also observe focal plane images of stars.

The root-mean-square deviation of displacement between observed and commanded

positions is less than one arcminute, which is small enough compared with the size of

a camera pixel (0.115◦ [T1] or 0.168◦ [T2, T3, T4]).

2.4 Optical quality

Each spherical mirror, made of laminates of fiber-reinforced-plastic and aluminium

sheet [3], can have their direction adusted by two stepping motors. Mirrors of the first

telescope were tuned using a distant light source [3]. For later (T2, T3, T4) telescopes

we tuned mirrors to a common focus while stars were being tracked [6]. Focal im-

ages are captured by a CCD camera mounted at the center of the reflector before and

after movements of motors and we can identify the displacement of each mirror by

subtracting those images. By repeating this procedure on each mirror, we could tune

all mirrors in a few nights per telescope. The point spread functions measured at the

construction time are 0.20◦, 0.21◦, 0.14◦, and 0.16◦ (FWHM). They are not as good

as those of glass-made mirrors, but are comparable with the size of camera pixels.
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2.5 Muon rings

We selected ‘good muon’ events to study the performance of our telescopes in the

following criteria: 1) there is a cluster with enough number of adjacent hits in the

image; 2) arclength, or ring radius times arc angle, is larger than 2 deg·rad; 3) the

ring fit is fairly good (small χ2). The curvature distribution for these muon events

shows a clear peak around 1/1.2◦, which corresponds to local muons. We studied

these muon events in detail and they are used to understand the performance of our

telescopes [7]. An example of such a study is shown in Fig. 2 where size/arclength is

plotted against time, showing the variation of total light yield of each telescope with

time.

Figure 2: Time variation of the relative light collection efficiency for each telescope,

which is proportional to size/arclength.

2.6 Global trigger system

Since March 2004 we introduced a “global” trigger system which requires real-time

coincidence between telescopes. For each telescope, when a local trigger is generated,

data from the electronics are kept for 5 µs and at the same time the local trigger is sent

to the stereo trigger system through an optical link. In the stereo trigger system, de-

termination of stereo events is done by requiring any two or three local trigger signals
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coinciding with each other for at least 10 ns within a 650 ns time window considering

the geometrical time delay which depends on the arrival direction of Cherenkov light.

When a stereo event is detected, a global trigger signal is generated, and the event

number and timing information are recorded. Then, the generated global trigger sig-

nal and event number are sent to each telescope. At each telescope, when the global

trigger signal is received within 5 µs, ADC and TDC data are read out and recorded.

If not, the data for that event are cleared, and the electronics and local trigger sys-

tem are reset for a next event. Using this trigger system, local muon signal, which

is evident in the length/size distribution taken in local triggers, disappear and we can

reduce the local trigger threshold level in order to decrease the energy threshold.

3 Preliminary CANGAROO-III results

The preliminary results presented here were obtained using the stereo data taken be-

fore the global trigger system was installed.

Here is a sketch of event preselection processes. Stereo events were selected by

timing coincidence of telescopes within ±10 µs. Then for each telescope, we required

the minimum deposited photoelectron in each photomultiplier tube (PMT) with ≥ 6

p.e. and the clustering of at least 5 adjacent hit PMTs. Also timing concentration of hit

PMTs within ±25 ns, removal of bad condition (cloudy) data, and the elevation angle

cut (60◦) were applied, except for the Crab observations at large zenith angles. After

these processes, image analysis is applied (see below) and we search for gamma-ray

signals.

The estimated performance of the CANGAROO-III system as well as the reli-

ability of our simulation code, comparing simulation results with observed data, are

presented elsewhere [8].

3.1 The Crab nebula

¿From Woomera, the Crab nebula can be observed only at large zenith angles (>

53◦). For stereo observations, since the threshold energy of T1 is higher and the

field-of-view of the camera was smaller than other telescopes, we used the newer

three telescopes for analysis. Because of the geometrical arrangement of the array,

the effective baseline for large zenith angle observations becomes short which makes

stereo reconstruction of images difficult.

To overcome the unfortunate situation described above, we developed new anal-

ysis methods. To avoid the increased uncertainty of the intersection points, we intro-

duced a new parameter, “IP distance” (DIP), which is defined as the distance between

the intersection point and centroid of images. Then we searched best intersection
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points which minimizes the image widths and the difference between distance and

DIP. This results in better angular resolution as seen in the θ2 distribution in Monte

Carlo simulations, where θ is the space angle between the source direction and the

reconstructed arrival direction.

We observed the Crab nebula for 18.5 hours in December 2003 in so-called wob-

ble mode, changing the pointing directions ±0.5◦ in declination apart from the target

every 20 minutes.

In addition to the conventional square cuts method using image parameters to

enhance gamma-ray fractions, we applied two different analyses: the Likelihood

method [9, 10] and the Fisher Discriminant method [11]. In the latter method, effec-

tiveness of the parameters for the gamma-ray-like event selection is evaluated using

the simulation, and we can optimize the weights of the parameters in estimating the

probability of gamma-ray-like events. Finally we obtained the spectrum of the Crab

nebula in the energy range from 2 to 20 TeV, which is consistent within the statistical

and systematic errors with other measurements [7, 12].

3.2 Cen A

Centaurus A is a well-known radio galaxy and the nearest (z = 0.00183) active galac-

tic nucleus. Although its jet axis may be inclined from our line-of-sight, its proximity

may overcome the misalignment and it could be detectable in the TeV region. Indeed,

it was reported as a TeV gamma-ray source about thirty years ago when it was in a

high X-ray state [13].

We observed Cen A for 1,047 min. and 882 min. for T2-T3 and T2-T4 pairs,

respectively, in 2004 March. The stereo-mode analysis in each pair did not show

a gamma-ray signal in the signal region (θ2 < 0.047◦) and we obtained an upper

limit of 3.2 × 10−12 cm−2s−1 for Eγ > 530 GeV (2σ level), which corresponds to

approximately 7 % of the flux of the Crab nebula [14].

3.3 The Galactic diffuse emission

The Galactic plane is the strongest source of gamma-rays in the GeV region. The

dominant mechanism of this emission is believed to be the nuclear gamma-rays via

neutral pion decays produced in collision of cosmic-rays with interstellar medium.

The EGRET results showed harder (∝ E−2.4∼2.5) spectrum expected from the cosmic-

ray origin (∝ E−2.7) [15], and if this spectrum extends to the TeV region, this Galac-

tic diffuse emission could be detectable with Cherenkov telescopes.

In 2004 we observed two local maximum regions of the diffuse Galactic emission

model developed by the EGRET team [15]: (ℓ, b) = (−19.5◦, 0.0◦) and (+13.0◦, 0.0◦).
For the former point, b = ±3.0◦ were used as off-source regions, and the latter
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point was observed in long ON-OFF mode. ON-source observations of 10.6 hours

(ℓ = −19.5◦, T2-T3), 6.3 hours (ℓ = −19.5◦, T2-T4), 8.0 hours (ℓ = +13.0◦,

T2-T3), and 8.5 hours (ℓ = +13.0◦, T2-T4) were analyzed, but we could not find a

gamma-ray signal associated with the Galactic disk in both regions. Assuming that

the gamma-ray spectrum shows a single power-law between a few GeV and 600 GeV,

conservative upper limits to the spectral index were obtained: −2.17 and −2.12 (pre-

liminary) for each region, respectively [16].

3.4 Supernova remnant RX J0852.0-4622

We reported the TeV emission from this SNR using the single CANGAROO-II tele-

scope [17]. We applied the Fisher discriminant method to the stereo data for RX

J0852.0-4622 observed in January and February 2004 using T2 and T3 taken in the

wobble mode for 2,197 minutes in total. We used the northwest rim as a target point

in the wobble mode. After the coarse selections, 1,204 minutes data was available.

For the Fisher discriminant, we used four image parameters, lengths and widths, de-

termined with each telescope independently. Finally the gamma-ray events was ex-

tracted by comparing the Fisher discriminant values between the SNR region and the

background region. The excess count map is shown in Figure 3. Te region inside

the solid arcs shows the maximum acceptance region, which is an overlap of the two

field-of-views in the wobble mode. Also the one-degree arc from the SNR center is

indicated by the dotted line. The strong gamma-ray emission from the NW rim is

obviously seen, which was first reported by CANGAROO-II. This maximum accep-

tance region covers about a half of the whole SNR, and the integrated flux above 0.81

TeV is about 60% of the H.E.S.S. result [18], which value is reasonable considering

our coverage of the SNR [19, 20].

3.5 Other sources

We took fair amount of stereo data on the pulsar PSR 1706-44 and the supernova rem-

nant SN1006 which we claimed to be TeV gamma-ray sources with CANGAROO-I.

Preliminary analysis of both objects did not show any peaks in the θ2 distribution [19].

(For SN1006 we take the northwest rim point where TeV gamma ray emission was

reported by CANGAROO-I as the emission point.) Further analysis is underway so

that we can check the possible extended emission.

4 Summary

We have been carrying out stereo observations of sub-TeV gamma-rays with the

CANGAROO-III sytem since March 2004. Recent status of the system and prelimi-
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Figure 3: Excess event map around the SNR RX J0852.0-4622 obtained from the

CANGAROO-III stereo observations (preliminary). Contours show X-ray data from

ASCA GIS.

nary results from stereo observations were presented here: further results are coming

soon.
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T2              T4       T3     T1

Woomera: 2004 March
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Basic specifications of telescopes
T2Location:

31°06’S, 136°47’E
160m a.s.l.

Telescope:
114× 80cmφ FRP mirrors  
(57m2, Al surface)
8m focal length
Alt-azimuth mount

Camera: 
T1: 552ch (2.7° FOV)
T2,T3,T4: 427ch (4° FOV)

Electronics:
TDC+ADC
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Construction of CANGAROO-III

: Construction
: Observation start
: Expansion to 10m

: Observation
: Tuning

T1

T2

T3

T4
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Sample of 4-fold stereo events

Data: 
2004 
March
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Stereo analysis: still underway & in progress
Inconsistency with H.E.S.S results on some 
sources
⇒ New observations with CANGAROO III 

Efforts for advanced analysis procedures
Measure more optical parameters 

CCD measurements of spotsizes and stars
Use muons for calibration

Tune Monte Carlo simulation
Use the Crab as the standard candle

Flux obtained with Monte Carlo simulation is compared 
with those reported by other groups

Independent teams within the collaboration are 
working:

Hereafter, referred to as Teams A,  B, C …
Results, especially detections, are double-checked
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Star tracking
C

C
D
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-a
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s 
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RMS deviation
0.013 degree

Star position error observed by a CCD camera

PMT size

T3

CCD X-axis (degree)
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Spot size
T4

X (horizontal)

0.7°

Y
 (

ve
rt

ic
al

)

Point Spread 
Function (FWHM)

T1: 0.20°

T2: 0.21°

T3: 0.14°

T4: 0.16°

(measured at construction time)

Image of a star 
on camera 
observed by a 
CCD camera
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Muon events (1)

R

φ
Selected by 
1) clustering
2) R×φ (arc length) >2deg•rad
3) Small χ2 (good fit)

Data: 2004 March

T2                  T3                 T4
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Muon events (2)
T4

plane focal on the
Ctan8][ θ≈mr

Curvature Distribution

1-7GeV : 1/r >= 1.0 [1/deg]
> 7GeV : 1/r < 1.0 [1/deg]

Length/size Distribution

Monte Carlo simulation
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Muon parameters compared with Monte Carlo

χ2 1/r         size/arclength

Histogram: data

Hatched: M.C.
T2

T3

T4

χ2: for ring fitting

(sensitive to spot size)

r: curvature radius

(~0.8 for v/c=1)

Size/arclength ∝
total light collection 
efficiency
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Time variation of Size/Arclength

2003 2004

T2 start T3 start T4 start

T2
T3
T4

•Monitor of total light 
conversion efficiency

•Gradually,
Size/Arclength is 
decreasing
(~5% / year)

•Mirror degradation due 
to dust etc.
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Stereo observation

(θx, θy)

Angular resolution

0.25deg → 0.1 deg

Energy resolution

30% → 15%

Better S/N (no local muons)

θ2 distribution

(Simulation)

θ2 [deg2]

E
n
tr

ie
s/

b
in

Target
Intersection
point

θ2 = θx
2+ θy

2

0         0.25        0.5
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Unfortunate situation for the Crab
Showers 
from the 
Crab

The oldest T1 has 
higher energy 
threshold and bad 
efficiency for 
stereo observation
Only T2/T3/T4 are 
used for stereo 
analysis
Stereo baseline 
becomes short for 
the Crab 
observation at 
large zenith angles
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Large zenith angle observation of the Crab

Far core→small angle→bad accuracy

Accept 15°<θ<165° only0           90         180°

E
n
tr

ie
s/

b
in

Narrower

h∼60°

Higher energy threshold ~1TeV

Bad intersection accuracy

h∼30°

θ
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Team “A”Crab signal (1) (simple square cuts)

Nov 2003

Prelim
inary

Prelim
inary

θ2 [deg2] θ2 [deg2]

E
n
tr

ie
s/

b
in

(O
n
-O

ff
)/

b
in

On

Off

Sigma : 6.19
Excess : 258±42 event
Angular Resolution : 0.16° (HWHM)

•T2 & T3

•ON 7.5hr

•OFF 7.0hr
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Crab signal (2) Team “A”

Significance map Differential flux

Angular resolution for the Crab (h~35°)

~0.17° (RA) / 0.14 ° (Decl)
Prelim

inary

Prelim
inary
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IP constraint fit
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Telescopes

22
2 Armlength)Armlength()Width(

ARMw

x,yx,y
σσ

χ

Search intersection point (IP) by 
minimizing χ2 so that width along 
shower axis to be minimum and 
armlength to be near the expected 
value (<Armlength>=0.75, Mesh 
size 0.025o)

Blank : After IP fit
Hatched : Before IP fit

Monte Carlo
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γ/h separation by Fisher discriminant
Linear combination of image parameters (xi)

Difference between signal (γ) and background (h)

Determine αi which maximize separation (solvable 
using correlation matrix)

With calculated αi for a known source, the 
(appropriately normalized) combination F could 
be the “Fisher discriminant” for other sources.

We use widths and lengths of multiple telescopes 
for image parameters.

∑≡
i iixF α

hFFD −≡ γ

22 )(/ DDDS −≡
F

D

γ
h

R.A. Fisher, Annals of Eugenics, 7 (1936) 179
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Team “B”

(with IP fit & Fisher D.)Crab signal (3)
Points: On-source

Hatched: Off-source

E
n
tr

ie
s/

b
in

Prelim
inary

Monte 
Carlo γ

•T2 & T3

•890 min (Dec.2003)
θ2 [deg2] Fisher discriminant
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Crab spectrum Team “B”

(with IP fit & Fisher D.)

•T2 & T3

•890 min (Dec.2003)

Prelim
inary10-12

10-13

Fl
u
x 

(c
m
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s-

1
)

1        2          5      10      20
Energy (TeV)

HEGRA
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Cen A: the nearest AGN S. Kabuki

No signal seen

Prelim
inary

Observation 
term

Observation 
time (T2-T3)

Observation 
time (T2-T4)

Average zenith
angle

15 – 28 Mar 
2004

603 min 414 min

468 min

17 degree

15 – 28 Apr 
2004

444 min 17 degree

Total 1047 min 882 min

•Elliptical 
•Radio galaxy
•Fanaroff-Riley type I
•“Misaligned” BL Lac (~ 60o)
•Distance 3.5 Mpc (z=0.00183)

Near infrared image
2MASS
1.2-2.17µm

CANGAROO-III
Angular

resolution

http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/gallery/cenaatlas.jpg
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Cen A: flux limit S. Kabuki

Energy bin (GeV) 530 700 1120

2 σ upper limit flux
(×10-12cm-2sec-1)

3.2 1.8 0.9

Prelim
inary

Crab
Upper limit:

~7% Crab

Note that this is a 
highly variable source, 
and the TeV claim in 
70’s was based on 
observations during its 
flaring activity.

CANGAROO-III
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Galactic diffuse emission

Milagro
4.5σ detection
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Observation of the Galactic disk M. Ohishi

b=0° b=-3° b=+3°Obs.term tel.pair

2004Jun T2-T3 635.3 322.3 292.9

2004Jun T2-T4 380.0 201.9 192.5

Obs.term tel.pair ON OFF

2004Jun T2-T3 

T2-T4 

T2-T3 

T2-T4

2004Jun

340.0289.6

2004Aug

199.5

224.9

270.0

183.6

280.02004Aug 85.7

l=-19.5   2004Jun

l=+13   2004Jun/Aug

(Obs.time in minutes)

T2-T3

T2-T4

EL>45deg

Eth ~600 GeV
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Galactic disk scan result M. Ohishi

No excess at the disk!

(expected σ~1deg)

Prelim
inary

l =19.5°
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M. Ohishi, preliminary

Galactic diffuse emission: upper limit

Prelim
inary

C-III
2σ upper limit

C-III
2σ upper limit

C-III
2σ upper limit

Milagro
4.5σ detection

CANGAROO-III: syst.error included

Other TeV obs: Cygnus regions
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SNR RX J0852.0-4622 Team “B”

Very 

prelim
inary

E
n
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ie
s/

b
in

•T2 & T3

•1204min (Jan.15-Feb.24, 2004)

Very 

prelim
inary

θ2 [deg2] Fisher discriminant
For single telescope 
observations, see Katagiri et 
al., ApJ 619 (2005) L163Fisher D. set at the Crab level
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SN1006 Team “A”

•T2 & T3

•ON 1954min

•OFF 1606min
(May 14-26, 2005)

θ2 [deg2]

E
n
tr

ie
s/

b
in Very 

prelim
inary

Square cuts at the Crab level

Blank: CANGAROO-I
hot spot

Hatched: Off-source
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Vela pulsar Team “B”

θ2 [deg2]
•T2 & T3

•1311min (Jan.17-Feb.25, 2004)

θ2 [deg2]
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b
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CANGAROO-I position

Very 

prelim
inary

Fisher D. set at the Crab level

Pulsar position

Very 

prelim
inary
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Global trigger system
d

100m

∆t=d/c < 500ns
variable

Coincidence

Opt.fiber

650ns

Event 
number

Trigger

T
elesco

p
es

Turnaround
~2.5µs

Wait time
~5µs

T
elesco

p
es

Trigger

Before: “software trigger”
Each telescopes triggered 
independently

Now: “hardware stereo”
Requires at least 2 telescopes

If no coincidence ⇒ Reset
Dead time ×1/100

150m Opt.fiber
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Effect of global triggers

Length/size

hadron
muon

with global trigger

without global trigger with global trigger

without global trigger

Muon events are removed!
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Summary
We have been carrying out 4-telescope stereo observations 
of sub-TeV gamma-rays since 2004 March. Now we have 
incorporated a global trigger system to reduce muons.

Stereo analyses are being developed using muons for 
calibration, and the energy spectrum of the Crab is 
consistent with other results.

Preliminary results on Cen A and the Galactic disk show no 
gamma-ray signal. SNR RX J0852.0-4622 appears as 
extended source, and the morphological study is 
progressing. 

Observations of SN1006 and Vela pulsar were made by 
using CANGAROO III telescopes. Very preliminary analyses 
appear to show no significant signals, which may suggest 
upper limits lower than the CANGAROO-I fluxes obtained 
several years ago.
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End
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Some more facts on Cen A

Turner et al., ApJ 475 (1997) 118

Grindlay et al., ApJ (1975) >300GeV, 4.5σ

Steinle, Gamma2001

• Light curve • SED
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Diffuse component analysis
Sensitivity map

Energy threshold: ~600 GeV
Angular resolution:
0.17°(RMS) within 3°φ

T2-T3 T2-T4

1°.0
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Point source search around l =19.5°
Significance map

T2-T3 T2-T4 Red: pulsars
Blue: SNRs
Green: EGRET unIDs

Max.significance

T2-T3: 3.3σ
T2-T4: 3.8σ

T2-T3 3.1σ
T2-T4 3.5σ

Isotropic MC

No significant source
(>4σ) was found

M. Ohishi, preliminary

Typical 2σ flux U.L.:
∼20% Crab
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NGC253

In progress

E
n
tr
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s/

b
in

•T2 & T3 & T4

•~30hr each
(October 2005)

θ2 [deg2]
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Comments on the Galactic center flux (1)

Effect of Night 
Sky Background
Uncertainty in 
energy decision  
Underestimation 
of effective area
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Comments on the Galactic center flux (2)
Effect of NSB?

The accidental hit by NSB was almost removed 
by clustering cut and TDC cut (99.8%).

Q)  The effect of NSB is large in lower energy      
region.  NSB causes steep spectrum ?

A) We also estimated the power-law index of       
spectrum in higher energy region. 

The index remains steep. (-4.6+-1.5 @ 2-4bin)
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Comments on the Galactic center flux (3)
Uncertainty of energy 
assignment?

We applied the MC 
method assuming 
uncertainty in energy 
decision ~20%.
The index varied from 
-3.4 to -8.7
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Comments on the Galactic center flux (4)
Underestimation of effective 
area?

The radius of target area is 
250m.
(Cherenkov light pool ~140m 
radius assuming the shower 
maximum at 8km)   
Study for changing the radius 

250m-1000m
→ The effective area is stable.

250m is enough to estimate an 
effective area. 

Core distance(m)

Triggered events

0        100        200 

Cluster events
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PSR 1706-44 Team “B”
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After the inauguration and a phase of commissioning and tuning, MAGIC has started

to operate in a standard way since fall 2004. The performance of the telescope has

been studied using known sources, and data from several other sources are under

analysis. MAGIC is at present the largest Imaging Air Cherenkov Telescope in the

world having the lowest energy threshold. Several technological innovations have

been used in the construction of the instrument and now are functional for the first

time in a Cherenkov Telescope. The currently achieved performance of the telescope

will be reported.

1 Introduction

One of the aims of the new generation of Cherenkov telescopes is to bridge the ob-

servational energy gap between the upper limit of satellite borne γ-detectors experi-

ments, ∼10 GeV, and the lower limit 250 GeV of the previous generation of ground

based detectors. Although the next generation of satellite borne instruments, like

AGILE [12] and GLAST [13], will try to fill as well this observational gap from be-

low, the large difference in collection area will give a privileged role to Cherenkov

telescopes to study phenomena in which high-sensitivity is required (low photon flux

or rapidly variable phenomena). Around the idea that some important astrophysical

processes were happening in the energy gap not accessible to any of the known tech-

niques of the previous generation instruments, the MAGIC collaboration proposed the

construction of a 17m diameter imaging air Cherenkov telescope. Since then, a large

international collaboration, mostly from European countries has grown around the

project. The design report of the telescope appeared in spring 1998 and the financial

support was allocated between late 2000 and early 2001. In late 2001 the mechanical

structure of the telescope was installed and in 2002-2003 it was equipped with all the

different components and put into operation. From fall 2003 until the early fall 2004

the telescope was in the commissioning phase. After that MAGIC started to regularly
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observe gamma ray source candidates and collect data. The construction of a second

telescope, 85 m away from the first one, has started in the summer 2005.

2 The MAGIC telescope

Among the new Cherenkov telescopes, MAGIC is the one designed to have the lowest

energy threshold (design goal of ∼30 GeV), so it will be the first instrument exploring

an interesting region of the observational energy gap. Several novel technologies have

been used to build the worldwide largest air Cherenkov telescope and reach the lowest

energy threshold. MAGIC has been built in the Canarian Island of La Palma (28.8◦

N, 17.9◦ W) at the Roque de los Muchachos Observatory, 2200 m above sea level. In

order to be able to re-position the telescope within 20 seconds to the coordinates of

a Gamma Ray Burst provided by detectors flown on satellites and thus to contribute

in the understanding of the origin of those enigmatic events, we have designed the

telescope to be light-weight. This introduced a lot of constraints in the design.A

few new techniques and technologies heve been implemented in MAGIC (see Fig.1

below) in order to enable the fast re-positioning and increase the sensitivity at low

threshold. Below we list the important innovations:

• Reflector frame made of carbon-fiber tubes

• All Aluminum diamond milled light-weight mirrors with quartz coating and

internal heating

• Active control of the reflector shape to correct residual deformation due to vary-

ing gravitational loads while moving around the elevation axis

• Transfer of ultra-fast analog signals from the camera to the experimental control

room via optical fibers

• Two level pattern trigger and a 300 Msample/s FADC system for data readout.

• 6 dynode ultra-fast hemispherical photo multiplier tubes from Electron Tubes,

England.

• Special milky coating of PMT input window for enhanced (by about 20 %)

photoconversion efficiency.

All of the above listed techniques were thoroughly tested in several iterations

over ∼5 years and only after that implemented in the construction.
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Figure 1: Photo of the MAGIC telescope. Location: 2200m a.s.l., Canary island of

La Palma, Roque de los Muchachos Observatory.

2.1 The reflector

The overall reflector shape is parabolic to minimize the time spread of the Cherenkov

light flashes in the camera plane. The preservation of the time structure of the Cherenkov

flashes is important to increase the signal to noise ratio with respect to the night-sky

background light. The parabolic dish is tessellated by 956 0.5 × 0.5 m2 covering a

surface of 234 m2. Each mirror [9] is a sandwich of aluminum honeycomb on which

a 5 mm plate of AlMgSi1.0 alloy is glued. The aluminum plate of each mirror tile is

diamond milled to achieve the spherical reflecting surface with the radius of curva-

ture most adequate for its position on the paraboloid. A thin quartz layer protects the

mirror surface from aging. Embedded in the honeycomb sandwich a 0.3 mm Printed

Circuit Board, of the same size of the mirror, is used as internal heater to prevent

dew and ice deposition. Mirrors are grouped in panels of three or four (see fig. 2),

which can be oriented during the telescope operation through an active mirror con-

trol (AMC) [1] system to correct for possible deformations of the telescope structure.

After an accurate pre-alignment of the mirrors in a panel, made during the panel as-

sembling, the alignment of the mirrors in the telescope structure has been done by
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Figure 2: Mirrors during the assembling in the mounting panel

using an artificial light source at distance of 920m. The mirror installation was com-

pleted in summer 2004, the overall light spot is well contained in within the pixel

size.

2.2 The camera

The MAGIC camera,shown in fig. 3, is a key element to improve the gamma sensitiv-

ity and γ/hadron separation. The camera is 1.5 m diameter, 500 kg weight and cover

3.5◦ of FOV. The inner hexagonal area is composed by 397– 0.1◦ pixels equipped with

1” φ PMTs (EMI 9117A) surrounded by 180–0.2◦ pixels equipped with 1.5” φ PMTs

(EMI D576B). The typical time response FWHM is below 1ns [18]. The photocatode

QE is enhanced up to 30% peak value and extended to UV by a special coating of

PM surface with Wavelenght Shifter [19]. Each PM is connected to an ultrafast low-

noise transimpedance pre-amp. The 6-dynode HV system is zener stabilized with an

active load. Dedicated light collectors have been designed to let the photon double

crossing the PMT photocatodes for large acceptance angles. The HV regulation for

each PMT fully covers the 0-2000 V range. The DC current and HV are read out for

each pixel, multiplexed in groups of 96 and digitized by a 12 bit ADC. The tempera-

ture is controlled by a water based cooling system with temperature/humidity sensors.

The camera was completed in summer 2002, after extensive tests and characterization

was installed in November 2002 and has been commissioned in March 2003 after the

winter break. First starlight using DC current readout was recorded on March 2003.

In summer 2004 a modified pixel was inserted in the camera center to allow optical

observation (see fig. 5). The aim of this pixel (central pixel) is to record simultaneous

timing ephemeridis for periodicity search in gamma ray events [8].
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Figure 3: The MAGIC camera during the assembling (left), The photosensor spectral

QE enhanced by the special milky coating with wavelenght shifter (right).

Figure 4: View of the modified central pixel (left) and the Phaseogram obtained with

30 min of data of direct visible light taken on the Crab source.

2.3 The read-out chain

PMT signals are amplified by ultrafast and low-noise transimpedance pre-amplifiers

in the camera housing. The amplified analog signals are transmitted over 162m long

optical fibers using Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser Drivers (VCSELs, λ =850

nm). In the receiver board the signal is converted from optical to electric and splits,

one branch going to a discriminator with a software adjustable threshold that gen-

erates a signal for the trigger system. The signal in the second branch is amplified,

stretched to ∼6ns FWHM and split into a high and low gain channel in order to in-
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crease the dynamic range. The high gain branch is amplified by a factor of 10 while

the low gain is delayed by 50 ns. If the signal in the high gain branch is above a preset

threshold, the low gain branch is combined with the high gain one using a fast GaAs

analog switch and digitised by the same FADC with 50 ns of delay with respect the

high gain one as it is shown in fig 5. A software digital filter is used offline to extract

the number of photoelectrons and the average arrival time from the sampled recorded

data [11].

Figure 5: Two test pulses with different input charge read by the MAGIC DAQ. When

a large signal staurates the high gain branch, the low gain side appears 50 ns later

(right plot).

2.4 The trigger

The MAGIC trigger is a two-level advanced trigger system with programmable logic

[14]. The first level trigger (L1T) applies a tight time coincidence and a simple next

neighbour logic. The trigger is active in 19 hexagonal overlapping regions (trigger

cells) of 36 pixel each (see fig. 6), to cover 325 of the inner pixels of the camera.

The second level trigger (L2T) can be used to perform a rough analysis and apply

topological constraints on the event images. It consists of a set of Look Up Tables,

enabled from L1, and acting on the 19 trigger cells with a tree structured set of pro-

grammable fast memories. Using some topological constraints like a fast evaluation

of the size of the image made by L2T [15] it is possible to reduce significantly the

night sky background rate, allowing a reduction of the discriminators and gamma

energy threshold.
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Figure 6: The trigger area (φ = 1.9◦)is covered by 19 exagonal macrocells, overlap-

ping to avoid inefficiency.

2.5 The DAQ

Analogue signals are continuosly digitized using an 8 bit 300 MHz FADC. The digi-

tized samples are stored in 32 kByte long ringbuffers. If a trigger signal arrives within

less than 100 µs, the position of the signal in the ringbuffer is determined and for each

pixel 15 high gain plus 15 low gain samples are written into a 512 kBytes long FiFo

buffer at a maximum rate of 80 MByte/s. The readout action of the ringbuffer results

in a dead time of less than one µs. This corresponds to less than a 0.1% dead time at

the design trigger rate of 1 kHz. The time and the trigger information for each event

are recorded by a dedicated digital modules which is read out together with the FADC

modules. The readout is controlled by a FPGA (Xilinx) Chip on a PCI (MicroEnable)

card. The FADC data stored in the FiFo buffers are read out with a speed of 4 Bytes@

20 MHz. The data is saved to a RAID0 disk system at a rate of up to 20 MByte/s

which results up to 800 GByte raw data per night. During daytime, the data are trans-

formed into ROOT format and written to tape. Before the end of 2005, an upgrade of

the of the FADC up to 2GHz, 10 bit resolution [6], is foreseen to decrease the integra-

tion window and increase the time resolution. Later, when the second telescope will

be ready, a novel DAQ system based on the domino ring sampler [5] will be adopted.
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2.6 Calibration system

The calibration of the MAGIC telescope is made by a combination of information

coming from muons ring selected data [3], and dedicated light calibration system

data [2]. The combination of muon data and pulsed light gives at the same time in-

formation on the photosensor QE, reflectivity of the surface and transparency of the

nearby atmosphere. The MAGIC calibration system consists of a light pulser system

and a continuous light source, both situated in the center of the mirror dish, a dark-

ened single photo-electron counting PMT (“blind pixel”), situated in the camera plane

and a calibrated PIN-diode situated 1.5 meters above the light pulsers (see fig.7). The

pulsed light is emitted from a very fast (3–4 ns FWHM) and powerful (108–1010 pho-

tons/sr) light emitting diodes (LEDs) in three different wavelengths (370 nm, 460 nm

and 520 nm) and different intensities (from few up to 2000–3000 photo-electrons per

pixel and pulse). It is thus able to calibrate the whole readout chain (from the PMT

Figure 7: A scheme of the calibration light module(left), muons ring in the telescope

camera used for calibration(right)

to the DAQ) with respect to wavelength and linearity. The continous light source

consists of LEDs simulating the light of night sky at La Palma with different inten-

sities. The absolute light flux incident on the camera is measured by three methods

independently: Via the blind pixel, the PIN-diode and using the traditional excess

noise factor method which extracts the number of photo-electrons from the previ-

ously measured excess noise factor, the variance of the pedestal, the variance of the

signal and the pedestal-corrected signal charge. Pedestals, on their turn, will be mon-

itored regularly measuring the variance of the pedestal charges. These variances can
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be cross-calibrated with the anode currents of each PMT using the continous light

source and the fact that the currents are proportional to the square of the RMS noise

in the PMT.

3 Data taking and Analysis

During the normal data taking, the trigger is defined as the coincidence of 4 adjacent

pixels in a compact topology, with a discriminator threshold varying from 4 to 6 pho-

toelectrons depending on the particular night sky background light. In such condition,

with a trigger radius of 0.7◦, the DAQ event rate at low zenith angle is ∼300Hz, and

the energy threshold (at trigger level) is estimated to be ∼40Gev. The collected data

volume is 200GByte/night, stored into a large disk and backed-up into LT02 tapes.

In this first year of data taking the second level trigger is used just in flag-mode: the

events are tagged with L2 selection criteria but not rejected yet. With the implemen-

tation of L2 selection we plan to make a further reduction of the trigger threshold,

keeping the DAQ rate below its limit of ∼ 1KHz. A special low threshold trigger was

already implemented for pulsar studies, in this case a 3–fold coincidence was used

with a reduced trigger area. The γ/hadron separation is done using a technique based

on the Random Forest (RF) method [16, 17]. Compared to dynamical or scaled cuts

in image parameters, the RF method uses all the parameters simultaneously, taking

into account interdependencies and scaling of the image parameters, e.g. with energy,

impact parameter, and zenith angle automatically. Monte Carlo γs and real hadronic

background data have been used as training samples. The Hillas parameters Size,

Dist, Width, Length, Conc and Asym have been used so far in the training. The RF

method tags each event with the so-called hadronness (h), a number which is related

to the event probability to be of hadronic origin. An appropriate cut in h yields a

sample retaining most of the γ-candidates while suppressing a large fraction of the

hadronic background. The optimum cut in h depends, of course, on the given analy-

sis. Timing information are not yet used into the standard analysis, however time can

be used in the image cleaning procedure and new variable time-related will be used

into the γ/hadron separation. Montecarlo studies have shown that we might expect

to increase the sensitivity of about 10–20% with the use of time information. Since

the beginning 2005 is functional an automatic GRB alert for early follow-up observa-

tions. The alerts are given by GCN using a special socket program that select among

the alerts the one that are observable by MAGIC [10]. Since the alert is working,

few GRB follow-up where done, two of such observation was perfomed with a global

delay less than 20s with respect the peak intensity.
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4 Physics campaign and sensitivity of the telescope

In March 2005 the first cycle of physics observation campaign was officially started,

based on collaborators scientific proposals, spanning over several Physics goals. Be-

fore that time the Physics campaign was concentrated on observation of known sources

to measure and verify the performance of the instrument. Today we understand to

large extent the performance of MAGIC. Our measurements of sources at energies

above ∼100 GeV showed that we succeeded to build a sensitive instrument. We

could also measure gamma ray signals from Crab Nebula at energies well below 100

GeV.We are still working on improving the sensitivity of the telescope, especially

for energies below 100 GeV. Not all of the problems are yet fully understood at sub-

100 GeV energies and we are currently working to significantly improve the response

of the telescope in that important energy domain. The best sensitivity of the tele-

scope in terms of Signal/Noise ratio of the measured signal from the standard candle,

the Crab Nebula, is ∼20 sigma/
√

(h) and is achieved for energies (150-180) GeV.

The telescope has a very high hadron rejection power for energies above (500-600)

Figure 8: 64 min of crab data

GeV; for sources as strong as Crab Nebula the response is practically background

free. Below ∼100 GeV energy regime the image shapes for gammas and hadrons are

becoming more similar; still gammas could be selected but only at the expense of rel-

atively high left-over background after the image analysis. Since several months the

telescope is running smoothly without any major technical problem and we reached

an efficiency of ∼95% in observation time. With MAGIC-I we succeeded to mea-

sure gamma ray signals from Crab Nebula, from AGNs like Mkn-421, Mkn-501 and

1ES1959, from the Galactic Center, HESS J 1813-17.8, HESS J 1834-08.7. The mea-
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Figure 9: MAGIC achieved sensitivity with the current standard analisys (red) com-

pared with MAGIC stereo (expected), and other exeperiments.

sured signals allowed us to evaluate the performance of the telescope and to compare

it with Monte-Carlo simulations. We found a satisfactory agreement with the predic-

tions of extensive simulations, especially for energies above ∼100 GeV. We have also

measured gamma signals from a few more sources (or source candidates) but these

data are still in accurate dedicated analysis.

5 Conclusions and future plans

Since early fall 2004 MAGIC-I is fully operational and is regularly observing sources

or possible source candidates. Since several months the telescope is running smooth

and we reached 95% efficiency in time for observations. Gamma signals from the

sources Crab Nebula, Mkn-421, Mkn-501, 1ES1959, the Galactic Center, HESS

J 1813-17.8, HESS J 1834-08.7, have been measured and scientific papers are in

pipeline. Gamma signals from few more sources or source candidates are also mea-

sured but these data are still under extensive checks. We are hoping to show more

results soon. MAGIC-II telescope [4] is under construction at 85m distance from

MAGIC-I. Operation of both telescopes in coincidence is scheduled for 2007 and

will provide double sensitivity. Moreover, it will allow us to further lower down our

analysis threshold.
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The The MAGICMAGIC projectproject

First presentation in First presentation in 95 95 at the ICRC, Rome, (at the ICRC, Rome, (Bradbury et alBradbury et al))

Approval of funding only Approval of funding only late 2000late 2000

Start of construction Start of construction in 2001in 2001

InnaugurationInnauguration October 10th October 10th in 2003in 2003

Commissioning until  Commissioning until  summer 2004summer 2004

Physics campaign Physics campaign winter 2004/2005winter 2004/2005
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The AIM for low Threshold:The AIM for low Threshold:
The unexplored spectrum gapThe unexplored spectrum gap

γγ––rayray sources observed with sources observed with 
EGRET satellite (E < 10 GeV)EGRET satellite (E < 10 GeV)
271 sources (171 unidentified)271 sources (171 unidentified)

Satellite effective area < 1 m2

Old generation groundOld generation ground--
based experiments based experiments 
observe few sources with observe few sources with 
E > 300 GeV.E > 300 GeV.Effective area > 104 m2

Strong cutoff in γγ-spectrum for
30 Gev < E < 300 GeV

Explore energy gap with MAGIC
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The The MAGICMAGIC Physics ProgramPhysics Program

SNRsSNRs

Cold Dark Cold Dark 
MatterMatter

PulsarsPulsars
GRBsGRBs

Quantum Gravity Quantum Gravity 
effectseffects

cosmologicalcosmological
γγ--Ray HorizonRay Horizon

AGNsAGNs

Origin of Origin of 
Cosmic RaysCosmic Rays
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Gamma Ray HorizonGamma Ray Horizon
γγ--raysrays traveling cosmological distances traveling cosmological distances 
interact interact with Extragalactic Background Light Extragalactic Background Light 

−+→ eeEBLHE γγ(EBL)(EBL)

Mkn 501 (z=0.034)

old generation IACTs

MAGIC I

future IACTs

Fazio-Stecker relation

Absorption increases with energy of Absorption increases with energy of 
γγ--raysrays
Absorption leads to cutoff in AGN Absorption leads to cutoff in AGN 
spectrum   spectrum   
Measurement cutoff of several Measurement cutoff of several 
sources allows extraction of EBLsources allows extraction of EBL

lower energy threshold lower energy threshold 
=> observe more distant => observe more distant 
sourcessources
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The The MAGICMAGIC telescope telescope 

Largest Imaging Air Largest Imaging Air 
Cherenkov TelescopeCherenkov Telescope
for for γγ--ray astronomyray astronomy
((17 m mirror dish17 m mirror dish))
Design optimized for:Design optimized for:

low energy thresholdlow energy threshold
EEγγ == 30 GeV30 GeV
fast repositioningfast repositioning
ttRR<30 sec

Canary Island La Palma
2200 m asl

<30 sec

Collaboration: > 100 physicists, 18 institutes, 11 countries: Collaboration: > 100 physicists, 18 institutes, 11 countries: 
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Key technological elements for Key technological elements for MAGICMAGIC
17 m diameter parabolic reflecting surface (240 m17 m diameter parabolic reflecting surface (240 m2 2 ))

Analog signal transport Analog signal transport 
via optical fibers via optical fibers 

IPE
IPE
IPECENET

22--level trigger systemlevel trigger system
& 300 MHz FADC system& 300 MHz FADC system

Active mirror controlActive mirror control
(PSF: 90% of light in (PSF: 90% of light in 
0.10.1oo inner pixel)inner pixel)

high reflective diamond milled high reflective diamond milled aluminum aluminum 
mirrorsmirrors

Light weight 
Carbon fiber
structure for 

fast repositioning

-- 3.53.5oo FOV camera FOV camera 
-- 576 576 high QE PMTshigh QE PMTs

(QE(QEmaxmax= 30%)= 30%)
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Key technological elements for Key technological elements for MAGICMAGIC
17 m diameter parabolic reflecting surface (240 m17 m diameter parabolic reflecting surface (240 m2 2 ))

Active mirror controlActive mirror control

high reflective diamond milled aluminum high reflective diamond milled aluminum 
mirrorsmirrors

Light weight 
Carbon fiber
structure for 

fast repositioning
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MAGICMAGIC mirrors

Cabling of the mirror for 
internal heater

mirrors

Legs screwed on the mirror

2 mirrors mounted on a panel
Dedicated poster: Dedicated poster: 
Light weight allLight weight all--Al mirrors for the MAGIC telescope, Al mirrors for the MAGIC telescope, 
L. L. PeruzzoPeruzzo et alet al
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Optical preOptical pre--alignment of a panelalignment of a panel

4 mirrors spots after the pre-alignment 
close to the virtual center of the MAGIC camera

Final spot of a panel after 
The precise alignment of 
the mirrors
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AActive ctive MMirror irror CControl ontrol 
light weight structure requires light weight structure requires 
corrections for small residual corrections for small residual 
deformations of mirror

Tracking of Jupiter

With AMC

Without AMC

deformations of mirror

achieved PSF:achieved PSF:
90% of light contained in90% of light contained in
0.10.1°° inner pixel inner pixel 

Dedicated poster: Dedicated poster: 
The Active Mirror Control of MAGIC, The Active Mirror Control of MAGIC, A. A. BilandBiland et alet al
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Key technological elements for Key technological elements for MAGICMAGIC

CameraCamera
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Enhanced QE Enhanced QE PMTsPMTs CameraCamera

Matrix of 577 PMTs
Field of View: 3.50

6 stage PMTs (6 stage PMTs (low gain)low gain)
-- ET 9116A (1”)    : 0.1ET 9116A (1”)    : 0.1OO

-- ET 9117A (1,5”) : 0.2ET 9117A (1,5”) : 0.2OO

Quantum Efficiency Quantum Efficiency 
increased up to increased up to 30 %30 %
with with diffuse scattering diffuse scattering 
coatingcoating

extended UV sensitivity extended UV sensitivity 
usingusing wavelength shifterwavelength shifter
coatingcoating

240 m2 -> 312 m2 !!!
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Central Pixel optical readCentral Pixel optical read--outout
Modified central PMT for Modified central PMT for 
optical observations. optical observations. 
Simultaneous timing Simultaneous timing 
ephemeridesephemerides for for 
periodicity search in periodicity search in 
gamma regime.gamma regime.
Night sky background Night sky background 
continuous monitoring.continuous monitoring. Installed and tested on Crab in March ’05.

Crab Crab lightcurvelightcurve phaseogramphaseogram

Dedicated poster: Dedicated poster: 
Periodicity search in gammaPeriodicity search in gamma--ray dataray data , , E.  De E.  De OnaOna--WilhelmiWilhelmi et al.et al.
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Signal ProcessingSignal Processing
Analog signalsAnalog signals transmitted over transmitted over 
162 m162 m long long optical fiberoptical fiber
=> no signal dispersion=> no signal dispersion

Stretch pulse to 6 nsecStretch pulse to 6 nsec
Split to high & low gainSplit to high & low gain
(dynamic range > 1000) (dynamic range > 1000) 
300 MSamples/s300 MSamples/s 8 bit FADCs8 bit FADCs
(upgrade to 2GSamples/s this 
year)

optimized signal reconstructionoptimized signal reconstruction
time resolution < 1 nsectime resolution < 1 nsec
small integration time small integration time 
=> improved S/N => improved S/N 
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Trigger architectureTrigger architecture

L0 =>L0 => Computer adjustable discriminatorsComputer adjustable discriminators
+  Single pixel rate online monitor+  Single pixel rate online monitor

L1 =>L1 => fast coincidence easy topology trigger fast coincidence easy topology trigger 
(2(2--33--44--5 NN logic) 45 NN logic) 4--6ns gate 6ns gate 

L2 =>L2 => enhanced topologic selection made with tree structured lookup enhanced topologic selection made with tree structured lookup 
table system (20ns gate)table system (20ns gate)
pixel pixel counitngcounitng in compact regionsin compact regions
hot pixels maskhot pixels mask
higerhiger topological constraint ….topological constraint ….

PrescalerPrescaler => => Final combination of different trigger tables with a Final combination of different trigger tables with a prescaleprescale
factorfactor

TWO FOLD KINDS (86) THREE FOLD KINDS (51)

FOUR FOLD KINDS (67) FIVE FOLD KINDS (106)
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Level 2  selections: an exampleLevel 2  selections: an example

L1: 6 phe - 4NNL1: 6 phe - 4NN

A
ef

f(L
2)

 / 
A

ef
f(S

td
.L

1)

psSize>
9

psSize>8 (530Hz)
L2/(Std.L1)L2/(Std.L1)

(Std.L1: 4.0 mV 4NN)

The collected gamma events in the The collected gamma events in the 
energy region below 100 energy region below 100 GeVGeV can be can be 
increased up to a factor 2increased up to a factor 2--3 respect to 3 respect to 
the standard L1 trigger (8phe and 4NN).the standard L1 trigger (8phe and 4NN).

0022

γ- 44 GeV
3.0mV (~6 phe), 4NN

γ- 44 GeV
3.0mV (~6 phe), 4NNTrigger display

Pseudo-size=10
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The Calibration: hardwareThe Calibration: hardware

• Nishia single quantum-well LEDs
• Light pulses in 3 colors

(UV, blue and green)
• Different intensities over 

dynamic range of factor 300 
• Match pulse width of cosmics
• Trigger available over wide range

of frequences: 
E.g.: - Calibration run: 500 Hz

- Data run with interlaced 
calibration events: 50Hz

- Test runs up to: 4 KHz

Dedicated talk: Dedicated talk: 
ReusultsReusults from the MAGIC calibration system , from the MAGIC calibration system , 
M. M. GaugGaug
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MuonMuon CalibrationCalibration

MC data

Standard calibrationStandard calibration
light pulses illuminating light pulses illuminating 
camera uniformlycamera uniformly
allows calibration in PEsallows calibration in PEs

Muon calibrationMuon calibration
select set of clean muons select set of clean muons (2.3 Hz)(2.3 Hz)
comparison of measured and expected comparison of measured and expected 
muon signalmuon signal
allows allows absolute calibrationabsolute calibration of of photon photon 
collection efficiencycollection efficiency of detector (mirror of detector (mirror 
+ PMTs + ..)+ PMTs + ..)

Dedicated poster: Dedicated poster: 
Absolute energy scale calibration of the MAGIC Absolute energy scale calibration of the MAGIC 
telescope using telescope using muonmuon rings , rings , F. Goebel et alF. Goebel et al
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Arrival Time Calibration Arrival Time Calibration 

• Use calibration pulses to  
correct for small differences in 
signal transmission

• Obtain intensity-dependent time 
resolution
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GRB GRB observation strategyobservation strategy

GCN

Alert System

Central Control

Communication 
to people:

•e-mail

•web

•acoustic alarm 
system

MAGIC 
Telescope

QuickTime™ and a
Cinepak decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

The GRB Alert System

Dedicated poster: Dedicated poster: 
The GRB alert system of the MAGIC telescope,The GRB alert system of the MAGIC telescope,
N. N. GalanteGalante et alet al
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Status of MAGICStatus of MAGIC
October 2003: InaugurationOctober 2003: Inauguration
July 2004: Installation of last MirrorsJuly 2004: Installation of last Mirrors

until August 2004: Commissioning until August 2004: Commissioning 

September 2004: September 2004: 
Start of regular dataStart of regular data--takingtaking
-- datadata--taking efficiency gradually taking efficiency gradually 
improving, reaching 80improving, reaching 80--90% in 90% in 
January 2005 (nice weather)January 2005 (nice weather)

February 2005: February 2005: 
-- weather is not always niceweather is not always nice
-- missed first 2 observable GRBsmissed first 2 observable GRBs
alarms from SWIFT  alarms from SWIFT  

no data-taking possible
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MAGIC Data taking MAGIC Data taking 

DAQ rate ~200DAQ rate ~200--300Hz 300Hz 

Trigger: trigger condition L1 4nnTrigger: trigger condition L1 4nn
Threshold trigger ~ 30 GeVThreshold trigger ~ 30 GeV
Data Volume 200Gbyte/nightData Volume 200Gbyte/night

Selection on L2 not implemented Selection on L2 not implemented 
yet.yet.

Special low threshold trigger Special low threshold trigger 
implemented for PSR studies:implemented for PSR studies:
3 fold, reduced trigger area..3 fold, reduced trigger area..

QuickTime™ and a
GIF decompressor

are needed to see this picture.
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Data analysisData analysis
Standard AnalysisStandard Analysis
••The first analysis used for the data, follows the classical pathThe first analysis used for the data, follows the classical path paved by paved by 
Whipple, optimized for high energies. Whipple, optimized for high energies. 
••Below hundred Below hundred GeVGeV the picture changes and we are entering in a new the picture changes and we are entering in a new 
territoryterritory
Gamma event selection is based on 10 image parameters with the uGamma event selection is based on 10 image parameters with the use of se of 
Random Forest (RF) classification method. Random Forest (RF) classification method. 
=> Reliable=> Reliable
⇒⇒Effective & fastEffective & fast
Other analysis methods are still under development:Other analysis methods are still under development:
2dim analysis, Time related parameter,  likelihood, 3dim analysi2dim analysis, Time related parameter,  likelihood, 3dim analysis…..   s…..   

Dedicated posters: Dedicated posters: 
1)A concept for data managing and processing1)A concept for data managing and processing
2)MARS a framework for event based data analysis2)MARS a framework for event based data analysis
, , D. D. DornerDorner et alMethods for multidimensional event classification using images Methods for multidimensional event classification using images 

from a Cherenkov gammafrom a Cherenkov gamma--ray telescoperay telescope
R. Bock et all NIM A 516 (2004) 511R. Bock et all NIM A 516 (2004) 511--528

et al

528
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Timing informationTiming information

Three events of Three events of 
different type showing different type showing 
the energy (left) and the energy (left) and 
arrival times (right) arrival times (right) 

hadrons

muon

gamma 
candidate

The next generation of sampling electronics (>2 Gs/s) will be inThe next generation of sampling electronics (>2 Gs/s) will be installed stalled 
soon in the Telescope. It will improve the time resolution to masoon in the Telescope. It will improve the time resolution to make a ke a 
better better g/hg/h separation.separation.

Dedicated talk: Dedicated talk: 
Tagging single Tagging single muonsmuons by ultraby ultra--fast timing in air fast timing in air 
CherenkovCherenkov telescopes , telescopes , R. R. MirzoyanMirzoyan et alet al

Dedicated talks: Dedicated talks: 
2) The DOMINO system, 2) The DOMINO system, N. N. TuriniTurini et alet al
2) Test of a prototype of multiplexer fiber optic 2) Test of a prototype of multiplexer fiber optic 

ultrafastultrafast FADC DAQ FADC DAQ sysyemsysyem , , H. H. BartkoBartko et alet al
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Timing information IITiming information II
Timing information are useful for:Timing information are useful for:
••Image cleaningImage cleaning

••Include low amplitude inInclude low amplitude in--time time 
pixelspixels
••Exclude out of time pixels Exclude out of time pixels 

••Gamma/h separationGamma/h separation
••New Time related parameters can New Time related parameters can 
be used in tagging gamma eventsbe used in tagging gamma eventsOut of timeOut of time

gammagamma

gammagamma

Slope Slope vsvs distdist

HadronHadron

Slope Slope vsvs distdist
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Source Position reconstructionSource Position reconstruction

angular resolution: 0.1angular resolution: 0.1ooDISP methodDISP method

DISP = ξ(Size,Za)• (1+ width
length

)−1

It will be optimized using Random Forest technique for low energIt will be optimized using Random Forest technique for low energy y 
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Energy resolutionEnergy resolution

SIZE (total number of SIZE (total number of 
PEs) simplest energy PEs) simplest energy 
estimator  estimator  
improve energy improve energy 
estimation including estimation including 
other image other image 
parametersparameters
20% (30%) 20% (30%) 
@ 1 @ 1 TeVTeV (100 (100 GeVGeV))
optimized estimator optimized estimator 
using Random Forest using Random Forest 
techniquetechnique
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Crab: The standard candleCrab: The standard candle
strong steady source of GeV/TeV gamma strong steady source of GeV/TeV gamma 
rays (Whipple ‘89) rays (Whipple ‘89) 

=> Standard candle to test performance => Standard candle to test performance 
Cherenkov TelescopesCherenkov Telescopes

Crab Nebula

20σ • time(h)

-- below 100 GeV more statistic below 100 GeV more statistic 
(integration time) is needed to (integration time) is needed to 
get the signalget the signal

-- Nevertheless, significant signal Nevertheless, significant signal 
extracted in 50 extracted in 50 --75 GeV bin75 GeV bin in 2 in 2 
our of observation timeour of observation time

Li MaLi Ma

Dedicated poster: Dedicated poster: 
MAGIC observation (crab nebula), MAGIC observation (crab nebula), R. Wagner et al.R. Wagner et al.
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Energy Spectrum of Crab NebulaEnergy Spectrum of Crab Nebula
Extending the Crab spectrum towards the inverse compton peakExtending the Crab spectrum towards the inverse compton peak

Systematic Systematic 
errors below errors below 
100 GeV under 100 GeV under 
investigationinvestigation
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HB89HB89--0317+185 z=0.160317+185 z=0.16

The source was observed for 600 min in 6 days  The source was observed for 600 min in 6 days  

The detection was in average The detection was in average 
“negative” .“negative” .

A A subsamplesubsample of 30 min the source was of 30 min the source was 
showing a showing a 5.8 5.8 σσ signalsignal

Was it a flare?Was it a flare?

The strategy of The strategy of blazarblazar observation observation 
should be triggered by hint of should be triggered by hint of 
activity also from other “activity also from other “wavelenghtwavelenght” ” 
detectors.detectors.
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Mrk421 Mrk421 (AGN, z=0.030)(AGN, z=0.030)

December 2004: flare observed by RXTEDecember 2004: flare observed by RXTE
Simultaneous observation with HESSSimultaneous observation with HESS on 18 Dec ‘04 allowson 18 Dec ‘04 allows
-- Cross calibrationCross calibration
-- Observation under different zenith angles => Observation under different zenith angles => different energy rangesdifferent energy ranges

flux O(1 Crab) observed at E > 300 GeV 

Dedicated poster: Dedicated poster: 
HESS MAGIC joint observations, HESS MAGIC joint observations, D. Horn, D. D. Horn, D. MazinMazin
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1ES1959+6501ES1959+650

1ES1959+6501ES1959+650
AGN @ z=0.047AGN @ z=0.047
previously seen by previously seen by 
Seven Telescope Seven Telescope 
Array, Whipple, Array, Whipple, 
HEGRA (150 h)HEGRA (150 h)
6.5 h observation by 6.5 h observation by 
MAGIC in Sept MAGIC in Sept -- Oct Oct 
20042004
not flaring in Xnot flaring in X--ray ray 
(ASM)(ASM)
7 7 σσ detectiondetection
~ 10 % Crab level~ 10 % Crab level
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Observability Study of Galactic CenterObservability Study of Galactic Center

Galactic Center observable from Galactic Center observable from 
La Palma at La Palma at zenith > 58zenith > 58oo

=> difficult observation conditions=> difficult observation conditions
=> => high energy thresholdhigh energy threshold

(E(Ethrthr~ 700 ~ 700 GeVGeV))))
=> => large effective collection arealarge effective collection area

observed Galactic Center in observed Galactic Center in 
September 2004 for ~3 hours September 2004 for ~3 hours 
under test conditionsunder test conditions
preliminary analysis shows a preliminary analysis shows a 
signal, despite the high zenith signal, despite the high zenith 
angle the “short” time exposureangle the “short” time exposure
no evaluation of systematics yetno evaluation of systematics yet

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (LZW) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.
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Monte Carlo: Monte Carlo: comparison with datacomparison with data

MC γ

Data: ON (gammas+hadrons) - Off(hadrons)
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Flux sensitivity for pointFlux sensitivity for point--like sourceslike sources

Sensitivity, achieved so far, with standard Sensitivity, achieved so far, with standard analisysanalisys
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Conclusions & OutlookConclusions & Outlook
MAGICMAGIC is a is a successful pioneering telescopesuccessful pioneering telescope for for low low 
energy gamma ray astronomy energy gamma ray astronomy producing producing first resultsfirst results

New analysis toolsNew analysis tools including including timingtiming, are under , are under developmetdevelopmet to to 
further increase the instrument sensitivity. further increase the instrument sensitivity. 
The MAGICThe MAGIC collaboration has started to build a second telescope collaboration has started to build a second telescope 
(see M. (see M. TeshimaTeshima contribution)contribution)

MAGICMAGIC--II
MAGICMAGIC--IIII

MAGIC II MAGIC II willwill
increase increase thethe sensitivity sensitivity of the of the 
observatoryobservatory
further push forfurther push for lower energy lower energy 
thresholdthreshold
-- equip camera with high QE equip camera with high QE HPDsHPDs
-- upgrade to 2GSamples/s upgrade to 2GSamples/s FADCsFADCs
(this year for MAGIC I)(this year for MAGIC I)
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H.E.S.S. has been in full operation since December 2003 and has provided a wealth

of exciting new results from the survey of the Galactic plane at VHE energies, and

on VHE gamma-ray emission from supernova remnants, binary systems and pulsar

wind nebulae. New results are also reported for Galactic Center sources and for

extragalactic sources.

1 The H.E.S.S. telescope system

H.E.S.S. is a system of four large (13 m diameter) imaging atmospheric Cherenkov

telescopes, operated by an international collaboration of about 100 physicists from 8

countries. The telescopes [1] are located in the Khomas highland of Namibia, near

the tropic of Capricorn. With their cameras [2] containing 960 photomultiplier pix-

els and covering a 5◦ field of view, they provide multiple images of gamma-ray (and

cosmic-ray) induced air showers in the Cherenkov light emitted by the shower par-

ticles, and enable the stereoscopic reconstruction of the shower geometry. The full

four-telescope system is in operation since December 2003. The telescopes operate

about 1000 h per year during moonless night time, recording shower events at a rate

of about 300 Hz. Near zenith, the energy threshold - defined as the energy of peak de-

tection rate for typical source spectra - is about 100 GeV, increasing with zenith angle

to 250 GeV at 45◦ and 700 GeV at 60◦. The system provides an angular resolution

of 0.1◦ for individual gamma-rays; gamma-ray sources can typically be located with

a precision of 1’ or better, limited for intense sources by systematic errors at the 20”

level. The sensitivity of the H.E.S.S. telescope system is about one order of magni-

tude better than previous instruments, and allows to detect sources with a flux of 1%

of the Crab Nebula in 25 h.

Highlights from H.E.S.S. include the Galactic Plane Survey, which unveiled a

number of new VHE gamma-ray sources, the detailed studies of supernova remnants

and pulsar wind nebulae, the discovery of gamma rays from a binary system and the
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study of emission from the Galactic Center region. While the location of H.E.S.S.

in the southern hemisphere emphasizes Galactic sources, new results have also been

obtained for extragalactic objects. This report can only give a brief overview; for

details and further references, the reader is referred to the publications cited, and to

the other H.E.S.S. contributions to this conference. Unpublished results should be

considered preliminary.

2 H.E.S.S. and the old southern-hemisphere sources

Already during the initial operation of H.E.S.S., significant disagreements concern-

ing previous results on southern VHE sources emerged: the Vela pulsar, the pulsar

PSR B1706-44, the famous supernova SN 1006 and the starburst galaxy NGC 253

could not be detected as VHE gamma-ray sources, with limits [3–5] well below pre-

viously claimed fluxes. For the source near Sgr A, the measured spectrum [6] differs

significantly from the one reported by CANGAROO [7]. Only for the remnant RX

J1713.7-3946 [8] and the AGN PKS 2155-304 [9] reasonable agreement with earlier

results [10, 11] is found. Given that H.E.S.S. reproduces the flux and spectrum of

the Crab nebula as measured by northern Cherenkov instruments, and that results are

stable during two years of increasingly sophisticated analysis and calibration of the

telescope system, it is clear that the disagreements are real and that either the sources

have varied over time – which would be somewhat surprising for extended sources

such as SN 1006 or NGC 253 – or that the earlier single-telescope data suffered from

undetected problems, related, e.g., to variations in night-sky brightness.

3 H.E.S.S. results on extragalactic sources

In the first years of operation, H.E.S.S. has surveyed a significant number of AGNs,

mostly resulting in flux limits, which are – despite rather short observation times –

significantly better than previous limits; a set of 19 flux limits was reported in [12].

Positive detections were achieved for the new source PKS 2005-489 [13], for PKS

2155-304 [9,14], for the radio galaxy M87 and – in observations at large zenith angles

– for Mrk 421 [15]. The Mkr 421 data have the interesting feature that at the large

zenith angles, H.E.S.S. provides a detection area in excess of a square kilometer at

high energy, which allowed determination of the spectrum to beyond 10 TeV, as well

as the demonstration of a flux-dependent shape of the spectrum [15]. PKS 2155-304 is

remarkable in that despite its relatively large redshift of 0.117, the source is detected

with high significance – over 50 σ – and the spectrum is well determined, with a

photon index Γ ≈ 3.3. New multiwavelength data have been obtained characterizing

the spectrum from radio wavelengths to VHE gamma rays (Fig. 1); comparison with
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archival X-ray data shows that the source was in a rather low state. M87 was the

first non-blazar AGN to be detected (by HEGRA [16]); H.E.S.S. data confirm this

discovery with a 4.6 σ signal based on 2003 and 2004 data. The flux is lower than

measured by HEGRA, indicating variability and hence a compact source region.

Figure 1: Spectral energy distribution for PKS 2155-304 [14]. Colored data points

(H.E.S.S., RXTE, ROTSE, NRT) refer to simultaneous observations. Curves refer to

leptonic (dotted and dashed lines) and hadronic models (full line), see [14] for details.

4 The H.E.S.S. Galactic plane survey

The H.E.S.S. Galactic plane survey (Fig. 2) was conducted in the summer of 2004

and covered the region of ±30◦ in Galactic longitude and ±3◦ in latitude, at a typ-

ical sensitivity of a few % of the Crab flux. Eight new VHE gamma ray sources

with a post-trial significance exceeding 6σ were discovered during the survey [17], in

addition to three previously known sources in the survey region - the Galactic center,

G0.9+0.1, and RX J1713.7-3946. The sources line up along the Galactic equator, with

a rms spread in latitude of about 0.3◦, consistent with the scale height of the distri-

bution of molecular gas and with the width of the distribution of supernova remnants

and pulsars. Their Galactic origin is confirmed by the fact that nearly all sources

are extended, with rms sizes up to 0.2◦. H.E.S.S. can typically resolve a source as

extended when its rms size exceeds 2’-3’.
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Figure 2: Significance map for the H.E.S.S. survey of the central section of the Galac-

tic plane.

Counterparts for the new sources were searched, primarily in radio- and X-ray

catalogs. Plausible associations with supernova remnants (SNR) exist for three of the

new sources – HESS J1640-465 (Fig. 3(a)), HESS J1834-087 (Fig. 3(b)) and HESS

J1804-216. Three sources – HESS J1804-216, HESS J1825-137 and HESS J1616-

508 could be associated with nebulae powered by sufficiently energetic pulsars; of

these, HESS J1825-137 will be discussed in detail later. The source HESS J1813-

178 remained unidentified in the original survey paper [17] but has meanwhile been

identified; it coincides with a supernova ring discovered in radio data [18, 19], and

also with previously unpublished ASCA [20] and INTEGRAL [20] sources. HESS

J1614-518 (Fig. 3(c)) has no plausible counterpart at other wavelengths.
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Figure 3: Smoothed excess maps of some of the new sources, together with potential

counterparts in other wavelength ranges. (a) HESS J1640-465, coincident with SNR

G338.3-0.0. (b) HESS J1834-087, coincident with SNR G23.3-0.3 (W41). (c) HESS

J1616-508 and HESS J1614-518; for the second source no counterpart is known.

5 Supernova remnants studied with H.E.S.S.

Another H.E.S.S. highlight is the detection of resolved supernova remnant (SNR)

shells (Fig. 4), for RX J1713.7-3946 [8] and for RX J0852.0-4622 (“Vela Junior”)

[21], both objects discovered in VHE gamma-rays by CANGAROO [10, 22]. In both

cases, TeV gamma ray emission can be clearly traced to the supernova shell, demon-

strating that the shock wave accelerates particles to multi-TeV energies, generating

photons via interactions with gas – in case of protons - or by Inverse Compton scatter-

ing – in case of accelerated electrons. While the intensity of the gamma-ray emission
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Figure 4: Supernova remnants RX J1713.7-3946 (left) and RX J0852.0-4622 (”Vela

Junior”, right). Color scale indicates gamma-ray count rates, contour lines the X-

ray emission measured by ASCA (RX J1713-3946) [23] and ROSAT (RX J0852.0-

4622) [24]

.

varies along the circumference, the strong correlation with the location of the shell -

as seen e.g. in X-rays - is evident. The energy spectrum of RX 1713.7-3964 has been

measured over two decades in energy (Fig. 5(a)), up to 30 TeV, and approximately

follows a power law with index 2.1 to 2.3, with indications for a cutoff or break at

the highest energies. The spectral index coincides with predictions of shock-wave

acceleration models; the high photon energies detected demonstrate that energies of

primary particles reach up to 1014 eV and beyond. The spectral index is - within

errors - constant across the entire remnant (Fig. 5(b)).

Assuming that X-rays represent synchrotron radiation (∼ B2) and that the gamma

rays are generated in Inverse Compton scattering – thereby naturally accounting for

the good correlation between X-rays and VHE gamma rays (Fig. 4(a)) – a local

magnetic field B ≈ 10 µG can be determined from the relative levels of X-ray

and gamma-ray intensities. A standard E−2 electron injection spectrum describes

the radio and X-ray spectra, but fails to account for the almost constant index of

the gamma-ray spectrum; the Inverse Compton peak should be visible in the energy

range covered by H.E.S.S. With a steeper spectrum, E−2.5, the gamma-ray spectrum

can be accommodated, but then model predictions overshoot the radio flux [25] by

almost two orders of magnitude. In contrast, models which use a higher magnetic
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Figure 5: (a) Energy spectrum of gamma rays from RX 1713.7-3964, based on the

2003 data (open points) and the 2004 data (full points). (b) Spectral index determined

from a power-law fit for 14 regions of the remnant. No significant variation of the

index is found across the remnant. The contour lines indicate the gamma-ray flux.

field (which suppresses the Inverse Compton component for a given X-ray intensity)

and which add gamma-rays generated in proton interactions, achieve a good descrip-

tion of wide-band spectra; of course at the expense of introducing additional free

parameters (proton flux and spectrum). In summary, remarkable progress has been

made in pinning down SNRs as cosmic accelerators, and there is a preference for a

hadronic origin of the high-energy gamma rays; however, fully conclusive evidence

is still lacking.

6 H.E.S.S. observations of pulsar wind nebulae

Another interesting class of new TeV gamma-ray sources are pulsar wind nebulae

(PWN), which are potentially responsible for a significant fraction of the new sources,

and for some of the strongest. A supernova explosion frequently leaves a pulsar be-

hind, which, it its high magnetic and electric fields, generates a steady stream of

high-energy electrons and positrons. This pulsar wind blows a hole into the remnant,

compressing ejecta in a pulsar wind termination shock, in which the electrons can

be re-accelerated. The energy content of the pulsar wind is typically a few orders

of magnitude lower than the kinetic energy available for particle acceleration in the

supernova ejecta, which makes it surprising that pulsar wind nebulae - with the Crab
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Nebula as the best-studied example - are such prominent sources. The reason is that

energy in pulsar wind electrons is far more efficiently converted to gamma rays than

the energy of protons and nuclei accelerated in the main supernova shock. Typical ra-

diative life times for electrons are O(103) y, compared to O(107) y for protons, which

compensates for the deficit in energy. PWN detected in X-rays sometimes appear

shifted relative to the pulsar [26, 27]; explanations include a (single-sided) jet-like

emission or the “crushing” of one side of the PWN by the reverse shock [28], which

is released when the supernova shock wave has swept up a significant amount of ma-

terial, generating a back-reaction. If a supernova explodes into an inhomogeneous

environment - as most supernovae do - the reverse shock from the side of the denser

medium will reach and crush the corresponding side of the PWN while - if observed

at the right time - the other half of the PWN is still unaffected.

A particularly nice candidate for a displaced PWN is HESS J1825-137. Located

south of the pulsar PSR B1823-13, the VHE gamma-ray emission peaks at the pulsar

and then falls off towards the south (Fig. 6). Exactly the same feature is seen in X-

rays [27], except that the characteristic extension of the nebula is a few arcminutes

rather than a fraction of a degree. A natural explanation is [29] that in the estimated

10 µG field in the nebula, the X-ray generating electrons have higher energies than

those responsible via Inverse Compton scattering for the VHE gamma rays. The

higher-energy X-ray electrons cool faster and have a shorted range.

Another interesting PWN is MSH 15-52, associated with the pulsar PSR B1509-

58 inside the G 320.4-1.0 / RCW 89 shell. The elongated and single-sided nebula was

seen in ROSAT images [30]; high-resolution Chandra images [31] revealed a jet-like

feature. MSH 15-52 was first detected as a gamma-ray source by CANGAROO [32].

H.E.S.S. observations resolve an extended source [33] (Fig. 7(a)), aligned in the same

direction as the Chandra jet feature, and with a power-law energy spectrum extending

to well beyond 10 TeV (Fig. 7(b)).

Particularly interesting objects are pulsars in binary systems. Their often eccen-

tric orbits allow the study of how gamma-ray emission is influenced by the com-

panion star. PSR B1259-63 is a distant binary, consisting of a pulsar in a highly

eccentric 3.4 y orbit around a massive star with a disk-like equatorial wind. The

closest approach - last in March 2004 - is about 20 stellar radii. Near periastron,

particles potentially accelerated by the pulsar find enhanced targets for generating

gamma-rays, both in the form of the intense photon field of the star, and in the form

of the wind. In February 2004, H.E.S.S. detected this system as a TeV source [34]

(Fig. 8). Surprisingly, however, the light curve - interrupted by full-moon periods -

indicates a double-humped shape with a minimum near periastron. This time vari-

ation suggests that interactions of the pulsar wind with the disk material dominate

the shape of the light curve. Another surprise was the discovery of a second, steady

and extended (0.16◦) gamma-ray source about 0.5◦ north of the pulsar, HESS J1303-
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Figure 6: (a) Distribution of gamma-ray excess counts for HESS J1825-137, near the

pulsar PSR B1823-13 (= PSR J1826-1334). (b) X-ray [27] and (c) gamma-ray counts

in a slice in declination, centered on the pulsar.

631 [35] (Fig. 8). HESS J1303-631 – with a spectrum with photon index Γ ≈ 2.4,

reaching up to 10 TeV – is another “dark accelerator” without known counterpart at

other wavelengths, despite of follow-up observations with Chandra [36].

7 H.E.S.S. observations of the Galactic center region

Another very interesting region is obviously the Galactic center. H.E.S.S. detected

two sources near the Galactic center, HESS J1747-281 [37], coincident with the SNR

G0.9+0.1 and HESS J1745-290 [6], coincident with the Sgr A complex. The source of

gamma rays in SNR G0.9+0.1 is presumably again a PWN; the gamma ray source is

definitely smaller than the SNR shell visible in radio [37]. The origin of the source at

the Galactic center – prior to H.E.S.S. seen by CANGAROO [7] and VERITAS [38]

with lower significance – is less clear; it could be associated with processes near the

central black hole, with the SNR Sgr A East or with the annihilation of speculative

dark-matter particles (“neutralinos”) left over from the big bang and responsible for

structure formation in the universe; the density of such particles should peak as r−α at

the Galactic center, with α ≥ 1 derived from many-body simulations. The location of

the H.E.S.S. source is within the 20” systematic pointing errors fully consistent with
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Figure 7: (a) Smoothed excess map from MSH 15-52 [33]. The white contour lines

denote the X-ray count rate measured by ROSAT [30]. The black point and the star

lie at the pulsar position and at the excess centroid, respectively. The inset shows the

point spread function after smoothing. (b) Gamma-ray spectrum from MSH 15-52.

The lines show the result of a fit to X-ray and gamma-ray spectra, where gamma rays

result from Inverse Compton upscattering by electrons, with microwave background,

IR from dust and starlight as targets [33].

Figure 8: Light curve of VHE gamma rays from the direction of the pulsar PSR

B1259-63. The dotted line indicates the point of closest approach between the pulsar

and the Be star, the shaded areas show the (approximate) crossing of the disk-like stel-

lar wind. The small inset shows the field around PSR B1269-63 as seen in February

2004, with the second source HESS J1303-631 north of the pulsar.
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Figure 9: (a) Angular distribution of the gamma-ray emission from the Sgr A source

HESS J1745-290. Shown is the distribution in the angle θ2 relative to the source.

(b) Spectral energy density of HESS J1745-290. Lines: spectra resulting from the

annihilation of typical MSSM neutralinos and from Kaluza-Klein dark-matter parti-

cles [40].

Sgr A*, but an origin in Sgr A East cannot safely be excluded. A possible clue could

therefore come from the exact angular distribution of the gamma rays (Fig. 9(a)).

Indeed, while the peak at small angular distance from Sgr A* is essentially consis-

tent with the angular resolution of the instrument, the angular distribution has a pro-

nounced tail, which is not accounted for by the point spread function. A fit based on

dark-matter distributions yields good agreement for α ≈ 1.0. More constraints con-

cerning the nature of the source can come from the spectrum and the time variability

of the flux. The measured spectrum Fig. 9(b)) is a pure power law, extending, with the

most recent H.E.S.S. data, over two decades in energy. The measured flux is consis-

tent with constant emission, on scales of (2) years, months, days and hours. However,

caveats to be listed are that the total integrated observation time in 2003/4 was about

40 h, so flares might have been missed. Also, short flares (on daily or hourly time

scales) must have a significant amplitude (flux variations of factors of a few) to be

detectable. Nevertheless, the steady emission disfavors processes in the immediate

vicinity of the black hole Sgr A*. Concerning the dark-matter signature, the observed

power law spectrum does not match the typical (quark or gluon-fragmentation type)

gamma-ray spectra from neutralino annihilation [39] (Fig. 9(b)), even ignoring the

fact that most models prefer neutralinos in the energy range up to 1 TeV, not capable

of generating spectra which extend beyond 10 TeV. Classical SUSY neutralinos have
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strongly curved spectra, at variance with observations. Models based on Kaluza-Klein

dark matter particles provide enhanced few-body decay modes and flatter spectra [40],

capable of reproducing the early H.E.S.S. 2003 data set. The full 2004 spectrum, ex-

tending down to 150 GeV, is not reproduced by these models (Fig. 9(b)). Hence,

it seems very improbable that the full gamma ray signal from the Galactic center is

caused by dark matter annihilation. A partial contribution, in particular at low ener-

gies, can not be excluded.

In summary, the first results from H.E.S.S. have revealed a number of interest-

ing new objects in the TeV sky, many of them extended sources, providing a new

handle to analyze processes in the sources. The H.E.S.S. results also demonstrate

that Cherenkov instruments of the latest generation have passed a critical sensitivity

threshold, where real TeV gamma-ray astronomy becomes feasible.
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… more this summer … stay tuned
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The H.E.S.S. telescopesThe H.E.S.S. telescopes

107 m2 mirror area each

960 PMT cameras, field of 
view 5o

Observation in moonless 
nights, ~1000 h / year

Trigger requires images in 
two or more telescopes, 
~300 showers recorded per 
second

First analysis (almost) online
in the same night on PC
cluster in Namibia

Final analysis 
and calibration
in Europe



Energy thresholdEnergy threshold
Threshold
≡ peak diff. rate
≈ energy where bias of 

energy measurement 
<10%



OffOff--axis sensitivityaxis sensitivity

Data (Crab)

MC

BG
acceptance

Angular resolution ~0.1o, 
constant out to 2o offset

(Point)sources located to
30” to 2’, depending on flux



H.E.S.S. SensitivityH.E.S.S. Sensitivity

5σ & at least 10 events

20o zenith angle, 
0.5o offset from camera center;
assuming Crab-like spectrum,
based on measured background levels

1 Crab in ~30 s
0.1 Crab in ~20 m
0.01 Crab in ~25 h



Reference:Reference:
the Crab Nebulathe Crab Nebula

HEGRA
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H.E.S.S. H.E.S.S. 
and the “known” sourcesand the “known” sources

Southern hemisphere TeV sources

No. of
sources

Object Current status

PSR 1706-44 H.E.S.S.: limit well below old flux A&A

NGC 253 H.E.S.S.: limit well below old flux to be subm.

Gal. center H.E.S.S.: >30 σ, spectrum differs A&A

Vela pulsar H.E.S.S.: limit well below old flux

SN 1006 H.E.S.S.: limit well below old flux A&A in press

RX J1713 H.E.S.S.: >30 σ, spectrum & flux similar Nature

PKS 2155 H.E.S.S.: >100 σ, variable source A&A



AGN limitsAGN limits

19 BL Lacs and 
other AGNs

z between 0.002 
and 0.3

1-5 h obs. time

limits 1-3% of 
Crab flux

Significance

Mkn
501
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H.E.S.S. AGN detectionsH.E.S.S. AGN detections

Source Type z Signif. Flux, Spectrum

Mkn 421 Blazar

Blazar

PKS 2155-304 Blazar 0.117 > 50 σ up to 60% Crab, Γ ≈ 3.4

M87 Radio gal. 0.004 4.6 σ 0.5 – 1% Crab

0.031 > 100 σ up to 5 Crab, Γ ≈ 2, cutoff

PKS 2005-489 0.071 6.3 σ 2.5% Crab, Γ ≈ 4.0

Mkn 421
Cutoff vs flux
(for fixed index)

Mkn 421
15 h of data
at 60o to 65o

zenith angles

A&A, in  press



PKS 2155PKS 2155--304, z=0.117304, z=0.117 H.E.S.S.
preliminary



M87M87
4.6 σ

H.E.S.S.
preliminary

~ 45 h of data
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The supernova remnantThe supernova remnant
G347.3G347.3--0.5 (RX J1713.70.5 (RX J1713.7--3946): 3946): 

CANGAROO        
(TeV)

ROSAT
(keV)



H.E.S.S.H.E.S.S.
FirstFirst--ever astronomical ever astronomical TeVTeV imageimage



Image of point source

2004 Data
Smoothed image
~40 σ

preliminary



X-ray – gamma ray
correlation coefficient:
0.7

preliminary



Energy spectrumEnergy spectrum

preliminary Spectral 
index: 2.2



ImplicationsImplications

Unambiguous proof that
supernova shock waves are cosmic accelerators;
they accelerate particles to O(100 TeV)

But are they the sources of (nucleonic) cosmic rays ?

Is the kinetic energy released in the explosion converted 
to cosmic-ray energy with O(10%) efficiency ?



Radio Infrared Visible light X-rays VHE
gamma rays

Stars

Dust
Cosmic
electron

accelerators

B

B

Cosmic 
proton

accelerators



Electron acceleratorElectron accelerator

F.A. Aharonian

Index 2.0 Index 2.5

Continuous electron injection over 1000 years
Injection spectrum: power law with cutoff
Magnetic field 8 µG (––––) or 12 µG (----)



Spatially resolved spectraSpatially resolved spectra

TeV photon indexX-ray photon index
G. Cassam-Chenaï A&A 427, 199 (2004)

preliminary



Proton acceleratorProton accelerator

F.A. Aharonian

Continuous proton injection over 1000 years
Injection spectrum: power law, index ~2
Different cutoff shapes



HESS J1834-087

HESS J1804-216

HESS J1640-465

“Beam width”



Vela JuniorVela Junior

Vela Jr

Spectral index 2.2
Crab-like flux

4.5 h of data
660 gammas
12 σ



H.E.S.S. H.E.S.S. 
MultiwavelengthMultiwavelength ObsObs..

approved proposals with H.E.S.S participation

Instrument 2004 2005

RXTE 247 h 95 h

XMM 10 h 44 h

Chandra - 77 h

Integral 194 h -

Spitzer 10 h -

SSO 112 h -

JCMT - 8 h
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The wonderfulThe wonderful
world of pulsarworld of pulsar
wind nebulaewind nebulae

Bow shocks
of speeding

pulsars

SN expanding into inhomogenuous mediumBlondin et al. ApJ 563 (2001) 806



Pulsar B1259Pulsar B1259--6363.

Mar 04
March 04



The B1259The B1259--63 field of view 63 field of view A&A subm.

early March 04 Apr./May 04Feb. 04

First variable galactic TeV source



The B1259The B1259--63 field of view 63 field of view A&A subm.

March 04 Apr./May 04Feb. 04

Source HESS J1303-631
• 21 σ, ~17% Crab
• extended, 0.16o±0.02o

• spectral index 2.4±0.2
• has no obvious radio or 

X-ray counterpart



More unidentified sources, More unidentified sources, 
e.g. HESS J1614e.g. HESS J1614--518 518 Science

HESS J1616-508

HESS J1614-518

preliminary
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SNR
G0.9+0.1

13 σ
2% of Crab flux

H.E.S.S.H.E.S.S.
2004 data2004 data



Supernova Remnant G0.9+0.1 Supernova Remnant G0.9+0.1 A&A

Radio TeV H.E.S.S.

Gamma rays from
pulsar wind, not 
from supernova shell

Index 2.4±0.2
IC on starlight fits 
data (B ≈ 6 µG)



A huge A huge 
pulsar wind: pulsar wind: 
MSH 15MSH 15--5252

Chandra
X-ray image



MSH 15MSH 15--52 with H.E.S.S.   52 with H.E.S.S.   A&A in press

“Beam”

25 σ
15% of Crab flux



H.E.S.S. Energy SpectrumH.E.S.S. Energy Spectrum

covers 2 orders of 
magnitude in energy

power law 
N(E) ~ E-2.3

IC from electron 
population in 
15 µG field?

but: would expect to 
see cooling break
in spectrum…



HESS J1825HESS J1825--137137

H.E.S.S.
preliminary

XMM
Gaensler et al.
ApJ 588 (2003) 441
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Sgr A

H.E.S.S.H.E.S.S.
2004 data2004 data



Sagittarius ASagittarius A

TeV H.E.S.S.Radio

Sgr A*

Sgr A East
SNR

Systematic
pointing error



Sagittarius ASagittarius A

TeV H.E.S.S.

Point-like core

Extended tail



Gamma ray spectrumGamma ray spectrum

Preliminary

Power law,   
index 2.3
No significant 
variability

on year scale
on month scale
on day scale
on hour scale
on minute scale



Origin ?Origin ?

Sgr A East SNR as proton accelerator ?
Decaying UHE neutrons ?
Shocks in Sgr A* accretion flow or wind ?
Curvature radiation of UHE protons near 
Sgr A*
Dark matter annihilation ?

“Normal” SUSY neutralinos
Kaluza-Klein particles
SUSY messenger sector

…

Working hard 
to improve pointing
to better than 10”



Dark matter annihilation ?Dark matter annihilation ?

For pure DM origin
rather large mass
large x-section or 
density
unusual spectrum or 
superposition of 
spectra

10-13

10-12

10-11

0,1 1 10

E2 F(
E

) [
Te

V/
cm

2 s]

E [TeV]

Preliminary

20 TeV Neutralino
20 TeV KK particle



The bottom lineThe bottom line

Cherenkov instruments have finally reached the critical 
sensitivity and resolution
The Milky Way is an excellent hunting ground
H.E.S.S. source catalog has 12 entries (published in journals), 
will continue to grow
Extended/structured (galactic) sources are the rule, not 
the exception
Lots of interesting new phenomena to be interpreted

But: physicists can never get enough…



SHALON: status report

V.G. Sinitsyna
P.N.Lebedev Physical Institute,

Leninsky pr.53, Moscow, Russia

SHALON-1 Cherenkov mirror telescope was created at Lebedev Physical Institute

and stated at 1991-1992 on Tien-Shan mountains 3338 m high above the sea level;

it has composed mirror with area of 11.2 m
2 and image matrix consisting of 144

photomultipliers with large field of view of > 8
o and the angular resolution of the

experimental method of 0.1
◦

− 0.2
◦. During 1992-2005 SHALON telescope have

been used for observations of metagalactic sources: Markarian 421, Markarian 501,

NGC 1275, 3C454.3, 1739+522 and galactic sources: Crab Nebula, Cygnus X-3

Tycho Brahe, Geminga. New metagalactic sources of gamma-quanta with energies

> 0.8 TeV NGC1275 (Seyfert galaxy), 3c454.3 (FSRQ, z=0.859) and 1739+522

(FSRQ, z= 1.375) were detected. The observations by SHALON-2 gamma-telescope

established 260 m far from SHALON-1 telescope have begun. The SHALON tele-

scope characteristics permit to start the search of local neutrino sources with energy

10
13

− 10
16 eV on Extensive Air Showers generating in mountain-range located

at some 5 and more kilometers from gamma-telescope (In russian the abbreviation

SHALON means - the Extensive Air Showers from Neutrino).

The greater place in modern physics and astrophysics is taken up by researches

of galactic and metagalactic objects, where the proton and nucleus acceleration pro-

cesses, accompanying with generation of not dissipated by magnetic fields of Uni-

verse γ-quanta and neutrinos, are realized. These researches have been carried out

by SHALON mirror telescope on Tien-Shan high mountainous station since 1992

(fig. 1).

The Cherenkov gamma-telescope SHALON [1] – [7] at high-mountain observa-

tory of Lebedev Physical Institute at Tien Shan, located at 3338 m a.s.l., is destined

for gamma - astronomical observation in the energy range 1 − 65 TeV Refs. [3]–

[12]. The SHALON mirror telescopic system consists of composed mirror with area

of 11.2 m2. It is equipped with 144 photomultipliers receiver with the pixel of 0.6◦

and the angular resolution of the experimental method of 0.1◦ − 0.2◦. It is necessary

to note, that our telescope has the large matrix with full angle > 8◦, that allows to

made the observation of the supposed source (ON data) and background of cosmic
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Figure 1: SHALON ALATOO high-mountain observatory

ray EAS (OFF data) simultaneously. So OFF data are taken in the same atmosphere

thickness, transparency and other experimental conditions as the ON data. An addi-

tional selection of electron-photon showers among extensive air showers of cosmic

rays is done by the analysis of a light image (that is generally an elliptic spot in light

receiver matrix). The selection of γ-quantum initiated showers from a background

of proton showers is done using the criteria: 1) α < 20◦; 2) length/width > 1.6;

3) ratio of Cherenkov light intensity in pixel with max light to the light in the eight

pixels around is INT 0 > 0.6; 4) ratio of Cherenkov light intensity in pixel with max

light to the light in all the pixels except for the nine in the center is for INT 1 > 0.8;

5) distance is < 3.5 pixels. In Figure 2a the Monte Carlo distributions of image pa-

rameters for γ-quantum and proton showers are shown. In Figure 2b the distributions

of image parameters of γ-quantum showers obtained in SHALON observations of
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Figure 2: left - The distributions of image parameters; right - the definition of the

γ-quantum direction

point sources are presented, while in Figure 2c the distributions of parameters of cos-

mic ray protons from zenith SHALON observations are shown. The analysis of these

distributions shows that the background was rejected with 99.8% efficiency.

The major way of distinguishing of gamma-quantum showers from the back-

ground of hadron-electron showers is based on the difference of the processes of

shower formation and absorption in the atmosphere. So, the main difference of

gamma-initiated showers from hadron-showers with the same energy is the great dif-

ference of the electron number near the observation level and consequently a dif-

ference of light amplitude in the lightreceiver’s pixels with a Max intensity. What

angular intervals should we take to effectively differentiate light from the shower’s

particles near the level of observation? Certainly, far from pixels with a Max intensity

of light: if light from a hight ∼ 3 − 9 km is registered at an angle of 1◦ − 2◦, then

light from a hight of ∼ 1 km (provided the shower’s width is 100m) arrives at an field

of view > 5◦. It is necessary to note that field of view of ∼ 2◦ takes central showers

(fig. 2 right). There are only ∼ 5% of the showers with a light flash that don’t exceed
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Table 1: The ratio R of Cherenkov light intensity in angle interval of 1◦ − 2◦ (a) and

2◦ − 3◦ (b) to intensity in angle interval 0◦ − 1◦ for different distances of EAS axises

and types of primary particles.

R, m γ-quantum Atomic weight of primary nucleus

1 20 50

a. 10 0.44 0.93 1.13 1.24

20 0.51 1.12 1.43 1.64

30 0.66 1.47 1.80 1.97

40 0.74 1.61 1.96 1.87

50 0.81 1.87 2.13 1.65

b. 10 0.20 0.51 0.54 0.57

20 0.24 0.67 0.85 0.99

30 0.27 0.80 1.05 1.29

40 0.29 0.91 1.21 1.55

50 0.32 1.06 1.31 1.57

a certain threshold with an axis passing no far than 30 m from the mirror’s center. The

modelling of this method [13] has shown a greater difference of EAS from gamma-

quanta and protons when comparing the flux in the angle < 1◦ with the flux in angles

> 2◦ (table 1).

During 1992–2005 SHALON have been used for observations of metagalactic

sources: Mkn 501, Mkn 421, NGC 1275, 3c454.3, 1739+522 (Figs. 3 – 7) [2] – [12]

and galactic sources: Crab Nebula, Cyg X-3, Tycho’s SNR, Geminga, 2129+47XR.

The SHALON observation results of known gamma-sources (Mkn 501, Mkn 421,

Crab) are consistent with observation data of the best world telescopes (Fig. 3, 4, 7)

Table 2: The metagalactic γ-quantum sources catalogue, observed by SHALON; at

the column Relative intensity of source the Crab Nebula intensity (R) is taken as a

unit.
Sources Observable flux Distance (Mpc) Red shift R

(cm−2 sec−1) z

Mkn 421 (0.63 ± 0.14)× 10−12 124 0.031 3.8 × 109

Mkn 501 (0.86 ± 0.13)× 10−12 135 0.034 4.6 × 109

NGC 1275 (0.78 ± 0.13)× 10−12 71 0.013 1.2 × 109

OJ287 < 0.24 × 10−12 1290 0.306 < 1 × 1011

3c454.3 (0.43 ± 0.13)× 10−12 4685 0.859 5.3 × 1012

1739+522 (0.53 ± 0.10)× 10−12 7500 1.375 1.4 × 1013
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(the detailed description of the analysis procedures see Refs. [1], [2], [4]– [7]). The

energy spectrum agrees with the extrapolation of spectra observed using EGRET at

the energy region 102
− 103 MeV. Crab and Mkn 421 and Mkn 501 galaxies obser-

vation results are compared with the other experiment’s data including the data from

space at energy region 108
− 1014 eV.

In 1998 year a new metagalactic source 3c454.3 (z = 0.857) was detected by

SHALON at TeV energies. The integral γ-quantum flux above > 0.8 TeV is (0.43 ±

0.13)×10−12 cm−2 s−1 (Table 2, Fig. 5). The observation of this source by Whipple

telescope at energy more than 0.5 TeV, puts only upper limit of flux: [8, 9] 0.84 ×

10−11 cm−2 s−1. Figure 5 also shows the observation results of 3c454.3 by EGRET

at energy range ∼ 30 MeV – 50 GeV, with index of power spectrum ∼ −1.2 (see

Ref. [10]). Thus, as follows from the figure, the experimental data can be described

by the uniform law F (> E) ∝ Eγ at energy range 108
− 1013 eV (see Refs. [2]–

[12]).

The more far metagalactic source was detected by SHALON in 1999. This source

coincides by its coordinates with the active galactic nucleus 1739+522. It has been

intensively observed by SHALON since then. The integral γ-quantum flux is (0.53±
0.10)× 10−12 at energies of > 0.8 TeV. The most far metagalactic source 1739+522

with red shift of z = 1.375 is also most powerful. Energy spectrum can be well

described by a power low with integral flux following I(> Eγ) ∝ E−1.10±0.06
γ at

range of 0.8 − 7 TeV (Fig. 5,6).

The integral spectrum of events from source has power index of kon = −1.38±
0.07 and the power index of spectrum of background events, observed simultaneously

with source is koff = −1.72 ± 0.08. At Fig. 6 the image of 1739+522 is also pre-

sented. The average γ-quantum flux at range∼ 30 MeV – 50 GeV on observation data

of telescope EGRET of Compton observatory (CGRO) is ∼ 2× 10−8 cm−2 s−1 with

integral spectrum index ∼ −1.2 (see Ref. [10]). But the spectral energy distributions

of far quasars 3c454.3 and 1739+522 differ from average ones of other known distant

sources – blazars Mkn 421 (z = 0.031) and Mkn 501 (z = 0.034). That are F (>
Eγ) ∝ E−1.53±0.41

γ and F (> Eγ) ∝ E−1.89±0.11
γ respectively. The integral spectra

of events from Mkn421 and Mkn501 have power indexes of kon = −1.46 ± 0.06
and kon = −1.83 ± 0.06 and the power indexes of spectra of background events

are koff = −1.75 ± 0.06 and koff = −1.72 ± 0.06. (see Ref. [2]). Thus, the av-

erage energy spectrum of metagalactic sources - quasars Mkn 421, Mkn 501 at range

1012
−1013 eV, differs from spectra of far quasars 1739+522 and 3c454.3 that does not

contradict to united energy spectrum F (> Eγ) ∝ E−1.2±0.1
γ . The new problem arose

in comparing the power of Galactic γ-quantum sources and metagalactic sources.

The power of metagalactic sources exceeds the power γ-sources in our galaxy by 108

(Table 2). The most distant currently known source 1739+522 is 1011 times more

powerful than the total γ-radiation of all known gamma-sources in our Galaxy. So
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Figure 3: left – The Mkn 501 γ-quantum (E > 0.8 TeV) integral spectrum by

SHALON in comparison with other experiments: [2] – [12] 1 – Whipple; 2 – CAT; 3

– SHALON; 4 – TACTIC; 5 – HEGRA CT1; 6 – CASA-MIA; right – The Mkn 501

γ-quantum integral spectrum with power index of kγ = −1.89± 0.11; and the event

spectrum from Mkn 501 with background with index of kon = −1.83 ± 0.06 and

spectrum of background events observed simultaneously with Mkn 501 with index

koff = −1.72 ± 0.06;

Figure 4: left – the Mkn 501 image at energy range of more then 0.8 TeV by

SHALON; right – the energy image of Mkn 501 by SHALON.

the development of gamma-astronomy raises two questions: what mechanisms give

the presently observed γ-quantum fluxes of far metagalactic sources; what processes

form the cosmic ray spectrum as a uniform spectrum dF/dE ∝ E−2.72±0.01 over a

wide energy range of 1011
− 1019 eV, but differing from the harder energy spectrum

of powerful metagalactic sources.

In conclusion it is necessary to note, that the gamma - quanta of high and very

high energy cosmic rays (excepted neutrinos) are unique connection between an ob-

servable direction of EAS arrival and galactic or metagalactic objects, where these

gamma-quanta are generated. It allows to experimentally establish active nuclei in

metagalaxy, accelerating protons and nuclei of cosmic rays. Like for Metagalaxy, the
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Figure 5: left – The 3c454.3 and 1739+522 gamma-quantum (E > 0.8TeV ) integral

spectrum by SHALON in comparison with Whipple data; right – The 1739+522 γ-

quantum integral spectrum with power index of kγ = −1.10 ± 0.06; and the event

spectrum from 1739+522 with background with index of kon = −1.38 ± 0.07 and

spectrum of background events observed simultaneously with 1739+522 with index

koff = −1.72± 0.08;

Figure 6: left – the 1739+522 image at energy range of more then 0.8 TeV by

SHALON; right – the energy image of 1739+522 by SHALON.

direction of gamma-quantum arrival is point out on the star objects accelerating pro-

tons and nuclei in our Galaxy. This connection of observable EAS with object accel-

erating protons and nuclei associates our observation on Earth with point metagalactic

objects. Unlike the cosmic protons and nuclei the gamma-quanta energy spectrum is

EγdEγ ∼ E−2.2dE that leads to rather small contribution of gamma-quanta to total

flux of cosmic rays at energy of ≥ 6 • 105GeV . But at the cut-off energy range the

contribution of gamma-quanta grows up to 20% of the total cosmic rays flux. It is

possible that the gamma-quantum spectrum is not changed up to super high energies,

staying the unique information on super high energy processes at Metagalaxy. All

mentioned above puts the development of experimental gamma-astronomic research

and methods of observation of gamma-quanta at energies 108
− 109GeV in the pri-

mary importance problems.
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Figure 7: left – The Mkn 421 integral gamma-quantum (E > 0.8 TeV) spectrum by

SHALON in comparison with other experiments [ [2] – [12]]: 1- Egret; 2 - SHALON;

3, 4, 5, 6, 7- Whipple; 8, 14 - HEGRA CT2; 9, 15 - HEGRA CT1; 10, 11 - Telescope

Array; 12 - CYGNUS; 13 - HEGRA; 16, 19 - TACTIC; 17 - Tibet; 18 - CASA-

MIA; right – The gamma-quantum integral spectrum of Mkn 421 with power index

of kγ = −1.53±0.21; and the spectrum of events coming from Mkn 421 with index of

kon = −1.46±0.06 and the spectrum of background events observed simultaneously

with Mkn 421 with index of koff = −1.75 ± 0.06.
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S.I. Nikolsky, V.Y. Sinitsyna, G.F. Platonov
P.N.Lebedev Physical Institute,

Leninsky pr.53, Moscow, Russia

The observation results of galactic source Cygnus X-3 by SHALON mirror

Cherenkov telescope are presented. The Cygnus X-3 binary have been regularly

observed since a 1995 with average γ-quantum flux F (E0 > 0.8 TeV ) = (6.8 ±

0.7)× 10
−13 cm−2 s−1. The flux in 2003 year is (1.79± 0.33)× 10

−12 cm−2 s−1.

Earlier, in 1997, the increase of flux was also observed.

The Cherenkov gamma-telescope SHALON [1, 2] at high-mountain observatory

of Lebedev Physical Institute at Tien Shan, located at 3338 m a.s.l., is destined for

gamma - astronomical observation in the energy range 1 − 65 TeV Refs. [3]– [18].

The SHALON mirror telescopic system consists of composed mirror with area of

11.2 m2. It is equipped with 144 photomultipliers receiver with the pixel of 0.6◦ and

the angular resolution of the experimental method of 0.1◦ − 0.2◦. It is necessary to

note, that our telescope has the large matrix with full angle > 8◦, that allows to made

the observation of the supposed source (ON data) and background of cosmic ray EAS

Figure 1: The Cyg X-3 γ-quantum integral spectrum by SHALON in comparison

with other experiments.
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Figure 2: a – The Cyg X-3 γ-quantum spectrum with power index of kγ = −1.21 ±

0.05; b – The event spectrum from Cyg X-3 with background kon = −1.33 ± 0.05
and spectrum of background events observed simultaneously with Cyg X-3 - koff =
−1.74±0.05; bottom – the image at energy range > 0.8 TeV of Cyg X-3 by SHALON

and energy image of this source.

(OFF data) simultaneously. So OFF data are taken in the same atmosphere thick-

ness, transparency and other experimental conditions as the ON data. An additional

selection of electron-photon showers among extensive air showers of cosmic rays is

done by the analysis of a light image (that is generally an elliptic spot in light receiver

matrix). The selection of γ-quantum initiated showers from a background of proton

showers is done using the criteria: 1) α < 20◦; 2) length/width > 1.6; 3) ratio of

Cherenkov light intensity in pixel with max light to the light in the eight pixels around

is INT 0 > 0.6; 4) ratio of Cherenkov light intensity in pixel with max light to the

light in all the pixels except for the nine in the center is for INT 1 > 0.8; 5) distance

is < 3.5 pixels [1, 2] and these proceedings.

Cyg X-3 is a strong X-ray binary source discovered about 40 years ago. The

system has been observed throughout a wide range of the electromagnetic spectrum.

It is one of the brightest Galactic X-ray sources, displaying high and low states and

rapid variability in X-ray binaries and shows both huge radio outbursts and relativistic

jets. The radio activity and the production of the jets are closely linked with the X-ray
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Figure 3: left – the γ-quantum spectrum of Cyg X-3 in 2003 year dF/dEγ ∝

E−2.28±0.06
γ ; right – The event spectrum from Cyg X-3 with background dF/dE ∝

E−2.65±0.11 and spectrum of background events observed simultaneously with Cyg

X-3 – dF/dE ∝ E−2.74±0.11.

emission and the different X-ray states. Cyg X-3 has long been suspected to be emitter

of high energy gamma-ray radiation.The gamma-ray intensity and its variability and

correlations with Cyg X-3 activity in other energy ranges have important implications

for production models of high energy radiation in the different energy bands (radiation

mechanisms, production regions, acceleration of high energy particles and geometry

of particle beam etc.). Based on the detection of ultra high energy gamma-rays, Cyg

X-3 has been also proposed to be one of the most powerful sources of charged cosmic

ray particles in the Galaxy.

The galactic source Cyg X-3, known more than 10 years as a source with variable

intensity < 10−11
− 5× 10−12 cm−2 s−1, have been regularly observed since a 1995

with average γ-quantum flux F (E0 > 0.8 TeV ) = (6.8 ± 0.7) × 10−13 cm−2 s−1.

Figure 1 shows the Cyg X-3 γ-quantum integral spectrum by SHALON in comparison

with other experiments (1 –TIBET [6]; 2 – CYGNUS [7, 8]; 3 – HEGRA [9]; 4 –

EAS-TOP [10,11]; 5 – Whipple [12,13]; 6 – SHALON [15] – [18]; squares – CASA-

MIA [14]; the solid line is the theoretical calculation (Hillas) [3, 4]). In Figs. 2, 3 the

observation results of Cyg X-3 point source by SHALON mirror Cherenkov telescope

are presented.

The results of observation data processing are integral spectra, time analysis

of the events, coming from source and background events, obtained simultaneously

with observation of source, and source image. The energy spectrum of Cyg X-3 at

0.8−65 TeV F (> E0) ∝ Ekγ , where kγ = −1.21±0.05 is obtained for the first time

and the source flux is less by the order than the upper limits published before. The
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spectrum of events passing through distinguishing criteria with background with in-

dex of kon = −1.33±0.05 and the spectrum of background events observed simulta-

neously with source with index of koff = −1.74±0.05 are shown in comparison. The

flux in 2003 year was (1.79±0.33)×10−12 cm−2 s−1. The indexes of integral spec-

tra are kγ = −1.28± 0.06, kon = −1.65± 0.11, koff = −1.74± 0.11, respectively.

Earlier, in 1997, the increase of flux was also observed (1.2±0.5)×10−12 cm−2 s−1.

The results are preliminary. Thus, among ten observable γ-quantum objects, there is

Cyg X-3 galactic source, with periodic change of intensity. The variability of radia-

tion can give the essential information about a source nature.
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Supernova Remnants Tycho Brahe and Geminga
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The observation results of γ-quantum sources Tycho Brahe and Geminga by

SHALON atmospheric Cherenkov telescope of Tien-Shan high-mountain observa-

tory are presented. The energy spectra of Geminga supernova remnants and Tycho’s

SNR F (E0 > 0.8 TeV) ∝ E
k are harder than Crab Nebula spectrum. The ex-

pected π
0-decay γ-quantum flux Fγ ∝ E

−1

γ extends up to ∼ 30 TeV, whereas the

Inverse Compton gamma-ray flux has a cutoff above the few TeV. So, the detection

of gamma-rays at energies of ∼ 10 − 30 TeV is the evidence of hadronic origin.

Tycho Brahe supernova remnant has long been considered as a candidate to cos-

mic ray hadrons source in Northern Hemisphere, although it seemed that the sen-

sitivity of the present generation of Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov System’s too

small for Tycho’s detection. The observations on Tien-Shan high-mountain station by

SHALON had been carried out since 1992 year [1, 2]. During this period 12 meta-

galactic and galactic sources have been observed. Among them are galactic sources

Crab Nebula (supernova remnant), Cygnus X-3 (binary), Tycho’s SNR (supernova

remnant), Geminga (radioweak pulsar) and 2129+47 (binary) (Table 1).

Table 1: The SHALON catalogue of Galactic γ-quantum sources with energy >

0.8 TeV

Sources Observable flux (cm−2 sec−1) Distance (kpc)

Crab Nebula (1.12±0.08)× 10−12 2.0
Cygnus X-3 (0.68±0.07)× 10−12 10

Geminga (0.48±0.17)× 10−12 0.25
Tycho’ SNR (0.52±0.09)× 10−12 2.3
2129+47XR (0.19±0.09)× 10−12 6
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Figure 1: a –The Crab Nebula spectrum by SHALON dF/dEγ ∝ E−2.44±0.07
γ ; b –

the spectrum of events from Crab Nebula, including 10 − 15% contribution of back-

ground events dF/dE ∝ E−2.6±0.06, the spectrum of background events observed

simultaneously with source dF/dE ∝ E−2.74±0.06; c – the image of Crab Nebula at

E > 0.8 TeV by SHALON and energy image of this source.

For the each source the results of observation data analysis are integral spectra

of events coming from source – kon, and background events, coming simultaneously

with source observation – koff , time analysis of events from source and background

ones, observed simultaneously and the source images (more detailed description of

analysis procedures see Refs. [1], [2] and these proceedings). At Table 1 and Figs. 1, 2

the observation results of Galaxy gamma-sources are showed. The SHALON obser-

vation results of known gamma-source Crab Nebula (Fig. 1) are in consistent with

observation data of the best world telescopes.

In Table 2 the spectrum indexes for Crab Nebula on Whipple, SHALON, CAN-

GAROO, CAT, HEGRA atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes are presented [3]. Fig-

ures 3 show the observation results on Tycho’s SNR. The integral spectra of events

from source – kon and background events, observing simultaneously with source’s

events – koff are presented in Table 3 and Figures 2 and 3. The energy spectra of

supernova remnants Tycho’s SNR and Geminga F (E0 > 0.8 TeV ) ∝ Ek are harder

than Crab spectrum.

A nonlinear kinetic model of cosmic ray acceleration in supernova remnants is

used in Ref. [4], Fig. 3 a to describe the properties of Tycho’s SNR. The kinetic non-
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Table 2: The flux from Crab Nebula

Group VHE Spectrum (10−11 photons cm−2 s−1 TeV−1) Eth (TeV)

Whipple (1991) 25 × (E/0.4 TeV )
−2.4±0.3

0.4

Whipple (1998) (3.2 ± 0.7) × (E/TeV )
−2.49±0.06stat±0.04syst 0.3

SHALON (2003) (1.7 ± 0.26) × 10
−1

× (E/TeV )
−2.45±0.04

0.8

CANGAROO (1998) (2.01 ± 0.36) × 10
−2

× (E/7, T eV )
−2.53±0.18

7

CAT (1999) (2.7 ± 0.17 ± 0.40) × (E/TeV )
−2.57±0.14stat±0.08syst 0.25

HEGRA (1999) (2.7 ± 0.2 ± 0.8) × (E/TeV )
−2.60±0.05stat±0.05syst 0.5

Tibet HD (1999) (4.61 ± 0.1) × 10
−1

× (E/3, T eV )
−2.62±0.17

3

Figure 2: left – The Geminga γ-quantum integral spectrum by SHALON in com-

parison with other experiments; right – The Geminga integral γ-quantum spectrum

by SHALON; dF/dEγ ∝ E−1.65±0.11
γ ; and the spectrum of events from Geminga,

including 10 − 15% contribution of background events dF/dE ∝ E−1.88±0.06,

the spectrum of background events observed simultaneously with source dF/dE ∝

E−2.74±0.06.

linear model for cosmic ray acceleration in SNR has been applied to Tycho’s SNR

in order to compare model results with recently found very low observational upper

limits on TeV energy range. In fact, HEGRA didn’t detect Tycho’s SNR, but it could

establish very low upper limit at energies > 1 TeV. This value is consistent with, but

a factor of 4 lower than that previously published by Whipple collaboration, assum-

ing the spectral index of −1.1 for comparison [4]. The π0-decay gamma-quantum

flux turns out to be some greater than inverse Compton flux at 1 TeV, dominating

it strongly at 10 TeV. The predicted gamma-quanta flux is in consistent with upper

limits published by Whipple [5, 6] and HEGRA [7]. The expected π0-decay gamma-

quantum flux Fγ ∝ E−1

γ extends up to ∼ 30 TeV, whereas the Inverse Compton

gamma-ray flux has a cutoff above the few TeV. So, the detection of gamma-rays at
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Figure 3: a – The Tycho’s SNR γ-quantum integral spectrum by SHALON in com-

parison with other experiments: the observed upper limits W – Whipple, H-CT –

HEGRA IACT system, HA – HEGRA AIROBICC and calculations; b – The Tycho’s

SNR integral γ-quantum spectrum by SHALON; dF/dEγ ∝ E−2.00±0.11
γ ; c – the

spectrum of events from Tycho’s SNR, including 10 − 15% contribution of back-

ground events dF/dE ∝ E−2.14±0.06, the spectrum of background events observed

simultaneously with source dF/dE ∝ E−2.73±0.06.

energies of ∼ 10 − 30 TeV by SHALON is the evidence of hadronic origin [4].
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For several years the only experiments sensitive to astrophysical gamma rays with

energies beyond the reach of EGRET but below that of the Cherenkov imaging tele-

scopes have been the ”solar tower” detectors. They use > 2000 m2 mirror areas to

sample the Cherenkov wavefront generated by < 100 GeV gamma rays, obtaining

Crab sensitivities of more than 6σ in one ON-source hour. I will review the history

of the solar tower Cherenkov experiments from 1992 to the present and their key de-

sign features. I will describe some successful analysis strategies, then summarize the

principal results obtained.

1 The Quest to Open the 50 GeV Gamma Ray Window

In 1992 we knew that the window between EGRET and Whipple is particularly rich.

Was there a way to glimpse into that window without waiting 10+ years for the

next space mission (GLAST), or 10+ years to move “Towards a Large Atmospheric

Cherenkov Detector”? At that time stereo (HEGRA) and fine-pixel cameras (CAT)

were only just being designed and built, although big mirrors (Whipple) were already

well-established.

Wavefront sampling was a proven alternative to imaging: the THEMISTOCLE

[6] and ASGAT [18] experiments at Thémis, in the French Pyrenees, had both de-

tected the Crab (visible in figure 1). The PACT array in Madhya Pradesh, India, con-

tinues on that path [7]. Imaging performance was better, but we had several reasons

to believe that at lower energy, wavefront sampling could have advantages [34].

After the 1973 oil crisis, solar tower facilities were built in several countries

to generate electricity, or as high temperature, high heat research facilities. Their

gigantic mirror areas, on hundreds, even thousands, of alt-azimuth mounts spread

over areas as big or bigger than a Cherenkov light pool made every ground-based

gamma ray astronomer dream [10, 12]. A key breakthrough was when Tumay Tümer

proposed to place secondary optics and a photomultiplier camera near the top of the
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tower at Solar-I, near Barstow, California [37]. Tumay persuaded many of us to give

it a go (see e.g. [27, 29]).

Four Solar Tower experiments have been built: Most of the original SOLAR-

I group moved to Sandia Laboratory in Albuquerque, New Mexico, and runs the

STACEE experiment [20]. The CELESTE experiment, shown in figure 1, ran at

Thémis [30]. The GRAAL experiment (63 heliostats for 2500 m2, at Almeria, Spain)

forewent secondary optics at the price of a 250± 110 GeV energy threshold, yet suc-

ceeded at detecting the Crab nebula [3]. Their discussion of the effects of a small

field-of-view is rich. The CACTUS experiment, at what is now called SOLAR-II,

currently has twice the mirror area of STACEE and CELESTE and aims to expand (P.

Marleau & M. Tripathi, these proceedings pp. 81-89). This article reviews how we

exploited our ten year window of opportunity, concentrating mainly on the STACEE

and CELESTE experiments.

Figure 1: Left: The Thémis solar facility. Beneath A is one of the 7 ASGAT tele-

scopes. B is one of the 18 Themistocle telescopes. C is the hangar housing the CAT

imager. D is where the CELESTE secondary optics and counting house were. Right:

For a source 20 degrees from the zenith and a heliostat 100 meters from the array

center, the wavefront inclination retards the Cherenkov light by ∼ 100 ns, and the

wavefront sagitta is ∼ 5 ns. The wavefront thickness (pulse duration) is ∼ 2 ns.

The curve is an artist’s impression of the Cherenkov density across the light pool,

described as an ‘Arizona mesa’ in the text.
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2 Wavefront Sampling with Solar Mirror Arrays

2.1 The ABC’s

Figure 1 illustrates the principle of a solar tower experiment: the light intensity and

arrival time are measured at dozens of points across the lightpool. As for most ex-

periments, the two main challenges are triggering, and analysis. Equation 1 for the

minimum threshold energy is a basic paradigm for all atmospheric cherenkov detec-

tors [38],

Eth =

√

Ωφτ

Aǫ
. (1)

STACEE and CELESTE have primary mirror areas A over 2500 m2, over a hun-

dred times more than CAT’s 16 m2. Since CAT’s energy threshold is Eth ∼ 250 GeV,

one might expect STACEE & CELESTE to go below 25 GeV. But CAT pushed the

electronic integration time τ , and the pixel size Ω, as far as they could go to obtain

roughly the same performance as Whipple with its 75 m2 mirror. τ is driven by the

∼ 3 ns width of the Cherenkov pulse for a photon shower. For a solar tower experi-

ment Ω is also the telescope field-of-view. STACEE & CELESTE have Ω = ±5 mrad,

driven by the apparent size of a gamma shower. The photon conversion efficiency ǫ is

dominated by the bialkili photocathodes generally in use – the solar tower optics fur-

ther halve ǫ as compared to imagers. The intensity of the night sky background light,

φ, varies by almost a factor of two between sites. The Cherenkov signal is roughly 4

photoelectrons per heliostat for a 50 GeV gamma ray in the case of CELESTE.

In STACEE and CELESTE the design principle was that one heliostat per chan-

nel, with one FADC per channel, is the best way to optimize the Cherenkov to night

sky ratio. CACTUS takes a different twist: they say that the power of Flash ADC’s

can be better brought to bear. In particular, they increased the number of heliostats

without a proportional increase in electronics costs by having larger Ω. Each pho-

totube (like for GRAAL) sees many heliostats, but also integrates more night sky

background (‘nsb’ = φAΩǫ is of the order of 109 photoelectrons per second). The

Flash ADCs allow them to identify the signals from individual heliostats, and to inte-

grate the nsb only over the duration of that signal. The handicap of increased nsb is

diminished by their having a large
√

Nheliostats. Field-of-view is discussed further,

below.

For all the solar tower experiments, the earth’s rotation makes the optical path

lengths change constantly (about 2 ns per minute). Considerable effort was invested

in the programmable delays needed to keep τ small. High rates (kHz for CELESTE,

MHz for STACEE, due to different trigger concepts) before imposing the trigger co-

incidences require the digital delays to have low deadtimes. Long delays (hundreds

of ns) make signal deformation an issue for analog delays. The software to drive the
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delays and to identify the FADC readout windows containing the Cherenkov pulse

needs to be precise.

Flash ADC’s (or their close cousins) have become standard for modern Cherenkov

experiments, but the solar tower experiments were the first to use them, requiring a

substantial development effort. They have proven to be extremely useful.

2.2 A brief chronology

1994-1995: Cherenkov flashes on four heliostats were recorded at Solar-I, to begin

characterising the heliostat optics and tracking. Secondary optics is a plastic Fresnel

lens [27]. CELESTE design work essentially finished [29].

1995-1996: STACEE moves to Sandia, makes further Cherenkov measurements [11].

CELESTE proposal written [36], and the industrial heat receiver is removed from the

top of the Thémis tower.

1996-1997: Six Thémis heliostats record Cherenkov flashes, using two anti-aircraft

mirrors for secondary optics [17].

1997-1998: CELESTE optics in place. With temporary electronics, a 5.6σ Crab ex-

cess near 100 GeV is obtained in 3.5 hours of data [35]. Eric Paré, a founder of the

field, is killed in a car crash.

1998-2000: GRAAL Crab detection, using 64 heliostats, no secondary mirrors, and

simple electronics [3]. STACEE Crab detection [28], with a 32-heliostat array [20].

CELESTE 40 heliostat array completed [30], Crab and Mrk421 detected [13].

1991-2002: STACEE measures Mrk 421 flux with a 48 heliostat array [8], pushes for-

ward to final 64 heliostat configuration, and begins searching for other blazars [33].

2002-2004: Solar-II reborn as CACTUS. Conjunction of Saturn with the Crab stops

standard candle studies for one season. CELESTE extends to 53 heliostats but Thémis

weather keeps getting worse. A new analysis achieves 5.8σ/
√

h Crab sensitivity

[5, 26]. Re-analysis of old data gives a signal on Mrk 501 (E. Brion, these proceed-

ings pp. 117-121). CELESTE dismantles in June 2004 while STACEE continues

observations and improvements.

3 Gamma Reconstruction and Hadron Rejection

3.1 What we thought we’d be doing

As mentioned, wavefront sampling was pioneered by the 7 large ASGAT mirrors

( [18]) and the 18 small THEMISTOCLE mirrors ( [6]). The THEMISTOCLE energy

threshold was a few TeV, at which energies the electromagnetic cascade is a line-like

Cherenkov source high in the sky, making the wavefront essentially conical. Sampling
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the arrival times allowed a fit to a cone, with the cone axis yielding the primary particle

direction. Hadrons fit the conical hypothesis poorly, providing rejection.

ASGAT had smaller Ω (20 vs 40 mrad) and larger A (40 m2 vs 0.5 m2) leading

to an energy reach down to a few hundred GeV. At these lower energies, showers

are shorter making wavefronts rounder. For ASGAT the showers were still somewhat

conical, but the effectiveness of the conical fit was diluted, compromising ASGAT’s

sensitivity.

The solar tower detectors see showers with several 10’s of GeV – the shower is

a blob and the wavefront spherical. Fitting the arrival times gives the center of the

sphere. The light distribution on the ground ressembles a flattish mountain, with a

“cliff” 120 meters from the center (imagine an Arizona mesa). The “Cherenkov ring”

of the air shower makes a ridge at the edge of the cliff.

Early attempts to obtain a gamma ray direction used the pulseheight distribution

on the ground to search for the gamma ray’s (extrapolated) impact point – Monte

Carlo studies gave hope that one could use the edge, and perhaps the ring, to find the

center of the light pool. The impact point on the ground and the shower position in

the sky together yield the gamma ray direction, and a direction cut would discriminate

between the point source and the isotropic cosmic ray background.

The small field-of-view messes this up: for showers impacting away from the

center of the heliostat field, the Cherenkov light is near the heliostat optic axis near

the impact point, and off axis for heliostats far away. The observed pulseheights

per heliostat are badly distorted (the ‘Arizona mesa’ is eroded), and the direction

resolution is comparable to the field-of-view, that is, not useful. This same effect also

makes event-by-event energy determination difficult – the total pulseheight depends

not just on the primary energy but on the impact parameter. Energy reconstruction

was accomplished nevertheless (see figure 2and [9, 31]), as discussed below.

Another simple idea is to use the goodness-of-fit (e.g. a χ2 cut) to distinguish

between proton and gamma showers. That works poorly at low energies because the

pulses on the individual heliostats are so close to the fluctuations of the night sky

background that the proton vs gamma differences get smeared out.

STACEE and CELESTE came to recognize these difficulties and to find ways

around them over the years. CELESTE’s best variable in the early days was σgroup –

five groups of heliostats were summed together, and the dispersion of the five charge

sums provided gamma/proton separation [13]. STACEE achieved initial success with

the classic approach outlined above [28].

3.2 Field-of-view, and Analog Sums

The choice of Ω in a solar tower experiment has many consequences. Even the en-

ergy threshold, Eth (equation 1), is not simple: STACEE & CELESTE point not at
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the source (at infinity, called “parallel heliostat pointing”) but at shower maximum,

about 11 km above the site (“convergent” or “canted” pointing, see for example [22]).

This increases the Cherenkov light collection, decreasing Eth, but also decreases the

effective area of the telescope: imagers have areas of a few 105 m2 compared to our

few 104 m2. I speculated, above, that CACTUS, with large Nheliostats and Ω might

win back some m2 without losing GeV.

According to the so-called “small field-of-view problem” (small Ω), the tails of

proton showers recorded by CELESTE & STACEE get cut, making the background

events look like signal events in some variables: σgroup would work better if he-

liostats were seeing more of the tails and the sub-showers. CELESTE dedicated 12 of

the 53 heliostats to a “veto” role – by pointing away from the nominal shower core,

they effectively extend the field-of-view so that proton showers can be tagged. This

doubled sensitivity [26] . STACEE applies similar tactics [33].

A σgroup-like approach should work better for CACTUS, and direction & energy

reconstruction could also be easier. The canting altitude could be higher, thereby

increasing the gamma ray effective area. But in the end, the “problem” isn’t that bad,

since analog sums also provide good cosmic ray rejection.

As mentioned, even if small Cherenkov pulses are gleaned from the night sky

light, their arrival times and amplitudes are smeared. A coherent sum greatly im-

proves the signal-to-noise ratio: CELESTE obtains the lowest energy threshold of the

different experiments using analog trigger sums. Summing requires an assumption

as to the shower core location. In analysis, CELESTE turned that around by looping

over a grid of possible positions, and retaining the one giving the most gamma-like

sum, that is, the largest, narrowest peak possible [5, 26].

Energy reconstruction, and thus measurement of differential spectra, has been

achieved by both STACEE & CELESTE, as shown in figure 2. In [31] the spherical fit

was used to estimate the shower position. Monte Carlo simulations provided tables of

observed charge versus energy and shower position, from which functions providing

energy based on charge and position were built. The energy resolution obtained is

about 30%, with a bias of less than 5%. The STACEE points in the figure are from

early 2004 [9], when Mrk 421 was in ‘medium’ and ‘high’ states, and represent a

significant breakthrough in STACEE’s data analysis. (The STACEE ‘butterfly’ (or

‘bowtie’) from [8] is not a true spectral measurement: it represents a range of assumed

power laws used to place their integral measurement on a differential plot. Mrk 421

was in a very high state for these 2001 data.)

3.3 Systematic biases

As stated, single PMTs see 1 GHz of night sky photoelectrons. After grouping to-

gether and applying few photoelectron thresholds, high rates are sent to programmable
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delays with finite deadtimes. Small differences in the nsb between ON and OFF lead

to trigger biases, and also to biases in the Flash ADC data. Care is taken to remove the

biases (via offline pulseheight cuts, and “software padding” [13] and “field brightness

corrections” [33]), at some price in energy threshold.

Cosmic rays dominate the trigger rates, which are typically 25 Hz for CELESTE

and 7 Hz for STACEE. The STACEE Atmospheric Monitor (“SAM”) is an optical

telescope that tracks the same source and provides nsb and stellar extinction informa-

tion. CELESTE used the bright star in the field-of-view of Mrk 421 to similar ends.

CELESTE also built a LIDAR on the site, though its usefulness was ultimately lim-

ited by its complexity of operation and interpretation. CELESTE was bothered by a

more-or-less seasonal variation in that rate, which tended to slow the cosmic ray rate

to < 15 Hz, mostly in the springtime. The rate changes are correlated with increased

attenuation of starlight, attributed to aerosols.

Sub-nanosecond timing-in of the signals from the many heliostats is critical to

success. STACEE built a laser flashing system for this purpose [21]. CELESTE used

the system installed by the THEMISTOCLE group [6].

4 Results

CELESTE had better sensitivity but STACEE has more clear nights. In terms of

overall results (detections, and upper limits) the two groups are similar.

4.1 Crab Nebula Flux and Pulsar Search

All four experiments have detected the Crab nebula.

GRAAL obtained a 4.5σ excess from the Crab in 7.2 hours, at 250 ± 110 GeV, for a

sensitivity of 2σ/
√

h. Their flux point is ∼ 2σ above the ‘consensus’ curve of mea-

surements and models, perhaps due to an underestimation of their acceptance [3].

STACEE reported 6.75σ in 43 ON-source hours (=1σ/
√

h) with the 32-heliostat ar-

ray in [28], with an energy threshold of 190±60 GeV. They reported 2.5σ/
√

h in [23].

They quote an energy threshold of 140 GeV, with sensitivity over the range 50 to 500

GeV [8].

CELESTE had 2.1σ/
√

h with an early analysis of 40-heliostat data, which increased

to over 3σ/
√

h using the double-pointing configuration [13]. Since then, analysis and

detector improvements have increased that to between 5.8σ/
√

h [5] and 6.5σ/
√

h

[24], depending on the datasets and some analysis choices. The new analysis applied

to the old data gives 4 and 5σ/
√

h for single and double pointing (E. Brion, these

proceedings pp. 117-121). CELESTE quoted an energy threshold of 60 ± 15 GeV

in [13]. Stellar photometry studies of optical throughput and atmospheric extinction
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led us to degrade that, whereas the ‘analog sum’ analysis described above wins some

of it back. Our thresholds straddle 100 GeV, again depending on the specifics of a

given analysis.

CACTUS has a separate contribution to these proceedings (Marleau and Tripathi pp.

pp. 81-89).

To put the above numbers in perspective: if you’re not already familiar with the

widespread “sensitivity of gamma ray telescopes” plot, you can see e.g. figure 1

of http://doc.in2p3.fr/themis/CELESTE/PUB/SmithDolomieu.ps.gz, where the “CE-

LESTE/STACEE” curve is centered near 100 GeV, at about 0.1 Crab. That curve

came from [36]. For 50 hours (as in the plot) and 6σ/
√

h one would obtain a 5σ

signal for a source 5

6
√

50
= 0.12 Crab, which means that we did pretty much what we

said we would back in 1995.

Crab Pulsar: High energy pulsar studies bring insight into a range of problems,

from the fundamentals of the pulsars themselves to a better mastery of stellar evo-

lution in the Galaxy and the cosmic ray energy budget. EGRET gave us a glimpse:

several pulsars were seen, at least two of which showed no clear high energy cut-off

(Crab, and PSR B1951+32) [16]. CELESTE, with sensitivity down to 30 GeV, had

high hopes to detect the Crab pulsar, in order to better constrain the cut-off energy.

Some data sets had intriguing phasograms [14], but in the end the limit in [13] is the

most reliable result: if the EGRET power law is taken to have an exponential cut-

off, e−E/E0 , CELESTE obtained E0 < 26 GeV. STACEE provided an upper limit

at higher energy in [28], using somewhat different assumptions. CELESTE also ob-

tained a limit for a pulsed signal from PSR B1951+32 [14].

4.2 Blazar Detections and Upper Limits

Mrk 421 is often as bright as the Crab. Spectral results from STACEE [8] and CE-

LESTE [31] (see figure 2) were discussed above. Light curves are in [8, 23] and [4].

Mrk 501 was detected by CELESTE (E. Brion, these proceedings pp. 117-121). Data

was recorded during six different new moon periods, with an overall excess of 2.9σ.

May and June 2000 stand out, with 4.9σ total. During that period ASM on RXTE

shows a slight increase in 2-12 keV X-ray activity above a very faint baseline – that

is, there is essentially no detected Xray activity. CELESTE chose to interpret the ex-

cess as a mini-flare with an intensity at the 1

5
Crab level.

1ES 1426+428 gave STACEE a preliminary 2.9σ excess in 2003, and 1.1σ in 2004

[23]. CELESTE reports an upper limit at the 1

5
Crab level in [4, 26]. A weak signal

at our energies is favored by Whipple [15] and HESS [2] results indicating that the

extragalactic infrared density is lower than previously believed.

1ES 0219+42 = 3C66A gave STACEE a preliminary 2.8σ excess for 16.9 hours of

data [23]. CELESTE derived an upper limit in [25] (but only 2.3 hours of data and a
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preliminary analysis). 1ES 2344+514 was searched for in the same thesis.

bf W comae gave a particulary interesting upper limit for STACEE [33], that excludes

some proton models, and models invoking inverse Compton scattering of off external

(i.e. not synchrotron) target photons, although the constraint is somewhat weakened

by the non-simultaneity of the STACEE, Beppo SAX, and EGRET data sets.

3C 454.3 and 3EG 1835+35 were both searched for by GRAAL [3]. The former is

a distant quasar (z=0.859), amongst the brighter seen by EGRET. The latter is the

bright high galactic latitude EGRET source, that has been associated with a neutron

star since GRAAL ended [19].

Figure 2: Spectral measurements of Mrk421 straddling 100 GeV, at three different

epochs. CELESTE (solid dots, [31]) and STACEE (open triangles, [9]) both recon-

struct energy on an event-by-event basis, providing a differential flux. The STACEE

butterfly was an integral measurement for which a range of power laws were as-

sumed [8].

4.3 SUSY searches, Supernovae, Gamma Ray Bursts

In [24], CELESTE obtained an upper limit from 6.5 hours of observation of the An-

dromeda galaxy, M31. M31 has a large mass-to-light ratio and is close to earth. The

non-detection is interpreted in terms of SUSY neutralino annihilation, excluding some

non-standard scenarios. Draco is another interesting Dark Matter candidate, to which

CACTUS has been devoting efforts.
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Supernovae remnants were among the original goals of the Solar Tower experi-

ments: EGRET extrapolations and some models made detection seem plausible for a

few (e.g. IC 443). However, as their faintness became apparent (with Cas A a case in

point [1]), they fell by the wayside.

STACEE reacts to GRB alerts, and has tracked seven so far. The last thesis un-

derway in CELESTE explores the possibility of measuring 100 GeV diffuse galactic

gamma rays (R. Britto, these proceedings pp. 123-127).

5 Conclusions

In 1992 we thought that opening the 100 GeV energy range, between EGRET and

Whipple/CAT/Hegra, would give fast access to the hundreds of sources seen by EGRET.

Now, over a decade later, HESS has shown us that the key is not just to shift in energy

range but especially to improve in sensitivity. The many sources we hoped to see are

indeed there, but at the <
1

20
Crab level rather than >

1

5
. In 1992 we also thought that

wavefront sampling might have advantages to complement imagers at low energies.

HESS has since confirmed that imaging is very powerful.

The solar tower experiments have made the first flux meaurements of the three

canonical Cherenkov sources in this new energy window (Crab, Mrk 421, Mrk501).

Upper limits (weak detections?) for a few interesting blazars, amongst which are W

Com and 1ES 1426+428, have been obtained. M31 provided a rare constraint on

astrophysical SUSY. Our Crab pulsar limit is likely to remain the best until GLAST

is launched.

The solar tower experiments were successful in spite of a range of adverse condi-

tions, ranging from the political (STACEE’s efforts to convince Commonwealth Edi-

son to let them stay at Solar-II were nearly as epic as VERITAS’s fight to stay on Mt.

Hopkins), to the environmental (the number of cloudy nights at Thémis, but also at

Sandia, has been getting consistently worse), and to the astrological (the conjunction

of Saturn with the Crab was annoying).

A success not to be overlooked is the training acquired by our students and post-

docs, some of whom have gone on to key roles in HESS and VERITAS, or other

fields of physics. Pioneering the solar tower approach required deep thought about

the atmospheric Cherenkov technique, and the ability to tackle tough experimental

problems. Roughly 20 PhD theses have been written.

What future for wavefront sampling, especially with the new imager arrays mak-

ing such a splash? The 2000 heliostats at Solar-II still make some of us dream, and

the (small!) CACTUS team is implementing some new ideas, but imager arrays will

surely be the linchpin of future detectors. Could imager sensitivity be enhanced by

adding ASGAT-like telescopes? The limiting factors are i) primary electrons (or cos-
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mic rays fragmenting almost completely to a πo) and ii) angular resolution. Timing

arrays give a good measure of the shower core position, which is on average 1 radia-

tion length higher in the sky for electrons than for gamma rays. There could be ideas

to explore here.
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STACEE experiment, Sandia Laboratory, New Mexico

There is more to life than just imagers…
lower energy vs higher sensitivity



Thémis (French Pyrénées)

CAT

CELESTE

ASGAT

Themistocle

(Heliostat image)



The GRAAL (Gamma-Ray Astronomy at ALmeria) project used the CESA-I 
heliostat field as a gamma-ray telescope with an energy threshold of around 
250 GeV.

F.Arqueros, J.Ballestrin, M. Berenguel, D.M.Borque, E. F. Camacho, M.Diaz, R.Enriquez, H.-J.Gebauer and R.Plaga.

Very high-energy gamma-ray observations of the Crab nebula and other potential sources with the GRAAL experiment.

Astroparticle Physics 17 293-318 (2002)

( No secondary optics, high energy threshold. )



CACTUS   (Barstow, California)
Converted Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescope Using Solar-2

(See talk by Peter Marleau)
“Hybrid” secondary -- heliostats share PMTs.

http://ucdcms.ucdavis.edu/solar2/howWorks.html


PLAN of the TALK

1. Brief history -- a 50 GeV window of opportunity.
2. Design Basics.
3. CELESTE & STACEE:

a) Configurations…
b) Performance…

c) Achievements…
4. How our experience might be applied to future designs.

Heliostat i :
Ai(t)

γ photon 

Electromagnetic shower :
e+, e- γ              

Cherenkov photons

Tower



How things looked in 1993
1. EGRET showed many GeV sources exist. 
2. The Cherenkov imagers and the wavefront samplers showed

b) TeV sources exist                                              
a) the atmospheric Cherenkov technique works. Weekes, T.C. 1988 Phys. Rep.

Themistocle: P. Baillon et al, Astropart. Phy. 1 (1993) 341 ASGAT: P. Goret et al, A&A 270 (1993) 401

3. Naïve extrapolation of GeV to TeV predicted sources not seen. 
Kerrick, A.D.  et al 1995b Ap. J. 452 588-598.

The 50 GeV window should be rich. 

Typical EGRET power law. 

Straight line to 50 GeV gives ~1 Crab for W Com.

In 3rd EGRET catalog, extrapolation gives ~20 northern 
sources brighter than Crab/2 at 50 GeV.

Detectable in <3 ON hours if Crab sensitivity is  >6σ/√h.

= WCom



How things looked in 1993 (cont’d)

4. Below 100 GeV, wavefront sampling could have cost/performance advantages 
relative to imagers.          D.A. Smith, Nucl. Phys. Proc. Suppl. 54B 362 (1997).

5. Fine pixels and stereo were a few years away. (CAT, HEGRA under construction.)

6. Do EGRET again, but better? GLAST launch was forseen for 2003!!

7. WE HAD A TEN YEAR WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY. 
SOLAR PLANTS WERE A FAST WAY TO GET TO 50 GeV.



Key conceptual breakthrough (Tumay Tümer ~1991) --

secondary optics: separate heliostat beams and preserve timing.

[ GRAAL, and CACTUS -- Flash ADCs can also separate beams. ]

(Trigger prototype built in Bordeaux…)

Tumay convinced several of us to come to Solar-I.

Eric Paré did a detailed design. Many “standard” design features from 
him and Patrick Fleury.

Paré, E. 1993  proc. ``Towards a Large Atmospheric Cerenkov Detector-II'‘ (Calgary)
``Exploitation of the Themis Solar Plant for Gamma Astronomy at 20 GeV'', E. Paré, C.

Grégory, R. Morano in  Proc. 24th Int. Cosmic Ray Conf., Rome 3 (1995) p.456

René Ong took an early lead in the U.S.
R. Ong proc. ``Towards a Large Atmospheric Cerenkov Detector-III'‘ (1994, Tokyo)



SOLAR TOWER BASICS

• Low energy from the large “A” at solar facilities.

• Choose Ω~10 mrad field of view: matches shower size, 
optimizes Cherenkov to night sky noise. (Is ~2 mrad for 
imagers.)

• Match τ to Cherenkov pulse duration, for same reason. 
Keep timing within ~1 ns while tracking sources.

• GHz Flash ADC’s maximize information for offline analysis.



“A” for mirror area

m2  per mirror N mirrors A ( m2 )

catcat 16 1 16

whipplewhipple 75 1 75

hesshess 113 4 450

celesteceleste 54 53 28002800

staceestacee 40 64 25002500

cactuscactus 40 160 64006400



“Ω” the field-of-view:

STACEE

(Celeste’s is better than theirs…)



“τ” for electronic integration time -- at the trigger level

• As earth rotates, 1 ns changes in optical paths occur ~twice per minute.
• Single photoelectron rates are 1 GHz per PMT, or more.
• STACEE has discriminators, then pipeline delays, then coincidences.



Trigger rate vs threshold

Accidentals

Cherenkov

Run  at ~4.5 p.e/heliostat.

5 analog sums of 8 heliostats each.
3 of 5 logic coincidence.

“τ” at the trigger level

CELESTE strong point :  

ANALOG delays, then ANALOG sums, 
then discriminators.



“τ”  at the Analysis level

(Stacee’s are better than ours…)



History of STACEE
• 1994-5: Detected Cherenkov flashes at Solar-I (Barstow, CA). 

R.A. Ong et al, Astropart. Phys. 5 353 (1996)

• 1996: Cherenkov flashes at Sandia (Albuquerque, NM). 
M.C. Chantell et al., Nucl. Inst. Meth. A 408, 468 (1998)

• 1999: 32 heliostat Crab detection                  S. Oser et al., Ap. J.  547 949 (2001)

D.S. Hanna et al., Nucl. Inst. Meth. A 491, 126 (2002) 

• 2001: 48 heliostat Mrk 421 detection         L. Boone et al., Ap. J. Lett.  549 5 (2002)

• 2002: 64 heliostats commissioned, ongoing observations.
e.g. R. Scalzo et al., Ap. J.  607 778 (2004)

• Funded through 2006, extension possible.

• Constants improvements, e.g. 
“The Laser Calibration System for the STACEE Ground-Based Gamma Ray Detector”, 

D. Hanna and R. Mukherjee, Nucl. Inst. Meth. A 482, 271 (2001).



History of CELESTE
• 1996: 6 heliostats, 2 anti-aircraft searchlight mirrors as secondaries.

B. Giebels et al, Nucl. Instr. Meth. 412A 329 (1998)

• 1998: Weak Crab detection with 18 heliostats.
D.A. Smith, Proc. 19th Texas Symposium, Paris.

• 1999: 40 heliostats.                       E. Paré et al., Nucl. Instr. Meth. A490 71-89 (2002)

• 2000: Crab nebula detection >60 GeV,  ~2.2σ/√h .
M. De Naurois, J. Holder, et al., Ap. J. 566, 343-357 (2002)

• 2002: 53 heliostats operational. 
Crab-Saturn conjunction. Weather degradation. 

• 2003: 5.8σ/√h on Crab 
(mostly analysis but also hardware improvements). 

• June 2004 -- CELESTE dismantled.   
Final analyses in progress.

Babar’s wife



SOLAR TOWER NOT-SO-BASICS

• Once you time the signals in, Cherenkov flashes come easily. 
• Simple ON-OFF analyses give weak sensitivity fairly easily. 

• BUT: sensitive to small drifts in conditions -- (more than imagers?).
• E.g. “Promotion correction” (STACEE) or “Padding” (CELESTE) to remove ON vs

OFF background light biases.
Mag 6 star nearMrk 421 => 30% more light in ON.

• The above experimental headaches solved by copious elbow grease.

• What is trickier is good hadron rejection…



HADRON REJECTION
• For example: we thought wavefront timing gives shower maximum (true!), and 

light distribution gives impact parameter (oops…). 
Get direction by connecting the two dots.

• With direction cut, 
predicted 8.7σ/√h on the Crab with 42 heliostats above 30 GeV.

• CELESTE did in fact attain 5.8 σ/√h above 80 GeV  but differently.

A
m
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x,y,z

A
rr

iv
al

 ti
m

e

A few  km~ 20 m

2 ns

~ 5 ns

~ 1 photon/m2

δP(timing) ~15 meters

δP(amplitudes) ~30 meters

Cherenkov  light emission maximum

• An issue : the small field-of-view problem…



On proton rejection in solar arrays…
Hadron rejection : 
Small field-of-view makes
protons look like gammas.

VETO heliostats win back
some of this rejection.

Expect to nearly double sensitivity.



More on HADRON REJECTION

• STACEE, CELESTE experimented with “clever pointing schemes”. 
• CELESTE has used “double pointing”. The “veto” gives Q~1.5

• STACEE uses “canting” schemes, similar in aim.

• But to my knowledge, the best results have come from applying 
the “analog sum” concept to the Flash ADC data…

Tilt outlying heliostats outward. 

See Cherenkov light? Then Not a gamma => VETOVETO.

H. Manseri PhD thesis  

(P. Bruel, advisor) 



• As stated -- analog sum powerful.
• Use Flash ADC’s for pseudo-analog sum.
• What shower core to assume? 

LOOP OVER THEM ALL AND KEEP THE BEST!

5 hours Crab, xsi<0.35, NO veto heliostats => 13 σ



Performance summary

STACEE (significant 
improvements underway)

CELESTE

Trigger rate 7 Hz 25 Hz

Crab sensitivity 2 σ per √h 5.8 σ per √h

Energy threshold, 
after analysis

<150 GeV <80 GeV

Duty cycle, 

last 2 years

~10 nights per month ~1 night per month

Nota bene:  CELESTE reports σ per ON source hours, STACEE sometimes reports ON+OFF and thus 
looks √2x worse. Here, all numbers are for ON hours.

Imagers have gotten away from 50-50 on-off, but solar plants far from being able to do that.



Crab results

Stacee (Oser et al, ApJ 2001 )  (Integral result fudged to differential by Smith)

CELESTE preliminary (Bruel 2004)



Pulsar Results
• Optical crab pulsar seen by both experiments

• Crab pulsar limit -- For exponential cut-off to EGRET power law, Eo < 26 GeV.
CELESTE, Ap. J. 566, 343-357 (2002). 

( see next slide )

• Excess of ~4σ in P2 (~3σ for total pulse) in one data set not confirmed in others 
with different experimental configurations.  “N trials” not calculated. Consistent 
with a weak signal, also consistent with junk.

CELESTE, E. Durand PhD thesis   
(D. Dumora, advisor) 

(CELESTE, by D. Dumora)



Crab Pulsar Limit ( same ApJ as nebula)

(Celeste limit calculated differently than Whipple & Stacee  -- vary Eo to match rate limit )

60 GeV

(Fierro et al)

CELESTE: Eo<26 GeV

<0.5 γ /minute



Nota bene: stellar photometry studies since this work led to acceptance changes, 
final result expected to be at higher flux, as is recent Bruel flux meas’t.

F. Piron & A. Jacholkowoska for CELESTE, 
28th ICRC, Tsukuba 2003. A&A in preparation.

Spectral results



Mkn421 Spectral Analysis Mkn421 Spectral Analysis (Jennifer Carson, UCLA)

• STACEE observations: January – May 2004
• 9.1 hours on-source after data quality cuts
• 6σ detection above ~150 GeV
• Applied new energy reconstruction technique

100 GeV –1.3 TeV 100-400 GeV

Preliminary! Preliminary!

First STACEE spectrum!
See Ong & Kildea, next ICRC, for ‘421 & Crab.



Blazar Results

• Mrk421 bright in both experiments (often ~Crab)

• Mrk501 -- Weak CELESTE detection 
See poster #4 by E. Brion, confirms R. Le Gallou thesis

• 3C 66A -- STACEE reported 2.8σ from 16.9 hours (Heidelberg, July 
2004). Publication in preparation  (D. Bramel PhD thesis)…

• 1ES 1426+428  -- searches by both experiments. 
Weak STACEE detection? 

• STACEE WCom -- my favorite, see next slides



Models of W Models of W ComaeComae
Predicted differences around 100 GeV

Leptonic models
no emission predicted above 100 GeV

Hadronic models
significant emission above 100 GeV

Strong constraint from a remarkable X-ray measurement.
EGRET result weird in EM model.     100 GeV is right range for test.



STACEE Measurement of WSTACEE Measurement of W Comae Comae 
STACEE flux limit constrains hadronic emission models

Φ < ~ 2.5 × 10-10 cm-2 s-1 for hadronic models above 165 GeV

R. Scalzo et al., Ap. J.  607 778 (2004)



STACEE -- preliminary limits from 3C66A

CELESTE: no signal in 2.3 hours (1999-2000)  <4.6 ±2.3 10-11 erg/cm2/s
R. Legallou PhD thesis



Other results
• SUSY limit from M31 -- CELESTE poster #6 by Julien Lavalle A&A in preparation. 

See also Falvard et al, Astropart. Phys. 20 (2004)

• GRB searches by STACEE.
• Search for galactic diffuse emission -- CELESTE poster #5 by Richard Britto



Towards Larger Atmospheric Cherenkov Detectors
• Background in imager arrays largely e± and πo.  Some handles:

occasional µ far from the  πo (and from the imagers).  A hadron veto…

isotropic vs point source     (bad for extended objects…)

depth of 1st interaction

Wavefront timing good at finding (x,y,z) of shower maximum
• A cost-effective performance enhancer for a large imager array?

PACT (Pachmari, Central India) is a sampling array of 25 telescopes.



7xπ0.82 = 14 m2 = heliostat/3 
(Man shows scale.)

PACT (Pachmari, Mahdhya Pradesh)



CONCLUSIONS

• Yes! It worked! Performance below hopes. 
• A 10-year window of opportunity ending. We see Eγ<100 GeV.
• Spectral measurements for 2 of the 3 ‘standard’ sources at the 

Inverse Compton peak.
• Flux measurements and/or useful limits for some weaker sources. 
• STACEE performance improving,

better weather than CELESTE => studying more sources.
• We trained several excellent young scientists.
• Wavefront samplers may have a future as part of imager arrays.

At Themis, we believe in global warming.



A Future Wavefront Sampler -- Solar versus ASGAT/PACT Layout

• Better light collection for PACT-like:
Less aberration losses
Front-silvered mirrors => more UV light

• If new fast photodetectors with high Q.E. η are bulky, 
(e.g. cryogenics), Solar tower has room & strength. 

• An ASGAT-like camera with few channels could be strong  & roomy.

• Many distributed telescopes complicates grouping of trigger & DAQ, 
diminishing the low-tech appeal of the wavefront sampler.

• Night sky background level φ depends on location of solar power plant. 
So-so in Albuquerque and Barstow. Better at Thémis, but clouds. 

Nice to be able to choose dark site.



Canting Targets

Pulse-heights are 
time-projected back 
on to the sky.

Time-Projection 
Imaging (Mani Tripathi)

CACTUS records multiple hits 
and pulse-heights per 
Heliostat.  The time-of arrival 
difference between these 
pulses can be correlated to 
height of emission.

∆h ~ c ∆T/(n-1)

For, |1-β| ~ |n-1| ~ 10-3

∆T = 16 ns => ∆h ~ 5 Km

~5Km

Times of arrivals and Pulse 
heights measured by 
CACTUS.

~16 ns



Peripherals
• To time in all the channels: “The Laser Calibration System for the STACEE Ground-

Based Gamma Ray Detector”, D. Hanna and R. Mukherjee, Nucl. Inst. Meth. A 482, 271 (2001). 
• CELESTE used the laser that Themistocle left us 

P. Baillon et al, Astropart. Phy. 1 (1993) 341

• STACEE monitors the atmosphere with SAM
• CELESTE built and ran a LIDAR,

with disappointing results.
STACEE Atmospheric 
Monitor



A lesson learned
• Before spending resources on peripherals, exploit the core instrument.

• With hindsight, Bruel’s summing analysis on 40 heliostats was a better bet than 
adding +13 heliostats for the VETO.



Intermediate Energy Observations with CACTUS

Peter Marleau, Paulo Afonso, Maxwell Chertok, Juan Lizarazo, Sho Maruyama,

John Stilley and S. Mani Tripathi

Physics Department, University of California

One Shields Ave., Davis, CA 95616, USA

We report on the successful commissioning of the CACTUS detector at the So-

lar Two site near Barstow, California. The telescope utilizes 144 heliostats and

is equipped with an 80 photomultiplier tube camera, operating in a multiplexed

mode which provides up to ∼300 independent samples. Here, we describe a mea-

surement of the Crab flux in the 70-400 GeV range using 116 heliostats and 75

channels. The effective area of CACTUS for this configuration is estimated to be

∼8,000 m2 at 70 GeV rising to ∼58,000 m2 by 500 GeV. The angular resolu-

tion is measured to be ∼0.3o. The flux from the Crab is best described by the fit

dN/dE = 5.92 × 10
−4

E
−2.05

GeV
−1

m
−2

s
−1.

1 The CACTUS Detector

CACTUS (Converted Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescope Using Solar-2) is a ground-

based air-shower detector located at the Solar Two site near Barstow, California [1].

Figure 1 (left) is an aerial photograph of the site. Solar Two consists of ∼1,900

(42m2) heliostat mirrors of which 168 are within the field-of-view of the CACTUS

secondary mirror and camera which are mounted 60 m above the ground level. CAC-

TUS currently utilizes 144 out of a possible 168 heliostats that are spread over an area

of ∼20,000 m2, as shown in Figure 1 (right). The fill factor in terms of mirror area

is ∼28%: a reference circle superposed on the diagram indicates a typical Cherenkov

light pool. Given the large available mirror area, CACTUS can be expected to have a

low energy threshold suitable for measurements below 100 GeV.

The heliostats are individually steerable in elevation and azimuth, thus enabling

the telescope to function as a directed instrument that can be used to track a celes-

tial source. The heliostat control functions are implemented on a doubly-redundant

system with the software running on a mixed network of OpenVMS and Linux com-

puters that communicate with the heliostats via RS-232 lines. Motion controls and

communications within the field are performed by electronics boxes located at the
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Figure 1: (Left)Aerial view of the Solar Two site. (Right) Diagram indicating the

heliostats in use by CACTUS.

base of each heliostat. The pointing of the heliostats is checked periodically by mea-

suring and correcting for biases observed in tracking the sun, and in tracking individ-

ual stars. The cumulative tracking and pointing error for each individual heliostat is

estimated to be about 0.1 arc-degree.

The tower located at the center of the field has been equipped with a detector

composed of a spherical secondary mirror and a camera with 80 photo-multiplier

tubes (PMTs) located at the focal plane. The spherical secondary mirror is a com-

posite mirror made out of 13 hexagonal facets, each 1m across. With an aperture of

4.4m×2.6m and a radius of curvature of 6m, it further focuses the 3m spot-size from

the heliostats down to entrance apertures of light-collecting parabolic Winston cones

located at the focal plane. The field-of-view in the sky is about 1o across, defined by

the sharp angular cutoff imposed by the Winston cones. The secondary mirror facets

were individually aligned using a laser and further checked by imaging a full moon

onto the camera.

The 80 PMTs in the camera are organized into an upper section of 35 that are

individually positioned to align with heliostats and a lower section of 45 that form

a close-packed matrix. Figure 2 shows photographs of the camera with this PMT

arrangement. The back of the camera contains inline preamplifiers mounted on the

PMT bases and shielded with a metal screen. The preamplifiers drive 50’ co-axial

cables to post-amplifiers located in a counting house. The overall voltage gain is 30x

and the bandwidth is ∼1.6 GHz. The amplified signal is fed into CAMAC discrimi-

nators (LRS 4416) that provide a dual output on ECL busses. One output is fed into

CAMAC time-to-digital converters (LRS 3377) that record both the rising and falling

edge of each pulse, thereby providing a time-over-threshold measurement which is

proportional to pulse-height. The second output is captured in a custom trigger sys-
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Peter Marleau et al.

Figure 2: (Left)Photograph of the camera with the heliostat field in the background.

(Right) A close-up showing the PMT arrangement.
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Figure 3: (Left) Histogram of relative gains for the 80 PMT channels. (Right) Distri-

bution of times of arrival with respect to the event trigger time for all hits (solid) and

for primary heliostats only (dashed).

tem based on a field programmable gate array (Xilinx XCV 1600 FPGA) that delays

the pulses for each channel (100 MHz clock) based on values that are programmed

every 16 s. A simple majority logic at the end of the delay pipeline is used to trigger

the readout if more than N channels have a hit in a 10 ns window, where N is typically

in the range 7-11. The TDCs are read out by another FPGA which acts as a buffer

and an interface to a Linux PC. Anode currents are sampled and recorded in a parallel
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acquisition system. A detailed description of the amplification and readout system

can be found in Ref. [3].

2 Calibrations and Simulations

Calibrations for CACTUS fall under two broad categories of electronics and optics.

The gains of the channels are equalized in groups of 16 PMTs and a common thresh-

old, proportional to relative gain, is applied to each group of 16. Further, high voltage

settings on the PMTs are tuned to match their gains resulting in an overall distribu-

tion as shown in Figure 3 (left). Minor differences (trims) in transit times between

PMTs are measured using an LED pulser and recording the time-of arrival response.

These trims are applied both in the online trigger delay system and in offline anal-

ysis. The offline event trigger time is determined by overlapping the pulse-heights

from all channels and finding the peaking time. Figure 3 (right) shows the distribu-

tion of arrival times from channel hits with respect to the event trigger time. The

measured full-width of 3-4 ns is expected for gamma-ray showers and a subset of

cosmic-ray showers while the tails mostly correspond to the latter category. Further,

a time-multiplexing technique developed at CACTUS allows one channel to capture

light pulses from more than one heliostat as evidenced by the two distributions shown,

resulting in increased sensistivity of CACTUS to low energy showers.

Figure 4: (Left) Comparison of NSB rate measured versus simulation resulting in

(Right) extracted values of NSB per channel (area of circles) superposed on the cam-

era face.

A critical aspect of the calibrations consists of measuring the Night Sky back-
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ground (NSB) rate per channel and using it to refine our understanding of the elec-

tronics chain. A custom simulations package, S2ELEC [2], was developed for this

purpose. Photo-electrons (PEs) are described by voltage pulses proportional to the

transfer function of the amplifier including channel-to-channel gain variations and

fluctuations in PMT response. A stochastic stream of PEs is simulated for each chan-

nel and the pulse-heights are added in order to describe the channel’s NSB response.

A discriminator level is applied to each channel and the resulting simulated back-

ground rate is compared with data. The TDCs record the NSB for 1 µs before each

event trigger, making it possible to perform instantaneous comparisons. Figure 4 (left)

is a distribution of fractional deviation in simulated rates from measured rates show-

ing that most channels are described well within 10%. This agreement is obtained by

varying the average PE/ns for each channel in the simulation. Figure 4 (right) shows

the relative values of PE/ns (given by the size of the circle) superposed on the face of

the camera. The extracted values fall in the range 0.3-0.9 PE/ns. Much of the vari-

ation is attributed to the variable number of heliostats that feed light into a channel,

which accounts for less NSB at the top and bottom edges of the camera (the 5 empty

hexagons correspond to PMTs that were not in operation during this data run).
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Figure 5: (Left)Effective area. (Right)Reconstructed energy for gamma-rays.

Detector response is simulated using Kaskade [4] for air-showers, Cherenk [5]

for Cherenkov emissions and a custom package, S2OPTICS [2] for CACTUS optics.

Resulting PEs in the PMTs are processed through the electronics simulation described

above and measured NSB rates are added. The response of the trigger system is sim-

ulated through another custom package, S2TRIG [2]. In order to estimate efficiency,

gamma-ray showers are generated uniformly over a circle with a radius (180m) much
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larger than the expected effective area of CACTUS and in an energy range of 20 GeV

- 1 TeV. The triggering efficiency of CACTUS is expressed as a fraction of the initial

area of 180m radius as shown in Figure 5 (left). The effective area of CACTUS for

this configuration (116 heliostats, 75 channels) is 8,000 m2 at 70 GeV rising to 58,000

m2 at 500 GeV as described by the fit: Areaeff = 5.69 × 104(1 − e−0.94(E−48.5))
m2. The 50% point, currently at 120 GeV, is expected to be at a lower energy with

144 heliostats and 80 PMTs. Figure 5 (right) shows the distribution of reconstructed

versus generated energy obtained from this technique. This is work in progress and

at present represents the largest systematic error in our flux determination.

3 Observations of the Crab Nebula

CACTUS observed the Crab Nebula for a one week period (Feb27-March5, 2005)

for a total of 8 ON/OFF pairs of 28 min duration each. The data presented here

correspond to one such pair in which the Crab Nebula was tracked spanning an arc

of 72o-66o in zenith angle. The experimental trigger was set at 10 heliostats or more,

resulting in 15,429 events (ON) and 7,916 events (OFF). This excess in the trigger

rate is influenced by differences in the NSB between the ON and OFF fields and the

true excess is extracted after the full analysis as described below.

Figure 6: (Left)Angular distribution, dN/dθ2, for the Crab ON and OFF runs.

(Right)ON-OFF excess. The distribution from simulations and a fit are superposed.

For gamma-ray showers, the Cherenkov wave-front is roughly spherical with a

radius of curvature of 8-12 km, a temporal width of 4-8 ns, and an extent of about

300m diameter at ground level. Two different Cherenkov wavefront fitting procedures

were developed for the purpose of extracting the angle and energy of the shower.
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CELESTE [6] and MAGIC [7].

The first consists of fitting a plane to all primary heliostat hits within ±3ns of the

event trigger time. Only events with 12 hits or more (as compared to the raw trigger

requirement of 10 or more hits in 10 ns) are kept, yielding 4271 events (ON) and 3278

events (OFF). Figure 6 shows the angular distribution (dN/dθ2) for these events (top)

and the distribution for the 993 excess events along with the distribution obtained

from simulations (bottom). This excess corresponds to a >11σ detection and a live-

time corrected rate of 36 gammas/minute. There is good agreement with simulations

and the resolution for an assumed point-source is ∼0.3o.

For energy measurement, a more sophisticated procedure is employed, involving
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a spherical fit to all hits including those from secondary heliostats, within a more strin-

gent window of ±1 ns from the fit shower surface. Furthermore, a variable threshold

based on instantaneous NSB measurements is imposed on the number of hits surviv-

ing the fit, resulting in an overall higher threshold for ON events than for OFF events.

The excess yield versus the fit energy from this procedure is shown in Figure 7. There

are 643 excess events (3526 ON - 2883 OFF) above 50 GeV and 574 excess events

(3114 ON - 2540 OFF) above 65 GeV, corresponding to significances of 8σ and 7.6σ

respectively.

The extracted differential flux is shown in Figure 8 along with a power law fit

given by dN/dE = 5.92 × 10−4E−2.05GeV −1m−2s−1, where E is in GeV. The

vertical error bars are statistically added in quadrature with a 10% systematic error in

effective area. The fits from earlier measurements by CELESTE [6] and MAGIC [7]

are shown for comparison. The CACTUS fit is in general agreement.
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1. Solar Two facility

2. What we’ve been up to
-channel/helio multiplicity
-240 channel camera (effective)

3. Simulations and Calibrations
-optics
-noise
-time over threshold and energy response

4. Data
-Mkn 421 and Crab

5. Future prospects
-time projection imaging
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The Solar 2 Heliostat ArrayThe Solar 2 Heliostat Array
Located 15 
miles outside 
Barstow, CA

Over 1,900 
42m2 heliostats 

Still the largest 
array in the 
world.

We have ~160 
heliostats in the 
FOV of our 
camera.
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Heliostat Field
Part of the field being 
used.  160 heliostats* 
available.  120 used in 
this campaign.
*limited by aperture

CACTUS is 
capable of 
collecting nearly 
the entire 
Cherenkov light 
pool

80 channel camera80 channel camera
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Heliostat Field80 channel camera80 channel camera Time expected for heliostat 2017.

21191919 2217
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Channel MultiplicityChannel Multiplicity
20172017

2017

2017
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2017

Heliostat MultiplicityHeliostat Multiplicity
20172017

2017

•Heliostat 2017 is covered by 4 PMTS

•This allows us to record multiple hits 
on each heliostat with no deadtime.
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Heliostat MultiplicityHeliostat Multiplicity

Most events contain 
multiple hits in each 
heliostat.

Average Time between multiple hits (ns)

Number of Helios with Multiple Hits per Event

zero and half ns. bin

We can record 
multiple hits in the 
same half 
nanosecond 
(no pile-up).
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Heliostat MultiplicityHeliostat Multiplicity

Average of 3 (4) helios/channel 

Gives 240 (320) possible 
independent 
measurement/samples

Sampling 120 (160) heliostats
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Heliostat MultiplicityHeliostat Multiplicity

Dynamic range if 80 
channels mapped to 
80 heliostats.

Dynamic range gained 
by using more than 80 
heliostats.

Up to 120 heliostats

Up to 80 channels

Dynamic range using 
heliostat multiplicity.

Up to 240 hits
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Calibrations and SimulationCalibrations and Simulation

04/27/2005 Peter Marleau, U.C. Davis, TNACD 2005

Heliostat Alignment 
and MC Calibration
The heliostats are aligned 
using a sunspot projected 
on the tower face.
An infrared CCD camera 
is used to measure the 
sun spot and maximize 
the brightness at the core.

Simulated 
Sunspots
Heliostat facet 
parameters were 
optimized to match 
the CCD images



Calibrations and SimulationCalibrations and Simulation

Data

Simulation

Calibrating 
with starlight: 
Drift scan of 

Sirius

Drift scan of Sirius 
across one heliostat 
compared with a 
detailed simulation 
of all the optical 
elements involved.
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Almeisan Noise Drift ScanAlmeisan Noise Drift Scan

Background Noise 
Rates as the star 
Almeisan drifts across 
our field of view.

Average Noise Rate vs. Time (Almeisan)
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Rates are calculated 
from noise regions of 
2 µsec tdc window.

We are within normal 
noise rates 1 degree 
from a neighboring 
star. 
(Almeisan is magnitude 7)

Normal operating noise rate
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1. Background starlight is simulated by 
random insertion of photoelectrons. Each 
p.e. is ascribed a pulse shape based on 
measurements and with appropriate gain 
variations.

~30 ns

Simulation of Electronic ResponseSimulation of Electronic Response

2. The a.c. component of the piled up p.e.’s is then used as background 
noise.  The agreement with measured noise is excellent.

5 µs
3. A threshold is applied and digital signals are recorded for comparison 
with measured rates. 
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Understanding the NSBUnderstanding the NSB
… by changing Noise and Gain,   
we can also match simulated TOT 
to TOT taken from data.

Several simulations were created to 
understand noise response of our 
system. Optical and electrical noise were 
input into a simulated channel and the 
response was compared to actual data.

Figure 1.  Five typical channels are being
fit to different noise curves

Figure 2.  Fitting data noise to simulated
noise. The plot on the left is pure
simulated noise, and the plot on
the right is noise plus real showers.
For TOT fitting purposes, only the

peak at ~3ns needs to be tuned.

Data indicates that 
our NSB is between 
0.3 and 0.6 P.E./ns
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Simulating Night Sky BackgroundSimulating Night Sky Background

G
ai

n 
(m

V/
PE

)

Two levels of noise caused by 
number of helios entering the 
channel.  The first 32 are nearly 1 to 1 
and the rest are close packed

Simulations indicate that 
our threshold is 4.0 PE

Gains are stable

Fit is to Mkn 421 background 
which is low compared to the 
Crab NSB
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Electronics ChainElectronics Chain
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Trigger decision schemes. An FPGA based system
allows us to implement several types of trigger.

Electronics Chain and TriggerElectronics Chain and Trigger

Analog input stage

Data this season was 
taken with trigger 
scheme 1, a simple sum 
of 80 channels.

This summer we will 
implement a 3 tap 
scheme to bring more 
heliostats into the trigger 
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Effective resolution is
~50 ps/mV.  Hence,
For a 0.5 ns TDC resolution on each edge an effective ToT resolution of ~0.7 ns is achieved.

For a 1V dynamic range, this provides a 6-bit digitization.
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Simulated Energy ResponseSimulated Energy Response

150m. radius

60m. radius

100m. radius

Input spectrum = k*E-2.4
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Quality CutsQuality Cuts

X/Y Shower CentroidsFirst Planar Angle Fit
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Markarian 421Markarian 421
Data from the night of March 07, 
2005

Background trigger 
coincidence rate is calculated 
from a 1 microsecond noise 
region of the tdc window for 
each event.

Number of hits per event as 
a function of time for 4 runs 
during the night of March 
07.  An offline trigger is 
constructed from noise 
coincidence rate.  Here it is 
12/80 channels.
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Markarian 421Markarian 421

Trigger rate (Hz) as a 
function of time for these 4 
runs.  

Trigger rate after noise 
coincidence included in the 
software trigger (calculated 
‘on the fly’).  This removes 
noise ‘spikes’ and keeps the 
trigger stable. 

(11+noise coinc)/80 used here 
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Markarian 421Markarian 421
PRELIMINARY and RAW

Pulse Height (TOT)

Markarian 421 pulse height spectrum

Pulse Height
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Energy vs. Pulse Height

Most of our 
excess is in 
the first two 
bins (40-60)

This corresponds to an 
energy range of 40-120 
GeV

Excess rate is ~22/min
( < 0.5 Crab w/ similar cuts)
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CRAB: The observed distribution in Total Pulse-Height.CRAB: The observed distribution in Total Pulse-Height.

ON

OFF

We implement a requirement 
on the number of channels to 
be >20 for the event to be 
considered in our offline 
sample.

Further fiducial cuts are 
applied on the measured 
centroid and angle to restrict 
the sample to well contained 
events.
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CRAB: Measured spectrum for “high energy” eventsCRAB: Measured spectrum for “high energy” events

This sample from the 
Crab represents an 
excess rate of 12/min.

The horizontal scale is 
“total measured pulse 
height” which is closely 
related to the incoming 
energy.

The range of 
measurements here 
represent an energy 
range of ~ 50-2000 
GeV.
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CRAB: Attempt at understanding the low energy regimeCRAB: Attempt at understanding the low energy regime

ON

OFF

Lower the requirement for Number
of channels in the trigger (>15).

Same fiducial cuts  as before.

Restrict the data set to one on/off 
pair (28 mins) to avoid weather 
related differences.

Observed excess of events after
cuts = 42/min.
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CRAB: Measured spectrum for “low energy” eventsCRAB: Measured spectrum for “low energy” events

Crab low energy excess: Rate of ~ 42/min!

The significance of this 
detection of Crab in 28 
mins is 13 σ .
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Canting Targets

Pulse-heights are 
time-projected back 
on to the sky.

Time-Projection 
Imaging

CACTUS records multiple 
hits and pulse-heights per 
Heliostat.  The time-of 
arrival difference between 
these pulses can be 
correlated to height of 
emission.

∆h ~ c ∆T/(n-1)

For, |1-β| ~ |n-1| ~ 10-3

∆T = 16 ns => ∆h ~ 5 Km

~5Km

Times of arrivals and 
Pulse heights measured 
by CACTUS.

~16 ns



Time Projection ReconstructionTime Projection Reconstruction
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Time Projection ReconstructionTime Projection Reconstruction
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Time Projection ImagingTime Projection Imaging

The altitude of the 
maximum is 
unknown, so t = 0 
could be above or 
below the canting 
altitude. 

t = 0

If t = 0 is chosen too 
far below the 
canting altitude, the 
reconstructed 
shower will be mis-
shapen.

The same is true if 
t = 0 is chosen too 
far above the 
canting altitude

The altitude that 
minimizes the size 
of an elipsoid is the 
correct position for 
t = 0.

The angle of the  
ellipsoid’s major 
axis will reveal the 
direction of the 
incident particle

The core position 
can also be 
revealed by a shift 
of the major axis
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CRAB: Trigger Rates after Analysis cuts for 7 on-off pairs

Data are from 7 on/off pairs
taken in March 2005 with 
elevation angles in the range 
57o to 71o.  

The plots show the instantaneous
trigger rate (in Hz) as a function 
of time.  The rates for both on and
off data sets are fairly stable.

Also, at these low data rates, the
readout has essentially zero dead
time.

ON

OFF
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CRAB: Noise Coincidence Rates versus time for 7 runs of 28 min on-off pairs

ON

OFF

The data acquisition system
records hits in a 1 µs window
preceding the trigger time of
the event of interest.

The plots here show a 
reconstructed coincidence 
rate for these noise hits. We 
use these rates to dynamically 
change the trigger 
coincidence requirement.

The noise rate is well below 
the typical hardware trigger 
requirement in the range of 8-
12.

This pair used for low energy spectrum with NHelio > 15.
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CRAB: Hit Multiplicities versus time for 7 runs of 28 min on-off pairs

Plots of number of channels
with a valid hit in the time-
window of interest as a 
function of the elapsed time in 
the run.

ON

OFF
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Figure 1.  DAQ chain

Figure 3.  Trigger decision schemes. An FPGA based system
allows us to implement several types of trigger. Figure 2.  Analog input stage

Electronics Chain and TriggerElectronics Chain and Trigger
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Synoptic VHE Gamma-Ray Telescopes

Gus Sinnis
Physics Division

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM, USA

Synoptic VHE gamma-ray telescopes have two distinguishing features - they can

simultaneously and continuously view the entire overhead sky. Therefore they not

only obtain a view of the whole sky, but can obtain a view of the time structure

of all of the detectable VHE sources in the sky. Such instruments directly detect

the particles in an extensive air shower. Until recently this aspect of their operation

has limited their sensitivity and therefore their usefulness. Recent advances have

allowed these instruments to dramatically lower their energy threshold and for the

first time detect sources of VHE gamma rays. In particular, Milagro in the U.S. and

the Tibet ASγ array in Tibet, have detected TeV emission from the Crab Nebula

and the active galaxy Mrk 421. The current generation of synoptic telescope is very

sensitive to extended sources of VHE gamma rays. This has been demonstrated by

the discovery of the diffuse TeV gamma-ray emission from the Galactic plane and

the discovery of an extended source in the Cygnus region by the Milagro experiment.

Milagro also has preliminary evidence for a second extended source near the Crab

Nebula. The temporaal and areal view obtained by these instruments make them

well suited to search for transient sources such as gamma-ray bursts and flares from

AGN. While such phenomena have not yet been unambiguously detected with the

current generation of instruments, I will discuss future instruments with the requisite

sensitivity to detect these objects and greatly expand our knowledge of the high-

energy universe.

1 Introduction

The earliest incarnation of the modern synoptic telescopes were known as extensive-

air shower arrays. These were arrays of small plastic scintillators (∼1m2) distributed

over large areas (40,000 - 230,000 m2). With an active area of < 1% of the physi-

cal area these arrays had large energy thresholds, which limited their sensitivity. The

CYGNUS [3] and CASA [14] arrays where the largest of these type of instruments.

The energy threshold of the CASA array was ∼200 TeV, making extragalactic as-

tronomy impossible and Galactic astronomy difficult. No unequivocal evidence for
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sources of gamma rays was found with these instruments. The path forward from

this generation of instruments was clear - lower the energy threshold. Two different

approaches have been successfully used to accomplish this goal. The Milagro de-

tector [11] in Los Alamos, NM uses the water Cherenkov technique to provide an

active detector area that is essentially equal to the physical area covered by the de-

tector. This dense sampling yeilds a median energy of 2 TeV to gamma rays from a

Crab-like source. The Tibet ASγ detector [7] in Tibet has obtained a similar energy

response by locating their telescope at extreme altitude 4300m a.s.l. The low-energy

threshold of these instruments has enabled high significance detections of the Crab

Nebula and the extragalactic source Mrk 421, an active galaxy at a redshift of 0.03.

Current synoptic telescopes have the advantage of time on source over existing

air Cherenkov telescopes (ACTs). While this does not make up for the comparatively

poor angular resolution of the synoptic instruments, for sources that are large com-

pared to the angular resolution of ACTs this becomes a significant advantage. This

has been conclusively demonstrated by Milagro’s detection of the diffuse emission

from the Galactic plane and the discovery of at least one large extended source of

VHE gamma rays.

In addition to detecting and studying known sources of VHE gamma rays, the

promise of synoptic telescopes lies in their ability to discover new sources and to study

the long-term time evolution of VHE gamma-ray sources. The current instruments

have fulfilled this promise with the discovery of extended sources. However they

appear to lack the sensitivity required to carry out a vigorous program of discovery

and study of point sources. There are several near and long-term plans for future

instruments; ARGO and HAWC that can attain the requisite level of sensitivity to

achieve these goals.

In this paper I will review the recent acheivements of the current generation of

synoptic telescopes and draw a roadmap for the future developement of high sensitiv-

ity synoptic VHE telescopes.

2 Current Synoptic VHE Telescopes

There are two major synoptic VHE telescopes in operation today: Milagro and the

Tibet ASγ array. Milagro (Figure 1) consists of a central water reservoir covering

an area of ∼4000 m2, surrounded by an array of 175 water tanks covering an area

of ∼34,000 m2 (the outrigger array). The central detector has dimesions 80m x 50m

with a depth of 8m at the center. The reservoir is instrumented with 750 20cm photo-

multiplier tubes (PMTs) arranged in two layers. The top layer of 450 PMTs is under

1.4 meters of water and the bottom layer of 273 PMTs is under 6m of water. Both

layers are on a 2.8m x 2.8m grid. The entire reservoir is enclosed with a light-tight
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cover. Each water tank has an area of 8m2 and a depth of ∼1m. They are instru-

mented with a single PMT that is mounted at the top looking down into a TYVEK

lined water volume. The PMTs in the top layer and the outrigger array are used to

reconstruct the direction of the primary gamma ray (or cosmic ray) to an accuracy of

∼0.5 degrees. The bottom layer is used to discriminate against the background cosmic

radiation. Air showers induced by hadrons contain a penetrating component (muons

and hadrons that shower in the reservoir). This component results in a compact bright

region in the bottom layer of PMTs (see [11]) for details. A cut based on the dis-

tribution of light in ther bottom layer removes 90% of the background cosmic rays

while retaining 50% of the gamma ray events. The trigger rate (before background

rejection) is ∼1700 Hz.

Figure 1: A schematic view of the Milagro telescope. The outrigger tanks are shown

surrounding the central water reservoir.

Tibet ASγ (Figure 2) is a more traditional scintillator array located at an altitude

of 4300m a.s.l. The detector has undergone significant upgrades over the past decade

and is currently composed of 789 scintillation counters on a 7.5m grid. Each counter

consists of a 0.5m2 plastic scintillator viewed by a 5cm PMT. Each detector is covered

with a 5mm sheet of lead. The total area enclosed by the array is 36,900 m2. The

trigger rate is 1700 Hz and the angular resolution is 0.9 degrees.

Both Milagro and ASγ have demonstrated their sensitivity with detections of the

Crab Nebula. ASγ has reported two independent detections of the Crab Nebula. In

data taken between 1996 and 1999 they reported a 5.5σ detection with a less sensitive
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Figure 2: A schematic of the Tibet ASγ array.

instrument, the HD array [5]. With the Tibet-III detector they report a 4.8σ detection

with 1.5 years of running time [8]. This sensitivity on the Crab Nebula ( 4σ/
√

yr)

is comparable to that of the Milagro detector before the construction of the outrigger

array. Milagro now reports a sensitivity of ∼ 8σ/
√

yr with the outrigger array [21]

2.1 Sky Surveys

One of the primary motivations for a synoptic instrument is to perform an unbiased

sky survey. Both Milagro [13] and Tibet [9] have surveyed the Northern sky for point

sources of TeV gamma rays. Figure 3 shows a more recent map made by the Milagro

collaboration [23]. The map was made by summing the on and off source counts

over 2.1 degrees - consistent with the point-spread function of Milagro (prior to the

installation of the outriggers). Both the Crab Nebula and the active galaxy Mrk 421

are clearly visible in this map. Excluding these sources the distribution of signifi-

cances is well fit by a Gaussian with unit width and zero mean. Therefore we know

that there are no steady point sources in the Northern hemisphere with a flux greater

than 200-600 mCrab (depending upon position in the sky) [13]. However, there are

two interesting regions in this map. After the Crab Nebula and Mrk 421, the bright-

est point in the Milagro survey has a position of RA=79.9◦, δ=26.8◦. This position

was previously reported by the Milagro collaboration as the second brightest point in

the Northern hemisphere [22]. It is also coincident with the location of an EGRET
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unidentified object. However a follow-up search by the Whipple collaboration [16]

failed to detect a point source at this location. The next brightest location is in the

Cygnus region of the Galaxy and was also noted by the Tibet array. This coincidence

was first pointed out by Walker et al. [12] along with a statistical analysis that showed

a significant correlation between the > 4σ regions in the Milagro and Tibet surveys

(not including the Crab Nebula and Mrk 421). Further discussion of these regions is

given below.

Figure 3: Map of the Northern hemisphere in TeV gamma rays (the Milagro collab-

oration) with 2.1 degree smoothing (optimized for point sources). The color scale is

standard deviations.

2.2 Extended Sources

While the above results are impressive, point source sensitivity is not the greatest

strength of these instruments. Much of the improved sensitivity enjoyed by Air

Cherenkov telescopes arises from their dramatically better angular resolution. The

inherent background rejection capabilities (independent of event direction) of Mila-

gro and Whipple are not that disparate and the difference is more than made up for

by the greater amount of time that a synoptic telescope can view any region of the

sky. If the size of the emitting region is larger than the point-spread function of the

instrument the sensitivity scales as the source size [18]. In addition the survey instru-

ments have the added advantage of a much better knowledge of the background due

to their ability to simultaneously obtain many (> 10 background measurements. For

large sources ACTs must revert to the “ON-OFF” mode of operation, doubling the re-

quired observation time and enabling only a single measurement of the background.

For sources larger than the field-of-view of the ACT it is not yet clear how to proceed.
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The largest known source of TeV gamma rays is the Galactic plane. Hadronic

cosmic rays interact with matter in the Galaxy producing gamma rays with energy

roughly 1 order of magnitude less than the initial cosmic ray. Prior to Milagro,

EGRET had made the highest energy measurement of these “Galactic diffuse gamma

rays”. Above 1 GeV EGRET observed an excess over the predicted flux and a spec-

trum harder than the cosmic-ray spectrum [17]. This could indicate variations in the

nucleon or electron spectrum in different regions of the Galaxy see [24] and refer-

ences therein. Milagro has made the first positive detection of the Galactic diffuse

gamma rays at TeV energies.

Based upon the expected gamma-ray signal and the exposure to different Galac-

tic longitudes, the Galaxy was divided into two regions. The inner Galaxy, R1, spans

40-100 degrees in Galactic longitude and was ±5 degrees in Galactic latitude around

the equator. The outer Galaxy, R2, spans 140-200 degrees in longitude and again

±5 degrees in latitude. In R1 Milagro reported a 4.5σ excess and in region R2

a -1.3σ deficit. The gamma-ray flux in R1 above 3.5 TeV is (6.8 ± 1.5 ± 2.2) ×
10−11cm−2sec−1sr−1. This is 5.7 × 10−5 times the cosmic-ray flux. In region R2

the 99% c.l. upper limit to the flux above 3.5 TeV is 4.0 × 10−11cm−2sec−1sr−1.

The best fit spectrum (combining the Milagro and EGRET measurements) in R1 is

−2.61 ± 0.03 ± 0.05. In R2 the upper limit is just beyond the EGRET extrapolation

with the 1 standard deviation error bar on the spectral measurement. Figure 4 shows

the Milagro measurement with the EGRET measurement and extrapolation along with

several previously published upper limits in the TeV regime. While there is certainly

a contribution from unresolved point sources - the overall flux is consistent with that

expected from the EGRET measurements and a simple power-law exptrapolation.

To date only Milagro has reported results on a search for extended TeV emission

regions in the Northern Hemisphere. Figure 5 again shows the Northern Hemisphere

in TeV gamma rays however the on and off source counts have been smoothed over

a 5 degree region - much larger than the point-spread function of Milagro. There are

two clear sources in this figure: tha Crab Nebula and the brightest portion of the map

- a large extended region in Cygnus. The Cygnus region was the brightest region seen

by EGRET in the Northern hemisphere and it is also the brightest TeV gamma-ray

object in the Northern hemisphere. However, since the emission comes from a large

(∼5 degrees) area it has escaped detection by air Cherenkov telescopes - despite the

fact that considerable amount of observing time has been dedicated to this region [2].

The Cygnus region is a part of the Galaxy with a large column density of matter

- one is looking down a spiral arm of the Milky Way. To understand the nature of

this source two measurements are important - the source morphology and the enery

spectrum of the source. At present we can speak to the first measurement - source

morphology. A possible explanation of the emission is an excess of matter leading

to enhanced “diffuse” gamma-ray emission from this region. In Figure 6 we show
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Figure 4: The spectrum of the Galactic diffuse gamma-ray emission as measured by

EGRET and Milagro. The three lines drawn between the measurements are the spec-

trum as determined by EGRET (central line) with the ±1 standard deviation uncer-

tainty (upper and lower lines). Upper limits from the HEGRA [1], and Whipple [19]

telescopes and the Tibet ASγ [6] detector are shown on the figure.

the Milagro observation with an overlay of the EGRET diffuse model in the region.

(The Milagro map was made with a Gaussian weighting technique - for each event at

each point in the map a weight is assigned based upon the angular resolution and the

distance between the reconstructed event and the point in question.) While one can

see a general correlation on large scales - it does not appear that the brightest part of

this region is due to an excess of material. In the same figure we have also shown the

position of the EGRET sources in this region. Note that at the brighest position in TeV

gamma rays EGRET has apparently located two sources (both unidentified). In fact,

a closer look at the raw EGRET data shows that the two sources are unresolved [15],

and the data is consistent with a single extended source.

3 Future Instruments

The observation of the Crab Nebula has provided a calibration of the the sensitivity

of the current generation of synoptic VHE telescopes. The discovery of extended
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Figure 5: Map of the Northern hemisphere in TeV gamma rays (the Milagro collab-

oration) with a 5 degree smoothing scale. A ±5 degree region around the Galactic

plane is drawn in white.

sources, including the diffuse gamma-ray emission from the Galaxy, has demon-

strated the discovery potential of these instruments. However, it is clear that there

is significant room for improvement. Despite tantalizing evidence of TeV emission

from gamma-ray bursts [10], a high statistics confirmation of this result has not been

forthcoming. Moreover, no previously unknown point sources have been discovered,

and no flaring activity from any source has been observed. The following list of un-

resolved questions is meant to guide future observations.

• What is the maximum gamma-ray energy from gamma-ray bursts?

• What is the time structure of GRBs in the VHE regime?

• What fraction of active galaxies emit TeV photons and what are their charac-

teristics?

• Where are the hadron accelerators and are there any AGN that accelerate hadrons?

• What is the fluctuation spectrum of AGN?

• What is the shortest variability timescale in AGN?

• Is there cosmic evolution in AGN?

• What is the structure of the Galaxy in TeV gamma rays?

• Is there an extra-Galactic diffuse TeV gamma-ray flux?
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Figure 6: A close-up of the Cygnus region in TeV gamma rays. The scale gives the

fractional excess divided by 1000. The significance at each point is approximately

twice the fractional excess. The contours show EGRET model for diffuse gamma

rays. The green circles are the EGRET unidentified sources in the region. The two

EGRET sources that lie within the brightest TeV knot were not resolved by EGRET

and may be a single extended source.

To make significant progress on these issues a future instrument must be ca-

pable of discovering and monitoring many AGN at different redshifts, of detecting

very short flares from AGN, and observing VHE emission from gamma-ray burst

at redshifts beyond 1. To accomplish this future instruments must have a lower en-

ergy threshold (∼200 GeV median energy with significant area down to 50 GeV),

improved angular resolution and background rejection, and dramatically increased

effective areas, especially at low energies.

There are currently two designs for future detectors. The ARGO [4] detector

is currently under construction in Yangbajing, Tibet. Situated adjacent to the Tibet

ASγ detector, ARGO is a dense sampling array, with 92% sensitive area over a 5,772

m2 area and a total area of 11,000m2. ARGO combines the advantages of Milagro

(dense sampling) and the ASγ detector (extreme altitude). ARGO uses resistive plate

chambers (RPCs) to detect the passage of charged particles. Each RPC is composed

of 10 pads each of which contains 8 detector strips. The localization capability is

determined by the strip geometry of 6.7cm× 62cm. With 1ns time resolution at each
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strip, this detailed space-time imaging of the shower front is expected to lead to back-

ground capabilities similar to that acheived by Milagro [20]. There are a total of 12

RPCs in a cluster and there are 154 clusters in the complete detector. Figure 7 shows

a schematic of the ARGO detector. As of the summer of 2005 49 clusters have been

installed. Full operations are expected to begin in the summer of 2006. With an an-

gular resolution of ∼0.5 degrees and a median energy of triggered gamma rays below

1 TeV ARGO should detect the Crab Nebula at 10 standard deviations in one year

of observation without background rejection and 15σ with its background rejection

capabilities.

Figure 7: A schematic drawing of the ARGO detector. Courtesy of Benedetto

D’Ettorre Piazzoli.

An alternate approach is being pursued by the Milagro collaboration. This de-

tector, while still in the design phase has the promise of attaining the instantaneous

point source sensitivity of the Whipple telescope over the entire overhead sky. The

HAWC (High Altitude Water Cherenkov) detector will be a very large area (90,000

m2) water Cherenkov detector situated at extreme altitude, >4,000m a.s.l. Though

similar in design Milagro, HAWC will differ in several important characteristics. The

most important changes are simply its size and altitude. Since the angular resolution

of an air shower array is determined by the ability to correct for the curvature in the

shower front, the shower core must be inside of the detector to acheive the best an-

gular resolution. This has lead Milagro to build the outrigger array and motivates the
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large area for HAWC. A more subtle change is the optical isolation of the PMTs from

each other. Since the Cherenkov angle in water is 41 degrees a particle traveling at

49 degrees will emit light that can travel as far as the clarity of the water allows and

be detected far from its creation point. This increases the singles rates in the PMTs,

increases the trigger rate from single muons, and degrades the angular and energy

resolution and the background rejection capabilities of the detector. To acheive the

largest area possible within a $30M budget the top layer of PMTs are also placed un-

der 2m of water and separated by 4m. The bottom layer of PMTs is still under 6m of

water, however the area of the bottom layer is equal to that of the top layer - providing

an enormous muon detector to reject the cosmic-ray background.

Using a similar background rejection technique to Milagro HAWC is expected

to reject 98% of the cosmic-ray background while retaining 68% of the gamma-ray

signal. Also, unlike Milagro this rejection capability is nearly independent of energy

for gamma ray events and therefore can be applied to distant objects such as gamma-

ray bursts as well as Galactic sources. Monte Carlo simulations indicate that HAWC

will detect the Crab Nebula at the 5 standard deviation level in under 30 minutes of

observation, allowing HAWC to survey the entire hemisphere for VHE sources at the

15mCrab level in a single year of observation (or 5 mCrab after a 10-year operating

period). Figure 8 shows the sensitivity of the current and future instruments to a

source with a Crab-like spectrum.
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Detectors in Gamma-Ray Astrophysics
Large Aperture/High Duty Cycle
Milagro, Tibet, ARGO, HAWC?

Low Energy Threshold
EGRET/GLAST

High Sensitivity
HESS, MAGIC, CANGAROO, VERITAS

Large Effective Area
Excellent Background Rejection (>99%)
Low Duty Cycle/Small Aperture

Space-based (small area)
“Background Free”
Large Duty Cycle/Large Aperture

Moderate Area/Large Area (HAWC)
Good Background Rejection
Large Duty Cycle/Large Aperture
Unbiased Sky Survey 
Extended sources
Transients (GRB’s) 
Solar physics/space weather

High Resolution Energy Spectra
Studies of known sources
Surveys of limited regions of sky

Sky Survey (<10 GeV)
AGN Physics
Transients (GRBs) <100 GeV
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First Generation EAS Arrays
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The Tibet Air Shower Array

• 4300m asl
• Scintillator array
• 497 detectors

– 0.5m2 each
– 5mm lead on each

• 5.3x104 m2 (phys. area)
• 680 Hz trigger rate
• 0.9o resolution
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Milagro
• 2600m asl
• Water Cherenkov Detector
• 898 detectors

– 450(t)/273(b) in pond
– 175 water tanks

• 3.4x104 m2 (phys. area)
• 1700 Hz trigger rate
• 0.5o resolution
• 90% proton rejection

10 m



Background Rejection in Milagro
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Effective Areas
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Sky Surveys
Tibet (astro-ph/0502039) and Milagro (ApJ 
2004, 608, p680) have viewed northern sky with 
comparable sensitivity ~0.5 Crab
Both experiments detect emission from 
– Crab Nebula
– Mrk 421

Both experiments identified >4σ regions
– Milagro had 7 and Tibet 6 (and Crab and Mrk 421)
– There is one possible overlap (see extended sources)

There are no strong unknown point sources 
of VHE gamma rays
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Sky Surveys

Milagro sky map
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Extended Sources
Sensitivity to an extended source is relatively better for 
an EAS than an ACT because angular resolution is not 
as important

detector

source
pointextended σ

σSS ≈

Sensitivity determined by 
– inherent proton rejection
– observation time
– effective area

EAS arrays do very well (see Galactic plane)
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Cosmic-Ray Anisotropy
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Tibet measurement of CR anisotropy
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Extended Sources – Galactic Plane
Cosmic rays interacting with matter in 
Galaxy produce p’s that decay into g rays
Gamma ray spectrum is sensitive to 
cosmic ray source models

– inverse Compton component
– point sources

EGRET observations up to 20 GeV 
indicated an excess > 1 GeV
Higher energy observations have proven 
elusive despite 20 years of effort

Milagro has made the first detection of 
TeV gamma rays from the Galactic plane
S/B level ~3x10-4

Flux(>1 TeV) = 5.1x10-10 cm-2 sec-1 sr-1

Spectral Index = -2.61± 0.07 (combined 
EGRET-Milagro fit)

EGRET data
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Galactic Plane

Milagro data 5x5 degree bins
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Galactic Plane

E-2.51±0.05 Demonstrates the strength of 
EAS in finding diffuse and 
extended sources
– Due to good “inherent” 

background rejection
– Angular resolution unimportant
– Large observation time
– Large field of view

Milagro flux measurement is 
~1/10 of previous upper limits
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Extended Sources

Search northern sky for large 
sources
~6 degree source in Cygnus arm 
of Galaxy

– EGRET observed as brightest 
region in Northern hemisphere

~3 degree source near the Crab 
Nebula

– coincident with an EGRET unID

Tibet hotspot

Milagro point source hotspot
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Solar Physics
Coronal mass ejections 
are an ideal laboratory to 
study particle 
acceleration in the 
cosmos
By monitoring the singles 
rates in all PMTs we are 
sensitive to “low”-energy 
particles (>10 GeV)
Milagro has detected 4 
events from the Sun with 
>10 GeV particles
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X7-Class flare Jan. 20, 2005
GOES proton data
– >10 MeV
– >50 MeV
– >100 MeV

Milagro scaler data
– > 10 GeV protons
– ~1 min rise-time
– ~5 min duration
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Future Instruments: ARGO-YBJ
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ARGO-YBJ layout
Detector layout time resolution ~1 ns

space resolution = strip

10 Pads 
(56 x 62 cm2)
for each RPC

8 Strips 
(6.7 x 62 cm2) 
for each Pad

1 CLUSTER = 12 RPC

78 m

99
 m

74
 m
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Layer (∼92% active surface) of 
Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC), 

111 m

(∼43 m2)

4300 m asl – high altitude
5800 m2 fully instrumented area 
10,000 m2 total area
dense sampling of shower



ARGO: Progress & Schedule

49 clusters installed

42 in DAQ

1800 m2 now acquiring data

Physics runs since 12/2004

100 clusters end of 2005

all 154 clusters complete 
summer 2006
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ARGO-YBJ Crab Sensitivity

Without any γ/hadron discrimination

With γ/hadron discrimination algorithms
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Farther Future:HAWC
Build pond at extreme altitude (Tibet 4300m or Chile 5200m)
Incorporate new design
– Optical isolation between PMTs
– Larger PMT spacing
– Deeper PMT depth (in top layer)

e µ γ

300 meters

4 meters

~$20M for complete detector
~60x sensitivity of Milagro – instantaneous sensitivity of Whipple over 2 sr

Crab Nebula in 30 minutes (now 1 year)
GRBs to redshift of >1 (now 0.4)
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Effective Areas: Future Detectors
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Survey Sensitivity
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HAWC: Simulated Sky Map

C&G AGN

Hartmann IR model

known TeV sources

Milagro extended 
sources

1-year observation
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Conclusions
EAS Arrays have achieved sufficient sensitivity to detect the brightest TeV 
sources
At the level of 0.5 Crab there are only 2 known sources in the northern 
hemisphere
EAS arrays excel at detecting extended sources
– Diffuse γ-ray emission from the Galactic plane 
– Large source in Cygnus region
– Possible source coincident with EGRET unidentified object

Solar physics results to study particle acceleration in well known 
environment
Still no solid evidence of VHE emission from GRBs
ARGO will be a significant improvement (~3x) over current instruments –
watch this space
We are still understanding the performance of EAS arrays

– large improvements seem feasible
– see talk by A. Smith
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The role of Supernova Remnants (SNRs) for the production of the Galactic Cosmic

Rays is reviewed from the point of view of theory and very high energy gamma-ray

experiments. The point is made that theory can describe young SNRs very well, if

the evidence from the synchrotron emission is used to empirically determine sev-

eral parameters of the theory, and thus theory can predict the relative contributions

of hadronic and leptonic gamma rays at TeV energies. This is exemplified for sev-

eral objects that have been observed intensively during the last years. Future key

observations are discussed.

1 Introduction

Shell-type supernova remnants (SNRs) are widely assumed to be the sources of the

Cosmic Rays (CRs), as they are observed in the neighborhood of the Solar System.

This concerns particle energies up to the ”knee” of the energy spectrum at several

1015 eV or possibly beyond (see [1] for a recent review). From estimates of the

Galactic Supernova (SN) rate and the CR escape rate from the Galaxy SNRs have

then to convert on average about 10% of their entire mechanical explosion energy

into CRs – an enormous requirement.

A direct experimental investigation of SNRs as CR sources is possible with γ-ray

observations at very high energies > 100 GeV (VHE). The argument is the follow-

ing: the acceleration of particles to CR energies is assumed to occur primarily at the

outer, quasi-spherical shock which also compresses and heats the ambient circum-

stellar medium. The expanding shock wave confines the accelerated particles in its

interior until its velocity decreases substantially at late times. Then the shock gets

“old” and the more energetic particles successively leave the remnant. There fore

a distant γ-ray observer of a “young” SNRs can see the π0-decay and nonthermal

Bremsstrahlung (NB) emission, due to CR collisions with gas particles in the inte-

rior, jointly with the Inverse Compton (IC) radiation as originating from a localized
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Figure 1: ASCA image of SN 1006

in hard X-rays from [2]. The emis-

sion comes mainly from the Northeast-

ern and Southwestern areas, interpreted

as polar caps, where the mean magnetic

field is quasi-parallel to the shock nor-

mal of the outer SNR blast wave [3].

The resolution of ASCA is slightly better

than that of the H.E.S.S. array, indicat-

ing what is presently achievable in VHE

γ-rays.

Figure 2: Schematic of the average

magnetic field geometry for a SN explo-

sion into a uniform interstellar medium

with a homogenenous field B
1
. ΘnB

is the angle between the shock normal

vector n and B1. Injection of down-

stream suprathermal ion is only possible

for sufficiently small values of ΘnB, i.e.

in the hatched polar regions.

source. Together with the electron synchrotron spectrum – from radio to hard X-ray

energies – and the synchrotron morphology (e.g. Fig. 1) this is the nonthermal elec-

tromagnetic evidence. I want to argue below that the synchrotron emission allows us

to seperate the contributions of nuclear CRs and ultrarelativistic CR electrons to the

γ-ray emission; in addition, we can then determine key theoretical quantities like the

effective magnetic field and the rate of injection of suprathermal ions into the accel-

eration process. In this way it becomes possible to calculate the energy density and

the energy spectrum of nuclear CRs in the SNR from theory. To obtain quantitative

results, obviously some further astronomical multi-wave-length (MWL) information

is required. This concerns the source distance, the angular size/morphology, the SNR

expansion rate, and the circumstellar density structure. SNe also result from two ba-

sically different physical processes whose main manifestations are type Ia explosions

(deflagration/explosion of an accreting White Dwarf) and type II explosions (core
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Figure 3: Cas A in X-ray syn-

chrotron light, observed with

Chandra. Image courtesy of

NASA/CXG/GSFC/U.Hwang et al..

Figure 4: Synchrotron spectral energy

density (SED) of Cas A: data and

theoretical spectrum [15]. The low-

frequency photon spectrum has a spec-

tral index α ≈ 0.8 (dotted curve),

not quite increasing to the test particle

value α ≈ 0.5 before in the sub-mm re-

gion the electrons inside the SNR are al-

ready radiatively cooled, so that α ≈ 1
before the cutoff.

collapse of a massive star), with several variants according to the mass of the pro-

genitor star. These different SN types are connected with different magnitudes of the

ejected mass. Therefore also the explosion type must be known from astronomical

measurements.

In this talk I will review the general status of the γ-ray observations, emphasizing

the non-spherical aspects of the nonthermal emission from SNRs and the relation of

theory and experiment in this field. In this light I will describe four major sources:

Cas A, SN 1006, RX J1713.7-3946, and Vela Jr. I will end with a short discussion

of the contribution to nonthermal SNR research by the recent Galactic Plane Scan,

performed with the H.E.S.S. experiment. In some respects this is an extension of a

paper given at the 28th ICRC in Tsukuba [4].
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2 Gamma-ray detectability of SNRs and their

non-spherical aspects

The EGRET instrument on the Compton Gamma Ray observatory (CGRO) has not

been able to find unequivocal evidence for γ-ray emission from SNRs in its energy

range below a few GeV. The reasons are the low source flux, even for objects as

close as 1 kpc, and the large angular extent of ∼ 1◦ – of the order of the diameter of

the full Moon – which implies a high γ-ray background from diffuse Galactic CRs.

If we anticipate the particle energy spectra in the sources to be much harder than

the energy spectra of the diffuse Galactic CRs, then the signal-to-background ratio

decreases with decreasing γ-ray energy, making the GeV range generally unfavorable

for detection. In contrast, ground-based imaging Cherenkov telescopes have made

several detections in dedicated VHE observations (see section 4), and the H.E.S.S.

experiment has identified SNR counterparts for several sources found in its Galactic

Plane Survey. The reasons are the large effective area of these telescopes/telescope

systems, the relatively lower diffuse γ-ray background at TeV energies, and the much

better angular resolution of ∼ 10−1 degrees compared to EGRET. This makes nearby

SNRs at least marginally detectable [5].

2.1 Non-spherical aspects of SNRs

Theoretical models for diffusive shock acceleration at SNRs face the difficulty of

having to cope with the fundamentally non-planar and even non-spherical geometry

of a point explosion into an environment that lacks spherical symmetry. The dynamics

is described by kinetic equations for the particle distributions f(p, r, t) as functions

of particle momentum p, radial distance r and time t, nonlinearly coupled with the

hydrodynamics of the thermal gas. Only spherically symmetric solutions are available

until now which solve this intrinsically time-dependent problem [6, 7]. It is clear on

the other hand that the magnetic field, which regulates the particle injection rate into

the acceleration process, cannot be spherically symmetric and is even on average at

best axially symmetric in SNRs.

The simplest case is a type Ia SN in a uniform interstellar medium and magnetic

field, with SN 1006 as the clearest example. (Fig. 1). The time-average magnetic field

line geometry is schematically shown in Fig. 2 [8].

For kinematic reasons injection of suprathermal ions escaping from a thermal-

ized downstream region can only occur for quasi-parallel shocks, where the instan-

taneous angle ΘnB ≪ π/2. And clearly acceleration can occur only at those parts

of the shock surface, where particles can be injected. Particle acceleration is also

directly connected with the self-excitation of Alfvv́en waves which stochastically

change ΘnB. As a consequence we have (i) a stochastic self-limitation of the ion in-
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jection rate η through nonlinear wave production, from η
‖
≈ 10−2 to an ηeff ≈ 10−4,

plus (ii) a systematic reduction of η due to the overall average field morphology, i.e.

strong wave production can occur only locally in the polar regions, (iii) the hadronic

γ-ray emission is therefore also dipolar for uniform external field B
1
, and (iv) the

same is true for the synchrotron emission as a result of field amplification by factors

between 5 and 10 in the ion acceleration regions [9, 10, 12], with essentially lower

emission from the extensive equatorial region. This last consequence has been im-

pressively proven in a recent analysis of the XMM data for SN 1006 by [11].

Altogether this injection asymetry requires a reduction of the overall acceleration

efficiency of nuclear particles as calculated in the spherically symmetric model. The

reduction factor is given by the ratio of the polar areas to the total shock surface area.

This ratio is about 0.2 for a case like SN 1006. In order to reach an overall acceleration

efficiency of 10% this requires the shock regions in which acceleration actually occurs

to achieve an acceleration efficiency of about 50%. Such a high efficiency implies an

extremely nonlinear acceleration process with a strong backreaction of the accelerated

particles on the shock structure.

3 Comparison with theory

The comparison with theory is of course an essential aspect. However, at present

the theory is still incomplete. The full solution of the Fokker-Planck transport equa-

tions for the distribution functions f(p, r, t) of nuclear particles and electrons, cou-

pled with the hydrodynamics of the thermal plasma through the CR pressure gradient

and wave dissipation, requires even in spherical symmetry the knowledge of several

“unknowns”: the effective, amplified magnetic field strength Beff, the actual proton

injection rate, and the amplitude of the electron distribution. These unknowns can

only be determined through an analysis of the synchrotron observations which in-

volve the relativistic electron component. This analysis is actually possible, because

for particle energiesE ≫ mpc
2, corresponding to ultra-relativistic protons, electrons

behave like protons in the acceleration process (e.g. [13]).

I will only summarize the situation here.

The electrons are parasitically accelerated in an environment produced by the ac-

celerating nuclear particles because they can not modify the shock themselves due to

their small energy density. And therefore at energiesE ≫ mpc
2 their momentum dis-

tribution equals in form that of the nuclear particles except for radiative (synchrotron)

losses:

• The radio synchrotron spectrum is generally steeper than in the test particle

approximation, because the radiating low-energy electrons “see” only the dis-

continuous subshock in the thermal gas and not the full shock transition that
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Figure 5: Data of an individual Chan-

dra 2-10 keV filamentary structure in

Cas A and model fit to these data, inter-

preted as the result of strong postshock

synchrotron losses (at ψ < 0).

Figure 6: Gamma-ray spectral energy

density for Cas A. The (unconfirmed)

HEGRA detection and the EGRET up-

per limit are shown together with the

theoretical prediction for the π0-decay

(full line), IC (dashed line) and NB

(dash-dotted line) emissions.

includes the extended CR precursor. Interpreting this effect in terms of non-

linear shock modification by the accelerated nuclear component determines the

ion injection rate

• The energy of the radio electrons should be lower than ≈ 10mpc
2. Together

with the requirement to fit the entire synchrotron spectrum, including the cutoff

at hard X-rays, this determines the (amplified) magnetic field strength Beff

• The amplitude of the relativistic electron density then follows from the ampli-

tude of the synchrotron spectrum, which fixes the electron-to-proton ratio in the

accelerated CRs

4 Individual SNRs

4.1 Cas A

Cas A is presumably the result of a so-called Type Ib SN, the core collapse of a

massive Wolf-Rayet star that has already shed its hydrogen envelope through a fast

stellar wind (Fig. 3). In a detailed model for the thermal X-ray emission by [14] the

final Wolf-Rayet wind phase has compressed the inner part of the dense slow wind
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from the preceeding Red Supergiant (RSG) phase into a dense luminous shell; in turn

the subsequent SNR shock has already reached the unperturbed RSG wind region

beyond the shell.

The strong deviation of the synchrotron spectral energy density from a test par-

ticle spectrum below some tens of GHz (Fig. 4) implies a strong modification of the

shock by accelerated nuclear particles, an amplified post-shock field Beff ≈ 200µG,

and a field Beff ≈ 500µG in the RSG wind shell [15].

The X-ray morphology of Cas A from Chandra also shows strongly pronounced

filamentary structures of the outer shock (Fig. 5), analyzed by [16] and [17]. The

multi-TeV electrons accelerated at the shock form a very thin quasi-spherical shell

– thinner than that of a children’s rubber ball – as the result of violent synchrotron

cooling. This cooling scale determines the interior amplified field. It turns out that

this field “measurement” agrees with that using the spectral distortion in the radio

frequency range within the errors of 20 to 30 percent. Similar results have been

obtained for SN 1006 [18, 19] and Tycho‘s SNR [9, 10].

The theoretical prediction of the γ-ray fluxes (Fig. 6, from [15]) shows a π0-

decay γ-ray flux that dominates those from IC scattering and NB by two orders of

magnitude at 1 TeV, making it a clear hadronic γ-ray source by a large margin. This

prediction essentially agrees with the flux detected by the HEGRA experiment [21].

The IC and NB flux determinations are quite robust results. A reliable indepen-

dent measurement of the γ-ray flux with the large Northern Hemisphere telescopes

VERITAS or MAGIC would therefore be of paramount importance.

4.2 SN 1006

This SNR has been observed in hard X-rays with ASCA to show purely nonthermal

emission from the two hot spots at the poles, as discussed before, and this emission

was interpreted as synchrotron radiation [2]. Later high-resolutionChandra and XMM

observations strengthened this picture. However, the TeV γ-ray detections by the

single CANGAROO telescopes CANGAROO I [22] and CANGAROO II [23] could not

be confirmed in a total of 24.5 hours of observation time by the H.E.S.S. stereoscopic

system [24]. Recent CANGAROO stereo observations could not detect the source any

more either and have led to the withdrawal of the earlier γ-ray detection claims [25].

There are two reasons for the γ-ray non-detection. First of all, the magnetic

field in the SNR interior is considerably amplified (Beff ≈ 150µG), so that the IC

radiation is strongly suppressed, given the observed synchrotron emission. Secondly,

the external hydrogen density NH is in all probability quite low, NH < 0.1cm−3.

Since in the Sedov phase, in which SN 1006 is at present, the π0-decay γ-ray flux Fγ

is proportional to N2

H , the low gas density implies a low hadronic γ-ray emission as

well. This situation has been analyzed in detail by [19]. Given the lowest value of
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Figure 7: Integral VHE photon flux from

the northeastern polar cap of SN 1006.

The value B0 = 30µG corresponds

to an interior effective field strength of

150µG. The CANGAROO and H.E.S.S.

data are shown together with the theo-

retical flux estimates in [19].
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Figure 8: H.E.S.S. image of RX J1713.7-

3946 at γ-ray energies ¿ 800 GeV, with

the ASCA 1 – 3 keV X-ray contours su-

perposed [20].

NH = 0.05cm−3, discussed in the literature, we expect the γ-ray emission to be only

a factor of 3 smaller than the present H.E.S.S. upper limit for the northeastern polar

cap (Fig. 7). Since SN 1006 is the simplest case of a SNR with strong nonthermal

emission in radio and X-rays and therefore the theoretically best understood object

of its kind, it would obviously be important to detect it also in TeV γ-rays in a deep

observation of about 200 hours with H.E.S.S. or CANGAROO.

4.3 SNR RX J1713.7-3946

Originally found in the ROSAT X-ray survey [26], SNR RX J1713.7-3946 was de-

tected at VHE energies by CANGAROO [27] and interpreted as an IC-dominated TeV

source. ASCA observations [28, 29] had shown that the X-ray spectrum is a purely

nonthermal continuum. In 2002 the CANGAROO group revised its interpretation and

rather favored a hadronic scenario from the shape of the TeV energy spectrum [30].

This phenmenological interpretation was questioned by [31] and [32] on the grounds

that the upper limit from a nearby EGRET source 3EG 1714-3857, believed to be

associated with the TeV source, was inconsistent with the hadronic extrapolation of

the CANGAROO spectrum to the GeV region. Such different views were not entirely

surprising at the time, considering the complex morphology of the general region in
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which the source is embeded. This is particularly well visible in the CO map. Nev-

ertheless, at the present time CO [33] data give a most probable kinematic source

distance of 1 kpc.

The H.E.S.S. experiment subsequently confirmed the CANGAROO detection and

could give for the first time a spatially resolved VHE image of a SNR [34], whose

overall shell structure correlated closely with the shell structure in ASCA 1–3 keV

X-rays. The remnant diameter is about 1◦. This was unambiguous proof for the

acceleration of charged particles to energies beyond 100 TeV1

Apart from the fit shown in Fig. 9, the H.E.S.S. VHE differential spectrum can

be equally well fitted by a power law with exponential cutoff ∝ E−Γ exp−E/Ec ,

with Γ = 1.98 ± 0.05 and Ec = 12 ± 2. At energies E ≪ Ec this measured

spectrum corresponds to the test particle limit of diffusive shock acceleration theory

for nuclear particles in a strong shock. Even ignoring nonlinear backreaction effects

the extrapolation of the charged particle spectrum to lower energies with a proton

spectrum ∝ E−2 gives a hadronic γ-ray spectrum below an improved upper limit of

EGRET which now assumes that RX J1713.7-3946 is not linked to the known EGRET

source 3EG 1714-3875 [35].

Making in fact the best case for an IC interpretation by assuming a very low

magnetic field strength of about 10µG inside the SNR, the resulting IC spectrum fits

the H.E.S.S. data quite poorly. This outweighs the good correlation between the X-

ray synchrotron and the γ-ray emissions which at first sight would suggest a leptonic

origin of the γ-ray emission as well. In addition, already a small amplification of

the magnetic field in the remnant rules out a dominant IC emission and a fortiori a

dominant NB, whereas a hadronic γ-ray spectrum continues to fit the data quite well

[35]. Despite the complex CO morphology and unknown age of this remnant I believe

that a hadronic interpretation of the γ-ray emission from RX J1713.7-3946 is clearly

favored. The most plausible acceleration scenario is that of a massive progenitor star

which, over its long evolution time, had produced a large stellar wind bubble into

which finally the SN exploded about a thousand years ago (see e.g. Fig. 5 of [36]).

Only this makes the almost circular X-ray morphology understandable that was found

by ASCA and XMM [37, 38]. And it can explain the low effective density inside the

SNR [37]. A detailed theoretical model is needed to investigate the consistency of

such a picture with the existing MWL evidence.

4.4 Vela Jr.

The SNR RX J0852.0-4622, also called Vela Jr. was also found with ROSAT [39] as a

very large 2◦×2◦ quasi-circular X-ray structure and later confirmed by ASCA [40,41].

1The following discussion of this source and the figures 8 and 9 are based on the more recent H.E.S.S.

results, not yet released at the time of the conference.
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Figure 10: Vela Jr. in TeV γ-rays.

The color scale is in number of γ-ray

events. The total significance of this 3.2

hours lifetime observation with H.E.S.S.

is 12σ. The source radius is four times

the radius of the full Moon.

In the VHE range it was detected by CANGAROO [42] and by H.E.S.S. [43], see

Fig. 10.

The flux above 1TeV equals 1.4 times the flux from RX J1713.7-3946 and is

about equal to the flux from the Crab Nebula. The differential spectrum is a hard

power law spectrum with Γ = 2.1 ± 0.1 ± 0.1 [43].

The physical characteristics of Vela Jr. appear to be rather similar to those of RX

J1713.7-3946, even though the source may be even closer and younger. Interestingly,

also a narrow filament was recently found in Chandra data [44]. If we interpret this

filament as part of the outer SNR shock its sharpness suggests magnetic fields at least

in the 100µG range, almost independently of the detailed astronomical properties

of the source [45]. Therefore again a hadronic interpretation of the γ-ray emission

is plausible, even though little theoretical analysis has been performed up to now.

Further and more detailed results on the morphology and spectrum are expected to be

available soon. They should make this source the second major VHE SNR source in

the Southern Hemisphere.
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5 Galactic Plane Scan SNRs, Conclusions

The H.E.S.S. Galactic Plane Scan [46,47] has revealed some 20 odd new sources until

now. Several of these soures can be associated with SNRs with reasonable certainty,

but many of them are still un-identified at the present time. It is clear that further

study of these SNRs is required, both at VHE energies and at other wavelengths. An

example is HESS J1813-178 where, quickly following the initial H.E.S.S. publication

of the first scan results, a SNR was found in existing VLA radio data [48], and a known

coincident ASCA source was found also by INTEGRAL in the 20-100 keV band [49].

In the present context such studies are important to identify the statistical VHE

properties of the Galactic SNR and thus to control whether the few very nearby ob-

jects, that can be studied in great detail, are typical representatives of this population

or not.

Even though it is difficult to make such population studies in the Northern Hemi-

sphere, there are at least two bright historical SNRs in this Hemisphere, Cas A and

Tycho’s SNR. Cas A has been detected by HEGRA in TeV γ-rays with rather low

significance, whereas the HEGRA flux upper limit for Tycho’s SNR [50] is only a fac-

tor of unity above the theoretical VHE prediction [9, 51]. Together with other known

Northern Hemisphere SNRs, the confirmation/detection – or not – of these objects

with VERITAS or MAGIC would be of high significance for the question of CR origin

in SNRs.
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Shell-type supernova remnants
Heinz Völk, Division of Astrophysics, MPI Kernphysik, Heidelberg

Expected sources of the Cosmic Rays

Synchrotron observations, and Theory

Cas A, SN 1006, RX J1713.7-3946, Vela Jr

Contribution of Galactic Plane Scan

Cherenkov 2005 (Palaiseau, April 27, 2005)



Experimental situation for SNRs (nonthermal)

Gamma-ray astronomy ⇨ localised
sources (π0-decay, IC). Together with 
synchrotron spectrum (radio ⇒ hard
X-rays): direct nonthermal evidence.

Required observational Multi-
Wavelength information:

Acceleration primarily
at outer shock

Source distance,
angular size/morphology

Expansion rate, circumstellar
density/morphology.

Ejected mass; Type: Ia or II/Ib



Gamma-ray observability

EGRET on GRO:
No unequivocal evidence for γ-ray emission from  SNRs 

Reasons:
Low source flux 
High γ-ray Background from diffuse Galactic CRs
Insufficient angular resolution

Ground-based imaging Cherenkov telescopes:
Several detections, plus “counterparts”

Reasons:
High effective area
Lower γ–ray Background
1/10 degree angular resolution

⇒ At least marginal source flux (e.g. Drury, Aharonian, Völk 1994)



Non-spherical aspects of  SNRs

Stochastic reduction of injection rate 
through nonlinear wave production 
from η װ ≈ 10-2 to  ηeff ≈ 10-4

Plus systematic reduction of ion 
injection. Strong wave production 
only locally in “polar” regions

Synchrotron emission also overall 
dipolar for uniform external B1

Hadronic γ-ray emission
dipolar for uniform external B1

Völk et al. (2003)

Confirmation by Rothenflug et al. 2004
using XMM on SN 1006

Ion injection only for instantane-
ously quasi-parallel shocks ΘnB«π/2



What is the meaning of such a measurement ?
Need for comparison with theory

FP equation for CR distribution function f(p,r,t) in spherical 
symmetry, coupled with hydrodynamics of thermal plasma 
through CR pressure and wave dissipation (Berezhko et al. 1994, 1996)

Unknowns: Beff ,  proton injection rate, electron amplitude 

Need experimental/obervational input to determine Beff , 
ion injection rate, and electron amplitude 
as “parameters” in the theory !



How to achieve this observational input ?

Electron component and synchrotron observations

Electrons parasitically accelerated with nuclear particles: except for 
radiative (synchrotron) losses equal form of momentum distribution:

• Radio synchrotron spectrum steeper than in test particle  
approximation. Interpretation in terms of nonlinear modification
⇒ ion injection rate.

• Energy of radio electrons ≤ mp c2 ⇒ Beff

• Electron density amplitude from magnitude of synchrotron emission  
⇒ Electron:Proton ratio



Type Ib Supernova,
Core collapse

Cassiopeia A

HEGRA system: 232 hours exposure. 
TeV flux  = 3.3 % of Crab flux.

Model: Shock already in unperturbed RSG wind region
Parker spiral field; ESN = 4x1050 erg; 
Us = 2000 km/s; High Beff = 200 µG magnetic field ampification
Berezhko et al. (2003)

Circumstellar medium:
Wind phases of massive 
progenitor: 
Blue Supergiant
⇒ Red Supergiant
⇒ Wolf-Rayet star 
⇒ Supernova explosion.  

<Density> ~ 10 cm-3 in shell of 
RSG material (= bright ring).

Tuffs (1986); 6 cm VLA

Borkowski et al. (1996)





Overall CR spectral energy density
E2 dN/dE = 4πcp4 dN/dp in Cas A

protons

electrons



X-ray imaging of young SNRs with Chandra

Chandra 2-10 keV (ACIS)

• small spatial scales detected in X-rays with Chandra = Synchrotron loss length
• need to extract the non-thermal part
• used to determine / verify B-field-amplification



Cas A morphology in synch. X-rays near outer SNR shock

Radial profiles from 
continuum-dominated
X-ray bands
(Vink & Laming 2003)

Comparison 
of theory
with Chandra 
observations

Chandra 2-10 keV (ACIS)



Cas A morphology in synch. X-rays near outer SNR shock

Chandra

Sharp X-ray structure
due to electron
synchrotron losses
behind shock
(Berezhko & Völk 2004)

Comparison 
of theory
with Chandra 
observations

Chandra 2-10 keV (ACIS)
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SN 1006

• Accreting White Dwarf (Type Ia):  Mej ≈ 1.4 M

• Age = 999 yr

• Angular diameter ≈ 0.5 degrees
Koyama et al. (1995)ASCA

Extended source for γ-ray 
instruments:

H.E.S.S. upper limit < 0.02 Crab  

From other measurements:

NH = 0.3 – 0.05 cm-3

Distance = 1.8 – 2.2 kpc

Winkler et al. (2003)



Some of the previously detected TeV sources
in the southern hemisphere are not seen with 
H.E.S.S

typical
beam size

CANGAROO
(and H.E.S.S. 
“CANGAROO   
hotspot”)
include only
∼ 1 polar cap



Comparison to volume-integrated Synchrotron Spectrum

Effective downstream 
field Bd = σB0:

Bd ≈ 150 µG

Injection rate:
η ≈ 2 x 10- 4 

Electron : Proton ratio
Kep ≈ 10- 3 (NH/0.3 cm-3)- 1

Determines:



Present  state of SNR

Hydrodynamically in Sedov Phase: Rshock ∝ t 2/5

⇒ Hydrodynamic explosion energy: Esn ∝ NH ,

for fixed Rshock and dRshock/dt from observations



SN 1006: Energy in accelerated particles, hadronic γ-rays

in first approximation

Hadronic
Gamma-ray flux 
Fγ ∝ NH Ec

However:
Ec ∝ NH also for 
strong shocks, 
since Ec/Esn ~ 10 %

⇒ Fγ ∝ NH
2



High energy emission from the NW rim of SN 1006

Consistent with H.E.S.S. upper limit 

H.E.S.S. upper 
limit is still 
about three 
times larger 
than the total γ-
ray flux 
(Hadronic + 
Inverse 
Compton) 
expected for NH
= 0.05 cm-3

(which is at the 
lower end of the 
expected range 
of ambient 
densities)



Imaging of young SNRs in hard X-rays

Tycho

30 arcmin

SN1006
Kepler

CasA

Chandra/Newton Newton ASCA 



SNR RX J1713.7-3946
Type unclear, presumably core collapse 

Enomoto et al. (Nature, 2002) deduce hadronic emission from spectral 
fit. Counter argument by e.g. Reimer & Pohl (2002), using the upper 
limits from EGRET. 

Phenomenological fits 
of distribution

Complex morphology,       
confusion problem

Scarce data from other 
wave-length ranges,   
except for nonthermal
X-ray emission and CO

Distance probably ~ 1 kpc
from CO-cloud

No theoretical model yet: Alternative of hadronic
vs. IC-emission undecided, but very interesting object (size, structure)



H.E.S.S. > 800 GeV; 20σ overall.
ASCA contours superposed

ASCA (1 - 3 keV)

Overall shell structure 
coinciding closely in X-rays
and γ-rays.
Despite complex structure
unambiguous proof of acc’n
of charged particles to 
energies beyond 100 TeV.

Results not inconsistent 
with ideas of shock 
acceleration.



RX J1713-3946: Spectrum
Hard Spectrum from  whole
SNR (H.E.S.S.)
(cf. CANGAROO 
Spectrum for NW rim):):
dN/dE ~ E-2.19+/-0.1+/-0.15

F(1-10TeV) ~ 3x10-11 erg/cm2/s
(~1 Crab)

Extends to 10 TeV
100 TeV particles

Clouds (n ~ 100 cm-3) NW region
Ep ~ 1050/n  erg over
entire expected spectral range
2004 data ( > 50h) ....spectral imaging, energy resolved morphology 

(Whole SNR)

(NW Rim)



RX J1713.7-3946 in CO(J=1-0) emission line
Fukui et al. 2003

NANTEN

+
Gray scale:
XMM image
(X-rays,

1-10 keV)

+
CANGAROO II

Contours 
> 0.4TeV

Kinematic
distance
≈ 1 kpc !



Shock wave now in wind 
bubble close/at swept-up,
high density shell of ISM

Fγ ~ 10 -11 cm-2 s-1

Spectrum hard; Age= 2800yr
etc., etc.

Physical reality of course 
much more complicated 
(e.g. “clouds”), but ...

Acceleration scenario    
for RX J1713.7-3946
at ~ 1 kpc distance

RX J1713 possibly SN 
Type II from massive 
progenitor star with 
extended Wind Bubble
(also: Slane et al. 1999)

Berezhko & Völk (2000),
for NH = 30 cm-3



SNR RX J0852.0 - 4622 (“Vela Junior”)
B. Aschenbach (1998)

Structure resolved:   
consistent with    
ASCA: 2° × 2°

Livetime = 3.2 hr   
Significance 12 σ

Hard spectrum:
Γ = 2.1 ± 0.1 ± 0.1

Flux (> 1 TeV) 
> RX J1713.7-3946

~ Crab Nebula



Are there more SNRs visible in VHE ?
Aharonian et al. 2005 (H.E.S.S. Coll.) 

Counterpart search ongoing

Many Pulsars !

Evolved (“older”) SNRs ?

Wind-SN into Bubbles ?

Superbubbles ?

Confusion ?

H.E.S.S. 2004

My expectation:
“Dark accelerators” will 
turn out to be evolved (not 
even  hard X-rays), highly 
absorbed known types of 
VHE sources



SNR ?

SNR ?

SNR ?





Ground-based Gamma-Ray Observations of Pulsars and their

Nebulae: Towards a New Order

Ocker C. de Jager and Christo Venter
Unit for Space Physics

North-West University, Potchefstroom Campus

Private Bag X6001, Potchefstroom, 2520, South Africa

The excellent sensitivity and high resolution capability of wide FoV ground-based

imaging atmospheric Cerenkov telescopes allow us for the first time to resolve the

morphological structures of pulsar wind nebulae (PWN) which are older and more

extended than the Crab Nebula. VHE γ-ray observations of such extended nebulae

(with field strengths below ∼ 20µG) probe the electron component corresponding to

the unseen extreme ultraviolet (EUV) synchrotron component, which measures elec-

tron injection from earlier evolutionary epochs. VHE observations of PWN therefore

introduce a new window on PWN research. This review paper also identifies con-

ditions for maximal VHE visbility of PWN. Regarding pulsar pulsed emission, it is

becoming clear that the threshold energies of current telescopes are not sufficient to

probe the pulsed γ-ray component from canonical pulsars. Theoretical estimates of

pulsed γ-ray emission from millisecond pulsars (MSPs) seem to converge and it be-

comes clear that such detections with current 3rd generation telescopes will not be

possible, unless the geometry is favourable.

1 The definition of pulsar wind nebulae (PWN)

The term “pulsar wind nebulae” (PWN, or “plerions” - a term coined by Weiler &

Panagia [44]) signifies a

(1) filled centre or blob-like form;

(2) a flat radio spectrum of the form α ∼ 0 to -0.3;

(3) a well-organised internal magnetic field; and

(4) a high integrated linear polarisation at high radio frequencies.

Since this original classification, significant progress with PWN research has

been made, especially in X-rays, so that we can add the following list of typical

characteristics:

(5) A torus and jet near the pulsar, with the direction of the jet reflecting the

direction of the pulsar spin axis and the torus showing an underluminous region inside
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a characteristic scale radius rs ∼ 1017cm to ∼ 1018cm, believed to be the pulsar wind

shock radius [33];

(6) Evidence for reacceleration of particles somewhere between the pulsar light

cylinder and rs, leading to a hard X-ray spectrum with a photon index ∼ 1.5 to 2.0

near rs (for example: ∼ 1.8 for Crab – [29], 1.50 for Vela – [28] and ∼ 2.0 for 3C 58

– [38]);

(7) Evidence for synchrotron cooling (spectral steepening) at r > rs, with the

size of the PWN decreasing towards increasing energies, as seen from the Crab and

several other PWN. The photon indices of the cooled spectra range between 2.0 and

2.5;

(8) Evidence for a correlation between the spindown power and the average spec-

tral indices of the pulsar and its PWN [21].

It is now important to understand how the general PWN properties relate to their

VHE γ-ray properties. We will highlight a few aspects, following a brief discussion

of the Crab Nebula:

The Crab Nebula is considered to be the most important prototype PWN, serving

as a calibration source for hard X-rays to TeV γ-rays and was also the first source

to be seen at TeV energies [43]. The emission of this source is understood to be

due to synchrotron-self Compton (SSC), with multiwavelength modelling by [12]

and [5]. The problem with Crab-like PWN from a ground-based perspective is that

the strong magnetic field strength in such young PWN results in rapid cooling, so that

almost all energy is radiated as synchrotron emission, leaving a relatively weak SSC

component [5]. The only reason why Crab is still bright at TeV energies, is because

the spindown flux Ė/d2
∼ 1038 ergs/s/kpc2 is unusually large compared to all other

known pulsars. The X-ray photons serve as markers for VHE γ-ray emitting electrons.

For the lower Ė PWN, the field is much lower so that the electrons radiating extreme

ultraviolet (EUV) synchrotron photons also inverse Compton (IC) scatter CMBR into

the VHE γ-ray range.

2 Optimal young VHE γ-ray PWN

Rapid SNR/PWN expansion within the first 1,000 years would be a key condition

to reduce the magnetic field strength fast enough so that synchrotron losses are min-

imised during the early phase of injection while the spindown power is still quite high.

If τ0 = P0/2Ṗ0 is the characteristic age at birth (with P0 the birth period and Ṗ0 the

corresponding period derivative), the spindown power at present (for a pulsar braking

index of n = 3) would reduce with time as

Ė = Ė0

1

(1 + t/τ0)2
. (1)
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The age of the pulsar is then evaluated in terms of the ratio t/τ0: If the pulsar is still

relatively young (i.e. t ∼ τ0), then Ė is not much less than Ė0, whereas the spindown

power for old pulsars (t ≫ τ0) decreases with time as (t/τ0)
2. The evolution of

the γ-ray flux with time is then evaluated by considering a combination of the time

evolution of Ė, and the synchroton lifetime of VHE γ-ray emitting electrons: If ETeV

is the energy of a γ-ray (in units of TeV) as a result of IC scattering on the CMBR, its

synchrotron lifetime in a field of strength B−5 (in units of 10−5 G) would be

Tγ = 4.8 (kyr)B−2

−5
E

−1/2

TeV
. (2)

However, the synchrotron lifetime of an electron emitting keV synchrotron photons

would be correspondingly shorter:

TX = 1.2 (kyr)B
−3/2

−5
E

−1/2

KeV
. (3)

In regions of our galaxy where the energy density of dust with temperature ∼ 25 K

exceed the CMBR density significantly, lower energy electrons would produce the

same TeV γ-ray energies, so that the synchrotron lifetime would increase relative to

the number given in Eqn. (2). Eqn. (2) however breaks down in the extreme Klein-

Nishina limit.

Clearly, if the PWN expanded fast enough up to the present time t, with the

nebular field strength small enough so that VHE emitting electrons can survive the

early phases of expansion (i.e. Tγ > t), we should then have an optimal VHE emitter.

In this case we can tap most of the energy (in electrons) ejected by the spinning dipole.

The SSC process would then be inactive (because of the relatively low synchrotron

brightness), resulting in IC scattering on the CMBR and possibly far-infrared photons

from galactic dust grains as the dominant VHE γ-ray production mechanism.

Gaensler et al. [19] found evidence for rapid expansion in G 0.9+0.1 and added

this source to the PWN associated with PSR B 1509-58, forming a class of rapidly

expanding PWN. These were also the next two PWN which were detected at VHE

energies [3, 4], and the former detection was made despite its large distance to the

galactic centre. Du Plessis et al. [15] was however the first to predict that rapidly

expanding young PWN (using PSR B 1509-58 as the prototype) should be relatively

bright at very high γ-ray energies: The latter authors calculated the field strength

(∼ 8 µG) associated with such rapid expansion in the PWN of PSR B 1509-58 and

predicted a flux at 1 TeV, which is relatively close to the recently detected 1 TeV flux,

although the spectral shape is wrong as a result of the poorly constrained X-ray data

available at that time.

A recent review on young PWN with outstanding problems is given by Chevalier

[10]. Of interest in his discussion is the addition of 3C 58: For both the PWN of

PSR B 1509-58 and 3C 58, the total energy in particles is expected to exceed that of
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the magnetic field. Thus, the magnetisation parameter σtot (defined as the ratio of

magnetic energy density to particle energy density) is much less than unity, in which

case IC radiation competes more favourably with synchrotron emission. Note that the

Kennel & Coroniti [26] model does predict a particle dominated wind at the pulsar

wind shock radius for Crab (σs ∼ 0.003 at rs ∼ 0.1 pc), but equiparition is reached

further downstream near the bright part of the torus, which is not conducive towards

the survival of VHE emitting electrons.

The ideal VHE PWN emitters therefore share at least one or more of the follow-

ing conditions:

(a) The overall (total) wind magnetization parameter of the PWN σtot should be

much less than unity (i.e. a particle dominated wind);

(b) Rapid expansion of the PWN during its early phases of high power input

from the pulsar results in the survival of the majority of VHE emitting electrons since

early epochs. This condition, and the former, are formally consistent with synchrotron

losses being much less important relative to IC;

(c) The ideal condition (which includes the first two conditions) is to have the

lifetime of VHE radiating particles comparable to, or longer than, the age of the sys-

tem (Tγ ∼ t), surviving even the earlier epochs when the field was stronger, so that

the total amount of energy in electrons in the PWN is a significant fraction of the max-

imal rotational kinetic energy of the neutron star IΩ̇2

0
/2 at birth. Only adiabatic losses

are then the main source of losses. In this case we do not expect to see an energy de-

pendence of the PWN size with changing γ-ray energy – a well known phenomenon

for PWN where the lifetime of particles exceed the age of the system.

(d) The spindown power at birth should be much larger than the present spindown

power, so that, assuming the abovementioned conditions hold, relic VHE emitting

electrons stored in the reservoir since birth may still contribute to the present VHE γ-

ray flux. In this case we see the integrated spindown power over a time scale Tγ into

the past, which collects electrons from the epoch of much higher spindown power.

3 PWN visibility: the ‘N-zone’ empirical approach

A simplified approach to estimate the γ-ray visibility of PWN is to take the total X-

ray flux of the PWN, invert the X-ray spectrum to get the electron spectrum, while

assuming a single constant field strength. The IC flux (as a result of scattering on the

CMBR and diffuse galactic photon fields) is then calculated. This phenomological

approach is probably too simplistic for PWN showing significant gradients in the

magnetic energy density across the emission volume.

De Jager [11] introduced the following quasi-phenomological model-based esti-

mate of the expected γ-ray flux from G 0.9+0.1, using what we define here as the ‘N-
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zone’ model approach: Assume the X-ray spectral index Γi and flux normalisation Fi

are known for N radial shells (determined from X-ray observations), corresponding

to radii Ri, i = 1, . . . , N . Since the confining pressure eventually tends to decelerate

the flow, the flow speed Vi should reduce with increasing radius. The total number

of electrons in the last (‘N-th’) shell should then also be large compared to the to-

tal, since the electron residence time, ∝ 1/VN , is maximal for the last shell, leading

to this outer volume (between radii RN−1 and RN ) contributing mostly to the VHE

emission via IC scattering. Furthermore, even though we are dealing with an un-

known magnetic field strength profile with Ri, we may assume that the field strength

does not change inside the last shell, so that we may apply the constant field strength

(‘one-zone model’) approach to the bulk of PWN electrons, resident in the last shell.

This should lead to a conservative estimate of the VHE luminosity. One can then

either use the full numerical method (using the full cross section for IC scattering)

or the ‘pocket calculator’ approximations of [11] to ‘invert’ the X-ray spectrum of

the ‘N-th’ zone to give the approximate IC spectrum corresponding to this important

VHE emitting volume.

However, care should be taken with this procedure: do the electrons contribut-

ing to the X-ray domain also contribute to the VHE domain? To identify the same

population of electrons which produces synchrotron and IC γ-rays via scattering on

the CMBR, we can use the expression rederived by [1], giving the synchrotron pho-

ton energy in terms of the IC scattered γ-ray energy ETeV in units of TeV for a field

strength of B−5 in units of 10 µG:

Esyn = 70B−5ETeV eV. (4)

It is thus clear that VHE emission from PWN with these typical field strengths corre-

spond to synchrotron emission in the Extreme Ultraviolet to soft X-ray domain. For

the IC scattering of 25 K dust photons in regions of the galaxy where this component

is important [11, 14, 15], the constant will be nearly ten times smaller, but extreme

Klein-Nishina corrections will have to be added.

Wide FoV optical observations of PWN (if possible) are also essential to com-

plement VHE observations, since the electrons associated with the optical have even

longer lifetimes than the VHE γ-ray emitting population and probe the time-integrated

history even closer to the birth of the PWN. GLAST observations of PWN in the 10

to 100 GeV domain should also be helpful to provide complementary information.

Finally, one should be careful when extrapolating X-ray spectra into the optical

domain (even for the ‘N-th’ shell) since evolutionary effects may create spectral states,

which are quite different from our extrapolations.
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4 G 0.9+0.1 and 3C 58: A comparative study.

HESS recently identified the galactic centre region composite SNR G 0.9+0.1 as one

of the faintest VHE γ-ray sources [4]. For this unresolved VHE source (diameter: 2

arcmin in radio and X-rays), [11] defined the outer ‘region 3’ of the XMM-Newton

source [34] as the ‘N-th’ zone and found that a field strength between 10 and 14 µG

can explain the VHE spectrum if the X-ray spectrum (ΓX ∼ 2.3) extrapolates unbro-

ken into the EUV range, so that we observe a similar photon index in γ-rays.

Whereas ‘region 1’ contains the much harder uncooled spectral component (close

to the injection region at rs), ‘region 3’ in X-rays and the HESS spectrum are consis-

tent with the synchrotron-cooled equivalent. The fact that we do not see the cooling

break in the HESS range should place important constraints on the evolutionary his-

tory of G 0.9+0.1. The reader is also referred to [11] for a discussion on the lack of a

spectral break in the HESS spectrum [3] of the PWN in PSR B 1509-58.

The northern hemisphere 3C 58 is an important member of this class of PWN:

whereas it shares ‘Crab-like’ features, its extended nature should place it in the cate-

gory of G 0.9+0.1 and the PWN of PSR B 1509-58, making it an important object for

VHE γ-ray studies. It is probably related to the Medieval SNR of 1181 AD, resulting

in [30] deriving an initial spin period of ∼ 60 ms, given its present period of 65 ms.

Comparing 3C 58 with G 0.9+0.1 yields the following:

(a) The inferred spindown power of G 0.9+0.1 (∼ 1.5 × 1037 ergs/s – [37]) is

comparable to that of 3C 58 (2.7 × 1037 ergs/s – [30]); (b) The 2-10 keV X-ray lu-

minosities are 5.4 × 1034d2

8.5 ergs/s for G 0.9+0.1 [34] and ∼ 1.3 × 1034d2

3.2 ergs/s

(derived from [7]) for 3C 58; (c) The dimensions of 3C 58 are 10 × 6 pc2, which is

larger compared to G 0.9+0.1, which has dimensions of ∼ 5 × 5 pc2; (d) both show

evidence of synchrotron cooling, with the X-ray photon index increasing towards the

edge of the PWN; (e) both show an approximate constant X-ray flux in equal radial

intervals dR, which would hint at similar radial magnetic field strength profiles; (f)

for both we find that the size of the PWN at the softest X-ray energies is comparable

to the size of the radio PWN, which would indicate a cooling timescale comparable

to, or, longer than the age of the PWN/SNR. In the case of the Crab Nebula, this con-

dition only holds for the radio to far infrared emitting electrons, which do not radiate

VHE γ-rays.

Inspecting Figure 2 of [7] for 3C 58 shows that the X-ray and radio sizes are equal

for photon energies below 1 keV, whereas the X-ray size shrinks with increasing en-

ergy above1 keV. This means that electrons radiating 1 keV synchrotron photons at the

radio boundary should have electron lifetimes equal to the 820 year age of the SNR,

and from Eqn. (3) we see that this corresponds to a field strength of BN ∼ 13 µG,

which is comparable to the field strengths derived for G 0.9+0.1 and PSR B 1509-58

from HESS observations [3,4,11]. The X-ray flux of 3C 58 is twice that of G 0.9+0.1,
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but the major uncertainty in making VHE γ-ray flux predictions is the spectral state of

the VHE emitting electrons, which would correspond to the unseen EUV synchrotron

component. One point of concern is the fact that the spindown power did not change

significantly since birth (assuming the historical association with the Medieval SNR is

correct), in which case it was not possible to collect significant amounts of relic elec-

trons from an earlier epoch of much larger spindown power, despite the favourable

condition of rapid expansion and negligible synchrotron losses. Thus, whereas con-

ditions (a), (b) and (c) appears to be ideal for 3C 58, condition (d) may prove to be

problematic from a detection perspective.

5 Middle-aged PWN: new progress

Vela X, the PWN of the Vela SNR, was the catalyst for the concept of PWN evolu-

tion [35, 45], as well as the interpretation of middle-aged PWN that are offset from

their parent pulsars [6]: The basic idea is that a SNR shell usually expands into an

inhomogeneous ISM, resulting in an asymmetric reverse shock crushing back into the

PWN. The reverse shock originating from the section where the ISM pressure was

largest, will crush first into the PWN, creating an offset nebula, as seen from Vela

X [6]. If the electron lifetime is longer than the crushing timescale, we can still see

relic electrons radiating for relatively long times in a lower B environment. The ra-

dio and VHE γ-ray emitting electrons will create the appearance of extended shapes

that are larger than the X-ray shapes, unless the X-ray emitting electrons also have

relatively long lifetimes.

ROSAT and XMM observations of PSR B 1823-13 resulted in the detection of

the PWN G 18.0-0.7, which was found to be offset by a few arcmin south of its parent

pulsar. This prompted Gaensler et al. [20] to invoke the offset explanation for Vela X

(as proposed by [6]) as applicable to G 18.0-0.7. This association was further boosted

by HESS observations of this region, showing the detection of highly significant re-

solved VHE γ-ray emission, which is also displaced south of the pulsar [2]. Whereas

background noise in the XMM image makes it difficult to determine the exact X-

ray size (>
∼

5 arcmin), the VHE γ-ray source (HESS J1825-137) size is clearly larger

(about 0.5 degrees.) The symmetric compact nebular spectrum with a photon index

of ∼ 1.6 eventually cools towards the asymmetric offset nebula, with photon index

∼ 2.3. The latter is also consistent with the VHE γ-ray photon index of ∼ 2.4 (inter-

preted as IC scattering on the CMBR), which hints at the importance of evolutionary

effects.

A systematic investigation of middle-aged pulsars at the edges of resolved centre-

filled VHE γ-ray sources, combined with follow-up radio and X-ray imaging infor-

mation, should result in the identification of a new class of PWN, with Ground-Based
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Gamma-Ray Astronomy taking the lead in this new direction. GLAST operations at

its highest energies (where the angular resolution is best) is also expected to make a

contribution to this field.

6 Pulsars: pulsed VHE γ-ray emission

The possibility of detecting canonical γ-ray pulsars with present 3rd generation ground-

based γ-ray telescopes was discussed some time ago (see e.g. [13]), but the fact that

the spectral cutoffs are below the thresholds of the current generation of telescopes

forces us to wait for GLAST and 4th generation ground-based telescopes (hopefully

operating at thresholds below 30 GeV) to study the physics associated with spectral

cutoffs in high-B (canonical) pulsars.

Studies regarding visibility of VHE γ-rays from millisecond pulsars (MSPs) were

boosted by the pioneering work of Usov [40] who showed that γ-rays with energies of

∼ 100 GeV may be expected to escape from the magnetosphere of an MSP. A number

of studies furthermore centre on γ-ray MPS visibility, e.g. [9, 36], and specifically

within a GR framework, e.g. [17,24,25,41] (See Table 1 for a comparison of different

authors’ converging results for curvature radiation (CR) cutoff energies).

Two factors determine the visibility of pulsars: spectral cutoff energy and ob-

servable flux. If the cutoff energy is >
∼

the threshold energy of the telescope, and the

flux sensitivity is <
∼

0.05Ė/d2, with d the distance, VHE γ-rays from a pulsar should

be visible. One of the main uncertainties when modelling pulsars, however, is the

geometry (i.e. magnetic inclination angle χ between the magnetic and spin axes, and

the angle ζ of the observer’s line of sight with respect to the spin axis) of the pulsar,

which significantly influences predictions of cutoff energy.

Historically it therefore appeared as if MSPs would provide suitable laboratories

for current (then future) 3rd generation telescopes. However, new calculations and

final calibration of 3rd generation telescopes indicate that 4th generation Cerenkov

telescopes (see e.g. [27]) and GLAST [39] are generally needed in order to observe

γ-ray MSPs, due to the relatively low cutoff energies [8, 24, 25].

6.1 The unscreened case

The results in this paragraph build on those described in [41,42]. (See e.g. [17,18,25]

for similar studies). We use the general relativistic B- and E-fields in the frame coro-

tating with the pulsar [22, 23, 31, 32] and only consider the dominant CR component

of γ-radiation.

In [23] a critical pulsar spindown power Ėbreak is given. For pulsars with Ė =
IΩΩ̇ < Ėbreak (with Ω = 2π/P , P the period, and I the moment of inertia), no
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Reference PSR J 0437-4715 PSR B 1821-24

χ (◦) ǫmax

CR
(GeV) Screened χ (◦) ǫmax

CR
(GeV) Screened

[41] all <
∼

17 no

[41] 20; 35 ∼ 1 − 10 no

[42] all ∼ 1 − 20 no

[42] 10 <
∼

10 no

[25] 10 ∼ 5 no 50 ∼ 43 yes

[17] 20; 35 ∼ 10 no

[18] 35 ∼ 10 no 50 >
∼

100 no

this paper 10; 20 <
∼

10 no 50 <
∼

70 yes

this paper 35 <
∼

1 no all ∼ 0.1 − 150 yes

Table 1: Comparing different authors’ converging results for peak CR energy, for

similar pulsar parameters.

Figure 1: Contour plot of log10 of the CR cutoff energy in units of eV vs. observer

angle ζ and magnetic inclination angle χ. The left hand side is for PSR J 0437-4715,

representing the “unscreened case”, while the right hand side is for PSR B 1821-24,

representing the “screened case”. We used pulsar radius R = 106 cm, moment of

inertia I = 3 × 1045 g.cm2, and mass M = 1.58M⊙.

screening due to magnetic pair production will take place above the polar cap (PC)

(within the framework of the Harding-Muslimov PC-type models). We modelled the

MSP PSR J 0437-4715 and used the “unscreened” version of the E-field applicable to

this case.
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Because this model takes the observer and magnetic inclination angles into ac-

count, it is possible to find the CR cutoff energy as a function of χ and ζ. The result

of this calculation for PSR J 0437-4715 is shown in the left panel of Figure 1. The

CR cutoff energies were estimated from E2(dN/dE)-spectra which we calculated

for different combinations of χ and ζ in the range [10,85].

Maximum CR cutoff energies <
∼

10 GeV (for the parameters listed in the caption

of figure 1) are obtained when χ ∼ ζ. This should be expected, since the observer

sweeping close to the magnetic axis will sample radiation due to particle acceleration

by the highest values of the electric potential. Equality does not hold exactly, as these

maxima are below the y = x line. This is due to the asymmetric character of the

E-field with respect to the magnetic azimuthal angle φ. The energy maxima occur-

ing at small values of χ also agrees with the fact that the E-field has a cos2 χ-term

dominating at low altitudes, with a sin2
χ-term coming into play at larger altitudes.

6.2 The screened case

We chose PSR B 1821-24 as an example of an MSP with a screened electric potential.

We used the approximation of [16] and chose the height of the pair formation front

(PFF) h = RPC ∼ (ΩR3/c)1/2.

The CR cutoff energy <
∼

150 GeV as a function of χ and ζ for PSR B 1821-24

is also shown in Figure 1 (right panel). This case seems to be more symmetric with

respect to the y = x line and reaches the highest energy values at small χ due to the

fact that the E-field ∝ cosχ.

What is very important from Figure 1 (for both the “screened” and “unscreened”

cases), is that a MSP is not expected to be visible for current 3rd generation telescopes

(within the GR field definition of [22,23,31,32]), unless the observer sweeps through

the magnetic axis, while having the angle between this magnetic axis and spin axis

substantially less than ∼ 45 degrees.

Finally, the detection of “pair-starved” (low spindown) pulsars is very important

to probe the naked acceleration potential without the complicating screening effects

due to pair production. It is however clear that we will have to wait for GLAST and

4th generation telescopes to answer some of the most fundamental questions related

to rotating astrophysical dynamos.
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A number of rotation-powered millisecond pulsars are powerful sources of X-ray

emission. We present predictions for the spectral characteristics of these sources

at gamma-ray energies, using a model for acceleration and pair cascades on open

magnetic field lines above the polar caps. Since these pulsars have low surface mag-

netic fields, the majority do not produce sufficient pairs to completely screen the

accelerating electric field allowing particle acceleration to high altitude. The result-

ing emission above 1 GeV comes from curvature radiation by primary electrons with

radiation-reaction-limited Lorentz factors. The spectra are very hard power-laws with

exponential cutoffs between 1 and 50 GeV, and the spectral power peaks near the cut-

off energy. Millisecond pulsars are thus ideal targets for air-Cherenkov detectors that

are able to reach energy thresholds below 50 GeV.

1 Introduction

There are more than 100 radio pulsars now known with periods between 1 and 30

milliseconds. They are believed to have been spun-up by accretion torques due to

mass flow from a binary companion [1] and have surface magnetic fields, in the range

of 108
− 1010 G, much lower than those of the normal pulsar population. Most are

found in binary systems with low mass or compact (White Dwarf or neutron star)

companions. Although they are found throughout the Galaxy, globular clusters seem

to be particularly good breeding grounds for millisecond pulsars (MSPs) and a num-

ber of clusters contain as many as 15 (in 47 Tuc) or 21 (in Ter 5) [13]. Many MSPs

are also seen at high energy wavelengths. About 30 MSPs are detected as X-ray point

sources and pulsed emission has been detected in 7 of these [2,8]. Pulsed γ-ray emis-

sion has been detected from one MSP, PSR J0218+4232, by EGRET on the Compton

Gamma-Ray Observatory [9]. Thus, MSPs must be powerful particle accelerators and
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despite their low surface magnetic fields, their spin-down luminosities are comparable

to those of young pulsars.

Polar cap particle acceleration theory [3, 5, 6, 10] predicts that MSPs should ac-

celerate particles to high Lorentz factors (∼ 107). These high energies, combined

with the small radius of curvature of the open field lines, enables curvature radiation

emitted by these particles to reach 10 - 100 GeV, depending on the pulsar parame-

ters. Most should be easily detectable by GLAST and some may be detectable by Air

Cherenkov Telescopes (ACTs). We will discuss how the predicted spectrum and flux

depend on the period, magnetic field, inclination and equation of state of the pulsar

and the prospects for detection of the emission by various instruments.

2 Curvature Radiation from Accelerated Particles

MSPs have the lowest magnetic fields of any radio pulsars and such low fields have

two important consequences for their high-energy emission. They produce relatively

few electron-positron pairs by one-photon pair production, a process that requires

fields nearer the critical value of Bcr = 4.4 × 1013 G. As a result, the pair cascades

in most MSP magnetospheres will not screen the electric field as they do in younger

pulsars. Also, the spectral cutoff due to pair production attenuation, which depends

inversely on field strength, will occur at much higher energy. Therefore, particle

energies will be limited by curvature radiation reaction to a value [5, 6, 10]

γ
CRR

=

(

3

2

E
||
ρ2

c

e

)1/4

, (1)

where E
||

is the parallel electric field and ρc is the field line radius of curvature.

The parallel electric field, including the contribution from inertial frame-dragging,

is [6, 12]

E
||

∼= 5 × 105
B8P

−2

ms

[

κ0.15

cosχ

η4
+

θ0

4
η
−1/2 sin χ cosφ

]

, (2)

where B8 ≡ B/108 G is surface magnetic field strength, Pms ≡ P/1 ms is pulsar

period, χ is the inclination angle, φ is magnetic azimuth angle, θ0 = (2πR/cP )1/2 is

the polar cap half-angle, η = r/R is the radial coordinate and κ0.15 ≡ 0.15I45/R3

6
,

I45 ≡ I/1045 g cm2 and R6 ≡ R/106 cm are the moment or inertia and radius of the

neutron star. In this case, the curvature radiation peak energy, εCR
peak = (4/3)εCR will

be

ε
CR
peak = 2

λCγ3

CRR

ρc

≈ 10 GeVB
3/4

8

{
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3/4

0.15η
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−3/8

ms η−1/8 χ = π/2
(3)
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Figure 1: Predicted curvature radiation (CR) and unattenuated (light line) and atten-

uated (dark line) inverse Compton (ICS) spectra of PSR B1937+21, for two different

inclination angles χ in radians and FP equation of state (see Fig. 2).

where λC is the electron Compton wavelength. Since the polar cap half-angle θ0 is

large for MSPs, the radius of curvature of open field lines, ρc ≃ r/θ0, is relatively

small. Thus the CR spectrum of MSPs can extended beyond 10 GeV, but since the

pair creation will attenuate the emission above εesc ∼ 106 P
1/2

ms B
−1

8
, where εesc is

the photon escape energy in mc2, the maximum energy is effectively limited to 100

GeV or below.

It should be noted that any detected emission above 2 GeV from MSPs cannot be

produced in outer gap accelerators [7, 15], since the quantity E
3/4

||
ρ
1/2

c determining

the peak energy is smaller. Therefore, emission detected from MSPs at very high

energies must originate from near the polar cap.
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Figure 2: Predicted curvature radiation (CR) and unattenuated (light line) and atten-

uated (dark line) inverse Compton (ICS) spectra of PSR J0437-4715, for soft (BPS),

medium (FP) and hard (PS) neutron star equations of state (see [5]) and inclination

angle χ = 0.1

3 Predicted Spectrum

The predicted curvature radiation spectrum of electrons with radiation-reaction lim-

ited Lorentz factors is very hard, with photon power law index −2/3 and exponential

cutoff exp (−ε/εCR). Figure 1 shows the calculated spectrum of curvature radiation

for PSR B1937+21, which is the fastest MSP with period of 1.6 ms. It has a pre-

dicted CR peak energy around 25 GeV, which is not attenuated by pair creation since

εesc ∼ 30 GeV, so that significant emission extends above 50 GeV. The spectrum is

shown for two different inclination angles and since the magnetic axis of this pulsar

may be highly inclined, from the fact that both the radio and X-ray profiles have in-

terpeaks, it may be more difficult to detect with H.E.S.S. or VERITAS. A component
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Figure 3: Predicted range of integral flux (> 50 GeV) from individual millisecond

pulsars. Light gray vertical bands are integral flux thresholds at > 50 GeV for

H.E.S.S., VERITAS and MAGIC II [4]

due to inverse Compton scattering (ICS) of thermal X-rays from the neutron star sur-

face by accelerated electrons is also expected and will peak at energies of 1-10 TeV.

However, the ICS emission will be strongly attenuated by magnetic pair production

to a level that is far below present detector sensitivities.

Figure 2 shows the calculated spectrum of CR for PSR J0437-4715, illustrating

the dependence of the emission on the neutron star equation of state (EOS). The values

of R6 and I45 for the different EOS determine the value of the κ parameter in the

parallel electric field of eqn (2). The apparent presence of a core component in the

radio profile suggests a small viewing impact angle to the magnetic pole. Therefore, if

the acceleration model described above is correct, we should see the full low-altitude

CR component. The predicted spectrum for the stiffer EOS (PS) is not consistent with

the EGRET upper limits, suggesting that either the EOS is soft or that the model is

incorrect. In the former case, PSR J0437-4715 will not be detectable by H.E.S.S.
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Figure 4: Predicted integral flux (> 50 GeV) from globular clusters containing mil-

lisecond pulsars. The number of known radio pulsars are shown in parentheses for

each cluster.

4 Predicted Flux From MSPs in the Galactic Plane

Figure 3 displays a rank-ordered list of MSPs and their predicted integral fluxes > 50
GeV, where the flux range reflects the dependence on inclination angle. Only a few

MSPs, including B1937+21, B1821-24 and B1957+20, have a flux as predicted by

this model that would be detectable above 50 GeV and all three have pulsed X-ray

emission. Actually, B1821-24 is the only known MSP in the globular cluster M28,

but at a distance of 4.9 kpc may be individually detectable. A few more MSPs would

be detectable by ACTs such as MAGIC that may reach energy thresholds as low

as 30 GeV and that may have lower flux sensitivity above 50 GeV. J0218+4232 is

the only MSP detected above 100 MeV by EGRET [9] and may be detectable by

ACTs depending on the viewing angle. J0737-3039A is the MSP with P = 23 ms

in the double pulsar binary system [11] and whose radio emission is eclipsed by the

magnetosphere of its 2.8 s pulsar companion.
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5 Predicted Flux From Globular Clusters

Although globular clusters are generally more distant than many individual Galactic

MSPs, the combined flux from multiple MSPs in these clusters may be detectable

by ACTs. Figure 4 shows several globular clusters containing one or more MSPs,

rank-ordered by their predicted combined flux > 50 GeV from the known radio pul-

sars in the cluster. In particular 47 Tuc, containing fifteen known radio MSPs and

possibly many more undiscovered MSPs, may be detectable by ACTs. The clusters

NGC6397 and NGC6624 each contain only one known MSP, J1740-5340 and J1823-

3021A respectively, that individually may produce a detectable flux. However, there

is a greater degree of uncertainty in predicting γ-ray flux from MSPs in globular clus-

ters since the measured period derivatives have model-dependent contributions from

acceleration in the cluster potential [14].

6 Conclusions

Pulsed emission from several millisecond pulsars may be detectable by ACTs at en-

ergy greater than 50 GeV, if emission from a low-altitude accelerator is visible. In

particular, telescopes that are able to reach thresholds below 50 GeV should be able

to detect all the X-ray bright MSPs. For large viewing angle to the magnetic axis, the

low-altitude emission which reaches the highest energies will not be visible. In this

case, even if emission from an outer gap accelerator is visible, no emission above

10 GeV is expected. Several globular clusters, including 47 Tuc, NGC6397 and

NGC6266, may also be detectable by ACTs. Detection or limits for individual pulsars

believed to have small viewing angles to the magnetic pole, such as B1937+21 and

J0437-4715 will give direct constraints on the electrodynamics of particle accelera-

tion.
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I review the current expectations for very high energy (> 100 MeV) gamma-ray

emission from AGN. I discuss the physics issues that can be addressed by improved

gamma-ray observations of AGN and comment on the optimal instrumental charac-

teristics and observing strategies for AGN studies.

1 Introduction

From the earliest days of gamma-ray astronomy, Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN),

blackholes with masses ∼ 109 that of the Sun located at the centers of galaxies,

have been considered as prime targets for high-energy gamma-ray detectors. A quick

theoretical estimate, for example, shows that a particle radially plunging into a black

hole from infinity will acquire a kinetic energy ∼ 10% of its rest mass before crossing

the black hole event horizon. If protons are among the particles that fall into the hole,

then we ought to have at least some particles near the hole with energies ∼ 100 MeV.

A more sophisticated calculation (e.g., [1]) shows that that a maximally spinning su-

permassive black hole can act as a unipolar inductor, creating an electromagnetic

potential drop of ∼ 1020 V from its pole to equator and implying that even higher

particle, and thus gamma-ray, energies are possible. From a phenomenological point

of view, AGN are some of the most extreme and luminous astronomical object we

know of. In particular, in rare cases one can see extremely powerful, well-collimated,

relativistic outflows, the so-called “jets,” emanating from AGN black holes. These

jets were well-studied first at radio energies, leading to the conclusion that jet radio

emission is dominated by synchrotron emission by relativistic electrons with at least

GeV energies. Again, we have reason to point a gamma-ray telescopes at these ob-

jects. (Curiously, the radio observations could have been used to in fact predict strong

> GeV gamma-ray emission, but as we shall see they were not). The somewhat
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checkered history of gamma-ray astronomy and its false detections shows, however,

that the story is not quite so simple. Most AGN in fact turned out not to be strong

gamma-ray emitters, and what were initially considered to be prime targets, turned

out not to be in hindsight.

In this contribution I give a brief review of the current gamma-ray AGN obser-

vations and their theoretical implications in order to assess where we stand now in

trying to understand these objects. Although we have made considerable progress, I

will argue that the most recent observations indicate we still are somewhat confused

as to the exact origin of the gamma-ray emission. I then discuss the sensitivity and

temporal and spectral coverage needed to start to remove this confusion and summa-

rize the physics that can be addressed by next generation detectors that meet these

requirements. I note that instrumental progress needs to be matched by progress in

the sophistication of the theoretical models used to fit the data. Finally, I note that

next generation gamma-ray detectors may see gamma-ray emission from systems that

contain stellar mass black holes, namely the galactic X-ray binaries and gamma-ray

bursts. Studies of these objects are worthwhile as they probe physical environments

and relative source timescales that are quite different from those accessible via AGN

studies. Because of space and time constraints, I will only highlight those issues not

well-covered elsewhere.

2 Gamma-Ray Emission from AGN: The “Standard”

Picture and Problems

As noted, AGN are potential sites of high-energy gamma-ray emission, and because

gamma-rays are only produced in extreme environments, a detection of gamma-rays

from an AGN could prove extremely interesting. Initially, there was much speculation

that all AGN would be gamma-ray emitters, e.g., due to energetic protons accelerated

in accretion disk shocks, and if one took the GeV detection of 3C273 and assumed

that all AGN known at the time emitted in a similar fashion, one managed to produce

the diffuse gamma-ray background level inferred by SAS-2. The launch of CGRO,

with an order of magnitude sensitivity improvement over prior detectors, completely

changed our picture of AGN gamma-ray emission. First, while the COS-B detection

of 3C273 was confirmed, 3C273 was shown to be the exception rather than the rule.

Although the exact shape of the typical AGN hard X-ray/soft-gamma ray continuum

is still a subject of contention, it is fairly certain that in most objects, in particular the

so-called ”radio quiet” AGN that do not show strong radio jets, the emission spectrum

either cuts off sharply by 1 MeV or it is at best a steep powerlaw that does not contain

much power and that was not detectable by the CGRO gamma-ray instruments.

The AGN that were detected indeed turned out to be quite spectacular and “ex-
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Figure 1: Example gamma-ray detections and lightcurves of blazar AGN.

treme” in their gamma-ray properties, e.g., see Fig. 1, but it was not produced in the

way that had been predicted. Most speculation had focused on emission closely asso-

ciated with the AGN accretion disk (formed by accreting matter as it spirals into the

black hole), but the CGRO gamma-ray sources implicated the AGN jets instead: the

counterparts to the CGRO sources at lower frequencies were known to be “blazars,”

i.e., AGN with relativistic jets pointed at us, and the rapid and simultaneous X-ray and

gamma-ray variability coupled with the intensity of the gamma-ray emission implied

that the gamma-ray emission had to be moving relativistically as well and not pro-

duced close to the luminous accretion disk present in many of the objects. Moreover,

as shown in the compilation of Fig. 2a, the radiative output of the AGN jet, which

had previously been best studied at the radio energies, in fact turns out to be strongly

dominated by gamma-rays in many objects! (This last statement of course assumes a

similar a relativistic beaming correction at all energies - something that is likely but

not completely certain at present.) The fact that theorists were largely humbled by

the CGRO and subsequent ground-based Cherenkov results is a useful one to point

out to funding agencies questioning the utility of signficantly improved gamma-ray

telescopes. The power of serendipitous discovery should not be underestimated. (The

most important results ten years from now may be completely missing from this talk!)

As the CGRO observations are now well over a decade old, there has been much

discussion of them and their implications. Useful reviews of AGN gamma-ray emis-
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Caution: non-simultaneous 

data points!

Flaring objects change class?

Figure 2: (a - left panel) Compilation of broad-band blazar spectra taken Donato et

al. (2001), based on the work of Fossati et al. (1998) where blazar spectra are clas-

sified according to their bolometric luminosity and the spectra of objects in the same

luminosity class are then averaged (and plotted as the datapoints in the figure). The

solid lines are synchrotron-Compton models with parameters that scale with bolo-

metric luminosity (see Donato et al. 2001). The heavy solid lines at the bottom of

the panel have been added to indicate what the flaring spectra of low-powered (BL

Lac) objects look like after correction for intergalactic absorption of gamma-rays. (b

- right panel:) model spectrum from Blazejowski et al. (2000), which points out the

importance of accurately treating the ambient radiation through which the jet propa-

gates, e.g., including infrared radiation from molecular gas often inferred to be near

the central region of (powerful) AGN. The curves show the contributions to the to-

tal spectrum from electron synchrotron emission (“SYN”), the Compton upscattering

by the synchrotron-emitting electrons of their own synchrotron emission (“SSC”),

the upscattering by the same electrons of ambient optical and UV radiation from the

blazar’s broad emission line region (“C(BEL)”), and their upscattering of ambient

infrared radiation (“C(IR)”).

sion and jets in general may be found in [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9]. Figure 3

summarizes the main physical ingredients that go into our current emission models.

Here, I highlight only some of the many puzzles that are still open.

2.1 One Blazar Sequence, or Are GeV and TeV Blazars Intrinsi-

cally Different?

The suggestion from Fig. 2a is that there is a “sequence” of blazar spectra, with the

most important parameter being the blazar’s bolometric (total) luminosity. Higher

luminosity objects have synchrotron and Compton emission peaks located at lower

energies with the Compton (gamma-ray) peak having a higher amplitude, while lower
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Figure 3: Summary of the ingredients and uncertainties of AGN gamma-ray emission

models.

luminosity objects have emission peaks at higher energies with the synchrotron (X-

ray) peak now having the higher amplitude. There is certainly some relevance to this

sequence, but there are many selection effects and model complications not treated in

Fig. 2a. For example, blazar spectra are highly variable, and if there is a trend, it is that

the spectra of individual objects harden (the emission peaks move to higher energies)

as the object brightens – which is the opposite of the trend in Fig. 2a. Moreover, and

also of relevance to the emission mechanisms at work (see below), the gamma-ray

(Compton?) and synchrotron peaks do not move in lockstep. Because of monitoring

difficulties the results are not as clear for the CGRO-detected “GeV” blazars, but for

the “TeV” blazars detected by ground-based telescopes we have an example where

synchrotron peak moves a factor 100 in energy energy (the 1997 Mkn 501 flare),

while the gamma-ray spectrum seems to stay the same. In a recent Mkn 421 analysis

by Dieter Horns, however, the X-ray spectrum remains invariant while the gamma-

ray spectrum softens/the peak moves to lower energies (see Fig. 4). The TeV points

plotted in Fig. 2a also are not corrected for absorption, and when this is done (e.g., for

1ES1426) some of the higher redshift TeV blazars may in fact have a higher Compton,

which is problematic for the simplest (pure synchrotron self-Compton) that have been

applied to these sources and again breaks the sequence. Turning to the GeV blazars,

Fig. 5 shows that when Klein-Nishina and pair production effects are properly taken
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into account in the external Compton upscattering models for the gamma-rays (e.g.,

Fig 2b), it is basically impossible to move the Compton peak past a certain energy,

and Giommi et al. (2005) may have in fact some powerful blazar candidates that have

high energy synchrotron peaks.
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Figure 4: Analysis by Dieter Horns of simultaneous RXTE (x-ray) and HEGRA (TeV)

data from the 2002 Mkn 421 campaign. Left panel shows X-ray and TeV counts, while

right panel shows the Mkn 421 SED in the time intervals delineated by the left panel

boxes. Note the variability missed by the poor (single array) TeV data sampling, and

the poor overall X-ray/TeV correlation both in intensity and spectral shape.

What may be a better description of what is going is that luminous blazars de-

tected by CGRO (none were seen on the ground) are associated with powerful radio

galaxies in the “FR-II” class, which have powerful jets that remain collimated up to

megaparsec scales until they end in bright “hotspots”. The TeV blazars, which have

been mostly detected on the ground, on the other hand appear associated with “FR-I”

radio galaxies, which weak jets that appear to die out on megaparsec. There is on-

going debate as to what distinguishes FR-I from FR-II galaxies. It is not the mass

of the black hole or the property of the host galaxy, but perhaps reflects an accretion

state of the black hole (e.g., Begelman & Celotti 2005), with the FR-II objects repre-

senting a high accretion rate state where the accretion disk is prominent and the FR-I

objects representing a low accretion rate state where the accretion disk is suppressed

and, speculatively, the rotational energy (spin) of the black hole is powering the jet

and the gamma-ray emission. Within each state, the objects may expect a range of

source and luminosity properties. In any event, a much larger and more carefully

monitored gamma-ray AGN sample is needed (GLAST will help significantly in this

regard) and care should be taken not to bias future survey against objects that should

not exist according to Fig. 2a.
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Figure 5: Left panel: Calculation by Moderski et al. (2005) showing spectra pro-

duced by energetic electrons immersed in a strong ambient radiation field peaking at

UV energies (the emission model for EGRET blazars). The only model parameter

that varies is the maximum electron energy. The high-energy gamma-ray spectrum is

cutoff by the reduced Compton interaction (Klein-Nishina) cross-section at high en-

ergies and photon-photon pair production. Right panel: Synchrotron Self-Compton

(SSC) model with no ambient photons from outside jet. The only model parameter

that varies is the energy density of the emitting electrons (ie., the source luminosity –

each curve represents a factor two increase in luminosity from the one beneath; spec-

tra plotted are divided by source luminosity). Contrary to the expectation of “stan-

dard” SSC models (where Klein-Nishina effects are not important) the synchrotron

spectrum shape changes with energy density, and the observed Compton flux does

not go as the square of the synchrotron luminosity.

2.2 What Are the Jet X-Ray and Gamma-Ray Beaming Factors?

In order to understand how the gamma-ray emission relates to the overall jet, one

of the key ingredients is the Doppler beaming of the jet at various energies. This

affects estimates of important quantities like energy budgets and can tell us how jet

components are interrelated and how the jet is structured. The simplest assumption is

that the jet is uniform with a single Lorentz factor characterizing it and all its various

emission regions. In TeV blazars, at least, this assumption is almost certainly false.

Especially when their gamma-ray spectra are corrected for infrared background ab-

sorption, it seems rather high Doppler factors (10-50) and luminosities are required

to explain the observations. This contrasts markedly with the radio observations of

objects like Mkn 501 which show no evidence of superluminal motion, which naively

would have been expected if the radio emission region were moving with the same

bulk Lorentz factor as the gamma-ray emission region. The lack of superluminal mo-

tion may simply reflect the fact that in order to see gamma-rays we must viewing the
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jet at a very small angle to our line of sight – but then we should not see TeV emission

in many objects. The source statistics are too small anything very significant now, but

one should not be surprised to find that the gamma-rays probe a very different region

(perhaps a very relativistic fast “spine”) from that seen in the radio and that we are

just starting to see the tip of an iceberg. Again, improved population statistics would

be desirable.

2.3 How Many Emitting Regions Are There?

In Fig. 2a, and in the majority of published blazar emission models, there is one

emission region that is active and in some cases is postulated to explain the entire

radio to gamma-ray spectrum. Even before the arrival of Cherenkov detectors, this

assumption was clearly suspect because of the very different variability amplitudes

seen at different energies. (For example, the radio emission typically varies signifi-

cantly only on month to year timescales while the gamma-ray emission can vary on

sub-hour timescales.) The most likely explanation for this is that the emission at dif-

ferent frequencies is dominated by different emission regions (with different sizes)

and even at any given frequency, several different regions may actually be active.

The fact that different regions, e.g., at different distances down the jet, may be active

and have different emission spectra significantly complicates any spectral analysis. I

would personally say that in TeV blazars there is now no doubt that different emission

contribute to the X-ray and gamma-ray emission we saw. The most famous instance

is perhaps the “orphan flare” seen in 1ES1959 (Krawczynski et al. 2004) where the

X-rays and TeV fluxes seemed well-correlated until a sudden gamma-ray flare was

seen that had no counterpart at all (at least below 20 keV). Fig. 5 provides another

example. On the short timescales, the X-ray and TeV flaring activity probably is well-

correlated. However, the X-ray flare amplitude is almost always much smaller than

the TeV flare amplitude, and there is no medium timescale correlation between X-

rays and gamma-rays. Rather it seems that for this observing campaign, Mkn 421’s

emission is dominated by a jet component that does not emit strongly at TeV ener-

gies and dilutes the X-ray response to the TeV flare events. Needless to say, the lack

of a strict correlation between X-rays and gamma-rays breaks one of the key justi-

fications for the simplest synchrotron-Compton blazar emission and opens the door

to the so-called “hadronic” models (see below) even though they may be somewhat

problematic from a theoretical point of view.

2.4 Global Energetics

An important quantity, that needs to be determined better in the case of TeV blazars,

is the total amount of power lost by the jet due to its radiation. In the case of the FR-II
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EGRET GeV blazars, at least, the observed gamma-ray luminosity is very large, but

after invoking likely beaming corrections, the power is smaller than or comparable

to the accretion power inferred from observation of the broad AGN emission lines.

It also less than or comparable to the mean kinetic power inferred to be flowing into

the radio lobes (e.g., see Celotti & Ghisellini 2002). This means the jet cannot be

suffering catastrophic radiative losses, and rules out, for example, some of the early

models that invoked radiative deceleration of the jet by bulk Comptonization to ex-

plain the fact that all radio jets seemed to have terminal Lorentz factors ∼ 10, (e.g.,

Melia & Königl 1989). The exact value of the jet’s radiative efficiency also is an

important on the particle acceleration and radiation mechanisms. For example, in the

so-called “internal shock” mechanism energy is extracted from the bulk motion of the

jet when regions of the jet moving at different velocities collide with each other and

shock. Since the velocity contrast between different elements of the jet are proba-

bly not that large (often a factor ∼ 2 is invoked), not much energy can be extracted

per event and the jet’s radiative efficiency tends to be low, which may or may not be

consistent with the data. Similarly, if the emission involves hadronic processes (e.g.,

photo-production of pions), the interaction cross-sections for these processes are sig-

nificantly smaller than ones for electromagnetic processes like Compton scattering.

To produce the same amount of radiation, “hadronic” emission mechanism therefore

typically require much higher particle densities than “leptonic” mechanism, i.e., they

tend to have much lower radiative efficiencies (and sometimes imply prohibitively

large jet energies).

2.5 Jet Origin: the Accretion Disk vs. Black Hole Spin

Two big mysteries that still confront the AGN community are why only ∼ 10% of

AGN show radio jets and what is the ultimate power source of the AGN jets (e.g., see

Blandford 1990 for an overview of the problem). One often-discussed possibility is

that the difference between “radio quiet” AGN (with no jets) and “radio loud” ones

(with jets) reflects different accretion histories that impart different amounts of angu-

lar momentum to the AGNs’ black holes. The black holes with large spin (intrinsic

angular momentum) could cause the jets to produced (as opposed to diffuse winds)

via their impact of their spin on the space time geometry near the black hole, e.g.,

in the Kerr metric around a black hole, the dragging of frames effectively imparts

a preferred rotation on gas near the black hole. Moreover, the spin of a black hole

represents free energy that could be extracted from the hole, e.g., by the Blandford-

Znajek mechanism, and could be used to directly power the hole. Another school

of thought, however, holds that it impossible to extract energy rapidly enough from

the black hole spin to explain the high luminosity EGRET blazars (e.g., see Maraschi

and Tavecchio 2002). Rather the jet is powered directly by accretion onto the black
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hole, and the jet origin depends, for example, on the details of the magnetic field

configuration near the central black hole and the initial mass loading of the magnetic

field lines. A middle-of-the-road hypothesis might be that both mechanisms (spin en-

ergy extraction vs. accretion disk energy extraction) are operational, and that in FR-II

galaxies, the accretion disk mechanism dominates, while in the FR-I galaxies (which

have highly underluminous accretion disks) the spin extraction mechanism may dom-

inate. The two mechanisms might be distinguishable by the nature of the particles

that carry most of the jet kinetic energy (heavy protons from an accretion disk vs.

light electrons and positrons that are postulated to be created in the spin extraction

mechanism).

2.6 Another Dark Energy Problem: The Region of Jet Accelera-

tion and Energy Dissipation

The intense radiation fields at the centers of FR-II objects present a significant prob-

lem for the formation and acceleration of relativistic jets in that the Compton drag on

electrons and positrons is very strong there. If large scale FR-II jets are also made of

electron-positrons pairs yet the jets do not lose most of their energy to radiation, this

means these jets could not be both relativistic and pair dominated near the black hole.

The only way to avoid the radiation problem is to have the jet energy initially carried

in some other form that does not interact as strongly with ambient, e.g., relativistic

protons or simply Poynting (magnetic field) flux, that is then gradually converted to

relativistically moving pairs. (How this “dark” energy is transported over large dis-

tances is an open question.) As pointed out by Sikora (2001), there may also be a

problem even if the jet energy is initially carried by relativistic protons. The protons

are likely to drag electrons along with them, creating moderately relativistic electrons.

The radiation drag of these electrons may or may not be important energetically, but

if the relativistic protons and their electrons exist sufficiently close to the jet, the ra-

diation upscattered by the electrons would be detected as a sharp spectral feature at

soft X-ray energies (the so-called “Sikora bump”). Such features have not been seen,

indicating that jets simply may not be relativistic at the base and are only slowly col-

limated and accelerated. (Indeed, high resolution VLBI observations of the base of

the FR-I jet in M87 that the jet has something like a 60 degree opening angle there.)

There is one further problem caused by the strong photon fields near the base

of the jet. Accretion disks are thought to be copious emitters of the UV and X-

ray photons, and the density of such photons is sufficiently high near the base of

the jet that any gammma-ray photons produced there would be absorbed, i.e., the

radiation field near the black hole defines a “gamma-sphere” (e.g., see Blandford &

Levinson 1995) within which gamma-rays cannot escape. Jets cannot produce many

gamma-rays in this region or the emergent observed spectrum would be too soft (all
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the gamma-ray power would be reprocessed to X-ray energies resulting in a spectrum

that had too much X-ray compared to gamma-ray power). The radiative dissipation

of jet kinetic energy in the form of gamma-rays therefore cannot begin until quite far

from the base of the jet. At the same time, the favored mechanisms for producing

gamma-rays (photo-pion production and Compton upscattering) are effective only

if the density of ambient photons is sufficiently high. Since the relevant interaction

cross-sections are all comparable, this means that the gamma-ray dissipation probably

cannot occur too far from the edge of the gamma-ray sphere. Why such a preferred

location for dissipation exists is again not understood.

FR-I objects appear to have intrinsically underluminous accretion disks, either

because their mass accretion of their central black holes are low or the disks are in

a radiatively inefficient (e.g., ADAF-like) state, or both. The problems caused by

intense ambient radiations therefore probably do not exist for many of these objects.

2.7 Particle Acceleration

The observation of GeV and TeV photons is very strong evidence for the presence

of very energetic particles. Exactly how these energetic particles are produced is an

open question. In the more standard “bottom-up” scenarios like particle acceleration

in shocks, particles are accelerated from low to high energies until, for example, the

particle radiation losses balance the acceleration force. (Such a scenario could ex-

plain the anti-correlation of the synchrotron and gamma-ray peak energies with the

bolometric luminosity of the blazar, e.g., see Fig. 2 and Ghisellini 1997.) On the

other hand, the radiative losses may simply be too strong for direct particle accelera-

tion, in particular electron acceleration. In this case, “top-down” scenarios have been

invoked where particles are created at the required energies and then cool. A pop-

ular example of such a model is the proton-initiated cascade (e.g., see Mannnheim

1993) where the jet power is initially in very relativistic protons, which are much

easier to accelerate by virtue of the smaller radiation losses. These protons produce

pions on ambient photons, and these pions in turn decay producing energetic photons

and electrons which may then undergo one or more cycles of cascading. In sum, the

controversy here is very similar to that we see in this meeting concerning supernova

remnants. Do the gamma-rays represent Compton upscattering by primary electrons

that are accelerated along with protons, or are they secondary particles, created as a

result of pion production?

2.8 The Gamma-Ray Emission Mechanism

The controversy over particle accleration carries over to the nature of the particles re-

sponsible for gamma-ray emission. In so-called “leptonic models,” primary energetic
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electrons are responsible for the gamma-rays (which would be produced by Compton

scattering), and in the so-called hadronic models, the observed gamma-rays are some

combination of direct synchrotron radiation by protons (for sufficiently high magnetic

fields), secondary gamma-rays produced in π0 decay, and photons Compton upscat-

tered by secondary electrons. Right now I think Occam’s razor favors the leptonic

models as there is currently no need to invoke hadronic processes to explain spec-

tra, and perhaps more importantly, hadronic processes tend to be slow and inefficient

and have a difficult time matching the very rapid variability timescales observed in

blazars without resorting to extreme parameters. However, one should keep an open.

Detailed time multi-wavelength variability observations combined with realistic sim-

ulations of emission from leptonic and hadronic models may be the key to unraveling

the two alternatives. The discovery of strong neutron emission from blazars would be

a smoking gun for the importance of hadronic processes in these objects.

2.9 Target Photons from External vs. Internal Radiation Fields

As was quickly realized after the discovery of EGRET blazars, even a relatively weak

ambient, isotropic radiation field can appear strongly boosted in the jet frame and

can easily dominate the Compton losses of energetic electrons. That this is occuring

definitely appears to be the case in the case of the EGRET blazars because it is im-

possible to explain the observed spectra using a standard synchrotron-self Compton

(SSC) model where electrons Compton upscatter primarily their own synchrotron ra-

diation. The detection of upscattered external radiation in blazars potentially provides

a useful diagnostic for location of the jet dissipation region. However, as can be seen

in Fig. 2b, it also tremendously complicates the interpretation of observed spectra as

they may be the sum of several Compton upscattered components.

3 Lessons for Next-Generation Detectors

The preceeding discussion shows that gamma-rays have the potential to probe ex-

treme physical conditions and fundamental physics near the black hole. To realize this

promise and make the most of blazar AGN as cosmological probes (e.g., to constrain

the intensity of the infrared background light which effectively absorbs gamma-rays

via photon-photon pair production, e.g., see Aharonian et al. 2005), it should also be

clear from the preceeding discussion that we have much (in the parlance of particle

physicists) “messy astrophysics” to sort out. This will require significantly improved

detectors as well as a well-coordinated, multi-wavelength observing strategy involv-

ing multiple detectors. With no negative judgement implied whatsoever (in fact, I

strongly supported these observations and this is the best one can do right now), I

reproduce in Fig. 6 results of observations by HESS of PKS 2155 that do not prove
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Figure 6: Left panel: SSC model fit to archival X-ray data for PKS-2155 and the first

PKS 2155 data released by HESS (Aharonian et al. 2005a). The upper curve shows

the intrinsic gamma-ray spectrum, while the lower curve shows the observed spectrum

corrected for pair production on a high-intensity infrared background. Right panel:

Light curve from RXTE-HESS monitoring campaign (Aharonian et al. 2005b).

particularly useful in advancing the state-of-the-art. Because the source has a rela-

tively low-energy Compton peak, because the HESS threshold is not low enough to

see the other side of the peak, and because of the effect of pair production in the 100

GeV - 1 TeV range (which takes a power law and absorbs it into another power law),

almost any infrared absorption is acceptable. (The background used in Fig. 6 causes

problems for the interpretation of the spectra of other objects.) Because HESS can

only operate during dark time, much o the the rich time variability that probably ex-

ists as in Mkn 421 (Fig. 4) will be missed. These two fundamental problems will

plague any single Cherenkov detector with limited energy coverage, no matter how

massive or sensitive it may be. To make progress, we need to fully sample the energy

spectra and light curves, as shown in the propaganda plots in Fig. 7. (In particular, for

addressing diffuse infrared/optical background issues it will be important to know the

spectrum below where the absorption is strong.) Moreover, if we wish to definitively

distinguish hadronic from leptonic models, we will also need simultaneous lower fre-

quency observations, e.g., at X-rays. Without attention, this may prove problematic

because of the current short-fall in NASA funding. Because no single detector based

on current technology can meet the goals I have just outlined, the ideal gamma-ray

detector for AGN studies would truly be a “network” of instruments spread across

both latitude (to fully sample the available source population and do high zenith ob-

servations – bright, nearby blazars are rare) and longitude (to obtain full light curve

monitoring), and with a range of energy thresholds and sensitivities.

One last important lesson from both TeV and GeV observations is that most
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Figure 7: Sample spectra and lightcurves that would be produced by an advanced

by an advanced hard X-ray satellite (EXIST) and the combination of GLAST and

HESS/Veritas gamma-ray detectors. Prepared by H. Krawczynski for an EXIST sci-

ence proposal.

blazars are in a gamma-ray low state. Although HESS represents roughly an order

of magnitude increase in sensitivity over prior instruments, its current spectra and

light curves are not much better in quality than previous ones because PKS-2155 has

yet to go into a high state as it did in 1996 or as Mkn 501 did dramatically in April-

May 1997. Dropping the threshold of Cherenkov therefore does not automatically

open up the high redshift universe in a useful. If one wants to go after more numerous

and distant objects, one also needs significantly improved sensitivity (at least an order

of magnitude) and probably a good all-sky monitoring capability. (The best monitor-

ing would probably be directly in gamma-rays, either from a space-based platform or

a large field-of-view detector like MILAGRO. X-ray triggering of TeV observations

has not proven overly successful, which is not a surprise if the X-rays are contami-

nated by multiple emission components.) If an order of magnitude sensitivity proves

difficult, it may better to do the best job possible on the sources we already know, e.g.,

Mkn 421 and Mkn 501, by building a (cheaper?) network of smaller telescopes (e.g.,

several MAGIC/HESS-type telescopes spread in both hemispheres are sufficient to

study well a strong flare from Mkn 421/501).
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Mkn 421

Mkn 421

TeV Blazars…

EGRET

Pian et al. 1998

Gaidos et al. 1996

Fossati et al. 2002

GeV Blazars…

Rapid spectral 
variability!



C. von Montigny 1995



Blazar Background Models, 
a la Stecker & Salamon 1996

Including IR/O absorption

Don’t
forget
cascades!

Coppi & Aharonian 1997



FSRQ

LBL

HBL

Grand Unified Blazar Scheme?

⇒L_x and L_gamma correlated?!
v_peak(bump_1) and
v_peak(bump_2) correlated?

Summary of EGRET
Gamma-Ray Data …

(synchrotron & Compton from SAME e+/e-?; 1?)peak Lumγ −∝ Donati et al. 2001
(cf. Fossati el. 1998)



Don’t forget 
absorption by
infrared/optical
background! 

When one looks at
non-gamma ray
selected objects, 
there seem to be 
objects here
too…. 

HBL FSRQs?

Caution…..

TeV blazars
don’t show any
superluminal
Motion?



Extended X-Ray Emission from Jets!! – Potential GeV/TeV Sources!

X-RAY

Cygnus A - FRII (powerful jet?)

X-RAY

M87 – FRI (weak jet)



Despite it not being pointed at us…
HST M87 Superluminal Motion



Main Observational Facts and Implications

Large Luminosity -- efficient power source, e.g., accretion onto black hole?
black hole spin?

Rapid Variability -- small source
-- source close to black hole?
-- rapid particle acceleration/creation and cooling/escape

hadronic models, unless push source parameters

L_gamma>L_Edd? 
Compactness Problem! 

Relativistic Bulk Motion

Double Peaked SED +
Good X-Ray/Gamma-Ray Correlation

-- same emission region for X-rays/gamma-rays?
-- same particle population responsible for emission

at both energies (Occam’s razor)?

two peaks = (e+/e-) synchrotron + I.C.?
-- close analogy with galactic SNR!

(similar GeV to TeV peaked sequence,
similar modeling issues and “discussions”)

Optical/Radio ID = FSRQ, blazar -- emission from relativistic jet
(like GRB: Doppler boosting, internal vs.

external shocks, etc. )
Many EGRET blazars show broad emission lines

strong ambient radiation field; messy systems; zone of avoidance



Theoretical Considerations [Complications]
Several excellent reviews already – e.g., see Sikora (astro-ph)

Global Energetics
 at radio lobe (at least for FR II sources)rad kineticL L<

 something dramatic happens to jet, but jet is not disrupted/stopped⇒
 Compton drag/bulk Comptonization of initially highly relativistic ( 1) jet⇒ Γ

Process(es) directly responsible for observed X-ray/γ-ray emission?

0 0

 Compton scattering      (e e )
 synchrotron radiation   (eB eB )
 Bremsstrahlung             (ee ee , pe pe )
 decay                        ( )
 proton synchrotron        (pB pB )

γ γ
γ
γ γ

π π γγ
γ

• →
• →
• → →

• →
• →

lowest order, most “efficient”

almost always accompanied by  ...e  π ± ±→

This theoreticians prejudice: e  probably involved (i.e., synchrotron/Compton)±



Theoretical Considerations [Complications]    II.

O.K. Where do we get required GeV/TeV electrons/pairs?

Acceleration (bott om-up)•

Direct acceleration by  (e.g., pulsar)E
r

“leptonic”
models

stStochastic shock/wave acceleration (e.g. 1 / 2  order Fermi process)nd

  at desired energies (tCreat op-don )i own•

( / ) ( / )           or  
.. , 

p pe e
p n n p pp pp

e
e e

e ee e

γ

γ π π
ν

γγ

γ

+ −

±
±

+ −

+ −

 →


→ →


→
 →

usually  involves
cascade (e.g., P.I.C.)
with ultrarelativistic
protons + photons

don’t need to be ultrarelativistic, e.g., SNR

but need large target matter densities

“hadronic”
models

Neutrinos: “smoking gun” for hadronic models

Big advantage of hadronic models: protons easier to accelerate to very high energies
Big disadvantage … : protons harder to extract energy from



Theoretical Considerations [Complications]    III.

If electrons/pairs are primary particles, what is acceleration energy spectrum?

cool escape/expansion

max

min

(or just  vs. )

?   

        ?  
          / ?  
             

peak

t t

dN E
dE

E
E E

α−∝ If they are instead secondary particles, similar 
considerations for primary protons ….

(relativistic e/p behave in same way for 
given energy)

max

Relativistic shock theory 2, but  range (1.7-2.4),
   depends on details like pitch angle diffusion ... (messy).

  ( , , )
   e.g., if particle too energetic,  

Good questions!!

shock cool

g shock

E f B R t
r R

α⇒ ∃

=
>

2 2

 (Bohm limit, / ) 

and particle escapes

    often before get to this, though, 
       / (synch. radn.)

                   g

accel g cool

r eB mc
t r c t E B

=

∼ ∼ ∝

max

Maybe  reaches asymptotic value during strong flare,
but would not be surprising to see E vary
as source region varies....

α



Theoretical Considerations [Complications]    IV.

Is the observed high energy cutoff in some objects intrinsic or simply due to 
photon-photon pair production (inside source or intergalactic)?

15
emission 

17
emission 

emission 

Depends on ambient radiation field, but for 3C279

-sphere:  r 100 ( 10 cm), 1 for E 10 MeV

                 r 10 cm (BLR), 1 for E 50 GeV

                 r pa

gR γγ

γγ

γ τ

τ

< >>

< >>

<

[N.B. Estimates don't apply to Mrk 421/501 -- BL Lacs appear
to  have weak central radiation fields. Accretion disk underluminous
for black hole mass]

rsecs (dust torus), 1 for E 1 TeVγγτ >>

What is the origin of the spectral breaks seen in X-rays/gamma-rays?
Superposition of different emission components? 

Transition from efficient to “inefficient” cooling (particles escape before cooling)?

Acceleration process: E_max or E_min?

Klein-Nishina effects? 



Blazar Emission Mechanisms: Idealized vs. Real Life

(Buckley, Science, 1998)

“Zone of 
Avoidance” for
pair jet – dark energy…



vs.

3C279

Seed photons: IR from dust

Beamed from behind, reduced efficiency?

GeV Blazar Models & Complications…Which photon field(s) does jet interact with??? Boettcher et al. 2001

Blazejowski et al. 2000



Theoretical Considerations [Complications]    V.

Assume simplest scenario: 
e- directly accelerated, no protons, no photon-photon pair production.

⇒UV/X-ray = synchrotron
⇒GeV/TeV = Compton

What are seed photons for Compton upscattering??

• Synchrotron Photons                                           (SSC)
• Accretion Disk Photons                                        (ERC)
• BLR Photons (reprocessed accretion disk photons)              ..
• IR photons from hot dust in central region                    ..
• [Microwave background, probably not relevant, but              ..

always there ]

All possible   => different gamma-ray spectra for same e- distribution!

 Lots of uncertainty for generic blazar!!∴

If you think you can a priori predict a gamma-ray spectrum, I have a deal for you…



TeV Blazars: Self-Consistent Modeling & 
Klein-Nishina Correction to Thomson Cross-Section Important!

E_p determined by t_cool=t_esc

Lots of soft target photons

IR/O Absorption
(big effect!)

Fewer and fewer
soft photons

HARD spectrum

Fits BeppoSAX < 2 keV X-ray
Better!!

Response to variations in electron
acceleration luminosity.

E_p determined by E_min
(t_esc=infinity)

Solid line models: Both fit April 16th Mrk 501 
CAT gamma-ray and BeppoSax data above
2 keV equally well…



[~MeV]

Klein-Nishina
effects  important?

Be careful in 
interpreting origin
of spectral features
such as “bumps”
and break energies!

Can get spectral index
harder than 0.5!

ERC,
blackbody
targets

ERC,
power-law
photon
targets

Moderski et al. 2005

EGRET
blazars?

Some TeV
blazars?

[N.B.: Getting strong
TeV emission not so easy!]



Modeler HEALTH WARNING
With better data, even factors 2-3 will matter in the future!

Don’t ignore Klein-Nishina effects:
-- use correct cross-sections/solve full kinetic equations. 
-- in TeV blazars, factor 10 in gamma-rays corresponds to factor 100 in X-rays!

Use self-consistent models:
-- even if accelerated particle distributions are power laws(?), cooled distributions
(and emitted photon spectra) are usually not!
-- often seem to be in “moderate” Klein-Nishina regime => asymptotic approximations

poor.
-- don’t assume synchrotron and Compton spectral indices match.
=> do not use  phenomenological “power law” models or 

constraints derived from such models (e.g., Tavecchio et al. 1998).
=> no more “eyeball” theorist fits…

In estimating source parameters, don’t ignore absorption by infrared/optical background!
(B,R, L_kin can change by factor 10!)

Don’t forget time dependence of problem/finite cooling times of particles.

Several emission regions may be active at any given time => confusion, especially at low
(keV) energies => watch for big flares, focus on hard X-rays.

If you don’t have sensitivity/energy coverage to track curvature/peak in both X-ray/gamma-ray
spectra as well as emission from same electrons, don’t bother…



The potential advantage of TeV blazars… they are much simpler?
SSC model

BeppoSAX

CAT/
HEGRA

Klein-Nishina effects important!

Internal, 
self-consistently
generated 
photon field…

Testable
Predictions! 

Coppi & Aharonian 1999



SSC fits (e- distribution obtained by “inverting”
X-rays) to quasi-simultaneous (< 6hr difference)
data for Mrk 501 April-May flare. 

April 16, 1997   

Time Averaged over April/May



Key which allows this is simultaneous, 
broadband X-ray and TeV data. 

Using Mrk 501 April 1997 data can start 
to constrain DEBRA models – if SSC 
hypothesis is correct.

?

Coppi, Krawczynski, & Aharonian 2002



Variability:
R

X
TE

 A
S

M

months??t∆

192 2
25 monthcm!

Unlikely....
t

Problem: In "standard model," 
single blob would be at 
R 5 10c t δδ ∆∆ ×

May-June
2002

1959 flares!
(RXTE TOO)

TeV (and GeV) blazars appear  to have discrete “flare” states…

vs.

6 hr rapid variability timescale
in Mrk 421??

Takahashi et al. 2001
Structure Function



The stability problem…

2 (naive SSC)TeV xL L∝

 
        (ERC, SSC, 
         hadronic model)

TeV xL L∝

Steady X-Ray
Component??

N.B. June 1997 data (after main flaring) included!

Linear
Axes!

Key – 3 keV flux
tracks TeV flux
relatively poorly



Vary
source
luminosity

Krawczysnki, Coppi, & Aharonian 2002

O.K. So you can explain individual spectrum, but 
what about the variability data?

Vary 
E_max…



Multiple Emission
Components!

Oops!! -- 1ES1959 May-Aug 2002

Krawczynski et al. 2004



In case you still thought things 
were simple…

Mkn 421 2002 X-ray/TeV campaign

(Dieter Horns, preliminary)

X-ray

TeV

X-ray hardness ratio (spectrum)

Counts



Fender & Maccarone 2003

Relativistic jets everywhere! Galactic “micro” blazars?

Radio

Corbel et al. 2004

Mirabel & 
Rodriguez 2002

X-ray



The X-ray/Radio correlation …

Microquasars – e.g., GX339 - Corbel et al. 2004 AGN !? - Maccarone et al. 2003



Microquasar/Microblazars potential gamma-ray sources!
Georganopoulos et al. 2002

Ramon-Bosch et al. 2005

N.B. Parameter
regime different
from AGN ones!
(e.g., B2 goes
as MBH

-1; 
nISM~1 cm-3 vs.
nICM~10-3 cm-3.    )



Summary
Gamma-ray emission from blazars still not well-understood. 

Leptonic models “preferred,” but hadronic models not ruled out (need more work though! especially 
temporal variability signatures) – flys in the ointment: TeV/X corr? multiple emission components!?.

Complex environment in GeV blazars may hinder progress in understanding them, even with arrival 
of GLAST. When detailed modeling required, e.g., for IR background constraints,
focus on TeV blazars:  simpler (?) and better matched to detectors (GLAST area small).

TeV blazars may not be as boring as we once thought.
High Doppler boost factor (>20?) => multi-component jet structure? [relativistic spine?]

(Too) large jet kinetic energy? K_e,p order unity? Jet very inefficient radiator? 
Interaction with local environment, e.g., recollimation shock, may be important.

External photon fields may still be important in TeV blazars (in Mrk 501, can significantly
lower energetics).  Radical hypothesis: main difference with GeV blazars is 
higher electron energies and importance  of Klein-Nishina effects??

Fossati et al. unification/classification scheme may not be quite right –
new classes of objects? Don’t bias your surveys.

With good broad band, time-resolved X-ray AND gamma-ray data, detailed modeling possible 
=>interesting constraints. Activity just starting … lots of data already in hand 
(e.g., Mrk 421 2000 flare) and some starting to becoming public ☺.

Better data coming soon – one simultaneous observation of an April 16 Mrk 501-type flare by 
HESS/VERITAS and ASTROE-2 has potential to measure 1-80 micron IR background (but 
may first cause headaches for modelers – data too good!).



Theorist’s Wish List

Rule of thumb: give a theorist a spectrum consistent with a power law
(e.g., due to insufficient statistics) and he can fit any model/EBL you like.

Need to detect curvature! Ideally measure both sides of
low and high energy peaks, simultaneously w/good
(< hour-month) time-sampling: UV-MeV, 100 MeV-TeV
coverage. ☺ [Also very good to get below IR/O absorption
threshold.]

There will always be some special objects,
e.g., Mkn 501, not accessible from both hemispheres. 

Want good population statistics ….

One “super” telescope not enough – want tightly coordinated
space and ground-based telescopes.



Telescope Sensitivities For TeV Blazars

Mrk 501 (1ES 1959+650)
Mrk 421

RXTE ASM

2 Years

3 hrs

EXIST GLAST VERITAS

1 Month

• EXIST: Synchrotron Emission from “Blue” TeV Blazars







Blazars (Theoretical Overview)
P. Coppi, Yale

• 10+ years after discovery of strong gamma-ray emission from 
blazars, still do not conclusively know the mechanism(s) responsible 
for the emission.

• If had to bet, strong x-ray/TeV correlation (in TeV blazars at least) + 
rapid variability timescales + Occam’s razor favor a synchrotron-
Compton model where the SAME electrons are responsible for x-
rays and gamma-rays.

• Although TeV blazars are commonly fit with SSC models, not 
obvious that “external” photons are not important in these objects 
too (as they are in GeV blazars).

• SC/SSC models make detailed predictions that can be tested by 
simultaneous, broadband x-ray/gamma-ray observations.  Some 
good data already in hand. More coming with arrival of next 
generation telescopes + x-ray instruments like Astro E2, JEM-X.



Proton-Initiated Cascade in Accretion Disk + X-Ray Corona Radiation Field

Coppi, Kartje, & Konigl 1993



• Example fitting exercise to April 1997 Mrk 501: simple 
SSC model ruled out! Need quasi-steady, extra X-ray 
emission component to explain X-ray spectral variability. 
If add this, then constraints become quite loose.

• Puzzle: month-long Mrk 501 flare sequence fits one 
“blob” model where all parameters except for electron 
injection rate are constant. What is reason for apparent 
“stability” (tight X/TeV correlation)? Preferred location of 
emission region (recollimation shock)? Not obviously 
expected in internal shock models.

• If want to fit SSC models, use self-consistently derived 
models or else can get unphysical nonsense.



• In TeV blazars,do not ignore gamma-ray 
absorption by infrared/optical photons. Effect 
large given current background models, e.g., 
position of Compton peak goes (delta/B)^(1/2). 
Factor two shift in peak from absorption => 
factor 4 in  delta or B.

• After absorption correction, Fossati et al. (1998) 
trend of L_gamma/L_UVX scales as 
(L_UVX+L_gamma) not so obvious…

• Spectral + absorption modeling => high Lorentz
factors (>25), U_B/U_e- << 1 (even more out of 
equipartation than speculated by Takahara et 
al.), and E_jet is huge: 10^44 erg/s kinetic power 
for  pure e-/e+ jet, to 10^46+ for e/p jet. => have 
completely understimated FR1 jets? => multi-
velocity jet flow structure? SC models wrong? 



• SC model gamma-ray spectra NOT simple 
powerlaws.  Intrinsic spectrum can look 
just like absorbed spectrum , e.g., with 
exponential cutoff, and can have alpha_x, 
alpha_gamma < 0.5 => WATCH OUT 
when “constraining” IR/optical background 
absorption. Use real models!

• My talk may be completely different after 
HESS/VERITAS/MAGIC/GLAST… we live 
in interesting times.



Too many x-rays, cascade

Messy – TeV
Blazar, still although cleaner Break, nature cool vs. injection

Compactness parameter

Lags, leads, synch, ssc99 paper figure, thin shock

Particle accel, internal shock model, sikora rev, proton time

Blazejoswki, vs. simple SSC

Proton synch, very fast accel to gamma>10^10, high B, push limits
And very large jet energetics, L_j > 10^46

Nature of jet, e+e-, but when work out energetics protons still dominate
L_bol, how much in radn, deceleration,



X-Ray Luminosity??Optical LuminosityRadio Luminosity

strong

weak

X-Ray Spectral Index

Hard inverse Compton
component dominates
X-rays

Steep tail of synchrotron
Component dominates 
X-rays 

Donati et al. 2001



Gamma Ray Bursts as Possible High Energy Sources

Charles Dermer

U.S. Naval Research Laboratory

Code 7653, 4555 Overlook Ave., SW

Washington, D.C. 20375-5352 USA

Gamma-ray bursts are known to be sources of high-energy γ rays, and are likely to

be sources of high-energy cosmic rays and neutrinos. Following a short review of

observations of GRBs at multi-MeV energies and above, the physics of leptonic and

hadronic models of GRBs is summarized. Evidence for two components in BATSE

and EGRET/TASC data suggest that GRBs are sources of high-energy cosmic rays.

GLAST observations will reveal the high-energy γ-ray power and energy releases

from GRBs, and will provide detailed knowledge of anomalous high-energy emission

components, but confirmation of cosmic ray acceleration must await 100 TeV – PeV

neutrino detection from GRBs.

1 Introduction

Gamma-ray burst (GRB) studies represent one of the most dynamic fields in contem-

porary astronomy, and the field continues to evolve rapidly as new instrumentation

comes online. Knowledge of GRBs in the high-energy, multi-MeV regime is poised

to undergo great advances in the near future. Right now, Swift is exploring the late

prompt and early afterglow phases of GRBs at X-ray and hard X-ray energies with

unprecedented detail. The ground-based air Cherenkov telescopes, including HESS,

VERITAS, and MAGIC, are reaching better sensitivities and lower thresholds with

the goal of detecting GRBs at ∼ 100 GeV – TeV energies. The MAGIC telescope

has already demonstrated the ability to slew within ≈ 30 s to a GRB. AGILE, a

small scientific mission developed by the Italian Space Agency, is due for launch

next year. With sensitivity comparable to EGRET, though with a much larger field-

of-view (factor-of-two decline in sensitivity at an off-axis angle of ∼ 60◦, versus

∼ 25◦ for EGRET), it should detect some 5 – 10 GRBs per year above 100 MeV.

The GLAST mission, which includes both the Gamma-ray Burst Monitor and Large

Area Telescope that will cover energies from ≈ 5 keV and above, is scheduled for

launch in September 2007. Its peak effective area at ≈ 1 GeV will be ≈ 8× greater
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than EGRET’s at ≈ 100 MeV, and its field-of-view represents ≈ 1/6th of the full sky,

compared to ≈ 1/20th for EGRET. This should lead to the detection of some 30 –

100 GRBs per year at >
∼ 100 MeV energies.

Beyond the electromagnetic realm, there is the real possibility that GRBs will

be the first detected sources of high-energy (≫ 1 TeV) neutrinos. The south pole

AMANDA neutrino detector is, as new strings are added, evolving into the km3 Ice-

Cube neutrino telescope over the course of this decade. AMANDA has already de-

tected thousands of cosmic-ray induced background neutrinos events, and improved

sensitivity and background rejection should soon reveal meaningful upper limits on

GRB source models if not direct detections. If GRBs are sources of ultra-high energy

cosmic rays (UHECRs), then detection of >
∼ 1018 eV neutrino coincident with GRBs

may be possible with Auger and ANITA. In view of the rapid technological advances

expected over the next 5 years, therefore, we can expect that our knowledge of GRBs

as high-energy sources will vastly increase.

In this contribution, I summarize what is now known from observations of high-

energy radiation from GRBs. This includes primarily the Compton Gamma Ray Ob-

servatory results, which have provided the most significant detections of multi-MeV

emission from GRBs. An important result from EGRET is that there is good evidence

for two components in GRBs, and incontrovertible evidence for an extended phase, as

observed from GRB 940217. In addition, an anomalous γ-ray emission component

was detected from GRB 941017. There is, moreover, a tantalizing suggestion of TeV

emission from GRB 970417a, made with the Milagrito telescope.

Interpretation of these results is made within the blast-wave scenario, which was

originally developed to understand GRB afterglows [1]. Although normally used to

model leptonic afterglow emissions from GRBs, this scenario can also be used to

predict emission signatures from hadrons accelerated by GRBs. If GRBs acceler-

ate UHECRs, then anomalous γ-ray emission signatures are expected from GRBs.

Studies of high-energy radiation from GRBs have the potential to answer one of the

outstanding questions in contemporary astronomy, namely the origin of the cosmic

rays. Detection of ultra-high energy neutrinos from GRBs would provide compelling

evidence in support of this solution.

2 Observations of High Energy Radiation from GRBs

The Solar Maximum Mission satellite revealed that >
∼ 1 MeV emission was a com-

mon property of GRBs [2], thus establishing that the radiation has a nonthermal ori-

gin. COMPTEL detected over 30 GRBs at photon energies E > 0.75 MeV [3]. The

spark chamber on EGRET detected >
∼ 30 MeV photons from 7 GRBs [4]. These

GRBs are invariably among the most fluent BATSE bursts, indicating that detec-
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Figure 1: BATSE light curve, and times and energies of EGRET-detected photons [5]

of GRB 940217. Inset shows composite νFν spectra during the initial 180 s interval

1 (small blue symbols), and the later interval 2 (large red symbols).

tion of >
∼ 100 MeV emission is sensitivity-limited rather than a property of some

subset of long-duration GRBs. The average photon spectral index of four EGRET

GRBs (which includes GRB 940217), consisting of 45 photons with E > 30 MeV,

is 〈α〉 = 1.95 ± 0.25, consistent with being a high-energy extension of the spectrum

observed with BATSE.

Fig. 1 shows the light curve and spectra of the famous burst GRB 940217, which

displayed an Earth-occulted ∼ 100 MeV tail that lasted for ∼ 95 minutes, two ∼ 3
GeV photons during the 180 s time interval when the BATSE emission was detected,

and an 18 GeV photon 90 minutes later [5]. The total number of spark chamber events

was 28, with 10 photons observed during the first 180 s, and another 10 after Earth

occultation. The total > 20 keV fluence of this event over the BATSE energy range

was >
∼ 6.6 × 10−4 ergs cm−2.

The interval 1 and 2 νFν spectra are shown in the inset. The interval 1 spec-

trum clearly shows a second component rising in the 100 MeV – GeV range with

no evidence of a cutoff. Even during interval 2, which lasted for 5,400 s following

the 180 s GRB, there is evidence from the EGRET Total Absorption Shower Counter

(TASC) and spark chamber for two distinct components. The TASC, which measured

spectra in the ∼ 1 – 200 MeV range and served as a calorimeter to measure total

photon energies for EGRET, detected at least 26 GRBs [6, 7]. Joint analysis [7] of
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the BATSE Large Area Detector (LAD) and the EGRET TASC data resulted in the

detection of an anomalous MeV emission component in the spectrum of GRB 941017

that decays more slowly than the prompt emission detected with the LAD in the ≈ 50
keV – 1 MeV range. The multi-MeV component lasted for >

∼ 200 seconds (the t90

duration of the lower-energy prompt component was 77 sec), and was detected with

the LAD near 1 MeV and with the TASC between ≈ 1 and 200 MeV. The spectrum

is very hard, with a photon number flux φ(E) ∝ E−1. Anomalous emission compo-

nents have now been detected in at least two other GRBs (M. M. González and B. L.

Dingus, private communication, 2004).

At TeV energies, analysis [8] of data from the all-sky water Cherenkov telescope

Milagrito correlated with the times of 54 BATSE GRBs within its field of view re-

sulted in one statistically significant excess, namely GRB 970417a. This BATSE

GRB had a relatively low fluence of ≈ 1.5 × 10−7 ergs cm−2 at 50 – 300 keV en-

ergies, and a νFν peak energy Epk below the BATSE energy band, so that it would

technically be described as an X-ray flash or X-ray rich GRB. Besides needing to be

relatively nearby (redshift z <
∼ 0.2) to avoid strong attenuation on the diffuse inter-

galactic infrared radiation field, its TeV fluence would have to be at least an order of

magnitude greater than the BATSE fluence, i. e., >
∼ 10−6 ergs cm−2, to be detected

with Milagrito.

No evidence for high-energy neutrinos coincident with GRBs has yet been re-

ported with the AMANDA array [9].

3 Models for High Energy γ Rays from GRBs

We consider both leptonic and hadronic models for emissions from GRBs, focusing

on the particular cases of GRB 940217, GRB 970417a, and GRB 941017.

3.1 GRB 940217

The discovery of the extended phase of emission from GRB 940217 took place prior

to the confirmation that GRBs originate from cosmological distances. Even now, how-

ever, there is no agreed explanation for this high-energy radiation. An early model by

Katz [10] argued that collisions of cosmic rays with gas in a dense clouds produced

secondary π0 radiation. This model cannot possibly be valid for a source at cosmo-

logical distances, given the required energies and decay time scale. A second early

model, by Mészáros and Rees [11], is sketched within the context of a relativistic

outflow from a cosmological source. Here, the delayed emission is due either to

successive waves of ejecta that collide at later times, or in terms of relativistic ejecta

being slowed by the external medium to form GeV radiation. With the suggestion that
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Figure 2: Calculations of SEDs from uncollimated GRB blast waves that are en-

ergized, decelerate and radiate by capturing material from a uniform surrounding

medium; parameters are described in the text. The initial Lorentz factor Γ0 = 100
and Γ0 = 300 in the right and left panels, respectively. The νLν SEDs are shown at

observer times of 10j seconds after the onset of the GRB event, with j given in the

captions.

UHECRs are accelerated by GRB blast waves [12,13], it was recognized that cascade

radiation signatures of UHECRs interacting with photons of the microwave back-

ground could produce GeV–TeV photons [14]. This could not, however, account for

the emission from GRB 940217, which is correlated with peaks in the BATSE emis-

sion during the prompt phase, and decays on a much shorter timescale than would

occur from cascade processes involving diffuse intergalactic radiation.

Progress in the development of the blast-wave model of GRBs permitted a quan-

titative application of this model to observations of high-energy radiation from GRBs.

Using a numerical simulation code developed by J. Chiang [15], the synchrotron and

synchrotron self-Compton (SSC) emissions in a leptonic blast wave model were mod-

eled, giving the results shown in Fig. 2. In addition to synchrotron and SSC processes,

the numerical simulation model [16] includes synchrotron self-absorption and adia-

batic loss processes, and follows blast-wave evolution self-consistently. The photons

are attenuated by internal γγ absorption, but pair reinjection is not followed.

In this calculation, we consider an external shock model for a GRB taking place

in a uniform surrounding medium with density n0 = 100 cm−3. The GRB is assumed

to produce a thin blast wave where only the forward shock produces strong particle

acceleration and radiation. The apparent isotropic explosion energy of the GRB is

1054 ergs, and the fraction ǫe of nonthermal swept-up proton kinetic energy trans-
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ferred to nonthermal electrons is 0.5, the injection index p = 2.5 for the electrons, and

ǫB = 10−4, where the comoving magnetic field strength B is defined by the relation

B2/8π = 4ǫBΓ2mpc
2n0. The maximum electron Lorentz factor is determined by the

the value where the gyration timescale equals the synchrotron energy-loss timescale.

Fig. 2 shows temporally evolving νLν spectra for an uncollimated blast wave with

two values of Γ0. The microscopic parameters are assumed to be time-independent.

In both calculations, the SSC process makes a distinct component that rises at

multi-GeV energies to produce emission at TeV energies before being attenuated by

internal absorption. The γγ process degrades only >
∼ 1 TeV photons in the models

shown here. Thus the internal attenuation of high-energy gamma rays is not too severe

and the SSC component is bright enough that TeV radiation is produced at a compa-

rable νFν level as the synchrotron radiation. By studying the temporal dependence of

the ∼ GeV radiation in the Γ0 = 300 case, one sees that because of the deceleration

of the blast wave, the SSC flux sweeping through the EGRET band could in principle

make an emission component over a few thousand seconds that would decay much

more slowly than the X-ray and MeV emissions. We proposed [16] that this was the

origin of the extended emission component in GRB 941017. Careful examination of

the numerical simulation result for the Γ0 = 300 case shows, however, that there is

at least a one-to-two order-of-magnitude decline in the GeV flux over the first several

thousand seconds. Suitable choice of parameters, for example, by reducing the max-

imum electron energy, could make a relatively constant ≈ 100 MeV – GeV flux for

an hour or two, so this model provides a viable explanation for the delayed emission

from GRB 941017.

3.2 GRB 970417a

The lower Lorentz factor (“dirty fireball”) case with Γ0 = 100 in Fig. 2 produces

a larger relative νFν flux in the SSC component than in the synchrotron component

and, moreover, produces the Epk value of the synchrotron component at keV rather

than MeV energies. The TeV radiation detected by Milagro from GRB 970417a could

originate from the SSC emission from a nearby z <
∼ 0.2 GRB [16].

Although the leptonic blast wave model is consistent with observations of the

TeV emission from GRB 970417a, other explanations are possible, including proton

synchrotron radiation [17]. This alternative would require very strong magnetic fields

in the GRB blast waves, with energy requirements that may be unacceptable. Another

important issue that will arise if TeV emission is confirmed from GRBs is whether

such emission is compatible with an internal shock model. The γγ absorption at TeV

emission is very large unless the bulk Lorentz factors Γ0 of the outflows exceeds

several hundreds [18].
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Figure 3: Photon energy fluence from an electromagnetic cascade initiated by pho-

topion secondaries in a lepton/hadronic GRB model, with parameters given in Ref.

[21]. Five generations of Compton (heavy curves) and synchrotron (light curves) are

shown. The first through fifth generations are given by solid, dashed, dot-dashed, dot-

triple–dashed, and dotted curves, respectively. The total cascade radiation spectrum

is given by the upper bold dotted curve.

3.3 GRB 941017

In contrast, an external shock model with strong forward shock emission does not eas-

ily explain the anomalous γ-ray emission component from GRB 941017. It has been

proposed that within the standard leptonic blast-wave model, this separate compo-

nent could be reverse-shock emission Compton-scattered by the forward shock elec-

trons [19], including self-absorbed reverse-shock optical synchrotron radiation [20].

This latter model requires very large apparent isotropic energies exceeding 1054 ergs,

and forward and reverse shock microphysical parameters that are very different. An-

other possibility is that hadronic acceleration in GRB blast waves could be responsible

for this component.

We have argued [21] that the anomalous γ-ray emission component in GRB

941017 could be a consequence of the acceleration of hadrons at the relativistic shocks

of GRBs. A pair-photon cascade initiated by photohadronic processes between high-

energy hadrons accelerated in the GRB blast wave and the internal synchrotron radi-

ation field produces an emission component that appears during the prompt phase, as

shown in Fig. 3. Photomeson interactions in the relativistic blast wave also produce a

beam of UHE neutrons, as proposed for blazar jets [22]. Subsequent photopion pro-

duction of these neutrons with photons outside the blast wave will produce a directed

hyper-relativistic electron-positron beam in the process of charged pion decay and

the conversion of high-energy photons formed in π0 decay. These energetic leptons
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produce a synchrotron spectrum in the radiation reaction-limited regime extending to
>
∼ GeV energies, with properties in the 1 – 200 MeV range similar to that measured

from GRB 941017. GRBs displaying these anomalous γ-ray components are most

likely to be detected as sources of high-energy neutrinos [23].

A hadronic origin for high-energy γ-ray emission components is also attractive

in view of the extended phase of high-energy radiation from GRB 940217. This is

because hadronic secondary radiation decays more slowly than leptonic emission,

primarily due to the less efficient cooling of protons than electrons [24]. A proton

synchrotron model faces, however, severe difficulties because of the large field and

particle energies required to accelerate protons to sufficiently high energies where

this process becomes important. On the other hand, protons which radiate via photo-

meson processes require dense internal radiation fields that produce strong attenuation

at GeV – TeV energies. A leptonic origin is more probable if γ ray fluxes extending

smoothly to ≫ GeV energies is observed. If strong anomalous components showing

strong γγ attenuation cutoff at energies >
∼ 100 MeV – few GeV is observed, as in Fig.

3, then this will provide strong evidence for hadronic acceleration by GRBs. AGILE

and GLAST will therefore provide crucial evidence to distinguish the leptonic and

hadronic origins of high-energy γ ray emissions in GRBs. An inverse correlation is

expected between neutrino detection and γ-ray detection, because a strong internal

radiation field, and therefore also strong γγ absorption, is required for efficient high-

energy neutrino production [18, 25].

4 Cosmic Rays and Neutrinos from GRBs

Because high-energy γ rays are emitted by GRBs, high-energy particles must be ac-

celerated by GRB blast waves. GRBs provide a very attractive solution to the origin

of high-energy cosmic rays (HECRs; >
∼ 1014 eV) ranging from below the knee of

the cosmic-ray spectrum to the highest energies exceeding 1020 eV. For instance, the

luminosity density in γ radiation is comparable to the power required to accelerate

super-GZK cosmic rays with energies exceeding ∼= 6 × 1019 eV [12, 13]. GRBs are

associated with Type 1c supernovae, and are therefore related to the most probable

accelerators of GeV – TeV cosmic rays, namely supernovae of all types. GRBs are

found both in our Galaxy and throughout the universe; thus they can account for cos-

mic rays with energies between ≈ 1014 eV and ≈ 5 × 1017 eV due to GRBs in our

Galaxy, and for metagalactic UHECRs due to extragalactic GRBs [26].

We have recently argued that HECRs originate from galactic and extragalactic

GRBs [26]. In our model, relativistic outflows in GRBs are assumed to inject power-

law distributions of cosmic rays to the highest ( >
∼ 1020 eV) energies. A diffusive

propagation model for HECRs from a single recent GRB within ≈ 1 kpc from Earth
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GRBs accelerate cosmic rays [26].

that took place within the last 0.5 million years explains the KASCADE data for

the cosmic-ray ion spectra near and above the knee. The cosmic-ray spectrum at

energies above the second knee at ≈ 1017.6 eV is fit with CRs from extragalactic

GRBs. UHECRs produced by extragalactic GRBs lose energy from momentum red-

shifting. Attenuation features in the UHECR flux are produced at characteristic ener-

gies ∼ 4× 1018 eV and ∼ 5× 1019 eV due to photo-pair and photo-pion energy-loss

processes, respectively.

A fit to the combined KASCADE, HiRes-I and HiRes-II monocular data between

≈ 8 × 1014 eV and 3 × 1020 eV are fit in Fig. 4, with a cosmic-ray number injection

index p = 2.2, an exponential cutoff energy of Emax = 1020 eV, and a star-formation

rate history of GRBs which is larger than that inferred from the blue-UV luminosity

density. The cutoff energy for the galactic-halo component is Ehalo
max = 1017.07 eV.

The transition between galactic and extragalactic CRs is found in the vicinity of the

second knee at ≈ 1017.6 eV, consistent with a heavy-to-light composition change at

this energy. The ankle, at ≈ 1018.5 eV, is interpreted as a suppression from photo-pair

losses [27], analogous to the GZK suppression.

By normalizing the energy injection rate to that required to produce the CR flux

from extragalactic sources observed locally, we determine the amount of energy a typ-

ical GRB must release in the form of nonthermal hadrons. Our results imply that GRB

blast waves are baryon-loaded by a factor fCR
>
∼ 60 compared to the primary electron

energy that is inferred from the fluxes of hard X-rays and soft γ rays measured from

GRBs. For the large baryon load required for the proposed model of HECRs, calcu-
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lations show that 100 TeV – 100 PeV neutrinos could be detected several times per

year from all GRBs with kilometer-scale neutrino detectors such as IceCube [25,26].

Detection of even 1 or 2 neutrinos from GRBs with IceCube or a northern hemisphere

neutrino detector will provide compelling support for this scenario for the origin of

high-energy and UHE cosmic rays.

If GRBs are the sources of HECRs, then high-energy neutrons will be formed

at the burst site through photo-pion processes and, being neutral, can escape to in-

tergalactic space. The decay of the neutrons far from the GRB through the process

n → p + e− + νe leads to β-decay electrons that make weak synchrotron and Comp-

ton radiation. The best prospect for discovering neutron-decay halos is to search

for diffuse optical synchrotron halos surrounding field galaxies that display active

star formation [28]. GRBs that have recently taken place in our Galaxy will produce

Compton emissions at TeV energies that could be detected by the HESS and VERITAS

imaging air Cherenkov telescopes [29]. Nonthermal synchrotron and Compton radia-

tions produced by secondaries formed in photopion processes by UHECRs traveling

through intergalactic space will also form a nonthermal component of the diffuse ra-

diation background, which can be used to measure the magnetic field of intergalactic

space.

Because the Milky Way is actively making young high-mass stars, GRBs will

also occur in our Galaxy. The rate of GRBs in the Milky Way is very uncertain

because of lack of precise knowledge about the opening angle of GRB jets, but could

be as frequent as once every 10,000 years. Over the age of the Galaxy, there is a good

chance that a nearby powerful GRB with a jet oriented towards Earth could have lethal

consequences for life. It has recently been argued [30] that such an event contributed

to the Ordovician extinction event 440 Myrs ago. UHECRs accelerated by galactic

cosmic rays will produce an additional radiation hazard [31], though we predict that

GRBs cannot produce point-sources of UHECRs.

5 Conclusions

GRBs are established to be sources of high-energy γ rays. Here we have argued

GRBs also accelerate hadrons, and that GRBs are sources of high-energy cosmic

rays. Evidence for this is suggested by the slow decay of γ rays from GRB 941017,

and the anomalous γ-ray emission component in GRB 941017.

Several types of observations can test this hypothesis. Most unambiguous is

the detection of high-energy neutrinos from a GRB, which would require an ultra-

relativistic hadronic component that is much more powerful than the nonthermal elec-

tron component that produces the hard X-ray and soft γ-ray emissions from GRBs

[25]. Another prediction is the detection of hadronic emission components in the
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spectra of GRBs, as observed in GRB 941017 [7]. A third observation that would

implicate GRBs as the sources of HECRs is the detection of high-energy neutron

β-decay halos around star-forming galaxies [28], including β-decay emission from

GRBs in the Milky Way [29].
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GeVGeV Gamma Ray Emission from Secondary Nuclear Gamma Ray Emission from Secondary Nuclear 
Production in Dense Shell Surrounding GRB 940217Production in Dense Shell Surrounding GRB 940217

(Katz 1994)            p+p → π0 →2γ

Requires large column density or trapping and diffusion
(no subsequent acceleration required)

Blast Wave Shell Interaction

x
0
  x  x

1

θ

x = r cosθ  

*GRB source

t/(1+z) = t
*
 - rµ /c

Cloud Observer

r



Blast Wave Model: Blast Wave Model: LeptonicLeptonic ProcessesProcesses

Shock Accelerated Electrons at Relativistic Shock Front



Fireball/Blast Wave Model for GRBs

Deposit energy E in compact region to form pair fireball
Fireball adiabatically expands and reaches coasting velocity 

determined by baryon-loading Mb
Coasting (initial) Lorentz factor: Γ0 = E/Mbc2

Capture particle from surroundings: Directed kinetic energy → internal energy
Blast wave decelerates and radiates most energy on deceleration timescale td
External and Internal Shocks

Uniform Surrounding Medium

θ
j*GRB source

Relativistic (jetted) blast wave

Observer

External Medium
Unshocked shell

GRB source

Shocked shell

*

Γ

Cloud Forward Shock

Reverse Shock
Γ

0

Captured 
particle



Most common prompt Most common prompt 
GRB light curveGRB light curve

• Reproduces behavior of FRED-type profiles
• Hardness-intensity correlation, hard to soft evolution
• ⇒Smooth profile GRBs due to external shock

Dermer, Böttcher, and Chiang (2000)



Numerical Simulation:Numerical Simulation:
Uniform Surrounding Uniform Surrounding 

MediumMedium

• Dominant synchrotron 
radiation at MeV 
energies

• Two peaks in νFν
distribution

• Generic rise in intensity 
until tdec, followed by 
constant or decreasing 
flux (except in self-
absorbed regime) or in 
synchrotron/SSC trough

• Strong SSC component 
for this parameter set

radopt

3 keV

100 keV

GeVTeV

8

8

1

1

Chiang and 
Dermer (1999)

E=1054 ergs
n0=100 cm-3

εB = 10-4



Numerical Simulation Model of GRB RadiationNumerical Simulation Model of GRB Radiation

E=1054 ergs
n0=100 cm-3

εB = 10-4

• νFν spectra shown at observer times 10i seconds after GRB event
• Calculations have γγ opacity included



Gamma Ray Light CurvesGamma Ray Light Curves

SSC component introduces a delayed 
hardening in MeV light curves
several orders of magnitude 
below the flux of the prompt 
emission

Onset of SSC hardening at MeV 
energies occurs at t ≈ 103 s,
GeV energies at t ≈ 5000 s

TeV component roughly coincident in 
time with prompt MeV radiation

Additional radiation processes (external 
Compton, hadronic) can make 
stronger GeV-TeV emission

Dermer, Chiang, and 
Mitman (2000)



GRB 970417a GRB 970417a TeVTeV Detection with Detection with MilagritoMilagrito

(Requires low-redshift GRB to avoid attenuation by diffuse IR background)

Other evidence for high-energy radiation from GRBs: 
Seven GRBs detected with EGRET either during prompt sub-MeV burst emission 

or after sub-MeV emission has decayed away (Dingus et al. 1998)
Average spectrum of 4 GRBs detected over 200 s time interval from start of 

BATSE emission with photon index 1.95 (±0.25) (> 30 MeV)

(Atkins et al. 2002)



Dirty and Clean Fireballs: Dirty and Clean Fireballs: 
strong strong GeV/TeVGeV/TeV sourcessources

Observed properties sensitive to initial Lorentz
factor of outflow  (or baryon loading)

X-Ray Flashes (or X-ray rich GRBs) 
= Dirty Fireballs

GeV/TeV Flashes = Clean Fireballs

Jet Structure Important for Statistics of GRBs

Dermer, 
Chiang, and 
Böttcher
(2000)



High Energy Emission from GRB Colliding Shells

Very optically 
thick to γγ
attenuation in 
TeV range

Razzaque, Kobayashi, & Mészáros (2004)

unless Γ >~  1000

1 TeV



External Compton 
Component in Supranova 

Model

(Inoue et al. 2002)



Anomalous HighAnomalous High--Energy Emission Components in Energy Emission Components in GRBsGRBs

Evidence for Second Component from BATSE/TASC Analysis

Fluence, including hard γ-ray component, is > 6.5 10-4 ergs cm-2

(Two other GRBs display anomalous components)

Hard (-1 photon spectral 
index) spectrum during 

delayed phase

Typical hard-to-soft evolution of GRBs     
Hard component observed both with BATSE and TASC

−18 s – 14 s

14 s – 47 s

47 s – 80 s
80 s – 113 s

113 s – 211 
s

100 
MeV

1 MeV

(González et al. 2003)



Fluence Distribution of GRBsFluence Distribution of GRBs

Fluence distribution of 2135 BATSE GRBs
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Detection of neutrinos 
requires
GRBs at fluence levels > 
3x10-4 ergs/cm2 (2-5 GRBs 
per year at this level) 
unless GRBs are 
hadronically dominated

φ
McCullough (2001)



Blast Wave Model: Hadronic ProcessesBlast Wave Model: Hadronic Processes

Photohadronic processes followed by electromagnetic cascade

Nonthermal  gamma-rays ⇒
nonthermal particles
+ Intense photon fields

⇒ Strong photomeson production

Large neutrino efficiency ⇒
attenuated γ-rays ⇒ implies 
inverse correlation between 
GeV/TeV detection and high-
energy (~PeV) neutrinos

µµπ

γππγ

vvve
pnp

e +++→

→++→′+
++

+ 0,

(Buckley 1999)



Energetic Hadron Component in GRB Blast WavesEnergetic Hadron Component in GRB Blast Waves

Requires proton 
acceleration to 
high energies

Proton synchrotron 
component 
could be  
observed with 
GLAST

(Böttcher and Dermer 1999)



Proton Synchrotron EmissionProton Synchrotron Emission

Slow decay of
Proton emission



Proton Injection and Cooling Spectra

Escaping neutron
distribution

Injected proton
distribution

Cooled proton 
distribution

Nonthermal Baryon Loading Factor fb = 30

pulses
one

cmergs
tot

sec50
,

103
2

4

−

−×=Φ

GRB 
synchrotron

fluence



γγγγ OpticalOptical Depth
Photon attenuation strongly dependent on δ and tvar in collapsar model

τγγ evolves 
in collapsar 
model due to
evolving 
Doppler factor 
and internal 
radiation field

Dermer & Atoyan, 2003

pulses
one

cmergs
tot

sec50
,

103
2

4

−

−×=Φ



Photomeson Cascade Radiation Fluxes

C2S2

C3

S1

Total

MeV

Nonthermal Baryon Loading Factor fb = 1

δ = 100
±

±± →→

e
ep πγ

emits synchrotron (S1) 
and Compton (C1) photons

emits synchrotron (S2) and 
Compton (C2) photons, etc.

±→′ eγγ

C1

S4

S5

S3 C4

C5

Photon index 
between −1.5 
and  −2

Fits data for 
GRB 941017 
spectrum during 
prompt phase

Photomeson
Cascade:

Φtot = 3×10-4 ergs cm-2



Energy Fluence of Photomeson Muon Neutrinos
(Inject equal energy in protons as observed in photons)

For a fluence of 
3x10-5 ergs/cm2 (2-3 
GRBs per month at 
this level) 

Nν predicted by 
IceCube:

Nν≈ 0.0032, 
0.00015, 0.00001 for 
δ = 100, 200, and 
300, respectively in 
collapsar model

Nν≈ 0.09 for δ = 100 
and 300 in 
supranova model

tvar = 1 sec (if tvar = 0.01 sec, much stronger 
γγ-absorption; small increase in ν production)



Photon and 
Neutrino Fluence 
during Prompt 
Phase

Nonthermal Baryon
Loading Factor fb = 1

Requires large baryon load
to explain GRB 941017

Φtot = 3×10-4 ergs cm-2

δ = 100

Hard γ-ray emission component from hadronic cascade radiation
inside GRB blast wave 
Second component from outflowing high-energy neutral  beam of 
neutrons, γ-rays, and neutrinos

±

±±

→→→

+→→

e
pnep

γπ

νπγ

2
),,(

0



Neutrino Detection from GRBs only with Large Baryon-Loading

(~2/yr)

Nonthermal Baryon Loading Factor fb = 20



Neutral Beams from GRBsNeutral Beams from GRBs

Neutral particle 
escape from 
synchrotron 
emission field

Hyper-relativistic 
electrons

Neutron  decay halos

GeV-TeV γ-ray 
halos (from 
misaligned GRBs)

High-energy cosmic 
rays 



Neutral Beam Model for Anomalous γ-rays in GRB 941017

Γ

Highly polarized 
nonthermal 
synchrotron 

radiation

GRB jet

CR protons

−+

−−

+→+→

++→+→+

een
eppn

0π

νπγ

n e-

Escaping neutron 
beam forming 

hyper-relativistic 
electrons/positrons 

γ

B

Hadronic cascade 
radiation in jet 

• Based on neutral beam model for blazar jets (Atoyan and Dermer, ApJ, 2003)

• Two hadronic emission components



Radiation Physics of Neutron/Hyper-relativistic Electron Beam 

Synchrotron energy-loss rate:

Synchrotron energy-loss timescale: 

Gyration frequency:

When ωBtsyn << 1, hyper-relativistic electrons

When ωBtsyn << θj, electrons emit most of 
their energy within θj

2θj

GRB source GRB jet
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Hyper-relativistic Electron Synchrotron Radiation 

Mean energy of synchrotron photons emitted by electrons with γ = γhrj:

2θj

GRB source GRB jet

γ

γ

e± with 
γ > γhrj

e± with 
γ > γhrj
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D
, i.e., a −1 photon spectrum

1. ≈ 200 sec decay timescale
2. external radiation field (⇒ R ≈ 6×1014 cm, θj ≈ 0.14 for z=1)
3. Fluence ratio ⇒ hadronically dominated, and large νµ flux

Issues:



Gamma-Ray Bursts as Sources of High-Energy Cosmic Rays

Complete Solution to Cosmic Ray Origin

Cosmic Rays below ≈ 1014 eV
from SNe that collapse 
to neutron stars

Cosmic Rays above ≈ 1014 eV
from SNe that collapse 
to black holes

• CRs between knee and 
second knee from 
GRBs in Galaxy

• CRs at higher energy 
from extragalactic/ 
cosmological origin

Requires large baryon load 
to explain cosmic ray origin 
from GRBs (fb >~ 50)

(Wick, CD, and Atoyan 2004)



Synchrotron and Compton Neutron-Decay Halos/ γ-ray Pair Halos

• Neutrons formed through photomeson processes during cosmic ray 
acceleration escape from blast wave n→ p + e- + νe

• Decay of ultrahigh energy neutrons occurs at ~100 kpc
• Produce nonthermal synchrotron radiation, depending on strength of halo 

magnetic field
– Produce nonthermal γ rays from Compton scattering of CMB

• γ rays materialize 
through γγ→ e+e-

• form extended pair 
and gamma-ray halo

(Dermer 2002)

(Aharonian, 
Coppi, and Völk
1994)



Neutron Decay Emissions from a Galactic GRBNeutron Decay Emissions from a Galactic GRB

Compton-scattered CMBR from Neutron-Decay Electrons 
formed by GRB associated with W49B

(Ioka, Kobayashi, & Mészáros 2004)



Redshift Distribution

Infer Diffuse Intergalactic IR Background

3 out of 39 GRBs
with z < 0.2
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spectroscopic 
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(Friedman and Bloom 2005)



Conclusions

Observations and theory imply GeV/TeV Emission from GRBs

• Relativistic blast wave model with leptonic processes explains high-energy 
emission from GRB 940217 

– A dirty fireball could explain TeV emission from GRB 970417A
– Expect more GeV/TeV emission from smooth profile GRBs

• Detection of GeV γ-rays places lower limit on Γ; TeV could provide more stringent 
constraints and measure self-absorption/magnetic field 

• With redshift measurements, correlate GLAST detections, Γmin, and morphology
– Most intense TeV radiation in prompt phase
– Delayed GeV emission from evolution of the SSC component
– GeV (not TeV) emission in colliding shells unless Γ large

• Relativistic blast wave model with hadronic processes explains anomalous 
component from GRB 941017 

– GeV/TeV detection anti-correlated with PeV neutrino detection
– Evidence for Cosmic Ray Production by GRBs
– GeV/TeV neutron-decay and halo emission



Short Timescale Variability due to Short Timescale Variability due to InhomogeneitiesInhomogeneities in Surrounding Mediumin Surrounding Medium

Clouds with thick columns (>4x1018 cm-2) Total cloud mass still small (>~10-4 Mo)
Variability ⇒ cloud radii << R/Γο, Γο = 300

Requires highly 
clumpy medium 
at 1016 – 1017 cm

Cloud sizes 
≈ 1012 –10 13 cm 
to agree with 
pulse paradigm 
(Norris et al. 1996)

Good efficiency 
(compared to 
internal shocks)

Dermer and Mitman (1999)

10% partial covering efficiency

100% efficiency

r = 3x1013 cm

r = 1013 cm
r = 3x1012 cm

r = 3x1012 cm



Microquasar hadronic jets at very high-energy gamma-rays
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Microquasars (MQs) present emission over the whole spectrum, from radio wave-

lengths to gamma-rays. The microquasar spectral energy distribution is very com-

plex, being a signature of the different physical processes that generate the radiation

emitted by these objects. In this work, we estimate the amount of broad-band emis-

sion produced by relativistic protons, released from the jet of a MQ, interacting with

high density regions of the ISM. We show that a two components source, the mi-

croquasar itself and the region of interaction between the jets and the ISM, could be

unveiled by the new instruments at high-energy and very high-energy gamma-rays.

1 Introduction

The likely association between microquasars and gamma-ray sources ( [1]), altogether

with the evidence of ion presence in MQ jets ( [2]), might point to the possibility that

these objects could produce variable and point-like as well as steady and perhaps ex-

tended gamma-ray emission. On the one hand, the radiation coming from the micro-

quasar itself, particularly from its jets (likely variable and point-like), could reach very

high energies and significant fluxes. The emission produced in the jets of MQs has

been studied elsewhere, and leptonic models (e.g. [3]) and hadronic models (e.g. [4])

have been proposed in order to explain the likely association between microquasars

and gamma-ray sources. On the other hand, accelerated protons in a jet termination

shock could diffuse through the ISM generating detectable amounts of low energy as

well as high energy emission (steady and perhaps extended) when these protons reach

higher density regions (i.e. clouds).
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Parameter Value

diffusion coefficient normalization constant at 10 GeV 1027 cm2 s−1

diffusion power-law index 0.5

ISM density 0.1 cm−3

cloud density 104 cm−3

mass of the high density region/cloud 3 × 104 M⊙

magnetic field within the cloud 5 × 10−4 G

IR radiation energy density within the cloud 10 eV cm−3

power-law index of the high energy protons ∼ 2
maximum energy of the high energy protons ∼ 105 GeV

kinetic luminosity of accelerated protons in the MQ jet 1037 erg s−1

kinetic energy of accelerated protons in the impulsive ejection 1048 erg

distance between the MQ and the cloud 10 pc

Table 1: Adopted parameter values

2 MQ-cloud interactions and gamma-ray production

Jets of MQs should end somewhere, although it is still unclear the way how they

terminate ( [5], [6]). Assuming that the jet has an important population of protons and

such protons are accelerated in the terminal part of the jet (getting a power-law energy

distribution), interactions between those high energy particles and nearby clouds can

lead to the creation of neutral and charged pions. Then, neutral pions will decay to

gamma-rays photons while charged pions will decay to e− and e+. These secondary

particles can produce significant levels of synchrotron (from radio frequencies to X-

rays) and Bremsstrählung emission (from soft gamma-rays to the TeV range), and

generally with much less efficiency, inverse Compton high energy emission through

interaction with the ambient infrared photons. For further details, see [7].

Protons diffuse through the ISM, and the diffusion coefficient has been assumed

to be a power-law in energy. Due to propagation effects, the outcomes of the interac-

tions between the protons released from the jet and protons in the clouds can differ

strongly depending on the age, the nature (impulsive or continuous) of the accelerator

and the distance between this and the cloud (see [8]). In this work we study both

cases, the continuous and the impulsive one, considering as a target a nearby cloud

at several pc of distance. In Table 1, the adopted parameter values are presented. We

note that in the gamma-ray band, due to the characteristics of the proton-proton in-

teraction, the main energy release channel is the neutral pion-decay, being dominant

over the Bremsstrählung component. In Figs. 1 and 2, the broad-band spectral energy

distributions (SEDs) for the impulsive and the continuous case are shown. Note the

different slopes and fluxes depending on the case. For a continuous MQ, the spec-
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trum reaches higher luminosities ,and gets softer, when the source is ”old” and gets

the steady regime. For a continuous MQ, The higher luminosities, with a hard spec-

trum, can be observed when the source is ”young”.

Although the number of known MQs is reduced at the present moment (about

16, see [9], [10]), they could be a significant fraction of the unidentified gamma-ray

sources in the galactic plane ( [3]). If this association as well as their intrinsic nature of

gamma-ray emitters are confirmed, these objects could turn out to be complex sources

in the gamma-ray sky with compounded spatial and spectral properties at very high

energies. Our bet is that, if observed with reasonable exposure times at high-energy

and very high-energy gamma-rays, MQs will be eventually detected. Otherwise, the

existence of steady and perhaps extended gamma-ray radiation surrounding a variable

point-like gamma-ray source could be a strong hint of the presence of a MQ interact-

ing with its environment and, in such a case, multiwavelength observations would be

unavoidable to disentangle the real nature and connections between both components,

and broad-band spectrum models like the one presented here can help to understand

them.
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Figure 1: SED for a continuous MQ from radio to vcry high-energy gamma-rays

at two different ages: t=100 yr (1), t=10000 yr (2). Note that the source could be

detected almost at all the frequencies if located at galactic distances.
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Figure 2: The same as in Fig. 1, but for an impulsive microquasar. Note that the

detection would be more probable for short times after the impulsive event.

3 Summary

The study of the emission coming from high density regions of the ISM around MQs

can give us information not only about such regions, but also about the objects that

are injecting energy in those regions through high energy protons. In this work, we

explored the observational implications at very high energies of the presence of a

MQ close to a cloud. New gamma-ray instruments like the ground-based Cherenkov

telescopes or the next generation of gamma-ray satellites could be able to detect sep-

arately the emission coming from a MQ and the region around, if significant hadronic

interactions take place there.
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One of the more notable features of the Large Area Telescope (LAT) on GLAST

is its extremely large field of view, which covers more than 20% of the sky at any

instant. In survey mode the LAT will be rocked about the orbital plane to provide

coverage of the entire γ-ray sky above 20 MeV every three hours. This is likely to be

the dominant observing mode throughout the mission. Thus, the LAT will provide

long, evenly sampled, γ-ray lightcurves for a large number of sources. In this paper

we describe the nature and quality of the data that will be provided by the LAT and

use simulated lightcurves to illustrate some of the scientific questions that can be

addressed with LAT observations.

1 Introduction

One of the surprises in AGN astrophysics over the past 15 years has been the de-

tection of blazars at both GeV and TeV energies. One of the unexpected features of

γ-ray AGN catalogs is the paucity of overlap between the GeV and TeV catalogs.

The brightest GeV blazars were not seen at TeV energies, and TeV blazars are either

weak GeV sources, or were not detected at GeV energies at all. This suggests the

importance of observations in the unexplored energy range between 30 GeV and 300

GeV that existed between the previous generation of high energy γ-ray telescopes.

Blazars are highly variable at all wavelengths. An understanding of the nature

and underlying cause of the variability provides an useful insight for studying the

fundamental properties of AGN. Broadband observations of flares provides an impor-

tant probe into the physical conditions of the emission regions. Observations at (or

close to) the highest energies are particularly important, as these allow constraints on

the underlying particle energies and thus the means of acceleration.

The LAT will contribute to AGN science in many ways. The LAT has sensitivity

over a broader energy range than any previous satellite based γ-ray telescope. The
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much greater sensitivity of the LAT with respect to previous instruments will result in

a large increase in the GeV AGN catalog. In this paper we focus on the contributions

the LAT will be able to make to variability studies of AGN with its wide field of view

and good sensitivity.

2 The Large Area Telescope (LAT)

The LAT is a pair-conversion telescope designed to make observations of the γ-ray

sky from 20 MeV to above 300 GeV. It consists of a tracker, a calorimeter, and an anti-

coincidence shield (ACD) which work together to measure the energies and directions

of incident gamma rays as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: An illustration of the GLAST LAT showing how the various instrument

subsystems work together to detect incident gamma rays

The LAT tracker consists of 36 planes of silicon strip detectors for tracking

charged particles produced when incident gamma rays convert in one of 16 tung-

sten foils. The silicon strip detectors have a very fine pitch (228µm) which provides

superb position resolution, resulting in good angular resolution particularly at high

energies. The calorimeter consists of 1536 CsI crystals. The segmentation allows a

measurement of the profile of the energy deposition, enabling corrections for energy

leakage. Covering the tracker and calorimeter, the anticoincidence detector consists

of 89 plastic scintillator tiles. The segmented design minimizes self-vetos (where sec-

ondary particles produced in the calorimeter trigger the ACD) which limited EGRET

at high energies. Many of the design choices for the LAT optimise the response at

high energies. The LAT will have a much broader energy range than any previous

pair conversion telescope with sensitivity from 20 MeV to over 300 GeV with a peak
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sensitivity at a few GeV. The LAT has a larger physical area and greater detection

efficiency than EGRET which results in a greatly increased effective area. Finally,

the LAT has a large aspect ratio and is self-triggering resulting in a very large field of

view (>2.5 sr).

3 The LAT as an all-sky monitor

EGRET made inertially pointed observations (i.e. staring at the same point on the

celestial sphere for the entire observing period). This had the drawback of a loss

in observing efficiency because of occultation of the field of view by the Earth, and

meant that on any given day the behaviour of most of the GeV γ-ray sky was un-

known. In contrast, the default mode of operation of the GLAST will be a sky survey,

currently designed to tilt the LAT 35 degrees north of the orbit plane for one orbit and

35 degrees south of the orbit plane for the next. In this mode, the LAT will observe

the entire sky every two orbits (∼190 minutes).

The effective area of the LAT varies as a function of angle from the center of

the field of view. Thus the sensitivity of the LAT for a particular source over any

given time interval depends both on how long the source has been within the LAT

field of view, and on the track of the source across the field of view. We can describe

the temporal coverage of the LAT by considering exposure as a function of time.

The details will depend on the location in the sky. In order to illustrate the LAT

performance we consider the location of Mrk421. On timescales of around three

hours and longer there is continuous coverage in both survey and pointed observation

modes, i.e Mrk421 is observed every day. The exposure in survey mode is relatively

uniform as a function of time for this source (and in fact for any location on the sky).

A pointed observation generally gains about three times the exposure (a factor of 1.7

in sensitivity), with a few days when Mrk421 is continuously visible. However, we

note that a pointed observation of any given source comes at the price of reduced and

non-uniform exposure over the rest of the sky.

For extremely bright sources it will be possible to resolve lightcurves on much

shorter timescales, Figure 2 shows the exposure (binned in 10 minute intervals) as a

function of time at the location of Mrk421. The panel on the left is for survey mode

observations. While all regions of the sky are guaranteed to be observed every second

orbit, some regions are covered every orbit. The plot on the right shows exposure for

a pointed observation. It is not possible to have an uninterupted observation for an

extended period of time due to occultation of the source by the Earth and downtime

during passages through the SAA.

Survey mode will provide very uniformly sampled lightcurves over long peri-

ods of time. This is illustrated in Figure 3(a) which shows LAT observations of a
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Figure 2: The exposure for Mrk421 as a function of time in 10 minute integrations to

illustrate the sampling pattern of the LAT on short timescales: in survey mode (left)

and pointed mode (right)

5 year simulated lightcurve (the average γ-ray flux was the same as for 0528). The

greater effective area of the LAT will allow lightcurves to be resolved on much shorter

timescales than has previously been possible at GeV energies. Figure 3(b) shows

EGRET observations of a rapid GeV flare from PKS 1622-297 in 1995 [1], the black

line is a lightcurve consistent with the EGRET observations and the simulated LAT

survey mode observations. The LAT, in survey mode, could see a flare like this from

any region of the sky. This is extremely important as blazars are highly variable and

it is anticipated that some objects will only be detectable during flares.

Figure 3: (a) the left hand plot shows a 5 year LAT observation of a simulated

lightcurve, (b) the right hand plot shows EGRET (open red circles) and simulated

LAT (solid blue squares) observations of an intraday flare seen in 1995 from PKS

1622-297
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4 Summary

The Large Area Telescope will greatly contribute to studies of blazar variability. It

will provide much more sensitive observations, and can thus resolve weaker and

shorter flares. It will have all-sky coverage and thus will continuously monitor all

sources over long time periods.
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The role of Supernova Remnants (SNRs) for the production of the Galactic Cosmic

Rays is reviewed from the point of view of theory and very high energy gamma-ray

experiments. The point is made that theory can describe young SNRs very well, if

the evidence from the synchrotron emission is used to empirically determine sev-

eral parameters of the theory, and thus theory can predict the relative contributions

of hadronic and leptonic gamma rays at TeV energies. This is exemplified for sev-

eral objects that have been observed intensively during the last years. Future key

observations are discussed.

1 Introduction

Shell-type supernova remnants (SNRs) are widely assumed to be the sources of the

Cosmic Rays (CRs), as they are observed in the neighborhood of the Solar System.

This concerns particle energies up to the ”knee” of the energy spectrum at several

1015 eV or possibly beyond (see [1] for a recent review). From estimates of the

Galactic Supernova (SN) rate and the CR escape rate from the Galaxy SNRs have

then to convert on average about 10% of their entire mechanical explosion energy

into CRs – an enormous requirement.

A direct experimental investigation of SNRs as CR sources is possible with γ-ray

observations at very high energies > 100 GeV (VHE). The argument is the follow-

ing: the acceleration of particles to CR energies is assumed to occur primarily at the

outer, quasi-spherical shock which also compresses and heats the ambient circum-

stellar medium. The expanding shock wave confines the accelerated particles in its

interior until its velocity decreases substantially at late times. Then the shock gets

“old” and the more energetic particles successively leave the remnant. There fore

a distant γ-ray observer of a “young” SNRs can see the π0-decay and nonthermal

Bremsstrahlung (NB) emission, due to CR collisions with gas particles in the inte-

rior, jointly with the Inverse Compton (IC) radiation as originating from a localized
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Figure 1: ASCA image of SN 1006

in hard X-rays from [2]. The emis-

sion comes mainly from the Northeast-

ern and Southwestern areas, interpreted

as polar caps, where the mean magnetic

field is quasi-parallel to the shock nor-

mal of the outer SNR blast wave [3].

The resolution of ASCA is slightly better

than that of the H.E.S.S. array, indicat-

ing what is presently achievable in VHE

γ-rays.

Figure 2: Schematic of the average

magnetic field geometry for a SN explo-

sion into a uniform interstellar medium

with a homogenenous field B
1
. ΘnB

is the angle between the shock normal

vector n and B1. Injection of down-

stream suprathermal ion is only possible

for sufficiently small values of ΘnB, i.e.

in the hatched polar regions.

source. Together with the electron synchrotron spectrum – from radio to hard X-ray

energies – and the synchrotron morphology (e.g. Fig. 1) this is the nonthermal elec-

tromagnetic evidence. I want to argue below that the synchrotron emission allows us

to seperate the contributions of nuclear CRs and ultrarelativistic CR electrons to the

γ-ray emission; in addition, we can then determine key theoretical quantities like the

effective magnetic field and the rate of injection of suprathermal ions into the accel-

eration process. In this way it becomes possible to calculate the energy density and

the energy spectrum of nuclear CRs in the SNR from theory. To obtain quantitative

results, obviously some further astronomical multi-wave-length (MWL) information

is required. This concerns the source distance, the angular size/morphology, the SNR

expansion rate, and the circumstellar density structure. SNe also result from two ba-

sically different physical processes whose main manifestations are type Ia explosions

(deflagration/explosion of an accreting White Dwarf) and type II explosions (core
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Figure 3: Cas A in X-ray syn-

chrotron light, observed with

Chandra. Image courtesy of

NASA/CXG/GSFC/U.Hwang et al..

Figure 4: Synchrotron spectral energy

density (SED) of Cas A: data and

theoretical spectrum [15]. The low-

frequency photon spectrum has a spec-

tral index α ≈ 0.8 (dotted curve),

not quite increasing to the test particle

value α ≈ 0.5 before in the sub-mm re-

gion the electrons inside the SNR are al-

ready radiatively cooled, so that α ≈ 1
before the cutoff.

collapse of a massive star), with several variants according to the mass of the pro-

genitor star. These different SN types are connected with different magnitudes of the

ejected mass. Therefore also the explosion type must be known from astronomical

measurements.

In this talk I will review the general status of the γ-ray observations, emphasizing

the non-spherical aspects of the nonthermal emission from SNRs and the relation of

theory and experiment in this field. In this light I will describe four major sources:

Cas A, SN 1006, RX J1713.7-3946, and Vela Jr. I will end with a short discussion

of the contribution to nonthermal SNR research by the recent Galactic Plane Scan,

performed with the H.E.S.S. experiment. In some respects this is an extension of a

paper given at the 28th ICRC in Tsukuba [4].
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2 Gamma-ray detectability of SNRs and their

non-spherical aspects

The EGRET instrument on the Compton Gamma Ray observatory (CGRO) has not

been able to find unequivocal evidence for γ-ray emission from SNRs in its energy

range below a few GeV. The reasons are the low source flux, even for objects as

close as 1 kpc, and the large angular extent of ∼ 1◦ – of the order of the diameter of

the full Moon – which implies a high γ-ray background from diffuse Galactic CRs.

If we anticipate the particle energy spectra in the sources to be much harder than

the energy spectra of the diffuse Galactic CRs, then the signal-to-background ratio

decreases with decreasing γ-ray energy, making the GeV range generally unfavorable

for detection. In contrast, ground-based imaging Cherenkov telescopes have made

several detections in dedicated VHE observations (see section 4), and the H.E.S.S.

experiment has identified SNR counterparts for several sources found in its Galactic

Plane Survey. The reasons are the large effective area of these telescopes/telescope

systems, the relatively lower diffuse γ-ray background at TeV energies, and the much

better angular resolution of ∼ 10−1 degrees compared to EGRET. This makes nearby

SNRs at least marginally detectable [5].

2.1 Non-spherical aspects of SNRs

Theoretical models for diffusive shock acceleration at SNRs face the difficulty of

having to cope with the fundamentally non-planar and even non-spherical geometry

of a point explosion into an environment that lacks spherical symmetry. The dynamics

is described by kinetic equations for the particle distributions f(p, r, t) as functions

of particle momentum p, radial distance r and time t, nonlinearly coupled with the

hydrodynamics of the thermal gas. Only spherically symmetric solutions are available

until now which solve this intrinsically time-dependent problem [6, 7]. It is clear on

the other hand that the magnetic field, which regulates the particle injection rate into

the acceleration process, cannot be spherically symmetric and is even on average at

best axially symmetric in SNRs.

The simplest case is a type Ia SN in a uniform interstellar medium and magnetic

field, with SN 1006 as the clearest example. (Fig. 1). The time-average magnetic field

line geometry is schematically shown in Fig. 2 [8].

For kinematic reasons injection of suprathermal ions escaping from a thermal-

ized downstream region can only occur for quasi-parallel shocks, where the instan-

taneous angle ΘnB ≪ π/2. And clearly acceleration can occur only at those parts

of the shock surface, where particles can be injected. Particle acceleration is also

directly connected with the self-excitation of Alfvv́en waves which stochastically

change ΘnB. As a consequence we have (i) a stochastic self-limitation of the ion in-
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jection rate η through nonlinear wave production, from η
‖
≈ 10−2 to an ηeff ≈ 10−4,

plus (ii) a systematic reduction of η due to the overall average field morphology, i.e.

strong wave production can occur only locally in the polar regions, (iii) the hadronic

γ-ray emission is therefore also dipolar for uniform external field B
1
, and (iv) the

same is true for the synchrotron emission as a result of field amplification by factors

between 5 and 10 in the ion acceleration regions [9, 10, 12], with essentially lower

emission from the extensive equatorial region. This last consequence has been im-

pressively proven in a recent analysis of the XMM data for SN 1006 by [11].

Altogether this injection asymetry requires a reduction of the overall acceleration

efficiency of nuclear particles as calculated in the spherically symmetric model. The

reduction factor is given by the ratio of the polar areas to the total shock surface area.

This ratio is about 0.2 for a case like SN 1006. In order to reach an overall acceleration

efficiency of 10% this requires the shock regions in which acceleration actually occurs

to achieve an acceleration efficiency of about 50%. Such a high efficiency implies an

extremely nonlinear acceleration process with a strong backreaction of the accelerated

particles on the shock structure.

3 Comparison with theory

The comparison with theory is of course an essential aspect. However, at present

the theory is still incomplete. The full solution of the Fokker-Planck transport equa-

tions for the distribution functions f(p, r, t) of nuclear particles and electrons, cou-

pled with the hydrodynamics of the thermal plasma through the CR pressure gradient

and wave dissipation, requires even in spherical symmetry the knowledge of several

“unknowns”: the effective, amplified magnetic field strength Beff, the actual proton

injection rate, and the amplitude of the electron distribution. These unknowns can

only be determined through an analysis of the synchrotron observations which in-

volve the relativistic electron component. This analysis is actually possible, because

for particle energiesE ≫ mpc
2, corresponding to ultra-relativistic protons, electrons

behave like protons in the acceleration process (e.g. [13]).

I will only summarize the situation here.

The electrons are parasitically accelerated in an environment produced by the ac-

celerating nuclear particles because they can not modify the shock themselves due to

their small energy density. And therefore at energiesE ≫ mpc
2 their momentum dis-

tribution equals in form that of the nuclear particles except for radiative (synchrotron)

losses:

• The radio synchrotron spectrum is generally steeper than in the test particle

approximation, because the radiating low-energy electrons “see” only the dis-

continuous subshock in the thermal gas and not the full shock transition that
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Figure 5: Data of an individual Chan-

dra 2-10 keV filamentary structure in

Cas A and model fit to these data, inter-

preted as the result of strong postshock

synchrotron losses (at ψ < 0).

Figure 6: Gamma-ray spectral energy

density for Cas A. The (unconfirmed)

HEGRA detection and the EGRET up-

per limit are shown together with the

theoretical prediction for the π0-decay

(full line), IC (dashed line) and NB

(dash-dotted line) emissions.

includes the extended CR precursor. Interpreting this effect in terms of non-

linear shock modification by the accelerated nuclear component determines the

ion injection rate

• The energy of the radio electrons should be lower than ≈ 10mpc
2. Together

with the requirement to fit the entire synchrotron spectrum, including the cutoff

at hard X-rays, this determines the (amplified) magnetic field strength Beff

• The amplitude of the relativistic electron density then follows from the ampli-

tude of the synchrotron spectrum, which fixes the electron-to-proton ratio in the

accelerated CRs

4 Individual SNRs

4.1 Cas A

Cas A is presumably the result of a so-called Type Ib SN, the core collapse of a

massive Wolf-Rayet star that has already shed its hydrogen envelope through a fast

stellar wind (Fig. 3). In a detailed model for the thermal X-ray emission by [14] the

final Wolf-Rayet wind phase has compressed the inner part of the dense slow wind
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from the preceeding Red Supergiant (RSG) phase into a dense luminous shell; in turn

the subsequent SNR shock has already reached the unperturbed RSG wind region

beyond the shell.

The strong deviation of the synchrotron spectral energy density from a test par-

ticle spectrum below some tens of GHz (Fig. 4) implies a strong modification of the

shock by accelerated nuclear particles, an amplified post-shock field Beff ≈ 200µG,

and a field Beff ≈ 500µG in the RSG wind shell [15].

The X-ray morphology of Cas A from Chandra also shows strongly pronounced

filamentary structures of the outer shock (Fig. 5), analyzed by [16] and [17]. The

multi-TeV electrons accelerated at the shock form a very thin quasi-spherical shell

– thinner than that of a children’s rubber ball – as the result of violent synchrotron

cooling. This cooling scale determines the interior amplified field. It turns out that

this field “measurement” agrees with that using the spectral distortion in the radio

frequency range within the errors of 20 to 30 percent. Similar results have been

obtained for SN 1006 [18, 19] and Tycho‘s SNR [9, 10].

The theoretical prediction of the γ-ray fluxes (Fig. 6, from [15]) shows a π0-

decay γ-ray flux that dominates those from IC scattering and NB by two orders of

magnitude at 1 TeV, making it a clear hadronic γ-ray source by a large margin. This

prediction essentially agrees with the flux detected by the HEGRA experiment [21].

The IC and NB flux determinations are quite robust results. A reliable indepen-

dent measurement of the γ-ray flux with the large Northern Hemisphere telescopes

VERITAS or MAGIC would therefore be of paramount importance.

4.2 SN 1006

This SNR has been observed in hard X-rays with ASCA to show purely nonthermal

emission from the two hot spots at the poles, as discussed before, and this emission

was interpreted as synchrotron radiation [2]. Later high-resolutionChandra and XMM

observations strengthened this picture. However, the TeV γ-ray detections by the

single CANGAROO telescopes CANGAROO I [22] and CANGAROO II [23] could not

be confirmed in a total of 24.5 hours of observation time by the H.E.S.S. stereoscopic

system [24]. Recent CANGAROO stereo observations could not detect the source any

more either and have led to the withdrawal of the earlier γ-ray detection claims [25].

There are two reasons for the γ-ray non-detection. First of all, the magnetic

field in the SNR interior is considerably amplified (Beff ≈ 150µG), so that the IC

radiation is strongly suppressed, given the observed synchrotron emission. Secondly,

the external hydrogen density NH is in all probability quite low, NH < 0.1cm−3.

Since in the Sedov phase, in which SN 1006 is at present, the π0-decay γ-ray flux Fγ

is proportional to N2

H , the low gas density implies a low hadronic γ-ray emission as

well. This situation has been analyzed in detail by [19]. Given the lowest value of
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Figure 7: Integral VHE photon flux from

the northeastern polar cap of SN 1006.

The value B0 = 30µG corresponds

to an interior effective field strength of

150µG. The CANGAROO and H.E.S.S.

data are shown together with the theo-

retical flux estimates in [19].
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Figure 8: H.E.S.S. image of RX J1713.7-

3946 at γ-ray energies ¿ 800 GeV, with

the ASCA 1 – 3 keV X-ray contours su-

perposed [20].

NH = 0.05cm−3, discussed in the literature, we expect the γ-ray emission to be only

a factor of 3 smaller than the present H.E.S.S. upper limit for the northeastern polar

cap (Fig. 7). Since SN 1006 is the simplest case of a SNR with strong nonthermal

emission in radio and X-rays and therefore the theoretically best understood object

of its kind, it would obviously be important to detect it also in TeV γ-rays in a deep

observation of about 200 hours with H.E.S.S. or CANGAROO.

4.3 SNR RX J1713.7-3946

Originally found in the ROSAT X-ray survey [26], SNR RX J1713.7-3946 was de-

tected at VHE energies by CANGAROO [27] and interpreted as an IC-dominated TeV

source. ASCA observations [28, 29] had shown that the X-ray spectrum is a purely

nonthermal continuum. In 2002 the CANGAROO group revised its interpretation and

rather favored a hadronic scenario from the shape of the TeV energy spectrum [30].

This phenmenological interpretation was questioned by [31] and [32] on the grounds

that the upper limit from a nearby EGRET source 3EG 1714-3857, believed to be

associated with the TeV source, was inconsistent with the hadronic extrapolation of

the CANGAROO spectrum to the GeV region. Such different views were not entirely

surprising at the time, considering the complex morphology of the general region in
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which the source is embeded. This is particularly well visible in the CO map. Nev-

ertheless, at the present time CO [33] data give a most probable kinematic source

distance of 1 kpc.

The H.E.S.S. experiment subsequently confirmed the CANGAROO detection and

could give for the first time a spatially resolved VHE image of a SNR [34], whose

overall shell structure correlated closely with the shell structure in ASCA 1–3 keV

X-rays. The remnant diameter is about 1◦. This was unambiguous proof for the

acceleration of charged particles to energies beyond 100 TeV1

Apart from the fit shown in Fig. 9, the H.E.S.S. VHE differential spectrum can

be equally well fitted by a power law with exponential cutoff ∝ E−Γ exp−E/Ec ,

with Γ = 1.98 ± 0.05 and Ec = 12 ± 2. At energies E ≪ Ec this measured

spectrum corresponds to the test particle limit of diffusive shock acceleration theory

for nuclear particles in a strong shock. Even ignoring nonlinear backreaction effects

the extrapolation of the charged particle spectrum to lower energies with a proton

spectrum ∝ E−2 gives a hadronic γ-ray spectrum below an improved upper limit of

EGRET which now assumes that RX J1713.7-3946 is not linked to the known EGRET

source 3EG 1714-3875 [35].

Making in fact the best case for an IC interpretation by assuming a very low

magnetic field strength of about 10µG inside the SNR, the resulting IC spectrum fits

the H.E.S.S. data quite poorly. This outweighs the good correlation between the X-

ray synchrotron and the γ-ray emissions which at first sight would suggest a leptonic

origin of the γ-ray emission as well. In addition, already a small amplification of

the magnetic field in the remnant rules out a dominant IC emission and a fortiori a

dominant NB, whereas a hadronic γ-ray spectrum continues to fit the data quite well

[35]. Despite the complex CO morphology and unknown age of this remnant I believe

that a hadronic interpretation of the γ-ray emission from RX J1713.7-3946 is clearly

favored. The most plausible acceleration scenario is that of a massive progenitor star

which, over its long evolution time, had produced a large stellar wind bubble into

which finally the SN exploded about a thousand years ago (see e.g. Fig. 5 of [36]).

Only this makes the almost circular X-ray morphology understandable that was found

by ASCA and XMM [37, 38]. And it can explain the low effective density inside the

SNR [37]. A detailed theoretical model is needed to investigate the consistency of

such a picture with the existing MWL evidence.

4.4 Vela Jr.

The SNR RX J0852.0-4622, also called Vela Jr. was also found with ROSAT [39] as a

very large 2◦×2◦ quasi-circular X-ray structure and later confirmed by ASCA [40,41].

1The following discussion of this source and the figures 8 and 9 are based on the more recent H.E.S.S.

results, not yet released at the time of the conference.
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Figure 10: Vela Jr. in TeV γ-rays.

The color scale is in number of γ-ray

events. The total significance of this 3.2

hours lifetime observation with H.E.S.S.

is 12σ. The source radius is four times

the radius of the full Moon.

In the VHE range it was detected by CANGAROO [42] and by H.E.S.S. [43], see

Fig. 10.

The flux above 1TeV equals 1.4 times the flux from RX J1713.7-3946 and is

about equal to the flux from the Crab Nebula. The differential spectrum is a hard

power law spectrum with Γ = 2.1 ± 0.1 ± 0.1 [43].

The physical characteristics of Vela Jr. appear to be rather similar to those of RX

J1713.7-3946, even though the source may be even closer and younger. Interestingly,

also a narrow filament was recently found in Chandra data [44]. If we interpret this

filament as part of the outer SNR shock its sharpness suggests magnetic fields at least

in the 100µG range, almost independently of the detailed astronomical properties

of the source [45]. Therefore again a hadronic interpretation of the γ-ray emission

is plausible, even though little theoretical analysis has been performed up to now.

Further and more detailed results on the morphology and spectrum are expected to be

available soon. They should make this source the second major VHE SNR source in

the Southern Hemisphere.
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5 Galactic Plane Scan SNRs, Conclusions

The H.E.S.S. Galactic Plane Scan [46,47] has revealed some 20 odd new sources until

now. Several of these soures can be associated with SNRs with reasonable certainty,

but many of them are still un-identified at the present time. It is clear that further

study of these SNRs is required, both at VHE energies and at other wavelengths. An

example is HESS J1813-178 where, quickly following the initial H.E.S.S. publication

of the first scan results, a SNR was found in existing VLA radio data [48], and a known

coincident ASCA source was found also by INTEGRAL in the 20-100 keV band [49].

In the present context such studies are important to identify the statistical VHE

properties of the Galactic SNR and thus to control whether the few very nearby ob-

jects, that can be studied in great detail, are typical representatives of this population

or not.

Even though it is difficult to make such population studies in the Northern Hemi-

sphere, there are at least two bright historical SNRs in this Hemisphere, Cas A and

Tycho’s SNR. Cas A has been detected by HEGRA in TeV γ-rays with rather low

significance, whereas the HEGRA flux upper limit for Tycho’s SNR [50] is only a fac-

tor of unity above the theoretical VHE prediction [9, 51]. Together with other known

Northern Hemisphere SNRs, the confirmation/detection – or not – of these objects

with VERITAS or MAGIC would be of high significance for the question of CR origin

in SNRs.
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I present here a review on the high energy phenomena occurring in the Galactic

Center region, and report in particular on the results obtained from recent X-ray and

gamma-rays observations.

1 The center of the Galaxy

The galactic center (GC) is a very dense and complex sky region of approximately 600

pc size (∼ 4◦ in projection) where a number of interesting high-energy phenomena

take place. Located at about 8 kpc distance it hosts the nearest super massive black

hole (SMBH) surrounded by a variety of objects which interact with each other. The

high energy processes generated in this extreme environment are possibly common to

other galactic nuclei, and, given its proximity, the GC rapresents a unique laboratory

for modern astronomy. Totally obscured in the optical wavelengths by the galactic

plane, the GC is mainly observed from radio to infrared (IR) and again at high en-

ergies. Some important results have been recently obtained with the new generation

of X-ray and gamma-ray observatories: Chandra, XMM-Newton, INTEGRAL and

HESS. After a short introduction on the GC region (see also the reviews [20,31–33]).

I will summarize and discuss some of these results.

The beautiful radio image of the GC obtained with the VLA at 90 cm (Fig. 1 left)

[25] shows all the complexity of this region. The GC contains ∼ 10% of the galactic

interstellar medium (ISM), concentrated in the dense giant molecular clouds (MC)

like Sgr B, Sgr C and those of the Sgr A radio and molecular complex. Shell-like su-

pernova remnants (SNR) heat the ISM with their expanding shells (e.g. G 359.1-005)

which appear sometimes interacting with the MCs. While several other non-thermal

filaments demonstrate the presence of accelareted particles spiralling the strong mag-

netic fields (∼ 1 mG) of the region (like the large structure known as the radio arc,

Fig. 1 right), other structures have thermal radio spectra and are in fact HII regions

ionized by closeby hot and young star clusters. The central 30 pc are dominated by

the Sgr A complex (Fig. 1 right), formed by few MCs (M-0.02-0.07, M-0.13-0.06) an
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expanding SNR, Sgr A East, and a central HII region surrounding the bright compact

radio source Sgr A∗, the radio manifestation of the central SMBH. Sgr A East is a

non-thermal radio source composed by a diffuse emission of triangular shape and an

inner oval shell (7 pc × 9 pc i.e. 3′
× 4′) centered about 50′′ (≈ 2 pc) west of Sgr A∗.

The shell appears in expansion, compressing the molecular cloud M-0.02-0.07 and

probably creating the string of 4 HII regions and the OH masers observed around

the shell. The first estimates of shell energy were well above the typical release of

a SN, and it was proposed that Sgr A East was the result of 40 SN or of the esplo-

sive tidal disruption of a star by the SMBH. In the inner regions a rotating molecular

ring surrounds Sgr A West, a thermal diffuse nebula with the characteristic shape of

a minispiral, also rapidly rotating around the compact source Sgr A∗. Sgr A West is

ionized by a cluster of hot young and massive stars, centered at about 2′′ from Sgr A∗

and known as IRS 16 (IRAS source). Some of these stars emit powerful stellar winds

which interact with the surrounding medium and probably feed the SMBH.

While the matter dynamics at radial distances > 2 pc is dominated by the central

core of the galactic bulge star cluster, the large velocities of gas and stars observed in

the innermost regions must imply the presence of a massive black hole. The adaptive

optics NIR measures, made with the NTT, the VLT and the Keck over the last 10-15

yr, of velocities and proper motions of the brightest and closest stars to Sgr A∗ (the

central star cluster) have by now provided precise orbital parameters for several of

them [14, 18, 40]). The derived parameters imply the presence of a dark mass of 3-4

106 M⊙ enclosed within a radius < 100 AU. Only a SMBH can explain such densities.

The dynamical center of the central star cluster is coincident (within 10 mas) with the

bright (≈ 1 Jy), compact, variable, synchrotron (flat power law spectrum) radio source

Sgr A∗. Since its discovery, 30 years ago, it has been considered the counterpart

of the massive black hole of the Galaxy. The source is linearly polarized at sub-

mm frequencies where the spectrum also present a bump indicating that the emission

becomes optically thin. Sgr A∗ proper motion is < 20 km/s and its size, measured at

frequencies of 3 mm where the interstellar scattering is small, is of the order of 0.1-

0.3 mas, about 15-20 RS , where RS = 2GM
c2 = 1012 cm = 0.06 AU is the Schwarzschild

radius for a 3.5 106 M⊙ BH.

2 The Galactic Center in the X-ray band

In the 2-10 keV X-ray band the GC has been deeply monitored by Chandra and XMM-

Newton. It shows the following components: few bright sometimes transient X-ray

binaries probably not associated to the GC (e.g. 1E1740.7-2942, 1E1743.1-2843); a

large population of weak point-like persistent and transient sources; a diffuse emission

with 3 distinct components, a soft thermal one (kT ∼1 keV, probably SNR heated
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Figure 1: The Galactic center region seen with the VLA at 90 cm (La Rosa et al.

2000) (left) and the Sgr A complex with the radio arc seen with the VLA at 20 cm

(Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2002, ApJ,570,665) (right).

gas), a hot component (kT ∼8 keV) and a nonthermal one characterized by a strong

6.4 keV line. Several SNR, non-thermal filaments and star clusters are also detected.

The central 20 pc emission is dominated by the thermal emission from Sgr A East,

while Sgr A* itself appears very weak.

2.1 Quiescence and flaring activity of Sgr A*

A SMBH surrounded by dense environment is an ideal system to generate accretion

powered X-ray emission. And indeed the first reports of high energy emission from

the GC direction were attributed to the SMBH. However as the resolution and sensi-

tivity of the high energy telescopes increased it was realized that the galactic SMBH is

a very weak, even in the hard X-ray domain (where BH binaries in hard state emit the

bulk of their accretion luminosity) [19, 20]. The total (from radio to X-rays) Sgr A∗

luminosity amounts to less than 5 1036 ergs s−1, i.e. some 10−8 times the Edding-

ton luminosity of a 3.5 106 M⊙ BH. Since the IRS16 stellar winds are supposed to

feed the BH at a rate of few 10−4 M⊙ yr−1 which implies accretion luminosities of

0.02 LE , this led to the development of theories of very inefficient accretion flows (e.g.

the so called ADAF models) [31]. The Chandra observatory in 1999, with its unprece-

dent angular resolution of 0.5′′ confirmed the very low X-ray luminosity of Sgr A∗

(2 1033 ergs s−1 in the 2-10 keV band) but measured a steep spectrum (α ∼ 2.5),

not compatible with the ADAF thermal bremsstrahlung models ( [5]). One year later

Chandra made the dramatic discovery of a powerful X-ray flare from Sgr A∗. During

this event, of a total duration of 3 hr, the flux increased by factor 50 to reach luminosi-
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ties of 1035 ergs s−1 displaying a hard spectral slope (α ∼ 1.3) [4]. XMM-Newton

confirmed the presence of such bright hard flares from Sgr A∗ [21] and discovered the

most powerful one with an increase factor of 200 and, this time, a significantly steeper

spectrum (α ∼2.5) [38]. The flare duration (few hours) and the observed short time

scales variations (200 s) indicate that the X-ray emission is produced within 20 RS .

This cannot be accounted for by the standard ADAF model (for which the bulk of the

X-ray emission is produced from the whole accretion flow starting at the accretion ra-

dius) and several other models are now considered where non-thermal emission plays

a major role. The Liu and Melia model [26,27] assumes that accreting matter circular-

izes in a small, very hot, magnetized keplerian disk where quasi relativistic electrons

produce synchrotron radiation in the sub-mm band and, by inverse compton, the steep

X-ray spectrum. Flares can be produced either by sudden increase in accretion rate

or release of magnetic energy and the 2 different spectral slopes can be explained.

Markoff et al. [28] locate the main energy release at the base of a relativistic jet rather

than in the accretion disk. Substantial modification of ADAF models (inclusion of

outflows, convection and non-thermal component) were also considered [43]. The

different models can account for the observed spectral shapes but they predict dif-

ferent correlations between sub-mm, NIR and X-ray fluxes. The multiwavelength

observation of Sgr A∗ flares could allow to identify the correct model.

2.2 The diffuse X-ray emission

The Chandra and XMM-Newton surveys of the GC have also provided several new

results on the diffuse emission. The first one is the confirmation that the central few

hundred parsecs are permeated by a hard diffuse emission peaked towards the center

and extendig along the plane, as observed by previous instruments and in particular by

ASCA [24]. Continuum and line spectra of this emission [34,36] (and in particular the

strong 6.7 keV of ionized iron) seem to indicate that it is thermal with temperature

of 8 keV. Such a hot plasma cannot be confined in the region by the gravitational

potential, it would escape in < 4 104 yr and its origin is therefore unexplained (but see

[9]). Chandra detected 2000 point-like weak sources in the central 17′
× 17′ but this

population cannot explain more than 10% of the diffuse emission [34]. Some features

of this component (the continuum is sometimes associated to the 6.4 keV line rather

than the 6.7 keV one) are difficult to reconcile with a thermal nature and few authors

have proposed non-thermal origin, i.e. cosmic ray interaction with ISM [42, 44],

or effect of SN ejecta in dense regions [10]. Indeed the other distinct component

of the GC diffuse emission is the 6.4 keV line of neutral or weakly ionized iron,

which has a different morphology than the 6.7 keV line and is certainly due to non-

thermal processes, involving reprocessing of external high energy radiation or cosmic

ray interactions with dense MC.
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2.3 Sgr B2 and Sgr A East

The 6.4 keV image of the region shows a very strong peak at the position of the

Sgr B2 GMC. This was interpreted as fluorescent line due to scattering of hard X-ray

emission coming from an external source, possibly Sgr A∗ itself [24, 35]. A strong

transient outburst of hard X-rays from the SMBH occured some 300 yr back would

have travelled the distance to Sgr B2 illuminating the dense cloud and generating the

Fe line along with hard X-ray emission. Such hard (> 10 keV) scattered emission

was initially detected with GRANAT/ART-P and now with INTEGRAL [41]. The X-

ray observations of the Sgr A complex have also demonstrated that the bright X-ray

source Sgr A East is a mixed morphology SNR, where the non-thermal radio shell

surrounds a centrally peaked thermal X-ray emission [29]. The X-ray plasma has

2 components, one at 1 keV and the other at 4 keV [39]. High abundances in the

center of source indicate that part of emission is due to the heated SN ejecta. Most

recent Chandra results on Sgr A East have shown evidences that one of the sources

of the region could be the kicked off NS from a SN II explosion [37]. However the

X-ray data show now that Sgr A East, apart from the high plasma temperature and

from beeing in expantion against a very dense medium, is not an exceptional SNR.

It appears to be the product of a typical SN II or a SN Ia occured about 104 yr.

Assuming a certain distance of the SN from Sgr A∗, the shell of swept up ISM could

have reached the SMBH feeding it and triggerig a Sgr A∗ outburst of hard emission,

later reflected by Sgr B2 [29].

2.4 The recent results

The years 2003 and 2004 have seen several new developments in the domain. In

particular a series of large multiwavelength campaigns have been performed in order

to obtain broad band measures on the variable emission from Sgr A∗. In 2003, the

VLT [16], followed by the Keck [18], could reveal that Sgr A∗ is flaring also in the

NIR band. The NIR flares appear more frequent (several / day) than the X-ray ones

(∼ 1 /day) and their red spectra extending in the MIR domain [11, 14, 17] confirm

that synchrotron is the dominant IR radiation mechanism. The IR observations also

provided the spectacular evidence that the emission appears modulated with a period

of 17 mn [16]. If such a period is associated to the last stable orbit of an accretion

disk such timescale implies that the SMBH is rotating at 50% of the maximum al-

lowed spin. Revisiting X-ray flare variability Aschebach et al. [3] found a serie of

possible quasi periods in the power spectra. These periods appear in relation to the

characteristic frequencies (keplerian, vertical and radial oscillations) of a disk orbit-

ing around a BH with maximum spin. Althought these results are extremely exciting

they are still rather controversial and the reported X-ray periodicities from Sgr A∗

need to be confirmed by more significant measurements. Firm detections of QPO
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from Sgr A∗ with periods in the range 15-30 mn would certainly favor the accre-

tion disk models and would provide strong constraints on the mass an spin of the

SMBH at the GC. The first flare simultaneously observed in IR and X-rays was de-

tected using Chandra and the VLT [13]. The flare was however very weak and a much

stronger event was observed simultaneously with XMM and the HST during the large

2004 multiwavelength observation campaign of Sgr A∗ [45]. This campaign based

on a XMM-Newton large project involved radio (VLA, ATCA), sub-mm (CSO, SMT,

NMA, BIMA), IR (VLT, HST) and gamma-ray (INTEGRAL, HESS) observatories.

Two bright (factor 35) X-ray flares were observed with XMM-Newton (Fig. 3) [7]

and the September one could be observed with the NICMOS camera of the HST.

The NIR and X-ray flares are very similar in shape and the lack of time lags and the

measured spectral slopes may indicate that X-rays are indeed produced by inverse

compton scattering of the same electrons that produce the NIR synchrotron emission

off the sub-mm-radiation [45].

3 The Galactic Center in gamma-rays

The INTEGRAL observatory monitored, with the IBIS/ISGRI telescope, the GC

region for more than 7 Ms between 2003 and 2004, obtaining, with an effective

exposure of 4.7 Ms, the most precise images of the GC ever collected in the 20-

600 keV band [6,8,22]. In addition to the bright X-ray binaries INTEGRAL detected

a faint and persistent high energy emission coming from the very center of the Galaxy

(Fig. 2), compatible (within the 1′ error radius) with Sgr A∗. Due to the IBIS angular

resolution (∼ 13′ FWHM) this source (IGR J17456–2901) cannot be clearly associ-

ated to the SMBH or to other objects of the dense central region. The lack of variabil-

ity and of a bright discrete X-ray counterpart suggest that it is rather a compact and

yet diffuse emission. The INTEGRAL spectrum was compared to the 1-10 keV one

obtained from XMM-Newton (partly simultaneous) data integrating over the region

of the IBIS point spread function [8]. The spectra combine well (Fig. 2), but the ther-

mal plasma with kT of 8 keV used to model the bulk of the X-ray diffuse emission

cannot explain the data at > 20 keV, neither can the contributions of the transient

point sources seen by Chandra or XMM. A non-thermal component extending up to

120-200 keV with spectral slope of photon index 3 is clearly present and its origin is

still unexplained. Simultaneous XMM-INTEGRAL observations performed during

the 2004 campaign are not conclusive on the possible detection with INTEGRAL of

the Sgr A∗ X-ray flares since the 2 events observed with XMM occured during the

INTEGRAL passage into the radiation belts (Fig. 3). However, even if the Sgr A*

X-ray flares extend at > 20 keV with their hard slope, they are too sparse to fully

account for the gamma-ray source. In addition, INTEGRAL observed constant hard
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emission, from Sgr B2 (IGR J17475-2822 in Fig. 2). This strongly confirm the thesis

of a reflection nebula for Sgr B2 [41].

Sgr A*

SLX 1744-299

SAX J1747.0-2853

KS 1741-293IGR J17475-28221E 1743.1-2843

1E 1740.7-2942

1A 1742-294

G0.9+0.1

Figure 2: The 20-40 keV INTEGRAL/IBIS images of the GC showing the source in

Sgr A (left) and combined XMM-IBIS spectrum for this excess (right)

Figure 3: The 20-30 keV INTEGRAL/IBIS ligth curves (black) of the central source

in March (left) and Sep. (right) 2004. The 2 Sgr A∗ flares in the XMM 2-10 keV light

curves (red) occur during INTEGRAL radiation belt passages.

IGR J17456–2901 could be linked to the VHE gamma-ray emission observed

by several Atmospheric Cherenkov Detectors. HESS, the most sensitive and precise

of them, reported the presence of a TeV source centered within 1′ from Sgr A∗ [1]

(Fig. 4). The source is constant and display power-law spectrum extending from 300

GeV up to 10 TeV. This emission cannot be explained by heavy dark matter particle

annihilation and is probably due to interactions of particles accelerated at very high

energies. However the mechanism and site of acceleration, the expanding shell of

the Sgr A East SNR [12] or the regions close to the SMBH horizon [2], are not yet

identified. The EGRET source observed between 50 MeV and 10 GeV (3EG J1746-

2852) located at 0.2◦ from Sgr A∗ [23, 30] seems too far to be the 1 GeV counterpart

for the INTEGRAL and the HESS sources, but in this complex region the EGRET
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data are not conclusive. Gamma-ray emission from the GC has now been clearly

detected but its origin and nature are not yet understood.

The Chandra, XMM-Newton, INTEGRAL and HESS monitoring of the GC will

continue in the coming months/years, hopefully coupled to NIR, sub-mm and radio

correlated observing programs. These programs will possibly settle the issue of pe-

riodicities in the X-ray flares and will provide measures of the broad band spectra of

the Sgr A∗ flares. Solving the puzzle of the hard X-ray emission will however neces-

sitate focusing instruments in this energy domain, as Simbol–X expected to fly at the

beginning of the next decade [15]. In the near future GLAST will probably unveil the

mystery of the EGRET source at the GC and the next generation of ACD detectors

will map the region at TeV energies with increased precision.
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2005 A&A 432 L25) (left) and the HESS spectrum of this source (right).
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OverviewOverview
H.E.S.S. multiwavelength activities (extract)
● Identification of newly detected sources

- currently most likely Galactic sources only
● Understanding the VHE emission from the Galactic 

center
- position, variability?

● Simultaneous broadband observations of VHE 
emitting blazars

Prospects of future source (class) identifications and 
monitoring campaigns (extract)

● Optical / Radio / X-ray facilities
● Gamma-ray facilities
● VHE-“broadband“-observations



The H.E.S.S. survey of the Galactic planeThe H.E.S.S. survey of the Galactic plane

SNRs
pulsars

→ Identification only on 
the basis of the spatial 
distribution of the VHE 
class is not possible



Identification of new sourcesIdentification of new sources

Spatial:
● spatial identification: point sources, moderately 

extended sources
● similar morphology of extended sources
Flux:
● comparable energy density in different wavebands
● consistent spectra (for neighbouring energy bands)
Variability:
● variable flux
● correlated variability  → Archival searches

 → Follow-up observations

not for extended Galactic sources

Spatial:
● spatial identification: point sources, moderately 

extended sources
● similar morphology of extended sources
Flux:
● comparable energy density in different wavebands
● consistent spectra (for neighbouring energy bands)
Variability://///////////////
● variable flux////////////////////
● correlated variability////////////////////////////////



Typical example: SNR/PWN identificationTypical example: SNR/PWN identification

RX J1713-3946:
shell-type SNR

MS H15-52:
pulsar wind nebula

contours – X-ray: ASCA 2-10 keV
colour map – HESS: TeV

contours – X-ray: ROSAT 0.6-2.1 keV
colour map – HESS: TeV



Typical example: SNR/PWN identificationTypical example: SNR/PWN identification

RX J1713-3946:
shell-type SNR

MS H15-52:
pulsar wind nebula

contours – X-ray: ASCA 2-10 keV
colour map – HESS: TeV

contours – X-ray: ROSAT 0.6-2.1 keV
colour map – HESS: TeV



Identification of H.E.S.S. survey sources IIdentification of H.E.S.S. survey sources I
HESS J1640-465

nearly pointlike
for H.E.S.S.:
σ = 0.045°



HESS J1640-465

nearly pointlike
for H.E.S.S.:
σ = 0.045°

● clear spatial coincidence with G338.3-0.0
● interaction with HII-region?
● XMM observations in 2005 approved

Identification of H.E.S.S. survey sources IIdentification of H.E.S.S. survey sources I



Identification of H.E.S.S. survey sources IIIdentification of H.E.S.S. survey sources II
HESS J1834-087

(slightly) extended
for H.E.S.S.:
σ = 0.09°

● spatial coincidence with G23.3-0.3
● morphology: shell-type vs. centrally filled: PWN?
● XMM observations in 2005 approved



Galactic Center: Sgr A* vs. Sgr A East Galactic Center: Sgr A* vs. Sgr A East 
TeV emission from Sgr A*?

H.E.S.S.

H.E.S.S.

So far no variability has been detected in VHE, but variability with 
amplitudes as seen in X-rays (Baganoff et al.) cannot be excluded.

Idea: Beat on 2 keV data, multifrequency observations
(with H.E.S.S., Chandra, and others) scheduled for 2005.

Chandra
... or from another

 source? 
Discrimination by 
source location 

possible but 
challenging

Variability
may tell...
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Monitoring of VHE-emitting blazarsMonitoring of VHE-emitting blazars
2003 campaign



PKS 2155-304: simultaneous monitoringPKS 2155-304: simultaneous monitoring

H.E.S.S.

XTE/PCA

Optical     

2003 campaign



PKS 2155-304: individual nightPKS 2155-304: individual night
● TOO campaign triggered by

a high state, but trigger
activation delayed by 8 days,
PKS 2155-304 had faded

● H.E.S.S.: run-by-run detections,
VHE variability with low
significance

● XTE: X-ray variability
● no correlation run-by-run

H.E.S.S. / any VHE experiment:
sensitivity changes with zenith angle

XTE: 
monitoring with low orbit spacecraft



PKS 2155: 2004 campaignPKS 2155: 2004 campaign
XTE: still the ideal instrument to monitor long-term lightcurves

Chandra, XMM: longer viewing periods, but limited availability
because of solar angle constraints



Mkn 421: VHE “broadband“ observationsMkn 421: VHE “broadband“ observations

● Whipple data taken 
from Cui et al., 2004

● VHE data not 
simultaneous

● normalized lightcurves
● poor correlation to X-

rays: 
Variability too fast, little 
overlap in time

Aharonian et al. (H.E.S.S.
collaboration), accepted in A&A

● VHE variability amplitudes (RMS): HESS 51%, Whipple 17%
● possible reason: different energy ranges



Mkn 421 with H.E.S.S.: LZA observationsMkn 421 with H.E.S.S.: LZA observations
● Observations during 3 months
● Range of zenith angles: 60.3° < ZA < 65.4°
● Large collection area: 2 km at 10 TeV 

energy threshold 
● Curved spectra (Power-law with exponential 

cutoff):

Flux correlates with cut-off energy (hardness?): different VHE bands!



Future monitoring opportunities IFuture monitoring opportunities I
● optical: ongoing efforts for improved optical monitoring at VHE sites 

(e.g. ATOM @ H.E.S.S.)
● radio: available; requires coordination
● X-ray:

– Chandra, XMM: long orbital periods 
availability: 
constraints: Chandra , XMM 

– XTE: low orbit 
availability:  but may be stopped soon
constraints 

– Swift: low orbit 
availability: GO program soon
replacing XTE to some extent ?

– Astro E2: constraints 

– ASMs: @ ISS



Future monitoring opportunities IIFuture monitoring opportunities II
● Gamma-Rays:

– INTEGRAL: galactic transients
– AGILE: trigger for high states of blazars
– GLAST: daily/weekly monitoring of bright blazars

● VHE:
– simultaneous monitoring by southern (H.E.S.S., CANGAROO) 

and northern (MAGIC, VERITAS) hemisphere experiments
(see also poster on joint H.E.S.S. - MAGIC observations on Mkn 
421)



ConclusionsConclusions

● Identification and studies of steady VHE emitters:
– sensitive X-ray observatories available for some time
– high X-ray energies required now and in future (N

H
-absorption, 

non-thermal spectra)

● Monitoring of variable sources:
– XTE very suitable for VHE blazars
– other X-ray observatories have constraints
– Swift can replace XTE to some extent



Multi-Messenger Studies with AMANDA/IceCube: Observations

and Strategies

Elisa Bernardini for the IceCube Collaboration [1]

DESY – Platanenallee, 6

D-15738 Zeuthen, Germany

Four years of AMANDA-II data have been searched for neutrinos from point sources.

No statistically significant effect has been detected, neither integrated in time, nor

in the searches for occasional signals. An interesting coincidence with gamma-ray

flares emerges when inspecting the time of the neutrinos detected from the direction

of the Blazar 1ES1959+650. The exceptional character of the gamma-ray observation

provides a strong motivation for consolidating the search strategies with AMANDA

and its successor IceCube, as well as for multidisciplinary investigations of this and

other gamma-ray sources. We report the outcomes of the most recent survey of the

northern sky to search for point sources of neutrinos. We also discuss possible viable

collaborations between the gamma-ray and the high energy neutrino observatories.

1 Introduction

The primary goal of a neutrino telescope is the discovery of extraterrestrial neutrinos

with high energies. The research field contributes to the increased understanding of

the nature, the origin and the propagation of cosmic rays. The detection of neutrinos is

more challenging than that of cosmic rays and gamma-rays, due to the much smaller

cross section for neutrino interaction and therefore the small detection probability.

Neutrinos from point sources would provide an unambiguous signature of a hadronic

component in the flux of particles accelerated in the astrophysical engines. More-

over, unlike protons and photons, neutrinos can propagate freely over cosmological

distances. Both aspects motivate the search of cosmic neutrinos.

No indication of either a point-like or a diffuse extraterrestrial flux of neutri-

nos has been hitherto observed [2]- [6]. Recently AMANDA-II data collected be-

tween 2000 and 2003 have been analyzed with improved reconstruction techniques

and background rejection power compared to previous publications. A large statistics

sample of neutrinos with high energies has been selected, allowing to search for point
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sources with a sensitivity at the level of the gamma-ray fluxes of Blazars, when in

“high state” [7], showing that neutrino astrophysics is reaching discovery potential.

AMANDA-II is currently the largest operating neutrino telescope [8]. Located

at the South Pole, at a depth between 1.5 and 2 kilometers, the array comprises 677

optical modules to detect the Cherenkov photons from charged particles in the ice.

When muon neutrinos with energies above a few tens of GeV undergo charged current

interactions in the ice – or in the rock below the detector – muon tracks emerge, which

can be reconstructed based on the arrival time of the Cherenkov photons at the optical

modules. Due to the scattering of photons in ice, complex likelihood procedures are

necessary to achieve good angular resolution (between 2◦ and 2.5◦ for the typical

track lengths in AMANDA-II). The muon energy is estimated from the density of

detected photons, with an accuracy of 0.4 in the logarithm of the energy.

AMANDA is operating since 1996 (since 2000 as the full-scale AMANDA-II).

In January 2005, one string of IceCube was installed and started operation. IceCube

will include 4800 optical modules (80 strings) in a volume of 1 km3. Apart from

various technological improvements compared to AMANDA, its geometry alone will

ensure an angular resolution comparable to the neutrino-muon scattering angle (down

to 0.5◦ at 5 TeV). IceCube is expected to achieve the sensitivity to detect neutrinos

from Active Galactic Nuclei (AGNs) and Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs) [9].

2 Search for neutrino point sources

Searches for astrophysical sources of neutrinos have to cope with the background

from interactions of cosmic rays with the Earth’s atmosphere. The dominating com-

ponent stems from down-going muons and is suppressed with angular cuts, which

limits the searches to the northern sky. A more uniform flux of neutrinos from meson

decay and a negligible fraction of mis-reconstructed muons remain, indistinguishable

from cosmic neutrinos. These residual backgrounds are treated identically and their

effect is evaluated statistically from the density of the detected events as a function of

declination, i.e. adopting the “off-source” approach of gamma-ray astronomy1.

A neutrino point source would manifest itself as a localized excess of events on

top of the background. To ensure a high signal-to-noise ratio, the event reconstruction

and selection are optimized in a way to provide tracks with good angular resolution,

in a wide energy range. Details of the reconstruction algorithm can be found in [10].

Up-going events, induced by muon neutrinos, are selected by imposing track quality

requirements. The total live-time here considered is 807 days, after data quality se-

lection and rejection of the periods of detector maintenance and station activities (be-

1Note that the geographic location of the detector additionally ensures a uniform and constant exposition

of portions of the sky at the same declination.
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Figure 1: Left: Sky map of neutrino events (3329 up-going tracks), observed with

AMANDA-II between the years 2000 and 2003. Right: Significance map of the

search for clusters of neutrinos.

tween November and February). Event selection criteria were optimized to achieve

the best average flux upper limit (sensitivity) for an assumed power-law signal energy

spectrum with two extreme spectral indices: γ=2 and γ=3. The search bin radius was

a free parameter and varies between 2.25◦ and 3.75◦, depending on declination. A

sample of 3329 up-going events was extracted, shown in Fig. 1-Left.

Our search for high energy cosmic neutrinos from known astrophysical objects

mostly focuses on sources of high energy gamma-rays. This choice is supported by

the fact that any object that accelerates charged hadrons to high energy is a likely

source of neutrinos: the hadrons will interact with other nuclei or the ambient pho-

ton fields producing hadronic showers. In these scenarios, high energy photons and

neutrinos are expected to be produced simultaneously.

2.1 Time-integrated search

The sensitivity to point sources of neutrinos, with a live-time of 807 days, is 6 · 10−8

GeVcm−2s−1 for γ=2, weakly dependent on declination. Based on the 3329 events,

we performed a search for coincidences with the directions of a catalog of 33 selected

objects, and also a full scan of the northern sky. In both cases all observed excesses

are compatible with the background hypothesis. The significance of each observation

was evaluated with repeated and equivalent “experiments” performed on samples of

events obtained by randomizing the right ascension coordinates of the 3329 neutrinos.

Table 1 summarizes the results of the test performed on the catalog of 33 sources.

The highest excess corresponds to the direction of the Crab Nebula (1.7 σ). The

probability to observe this or a larger excess due to a statistical fluctuation of the

background – in any of the 33 bins – is 64%. The northern sky was scanned with a

system of highly overlapping bins. The significance map is shown in Fig. 1-Right.

The highest excess (3.4 σ) corresponds to a background probability of 92%. The sys-

tematic uncertainty is under evaluation and the flux upper limits will be reported in a

forthcoming publication. The preliminary results for the Blazars Markarian 421 and

1ES1959+650 are 0.7×10−8cm−2s−1 and 1.0×10−8cm−2s−1 respectively, for γ=2
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and integrated above 10 GeV. These results refer to 807 days of exposure. To compare

them to the observed high energy gamma-ray flares – for example from Markarian

421 [11] – assumptions on the total time in high-state and on the corresponding pho-

ton flux and spectral index are needed. Considering X-ray data from [12] we estimate

an integral time of the order of 200 days of “high activity” of Markarian 421 between

2000 and 2003 [13]. As gamma-ray flux and energy spectrum we assumed the results

obtained for the flares observed in 2000 and 2001 reported in [11], and applied a cor-

rection for the infra-red absorption according to [14]. Including neutrino oscillation,

we estimate a sensitivity to neutrinos from Markarian 421 less than a factor 3 of the

corresponding gamma-ray flux, up to about 20 TeV – for 200 days of live-time.

Candidate δ(◦) α(h) nobs nb Candidate δ(◦) α(h) nobs nb

TeV Blazars

Markarian 421 38.2 11.07 6 5.6 1ES 2344+514 51.7 23.78 3 4.9

Markarian 501 39.8 16.90 5 5.0 1ES 1959+650 65.1 20.00 5 3.7

1ES 1426+428 42.7 14.48 4 4.3

GeV Blazars

QSO 0528+134 13.4 5.52 4 5.0 QSO 0219+428 42.9 2.38 4 4.3

QSO 0235+164 16.6 2.62 6 5.0 QSO 0954+556 55.0 9.87 2 5.2

QSO 1611+343 34.4 16.24 5 5.2 QSO 0716+714 71.3 7.36 1 3.3

QSO 1633+382 38.2 16.59 4 5.6

Micro-quasars

SS433 5.0 19.20 2 4.5 Cygnus X3 41.0 20.54 6 5.0

GRS 1915+105 10.9 19.25 6 4.8 XTE J1118+480 48.0 11.30 2 5.4

GRO J0422+32 32.9 4.36 5 5.1 CI Cam 56.0 4.33 5 5.1

Cygnus X1 35.2 19.97 4 5.2 LS I +61 303 61.2 2.68 3 3.7

SNR & Pulsars

SGR 1900+14 9.3 19.12 3 4.3 Crab Nebula 22.0 5.58 10 5.4

Geminga 17.9 6.57 3 5.2 Cassiopeia A 58.8 23.39 4 4.6

Miscellaneous

3EG J0450+1105 11.4 4.82 6 4.7 J2032+4131 41.5 20.54 6 5.3

M 87 12.4 12.51 4 4.9 NGC 1275 41.5 3.33 4 5.3

UHE CR Doublet 20.4 1.28 3 5.1 UHE CR Triplet 56.9 11.32 6 4.7

AO 0535+26 26.3 5.65 5 5.0 PSR J0205+6449 64.8 2.09 1 3.7

PSR 1951+32 32.9 19.88 2 5.1

Table 1: Search for neutrinos from selected objects: δ is the declination in degrees,

α the right ascension in hours, nobs is the number of observed events and nb the

expected background for 807 days of live-time.

2.2 Search for neutrino flares

The search of occasional flares of neutrinos is motivated by the high variability which

characterizes the electromagnetic emission of many neutrino candidate sources. The

results reported in the previous section indicate that AMANDA-II has achieved a

sensitivity to neutrino point sources which is comparable to the observed high en-
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ergy gamma-ray fluxes of Blazars in high states (e.g. the flares of Markarian 501 in

1997 [15] and Markarian 421 in 2000/2001 [11]). With the assumption that the (pos-

sible) neutrino emission would be characterized by a flux enhancement comparable

to gamma-ray flares, neutrino flares could be extracted from the sample of selected

events with a reasonable significance. Under these considerations we developed a

search for time-variable neutrino signals from point sources following two different

approaches:

a) Search of clusters of neutrinos in coincidence with periods of enhanced photon

emission of selected objects: The objects and/or the periods of interest were chosen

based on the data at different wavelengths. Due to the limited availability of high en-

ergy gamma-rays observations, we referred to X-ray data for two Blazars (Markarian

421 and 1ES1959+650 [12]). For the third object, the Micro-quasar Cygnus X3, we

instead used radio light curves [16]. A proper re-optimization of the neutrino event

selection was performed, to account for shorter integrated exposures compared to 807

days. The integrated periods-of-interests were 141 days for Markarian 421, 283 days

for 1ES1959+650 and 114 days for Cygnus X3, based on threshold cuts on the X-

ray/radio intensity curve. All observations were compatible with the background.

b) Search of occasional neutrino flares from selected objects: Twelve sources were

considered: four Micro-quasars and four EGRET sources (with exceptional variabil-

ity in the MeV photon emission). Neutrino flares have been searched for by com-

paring the observed events with the time-dependent background, using sliding time-

windows of 20 days duration for galactic objects and 40 days duration for extragalac-

tic objects. This method entails a higher trial factor penalty than case a). As a merit,

signals which are not accompanied by an observed electromagnetic counterparts are

not automatically excluded. This approach is also less dependent on models for the

correlation between the neutrino and the electromagnetic emission and do not rely on

the availability of multi-wavelength data. The choice of both the window duration

and the test data sample (the 3329 events) was based on a dedicated Monte Carlo

investigation. Using the results in Tab. 1 we simulated hidden neutrino flares with

strengths compatible with the derived flux upper limits. In other words, we consid-

ered the maximum signal strength compatible with the background hypothesis at a

50% confidence level. Events belonging to subsequent doublets were assigned to the

clusters of highest multiplicity or those occurring first, if having the same multiplic-

ity. The significance of each observation was evaluated as described in the previous

section, with a proper treatment of the time variability of the background.

No statistically significant excess was found. Doublets were observed from the direc-

tions of the Blazars 1ES1959+650, QSO 0235+164, the Micro-quasar GRS 1915+105

and the EGRET sources 3EG J0450+1105, 3EG J1227+4302 and 3EG J1928+1733,

each with a probability larger than 32%. No doublets were observed from the direc-

tions of the Blazars Markarian 421 and QSO 0528+134, of the Micro-quasars GRO
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Figure 2: Left: AMANDA-II events within 2.25◦ from the direction of 1ES1959+650

and the background per 40-day bins (fluctuating due to variation in the live-time). The

hatched area shows the period of the Whipple measurements [18] plotted at the Right

(the vertical lines indicate the times of the neutrinos).

J0422+32, Cygnus X1 and Cygnus X3, and the EGRET source 3EG J1828+1928.

2.3 Results for the Blazar 1ES1959+650

The Blazar 1ES1959+650 belongs to the catalog of the 33 tested objects, reported

in section 2.1. The search bin used (2.25◦) contains between 65% and 75% of the

Monte Carlo events passing the selection criteria. Five events have been observed

in four years. Three are within 66 days in 2002 (MJD 52394.0, 52429.0, 52460.3),

partly matching a period of exceptional activity of the source, monitored by a multi-

wavelength campaign [17]. A high energy gamma-ray flare was observed without a

corresponding X-ray counterpart. This event – an “orphan flare” – is generally consid-

ered as an indication of hadronic processes in the Blazar jet. Coincident high energy

neutrinos are expected in this case, although theoretical estimates of the expected

fluxes and of the discovery potential for AMANDA-II vary strongly [19, 20].

One of the AMANDA-II neutrino events was recorded within a few hours from

the “orphan flare”. The arrival times of the individual neutrino events are plotted

in Fig. 2-Left and compared to the background integrated in 40-day windows. The

significance of the coincidence is low and it can not be easily quantified, due to the

trial factors arising from a-posteriori choices of the time windows to be used for the

statistical test. More observations are necessary to shed light on the possible hadronic

nature of the particles emitted in the jet of this source.
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3 Viable perspectives for the multi-messenger approach

Both the neutrino and the high energy gamma-ray communities aim to classify the na-

ture of observed astrophysical objects and to answer the intriguing question whether

the population of the accelerated particles is purely electromagnetic, or mixed hadronic

and electromagnetic. In this context, the ”orphan flares” detected from several AGNs

are of particular interest. An estimation of the frequency of these phenomena would

have strong implications on the understanding of the origin of the observed cosmic

rays. The overlap of interests of the two communities extends even further when other

objects are considered, like for example the unidentified EGRET sources.

Neutrino astrophysics is entering a new phase, with detectors like AMANDA-II

reaching a sensitivity region with discovery potential and cubic-kilometer detectors

being designed – or like IceCube under construction and starting data-taking. A coor-

dination of the efforts between the gamma-ray and the neutrino communities is going

to be feasible and it should be of mutual benefit. First, the increased availability of

data on high energy gamma-ray emission will allow a more qualified selection of neu-

trino candidate sources and favorable periods then hitherto. A reduced set of cases,

with better founded expectations for the corresponding neutrino emission, would limit

the penalization from trial factors and enhance the discovery chance. Second, neutrino

observations might provide a target-of-opportunity trigger to gamma-ray detectors.

With AMANDA-II we would look for neutrino signals in coincidence with in-

tense gamma-ray flares which could be observed by small telescopes like HEGRA,

as well as by the third-generation gamma-ray telescopes like CANGAROO, H.E.S.S.,

MAGIC, and VERITAS. AMANDA-II is a continuously sensitive and large field-of-

view telescope, which allows the simultaneous and non-interrupted monitoring of all

sources located in the northern sky. Data is typically analyzed off-line, following a

blind procedure, i.e. event selections are optimized in a way which avoids the intro-

duction of statistical biases. An on-line reconstruction procedure has been developed

and its performance is being tested. ”Neutrino triggers” based on the on-line recon-

struction could be provided to gamma-ray and X-ray observatories within at most

a few hours. For a limited set of promising objects, gamma-ray telescopes could

promptly verify the corresponding level of activity whenever a neutrino would be de-

tected from their direction. Given a resolution for the neutrino direction of about 2◦,

most of the events will stem from atmospheric neutrinos. Therefore a careful study

of the expected ratio between true and false alarms and the sustainable rate of false

alarms have to precede the implementation of such a “hadronic trigger”.

In case of sources which are already included in the scientific program of the

involved experiments, neutrino-based target-of-opportunity measurements may entail

no extra observation time. Table 1 provides an indication of the trigger rate of neutrino

events from the direction of selected objects, with the cut strength adopted for this
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analysis. In particular the chosen sky bins contain a fraction of the signal Monte Carlo

events, passing the same selection, which varies between about 60% up to about 85%,

according to the source declination and the assumed spectral index.

In conclusion, we encourage the long-term and unbiased monitoring at different

wavelengths of those neutrino candidate sources which show an evident character of

variability in the high energy gamma-ray emission (Blazars in particular). We also en-

courage the establishment of working groups to further develop the multi-messenger

approach, i.e. to involve neutrino observations within the already effective multi-

wavelength campaigns, and, in general, multidisciplinary investigations of objects

like the Blazar 1ES1959+650 and similar.
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The AMANDA Detection principles

Up Down
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~103
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A few 
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Neutrino candidates
are selected up-going 

muon tracks, with good 
angular resolution

Muons detected
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Search for a neutrino signal from 
point sources:

4 years time-averaged

‘Blind-Analysis’:
• Event selection and analysis procedures are optimized on     

events with randomized right ascension and/or time
• Background estimated from the data (off-source)

On-Source

Off-Source
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Search for clusters of events in the Northern sky
The data sample:
3369 neutrino candidates
Event selection optimized  for 
both dN/dE ~ E-2 and E-3 spectra

Point Sources search:
Search for excesses of events compared to 
the background from:
• A set of selected candidate sources
• The full Northern Sky

Declination averaged 
sensitivity, integrated in 

energy (E>10 GeV),
dN/dE ~ E-2 :

Φν
lim ≈ 0.6·10-8 cm-2s-1

= 2.25°-3.75°
= 807 days

3329 ↑ observed
3438 ↑ expected atm. MC
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Search for clusters of events in the Northern sky

0.24.502SS433

1.35.3610Crab Nebula

0.45.214Cygnus X-1 

0.85.046Cygnus X-3

1.03.7151ES1959+650

0.75.586Markarian 421

Flux Upper Limit 
Φ90%(Eν>10 GeV)

[10-8cm-2s-1]

Expected
backgr.

(4 years)

Nr. of ν
events

(4 years)

Source

Selected objects and full scan of the northern sky:
No statistically significant effect observed

… out of 33 Sources

Systematic uncertainties under investigation

Crab Nebula: The 
chance probability 
of such an excess 
(or higher) given 

the number of trials 
is 64%

Sensitivity
Φν/Φγ~2
for 200 days of 
“high-state” and 
spectral results 
from HEGRA

Preliminary
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IMAGE CREDIT: NASA/Honeywell Max Q Digital Group, Dana Berry

Search for a neutrino signal from point 
sources:

transient phenomena

‘Enhance the detection chance by using the time information’:
• Search for transient signals, still compatible with the 

4 years-averaged flux upper limits
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1. Look at known periods (active states)

1.37

1.59

1.63

Expected 
backgr. in 
high state

2114 daysRyle Telesc.Cygnus X-3 

2283 daysASM/RXTE1ES1959+650

0141 daysASM/RXTEMarkarian 421

Nr. of ν
events in 
high state  

Livetime in 
periods of 

high activity

EM light 
curve source

Source

Search for events in coincidence with known periods of enhanced
electromagnetic emission:
• Periods and sources selected on the basis of the available multi-
wavelength information

• Wavelengths investigated are possible indicators for a correlated 
neutrino emission (X-ray for Blazars and radio for Microquasars) 

Multi-wavelength information and theoretical knowledge of the time-
correlation with the possible neutrino emission are meager:

Search for neutrino flares without a-priori hypothesis on their time of 
occurrence
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2. Search for neutrino flares

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

Nr. of 
doublets

0.5240 days5.046QSO 0235+164

0.4340 days4.3763EG J1227+4302

0.3220 days4.766GRS 1915+105

Close to 120 days5.125GRO J0422+32

Close to 120 days5.046Cygnus X-3

0.3440 days3.7151ES1959+650

Close to 140 days5.586Markarian 421

Probability for 
highest 

multiplicity

Period 
duration

Expected
backgr.

(4 years)

Nr. of ν
events

(4 years)

Source

Search for excesses in time-sliding windows:
No statistical significant effect observed

Preliminary

= 2.25°-3.75°

… out of 12 Sources 

= 40/20 days for Extragalactic/Galactic Objects

events

time

sliding window
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“A posteriori”:
3 (of 5) events in 66 days 
Period of major outburst 
measured at different 
wavelengths in 2002 

(and an “orphan flare”)

Error bars: 
off-source 

background
per 40 days

Yellow bars: 
width of sliding 
search window

Preliminary
Triangles: 
event times
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Red lines:
AMANDA – 2.25o search bin

Probability of a random coincidence
with the “orphan flare” or  the enhanced γ-ray activity undefined: a-posteriori 
hypothesis relative to the test

“Orphan flare”
(MJD 52429)
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Multi-messenger campaigns?

• Overlap of interests between the high energy electromagnetic 
measurements and neutrino observations:
– BL-Lac hadronic/mixed versus leptonic models: neutrino 

detection would discriminate scenarios
combined efforts may increase discovery potential

– X-ray/γ-ray time correlation: what is the “frequency” of orphan 
flares (bias from X-ray triggered γ-ray observations?)

– Does the “orphan-phenomenology” represent a “class” of cosmic 
accelerators or is it rather unique?

• Data taking coordination:
– Long-term monitoring of the electromagnetic emission of this 

source and similar (light curves and spectral information)
– Target of opportunity triggered by AMANDA/IceCube on-line 

event filtering?
• Data analysis coordination:

– Identify common interests and guidelines for possible
information exchange policy
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Summary

• No statistically significant effect observed in the search for point sources of 
neutrino with 4 years of AMANDA data

• Observations of the Blazar 1ES1959+650 in coincidence with the “orphan 
flare”:
no conclusive answers possible whether the observed events can be 
ascribed to the source or are accidental future observations could 
shed light on the nature of the source emission (electromagnetic/hadronic)

• The results from the point source analysis motivate new search strategies 
in AMANDA and IceCube

• A collaboration between the multi-wavelength community and 
neutrino observatories could be of mutual benefit

• A few “viable” scenarios have been mentioned:
– Data taking coordination
– Data analysis coordination
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Neutrino Astrophysics :
The new “Era” -- IceCube
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The IceCube Project

Design:
4800 Optical Modules
80 strings (@ 125 meters)
Depth: ~ 1400-2400 m 
Extensive Air Shower Array @ surface:
IceTop
Instrumented volume: 1 km3

Installation: 2005-2010, started!

A km3-size detector at the South Pole:
Goals: 
• Sensitivity to look for neutrinos from AGNs, GRBs …
• Study the “knee” region of the cosmic ray spectrum
• …
AMANDA as Pilot project
Extensive technological development (e.g. digital readout) 
Optimized for energies > TeV
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SS433:
Observational hints of hadronic 
acceleration from α-spectral lines
Promising neutrino source candidate

galactic

Analogy Quasar / Microquasar:

extra-galactic
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Search for ν flares: Method
Search for excesses of events in sliding time windows of fixed size (∆t):
Method: Compare observed and background events in ∆t.
In what follows is shown how to:

1. Select the data sample: use the 4 years data sample (807 days)
2. Select the search window size (time duration): 40 d/ 20 d (**)
Depend on signal strength, spectrum and duration (unknown!)

Constraints from steady point sources search results:
• Upper limit: Flares of duration ∆t >100 days are almost excluxed
• Lower limit: Sensitivity ratio flares 10-day / 4-years: ~ 3
• Photon flux ratio flare/no-flare state: O(10) from multi-wavelength observations

1. Choose the data sample:

Standard sample (3329 ↑events): 
livetime ~ 800 days (0.04 = 32 d)
Flare sample (~ 8000 events):
different signal energy spectra
are shown.

2. Choose the window size:

• Detection probability not “too-low”
• Limited dependence on flare duration

Consideration from multi-wavelength 
observations:
• Tflare(galactic) < Tflare(extragalactic)

(**) 40 d: Extragalactic / 20 d Galactic sources
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Neutrino-Production and Propagation

Most models:
• Neutrinos produced in hadron-hadron (pp) and hadron-photon (pγ) 

interactions followed by meson decay, with different energy yields.

1.A

2.A

• Hadron spectrum at the source is expected to show a power-law 
shape (Fermi acceleration) power law spectrum for neutrinos

Flavor ratio (case 1 and 2):

νe : νµ : ντ ~  1:2:<10-5 @ the source

νe : νµ : ντ ~  1:1:1 @ the detector P
ro

pa
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γγνµ
ππγ

νν
νµ

π
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nNeutrinos from 

neutron decay 
emerge with much 
lower multiplicity 

and energy.
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The AMANDA medium

Absorption 

dust

ice

Scattering 

bubbles

dust

Optical properties:
Data from calibration light sources deployed along the strings and from cosmic rays.

20 m110 m

Eff. Scattering 
length 

@ 400 nm

Absorption 
length

@ 400 nm
< 1.5 kHz

Noise Rate from 
Optical Modules

A stable OMs 
sub-set 

operates as 
“SuperNova

Watch”
AMANDA 

contributes to 
SNEWS

Effective scattering coefficient Absorption length

On average:
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cos θ

µA
ef

f 
/ 

km
2

Effective Area vs. zenith angle 
after rejection of background 
from downgoing atmospheric 
Muons.

Angular resolution (point source 
analysis), but using standard 
AMANDA reconstruction and selection 
procedures (improvement from full
Waveform information)
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PeV ντ cascade events: capability to separate vertex cascade and 
τ decay (“double bang” signature) above several PeV.

2 x 1019 eV event in AMANDA and IceCube:
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~300 Optical 
Modules built

2 Optical 
Modules per tank

27 January 200527 January 2005
FirstFirst IceCubeIceCube stringstring

((““string 21string 21””) ) 
successfully deployedsuccessfully deployed
60 Optical Modules in Ice60 Optical Modules in Ice

8 IceTop tanks 
installed

HV board

DOM main board

Penetrator

Mu-metal cage
Optical Gel
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http://veritas.sao.arizona.edu/VERITAS_whipple_science.html

Markarian 421
Spectral Energy Distribution

H
ad

ro
n

ic
Le

pt
on

ic

A  reference example: Blazars (Active Galactic Nuclei)
Emission:
Low energy  (from radio up to UV / X-ray): non-coherent synchrotron radiation.
High energy (up to TeV) under debate: leptonic versus hadronic models.

Neutrinos provide the only unambiguous way to discriminate scenarios.

Proton Blazar models:
simultaneous ν production!
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First IceCube events

An almost vertical event:
12 IceTop DOMs hit   (out of 16)
30 IceCube DOMs hit (out of 36) 

powered at the time
Direction reconstruction of the shower
from IceTop hits
Direction reconstruction including IceCube: 
different slope due to light delay 
(scattering)
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Data filtering and event reconstruction 00-03

(*) “Moderate” CPU-time consumptive ~ 10-3 s/events for a 2.5 GHz CPU
(**) Intensively CPU-time consumptive, up to ~ 1 s/events, First guess results as “seeds”, 

32 iterations for up-going, 64 for down-going hypothesis

Down-going Likelihood (DL) reconstruction (**)

P.RateEvent SelectionFiltering/Fit

ZenithUL>80o

7.85 million muon tracks

0.11%
Topological parameters calculation

Hits distributions along the tracks
Single track angular resolution

L3

0.39%
0.39%

ZenithJAMS>80o

Cross-talk hit-filter
Up-going Likelihood (UL) reconstruction (**)

L2

1

3.7%ZenithDW>70o

Hit & Optical Module selection 
Two fast first-guess reconstructions (*):

Direct-Walk
JAMS

L1

7.14 billion events
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1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

Nr. of 
doublets

0.5240 days5.046QSO 0235+164

Close to 140 days4.984QSO 0528+134

0.4340 days4.3763EG J1227+4302

0.3220 days4.766GRS 1915+105

0.4740 days4.6763EG J0450+1105

0.3520 days5.0173EG J1928+1733

Close to 120 days3.3233EG J1828+1928

Close to 120 days5.125GRO J0422+32

Close to 120 days5.214Cygnus X-1 

Close to 120 days5.046Cygnus X-3

0.3440 days3.7151ES1959+650

Close to 140 days5.586Markarian 421

Probability 
for highest 
significance

Period 
duration

Total
Backgr.

Total Nr.
Events

Source
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Results from the multi-
wavelength 
campaign 

(a) Whipple and 
HEGRA         

(b-c) X-ray
(d-f) optical
(g-h) radio
ApJ 601, 151 (2004)

Unique observation 
of a high flux γ-rays 

flare without  
corresponding X-ray 

counterpart
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Detection of cosmic gamma-rays with Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes

(IACTs) has emerged as the technique of choice for ground based gamma-ray as-

tronomy in the energy range from 100 GeV to 100 TeV. The Small Telescope Array

(STAR) is a new design concept for an IACT that achieves a large effective aperture

by using many (144 - 400) small (2.5 m o/) telescopes, whose signals are delayed and

combined before the trigger is generated. Since aperture and focal length of each

telescope will be small, the telescopes therefore cheap, the fast pixelated camera can

also be small, thus opening a number of possibilities for novel camera design. The

array design is versatile too since subarrays can be formed to create the ideal array

for large aperture IACTs. The basic concept for STAR is a stereoscopic system con-

taining multiple subarrays, each with a light collecting area equivalent to a 20-50 m

telescope which will provide sensitivities in excess of any currently planned ground

based gamma-ray telescope at thresholds as low as ∼ 20-40 GeV. Thus, gamma-ray

sources at redshifts as high as ∼ 1-2 could be studied despite extragalactic absorption

of gamma-rays in γ + γ → e+
+e− pairproduction processes.

1 Introduction

The new generation of Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (ACTs) is represented

by four large collaborations: CANGAROO-III [1], H.E.S.S. [2], MAGIC [3] and

Veritas [4]. Of these two telescope arrays are in operation , CANGAROO-III and

H.E.S.S., in operation, each consisting of four large (> 10 m o/) telescopes situated

in the Southern hemisphere. MAGIC has completed a single 17 m telescope in the

Northern Hemisphere and is on its way to construct a second one. VERITAS-4 has

one telescope operational with the remaining three following soon. The results of the

H.E.S.S. experiment have shown the enormous capability of these types of arrays.

For future experiments there is a number of promising approaches as e.g. large arrays
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with some 200 telescopes or very large (> 30 m o/) telescopes situated at elevations

of about 5 km. The goal of all these ideas is to decrease the energy threshold and to

increase the sensitivity. We are going to present a new approach called STAR (Small

Telescope ARray).

2 The STAR concept

We propose to construct a large aperture telescope (30 - 50 m) using (144 - 400)

single 2.5 m telescopes (UNITs). We call such an array of UNITs that behaves like

a single large aperture telescope a STARlet. The signals of all small telescopes are

time adjusted and then combined. With the result the trigger decision is made. This

procedure guarantees that the total light gathered by the telescope array creates one

single trigger thus producing the behavior of a single telescope. Our basic design

idea is that four of such STARlets shall be combined to be operated as a stereoscopic

system. Because the price of a telescope mount scales with diameter o/ as o/2.5 the

STAR concept can reduce the cost of a large aperture telescope drastically. While the

mount of a monolithic 30 m o/ reflector would cost about $6 million, the mount of a

comparable STAR telescope would only amount to about $1.7 million.

In the following we will discuss the design of a single STARlet telescope.

2.1 The STARlet telescope

Each STARlet will have a total mirror area of ∼20 m2 and each UNIT a diameter of

d = 2.5 m with f/d = 1. For a camera with 22 cm o/

 2000

 4000

 6000

 8000

10000

Charge (e)

85001 Single Electron  Spectrum

5e5 1e6 2e6

2400 V

2270 V

Figure 1: MCP PMT 85011 and single photoelectron spectra for two voltages

the field of view (FOV) is 5◦ and for 15 cm o/ 3.5◦, which is tiny compared to

conventional cameras sizes. The small mirror area makes it most likely that each

pixel receives only one photoelectron, which means that the camera has to be built

with single photo counters having very low dark noise.
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The STAR concept favors the use of new photodetectors, most of them commercially

available. A promising option is to use microchannel plate (MCP) based photomul-

tipliers as e.g the “PLANACON Photomultiplier Tube 85011-501” of the Burle In-

dustries [5]. The detector has 8 × 8 pixels, size of 0.59 cm, pitch 0.65 cm (0.14◦ per

pixel), typical gain 7 × 105 at -2600 V. Anode rise time (0.3 ns) and pulse width (1.8

ns) fulfill the requirements. In Fig. 1 you can see the MCP PMT 85011 and single

photoelectron spectra for two voltages. Hybrid photodiodes (HPD) which commer-

cially available from DEP (Delft Electronic Products B.V. [6]) are another possible

choice. DEP offers e.g. pixelated HPDs with 61 hexagonal pixels, total size of 7.2

cm and pixel size of 0.2 cm. Incident photons are focused by the spherically shaped

quartz window onto the photo-cathode. Emitted photo-electrons are accelerated onto

a segmented silicon diode array by a voltage of ∼ −20kV . Fig. 2 presents a DEP

HPD and the right side one can see nicely the ability of the HPDs as photon counters.

Photoelectrons

A
m

p
li

tu
d

e

Figure 2: Hybrid photodiodes of DEP and their photoelectron spectra

A third option, not commercially available yet, is a hybrid detector: a photo-

cathode with high quantum efficiency in front of a multi channel plate which is used

for signal amplification. The photo-cathode is under development at the Washington

University (J. Buckley and D. Leopold)

2.2 Trigger and Signal Digitization

Each UNIT has its own camera and the signals from all cameras of a STARlet are

combined. All these signals have to be synchronized before summation by intro-

ducing a time delay according to the pointing position of each UNIT. A signal flow

scheme of two UNITs is shown in Fig. 3. Low-cost Field Programmable Gate Arrays

(FPGAs) can be used for synchronization and the binary signals of the individual pix-

els can be multiplexed by 10:1. A first prototype with a jitter < 6ns was developed

and is shown in Fig. 3 on the right side
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Delay

Delay

Σ
Trigger 

Digitization

Figure 3: Signal flow scheme of two UNITs

3 Conclusion and Outlook

We have shown, that STAR (Small Telescope ARray) is a viable option with the per-

formance of a large aperture telescope at dramatically reduced cost. The small camera

size opens the field for new camera designs using advanced technology. The small

size of the single UNITs has the potential for fast slewing with the ability to look at

prompt emissions. A possible disadvantage of the STAR concept is the cost of main-

tenance of a large number of telescopes. Another is the fact that summation of UNIT

signals means summation of the noise too. Using low noise detectors and a single

pixel threshold should resolve this.
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Next generation of IACT arrays: scientific objectives versus
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Several key motivations and perspectives of ground based gamma-ray astronomy are

discussed in the context of the specifics of detection techniques and scientific top-

ics/objectives relevant to four major energy domains – very-low or multi-GeV (E ≤

30 GeV), low or sub-TeV (30 GeV - 300 GeV), high or TeV (300 GeV - 30 TeV), and

very-high or sub-PeV (E ≥ 30 TeV) intervals – to be covered by the next generation

of IACT arrays.

1 Introduction

The recent success of ground-based gamma-ray astronomy, in particular the excit-

ing discoveries of many new galactic and extragalactic TeV γ-ray emitters by HESS

(see e.g. Ref. [1]), elevated the status of the field from an ”astronomy with several

sources” to the level of truly observational discipline. In addition to the important

astrophysical and cosmological implications, these results will have a considerable

impact on plans of the gamma-ray community towards the next generation of Imag-

ing Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescope (IACT) arrays. One of the principal issues

in this regard is the choice of the energy domain. The imaging of air showers with

atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes [2–9], especially in the stereoscopic mode is a

powerful detection technique [10–12] which (potentially) allows coverage of a broad

energy range extending from ≤ 10 GeV to ≥ 100 TeV γ-rays 1.

If one limits the energy region to a relatively modest threshold around 100 GeV,

the performance of the telescope arrays and their implementation can be predicted

with confidence. Therefore it was quite natural that in the mid 1990s the stereoscopic

IACT arrays consisting of 10m-diameter class reflectors were recognized, among a

1Note that the first attempt of stereoscopic observations of air showers in the early 1970s using the

so-called ”double-beam” method [13] actually contained (indirectly) also some elements of the modern

imaging Cherenkov technique.
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variety competing designs, as the most effective approach that could facilitate a qual-

itative improvement in performance at an affordable cost and with a guaranteed fast

scientific return [11]. This choice was soon accomplished in the form of the HESS 4-

telescope (Phase-1) array. The results obtained during the first two years of operation

of this array fully support the most optimistic predictions concerning both the instru-

mental performance and the astrophysical implications, in particular, the high quality

morphological and spectrometric studies of extended galactic regions in TeV γ-rays.

It is expected that together with two other similar projects - CANGAROO-III [14]

and VERITAS [15], as well as the MAGIC system consisting of two 17m-diameter

telescopes [16], the HESS (Phase-1) array will dominate the field for the next several

years (see e.g. Ref. [17]). At the same time, the great success of HESS supplies a

strong rationale for the next generation IACT arrays.

2 Planning future IACT Arrays

The ultimate goal in planning of the next generation IACT arrays should be a dramatic

(down to the level of 10−14 erg/cm2s) improvement of the flux sensitivity in the clas-

sical/standard (0.1-10 TeV) energy regime, and an aggressive expansion of the energy

domain of IACT arrays in two directions - down to (multi)GeV energies and up to

(sub)PeV energies. In this regard, I believe that the design studies of future IACT ar-

rays will proceed in four independent, although tightly correlated and complementary

directions with an ambitious aim to cover (more or less) homogeneously a very broad

energy range extending from ≤ 0.03 TeV (30 GeV) to ≥ 300 TeV (0.3 PeV). Below

I discuss some basic requirements in the following four energy regimes in the context

of detection specifics and principal scientific issues to be addressed by future IACT

arrays:

• very-low or multi-GeV : ≤ 30 GeV

• low or sub-TeV : 30 GeV - 300 GeV

• high or TeV : 300 GeV - 30 TeV

• very-high or sub-PeV : ≥ 30 TeV

2.1 TeV Regime: 10−14 erg/cm2s sensitivity IACT Arrays

This is the most natural/intrinsic for the IACT technique energy regime, where the

combination of three basic factors – (i) the high efficiency of detection/identification

of electromagnetic showers, (ii) good accuracy of reconstruction of the direction and

energy of primary γ-rays, and (iii) the large γ-ray photon statistics – allows the best

energy flux sensitivity at the level of 10−14 erg/cm2s (≈ 0.3 milliCrab at 1 TeV), and

angular resolution δθ ≈ 1-2 arcminutes. This can be achieved by stereoscopic arrays

consisting of multi (up to 100 or so) 10m-diameter class (HESS-type) telescopes.
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The flux sensitivity 10−14 erg/cm2s at TeV energies would be a great and im-

pressive achievement even in the standards of the most advanced branches of ob-

servational astronomy. This should allow us to probe the γ-ray luminosities of po-

tential TeV emitters at the levels of 1032(d/10kpc)2 erg/s for galactic sources and

1040(d/100Mpc)2 erg/s for extragalactic objects. Although for moderately extended

sources, e.g. of angular size Ψ ∼ 1◦, the minimum detectable energy flux will be by a

factor of Ψ/δθ ∼10-30 higher, yet it would be better than the energy flux sensitivities

of the best current X-ray satellites, Chandra, XMM-Newton and Suzaku, in the keV

band, i.e. should allow the deepest probes of nonthermal high energy phenomena

in extended sources, in particular in shell type Supernova Remnants (SNRs), Giant

Molecular Clouds (GMCs), Pulsar Driven Nebulae (Plerions), Clusters of Galaxies,

hypothetical Giant Pair Halos around AGN, etc.

Therefore, one of the prime objectives and urgent issues of ground-based gamma-

ray astronomy in the foreseeable future should be the design and construction of a

”10−14 erg/cm2s sensitivity IACT Array”. Since this will be essentially a TeV in-

strument with a limited capability for study of extragalactic objects located beyond

z =0.2-0.3, but with a great potential for morphological and spectrometric measure-

ments and deep surveys, this array should be dedicated, first of all, to studies of galac-

tic sources and the diffuse emission of the Galactic Disk.

The 10−14 erg/cm2s flux sensitivity and ≥ 5◦ FoV should provide very deep

surveys of the Galactic Disk, as well as of some selected regions above the Galactic

Plane. One may predict, based on the extrapolation of HESS results, that such an in-

strument should discover and resolve hundreds, or perhaps even thousands of galactic

TeV sources. In particular, this array should allow statistically significant detection of

the weakest HESS sources for exposure times less than 1 hour, and, more importantly,

detailed studies of spectral and spatial structures of relatively strong (≥ 1 milliCrab)

HESS sources. This could provide key insight into the origin of Galactic Cosmic

Rays (GCRs), in particular decisive tests for the hypothesis that shell type SNRs are

responsible for the bulk of observed cosmic rays up to 1015 eV. Although several

shell type SNRs already have been reported as TeV emitters, and in all cases the TeV

emission can be explained quite naturally by hadronic (pp) interactions, the limited

information about both the spectral and spatial distributions of detected signals does

not allow definite conclusions concerning the nature of TeV emission, especially be-

cause the latter could be substantially “contaminated” by γ-rays of leptonic (inverse

Compton) origin. Moreover the evidence of the hadronic origin of TeV emission from

a few selected SNRs does not yet imply that the bulk of GCRs can be explained by

shell type SNRs. The discovery by HESS of TeV γ-rays from several plerions and

two binary systems (of different origin) indicates that other galactic sources, in par-

ticular pulsars/pulsar-winds and microquasars, may contribute comparably to the flux

of locally observed cosmic rays.
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While young particle accelerators can be identified directly, i.e. through their

characteristic γ-ray emission, in the case of old sources in which the particle accel-

eration has ceased and the most energetic (TeV and PeV) particles have already left

the source, the TeV γ-ray emission should be significantly suppressed. On the other

hand, one may expect detectable TeV γ-ray emission from interactions of run-away

protons with the nearby dense environments. Giant Molecular Clouds (GMCs) with

diffuse masses 104 to 106 M⊙, seem to be ideal objects to serve as effective targets.

These objects are intimately connected with star formation regions that are strongly

believed to be the most probable locations (with or without SNRs) of cosmic ray

production in our Galaxy. The search for TeV photons from GMCs is important to as-

certain the possible existence of nearby high energy proton accelerators. Remarkably,

10−14 erg/cm2s sensitivity should allow detection of TeV gamma-ray emission not

only from GMCs located close to young particle accelerators, but also from ”passive

clouds” located in ordinary sites of interstellar medium, far from active accelerators.

Such clouds can serve as unique ”barometers” for measuring the pressure (energy

density) of protons of the sea of GCRs in different parts of the Galactic Disk. Since

the hadronic component of the diffuse γ-ray background is essentially contributed by

individual clouds, the potential of the 10−14 erg/cm2s sensitivity arrays to resolve

the small-scale (∼ 0.1◦) features in the form of individual γ-ray emitting clouds, and

thus to study the variations of GCRs on ∼ 10 to 100 pc scales, would be crucial for

understanding of many aspects of the origin and propagation of galactic cosmic rays.

This array will be a very effective tool also for spectrometric and temporal studies

of highly variable phenomena in compact galactic objects like microquasars, as well

as Sgr A* - presumably a Supermassive Black Hole in the center of our Galaxy. To

a large extent this concerns also relatively nearby (z ≤ 0.1) extragalactic sources, in

particular BL Lac objects. In this regard one may predict the discovery of numerous

BL Lacs, although with significantly absorbed TeV spectra.

Another aspect of extragalactic studies, with a promise for exciting findings, is

connected to the search for several components of TeV radiation from different parts

(compact cores, kpc-scale jets, radio lobes) of two nearby radiogalaxies, M87 and

Cen A, as well as from luminous starburst galaxies like Arp 220. Finally, this array

should detect TeV γ-ray emission expected from nearby clusters of Galaxies, like the

Virgo and Coma clusters, unless our current understanding of the nonthermal energy

budgets and acceleration processes in these unique cosmological reservoirs of cosmic

rays is completely wrong. It is clear, however, that because of the severe intergalactic

absorption of TeV γ-rays, many extragalactic and cosmological topics of gamma-ray

astronomy can be addressed adequately by lower energy-threshold instruments.
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2.2 Sub-TeV Regime: Very Large Aperture IACT Arrays

The energy threshold εth of IACTs is generally defined as a characteristic energy

at which the γ-ray detection rate for a primary power-law spectrum with photon in-

dex Γ =2-3 achieves its maximum. It is well known, from Monte Carlo simulations

and from the operation of previous generation IACTs, that in practice the best per-

formance, in particular the minimum detectable energy flux, is achieved at energies

exceeding several times εth. In this regard, for optimization of γ-ray detection around

100 GeV, one should reduce the energy threshold of telescopes to εth ≤ 30 GeV. This

can be done by using very large, ≥ 20 m-diameter class reflectors and/or very high

(≥ 40%) quantum efficiency fast (ns) optical receivers. On the other hand, reduc-

tion of the detection threshold to such low energies is an important scientific issue in

its own right; the intermediate interval between 30 and 300 GeV is a crucial energy

regime for certain class of galactic and extragalactic γ-ray source populations.

Within the next two years a stereoscopic system consisting of two MAGIC 17m-

diameter telescopes [18], will start to take meaningful probes from this important

energy band. In a more distant future, this energy region can be comprehensively

explored by the HESS and MAGIC collaborations using 30m-diameter class telescope

arrays; presently two prototypes of such extremely big telescopes are in the construc-

tion [19] or design-study [18] stages.

In order to achieve the lowest possible energy threshold, the integration time of

the Cherenkov light should be reduced to ≤ 10 ns. Coupled with the requirement of

high quality imaging, this constrains the choice of possible configurations of 30m-

diameter class optical reflectors, and correspondingly limits the FoV to ∼ 3◦. While

for point-like sources this is not a big disadvantage, it limits significantly the capa-

bility of these telescopes for studies of extended sources. Also, it limits the γ-ray

detection area at high energies. Therefore, the optimization of the performance for

point-like sources in the energy range below 1 TeV should be a key issue in design

studies of future 30m-diameter telescope arrays. In this sense the 30m-diameter class

IACT arrays can be considered as essentially sub-TeV instruments.

There are several reasons to believe that the energy regime below 100 GeV should

be prolific in number of γ-ray sources, especially when the flux sensitivities of IACT

arrays in this energy band achieve the level close to 10−13 erg/cm2s. From a purely

phenomenological perspective, TeV (HESS ) and GeV (EGRET) sources are expected

to show up in the immediate neighbor region between 10 and 100 GeV, even in

the case of significant hardening of the spectra of TeV sources at lower energies,

or strong steepening of GeV sources at higher energies. In particular, because of

energy-dependent escape of protons and electrons, as well as severe radiative losses

of ultrarelativistic electrons, one may expect much steeper spectra of particles inside

old objects compared to young, typically 1000 yr old accelerators. If so, the major
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fraction of galactic accelerators should have steep proton spectra, and therefore higher

chances to be detected in γ-rays at energies below ≤ 100 GeV.

The γ-ray sources with steep energy spectra should dominate, although for differ-

ent reasons, e.g. due to the intergalactic and internal photon-photon absorption, also

in extragalactic source populations. Therefore, while several blazars with very steep

energy spectra have been detected by HESS after significant efforts (long exposure

times), they should be detected much easier at energies below 100 GeV. Thus, in this

energy band we may expect a dramatic increase of the number of detectable blazars

up to redshifts z ∼ 1.

Generally, the 30-300 GeV and 300 GeV-30 TeV energy bands share many com-

mon phenomena and sources. In this regard, the studies below 100 GeV are comple-

mentary, in some cases even crucial, for understanding the origin of γ-ray emission.

For example, the spectral measurements in this energy interval may provide decisive

information whether the TeV emission from shell type SNRs and plerions has inverse

Compton (very hard energy spectra at low energies, with gradual steepening above

1 TeV) or π0-decay (typically single power-laws throughout the 10 GeV to ≥ 10
TeV interval) origin. Another example. In compact leptonic sources (e.g. in binary

systems) one should expect transition of the process of γ-ray production from the

Thompson to the Klein-Nishina regime or (in the case of binaries with very luminous

optical companion stars) from optically thin (at GeV energies) to optically thick (at

TeV energies) regimes. The corresponding characteristic spectral features in the 10

GeV to 1 TeV interval can serve as distinct signatures of γ-ray production regions.

2.3 Sub-PeV Regime: 10km2 IACT Arrays

The current trend to reduce the energy threshold of ground-based detection technique

concerns both the atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes and the air-shower (particle de-

tector) arrays. As a result, presently there is only little instrumental activity in the

energy domain above 30 TeV. The general tendency of decreasing γ-ray fluxes with

energy becomes especially dramatic above 10 TeV. The reasons could be different,

e.g. external and internal absorption of γ-rays, limited efficiency of particle acceler-

ation processes, escape of highest energy particles from the production region, etc.

This limits the capability of traditional air-shower arrays, mainly because of the lim-

ited proton/gamma separation power, limited angular resolution and limited detection

areas. Any meaningful study of cosmic γ-rays beyond 30 TeV requires detection ar-

eas exceeding 1 km2. At large zenith angles, 60◦ or so, the collection area of the

atmospheric Cherenkov detectors increases rapidly. Thus the use of IACT systems at

large zenith angles can improve the γ-ray statistics in the multi-TeV or sub-PeV re-

gion. For many astrophysical objects, on the other hand, the observation time in this

mode is quite short (because the sources set rapidly below the horizon). Besides, even
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small variations of the atmospheric transparency add non-negligible uncertainties in

the derivation of shower parameters obtained at large zenith angles.

An effective and straightforward approach would be the use of IACT arrays opti-

mized for detection of γ-rays in the 30 to 300 TeV region. Such an array can consists

of rather modest, approximately 20 to 50 m2 area reflectors separated from each other,

depending on the scientific objectives and the configuration of the imagers, between

300 to 500 m. The requirement to the pixel size of imagers is also quite modest,

between 0.25◦ to 0.5◦, however they should have large FoV ≥ 5◦ in order to detect

showers from distances ≥ 300 m. It is expected that an array consisting of several tens

of such telescopes can provide an extraordinary large detection area of about 10 km2,

reasonable efficiency for suppression of hadronic showers, very good angular resolu-

tion of few arcmin and quite good, better than 0.15%, energy resolution [20].

Although the prime motivation of such an array is the energy region above 30

TeV, it can serve as an extremely powerful tool for detailed spectrometric and mor-

phological studies of lower (3 to 10 TeV) energy γ-rays as well. In particular, all

HESS sources with hard energy spectra extending beyond several TeV, would be per-

fect targets for studies with unprecedented TeV photon statistics.

But, of course, the highest priority scientific topics for such an instrument are

linked to the search and studies of ”Cosmic PeVatrons” and the surrounding regions.

This concerns, first of all, galactic sources, in particular the shell type SNRs, Molec-

ular Clouds, Pulsar Wind Nebulae and Microquasars. For example, the detection of

≥ 30 TeV γ-rays from shell type SNRs would be direct proof that the shocks in

SNRs accelerate protons up to energies 103 TeV. While one may hope to have only

handful SNRs detected at energies above 30 TeV, namely the youngest ones of age

less than ≈ 1000 year, the chances to detect γ-rays well beyond 10 TeV are signifi-

cantly higher for molecular clouds located nearby the Galactic PeVatrons. Because of

the (suspected) slow diffusion of charged particles in turbulent environments in star

formation regions, where the cosmic accelerators appear most frequently, we should

expect ”delayed” emission from interactions of cosmic rays, which left their produc-

tion sites (accelerators) some time ago, with nearby dense molecular clouds. The

energy spectra of secondary γ-rays strongly depend on the diffusion coefficient of

charged particles, the age of the accelerator, and the distance between the accelerator

and the cloud. For some combinations of relevant parameters (young source and/or

slow diffusion and/or distant clouds), one may expect extremely hard γ-ray spectra

with a maximum (in the νFν plot) beyond 10 TeV.

The synchrotron nebulae initiated by termination of relativistic pulsar winds,

where particles can be accelerated to much higher energies than in shell type SNRs,

are expected as another prolific class of multi-TeV and sub-PeV emitters.

Because of severe intergalactic absorption one may expect ≥ 30 TeV γ-rays only

from a handful extragalactic sources like radiogalaxies Cen A and M87, as well as
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from some nearby starburst and normal galaxies. Although the sub-PeV IACT ar-

rays should be dedicated for galactic studies, the detection of ≥ 30 TeV γ-rays from

nearby extragalactic objects would have, among other astrophysical implications, a

great cosmological importance for probing the far-infrared cosmic background. The

distances to these objects perfectly match the γ-ray astronomical method of deriving

information about the cosmic infrared background radiation at ≥ 30µ wavelengths.

2.4 Multi-GeV Regime: Gamma-Ray Timing Explorers

One of the greatest expectations of gamma-ray astronomy is connected with the

launch of GLAST. This instrument, with a nice performance between 30 MeV to 10

GeV, allows also an extension of study of the γ-ray sky to 100 GeV. Thus the gap

between space-based and ground-based instruments will finally disappear. Generally

this is considered as one of the major achievements of observational gamma-ray as-

tronomy. Although certain technical (cross-calibration of instruments) and scientific

(broad band γ-ray coverage) aspects of this issue are quite important, the astrophys-

ical significance of the expected overlap of detection domains of GLAST and the

current ground-based instruments seems somewhat overemphasized in the literature.

Although at GeV energies GLAST will improve the EGRET sensitivity by almost two

orders of magnitude, the capability of GLAST and, in fact, of any post-GLAST space

project at energies beyond 10 GeV will be quite limited, first of all because of the

limited detection area, unless the Moon would be used in (far) future as a possible

platform for installation of very large, ≥ 100 m2 area pair-conversion detectors. It

is clear that the space-based resources of GeV gamma-ray astronomy have achieved

a point where any further progress would appear extremely difficult and very expen-

sive. For the next decades to come there is no space-based mission planned for the

exploration of the gamma-ray sky.

The impressive sensitivity of GLAST at 1 GeV - few times 10−13 erg/cm2s -

can be achieved after one year all-sky survey. While for the persistent γ-ray sources

this is an adequate estimate of the performance (taking into account that a huge num-

ber of sources will be simultaneously monitored by the large, almost ∼ 2π steradian

homogeneous FoV), the small, ≈ 1 m2 detection area limits the potential of this

instrument at GeV energies for detailed studies of the temporal and spectral char-

acteristics of highly variable sources like blazars or solitary events like gamma-ray

bursts (GRBs). In this regard, the need for a powerful multi-GeV instrument to study

transient phenomena with adequate high energy γ-ray photon statistics, has motivated

the idea/concept to extend of the domain of the imaging atmospheric Cherenkov tech-

nique, with its huge collection area ≥ 104 m2, down to energies of about 5 GeV. In

practice, this can be achieved with a stereoscopic telescope system consisting of sev-

eral ≥ 20m diameter dishes located at high elevations of the order of 5 km above sea
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level. That is why the concept was called 5@5 [21]. The successful realization of

such an instrument largely depends on the availability of sites with a dry and trans-

parent atmosphere at an altitude as high as 5 km. Nature does provide us with such

an extraordinary site - the Atacama desert in Northern Chile which has been chosen

for the installation of one of the most powerful future astronomical instruments –

the Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA). Several good sites for installation of

high-altitude multi-GeV telescope arrays exist also in the Northern Hemisphere, e.g.

in India (Hanle, 4.2km asl) [22].

Another approach to achieve a sub-10 GeV energy threshold, but at more com-

fortable altitudes, is linked to very large aperture, 30m diameter telescopes equipped

with novel high quantum efficiency receivers. Clearly, the combination of 3 key ele-

ments – high altitude, large optical reflectors, and high quantum efficiency focal plane

receivers – would be an ideal combination for construction of γ-ray detectors with an

energy threshold as low as several GeV.

Dramatic reduction of the energy threshold of detectors is a key issue for a num-

ber of astrophysical and cosmological problems, e.g. for study of γ-radiation from

pulsars and cosmologically distant objects like quasars and GRBs. The spectra of

typical representatives of all three source populations contain, for different reasons,

sharp energy cutoffs around or below 10 GeV. That is why the uncompromised reduc-

tion of the energy threshold of detectors down to several GeV is so critical, and would

justify the choice of such uncomfortable altitudes for operation of large IACT arrays.

The concept of 5@5 is not only motivated by the possibility of coverage of the

yet unexplored region of multi-GeV γ-rays. In fact, 5@5 combines two advantages of

the current ground-based and satellite-borne γ-ray domains - large photon fluxes and

enormous detection areas. This would make the 5@5 a unique Gamma-ray Timing

Explorer (with a sensitivity to detect the hard-spectra EGRET sources in exposure

times of seconds to minutes) for the study of transient non-thermal γ-ray phenomena

like rapid variability of Blazars, synchrotron flares in Microquasars, the high energy

(GeV) counterparts of Gamma Ray Bursts, etc..

If the spectra of GRBs extend to high energies, which is the case at least for some

of GRBs, then the sensitivity of 5@5 should allow detailed studies of spectral and

temporal features of GRBs in this extremely important energy band. The detection

of ≥ 5 GeV episodic events with typical GRB fluxes ≥ 10−8 erg/cm2s (at keV-MeV

energies) would require ≤ 1 s observation time. Thus it would be possible to monitor

the spectral evolution of GRBs on very short, sub-second timescales. Remarkably,

even for fluxes as low as 10−10 erg/cm2s, the required detection time does not exceed

100 sec. Some of the GRB models predict multi GeV emission during the afterglow

phase of evolution. If so, 5@5 could serve as a unique tool for studies of the properties

of GRBs at late stages of their evolution, and thus provide a key information about

these most mysterious objects in the Universe.
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The capability of 5@5 is not limited by variable source studies. This instrument,

in fact, will have significantly broader goals related to detailed spectrometry in the

multi-GeV energy band of γ-ray sources like SNRs, pulsars, unshocked pulsar winds,

perions, large (kpc) scale extragalactic jets, clusters of galaxies, etc. For example,

the direct searches for pulsed GeV radiation from a fraction of unidentified EGRET

sources (suspected to be pulsars) without invoking information from the longer (radio,

optical, X-ray) wavelengths, seems to be an important issue, especially because in

many pulsars the periodic signals at low frequencies could be suppressed.

Finally, the reasonably good energy resolution in the energy interval between

10 and 100 GeV, coupled with adequate gamma-ray photon statistics, is crucial for

effective cosmological studies through (1) probing the cosmological evolution of the

cosmic background radiation at optical and UV wavelengths, (2) detecting γ-rays

from large scale structures (Galaxy Clusters) , and (3) searching for characteristic

emission from the non-baryonic Dark Matter Halos.

3 Discussion

Different classes of IACT arrays described above are characterized by certain energy

intervals in which the best energy flux sensitivity is achieved. These ”best perfor-

mance energy intervals” can be grouped in the following segments : ≤ 30 GeV (multi-

GeV band), 30 GeV - 300 GeV (sub-TeV band), 0.3 TeV to 30 TeV (TeV band), and

≥ 30 TeV (multi-TeV or sub-PeV band), respectively. It should be noted, however,

that all four versions of IACT arrays allow effective γ-ray detection in significantly

broader intervals, namely each of them covers at least 2 decades in energy. Thus

the energy domains of these arrays largely overlap. Since all 4 versions of IACT ar-

rays contain, from instrumental perspectives, the same basic elements, and generally

have common scientific motivations, an ideal arrangement would be the combination

of the sub-TeV, TeV, and sub-PeV (sub)arrays in a single array with a quite homo-

geneous coverage (in the sense of performace) throughout the energy region from

approximately 30 GeV to 300 TeV. The high γ-ray detection rates, coupled with good

angular and energy resolutions over four energy decades would make these combined

arrays as multi-functional and multi-purpose Ground Based Gamma-Ray Observato-

ries (GBGROs) with a great capability for spectrometric, morphological and temporal

studies of a diverse range of persistent and transient high energy phenomena in the

Universe. There is little doubt that the construction of such observatories, desirably

(at least) one in the Southern and another in the Northern Hemispheres, will lead to

many unique results and exciting discoveries. The sites should have good optical con-
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ditions and optimal, close to 2km asl, altitudes2. The HESS site in Namibia, as well

as the site of the Pierre Auger Cosmic Ray Observatory in Argentina in the South-

ern Hemisphere, and several sites in Northern Hemisphere (e.g. in Arizona (USA),

Canary Islands La Palma or Tenerife, etc.) match well these requirements.

The sub-TeV (sub)arrays of future GBGROs with adequate performance require

deeper design and technological studies, albeit some 30m diameter class prototype

telescopes are expected already in the foreseeable future, in particular as integrates

of the plans of enlargement of the HESS [19] and MAGIC [18] arrays. The operation

of these single dishes will provide, together with GLAST, the first reasonably deep

probes of the sky in the yet unknown sub-100 GeV energy region.

The main issue of realization of the ”10 km2” sub-PeV (sub)arrays, seems to be

related to the production of relatively cheap imagers with large FoV exceeding 5◦.

On shorter timescales, it would be important to build an independent sub-PeV array

in the Southern Hemisphere, e.g. in Australia which has suitable sites at low (close to

the sea level) altitudes which are beneficial in terms of collection areas for ≥ 10 TeV

observations. Such an array consisting of large number of small aperture telescopes

will be a powerful instrument in its own right (designed for the discovery of ”Cosmic

PeVatrons”), the fast scientific return of which seems to be quite secure, given the

extension of energy spectra of many HESS sources beyond several TeV.

While all energy bands of future GBGROs are equally important and comple-

mentary, the highest priority and preference (in terms of the order of accomplishment)

should be given (in my view) to the 10−14 erg/cm2s sensitivity TeV (sub)arrays. One

may predict with confidence that the construction of such a powerful detector, which

can be treated as a scaled-up version of the current HESS array, could be completed

without unexpected complications on relatively short timescales. Such an array does

not require technological innovations, and relies on the approach, the reliability and

feasibility of which have been clearly demonstrated, although on smaller scales, by

the CANGAROO, HESS, MAGIC, and VERITAS collaboration. In order to reduce

the energy threshold to ≈ 30 GeV and thus to improve the flux sensitivity around

100 GeV, one may consider somewhat larger, e.g. 15m diameter class telescopes (but

without compromising the field of view, which should be as large as 5◦), installed at

somewhat higher, 3 to 4 km elevations [24]. There are several suitable sites for such

observatories in both Hemispheres, in particular in northern Argentina and Chile. Two

very attractive aspects of this option of a GBGRO should be emphasized: (1) a very

broad, from 30 GeV to 30 TeV energy region can be covered by a single array of iden-

tical telescopes with relatively modest optical reflectors, equipped with conventional

2Actually this should be considered as a compromised rather than an optimal altitude, taking into ac-

count that while 2km elevation is optimal for TeV measurements, for sub-TeV and multi-TeV (sub-PeV)

energy bands higher (more than 3km) and lower (close to the sea level) elevations are more favorable.
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PMT-based imagers, and installed at high but still comfortable altitudes, and (2) the

design and construction of such a GBGRO can begin right now.

Although one may suggest to extend the energy domain of these GBGROs down

to ≤ 10 GeV, e.g. by adding 30m diameter class reflectors and/or using high (≥ 50%)

quantum efficiency imagers, I believe that the projects of future multi-GeV arrays

should proceed through independent studies, given the technological challenges (op-

eration of large telescopes in robotic regime at high altitudes, construction of high

quantum efficiency focal plane imagers, etc.). Because of very specific astrophysical

and cosmological goals, in particular the importance of the studies of highly variable

γ-ray phenomena in the remote Universe (e.g. quasars, GRBs, etc. at z ≥ 5), the

reduction of the energy threshold to the lowest possible level is the key issue for these

Gamma-Ray Timing Explorers. That is why I believe that this activity should pro-

ceed through the concept of 5@5. The successful realization of a high-altitude IACT

array during the lifetime of GLAST would be, of course, a great achievement of ob-

servational gamma-ray astronomy [23]. GLAST and 5@5 are highly complementary

instruments. While GLAST with its almost 2π FoV can provide very effective moni-

toring of a very large number of sources, 5@5 has an obvious advantage for the study

of highly variable or transient γ-ray emitters. On the other hand, 5@5 is a detector

with a small FoV, therefore it requires a special strategy of observations. Because of

the overlap of the energy bands covered by these two instruments, GLAST may serve

as a perfect ”guide” for 5@5. All sources, that will be detected by GLAST, can be

potential target for observations with 5@5. The second, more strategic motivation for

the activity towards high altitude IACT arrays with energy threshold as low as several

GeV is related to the lack of any realistic satellite-based alternative for GeV detectors

in the the post-GLAST era. In this regard the scientific reward of the implementation

of ground-based approach in GeV gamma-ray astronomy will be enormous.

Finally, a few comments concerning the large-field-of-view ground-based gamma-

ray detectors. Three possible approaches have been proposed in this direction - (i)

very large FoV imaging air Cherenkov telescope technique based on refractive op-

tics [25], (ii) arrays of 15◦ FoV IACTs [26], and (iii) dense air shower particle arrays

or large water Cherenkov detectors installed at very high, ≥ 4 km altitudes [27].

While the first two techniques require several technological innovations, the 3rd ap-

proach does not face serious technological challenges. The feasibility of both the

high altitude air shower array and water Cherenkov techniques have been convinc-

ingly demonstrated by the Tibet and Milagro collaborations (see e.g. [23]).

The imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes are designed for observations of

γ-rays from objects with well determined positions. However, the high sensitivity

of stereoscopic arrays coupled with relatively large field-of-view homogeneous im-

agers may allow quite effective sky surveys as well, as has been convincingly demon-
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strated by the HESS collaboration. The next generation GBGROs, in particular the

10−14 erg/cm2s sensitivity TeV (sub) arrays will provide much deeper all-sky (not

limited by the galactic plane) surveys. In particular, all point γ-ray sources with fluxes

at the 0.01 to 0.1Crab flux level (depending on the energy band) can be be revealed

within several steradians of the sky during one-year survey.

Nevertheless, the development of a ground-based technique allowing simultane-

ous coverage of a significant (1 steradian or so) fraction of the sky is a high priority

issue. Actually the ”standard” motivation for very large ground based gamma-ray

detectors – all sky surveys – is a reasonable but perhaps not the strongest argument

in favor of such instruments. In fact, similar or even deeper all sky surveys can be

conducted with the next generation IACT arrays. The strongest motivation of the

”1 steradian FoV” detectors is, in fact, their unique potential allowing effective mon-

itoring of γ-ray activity of a large number of highly variable sources like blazars

and microquasars , as well as the possibility for independent detection and study

of solitary GeV-TeV γ-ray events, both related (as GeV-TeV counterparts) and not

related to classical (keV-MeV) GRBs. The particle acceleration and the secondary γ-

ray production processes in compact objects proceed on extremely short time-scales,

often with main energy release in the TeV band. Therefore the γ-ray emission car-

ries unique information about the dynamics of these compact objects. The promise

of exciting discoveries of yet unknown VHE transient phenomena in the Universe

fully justifies the efforts towards the construction of large field-of-view ground-based

gamma-ray detectors. Clearly, these instruments will be complementary to GLAST

and the future large volume (”km3” class) high energy neutrino detectors.
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Science Goals vs. Energy Ranges

F.A. Aharonian
Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik, Heidelberg

Palaiseau, April  28, 2004
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Gamma-Ray Astronomy
branch of high energy astrophysics for  study of  the 
sky in MeV, GeV, TeV (and more energetic) photons 

provides crucial window in the spectrum of cosmic E-M
radiation for exploration of nonthermal phenomena in
the  Universe in their most extreme and violent forms

“the last window in the spectrum of cosmic E-M radiation  
to be oppened´´ ...

is already  (partly) opened
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the last E-M window ... 15+ decades:
LE     or   MeV : 0.1 -100 MeV (0.1 -10 + 10 -100)
HE     or   GeV : 0.1 -100 GeV (0.1 -10 + 10 -100 *)
VHE  or   TeV : 0.1 -100   TeV (0.1 -10 + 10 -100)
UHE  or   PeV : 0.1 -100 PeV   
EHE  or   EeV  : 0.1 -100 EeV (TDs ?)

the window is opened in MeV, GeV, and TeV bands:

LE,HE      – domain of space-based astronomy
VHE, ....     - domain of ground-based astronomy

‘‘ Cherenkov Astronomy“    10 GeV  to 1 PeV

* presently poorly explored  but in future could become the most advanced energy band
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Status of the field
in 1990s, after several decades of struggles and controversial  

developments ground-based gamma-ray astronomy
became  an observational discipline and entered the 
main  stream of modern astrophysics and cosmology with:

viable detection technique – Imaging Atmospheric   
Cherenkov  Telescope (IACT) arrays - emerged 
as  prime tool  for detection of  VHE  gamma rays

more than  25  reported objects representing  several 
galactic and extragalactic source populations

the principal results are obtained at TeV energies with IACTs 
plus some interesting results with a water Cherenkov detector 
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Why Cherenkov telescope ?
[ = an optical  reflector with a PMT in focus + fast (ns) electronics ]

large detection are – typically 0.1 km2,
potentially up to 10km2

energy  threshold  – typically 1 TeV,
potentially  down to a few GeV

but  it is a cosmic ray detector
rather than a gamma-ray  telescope...
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Why Imaging ?

because allows  reconstruction of shower parameters
certain  information about arrival direction   
capability to separate  - and proton induced showers

first result: detection of 10 sigma signal from Crab 
with Whipple 10 m telescope (1989)

a good gamma-ray detector but not yet
a perfect telescope ...
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Why Stereoscopy ?
better separation of hadronic and E-M showers

angular resolution of about 3  arcmin

better sensitivity, source localization, morphology,

energy resolution 10 to 15 per cent

better spectrometry

rejection of local muons, better rejection of N.S.B.

lower energy threshold, systematics under control

quite  large  (up to 5 degree) FoV
extended sources, sensible surveys,  huge coll. areas (at E>>Eth)

IACT arrays are perfect gamma-ray telescopes !
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Stereoscopic Imaging of Air Showers
(almost)    commonly   accepted approach:

CANGAROO-III, H.E.S.S., VERITAS,   MAGIC-2  
for TeV astronomy

5@5, ECO-1000 … 
for multi-GeV astronomy
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Expectations from the Foreseeable Future

GLAST large source statistics !
“Era  of gamma-ray astronomy with thausand sources“  (0.1-10 GeV)

also: a few objects and G- & EXG- backgrounds in 10-100 GeV range

Stereoscopic IACT Arrays large  photon statistics !

High quality morphological and spectrometric studies in 0.1-10 TeV
range of a reasonable number of several source populations based
on data sets  consisting of more  than 10,000 gamma-ray photons

also: exploration of a few (or many ?) objects in  > 10TeV  domain
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Spectrometry beyond 3Ecutoff  !

Unprecedented photon statistics

Mkn 421 – 60,000 TeV photons
detected in 2001

Mkn 501 – 40,000 TeV photons
detected in 1997

spectra: canonical power-law 
with exponential cutoff

Cutoff = 6.2 TeV and 3.8 TeV
for  Mkn 501 and Mkn 421

time average spectra of 
Mkn 421  and  Mkn 501

TeV
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time variations on sub-hour timescales !

Mkn 421 – extraorginary
high state in 2001

Whipple

RXTE



Spatially resolved Energy Spectra  (HESS)

preliminary

RX 1713.7-3946 (2004 data)              morphology and spectrometry
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Potential of IACT Arrays
sensitivity down  to 10-13 erg/cm2s        angular resolution a few arcminutes
energy resolution 10 to 20 %                  dynamical range : 3 GeV to 100TeV

Crab Nebula

HEGRA EGRET
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Energy range
100 GeV - 10 TeV

Energy resolution
15 - 20%

Angular resolution
3 - 6 arcmin

Sensitivity:
1 Crab          30 sec
0.1 Crab      20min 

0.01 Crab     25 hours
10 Crab     seconds  
Field of View   5o

1 Crab =3 x 10 -11 erg/cm2 s
0.1 Crab   - min detection time 

for  Whipple/CAT/HEGRA: 25-50 hour

0.005 Crab         requires 100 h    
10-13 erg/cm2 s level

better than Chandra/XMM for >0.1 deg objects !

10 Crab   (i)  strong flares of Mkn 421/501 
(ii)  energy flux sensitivity of EGRET 
(iii)  several orders of magnitude 

less than typical GRB fluxes

3 arcmin  - angular resolution of ASCA
5o FoV  plus 0.1 Crab for < 1 h –

adequate  surveys !

Performance of HESS
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TeV  astronomy - a viable discipline in its own right

Generally, TeV emission is considered as extension of the GeV region...

however visibility of sources in GeV gamma-rays does not yet imply
visibility in  TeV gamma-rays,  and vice versa

Reasons ? Efficiency of  acceleration mechanisms, spectral  cutoffs 
due to internal and external absorption, particle diffusion... ...

TeV astronomy is not merely an extension of MeV/GeV astronomy 
but a viable discipline in its own right with several major objectives
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Major objectives of  VHE  (or TeV) astronomy*

Origin of Galactic Cosmic Rays
SNRs, Molecular clouds, Diffuse radiation of the Galactic Disk, ...

Galactic and Extragalactic Sources with relativistic flows
Pulsar Winds, Microquasars, Small and Large Scale jets of AGN, GRBs...

Observational Gamma Ray Cosmology
Large Scale Structures (Clusters of Galaxies), Dark Matter Halos,
Diffuse Extragalactic Background radiation, Pair Halos 

........
....  

*energy  domain E > 0.1 TeV     (VHE astronomy =TeV astronomy)
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Origin of Cosmic Rays:

a mystery since the discovery in 1912  by  V.Hess …

but now we are quite close  (hopefully) to the solution of
the (galactic) component below the energy 1PeV (1015eV)

thanks to the new generation of IACT arrays  (HESS
et al. ) and space-based gamma-ray detectors (GLAST)
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Cosmic Ray Studies with Cosmic Rays

what do we know about Cosmic Rays ?

energy spectrum dN/dE=kE-2.6-2.7 up to the “knee” (1015 eV)

chemical  composition             =5 (E/10GeV)-0.6 g/cm2

little doubt that up to (at least) 1015 eV they have Galactic Origin*

source spectrum close to E-2.0-2.1

production rate    3 x 1040 erg/s

* CRs above 1019 eV most likely of  extrargalactic origin,  
CRs between 1015 eV and 1019 eV ?  both G- and EXG are possible
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-rays as tracers of CRs

what we do not know about Galactic  Cosmic Rays ?

acceleration sites,  source populations,  acceleration mechanisms

reason ? deflection (diffusion) of CRs in interstellar B-fields

solution ? probing CRs with high energy gamma-rays:

discrete -ray sources – productions sites oF CRs
diffuse  -ray emission – propagation of CRs in ISM

the major (historical) motivation of gamma-ray astronomy
(P. Morrison, V. Ginzburg, S. Hayakawa, ...)
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SNRs – the most probable factories of GCRs ?

(almost) common  belief  based two arguments:

necessary amount of available energy – 1051 erg
Diffusive Shock Acceleration – 10%  efficiency and  E-2  type spectrum 

up to ?    at least 1015 eV

Straightforward proof: detection of gamma-rays (and neutrinos) from
pp interactions (as products of decays of secondary pions)

Objective: to probe the content of nucleonic component of CRs in SNRs
within 10 kpc at the level  1049 -1050 erg

Realiztion: sensitivity of detectors - down to 10-13 erg/cm2 s

crucial energy domain - VHE/UHE (up to 100 TeV)
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Visibility  of SNRs in high energy  gamma-rays

F (>E)=10-11 A (E/1TeV)-1  ph/cm2s

A=(Wcr/1050erg)(n/1cm-3 )(d/1kpc) -2

for CR spectrum with =2

Crab

if electron spectrum >> 10 TeV            synchrotron X-rays and  IC TeV 
’s

main target photon field 2.7 K:  F ,IC/Fx,sinch=0.1 (B/10 G)-2

Detectability ? compromise between 
angle (r/d)  and flux  F

(1/d2)
typically A: 0.1-0.01    : 0.1o

- 1o

1000 yr old SNRs (in Sedov phase)

o component dominates if  A > 0.1 (Sx/10

1o

0.1o
se

ns
iti

vi
ty

TeV -rays – detectable if A > 0.1

nucleonic component of CRs - “visible”  through TeV (and GeV) gamma-rays !
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RX 1713.7-3946: morphology and energy spectrum obtained with H.E.S.S.
a key issue - identification of  -ray 
emission   mechanisms:   – 0 or IC ?

new! - energy spectra from 150GeV  to  > 10TeV 
from different parts - NW, S W, E,C

if a coordinate-independent single power law  
from 100 GeV to 10 TeV

hardly can  be explained by IC

implications ?

if 0 - hadronic component is detected ! 
estimate of Wp (with an uncertainty     
related   to the uncertainty in n/d2 )

if IC - model independent estimate of
We (multi-TeV electrons)  

- model independent estimate of  Le=Lx
- model independent map of B-field

2004 data (4 telescope system)
preliminary !

TeV-keV correlations … 
what this could  mean?
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Origin of radiation ?

hadronic origin seems preferable given  
the high density environment:

Wp (above 10 TeV) =  3x1049 (n/1 cm-3) -1 erg

IC origin is not excluded, but this model 
requires B – field  less than 10-20 G

More complex scenario, e.g. -rays from NW+SW are contributed by 
protons while gamma-rays from remaining parts are due to IC  -rays,

cannot be excluded

HESS observations with 4 telescope  in 2004 
provide higher quality data and … certain answers ?



Energy Spectrum

Preliminary

2003:

=2.19 ± 0.09 ± 0.15

2004:

=2.20 ± 0.02 ± 0.15

2003

2004
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Spatially resolved spectra

preliminary

Spectral shape 
doesn’t change 
significantly!
Flux varies up to 
a factor of 2
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IC model:  B  cannot exceed 10 G and …
does not provide good fit
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now fit is better, but conflict with radio and 
2 orders of magnitude larger energetics
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older source ?
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two zone model ?

tesc=50 tB (prop. 1/E);  B1=3 G, B2=15 G;  R=3 pc
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Hadrons – perfect fit and modest energetics

Wp approx.  1050 (n/1cm-3)-1 erg,
energy cutoff well below 1000 TeV ?
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New ! Vela Junior (a 2o diameter remnant)

CANGAROO , HESS 

Flux     - 1 Crab at 1 TeV

uncertainty in  d as large as factor of 3, n – poorly known
nevertheless if no nearby clouds - Wp could be as  large as 1050 erg

IC  ? – very small magnetic field at the level of < 4 G

B-field
RXJ:   10 G
Vela Jr 4  G
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next steps …
measurements

TeV energy spectra of RXJ1713/Vela Jr beyond 10 TeV

”brut-force”  approach (> 100 h with HESS)
or super HESS ?  (something like the “old HESS Phase-2” or more)
or an  array of small IACTs dedicated for multi-TeV studies ?

more TeV emitting SNRs

detection of synchrotron radiation below X-ray domain

most realistically MIR-FIR  (Spitzer ?)

theory
detailed time- and  coordinate-dependent modeling of 
broad-band radiation (as well as acceleration) processes
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searching for galactic  PeVatrons ...

TeV gamma–rays from Cas A and RX1713.7-3946, Vela Jr –
a proof that SNRs are responsible for the bulk of GCRs  ?– not yet

the hunt for galactic PeVatrons continues

unbiased approach – deep survey of the Galactic Plane – not to   
miss any recent  (or currently active) acceleration site:  

SNRs, Pulsars/Plerions, Microquasars...

not only from accelerators, but also from  nearby  dense regions
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Gamm-rays/X-rays from dense regions surrounding  accelerators

the existence of a powerful accelerator by itself  is not sufficenrt  for 
gamma radiation; an additional component – a dense gas target - is required

gamma-rays from surrounding regions  add much to our knowledge  about highest  
energy protons which quickly escape the accelerator  and therefotr do not signifi-
cantly contribute to gamma-ray production inside the proton  accelerator-PeVatron
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older source – steeper gamma-ray spectrum
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Giant Molecular Clouds (GMCs) 
as tracers of Galactic Coismic Rays

GMCs - 103 to 105 solar masses clouds physically connected with star
formation regions - the likely sites of  CR  accelerators (with or
without SNRs) - perfect objects to  play the role of targets ! 

While travelling from the accelerator to the cloud the spectrum of CRs
is a strong function of time t, distance to the source R, and the (energy-
dependent)  Diffusion  Coefficient D(E)

depending on t, R,  D(E) one may expect any proton, and 
therefore gamma-ray spectrum – very hard, very soft, 

without TeV tail, without GeV counterpart ... 
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Propagation Effects on the spectrum of Gamma Rays

emissivities and fluxes (M5/d2
kpc ) of gamma

rays from a cloud at different times and dis-
tances from an impulsive accelerater with
W=1050 erg [ D(E)=1026 (E/10GeV)0.5  cm2/s ]
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First Unidentified TeV source TeV J2032+4130 *

Found by HEGRA  seredipiously (6 sigma signal accumulated 100h from
the Cygnus region and confirmed in 2002 by pointing observations (130 h) 
Basic features – hard power-law spectrum (photon index 1.9), constant flux

and slightly extended (about 5 arcmin) source

Origin ? leptonic (IC) origin is almost excluded

dense gas cloud(s)  illuminated by protons arriving
from a recent nearby Pevatron ?

if this object is a representative of a large source population, the planned survey
of the Galactic Disk by H.E.S.S.  should reveal reveal many such hot spotsHESS started to detect many hot spots   …

22nd TEXAS Symposium, Florence, Dec 2002
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Crab Nebula – gamma-rays up to 50 TeV and beyond !

Standard MHD theory – cold ultrarelativistc pulsar wind  terminates by a
reverse shock resulting in (re)acceleration of electrons up to 1016 eV

Synchrotron radiation => nonthermal optica and X-ray nebula
Inverse Compton scattering => high energy gamma-ray nebula

Crab Nebula – a very powerful

and  “extreme“ accelerator

Acceleration takes place at 10 % of the maximum possible rate c/rg !

PeV electrons are responsible for MeV synchrotron and >30 TeV IC components
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Challenges (for MAGIC and VERITAS)

Measurements of the energy-dependent size of  the IC component

Detection of   possible hadronic component

> 1 TeV neutrinos (marginally)   detectable by Ice Cube

Probing the site of creation and the Lorentz factor of the kinetic
energy dominated wind through IC scatering of wind electrons

cold wind can be visible/detectable in gamma-rays with energy
E=  me c2 x wind Lorentz factor (because of K-N effect)  

unique feature of VHE gamma-ray astronomy - discovery
of  ultrarelativistic flows through bulk motion Comptonzation
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TeV -rays from other Pulsar Driven Nebulae
Crab Nebula is very effective particle accelerator but
not effective IC gamma-ray emitter (because of large B) 

less powerful pulsars weaker magnetic field higher gamma-ray
efficiency detectable gamma-ray fluxes from a  number of  plerions

since 2.7 K is the main target photon field TeV image corresponds to the spatial
distribution of electrons (unique !)             precise measurements of B(r)  

binary pulsars - a special case with strong effects associated with the optical star on 
both the dynamics of the pulsar wind and the radiation before and after its  termination

similar to other pulsars with three  components/sites - Pulsar, Pulsar Wind, Synchrotron 
Nebula - the cold wind and the shocked accelerated electrons are illuminated by
optical radiation from the companion star detectable IC gamma-ray emission

because of rapid radiative cooling of electrons the processes of  wind
creations and termination can be probed on on very short timescales
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TeV Blazars:

sub-class of AGN dominated by nonthermal,  variable, broad band, 
from radio to gamma, radiation produced in relativistic jets close
to the line of sight,  with massive Black Holes as  central engines

Uniqueness: Only TeV radiation tells us unambiguasly that particles are
accelerated to very high energies (one needs at least  TeV electron to produce
TeV photons) in the jets with Doppler factors > 10 (otherwise gamma-rays
cannot escape the source due internal to photon-photon pair production)

Combined with X-rays: one can fix several basic parameters like B-field, total
energy budget in accelerated particles, thus to construct quanititative theory
of  magnetohydrodynamics, particle acceleration and radiation in realtivistic
flows, although yet with many conditions, assumptions,   caveats... 
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Hadronic versus Electronic models of TeV Blazars

SSC or external Compton – currently most favoured models:
easy to accelerate electrons to TeV energies
easy to produce synchrotron and IC gamma-rays

recent results require more sophisticated leptonic models

Hadronic Models:
protons interacting with ambient plasma neutrinos
very slow process
protons interacting with photon fields neutrinos
low efficiency + severe absorption of TeV gamma-rays

proton synchrotron no neutrinos
very large magnetic field B=100 G + accelaration rate c/rg

“extreme accelerator“ (of EHE CRs)  Poynting flux dominated flow

un
lik

ely
Eo = f

-1 mpc2 = 1 ( /10)  TeV
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Blazars  and Diffuse Extragalactic Background Radiation

two topics relevant to different research areas
but tightly coupled through intergalactic 

absorption
Blazars:
ideal laboratories to study particle acceleration processes and MHD structures 
in relativistic jets and powerful factories of GeV/TeV -ray beams – carriers of 
cosmological information epochs and history of eveolution of galaxies contained in

DEBRA (also EBL, CIB,…)
thermal emision components  - between O/UV and FIR - produced by stars and
absorbed/re-emitted by dust) and accumulated over the history of the Universe

-rays from blazars arrive with significantly distorted spectra

Bad news for Blazar studies – large uncertainties in the intrinsic spectra
Good news for DEBRA studies – O/IR  background can be probed with TeV  beams
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Impact of the intergalactic absorption

Probing DEBRA 

at  O/UV 10-100 GeV  -rays                 z:    >> 0.1 
NIR     0.1-1   TeV   -rays                     0.05-0.2
MIR    1-10     TeV   -rays                     0.02-0.05
FIR      10-100 TeV   -rays                          <0.05
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GeV to TeV transition region

with arrival of GLAST  and new generation IACT arrays (HESS/VERITAS/MAGIC...) 
the gap between energy domains betwen the space-based and ground-based
gamma ray astronomies will eventually disappear =>    very important !

cross-calibration of detectors
new unexplored astrophysics (should be something very interesting...)

but GLAST is esentially GeV detector with best performance at 1 GeV
and  “10m class“  IACTs are detectors with best performance at 1 TeV

... a new approach should be found for adequate studies
in the intermediate GeV to TeV domain
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10 to 100 GeV region – currently terra incognita

Space-based approach - capability of GLAST and in fact any
post-GLAST space-based instrument will be
limited because of  limited detection area

Ground-based aproach - dramatic reduction of threshold of 
IACT technique down to a few GeV using
largest possible (ca. 30m diameter) optical
reflectors on highest possible altitudes

5@5 – a 5 GeV threshold array of very large IACTs at 5 km altitude
a (relatively)  cheap and feasible/reliable alternative available NOW !

further significant improvement ? high quantum efficieny detectors
of optical radiation – hopefully in the foreseeable future
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5@5 

combines two advantages of the current
space- and ground- based gamma-ray domains:

large photon flux 10-7 ph/cm2s above 1 GeV
versus 10-11 ph/cm2s above 1 TeV

huge detection areas exceeding 0.1 km2 at TeV energies
versus 1 m2 at GeV energies

Gamma Ray Time Explorer =>  gamma-ray astronomy rich by both
-ray source and -ray photon

statistics
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Detecting EGRET sources

Assumed spectra/fluxes

At 2 GeV for 1 h

Minimum Detectable Differential Energy Flux at energy E  (+/- E)

at 10 GeV for 25 h
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A GeV Timing Explorer

Potential: can detect EGRET sources with spectra extending beyond
several GeV for an exposure time from 1 sec to 10 min

Main targets: highly variable nonthermal phenomena in AGN jets, synch-
rotron flares in Microquasars, GRBs, also ... pulsars
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Detection of Vela Pulsar – just for 1 sec
Outer gap model

Polar Cap model

energy resolution:
~30%   @10 GeV 
~20 %  @ 100 GeV

Angular resolution  0.1-0.2 deg @ 10 GeV, 
not so bad …
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SUMMARY
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Strength and highest priorities of   TeV -ray astronomy:

deep understanding of physics of a  limited number of  sources
rather than statistical studies of  properties of source populations

we already have 20+ TeV beams representing several classes of G and EXG 
sources with luminosities exceeding sensitivities of the current detectors !

best localization of  sources due to the best photon statistics (hundreds
and thausands of TeV photons) and the best  (3 arcmin) angular resolution

• identification of   - ray production regions in the context of MWL studies
• morphological and spectrometric studies of extended sources (> 0.1 deg)   

with comparable or even better than at other wavelengths sensitivities
(better than HST and Chandra !)*

the only available channel (together with neutrino astronomy) of 
unambiguous information about Cosmic TeVatrons and PeVatrons

we will need superHESS (n x HESS, where n >2) detectors 
in both Northern and Southern Hemispheres

and perhaps also >10 TeV threshold small IACT arrays

* Superior sensitivities of Chandra and HST are due to sub-arcsec ang. resolutions
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5@5  as a future powerful gamma-ray observatory
Detector : ground based instrument (observatory) to study the sky at energies

from several GeV to several 100 GeV with both unprecedented
photon and   source statistics

Potentail: can detect “standard“ EGRET sources with spectra extending
beyond 5 GeV for exposure time from 1 sec  to 10 minutes

Aim: Gamma Ray Timing Explorer for study of nonthermal phenomena
AGN jets, Microquasars, GeV counterparts of GRBs, Pulsars ...

5@5 is complementary to GLAST, 
in fact due to small FoV needs very much GLAST
and ... GLAST  certainly needs a 5@5  type instrument

Gamma Ray Group Summary Report, Snowmass “The future of particle Physics“ 
(astro-ph/0201160)

“The rapid development and successful operation of 5@5  during the
lifetime of   GLAST would represent a major observational coup“
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Site:  should be the best…  ALMA site !
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Chajnontour (Atacama, Chile, 5000m +)

APEX 
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Beyond VERITAS

Simon Swordy

Kavli Institute for Cosmological Physics, Enrico Fermi Institute,

Dept. of Physics, Dept. of Astronomy and Astrophysics,

University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637, USA

The field of ground-based gamma-ray astronomy has entered an era of rapid growth

because of the impact of new instruments which have increased the sensitivity of

observations by well over an order of magnitude. We consider some possible future

scientific directions in this exciting area of science. These include short-term (< 5

year) activities at the VERITAS site and scientific and technical aspects of a longer

term effort which address the path to the next leap forward a decade from now.

1 Introduction

The last year or so have been exciting times in the field of high energy gamma-ray

astronomy. Many new sources have been discovered and the expectations that new

types of objects which emit TeV gamma-rays would begin to reveal themselves have

been confirmed by observations. The nature of some of the new objects still lurks

in the shadows of understanding, and the plane of the galaxy has been shown to be a

fertile region for source searches. These facts lead us to realize we are at the threshold

of the development of a new area of astronomy which can be expected to expand

rapidly in the coming years. We can only guess at how this will contribute to our

overall understanding of the make-up of our galaxy and universe as a whole, but we

are surely looking at the non-thermal universe through the most energetic window yet

discovered. There are good theoretical reasons to believe this is the most energetic

view possible of the nearby universe, because of gamma-ray interactions with relic

radiation fields. This window, which was first glimpsed in the 1980s and expanded

throughout the 1990s, now has the capability of developing a full panoramic view of

the nearby universe, maybe as far as z ∼ 1. This paper summarizes some discussions

within the VERITAS collaboration on how this might be fully realized. Like any good

science collaboration VERITAS has differences of opinion on what to do next. This

paper reflects a personal interpretation of this discussion by the author.
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Cherenkov 2005

2 Atmospheric Cherenkov in Perspective

2.1 Ground versus Space

Before outlining the suggested ways forward it is useful to briefly review the relation-

ship of atmospheric Cherenkov astronomy with the overlapping area of space-based

gamma-ray astronomy to place these in some context. Space gamma-ray astronomy

is a relatively mature field which began in earnest with the flights of SAS-2 [1] and

COS-B [2] launched in the 1970s and other larger satellites, in particular CGRO [3]

which was launched in 1991. CGRO really established gamma-ray astronomy as an

observational science in the GeV energy range and provided many surprises. In partic-

ular the discovery of the existence of a significant population of bright extra-galactic

sources. The next large satellite experiment, GLAST [4], scheduled for launch in

2007, is designed to make a new step in space-based gamma rays with a sensitivity

∼ 50× better than CGRO in the GeV region. In the table below we make some com-

parisons of typical parameters of the present generation of ground-based telescopes

with the Large Area Telescope (LAT) on GLAST.

GLAST ACT-2000

Area ∼ 1 m2
∼ 105 m2

Energy Threshold 20 MeV ∼ 70 GeV

Energy Resolution < 10% ∼ 10% (1 TeV )
Angular Resolution < 1◦(100 MeV ) ∼ 0.1◦(1 TeV )
FOV ∼ 90◦ ∼ 3◦ − 5◦

Duty Cycle ∼ 80% < 10%
Signal Limit Photon Counting Background Limited

Construction Cost $100M’s $10M’s

Table 1: A comparison between some general properties of GLAST and the present

generation of atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes (ACT-2000)

¿From a scientific perspective we can identify in these comparisons some major

advantages of space-borne instruments:

• Space instruments can identify source photons essentially background-free.

• The field of view of space instruments can be huge, ∼ 500× present atmo-

spheric Cherenkov telescopes.

• The duty cycle of space instruments is ∼ 10× atmospheric Cherenkov devices.
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On the other hand there are certain specific advantages of the atmospheric Cherenkov

telescopes which make them a great complement to space observations in some as-

pects:

• The effective collecting area of atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes is ∼ 105 m2,

which is huge compared to space instruments.

• High angular (∼ 0.10) resolution imaging of sources has proven to be very

useful in atmospheric Cherenkov detections. Space-based pair production tele-

scopes will find this difficult except at high energies.

• Ground-based instruments are generally much cheaper and have a shorter ges-

tation period than space missions.

• Ground-based installations can be relatively easily expanded or modified to

address newly discovered scientific directions.

2.2 Scientific Reach

A key issue for atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes is the accessibility of the gamma-

ray universe in the ∼ 30 GeV → 1 TeV energy range. Gamma-gamma interactions

with the extragalactic background light (EBL) from limit the distance that can be

travelled by gamma-rays above ∼ 10 GeV. The EBL is produced from star formation

and dust re-radiation in the early universe and although direct measurements of the

EBL are difficult and its spectrum remains uncertain, estimates of the EBL intensity

limit the red-shift range of ∼ 1 TeV photons to z ∼ 0.1, and those of ∼ 100 GeV to

z ∼ 1. This is an important consideration in attempts to make high energy gamma-ray

astronomy capable of viewing more than just the local universe. While it is not known

for certain if there are sources bright enough to be detected beyond z ∼ 0.5, they

probably will not be visible to atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes unless the energy

threshold can be driven well below ∼ 100 GeV because of this intrinsic absorption

process.

2.3 Sky Coverage

Another consideration for ground-based telescopes is the region of the sky which is

visible from a particular site. At present TeV astronomy seems to be mostly in ‘dis-

covery’ mode which suggests that covering as large a fraction of the sky as possible

is highly desirable. The current generation of telescopes makes a good job of this,

with two observatories (VERITAS and MAGIC) in the northern hemisphere and two

(HESS and CANGAROO) in the south. In each hemisphere the telescopes have a sig-

nificant separation in longitude, which makes a study of source temporal variability
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Figure 1: The sky coverage of existing atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes. The back-

ground of the galaxy (green) is from a calculation by Seth Digel for GLAST. The

intensity of the red region shows the sky coverage of VERITAS out to zenith angles

of ∼ 600. The intensity of the blue region shows the sky coverage of HESS out to

angles of ∼ 600

also possible over a larger contiguous time. The region of the galactic sky viewed

by VERITAS and HESS is shown in Figure 1, where the overall background of our

galaxy shown in green was computed by Seth Digel as an example of the observational

strength of GLAST [5]. The red region corresponds to the effective sky coverage seen

by VERITAS out to ∼ 600 zenith angle. The blue region is HESS out to ∼ 600 zenith

angle. (MAGIC and CANGAROO are similar in the north and south). It can be seen

that there is some great complementarity in this scheme and most of the sky can be

covered by a combination of telescopes in this way. In the future a northern and a

southern site are probably useful to retain this kind of sky coverage.

3 Scientific Goals

The scientific goals for the next stages of atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes are partly

driven by intuition as regards where the most interesting science might lie, but also

by the intrinsic observational strengths of these instruments discussed above. The

science goals can be divided into two broad groups; mostly galactic or mostly of

cosmological interest. On the galactic side we have the desire to reach higher surface
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Figure 2: (Top) Observed and expected numbers of AGN observed by atmospheric

Cherenkov telescopes and space instruments. (Bottom) Observed and expected peak

red-shifts for detected sources of atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes and space instru-

ments.

brightness sensitivity, enhance the sky survey capability and be able to detect and map

diffuse emissions. For cosmology goals we would like to enable more of the universe

to be visible to gamma-ray astronomers and be able to evaluate our horizon. A lead-

ing scientific theme in both areas is the ability to make unprecedented measurements

of transient behavior of sources. Extremely variable emission has often been found to

be characteristic of many high energy sources ranging from gamma-ray burst fireballs

to AGN jets. This is well suited to these telescopes because of the huge available

collecting area intrinsic to the technique. In either case there is a need to move from

the pre-2000 TeV astronomy world of a handful of sources, through the present gen-

eration -where maybe ∼ 100 sources will be discovered, to a future where 1000’s of

sources might be expected.

This progression can be illustrated by a comparison of the number of known

sources detected and expected from gamma-ray instruments as shown in Figure 2.

In the top panel we show the numbers of AGNs that have been detected by early

atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes (ACTs) and EGRET on CGRO, and also the ex-
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pected numbers for the present ACTs and GLAST (the yellow bars represent the un-

certainty in this number). Clearly the present generation of ACTs will be exploring at

high energies a similar number of source counts to that seen by EGRET/CGRO. We

should expect our next generation of ACTs to have a catalog closer to that expected

for GLAST of ∼ 1000 sources. The lower panel shows the peak of the red-shifts of

sources detected by these instruments. Again the present generation of ACTs is simi-

lar to EGRET/CGRO, the next generation should most likely try to approach GLAST,

into the region beyond z ∼ 1.

4 Objectives

With these science goals in mind we can establish a key list of instrumental objectives

for ”Beyond VERITAS” in comparison with existing detectors. These are summa-

rized as:

• Improve collecting area - (sensitivity and transient behavior).

• Improve background rejection capabilities - (sensitivity).

• Reduce energy threshold peak to below 50 GeV - (cosmological reach).

• Expand telescope field of view - (source imaging, diffuse emission, survey ca-

pabilities).

5 Scheme for beyond VERITAS

In our discussions within the VERITAS collaboration we believe that the next steps

in this field can be divided into two clear timescales near term and longer term.

5.1 Near Term Activities

On the short term (< 5 years) we wish to complete our VERITAS project as originally

proposed with 7 telescopes at the site. At present we have funding for 4 telescopes,

as discussed elsewhere in these proceedings [11]. We are building a science case

for adding 3 more telescopes to the site and are hoping to get this proposed and ap-

proved in the near future. The new telescopes would take advantage of technical

developments since the first 4 have been designed, and are expected to be tuned to

the emerging scientific results from the field. They will be able to participate in the

array coincidence trigger of VERITAS which we believe is a key feature for getting

to a low energy threshold with sufficiently low dead-time in the electronics. The
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new telescopes are expected to have a wider field of view than the existing cam-

eras and have commensurately more pixels. The photo-detectors are expected to use

conventional transmission photocathode technology and may be possibly constructed

from multi-anode PMTs or micro-channel plate devices. Various members of VER-

ITAS have presented ideas at this meeting on how some of these things might be

achieved [6], [7], [8], [9].

Figure 3 shows the status of the existing VERITAS site on Kitt Peak in April

2005. The concrete areas for the initial 4 telescopes of VERITAS can be seen with

circular areas for the telescope assemblies and rectangular pads for the local instru-

mentation buildings. Three potential sites which could be developed for future tele-

scopes are shown conceptually as red pads in the picture. This would make the overall

array significantly more powerful at lower energies because the chances for multiple

telescopes to be contained in the light pool below 100 GeV are larger. The probability

of striking a stereo pair at low energy is significantly larger for VERITAS-7, shifting

the calculated peak event rate using the Crab spectrum to be near 70 GeV for the full

array.

5.2 Long Term Goals

In the longer term to make significant progress in this field we need to improve sen-

sitivity and operate at a low enough energy threshold to expand our cosmological

horizon to z ∼ 1. In practice this means reliable operation below 50 GeV. This will

present many hurdles in terms of background and trigger operation at low light levels.

However we feel that a great strength of ground based observations is the ability to

have very large collection areas, and consequently the ability to observe the transient

behavior of distant sources in unique detail. Viewing distant objects requires a low

energy threshold to avoid EBL absorption. At present the effective collecting areas

of ground-based atmospheric Cherenkov instruments are basically set by the scale of

the light pool size which has a typical area of ∼ 105 rmm2. To collect more photons

per second from a given source we need to make the telescope system an array of

detectors which exceeds this light pool size. A target size at present is 1km2 which

gives 106 m2. This is the basis of the HE-ASTRO idea developed by Vladimir Vas-

siliev and Stephen Fegan which is discussed in much more detail elsewhere in this

volume [10]. To make a square kilometer of Cherenkov telescopes close to a reality

some major technical hurdles will need to be overcome. Foremost among these is the

issue of high quantum efficiency devices. Obviously higher quantum efficiency can

offset smaller mirror area and significantly reduce the cost of an array of telescopes.

In some ways we are fortunate with atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes. Unlike opti-

cal astronomy we have not yet reached the end of the road with quantum efficiency

which has values near 100% in the CCD detectors which are standard in that dis-
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Figure 3: Aerial view of the Kitt Peak site for VERITAS in April 2005. The concrete

pads show the locations for VERITAS-4. The red circles show potential sites for 3

additional telescopes to bring the array up the originally proposed VERITAS-7

cipline. Contemporary atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes use photomultipliers with

bi-alkali transmission photocathodes having quantum efficiencies which at best are

near 25% or so. There have been many interesting discussions at this meeting on

devices that might significantly improve that value. For example within VERITAS

Jim Buckley has been working on enhanced response for other photocathode mate-

rials [6]. This effort, or something similar, could be the key to enabling a square

kilometer array at reasonable cost. However, we should be mindful bi-alkali trans-

mission photocathodes are still with us - even though the technology dates from the

middle of the last century (!)

In concept the square kilometer array could be similar to the Allen array in radio

astronomy which is being built in California. This is shown as an artist’s drawing

in Figure 4. The array consists of 350 radio telescopes with 6m dishes. Clearly

something like this is an engineering challenge which will require significant studies

and R+D work. The overall conceptual properties of an array like this for gamma-ray

astronomy are as follows:
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Figure 4: Artist’s view of the Allen array of radio-telescopes which is be-

ing built in California by groups from UC Berkeley and SETI. The array is

comprised of 350 steerable 6m dishes which operate in the GHz range (see

http://astron.berkeley.edu/ral/ata/)

• Square kilometer scale focussed at hi-z science in the energy region below ∼

100 GeV.

• Consisting of 30-100 smaller (7 m) telescopes.

• Located at relatively high (3 km?) altitude.

• High quantum efficiency detectors (∼ 50%), many pixel devices needed.

• Electronics probably photon counting, digital pipeline based.

The expected properties of such an array based on simulations by Vassiliev and

Fegan [10] are that at an energy of 50 GeV it has > 500× the effective collecting

area of VERITAS-4 and ∼ 100× the effective collecting area of VERITAS-7. It

should be capable of reaching a sensitivity of 10 mCrab in a few hours and is ideal

for observations of transient cosmological sources at low flux levels. To place this in
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some context we can also calculate the time required to gain 5σ sensitivity on a point

source of intensity 10 mCrab at 50 GeV. For VERITAS-4 this would take ∼ 500
hours, although this is of course at an energy well below the peak of the counting

rate curve near 100 GeV where VERITAS-4 is designed to operate. For VERITAS-7

this measurement would take around 50 hours, because of the significant increase in

low energy area provided by the 3 additional telescopes. For the square kilometer

array this would take only ∼ 30 minutes, meaning a sensitive sky survey could be

taken very quickly at this energy. Without being facetious, it is worthwhile to note

the same time requirement for GLAST would be over 10 years, because even though

the background is essentially zero, the collecting area of the space experiment is six

orders of magnitude smaller than the square kilometer array.

6 Conclusions

In producing a plan for activities beyond VERITAS we have considered both near

term and longer term activities. The near term is aimed at completing VERITAS-7

and taking advantage of our recent new knowledge of the gamma-ray sky. It is clear

that the longer term goals discussed here will require some significant developments,

both technical and within the community. For an effort of this magnitude there must

be wide community support and involvement. On the technical side there are various

significant developments which need to be pursued. These range from higher quantum

efficiency devices to photon counting and digital pipeline electronics. The optical

design of the telescopes to enable a wider field of view is another important area which

requires some re-thinking. Some of these developments can be explored in the near

term effort to solidify the technical progress of a technique. Ultimately investigating

the variability in objects will be a unique long term role for ground based gamma-ray

astronomy in our understanding of the galaxy and our universe. Much of this will be

connected to the most turbulent and violent places that exist.
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We have started discussions on beyond-CANGAROO projects among the Very High

Energy (VHE) gamma-ray community in Japan. Three straightforward directions

using the imaging atmospheric Cherenkov technique have been considered: 1) tele-

scopes of a large aperture or at a high altitude to explore the so-called unopened

window between 10 and 100 GeV, 2) telescopes of a large effective area to obtain

better sensitivity or explore the higher energy region around 100 TeV, and 3) tele-

scopes of a wide field of view to discover transient sources and obtain better survey

ability. The considerations are summarized together with physics cases favored by

each direction.

1 Introduction

In the series of the international workshops, “Towards a Major Atmospheric Cherenkov

Detector”, we have extensively discussed options for a major atmospheric Cherenkov

telescope for ground-based gamma-ray observations. One of the best solutions to this

question is likely to be a stereoscopic system of Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov

Telescopes (IACTs) of a large aperture (10 m class), with which we aim to explore

the so-called unopened window between 10 and 100 GeV, rejecting the major back-

ground due to single muons. This design has been taken by the CANGAROO-III [1],

H.E.S.S. [2] and VERITAS [3] groups. In addition, the MAGIC group has recently

decided to do stereoscopic observations building a second 17 m telescope [4]. Suc-

cessful results have already come from the H.E.S.S. group [5–7] and obtaining more

important results by these groups in the near future looks promising. However, it is

only 15 years from the first 9 σ detection of the Crab Nebula by the Whipple Observa-

tory using the imaging atmospheric Cherenkov technique [8], which can be deemed

to be the breakthrough in this field, and there are still many interesting applications

using IACTs that have not been tried or implemented.

The CANGAROO-III stereoscopic IACT system was completed in 2004 near

Woomera, South Australia [1] and we have started considering our future plan among
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the Very High Energy (VHE) gamma-ray community in Japan. In the near future, we

intend to improve the current CANGAROO-III system, especially the first telescope

(T1), which has been used as the CANGAROO-II telescope for five years and has de-

teriorated significantly compared to the other three telescopes. As for the longer time

scale of 10 or 20 years, we do not have a unified plan yet, however our considerations

so far are summarized here.

2 Current Situation and Future Directions

The sensitivity and energy coverage of the current IACT systems described above are

shown in Figure 1 [3]. In spite of many efforts, the unopened window has not been

explored completely yet. However, the sensitivity to gamma rays has successfully

been improved down to the % Crab level. Where should we go from here, looking

10 or 20 years into the future? There are three straightforward directions indicated by

the arrows in Figure 1:

1. low energy extension using a telescope of a large aperture or at a high altitude

to further explore the unopened window,

2. higher sensitivity or high energy extension using a telescope of a large effective

area to get more statistics,

3. better time coverage using a telescope of a wide field of view to observe tran-

sient sources.

In the following sections, each direction is discussed from physical and technical

aspects.

3 Physics Considerations

Physics targets favorable to each direction described above are summarized in Table 1

on the basis of author’s arbitrary view. The low energy extension has an advantage

over the other directions if we aim to find more sources since the high energy tails of∼

300 EGRET sources are expected to be observed and we will have more GeV sources

during the GLAST era. Any target is interesting to be observed by a high sensitivity

telescope having a large effective area, but in particular, this direction is important

to investigate the Galactic origin of cosmic rays, which is a long-standing enigma.

We are getting closer to a solution considering the recent observational progress of

supernova remnants (SNRs) [5, 9, 10]. One of the keys to a full solution is clear

separation of the electron and proton origins of gamma rays, and the low energy
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Figure 1: Sensitivity of current gamma-ray telescopes [3]. Straightforward future

directions utilizing IACTs are indicated by the blue arrows. Imagine that the time

axis is taken perpendicularly to the figure. Each direction numbered is discussed in

detail in the text.

extension of the TeV spectra of the SNRs may play an important role on this point.

However, the low energy extension cannot answer the origin up to the “knee” energy

and a telescope of a large effective area can play a unique role at high energies. The

wide field of view telescope has an advantage also in survey ability finding unknown

sources, and that is discussed later comparing with the system of a large effective

area.
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Source/Physics Large D/High Altitude Large Aeff Wide FOV

AGN and EBL © ©

Pulsar ©

EGRET Source ©

Dark Matter © ©

Galactic Origin of CRs © ©

GRB ©

Unknown Source © ©

Table 1: Physics targets favorable to the future directions.

4 Technical Considerations of Future Directions

4.1 Large Aperture or High Altitude

A major problem in implementing a very large aperture telescope is its huge cost.

Optical astronomers have an empirical “cost paradigm” in which the traditional cost

scaling law is expressed as follows [11]:

Cost ∝ D
2.7

, (1)

where D is the diameter of the telescope. As described in the reference, this cost

curve may not be very firm and there are some successful examples in which the cost

was significantly reduced by “innovation factors”. Also, there is no guarantee that

this law is directly applicable to atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes. However, if we

assume the law and that a 30 m diameter is necessary to cover the unopened window

down to 10 GeV, the cost will be ∼ 20 times more than that of the 10 m diameter.

Therefore, cost reduction is essential in this direction.

One possible idea to reduce the cost is to utilize multiple reflection optics. With

this option, the telescope will be shorter than that of the conventional prime focus

optics, and then its torque will be smaller, the support structure can be less rigid,

and finally the total weight will be reduced. Let us take a very simple model of a

Cassegrain type telescope shown in Figure 2, to see if the telescope torque is really

reduced. This model is compared to a prime focus optics of the focal length F and the

diameter of the primary reflector D. The Cassegrain telescope has the same primary

reflector and its camera is set at the center of the primary reflector or on the rotation

axes to minimize its torque. The secondary reflector of the diameter d is located at the

distance from the primary reflector r. In this configuration, d is automatically decided

as a function of r so as to collect all of the photons reflected by the primary reflector

and to minimize the dead area of the primary reflector shaded by the secondary reflec-

tor. The masses of the primary reflector and the camera are M and m, respectively.
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Their area densities are assumed to be the same.

D

F

r

d

Primary Reflector

Secondary Reflector

Camera

Camera

Rotation Axis

Figure 2: Simple prime focus (left) and Cassegrain (right) optics to define parameters

used in the discussion on the telescope torque. See the text in detail.

With the above configuration, the moments of inertia of the primary reflector, the

secondary reflector and the camera at the prime focus are approximately given as:

Iprimary ∼
1

8
MD

2
, (2)

Isecondary ∼ MD
2
t
2(1 − t)2, (3)

Icamera ∼ mD
2
, (4)

where t = r/F is the fractional distance of the secondary reflector from the pri-

mary reflector. Total moments of inertia of the Cassegrain and prime focus optics are

Iprimary + Isecondary and Iprimary + Icamera, respectively. Figure 3 shows the total

moment of inertia normalized by Iprimary as a function of the fractional distance t.

Better solutions using the multiple reflection optics than the prime focus optics ex-

ist if Isecondary < Icamera, which corresponds to the right side of Figure 3, and the

multiple reflection optics is effective if the camera is relatively heavy compared to the

primary reflector.

The above discussion is for a very simple case and a better solution may be

found by utilizing more degrees of freedom of the multiple reflection optics. Also,

only the telescope torque has been considered above but the critical disadvantage of

the multiple reflection optics is significant loss of the light due to more number of
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normalized by the moment of inertia of the primary reflector, plotted as a function

of the fractional distance of the secondary reflector from the primary reflector.

reflections and a dead area shaded by the secondary reflector. We should consider its

gain and loss in a comprehensive way and a detailed study is now underway.

The alternative way to reduce the energy threshold is to observe gamma rays at

a very high altitude, around 4 km, where the density of Cherenkov photons on the

ground is much higher and therefore a very large aperture is not necessary. The group

from the Kyoto University has an experience of gamma-ray observations at a high

mountain with the CheSS Experiment [12], in which they put an imaging camera at

the prime focus of the Subaru Telescope. The system must remotely be controlled at

the base camp and this technology will be important at a high altitude because human

activity is limited there.

4.2 Large Effective Area

In this direction, the design concept is relatively unique: we must have an array of

many IACTs to get more statistics, but the stereoscopic observation is also necessary

to achieve better sensitivity. The more telescopes we have, the better the sensitivity to
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gamma rays, but at the same time, the more cost we need. We should select the best

telescope span and the best telescope aperture to maximize the effective area with a

low cost.

Let us think about a telescope array shown in Figure 4. If we put many telescopes

like that, the total effective area of the array Aeff(total) is approximately expressed

as:

Aeff(total) ∼ Aeff(unit square) × N, (5)

where Aeff(unit square) is the effective area for gamma rays arriving inside of the unit

square shown in Figure 4 and N is the number of telescopes. This approximation is

not correct for gamma rays falling outside the array, but here we are interested only in

an array of quite many telescopes to improve the sensitivity dramatically, in which the

approximation is almost valid. Then, we can concentrate to investigate performance

of the unit square hereafter.

Unit Square

Figure 4: Example of the IACT array to achieve a large effective area. The array can

be split into the unit squares of approximately the same response, which is investi-

gated using Monte Carlo simulations.

One may think that the telescope span is not an important parameter because

the lateral distribution of Cherenkov photons is almost flat up to the core distance

of about 150 m and the density of Cherenkov photons quickly drops outside of that

radius. That is demonstrated in Figure 5. However, the tail of the lateral distribution
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can be detected if the telescope aperture and field of view are large enough, and as a

result, the effective detection area quickly increases following the function of (core

distance)2. Therefore, the combination of a large aperture, a large field of view and

a large span can reduce the number of telescopes to get the same total effective area.

However, the cost of one telescope also quickly increases as a function of aperture as

described before. This is the key issue when looking for the best cost performance of

the array.
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Figure 5: Typical lateral distribution of Cherenkov photons radiated from a gamma-

ray shower. The tail of the distribution at large core distances can be detected if the

telescope aperture and field of view are large enough, where the threshold to photon

densities is reduced and the detection area expands as demonstrated in the right.

Monte Carlo simulations have been done to investigate how the effective area of

the unit square changes as a function of the telescope aperture and span. CORSIKA

6.20 was used to generate gamma-ray showers, of which the source is located at

zenith. Environmental parameters such as the geomagnetic field and altitude are taken

from those in Woomera. The parabolic reflector of f = 1 was used and the imaging

camera has a hexagonal alignment with the pixel size 0◦.17. No blurring and no night

sky background have been added. The trigger requirement is at least 5 photoelectrons

× 3 adjacent pixels × any 2 telescopes. Note that these are very simple and optimistic

conditions and probably somewhat overestimate effective areas. The left in Figure 6

shows examples of the results for the 20 hexagonal ring camera corresponding to the

field of view ∼ 6◦. The effective area of 100 % efficiency is represented by the dotted

curves, which are quadratic because the injected area has a square shape of the side

corresponding to the telescope span. Note that the span at the maximum effective area

is significantly longer than 150 m when the primary energy is high and the telescope

aperture is large as pointed out above. A similar calculation has also been done by
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Plyasheshnikov, Aharonian and Völk [13].
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Figure 6: Effective area of the unit square as a function of the telescope aperture

and span (left). Assuming the traditional cost scaling law of Equation 1, the best

combination of aperture and span is searched for maximizing the total effective area

with a fixed cost (right). Simulated gamma-ray energies are 100 GeV, 1 TeV and

10 TeV from the top.

To optimize the array configuration in terms of the cost, the traditional cost scal-

ing law of Equation 1 is assumed here again. Then, the total cost of the array is
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proportional to D2.7
× N . Eliminating N with Equation 5, we get

Aeff(total) ∝ Aeff(unit square) × Cost/D
2.7

. (6)

Therefore, the maximum effective area with a fixed cost is obtained maximizing

Aeff(unit square)/D2.7. The right in Figure 6 shows example distributions of this

value as a function of the telescope aperture and span, obtained using the simulation

data described above. Again, the examples are for the 20 hexagonal ring camera.

The most important conclusion from the figures is that the maximum effective area

is given by using relatively small aperture and span, rather than larger values. How-

ever, it looks too optimistic that the best telescope aperture is about 5 m for 100 GeV

gamma rays and more realistic simulation study is necessary. Note also that the dis-

tributions are elongated toward the top right of the figures, where we can efficiently

detect the tail of the lateral distribution of Cherenkov photons with a smaller number

of telescopes as described above.

4.3 Wide Field of View

If we think about the telescope of a very wide field of view of about 60◦ diameter,

reflecting optics cannot be used and instead refracting optics are necessary. We could

learn many important technologies on this type of telescope from EUSO [14]: us-

ing Fresnel lenses is quite effective to reduce the weight of the telescope and make

enlargement of the telescope easier, to correct aberration effects in the wide field of

view, and so on. The idea utilizing this type of telescope as an IACT was originally

proposed by Kifune and Takahashi [15]. Figure 7 is a schematic view of an example

for the telescope of a wide field of view. To cover the field of view with fine pix-

els, many photodetectors of about 100,000 channels must be used, and handling such

large number of channels with fast response will be a technical challenge.

The wide field of view also has an advantage in surveying for unknown sources.

However, the survey ability of the telescope is also dependent on the effective area

and represented as:

Survey ability ∝ (Aeff × Ω)1/2
. (7)

Therefore, the large effective area is also useful for surveying. Then, which type of

telescope is better? By definition, their survey abilities are the same if the gross field

of view is the same. However in this case, the number of telescopes is N times greater

in the large effective area. Therefore, the total cost of the wide field of view is much

cheaper than that of the large effective area if N is large and the cost per telescope

is comparable. In fact, however, we cannot state that the wide field of view is better

only by this point since the cost for large Fresnel lenses is difficult to estimate now

and also they have different characteristics depending on the science targets.
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Figure 7: Schematic view of an example for the telescope of a wide field of view.

Figure 8 shows histories of the number of sources found in X-ray, gamma-ray

and VHE gamma-ray energy bands summarized by Kifune [16]. In 2005, the number

of VHE gamma-ray sources is about 30 and a new point is plotted on the right in the

figure. The new point is still close to the extrapolation of the red line and this trend

suggest about 1000 sources will have been discovered in 10 or 20 years. A survey

ability will be a more important characteristic in the future.

5 Summary

We have considered our future plan in Japan for a next generation VHE gamma-ray

observatory. The following three directions are under investigation: 1) telescopes of

a large aperture or at a high altitude, 2) telescopes of a large effective area and 3) tele-

scopes of a wide field of view. Although there are still many interesting applications

using IACTs, the experimental scale has inevitably been getting bigger to improve the

performance significantly. The cost reduction will be an essential factor in the future,

or a bigger international collaboration may be necessary.
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2005

Figure 8: Histories of the number of sources found in X-ray (green), gamma-ray

(blue) and VHE gamma-ray (red) energy bands [16].
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MAGIC, the largest ground-based gamma ray telescope in the world, has been in

scientific operation since summer 2004. The major motivation of the MAGIC project

is to study high energy phenomena in the universe in the unexplored energy region

between 10 GeV and 300 GeV. MAGIC Phase II (MAGIC-II), a two 17m telescope

system with advanced photon detectors and ultra fast readout, is designed to lower

the threshold energy further and to simultaneously achieve a higher sensitivity in the

stereoscopic operational mode. The construction of the second telescope will be com-

pleted in 2007. This allows simultaneous observations with the gamma ray satellite

missions GLAST and AGILE with a sensitivity not achieved so far by ground-based

gamma ray telescopes.

1 Introduction

MAGIC was designed back in 1995 with the very clear goal to lower the energy

threshold in order to reveal the unexplored energy range between 10 GeV and 300

GeV [1]. The first MAGIC telescope has recently started operation and is now almost

reaching its design performance [2]. MAGIC is the first instrument to explore a new

energy regime, i.e. ≥ 30 GeV energy, with the ground-based imaging Cherenkov

technique. We expect that many important physics results will be delivered by this

first MAGIC telescope, and our understanding of gamma ray astrophysics in the

energy range of a few tens GeV will become deeper. However, we are upgrading

MAGIC to MAGIC-II by adding a second telescope and by improving the photon de-

tectors and readout system in order to lower the energy threshold further and, simulta-

neously, to increase the sensitivity of the telescope. These intentions make sense if we

consider the upcoming satellite mission, the Gamma ray Large Area Space Telescope

(GLAST) [3]. Simultaneous observations by GLAST and MAGIC-II will provide

us with more promising scientific results in the wide energy range of five decades,

100MeV-10TeV, and surely we can deepen our knowledge of the high energy phe-

nomena in the Universe.
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Figure 1: Top: Photomontage of MAGIC phase II. The second telescope will be

installed at a distance of 85m from the first telescope. Bottom left: reconstruction of

the shower direction through the intersection of the major axes of the images in both

telescopes. Bottom right: reconstruction of the shower core position assuming that

the shower axis is parallel to the pointing direction of the telescopes.

The physics objectives of MAGIC-II are widely distributed both in astrophysics

and in fundamental physics. AGNs and GRBs are prime targets in MAGIC. The

function of the fast repositioning (∼ 20 seconds) and the lower threshold energy of

20 GeV will make MAGIC-II the best ground-based detector to study GRBs. Obser-

vation at a lower threshold allows us access to larger redshifts, and multiple AGNs

up to redshifts ∼ 2 will help to study the Gamma Ray Horizon (FSR) determined by

the infrared background light, resulting in a better understanding of the cosmological

evolution of galaxy formation. The chances for detecting Quantum gravity effects

using time delays as a function of energy will improve with lowering the threshold,
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due to an increased number of potential time-variable gamma ray sources, and the

larger distances of their positions. Especially GRBs are interesting sources to study

this effect. Concerning a search for Dark matter, the continuum energy spectrum

from neutralino annihilations can only be identified by the measurement with a low

threshold.

The GLAST satellite is scheduled for launch in August 2007. Its mission duration

will be at least 5 years. GLAST will have an effective collection area of ∼ 1m2

and will be able to detect gamma rays with good energy and direction resolution

above 100MeV. MAGIC-II can have a significant overlap with GLAST in the energy

region between 20 to 100 GeV. This allows not only the systematic study of high

energy sources in the wide energy range, but also the cross calibration of MAGIC

and GLAST. GLAST has a wide field of view, which is a strong feature to discover

new sources, transient sources like GRBs, and flaring AGNs. MAGIC-II has a large

acceptance and provides a better sensitivity for the study of the spectrum and the

rapidly changing light curve of AGNs and GRBs in a short time scale. For example,

MAGIC-II can supply more precise light curves of high state AGNs after getting

an AGN-flare-alert from GLAST. GLAST and MAGIC-II will perfectly complement

each other.

The HESS collaboration plans to upgrade to HESS-II by adding a 28m diameter

telescope at the center of the HESS array. This installation will allow to access the en-

ergy domain of 10-20 GeV, and HESS-II has a quite similar sensitivity as MAGIC-II.

HESS and MAGIC are located in the Southern hemisphere and Northern hemisphere,

respectively. Therefore, the entire sky will be covered by low threshold, high sensitiv-

ity instruments. In spite of the difference of North and South, the close geographical

longitudes of the HESS and MAGIC sites provide a unique opportunity to do a si-

multaneous observation of interesting variable sources [4]. Irrespective of whether a

source is located in the Northern sky or in the Southern sky, one telescope will see

it with 10-20 GeV threshold energy, and the other will see it at large zenith angle

with high threshold energy but with huge acceptance. We can then study high en-

ergy gamma ray emission in the wide energy range between 10 GeV and 10 TeV.

The rapidly changing light curve and the time variable spectrum can be studied in

a systematic way. Of course, through these simultaneous observations HESS-II and

MAGIC-II will be cross-calibrated perfectly.

2 MAGIC-II

The second 17m telescope is now under construction at the same site as the first

telescope on the Roque de los Muchachos, La Palma, Canary Islands. The second

telescope is configured to be situated at a distance of 85m from the first telescope.
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Figure 2: The distributions of image parameters, θ2, mean scaled Width and Length

for MAGIC-II.

Figure 3: Event classification using the Random Forest method in MAGIC-II. Left:

hadronness distribution for gammas and protons. Right: quality factor (see text) as a

function of the gamma efficiency for different upper cuts in the hadronness.

This distance was optimized after a detailed Monte Carlo simulation. The imaging

camera is designed with advanced photon detector HPDs which have a quantum ef-

ficiency of 50% around 500nm [5]. The signals will be read out by ultra-fast FADC

systems of 2.5 Gsamples/s [6] to reduce background photons from the night sky and

to achieve a better gamma / hadron separation by taking into account the time profile

of the Cherenkov light. We aim to lower the threshold energy by a factor of two with

advanced photon detectors and an ultra fast readout system. The stereo configuration

with two telescopes will increase the sensitivity to fainter sources and the quality of

the experimental data.

The second telescope substantially increases the sensitivity to gamma rays and
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Figure 4: Sensitivities of the current MAGIC-I and MAGIC-II (two telescope system

with advanced photon detector) are shown in the comparison with GLAST, HESS,

and VERITAS. MAGIC-II improves the sensitivity by a factor of two compared to

MAGIC-I. Around 30 GeV, the sensitivity of MAGIC-II in 50 hrs will cross the one

of GLAST in 1 yr.

also increases the flexibility of the observations. One operational mode is a stereo-

scopic mode, which allows us to perform deep sky survey. The other is an independent

/ patrol operational mode, which allows us the fast scanning of different sources. With

this mode, we can increase the chance to discover flaring AGNs (AGN patrol).

In the stereoscopic deep observation mode, there are two advantages; a better

gamma / hadron separation, and a capability of geometrical reconstruction. The bet-

ter gamma / hadron separation power will supply us with higher purity gamma ray

samples and allow us to study the energy spectra of gamma rays from astronomical

objects with higher precision or with less systematic errors. The geometry reconstruc-

tion will help to determine energies and arrival directions of individual gamma rays

more precisely. The high purity gamma ray samples with geometrical information

will also provide good understanding of the characteristics of low energy gamma ray

showers experimentally; this will be invaluable information for the conceptual design

of the next generation ultimate ground-based gamma ray telescope.

In Figure 2, the expected distributions of the image parameters obtained by Monte

Carlo simulation are shown. The θ2- distribution represents the angular resolution (θ
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is the space angle between the source position and the estimated shower direction).

The angular resolution, defined as the error circle containing 50% of the events, can

be expressed as θ(50%) ∼ 0.20o(100GeV/E)0.5 as a function of gamma ray en-

ergies. Mean scaled width and length will be used for gamma / hadron separation.

Figure 3 shows the power of event identification. The horizontal axis shows the clas-

sification parameter “Hadronness” (0 = pure gamma, 1 = pure hadron). The quality

factor reaches the maximum of ∼ 7 at the gamma collection efficiency of 40%.

In Figure 4, the sensitivity of MAGIC-II to high energy gamma rays is shown in

comparison with MAGIC-I, HESS, VERITAS and GLAST. The sensitivity of MAGIC-

II is better by a factor of two than that of MAGIC-I. This means that we need a factor

of four less observation time to get the same significance in MAGIC-II as in MAGIC-

I, or, in other words, we can see four times more sources in a fixed time period.

The construction of the second telescope will be completed in the spring of 2007

and the stereo scopic system MAGIC-II will be ready before the GLAST launch.
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MAGIC Mirrors 240mMAGIC Mirrors 240m22

completed in July 2004completed in July 2004

~300Hz shower rates
Eth ~40GeV

http://wwwmagic.mppmu.mpg.de/gallery/pictures/La_Palma_July_2004/MAGIC10.JPG


Calibration by Calibration by MuonsMuons

Blue M.C.
Red Data

Absolute calibraiton



MAGICMAGIC--I StatusI Status

http://wwwmagic.mppmu.mpg.de/gallery/pictures/La_Palma_July_2004/MAGIC10.JPG


MAGICMAGIC--I StatusI Status

Galactic Center HB89-0317+185
New candidate Source

http://wwwmagic.mppmu.mpg.de/gallery/pictures/La_Palma_July_2004/MAGIC10.JPG


Crab Observation in Crab Observation in 
SeptemberSeptember

Gamma ray event rate ~1Hz  
After hadron rejection  ~0.5Hz
For Crab ~20σ/ hr1/2



Extension to Extension to 
MAGICMAGIC--IIII



Current Status of MAGICCurrent Status of MAGIC

The first telescope has now started scientific observationThe first telescope has now started scientific observation
We now understand well our telescopeWe now understand well our telescope
M.C. explains real data wellM.C. explains real data well
MuonsMuons can be used for absolute calibrationcan be used for absolute calibration
The threshold energy is now ~40GeVThe threshold energy is now ~40GeV
GRB fast followGRB fast follow--up observation function will be implemented up observation function will be implemented 
soonsoon

Next stepsNext steps
Go to lower threshold energyGo to lower threshold energy
Improve sensitivity, especially below 100GeVImprove sensitivity, especially below 100GeV

SolutionSolution
Second telescopeSecond telescope
High Q.E. photodetectorsHigh Q.E. photodetectors
UltraUltra--fast fast FADCsFADCs: more details on signal: more details on signal



Extension to MAGICExtension to MAGIC--IIII

Construction of the second TelescopeConstruction of the second Telescope
completed at the end of 2006completed at the end of 2006

Advanced photon detector developmentAdvanced photon detector development
HPD (Hybrid photon detector) with HPD (Hybrid photon detector) with HamamatsuHamamatsu

HPD Q.E.; 25% HPD Q.E.; 25% 50% (17m50% (17mφφ 24m24mφφ))
SiPM in the collaboration with HLL and SiPM in the collaboration with HLL and MEPhIMEPhI

SiPM Q.E. ; 25% SiPM Q.E. ; 25% 75% (17m75% (17mφφ 30m30mφφ))

UltraUltra--Fast FADC 2GHzFast FADC 2GHz
Reduce background  x1/2~1/3Reduce background  x1/2~1/3
Improve particle identificationImprove particle identification

Experimental study for the next generation Experimental study for the next generation 
ultimate telescope using two MAGIC telescopesultimate telescope using two MAGIC telescopes



Cold Dark MatterCold Dark Matter

PulsarsPulsars

GRBsGRBs

Cosmological Cosmological 
γγ--Ray HorizonRay Horizon

MAGIC MAGIC Physics ObjectivesPhysics Objectives

AGNsAGNs

Origin of Origin of 
Cosmic RaysCosmic Rays Quantum GravityQuantum Gravity

SNRsSNRs



MAGICMAGIC--II MAGICMAGIC--IIII

MAGICMAGIC--IIIIII
ECOECO--10001000

Design Study  for Design Study  for 
a 34m telescopa 34m telescopee
astroastro--ph/0403180ph/0403180

MAGICMAGIC--II (17m)II (17m)
MAGICMAGIC--III (34m ECOIII (34m ECO--1000?)1000?)



Two telescope Two telescope 
configurationconfiguration



Image parametersImage parameters

Eγ peak = 40GeV

Angular Resolution WIDTH LENGTH



Discrimination of HadronsDiscrimination of Hadrons

Quality factor ~ 7
Gamma/Hadron separation
by random forest
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telescopetelescope
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Separation of telescopesSeparation of telescopes



Angular resolutionAngular resolution



Sensitivity of MAGIC and Sensitivity of MAGIC and 
MAGICMAGIC--IIII

stereo

lower  threshold energy and 
~ two times better sensitivity
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Advantages of MAGICAdvantages of MAGIC--IIII

Minimum effort to increase the sensitivityMinimum effort to increase the sensitivity

Coincidence mode / Stereo modeCoincidence mode / Stereo mode
Factor of two better sensitivity Factor of two better sensitivity –– deep sky surveydeep sky survey
High purity gamma samples High purity gamma samples –– reliable flux measurementreliable flux measurement
Better source locationBetter source location

Parallel mode (observe different sky patches)Parallel mode (observe different sky patches)
AGN patrol mode AGN patrol mode –– looking for the flaring looking for the flaring AGNsAGNs by patrolling by patrolling 
possible possible AGNsAGNs with short timewith short time
Dedicated observation for Dark Matter (G.C. and nearby Dedicated observation for Dark Matter (G.C. and nearby 
Galaxies)Galaxies)
Test bench for advanced photon detectorsTest bench for advanced photon detectors



Time schedule for MAGIC IITime schedule for MAGIC II

Gamma ray satellite GLAST will be Gamma ray satellite GLAST will be 
launched in 2007launched in 2007

GLAST will see ~3000 sourcesGLAST will see ~3000 sources
After GLAST, there is no clear plan for After GLAST, there is no clear plan for 
gamma ray satellitegamma ray satellite
Simultaneous observation with GLAST Simultaneous observation with GLAST 
and AGILE is really desiredand AGILE is really desired



R9792UR9792U--40 40 
18mm GaAsP HPD by 18mm GaAsP HPD by HamamatsuHamamatsu

GaAsP photocathode



SiPM in the collaboration SiPM in the collaboration 
with with DolgosheinDolgoshein et al. et al. MEPhIMEPhI

1 mm

1 m
m

3mm x 3mm was successfully
Made in the collaboration.

Next step
5mm □ or 10mm □
Drift + Back illumination



HLL Back illumination SiPMHLL Back illumination SiPM
Structure of Micro-Pixel Electric field structure of Micro-Pixel



Domino Ring SamplerDomino Ring Sampler

Domino Ring Sampler developed 
by Stefan Ritt in PSI

2.5GSamples/sec with >10bit 
resolution

DAQ system for MAGIC is in 
development in U-Siena, U-Pisa, 
and IFAE



MUXMUX UltraUltra--Fast FADC Fast FADC 
2GHz sampling/sec by MPI2GHz sampling/sec by MPI



Optical Splitter moduleOptical Splitter module
& Signal Multiplex circuit& Signal Multiplex circuit



The quality of signalsThe quality of signals

NS
S
+

≡Significance (Significance (σσ)                      )                      ((SS:Signal, :Signal, NN: NSB): NSB)

Signal intensity : the case of Signal intensity : the case of 10 ph.e with PMT10 ph.e with PMT
QE curve of HPD : with WLS (c.f. previous slide)QE curve of HPD : with WLS (c.f. previous slide)
Integration time: 300MHzIntegration time: 300MHz--FADC :20ns, 2GHzFADC :20ns, 2GHz--FADC :5nsFADC :5ns



MuonMuon rejection by time profile, rejection by time profile, 
under investigationunder investigation



Summary Summary 
Extension to MAGICExtension to MAGIC--II II 

Second telescope is under constructionSecond telescope is under construction
In fall 2005, the telescope structure will be In fall 2005, the telescope structure will be 
constructed in constructed in LaPalmaLaPalma

At the end of 2006, the second telescope At the end of 2006, the second telescope 
construction will be completedconstruction will be completed
Photon detector developmentPhoton detector development

HPD; HPD; HamamatsuHamamatsu is almost ready to provide us 50% is almost ready to provide us 50% 
Q.E. HPDs = Baseline design in second telescopeQ.E. HPDs = Baseline design in second telescope
SiPMSiPM

MEPfIMEPfI 1x1mm, 3x3mm are working, 5x5mm may appear at 1x1mm, 3x3mm are working, 5x5mm may appear at 
the end of 2005 the end of 2005 final goal 10x10mm with 60% Q.E.final goal 10x10mm with 60% Q.E.
New development (back illumination type) is going onNew development (back illumination type) is going on

Ultra fast FADC 2Gsampling/sec with domino Ultra fast FADC 2Gsampling/sec with domino 
ring sampler is baselinering sampler is baseline



Long Term VisionLong Term Vision



HadronHadron rejection below 100GeVrejection below 100GeV
Alpha dist. in Crab observationAlpha dist. in Crab observation



HadronicHadronic rejectionrejection

Gamma rays
Muonness > 0.0
Muonness > 0.1
Muonness > 0.9

πo showers muon showers

Triggered events

After image rejection

~40GeV in Gamma



Next generation Ultimate GroundNext generation Ultimate Ground--based based 
Gamma Ray Telescope (2010~2015)Gamma Ray Telescope (2010~2015)

We need a We need a significant improvement in sensitivitysignificant improvement in sensitivity and access to and access to 3 ~10GeV3 ~10GeV
energy for cosmological distant sources.energy for cosmological distant sources.

33--4 x 30m4 x 30mφφ Class Telescopes with advanced photon detectorClass Telescopes with advanced photon detector
ECOECO--1000 (single 34m telescope) in 1000 (single 34m telescope) in astroastro--ph/0403180ph/0403180
~3GeV Threshold Energy~3GeV Threshold Energy

1010--20 MAGIC20 MAGIC--class class Large Telescope Array with Advanced CameraLarge Telescope Array with Advanced Camera
High dense arrangement; Sample 10% of Cherenkov photons from shoHigh dense arrangement; Sample 10% of Cherenkov photons from showers wers 
Deep survey mode (look in the same direction) with ~10GeV EthDeep survey mode (look in the same direction) with ~10GeV Eth
All sky survey mode (e.g. observe by 10 telescope pairs independAll sky survey mode (e.g. observe by 10 telescope pairs independent sky ent sky 
patches, total ~0.1 patches, total ~0.1 steradiansteradian))

33--4 x Wide Angle 17m4 x Wide Angle 17mφφTelescopeTelescope
Cover 0.3 Cover 0.3 steradiansteradian
GRB, High Energy Gamma Ray Transient SourcesGRB, High Energy Gamma Ray Transient Sources

Any of these option may cost of the order of 50MEuro, the choiceAny of these option may cost of the order of 50MEuro, the choice must be must be 
made after evaluating the scientific results from CANGAROO, HESSmade after evaluating the scientific results from CANGAROO, HESS, , 
MAGIC and VERITAS and the technological development of photon MAGIC and VERITAS and the technological development of photon 
detectors.detectors.



10 x MAGIC10 x MAGIC--II (17m)  II (17m)  
Stupid???Stupid???



Step to the Next Gen. IACTStep to the Next Gen. IACT
Large international collaboration is necessaryLarge international collaboration is necessary

HESS+MAGIC+CAGAROO+VERITAS+HESS+MAGIC+CAGAROO+VERITAS+…………
Scientific NetworkScientific Network
Exchange of people is highly encouragedExchange of people is highly encouraged

Photon detector developmentPhoton detector development
Experimental demonstration is mandatory Experimental demonstration is mandatory MAGICMAGIC--IIII

Better understanding of the shower characteristics and backgrounBetter understanding of the shower characteristics and backgrounds in low ds in low 
energy regime is mandatory energy regime is mandatory MAGICMAGIC--IIII

Optimization of scientific objectivesOptimization of scientific objectives

Site survey; new sitesSite survey; new sites
ALMA site 4800m ALMA site 4800m –– nice infrastructurenice infrastructure
Hawaii Hawaii –– nice infrastructure, limited space areanice infrastructure, limited space area
Bolivia 4000m Bolivia 4000m –– poor infrastructurepoor infrastructure
Tibet 4200m Tibet 4200m –– some infrastructuresome infrastructure
Himalaya (Himalaya (HanleHanle) ) –– IR telescope by Indian astronomers, MACE will be IR telescope by Indian astronomers, MACE will be bultbult
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UMR 7164 (CNRS, Université Paris VII, CEA, Observatoire de Paris)

Collège de France, 11 Place Marcelin Berthelot, F-75231 Paris Cedex 05, France

The H·E·S·S· (High Energy Stereoscopic System) collaboration is pursuing plans to

expand the current Phase-I array of four Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes

(IACTs) with the addition of a very large Cherenkov telescope (VLCT) at the cen-

tre of the array, for observation of galactic and cosmic sources of Very High Energy

(VHE) gamma rays, with a significant improvement in sensitivity over, and a detec-

tion threshold below, that of previous IACTs. The design concerning the mechanics,

optics, and electronics, in particular detailing the improvements based on the experi-

ence gained with H·E·S·S·-I, is described. The expected performance of H·E·S·S·-II,

alone and in conjunction with the H·E·S·S·-I array, based on detailed Monte Carlo

simulations is shown.

1 The H·E·S·S· Telescope System

The H·E·S·S· detector for observation of > 100 GeV γ-rays has been operating since

June, 2002 (beginning with a single IACT) in the Khomas highlands of Namibia (23◦

S, 15◦ E, 1.8 km a.s.l.). It was constructed by an international collaboration from

Germany, France, Britain, Ireland, the Czech republic, Armenia, South Africa, and

the host country, Namibia. It is the first large-scale IACT system with a stereoscopic

trigger and fast electronics, and so has unparallelled sensitivity in the domain above

100 GeV.

The detector system consists of four IACTs in a square of side 120 m. Each

telescope mount has a tessellated mirror dish of area 107 m2 (380 Ø 60 cm facets),

with a Cherenkov imaging camera in the focal plane at 15 m. The mounts have a

pointing precision of 8” with a slew rate of 100◦/min., while the mirror PSF is 1.4’

(80% containment radius). The camera contains 960 photo-multipliers (PMs) with

0.16◦ pixel-size, for a 5◦ field of view. Each PM is equipped with a “Winston cone”

light guide to minimize dead-space between the PM sensitive areas and to cut down
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on albedo light (not coming from the mirror). Further details of the optical structure

are given in [1, 2].

The read-out electronics are all contained within the camera (which fits in a cube

of side 1.5 m, weighing 900 kg). The modular construction of the cameras (60

“drawers” each of 16 PMs) permits their maintenance at this remote site. The read-

out of the camera is triggered when the signal from a number of PMs exceeds a trigger

threshold in an effective ∼ 1.3 ns trigger window. The PM signals, which are stored

in an analogue memory while awaiting the trigger, are then read out, digitized, and

integrated within a 16 ns window. The results are then sent from the camera’s on-

board data-acquisition system to the control room via optical fibres. In stereoscopic

operation, the stereo trigger rate is ∼ 350 Hz for current trigger conditions.

Phase-I of H·E·S·S· was fully completed in December, 2003, with the addition

of the fourth telescope, since which time the system has been operating at its full

sensitivity. The energy threshold of the system is ∼ 100 GeV at the trigger level

for sources close to Zenith, or ∼ 120 GeV after background rejection cuts with an

angular resolution of up to 0.06◦ (from 0.1◦ with a single telescope) and allowing

spectral measurements with an energy resolution of ≃ 15%. See [3, 4] for further

details of the H·E·S·S·-I system. The sensitivity of the H·E·S·S·-I system has been

confirmed by observations of the Crab Nebula; for sources close to Zenith, 1 Crab-

level sensitivity (5σ detection) in only 30 seconds (or 1% Crab in 25 hrs) is achieved.

This performance has permitted the detection of many new sources of γ-rays, includ-

ing supernova remnants, active galactic nuclei (AGN), pulsars in binary systems, and

unidentified sources, and has led to the catalogue of VHE sources being more than

tripled by H·E·S·S·.

2 Addition of the Very Large Cherenkov Telescope for

H·E·S·S·-II

The major motivation for the next step by the H·E·S·S· collaboration is provided by

the advent of the GLAST satellite-borne detector, to be launched in 2007, which

will provide an unparallelled measurement of the gamma-ray sky at lower energies

(10 MeV–100 GeV), so inciting the construction of an IACT with increased sensitivity

and lower threshold to bridge the gap between these energy ranges. This can be

achieved by the addition of a Very Large Cherenkov Telescope (VLCT) at the centre

of the current array in Namibia as shown in the photomontage in figure 1. Table 4

shows the improvements planned for the VLCT over H·E·S·S·-I.

Such a system, combining a VLCT and the current H·E·S·S·-I array, will give

access to an energy range which will allow wider energy coverage of already-known

sources, and will give access to new categories of sources. More distant AGNs can
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be detected, without the difficulty of γ-ray absorption on the intervening intergalactic

background light. The emission from pulsars, which cuts off at some energy between

current satellite measurements and the IACT range, can be measured; the energy of

this cut-off is strongly dependent on the emission models. For the known sources,

measurement over a wider energy range will permit emission models to be tested

in greater detail. The greater sensitivity of such a system will allow shorter time-

scale variability to be measured for variable sources such as AGNs or binary systems,

providing key information on the emission region size and location.

Figure 1: Photo of the current four-telescope H·E·S·S· Phase-I array, with an artist’s

impression of the Phase-II 28m Ø telescope (VLCT) in the centre of the array super-

imposed.

2.1 Structure

As for H·E·S·S·-I telescopes, the telescope structure for the VLCT will be a steel space-

frame structure with an alt-azimuthal mount. The mount (azimuthally rotating sec-

tion) is a space frame supporting two A-frame structures which hold the elevation

bearings. This is driven in azimuth by a drive system of six bogies, with four wheels

each, running on a circular rail of 36 m diameter about a central pintle bearing which

supports the horizontal forces due to wind loading. Four of the bogies are driven,

with two driven wheels per bogie. The range of rotation is 540◦, with a slew rate of

200◦/min.

The dish support structure is a deep space frame which supports the dish at four

points on the dish’s rear side, chosen to minimize deformations of the dish shape, and

which rotates about its horizontal axis around the elevation bearings. The elevation

drive consists of two motors, attached to the azimuth structure by long beams, power-

ing gears which run on arcs of circles (rack and pinion system vs. friction bearings for

H·E·S·S·-I) which are attached to the dish support structure, with a range from −35◦
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Figure 2: (a) Artist’s view of the very large Cherenkov telescope (b) isometric view

of from the rear of the telescope, showing the mount, dish support structure (darker

colour), dish, and camera support quadrupod.

(with the camera on the ground) to 180◦ (looking ‘backwards’, for ease of mirror

installation).

The camera is held in the focal plane by a quadrupod attached to the four four

corners of the dish. Each quadrupod leg is a space-frame, stiffened by a set of con-

necting braces, giving only about 7.7% shadowing of the incoming light.

The drive positions are controlled with encoders, used for the on-line tracking

for a deviation of about 1” RMS between the nominal and actual encoder precision.

Offline corrections to compensate encoder offsets and encoder nonlinearities and the

bending of the camera arms are applied to the databased on the data from the guide

telescope and from the CCD camera monitoring the bending of the camera arms via

positioning LEDs on the PM camera for an accuracy of 5–10” absolute pointing.

The total weight of the structure, including the facets, supports, and camera, will

be approximately 560 tonnes, with a height of ∼ 40 m when the optical axis is in the

horizontal position, and focal length of 36 m. Design studies have been performed

by MAN Technologie, indicating that such a structure will be able to respond to the

specifications, with a tracking precision in the arc-minute range. Wind speeds of 50,

80, 120, and 160 km/h will be supported for operation, parking, rest at any position,

and survival respectively. The surface accuracy of the dish is such that, at least up to

45◦ zenith angle, the surface will be stable within the optical specifications (0.15 mrad

RMS) including wind loads and temperature effects.
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2.2 Mirror Dish Design

Figure 3: (a) Comparison photo of a H·E·S·S·-I mirror facet and a sample VLCT facet,

(b) Mirror support and alignment units attached to a beam of the mirror support seg-

ment (c) array of facets on a mirror support segment.

The mirror will be a tessellated array of about 850 facets, combined to make a

dish with a surface area of 596 m2 (approximately 24m×32 m width by height), with

a parabolic contour since the standard Davies-Cotton design would have too great

a time-dispersion for such a large dish. However, off-axis image performance for a

parabolic dish is worse than the Davies-Cotton design for fixed f/D (in this case 1.2,

with a focal length of 36 m), so the field of view is limited compared to H·E·S·S·-I.

The default option of the mirror facets is to have standard glass mirrors with

aluminium reflective coating and quartz protective layer, with similar specifications

as for H·E·S·S·-I. Other designs of mirror (e.g., vacuum-formed alanod honeycomb

sandwich) are also being investigated to determine if they can meet specifications

while providing cost advantages. Specifications are similar to H·E·S·S·-I, requiring

that the diameter of a circle containing 80% of the reflected light for an incident

parallel beam should not exceed 1 mrad, with a typical 80% diameter of 0.5 mrad or

less, and with a reflectivity above 80% in the range 300–600 nm.

The facet size is a 90cm hexagon flat-to-flat (vs. 60cm circle for H·E·S·S·-I, see

figure 3(a)), which will be mounted on an improved version of the three-point mount-

ings in H·E·S·S·-I (see figure 3(b)), equipped with two actuators for alignment. A

prototype of this improved mounting is already running. With a weight of 19 kgs per

facet (∼ 1.5 cm thickness for glass facets), a weight limit of 30 kg per mirror was

assumed, including the alignment mechanism.

25 planar “mirror support segments” are mounted on the dish (5 × 5) so as to

approximate the parabolic shape (max. deviation ∆z < 8 cm). Each segment holds

up to 42 facets (6×7). Before inserting the dish in the telescope mount the individual
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mirror alignments units with cables are installed on these support segments. The

facets will finally be attached to the alignment units just prior to camera installation.

Figure 4: Simulations of a

point source as a function

of the distance to the op-

tical axis for (top to bot-

tom) spot displacement in

the vertical/horizontal di-

rection respectively (owing

to the asymmetrical mir-

ror shape) and the corre-

sponding simulated width

of the point spread func-

tion. Lines correspond to:

r80% solid lines, σradial

dotted, σtangential dashed;

the upper/lower lines in

each case showing the PSF

for the vertical/horizontal

direction respectively. The

radius of H·E·S·S·-I and

VLCT pixels are shown for

comparison.

Simulations indicate that, thanks to the large dish focal length relative to the facet

size, the exact focal length of each facet does not need to be adapted to its position on

the parabola, and even a single uniform focal length for all mirrors seems acceptable.

The simulated spot size of the VLCT for a point source as a function of distance from

the optical axis is shown in figure 4, together with different measures of the width of

the point spread function.
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2.3 Camera Design

The focal plane is 2m in diameter, for a full field of view of 3.17◦, taking into account

the worse off-axis optical quality for the parabolic dish for the given focal length and

in order to keep the number of pixels to a reasonable level. This is smaller than the

5◦ field of H·E·S·S·-I, since the physics goals are centred on point-like sources (AGNs,

pulsars, binary systems...) for which the low-energy γ-rays fall closer to the centre of

the field.

Each pixel of the focal plane detector is a PM for which the Cherenkov light is

focused onto the photo-cathode by a Winston cone located in a hinged plate which

pivots to cover the PM array. The same physical PM size is used as in H·E·S·S·-I,

which combined with the same f/D allows an identical Winston cone design to be

used (injection moulded polycarbonate half-cones with aluminization and SiO2 pro-

tection), and incidentally gives the same Night-Sky Background (NSB) rate per pixel

in the VLCT as in H·E·S·S·-I (100 MHz), so the PMs can operate at the same gain of

2 × 105. The Winston cone entrance aperture of 42 mm defines the pixel size, 0.07◦

(compared to 0.16◦ for H·E·S·S·-I). The smaller pixel angular size will give a better

definition of the Cherenkov images, and so better angular resolution, and also will

reduce the number of pixels which need to be turned off during operation due to stars

in the field of view. The total weight of the camera, with integrated electronics, will

be 2.5 to 3 tonnes, and would fit in a cylinder of length 2.2 m and diameter 2.5 m.

Camera Mechanics

The modular design of the camera mechanics and electronics used in H·E·S·S·-I is re-

tained (see figure 2.3), with the PMs being grouped in “drawers” of 16 PMs. These 128

drawers are plugged-in to the focal plane, and a hinged plate containing the Winston

cones pivots to cover the PM array or opens to allow drawer extraction. Behind the

drawer assembly, fixed racks containing acquisition electronics are accessible from

the read door and from two side doors. The pneumatic lid of the camera must be

made in two parts, as a lid in a single part would be overly heavy if it were to have

sufficient structural solidity. The camera will be mounted such that it can move by

∼ 10 cm along the optical axis, so that the telescope can be refocused to the shower

maximum as a function of zenith angle.

Contrary to H·E·S·S·-I, the use of active cooling of the camera rather than simple

ventilation is being studied. “Vortex” cooling systems enable a supply of air un-

der pressure (∼ 2 bars, at between 12–20◦C input) to be divided into two turbulent

streams, one at raised temperature which is rejected, and another at a lower tempera-

ture which is injected in the camera when needed for cooling. The advantage of such

a system would be to provide a supply of clean, dry air at constant temperature, thus

simplifying characterisation of the camera and calibration, without dust or other par-
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Figure 5: View of the

camera mechanics

with all doors open,

showing the lid with

two half-doors, the

Winston cone plate,

the pigeon-hole

plate into which the

drawers are plugged,

and the side and rear

access doors.

ticles, thus increasing the longevity of the electronics. Cooling tests are under way on

a mini-camera equipped with 20 test drawers with the full mechanics and connectors,

and with the equivalent heat output of the electronics provided by resistances. This

mini-camera will also serve for the optical and electronics tests of the fully-assembled

drawers.

Camera Electronics

Each drawer of 16 PMs contains an individual high-voltage supply system for each

PM, the analogue memory for signal storage during the trigger formation time, some

local trigger electronics, and analogue-to-digital conversion and buffering of the sig-

nals, along with all necessary slow control signals for setting thresholds, reading tem-

peratures, etc. Behind the drawer assembly, fixed racks contain the power supplies for
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all electronics (using switched power supplies with a single input to provide the low-

voltage DC supplies), compact-PCI crates with the level-1 sector trigger electronics,

trigger fanout and management, FIFO event buffers, GPS, and the data-acquisition

(DAQ) CPUs, as well as the ethernet switches for communication with the control

room.

PMs with improved performance over those used in H·E·S·S·-I (from Photonis)

are being tested, with modifications to the entry window, the photo-cathode mate-

rial, and the electron collection for improvement in the Cherenkov photon collection

efficiency. A test bench for characterisation of sample PMs based on the H·E·S·S·-I

electronics will be used for the final selection. The PM and electronics response is

such that the single photo-electron (1 p.e.) peak can be distinguished; this is used as a

calibration tool. The electronics dynamic range allows signals from 0.1–6000 p.e. to

be measured, so giving a linear response even for the brightest pixels in showers up

to ∼ 10 TeV.

Figure 6: (a) The pipeline followed within the drawer by the signals for read-out,

showing the amplification, analogue storage within the SAM, ADC conversion,event

storage in the FIFO, and FPGA for formatting and transfer (b) The level-1 trigger

logic, showing the analogue sums of the comparator outputs from 8 pixels performed

withing the drawers, combined in the rear crate to give a trigger for a defined number

of pixels over threshold in one of the overlapping sectors.

The key component of the electronics, which enables a compact, integrated cam-

era containing all the trigger, conversion, and acquisition electronics to be built, is

the “Swift Analogue Memory” (SAM), which is an updated version of the “Analogue

Ring Sampler” memory (ARS0) used in H·E·S·S·-I, in this case designed specifically

for the needs of Cherenkov astronomy by the SEDI-Saclay. The SAM allows the stor-

age of the analogue signals from the PMs during the level-1 trigger formation time,

after which the signals can be read and converted in a conventional, fast, ADC (i.e.,

not flash). The SAM contains two differential channels per chip, each of which per-

mits analogue sampling and storage of the PM signals in an analogue ring buffer with
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256-cell depth (implemented as a 16× 16 matrix), at 1 GHz (variable from 500 MHz
to 2 GHz), with non-linearity < 2%. The use of differential channels allows reduced

noise and cross-talk reduced to < 0.1%, with a bandwidth of 300 MHz at gain 1

(increased from 80 MHz in the ARS0), allowing faster rise-times to be sampled. All

inputs and outputs are also in LVDS (low-voltage differential signalling). The noise-

level of < 0.8 mV for a maximum signal of 2 V gives an effective 11.3-bit dynamic

range per channel. The read-out speed is more than ten times greater than for the

ARS0 used in H·E·S·S·-I, so greatly reducing the dead-time; 1.6 µs per 16-cell block,

with a maximum read speed greater than 400 kHz. Power consumption will also be

lower than for the ARS0 chip (∼ 300 mW), though for half the number of channels

per chip. For cost, speed, and integration issues, the inclusion of ADCs within the

SAM was considered, however the subsequent evolution in price and performance of

the external components is such that this is not necessary, so the currently-working

prototype will be used in the final design (with minor modifications), thus eliminating

a major item on the schedule critical path. This component is described in greater

detail in [6], these proceedings.

The signal from each PM is divided into three paths, first with a gain 1 sent to

one channel of a SAM (the low-gain, LG, channel), the second with gain ×25 sent

to the other SAM channel (the high-gain, HG, channel), and the final path sent to

the trigger electronics. Figure 6(a) shows the pipeline followed within the drawer

in the conversion chain to the read-out. After read-out, the linear range for the LG

channel has been measured to be 0.1–150 p.e., and that of the HG channel from below

15–6000 p.e. on the SAM test-bench using prototype electronics (see [6]).

The level-1 trigger design (see figure 6(b)) is the same as in H·E·S·S·-I, where the

amplified signal (gain ×50) from each PM is passed through a fast comparator, and an

analogue sum of these signals is performed in a sector of 64 adjacent pixels (8 × 8),

giving the number of pixels overlapping in time which have passed the comparator

threshold in the sector. Since the comparator is fast, the equivalent trigger coincidence

window is ∼ 1.3 ns. Two sub-sums of 8 PMs are performed in each drawer, and these

signals are sent to the rear crate sector-trigger electronics for overall level-1 trigger

fabrication. To cover the entire camera, 99 overlapping sectors are used, and the

level-1 trigger occurs if the summed signals in one of these sectors exceeds a pre-

defined number of pixels. The level-1 trigger signal is fanned out to each drawer,

where it triggers the read-out of the SAM. The trigger formation time is expected to

be about 80 ns, well within the SAM memory depth. Note that for a typical trigger

configuration of 4 pixels above 3 p.e., an event rate of ∼ 3 kHz is expected from

Monte Carlo simulations.

A level-2 trigger is being studied, in which the pattern or topology of pixels

which pass a threshold level is used to reject events which are caused by the night-sky

background light, and possibly also for the rejection of the events caused by isolated
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muons falling near the telescope and large hadronic events. This level-2 trigger is

slower than the level-1, ∼ 20 µs, and is used to reject events which are stored in

the drawer FIFOs before summation and transmission (see below). These studies are

described here in [5].

After each drawer has received a level-1 trigger signal, it begins conversion of the

signals stored in the SAMs in a window about the event arrival time. A window length

of up to 16 ns is used in H·E·S·S·-I to decrease the NSB; for the VLCT this may be de-

creased as the bandwidth has been improved. Each channel has its own ADC (contrary

to the multiplexing of channels used in H·E·S·S·-I), and the ADC signals are stored in

a digital FIFO per channel capable of holding 200 events (which is a further improve-

ment on H·E·S·S·-I). If the level-2 trigger rejects the event, then it is abandoned from

the FIFO before transmission, thus decreasing the dead-time. The FIFOs are read into

the on-board FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate Array), which sums the signals in each

window for transmission to the DAQ in the rear crates according to a message passing

protocol on a custom-designed bus called “BoxBus”. Unlike H·E·S·S·-I, the draw-

ers are connected to this bus via a repeater, so reducing the cable load to ∼ 30 cm,

except for the first drawer on the bus, thus minimizing transfer problems. The individ-

ual time-slices may also be transmitted in special test modes, though with a greatly

increased dead-time due to the quantity of data transmitted. Contrary to H·E·S·S·-I,

separate buses are used for data and slow-control signals, allowing greater flexibility.

The front-electronics can cope with an event rate up to 50 kHz with < 10% dead-

time, however current technology allows network transmission and storage at a rate of

about 4 kHz, to be compared to the expected event rate of ∼ 3 kHz without a level-2

trigger, or with a greater margin if the level-2 trigger is included.

This integrated camera is connected to the control room by a small number of

cables; power, ethernet fibre for the data and control, and two fibres for the trigger

signal (local telescope trigger out, for integration into the central trigger system of the

array, and central trigger coincidence return signal). Integration of all the electronics

in the camera thus simplifies the transfer of signals to the control room, as well as

permitting a very fast level-1 trigger electronics in proximity to the PM signals, with

the electronics being self-contained within a Faraday cage for EMI (electromagnetic

interference) reduction.

3 Performance of the H·E·S·S· System

The very large Cherenkov telescope, placed at the centre of the array of H·E·S·S·-I,

will have a free-running trigger which will allow it to run in mono-telescope mode

for the lowest energy events. The events which are seen by the VLCT alone are the

lowest-energy events, and give access to the energy range down to ∼ 15–25 GeV, but
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with low background-rejection capability, and large energy and angular resolution.

The VLCT trigger signal will also be included in the central trigger system of

H·E·S·S·-I, where the trigger signals from each telescope are put in time to account

for the shower arrival direction and a coincident trigger if formed if two or more

telescopes trigger within 80 ns. This will permit “hybrid” events, in which a coinci-

dence between the VLCT and a single H·E·S·S·-I telescope will trigger the readout of

the H·E·S·S·-I telescope in addition to the VLCT. This class of events will allow an

intermediate energy range to be accessed, where the stereo coincidence will provide

the angular origin on an event-by-event basis as for H·E·S·S·-I, with improved back-

ground rejection, and the increased number of Cherenkov photons in the VLCT image

will provide reasonably good energy resolution.

Finally, the events which trigger two or more H·E·S·S·-I telescopes will be read

out as before, and it is expected that all such events will also cause an independent

trigger in the VLCT, giving an image with much finer resolution than in the H·E·S·S·-

I telescopes and with a greater number of Cherenkov photons. Such an image will

provide better angular and energy resolution for each stereoscopic event, and improve

the background rejection capability, so improving the sensitivity of the H·E·S·S·-II

system in the H·E·S·S·-I energy range by a factor of two or more.

Figure 7: (a) Differential detection rate versus energy for the current H·E·S·S·-I sys-

tem, for “hybrid” events, and for the VLCT in stand-alone mode. (b) Expected sen-

sitivity based on simulations, showing the minimal detectable flux above a certain

energy threshold. For H·E·S·S·-I, a significance of 5σ and at least 10 events in 50

hours observation time is required; for GLAST 1 year observing time is assumed.

The Crab nebula flux is shown for reference.

Simulations of the H·E·S·S·-I system are successful in describing the measured

event rate from hadronic and muon backgrounds. These simulations have been mod-

ified to include the VLCT, so the extrapolation to lower energy should be close to the
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reality. When applied to gamma-ray simulations, the threshold response, defined as

energy for which the maximum event rate for a Crab-like spectrum, yields a threshold

of ∼ 50 GeV for the category of hybrid events in which the VLCT triggers in coinci-

dence with a telescope of the H·E·S·S·-I system. In mono-telescope mode, the VLCT

trigger threshold is of order 15–25 GeV, though the effective analysis threshold will be

for these less-well defined events remains to be determined. This is to be compared

with a trigger threshold of ∼ 100 GeV at Zenith for the current H·E·S·S·-I system,

as can be seen in figure 7(a). The expected improvement in sensitivity, compared to

H·E·S·S·-I, is shown in figure 7(b) together with the GLAST sensitivity, in comparison

with the Crab nebula flux, demonstrating the complementarity of the two observing

techniques.

4 Conclusions

The addition of a very large Cherenkov telescope (VLCT) to the centre of the current

array of H·E·S·S·-I telescopes in Namibia will allow the threshold of the system to

be greatly decreased (down to ∼ 15–25 GeV), thus opening up an energy range in

which will, in addition to the targets which have already been detected and measured

by H·E·S·S·-I (pulsar wind nebulæ, binary pulsar systems, active galactic nuclei, and

unidentified sources) should provide access to new source categories such as pulsars,

more distant AGNs, neutralino dark matter, as well as more extensive, sensitive mea-

surements, with shorter time-scale variations, of the already-detected sources. The

ambitious installation schedule, with operations beginning in the Summer of 2008,

is based especially on the unique opportunity of observations in parallel with the

GLAST satellite, which will be launched in Autumn, 2007, so providing a temporal

and spectral overlap in the domain of very high energy gamma-ray astronomy.
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Item H·E·S·S·-I VLCT

Telescope Structure

Dimension 12 m Ø dish 28 m equiv. Ø dish

Focal length 15 m 36 m

Elevation Drive Friction Drive Rack and Pinion

Azimuth speed 100
◦

/min 200
◦

/min

Total Weight 20 t 560 t

Dish and Mirrors

Dish type Davies-Cotton Parabolic

Facet mounting Mounted on structure Pre-aligned Panels

# and type of facets 380 × 60 cm circular 850 × 90 cm hexagonal

Mirror area 107 m
2

596 m
2

Camera Structure

Field of View 5
◦

3.17
◦

Pixel size 0.16
◦ / 2.8 mrad 0.7

◦ / 1.2 mrad

# Pixels 960 (×4 cameras) 2048

Cooling Ventilation Active Vortex cooling

Position Fixed Adjustable focus

Size / Weight ∼ 1.5 m cube, ∼ 1 t ∼ 2.5 m Ø ×2.2m, < 3 t

Analogue Memory

Techno 0.8µ 0.35µ

Channels/Chip 4 used 2

Memory depth 128 cells 256 cells

Channel type Simple Differential

Sampling speed 0.3–1 GHz 0.3–2 GHz

Bandwidth 80 MHz 300 MHz

Noise level / Dynamic Range 2.5 mV / 9.8-bit < 0.8 mV / 11.3-bit

Dynamic Range (p.e.) 1600 p.e. 6000 p.e

Maximum readout speed 60µs / 17 kHz < 2µs / > 400 kHz

Camera & readout

# Drawers 60 (×4 cameras) 120

Trigger Level-1 only (sector + timing) Level-1 + Level-2 (topological)

Drawer Communication Combined bus Separate Data/Control buses

Drawer Communication Custom bus Custom bus, Active repeaters

Event buffering Crate FIFO Drawer & Crate FIFO

Drawer conversion time ∼ 275µs 20µs

Drawer-to-crate transfer (in series with above) ∼ 185µs (in parallel) ∼ 20µs

Network/Storage speed ≫ evt rate (2.34 k.evts/s) ∼4 k.evts/sec

Front-end deadtime ∼ 16% at 350 Hz < 1% at 3 kHz

Performance

Trigger Rate 350 Hz (stereo) 3 kHz

Trigger Threshold 100 GeV ∼ 15–25 GeV

Table 1: Comparison of modified / improved characteristics between H·E·S·S·-I and

the VLCT.
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Expansion of H.E.S.S. 
to 

Higher sensitivity and Lower Energy

HESS-II

PCC/APC

M. Punch, 
APC Collège de France
for the H·E·S·S· Collaboration
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        3 continents
       8 countries
    19 institutions
   69 physicists
100 engineers and technicians

HESS
High Energy Stereoscopic System

Collaboration

MPI Kernphysik, Heidelberg
Humboldt Univ. Berlin
Ruhr-Univ. Bochum
Univ. Hamburg
Landessternwarte Heidelberg
Univ. Kiel
LLR, Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau
PCC, College de France, Paris
LPNHE-Paris, Univ. Paris VI-VII
CEA Saclay
CESR Toulouse
LAOG Grenoble
Observatoire de Paris
GAM, Montpellier
Durham Univ.
Charles Univ., Prag
Yerewan Physics Inst.
Dublin Inst. for Adv. Studies
Univ.  Namibia, Windhoek
Univ. Potchefstroom

The HESS-I collaboration
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HESS Phase-I Essential Characteristics
Four-Telescope network

Sited in Namibia, 23°S, 15°E, 1800 m altitude
Telescope separation: 120 m

Telescope Structures
Mirror dishes: 4 × 107 m2

Diameter: 12 m, Focal length: 15 m 
Cameras

960 photomultiplier pixels 
Pixels of 0.16° / 2.8 mrad
Wide field of view, 5°
16ns integration window, 

fast trigger coincidence
Threshold ~100 GeV~100 GeV
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HESS-I: A tight installation schedule

2000 2002 2004

Camera 1
Camera 2

+Upgrade camera 1
Camera 3

Camera 4
+Upgrade 
  Cameras 1, 2 & 3

Jun
e

Fe
bru

ary
Se

pte
mbe

r

Dece
mbe

r

First design Letter of Intent: '97

20032001

Mirrors on
1st Telescope

1st Telescope structure
Groundbreaking 
in Namibia

1999

1998

HESS Collaboration 
Founded

ARS
Electronics

Proposal

2005

Exploitation and
Discovery phase!

E
thr

 ≈ 100 GeV

1% Crab-level in 25hr
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• Improve sensitivity to increase 
our 
understanding of the 
Universe at > 100 GeV ?

The Next Step: in which direction?

From M. Tluczykont

Lower threshold for 
broader spectral range and 

to find new hunting 
grounds?

Lower threshold for 
broader spectral range and 

to find new hunting 
grounds?
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The Next Step in BOTH directions: HESS-II
Very Large 

Cherenkov Telescope
Ф ~28 m 
(600m2)
f ~35 m
Parabolic

• Turn-over of spectra for VHE sources
• Pulsars, Microquasars, ...
• Unidentified sources
• AGNs and cosmology; redshift coverage
• GRBs
• Dark matter

• Lower threshold and increased energy 
range 

in stand-alone mode
• Improved sensitivity at higher energy 

in coincidence mode E thr∝A/B t −1

A mirror area, Ω angular size
ε photon detection efficiency
B night-sky noise
∆t integration window
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A sample 5 TeV Hybrid HESS - I&II event

LPNHE-Paris

Camera to fit in ~ cylinder 
l=1.9m, Ø=2.5m, 

2000 kg

For the same energy, 
better definition of 
the shower image

Same technology 
as HESS-I

Same Physical PM size
Angular pixel size ~0.07°
Same NSB 

(Night-Sky Background)

2048 pixels
~ 3o  Field of View
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Samples of 20 GeV HESS-II events

Reconstruction will be 
difficult, 

but possible ...Trigger rate of 3 kHz from 
simulations
with reasonable trigger conditions
(up from 1 kHz HESS-I single telescope)

HESS-I max. DAQ rate of 3.6 kHz 
is limited by analogue memory readout  

⇒ Memories improved (up to 50 
kHz)

Acquisition rate of 3 kHz is  
max. for data transmission (240 

Mbit/s) 
⇒ Second-level trigger 

to eliminate NSB, other BG 
events

⇒ margin of security, lowered 
threshold

Improvements in collection 
efficiency: 

Winston cones +  PMs
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HESS II Standalone

HESS Hybrid ~50 GeV

15-25 GeV

~100 GeV

HESS Phase I

Estimated Performance of HESS-II & Hybrid

Trigger threshold for gammas
   ~ 20 GeV monotelescope
   ~ 50 GeV in stereo with HESS-I (Hybrid)

Numbers from M. Ouchrif

Estimation of trigger rate 
due to background events 
(protons, helium, muons)
with complete instument 
similations for sensitivity

●  Agreement for HESS-I, 
●  Resasonable for HESS-II

Response to gammas

Total Rate HESS-I Real Rate HESS-II
(Hz) (Hz) (Hz)

2.5 x 5 492
3.5 x 5 254
10 x 5 33

 (PM x γe)
410 ± 20 3060 ± 40
240 ± 10 2250 ± 40
27 ± 3 1720 ± 20
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Sensitivity of Hybrid System
Estimates from simulations, 

based on experience gained with HESS-I

Further studies by simulation
 underway for
Background event rate
Background rejection
Energy resolution 

as a function of energy
Angular resolution 

as a function of energy
Second-level trigger

algorithm and efficiency
...

See talk on Friday :

Second-level trigger for 
H.E.S.S.-II,  
  M. Tluczykont
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Very Large Cherenkov Telescope Realization

© MAN

parabolic dish, f/1.2
mirrors mounted on
5 x 5 flat segments
        (∆z < 8 cm)

 500 Tonnes

 ~  Height 50 m

    (Focal length 35 m < )∆z 8cm  
   ~  Parabolic mirror 600 m  2  ( / . )f 1 2

 Steel structure

    Optical properties comparable to
-HESS I
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Azimuth drive...
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... and Elevation
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Simulations of Oscillation Modes
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Simulations of Oscillation Modes
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Base solution for Mirrors: Glass

90 cm Hex mirror
weight 19 kg

Many possible suppliers
Armenia, South Africa, ...

Other possibility
Alanod reflector sandwich 

(Durham)
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Mirror Alignement system
Similar to H.E.S.S.-I, but improved

H.E.S.S.

New HESS-IIMirrors mounted on 30 independent 
“panels” mounted on dish

3-point 
mounting
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Precision /surface stability similar to HESS-I

Main Reflector Surface Accuracy RMS [muerad]

134

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90

1 Nenv
2 Temperature
3 Wind
4 Dead Load
5 LCw
6 LCs

no active alignment required, 
up to 45°zenith angle

but improved actuator control 
will allow it, just in case

Effect of weight and temperature

Surface Accuracy

---0.5 arcsec---

ZenithZ=20°
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Point Spread Function : PSF

On-axis PSF

Plot from R. Cornils

Inner field (Ø<1.3°), 
PSF within pixel size

HESS-I

HESS-II
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HESS-II: Camera Mechanics

 2 Tonnes

~ Cylindrical l= . , 1 9m
 = .2 5m 

   ~ °Field of view 3

 2048 photomultipliers

  ~ . °Pixel size 0 07

-  On board electronics

/   Cooling ventilation by
Vortex

Camera body improved 
(and enlarged) w.r.t. HESS-
I
Same modularity in 
“Drawers”
Acquisition crates 
immobile
(sufficient room for 
cabling adjustement w.r.t. 
HESS-I)
Winston cones and 
mounting plate improved
Cooling (!) with clean, cool 
external air supply 
(Vortex)
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New Camera Ventilation/Cooling system
●dry, filtered and cooled air system + fans

Electronic

Vortex

Fans

2 bars @ 12-20 oC bring from the container with tubes 

Drawer

Transvector

Fans

Fans

LLR

(LLR)
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Camera Cooling system Tests

Mini-camera with 20 drawer slots in mini-sandwich... 

20 test drawers : 
heating equivalent

+ with real connectors
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Camera Cooling-system Tests

Heated cabin : 
Will contain mini-camera, 

for cooling tests
Will allow series tests of 

equipped drawers + PMs
with controlled light-sources
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Front-End Electonics for HESS-II: The 
Drawer

Based on the Electronics experience 
gained with HESS-I (above)

Large dynamic range, good linearity
Single photoelectron peak resolution
Storage of signal in analogue memory 

during trigger formation time
On-board data acquisition

Trigger
circuitry in 
on-board

crates

Analogue signal
processing

Digital signal
processing

Readout
bus

1 GHz
signal
sampling

Active HV

~ 1.5 ns
coinc. Time
resolution

But :
Want to be able to treat 
up to 50 kHz trigger rate
Second-level trigger 
to decrease rate to ~3kHz
for transmission to DAQ
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 Front-end Electronics in Drawer

Amplification

Sampling
ConversionStorage Formatting 

and transfer
“Front-End”+DAQ
currently being 
developed

Improvements :
● SAM
● FIFOs storage
● Transfer of data 

from drawers to 
DAQ

● Modifications for 
larger camera
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Improved Analogue Memory for HESS-II : SAM

Read speed × 10 !

Swift Analogue Memory
Specifications :

● Sampling at 1GHz
(variable 500MHz → 2GHz)

● 2 differential channels/chip
1 chip per PM 

● 12 bits dynamic range (differential)
1 → 4000γe (~10 TeV) 

● Non-linearity < 2%
● > 300MHz bandwidth at gain 1
● Crosstalk < 0.1%
● Read time 2µs/16-cell block

Max. speed >300 kHz
● 256 sample depth
● 40 x ADC 12-bits inside (to be integrated subsequently)40 x ADC 12-bits inside (to be integrated subsequently)

16*16=256
Memory
Cells

© E.Delagnes
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Improved Analogue Memory for HESS-II : SAM

CEA/DAPNIA
Techn : 0.35 μ

Swift Analogue Memory

Prototype chip under test

●AMS CMOS 0.35 µm Technology.
●

●Prototype chip 
2 channels × 256 cells

●

●11 mm2. ~60k transistors.
●

●First protype in test 
since 17 march

●

●Encouraging results!
●

See talk on Friday :

SAM, a new ASIC for 
front-end electronics for 
H.E.S.S.-II,  

  P. Goret
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HESS-II Trigger Electronics Improvements

 Level 2 trigger  (L2)
New system, to select L1 events within 20µs

so reduce the rate of data which 
needs to be sent out of the camera   

 1 G Ethernet connection 
allows to send < 3.6 kHz

⇨ Select events: pattern of  4-pixel “blocks” 
with p pixels above threshold

Gives margin of security
Allows rejection of NSB, hadrons

See talk by M. Tluczykont
Central triggerCentral trigger As for HESS-
I

 Level 1 trigger (L1)
Same principle as for HESS-I, all electronics in camera, formation time 

~70ns
Overlapping sectors (99) of 64 pixels
Trigger condition: n pixels in sector above threshold (m photoelectrons)
Front-end DAQ can handle 50 kHz rate with <10% dead-time 

(~3 kHz expected)
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Photonis XP2960

ISEG PHQ2960

HESS-II  : Other efficiency improvements

Improved aluminization of Winston cones

Photomultipliers modified/adapted to experiment
● Increase in input window transmission

(hemispherical entry window)
● New procedure to limit afterpulsing
● New photocathodes

Testbench to evaluate modifications
Homogenity
Response in λ
Linearity, 
Afterpulses, 
sigma/Q
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HESS-II: installation schedule following HESS-I

2000 2002 2004

Camera 1
Camera 2

+Upgrade camera 1
Camera 3

Camera 4
+Upgrade 
  Cameras 1, 2 & 3

Jun
e

Feb
rua

ry
Sep

tem
be

r

Dece
mbe

r

First design Letter of Intent: '97

20032001

Mirrors on
1st Telescope

1st Telescope structure
Groundbreaking 
in Namibia

1999

1998

HESS Collaboration 
Founded

ARS
Electronics

Proposal

2005

HESS-I
Exploitation and
Discovery phase!

2007

2006 2008

First discussions
on low-threshold

Telescope mechanics
design (MAN)

SAM 
proto
tests

New 
Camera 
design

Telescope 
structure
install

Mirrors
install

HESS-II
First Light

Start
electronics
series tests

Full Camera 
tests
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HESS II Standalone

HESS Hybrid

~50 GeV

15-25 GeV

~100 GeV

HESS Phase I

4,14cm

4,14cm

11,48cm

“Blue Sky”
Exploration

“Guarenteed”
Test and

Exploration

Enhanced
Sensitivity

A multi-faceted observation platform
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Conclusions

HESS-II in preparation, with goals:
Increased sensitivity at high energies
Lowered threshold

Realization is feasible
mainly improvements to HESS-I concept

(mirrors, alignement, trigger, PMs...)
Two big steps:

Telescope size
Analogue memory speed  

HESS-II installation planned for 2008, 
operation with temporal & spectral overlap with 

GLAST
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   THE END... 
(to be continued)
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The performance of Cherenkov instruments for the detection of very high energy

gamma rays is ultimately limited by the fluctuations in the development of air show-

ers. With particular emphasis on the angular resolution, the ultimate performance

limits are investigated on the basis of simulations.

1 Introduction

Imaging Cherenkov telescopes and in particular stereoscopic arrays of Cherenkov

telescopes such as HEGRA or H.E.S.S. have emerged as the prime instrument for

gamma-ray astronomy in the TeV energy regime. H.E.S.S., for example, reaches an

energy threshold around 100 GeV, an angular resolution for individual gamma rays of

0.1◦ and a sensitivity of less then 1% of the Crab flux for 25 h of exposure. Consid-

ering the sensitivity as a function of energy, one finds three different regimes. At low

energy, the detection threshold is basically determined by the number of Cherenkov

photons detected, i.e. by the product of mirror area and photodetection efficiency;

typically, about 50 photoelectrons are required to trigger a telescope and to generate a

reconstructible image. At the high energy end, instruments are limited by the number

of detected gamma rays, i.e. by the area over which showers are detected. In the in-

termediate energy range, background from hadron- and electron-induced cosmic ray

showers limits the sensitivity. For point sources, the number of background events un-

der a signal is proportional to the square of the angular resolution times the rejection

efficiency for cosmic rays; an improved angular resolution is therefore a key element

in increasing the sensitivity of instruments. Angular resolution is also of significant

interest to unravel the processes in extended gamma-ray sources such as supernova

remnants. Recent H.E.S.S. measurements have for the first time resolved the structure

of supernova remnants in very high energy gamma rays [1, 2]; however, Chandra and

XMM X-ray images of remnants show much finer structures than currently resolved

by Cherenkov instruments [3–5]. The ability to detect such structures at TeV energies
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would help in identifying the origin of the gamma rays: Inverse Compton scattering

of electrons should show narrow structures comparable to the X-ray structures – gov-

erned by the rapid cooling of the radiating electrons – whereas hadronic interactions

are expected to generate much smoother structures [6].

Designing future Cherenkov instruments, a key question is how much improve-

ment is possible concerning angular resolution and background rejection; if cur-

rent instruments are already close to the fundamental limitations imposed by shower

physics, there is no point in pushing, e.g., for smaller pixel size in the photon detec-

tors. Here, we address this question on the basis of Monte Carlo simulations, and

proceed in two steps: in a first step, we consider the ultimate performance which

could be obtained if ALL Cherenkov photons were detected on the ground and their

direction and impact point measured exactly. In a second step, we study how strongly

the performance deteriorates compared to the ideal case, if measurement errors on

photon direction and impact point are introduced (equivalent to a finite pixel size of

the photon detector and a finite size of a telescope mirror, respectively), and if only a

certain fraction of all photons is detected. Since the algorithms used to derive gamma-

ray directions from the detected photons may not be optimal, the resulting resolutions

should be considered as limits; the ultimate performance of instruments might still be

better.

2 Angular resolution

To study the angular resolution, CORSIKA [7] was used to generate showers and sim-

ulate Cherenkov emission. The simulations assume that a fraction ǫ of the Cherenkov

photons reaching the ground are detected and their impact point and direction is mea-

sured. The shower direction is then determined from a likelihood fit using a Monte-

Carlo determined distribution function ρ(r, θpar, θperp) where r is the distance to the

shower axis, θpar the inclination of the photon direction relative to the shower direc-

tion in the plane defined by the shower axis and the photon impact point, and θperp

the inclination in the perpendicular plane. Shower direction and impact point are

varied to (numerically) maximize the likelihood function. This fitting procedure is

certainly not optimal since (a) it neglects the strong correlations between Cherenkov

photons, (b) approximations were used to represent the three-dimensional distribu-

tion function and (c) the same distribution function was used for all shower energies.

Also, to limit storage and CPU time requirements, only photons within 3◦ around the

assumed shower axis were used; however, most of the information seems to be con-

tained within the innermost 1◦. Other algorithms were tried to reconstruct the shower

axis, e.g. by backtracking detected photons and searching for peaks in photon density

at different heights; the results were always comparable to the likelihood fit, or worse.
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Fig. 1 shows the limiting angular resolution as a function of energy. Presumably

as a result of shower fluctuations, the resolution improves like 1/
√

E for energies

above 30 GeV, with values around 1’ at 100 GeV and 0.3’ at 1 TeV. (Here and in the

following, angular resolution is defined at the Gaussian width of the distribution of

reconstructed gamma-ray directions, projected onto one axis of the coordinate sys-

tem.) The lowest point at 10 GeV deviates from the 1/
√

E-dependence, probably

reflecting the fact that at this energy the fit frequently did not converge well. The full

data points in Fig. 1 show the resolution obtained without geomagnetic field, which

proved equivalent to the resolution obtained with geomagnetic field in the plane where

shower particles are not deflected (the simulations assume near-vertical incidence and

magnetic fields for the H.E.S.S. site in Namibia). In the direction where the field acts,

resolutions at the lower energies degrade by a factor two (at 30 GeV); at and above

1 TeV, the influence is modest. The limiting resolutions obtained in this way are at

least a factor 3 to 5 better than what is obtained with telescopes such at H.E.S.S. at

100 GeV, and an order of magnitude better at multi-TeV energies, demonstrating that

there is significant margin for improvement.

Figure 1: Angular resolution obtained if all Cherenkov photons are detected, as a

function of gamma ray energy. Closed points denote the case without geomagnetic

field, or in the direction not influenced by the field; open points show the resolution

in the direction where the shower is spread out by the field. The simulations assume

near-vertical incidence at the H.E.S.S. site in Namibia.
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Perfect detection of all Cherenkov photons is of course an unrealistic require-

ment; a system such as H.E.S.S. with about 100 m2 mirror area per telescope, 120 m

telescope spacing and maybe 10% photon detection efficiency (in the 300 to 600 nm

range) detects about 10−3 of the photons. With closer telescope spacing (and a cor-

respondingly larger number of telescopes) as well as improved photon detectors this

number might be brought to 10−2. Fig. 2 illustrates how the angular resolution dete-

riorates as a smaller fraction of photons is detected; the assumed detection efficiency

is given relative to the detection efficiency achieved with current PMTs. For relative

efficiencies about 10−2, the angular resolution is close to the limiting resolution; for

lower efficiencies, photon statistics starts to be an issue and the resolution degrades.

Fig. 3 demonstrates the effect of finite pixel and mirror sizes by introducing a Gaus-

sian measurement error on photon direction and photon impact point (a round pixel

or mirror results in an rms measurement error of 1/4 of the pixel or mirror diameter).

For the 1 TeV showers studied here, measurement errors below 0.02◦ (0.08◦ pixel

size) seem to be required for best performance; impact errors up to about 3 m (i.e., at

12 m dish) seem acceptable.

Figure 2: Angular resolution at 100 GeV and at 1 TeV as a function of the detection

efficiency for Cherenkov photons. For easier comparison, efficiency is normalized

to the efficiency obtained when the ground is fully covered with current-generation

Cherenkov telescopes equipped with PMT photon detectors.
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Figure 3: Influence of the measurement errors on Cherenkov photon direction and

impact point on the angular resolution. For round pixels or dish, the rms error is 1/4

of the pixel or dish size.

3 Background rejection

With a similar approach, the background rejection was studied, comparing gamma-

ray induced showers with proton-induced showers at a higher energy where they gen-

erate about the same number of Cherenkov photons. First results show that at 1 TeV

photon energy, a background suppression of a few 10−4 seems possible, deteriorat-

ing to about 10−2 at 100 GeV. The dependence on detection efficiency and detector

resolution remains to be studied.

At such rejection levels, cosmic-ray electrons start dominating the background

and a key question is if there is a way to distinguish electrons and gamma rays,

both generating electromagnetic showers. Basically, there are two approaches: (a)

one can used the fact that the (average) maximum of a gamma-induced shower is

about one radiation length deeper in the atmosphere than the (average) maximum of

electron-induced showers, and (b) one can try to detect the track of primary elec-

tron. Backtracking the Cherenkov photons, the height of the shower maximum can

be reconstructed with a precision of better than one radiation length; however, given

the fluctuations of the photon conversion point of about one radiation length, the

difference between electrons and gamma rays will never be enough for an efficient

separation. Reconstruction of the primary electron track was tried as follows: the

photon distribution in 17 km height above ground was determined by backtracking

the detected photons and all photons within 10 m radius from the (reconstructed)
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shower axis were counted. Fig. 4 shows the resulting distributions, assuming a detec-

tion efficiency of 10−2 and adding a realistic amount of night-sky background noise.

The electron-induced showers are characterized by a much larger number of photons,

mostly associated with the primary electron. If a low gamma-ray selection efficiency

of 30% is accepted, a relatively clean gamma-ray sample can be obtained. Being able

to backtrack a photon with an error well below 10 m obviously implies very small

pixels, of 0.01◦ or less.

Figure 4: Distribution in the number of photons intersecting a 10 m radius area at

17 km height above ground, for 1 TeV gamma-rays showers and electron-induced

showers, including photons from the night-sky background, for a photon detection

efficiency of 10−2.

4 The bottom line

Financial considerations aside, shower physics seems to allow further improvement

of the performance of Cherenkov instruments in particular in the domain around a

TeV and above. An ideal detector, covering a large fraction of the ground with 10 m

class Cherenkov telescopes equipped with very fine pixels could provide a gain of

up to an order of magnitude in angular resolution and in proton rejection, and non-

negligible electron rejection, corresponding to a Q-factor of about 3-5. At lower
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energies, shower fluctuations become more and more important and gains are reduced

to factors of a few at 100 GeV, and may be negligible at even lower energies.

In particular for the study of extended sources, there is a clear physics case for

improved resolution at very high energies, and with the advent of highly efficient

semiconductor photon detectors, one may even be able to realize such instruments

at acceptable cost, using tiny pixels with a binary (photon-counting) readout. With

a boost of a factor 3 in quantum efficiency and 50 m spacing of 10-12 m-size tele-

scopes, a sufficient number of Cherenkov photons is detected. An array would still,

however, need to consist of a significant number (several tens) of telescopes, to detect

a sufficient number of gamma rays. Provided that telescope information can be com-

bined already at the trigger level – which should be feasible in case of binary readout,

where data are easily buffered - a dense array of medium-size telescopes could also

be used to detect very low-energy showers, replacing a single large dish and thereby

generating an extremely versatile instrument.
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How well can an ideal CT work?How well can an ideal CT work?
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•• CherenkovCherenkov photon statisticsphoton statistics
•• Shower reconstructionShower reconstruction
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Here: use Likelihood fit to photon directionsHere: use Likelihood fit to photon directions
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quite preliminary !
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Bottom lineBottom line
In particular at high (In particular at high (TeVTeV) energies, ) energies, 
improvements seem possibleimprovements seem possible
• factors of a few in angular resolution
• factors of order 10 in proton rejection 
• non-negligible electron rejection (Q ~ 5)

Important for mapping of extended sourcesImportant for mapping of extended sources
Increase in sensitivity of point sources by another Increase in sensitivity of point sources by another 
factor 10 should be possiblefactor 10 should be possible

Need to understand exactly which parameters are 
critical for performance
Need to develop low-cost photodetector + 
electronics channels
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The pioneering age of high energy gamma-ray astrophysics has come to an end

for ground-based observatories as the 3rd generation of Atmospheric Čerenkov

Telescopes (ACTs) come online. Meanwhile the next generation space-based ob-

servatory GLAST is being assembled and is scheduled for launch in 2007. At

that point, gamma-ray astrophysics will enter again in a period comparable to the

CGRO/EGRET epoch where the combination of ground based and space based ob-

servatories reshaped our knowledge in many ways. The instruments have evolved

into more performant and efficient machines, making the two techniques very differ-

ent in their conception, but getting ever closer in their energy ranges. Some aspects

and constraints in the two techniques are described, focussing on a few scientific

topics that would benefit from a coordinated approach.

1 Introduction

During this conference the status of the major Čerenkov telescopes has been pre-

sented. By the time the Gamma ray Large Area Telescope (GLAST) will be fully

operational, four of those arrays will be up and running. In the northern hemisphere,

MAGIC [1] is operational and is currently building MAGIC II (expected complete in

2006 [2]), and the VERITAS collaboration has built their first of 4 telescopes [3]. In

the southern hemisphere, H.E.S.S. is fully operational since December 2004 [4] and

is now extending to H.E.S.S. II (expected in 2008 [5]), and the four CANGAROO III

telescopes are operational since March 2004 [6].

The geographical location of those experiments is shown in Figure 1 where the

spread in longitude is apparent such that there is a potential for quasi-continuous mon-

itoring for a subset of variable sources (although at different energy thresholds) with

declination δ seen at the latitude lat for which |lat − δ| < 65◦. It is assumed that

sources with zenith angles below 65◦ are too affected by the atmosphere. It seems ob-

vious that one of the main needs for all these IACTs will be to know the time intervals
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at which a source is visible for GLAST. This allows to optimize observation sched-

ules for monitoring, surveys, and multi-wavelength (MWL) campaigns with ACT and

small field-of-view (fov) X-ray telescopes where observation time is competitive.

In this paper I will focus on the potential of GLAST in the current context of

detected VHE sources (except for gamma-ray bursts, or GRBs), leaving aside topics

such as dark matter and exotic physics, pulsars or diffuse VHE emission.

VERITAS

HESS

MAGIC

CANGAROO III

Figure 1: Geographical location of the major Čerenkov telescopes in operation in the

GLAST era.

The catalog of VHE sources includes galactic, extragalactic and now also uniden-

tified objects. As reported at the recent ICRC in Pune, India, the VHE sky is now

populated by 7 galactic, 11 extragalactic, 5 unidentified and 8-15 additional sources

in the Galactic plane [7].

In Figure 2 is illustrated the spectral energy distribution (SED) of a few types

of sources likely to be seen by GLAST, but without a systematic counterpart in the

VHE range such as pulsed emission from pulsars, or high-redshift objects. The rel-

evant energy windows show that the Large Area Telescope (LAT) and the ACTs are

now extremely close if not overlapping around ∼ 100 GeV. The high-energy (HE)

gamma-rays have usually been defined as those between 30 MeV and 10 GeV, and the

very high energy (VHE) the 10 GeV - 100 TeV range [8]. At 10 GeV the LAT will

still have an effective area of ≈ 1 m2, an order of magnitude more than EGRET, and is

expected to make significant source detections in that range. Therefore GLAST will

be intrinsically part of not only the HE range where it will see most of its photons, but

also the VHE landscape that is still the playground of ACTs and other ground-based

instruments.

As indicated in Figure 2 in most cases of common sources the LAT will see the

lower tail of the radiating particles while the ACTs see the upper end. A practical
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consequence of this is that the LAT can provide useful information for ACT calibra-

tion purposes using steady sources, and for variable sources, that the LAT can provide

triggers for ACTs about radiation coming from the same particles (unlike X-ray mon-

itors). These aspects will be discussed further next.

VHE

Figure 2: SEDs from Sources of different types and the energy windows of ACTs and

GLAST, illustrating the fact that for most sources both techniques will see the same

radiative population (from [9])

2 Performance improvements in ACTs and GLAST

GLAST improves over its predecessor EGRET in many ways (see e.g. [10, 11]). Of

particular interest to the discussion here is the effective area of the LAT. At high
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GLAST-LAT ACT

Area ≃ 1 m2
≃ 105 m2

Angular resolution 3.5◦(0.1◦) @0.1(10)GeV 0.1◦

fov 100◦ 5◦

Energy resolution 5(10)% @10(100)GeV 20(10)% @50(1000)GeV + syst!
Duty cycle ≃ 80% ≃10%

Table 1: Performance comparison between the LAT and ACTs.

energies, interactions of gamma-rays in the detector create upcoming charged sec-

ondary particles that, in the past, affected tremendously the efficiency of EGRET

since they tended to trigger the anti-coincidence (ACD) system designed to veto cos-

mic rays [12]. This reduced EGRET’s effective area by as much as 50% at 10 GeV

compared to the effective area at 1 GeV. A tiled ACD approach in GLAST aims to

have no more than a 10% reduction due to backsplash up to 300 GeV. With an effec-

tive area of ≈ 104 cm2 we will gain an order of magnitude.

3 Transient sources

The timescales of transient VHE sources range from milliseconds for GRB to days

for AGN and now also binary pulsars such as PSR B1259-63 [13]. One tremendous

feature of GLAST is its capacity of seeing anti-solar direction oriented sources, which

makes it possible to observe sources simultaneously with ground-based instruments.

This is of paramount importance for finding correlated variability, as well as finding

time lags (if any) between the HE and VHE ranges.

The great advances in modeling variable sources have come from multi wave-

length approaches, since the broad band spectral energy distributions (SEDs) often

carry information from related radiative particle populations (a proof of which is often

correlated variability). These campaigns have proven difficult to organize (see [14]

for an overview of those campaigns with EGRET) and the HE/VHE field would ben-

efit tremendously from dedicated and structured efforts before GLAST launches, so

that the now known hurdles are crossed ahead of time.

3.1 GRBs

No GRB has to date had a significant VHE counterpart despite searches by the Whip-

ple collaboration [15] and Milagro [16]. Current instruments such as MAGIC have

included fast re-pointing as one of their goals in building since it can slew in 30 sec-

onds to any position in the sky [17]. For ACTs there is a range of 0.5 - 2 GRBs
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occuring in observable conditions per year. Due to their cosmological distances the

VHE radiation suffers such large γ − γ attenuation by the extragalactic background

light (EBL) that a TeV detection would raise a considerable number of questions.

GLAST is likely to make ground-breaking progress in the study of GRBs. The

GLAST Burst Monitor (GBM) will detect and localize bursts for the GLAST mission,

and provide the spectral and temporal context in the traditional 10 keV to 25 MeV

band for the high energy observations by the Large Area Telescope (LAT) [18]. The

large field of view and the reduced dead time compared to EGRET make for the

biggest part of the expected detection improvement in that energy range. Both the

GBM and the LAT have burst triggers that will disseminate information through the

GCN network.

3.2 Binary pulsars

Until very recently, AGN were the only VHE sources known to vary. With the dis-

covery of VHE emission and variability from PSR B1259-63, and also the discovery

of VHE emission in a LMXB EGRET source LS 5039 from which variability is ex-

pected, the Galactic sources have become part of the targets that require coordinated

multi-wavelength observations.

• PSR B1259-63: This binary system with a 3.5 year period was discovered

as a VHE emitter [19] during the 2004 periastron passage, providing the first

model-independent evidence of particle acceleration in this object. The steep

time-averaged photon index of Γ = 2.7 ± 0.2 and the orbital variability is in

agreement with what is expected from IC scattering of electrons, accelerated

in the pulsar wind termination shock, and the target photons of the Be star

[20]. There is however also an agreement with a model where the γ-rays are

dominantly produced by hadronic processes [21]. The upper limits provided

by EGRET on the 1994 periastron are not enough to distinguish both models.

An improvement in sensitivity of a factor of 2 at 20 GeV and a factor of ≈

10 at 100 MeV over EGRET would provide sufficient spectral information to

disentangle them, which the LAT should be able to do. Interestingly, these

models fail however to explain the observed shorter timescale VHE variability,

and optimizing the sensitivity of LAT observations on this object at crucial

points of the pulsar orbit (periastron, disk crossing) could be investigated. One

can gain for instance a factor of ≈ 2 in sensitivity in pointing mode (compared

to the nominal scanning mode [11]), since this optimizes the angle-dependent

effective area.

• LS 5039: In this binary system there is no clear evidence for the nature of the

compact object, which is in a much closer orbit (4-day period) than PSR B1259-
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63. Before it was detected in VHE γ-rays [22], which provided an unambiguous

proof that particles can be accelerated up to TeV energies in X-ray binaries, it

was a candidate HE “micro-quasar” since there was a possible association with

the EGRET source 3EG J1824-1514. The compact object can possibly be a

black hole (BH), forming the scaled-down version of an AGN where γ-rays are

emitted in a jet pointing close to the line of sight [23]. The exact nature of the

compact object is however still unclear, and we have yet to find evidence for

HE gamma-rays coming from Galactic BH systems.

Determining the nature of the secondary, and the physics of the HE/VHE emis-

sion process, are issues that will have to be tackled in the future. The LAT

will provide a more accurate characterization of the EGRET associated source

3EG J1824-1514 which should allow to check whether this is the same source

as the VHE and X-ray emitter. The compact object is constantly within the

dense photon field of the companion star, and entangles the orbital-dependent

absorption with possible intrinsic variability that should give information about

the emission mechanism. GLAST will have the sensitivity to improve spectral

measurements and the lightcurve to detect orbital effects and possibly make

phase-dependent spectral measurements that will prove crucial to establish the

nature of the compact object [24]. A similar system in the northern hemisphere

is LSI +61 303 which will be a target for MAGIC and VERITAS in conjunction

with GLAST [25].

3.3 AGN

The northern hemisphere VHE AGN such as Mkn421, Mkn501 and 1ES1959+650 ex-

hibit orders of magnitude more amplitude variability than their southern hemisphere

counterpart BL Lacs such as PKS 2155-305 and PKS 2005-49. If this situation does

not change within the next 10 years (and historical RXTE/ASM measurements from

the last 10 years make this scenario plausible) then the northern hemisphere will re-

main a privileged site for studying VHE AGN variability. For a review of EGRET

GeV blazars see [26].

• The shortest measured timescales in the VHE AGN are of the order of 15’

both in the X-rays and VHE bands. These AGN however are extremely faint

in the HE band which is located in between the maximum synchrotron peak

(≃ keV) and the high-energy peak (≃ 100−1000 GeV) as illustrated in Figure

3. They are among the weakest EGRET sources and could therefore not be

seen in the HE range even for peak luminosity VHE events. Even though the

estimations remain model-dependent, it is not only predicted that the brightest

VHE transient from these objects will have a LAT counterpart, but also that the
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GLAST

ACT

Figure 3: SED sequence and the relevant energy ranges for GLAST and ACTs (from

[27]). In this proposed sequence, the most energetic AGN are also the faintest. Also

note that while VHE detectors are mostly limited to the closeby energetic sources,

GLAST has access to the whole “sequence” of blazars.

LAT can provide high-state triggers for the VHE community on these objects.

• GLAST will have a unique view on the rate of so-called “orphan flares” where

VHE transients appear without any detectable low-energy counterpart. So far

this phenomenon is far from being ubiquitous since it has only been detected

once in the BL Lac object 1ES 1959+650 [28]. The rate and spectral charac-

teristics of such flares are very important to understand how they are related

to the more classic flares that are visible at lower energies. Since it is widely
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accepted that GLAST sees from these objects the same radiative particles as

the VHE instruments, we can establish whether these events are unique to this

source or also happen it the other VHE AGN. Monitoring such events will of

course require an all-sky monitor that will establish the existence or not in the

lower energy component of a counterpart (typically X-rays). The best associ-

ated telescope for that seems to be the Swift mission, since the BAT instrument

with its 1.4 sr fov is a good match for GLAST’s > 2.5 sr fov.

With an extrapolated number of possible AGN detections numbering in the thou-

sands, more than this is of course expected to come from the AGN field with GLAST.

3.4 Extragalactic background light and magnetic fields

GLAST and the ground-based VHE instruments will be complementary on the study

of the EBL density, and possibly also on a way to determinte the intergalactic mag-

netic field (IGMF) strength.

• EBL: Understanding the spectral density of the EBL in the 0.1 − 1000 µm via

pair production can probe important issues in galaxy formation (e.g. [29]). The

specific issues that GLAST will contribute to can be read in e.g. [30]. Due

to their different energy ranges, GLAST and ACTs are sensitive to spectral

roll-overs that sign the EBL attenuation at different redshifts and hence EBL

wavelengths. This is illustrated in Figure 4. GLAST has however an advantage

in that it can probe those effects at greater redshifts (z ≥ 4) and is thus capable

of seeing EBL evolutionary effects other than just density effects due to the

expanding universe.

• IGMF: A very promising possibility coming from the EBL study is to see the

effects of comptonized CMBR photons by the pair-creations of TeV photons

on the EBL. Fan and collaborators have investigated the signature of this on the

TeV blazar 1ES1426+428 located at a redshift of z = 0.129 as a function of

intergalactic magnetic field (IGMF) strengths between 10−18 and 10−20 G and

3 different EBL shape assumptions. The denser the target photons the more

such pairs are produced, and the stronger the IGMF the more they are deflected

from the line of sight and the less the comptonized CMBR photons contribute to

the measured GeV spectrum. To investigate this it is therefore very important

to know the VHE spectral counterpart of the HE spectrum which implies as

simultaneous measurements as possible if the source is variable.
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Figure 4: Left: Energy distribution of the extragalactic background radiation in the

IR to UV range, with the relevant windows where the LAT and ACTs are affected by

attenuation (from [31]). Right: Contribution to GeV emission from cascading pair-

creations on the CMBR as a function of the EBL model (a,b,c) and the IGMF strength

(1,2,3), (from [32]).

4 Steady sources

By definition, steady sources require little coordination between experiments, be it

GLAST or among VHE observatories. As things are now, the most urgent need lies

in a better estimation of EGRET sources for which associations with counterparts

in other wavelengths are not clear yet. Probably the most controversial now is the

exact location of the Galactic center γ-ray source 3EG J1746-285 which has been

associated with Sgr A* which is still controversial [33, 34]. For a review on potential

γ-ray sources in the Galactic Center region see, e.g., [35].

4.1 Cosmic Ray origin

The Holy Grail of VHE astrophysics still remains the origin of cosmic rays. The

search for a signature of hadronic origin of HE/VHE γ-rays is still ongoing especially

in supernova remnants (SNRs). Without clear signature of π0 creations at 70 MeV,

the quest becomes more model-dependent since many sources have obvious IC radia-

tion from relativistic electrons. A few sources are outstanding candidates for checking

π0-decay predicted spectra with GLAST and an ACT, such as TeV J2032+4130 in the

Northern hemisphere, and RXJ 1713-3946 in the Southern hemisphere. Understand-

ing calibrations at the lower energy end of ACTs (10-100 GeV) and accumulating

enough photons to reduce statistical errors at the higher end for GLAST will make for
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a successful joint spectra with high enough confidence to find evidence of cosmic ray

accelerations in SNRs. That is the topic of the next section.

4.2 Prospectives on cross-calibrations

A few authors have pointed out [36] the absolute calibration weaknesses of ACTs, in

energy and sensitivity, which are dominated by uncertainties on Monte Carlo simu-

lations and atmospheric models. The resolution of ACTs can be ≃ 5% but the sys-

tematic uncertainties range between 10%-30%. With the current ACTs and GLAST

energy ranges getting closer it becomes interesting to investigate the possibilities of

cross-calibrating both techniques. How close the first spectral bins of ACTs are of

the last LAT spectral bins makes a difference: extrapolating a power law from one to

the other over wide ranges becomes increasingly unphysical since intrinsic spectral

deviations from power laws for instance are observed in all sources when the energy

range increases. Cross calibrations between space-based instruments are common,

and in X-ray astronomy the Crab nebula has been used as a standard candle to per-

form this [37].

Table 2 summarizes the fit parameters available in the literature for power-law fits

to the Crab nebula from different observatories. The normalization at 1 TeV and the

photon index are found to vary over time (Fig. 5) as well within the same experiment

as the analysis becomes more performant and different upgrades are performed. Sys-

tematic errors on the flux now dominate the overall error by an order of magnitude,

and they have become comparable in the photon index derivation.

Observatory 1 TeV Normalization (10−11 cm−2 s−1) Photon Index

Whipple (1993) 1.48±0.09±0.41 2.69±0.09±0.3
Whipple (1998) 3.20±0.17±0.60 2.49±0.06±0.04
Whipple (2001) 3.11±0.30±0.62 2.74±0.08±0.05
HEGRA (2000) 2.79±0.02±0.5 2.59±0.03±0.05
HEGRA (2004) 2.83±0.04±0.6 2.62±0.02±0.05

CAT (2000) 2.21±0.05±0.6 2.80±0.03±0.06
CAT (2004) 1.85±0.05±0.62 2.82±0.04±0.06

Table 2: Historical parameters derived from a power law fit to the Crab spectrum,

from different ACTs.

An additional difficulty comes from the comparison of power-laws which are

essentialy scale-free. A pronounced spectral feature in a spectrum is often of con-

siderable help in calibrations. X-ray instruments often carry radioactive calibration

sources, or use well-known spectral features in sources such as Fe and Cu lines. In

VHE γ-rays one could investigate the use of spectral breaks which are so far seen in
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Figure 5: Crab fit parameters from Table 2.

AGN but are unfortunately related to variability (see e.g. [38] for such a study be-

tween H.E.S.S. and MAGIC on Mkn421). As Bastieri et al. point out [39] the Crab

nebula spectrum is expected to strongly deviate from a power law in the 10-200 GeV

range. A pronounced deviation can be approximated by a broken power law which

provides then a break energy Ebr at the transition between the two spectral indexes.

Such a feature would help even more in cross calibrating GLAST and ACTs of

the Northern hemisphere (provided their energy threshold is well below 200 GeV)

where the Crab nebula can be seen under ideal azimuthal angles by most ACTs. For

Southern hemisphere based experiments, such sources have yet to be found, though

bright Galactic sources that have a well defined power law and are bright (RXJ 1713-

3946 and Vela Jr have fluxes of ≈ Crab). It is also possible that narrow VHE spectral

bumps in extragalactic objects could serve for the same purpose. From SED mod-

ellings such a feature is expected in e.g. M87 and PKS2155-304 which are both VHE

sources seen most of the time in their low state.

It is however premature to give accurate estimations of the factor by how much

energy scales uncertainties can be reduced with such sources withing the GLAST

mission time since this will essentially be limited by LAT statistical uncertainties at

the upper energy range. Upcoming data challenges working with a simulated sky

over time intervals ≈ year will provide a better insight on the possibility to reduce the

systematic errors to the ≃ 5 − 20% range.

It is also worth investigating the need for common GLAST/ACT spectral fit-

ting tools, which have allowed X-ray instruments to increase the accuracy of cross-
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calibrations [37].
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GLAST and VHE astrophysics

Berrie Giebels - LLR Ecole Polytechnique

The era of 3rd generation Cherenkov telescopes opened recently, along
with the start of operations of GLAST (launch August 2007), will open
the field of joint MeV–TeV observations with unprecedented sensitivity.

Towards a Network of Atmospheric Cherenkov Detectors VII – Apr 28, 2005 1



“very high energy” (VHE) gamma-ray astronomy: the study of astro-
physical sources of photons above an energy of 10 GeV (Ong, Weekes)

(Morselli 2002)

• GLAST mission and status

• VHE gamma-ray astronomy:

. The Major ACTs

. Some VHE Sources and

GLAST

• GLAST/VHE X-calibration

• Variable sources

• Spatial resolution, imaging
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GLAST: LAT + GBM

• Large Area Telescope (LAT)

• GLAST Burst Monitor (GBM)
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Overview of LAT
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GLAST Schedule

SIRTF on a Delta II H

• GLAST is completing the fabrication

phase and has started integration.

• LAT, GBM and spacecraft assembly

complete by the end of 2005

• Delivery to Observatory Integration

and testing spring 2006 through sum-

mer 2007.

• Launch at KSC spaceport in Au-

gust 2007 - Science Operations begin

within 60 days.
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GLAST Integration
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GLAST Integration
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GLAST Integration

. Muon crossing 2 towers

. Possible gamma-ray
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GLAST performances
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GLAST performances

Expect update in the table and plots around the end of 2005, based on the
characterization of the LAT for the second internal data challenge.
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GLAST Mission

First year an all-sky survey (data on transients released with caveats), subsequent
years driven by guest observer proposal (See Rob Cameron’s talk).
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GLAST Sources

From D. Thompson

GLAST sees the lower tail of the radiating particles in VHE sources. Blazars,
plerions, SNRs populate both catalogs. Pulsars so far escape the TeV detections.
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Major ACTs in the ideal night

Potential for quasi-continuous monitoring for a subset of variable sources (at
different energy thresholds) including Mkn421 and Mkn501 where |lat−Dec| < 65◦

hence matching the GLAST coverage. VHE observatories might want to know
the time intervals at which a source is visible for GLAST to optimize
schedules (monitoring, surveys, MWL campaigns with ACT and small FOV
X-ray telescopes where observation time is competitive).
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Major ACTs present in 2007

. MAGIC complete Nov 2003 (MAGIC

II 2006)

. H.E.S.S. Phase I complete Dec 2004

(H.E.S.S. II 2008)

. CANGAROO III array complete Aug

2004

. VERITAS Telescope-1 first light on

February 1, 2005, Complete 2006

(Next phase?)

. Perhaps more projects during the

GLAST mission by these or other

groups!
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LAT/ACT comparisons

GLAST-LAT ACT
Area 'm2 ' 105 m2

Angular resolution 3.5◦(0.1◦) @0.1(10) GeV 0.1◦

FOV 90◦ (20%) 5◦

Energy resolution 5(10)% @ 10(100) GeV 20(10)% @ 50(1000) GeV + syst!
Duty cycle ' 90% '10%

• ACT larger effective area - better short time sensitivity

. Provide short-time variability characterization for the LAT equivalent.

• ACT better angular resolution - resolve extended individual sources.

• LAT larger FOV - complete sky coverage in 3 hrs

. monitoring of transients with alerts.

• LAT better ε (ACTs 1200h/year,<100 h on one source)

. extra-day variability for long term timescale behavior

. provide long term characterization for the ACT equivalent
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VHE Galactic Sources

What are the galactic sources seen by the VHE telescopes? Confirmed 1 system
Contradiction

Source Eq. Flux (Crab = 100) Discovery
Crab 100 Whipple
GC 5 CANGAROO

RXJ1713-3946 70 CANGAROO
RX J0852.0-4622 100 CANGAROO
TeV J2032+4130 5 HEGRA

Cas A 3 HEGRA
G0.9+0.1 2 H.E.S.S.

PSR B1259-63 5 H.E.S.S.
Cen X-4 20 Mark 6

MSH 15-52 15 H.E.S.S.
HESS J1303-631 20 H.E.S.S.

UNIds H.E.S.S.
SN 1006 ? CANGAROO

PSR B1706-44 ? CANGAROO
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VHE Galactic: SNR
• From the galactic SNR list: RXJ

1713-3946, a SNR seen by CANGA-

ROO and HESS, in the vicinity of a

molecular cloud

• Closely associated to 3EG J1714-3857

- GLAST-LAT should resolve ambigu-

ity, and provide an improved spectrum

• Combined VHE-LAT spectrum sen-

sitive to π0-decay predictions (TeV

J2032+4130 Northern).
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VHE Galactic: Periastron passagemaking

PSR B1259: a binary system in a very eccentric orbit where the brightening
around periastron is predictable (next passage June 2007!). Will pointing GLAST (in-
crease exposure ≈ ×3) at periastron passages (PSR, Cen X-4, ..) be needed/useful?.
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VHE Galactic: Microquasars as VHE emitters?

• GLAST will help on improving the error box of the best µQ candidates for the VHE

observations

• Waiting for unambiguous proof that particles are accelerated up to TeV energies in µQ

(microblazars).

. LS I +61 303 and 3EG J0241+6103

(Massi 2004)

. LS 5039 and 3EG J1824-1514

(Paredes 2000)

. AX J1639.0-4642 and 3EG J1639-

4702

(Combi 2004)
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VHE Galactic: Galactic Center

Aharonian 2004

. The GC is a target-rich environment.

. EGRET source 3EG J1746-285 is unlikely to be the H.E.S.S. source, Sgr A∗, Center of Sgr A

East, PSR J1747-2958 (Pohl 2005)

. What is the LAT counterpart to 3EG J1746-2851? Constrain variability better than 30%
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VHE Galactic: UNIds

• There are now 9 unidentified VHE sources (HEGRA and H.E.S.S.).

• The VHE UNIds have typically a hard spectrum - 3 potentially EGRET UNids (Aharonian

2005).

• What are the GLAST-LAT counterparts to these sources, and knowing this, can GLAST tell

if similar sources are missed (by lack of exposure, or not pointing at them).
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VHE Galactic: No Pulsars (so far)

Thompson 2001

Where are the pulsars? No pulsed emission detected so var in VHE. GLAST-LAT
will extend EGRETs sensitivity to pulsed emission from known pulsars (and expect
30-100 new), refine the predictions, and tell how stringent the VHE limits on
pulsation are on the models. See talk from Okkie de Jager & Alice Harding.
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VHE Extragalactic: AGN

• VHE blazars, mainly high-frequency peaked BL Lac objects (HBL), are the faintest AGN

. Fast variability in HBL harder to resolve than in bright AGN

• GLAST sees the whole “sequence” from HBL to LBL

. Provide potential new HBL or IBL targets to VHE (detection or limits)

• Same parent radiative population: transient alerts will include “orphan” transients
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VHE Extragalactic: EBL

Dole, Lagache & Puget

• LAT will provide knowledge on leading edge of intrinsic unabsorbed spectrum

• LAT can study AGN at redshifts z ≥ 4 (Chen 2005)
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Low State Blazar (PKS2155)

Strong H.E.S.S. detections for each appreciable exposure: quiescent blazars could
provide a “stable” SED. GLAST contribution essential to constrain the models!
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Low State Blazar (Mrk 501)

. Northern hemisphere BL Lac Mrk501

. MAGIC and VERITAS can achieve the spectra of the low state.
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Radio Galaxies: M87

• Predicted γ-ray luminosity peaks at

'100 GeV.

• Detections of 4.7 σ by HEGRA and

4.6 so far by H.E.S.S.

• Unaffected by EBL (z = 0.004):

could be a template spectrum.

• EGRET sensitivity 1 order of magni-

tude too high. GLAST could detect

a weak signal in the SPB predicted

spectrum (Reimer 2004).

Beilicke 2005
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X-calibration

. ACT Systematic calibration uncertainties (energy and sensitivity) simeq30%

. ACT energy resolution can be '5% but absolute energy scale dominated by uncertainties on

MC simulations and atmospheric models.

. Use GLAST observations at high energies to reduce systematic errors of ground-based

observatories (Bastieri, Petry, Krennrich).

. Steady sources take time to gather statistics above ACT thresholds with GLAST. Transient

sources are brighter but with a variable flux and spectrum.

. Nature has not seen fit to provide ideal calibration sources.

• Variable sources: simultaneous observations of the same source by different instruments

• Spectral calibrations: comparisons of of independent observations of spectrally constant

sources (SNR - Clusters? Quiescent AGN? Pulsar cutoff?)

• Not all VHE instruments can see all of the sources
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X-calibration: Crab Nebula
Observatory 1 TeV Normalization (10−11 cm−2 s−1) Photon Index

Whipple (1993) 1.48±0.09±0.41 2.69±0.09±0.3
Whipple (1998) 3.20±0.17±0.60 2.49±0.06±0.04
Whipple (2001) 3.11±0.30±0.62 2.74±0.08±0.05
HEGRA (2000) 2.79±0.02±0.5 2.59±0.03±0.05
HEGRA (2004) 2.83±0.04±0.6 2.62±0.02±0.05

CAT (2000) 2.21±0.05±0.6 2.80±0.03±0.06
CAT (2004) 1.85±0.05±0.62 2.82±0.04±0.06
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X-calibration: Crab Nebula

• The spectral shape is expected to deviate strongly from a power law below ≈100 GeV

• Spectral features should be visible for Northern hemisphere ACTs

• First order spectral fitting: assume a broken power law with characteristic energy scale Ebrk.
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X-calibration
• Example (Bastieri et al, Petry): assume a

broken power law (ΓL = 2.0, ΓH = 2.7)

provides frozen spectral parameter Ebr

• Estimations of δEbrk/Ebrk = f(Ebrk)

for ACT and LAT

• VHE energy scale uncertainty can probably

be reduced to ' 5-20% within the GLAST

mission time (limited by GLAST statistical

uncertainties).

• Data Challenge 2 (Jan 2006) will pro-

vide updated estimations on instrument

responses.

• Should there be GLAST/VHE spectral fitting tools?

. Requires dedicated teams of experts in both fields

. Availability of photon lists and IRFs from the VHE observatories.
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X-calibration: Southern Hemisphere

• Find steady sources with appropriate δ

(θ = 0..30◦), possibly with spectral

strong spectral features in the 50-300 GeV

range.

• RXJ1713-3946 is ' 70% Crab with Γ ≈
2.2 (Vela Jr?)

• Unlikely that 3EG J1714-3857 (α ' 0.3)

is the counterpart - If the LAT detects the

counterpart, look for possible Ebrk

• Narrow HE bump in extragalactic objects

(PKS2155-304 quiescent, M87). Lowering

the threshold (H.E.S.S. 2) increases the

potential.

Reimer & Pohl 2002

KBLN 2005
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• LAT provides alerts for

. GRB (LAT + GBM)

. VHE flares for the same ra-

diative particles: VHE orphan

flares should be caught!

• Few downlinks per day + transmission

and processing time: LAT ISO will

have time-critical quicklook results in

less than 1/2 day or better

• Better effective area for ACT might

help constraining the LAT analysis on

fast flares

• Intra-day variability and spectral

changes measurable.

• More on AGN variability on Julie

McEnery’s contribution

• Need for VHE to alert GLAST on

specific sources? New sources?
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Transients: Markarians vs PKS
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Transients

from S. Swordy

• Northern hemisphere AGN have higher amplitude variations

• Correlated variability detectable - statistics might allow significant lag checks
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Transients

• Time-averaged H1426+428 (Fan 2004), tvar = 2d

• Depending on the EBL model (a,b,c) and the IGMF strength (1,2,3) the γ − γ → e+e−

cascades and upscatters CMBR photons

• VHE-LAT shape of the emission could test in a different way the EBL models
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VHE source imaging

. H.E.S.S. has opened the era of VHE

imaging above the keV range!

. The imaging of sources like RXJ1713-

3946 and RXJ0852.0-4622 will proba-

bly dramatically constrain cosmic ray

production theories.

. What can the LAT do on extended

sources at high energies? Separation

of rims in SNR could prove helpful.
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Conclusions

• GLAST fundamentally complementary to the ground-based experiments

. Spectrally quasi-connecting or overlapping with the major ACTs

. Possibility for cross-calibration to reduce ACT systematics

. Longer timescale characterization of variable sources

• GLAST provides alerts for transient sources, possibly from the same radiative particles

• GLAST can provide strong indications for targets where

. VHE detections are likely

. VHE limits are stringent

• GLAST scheduled to be launched in August 2007.

• Many thanks to Luca Latronico, Julie McEnery and Dirk Petry
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The high altitude MACE γ-ray telescope

Ramesh Koul
(for the HiGRO collaboration)

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,

Trombay, Mumbai, 400 085, India.

A 21 m diameter imaging γ-ray telescope is being set up at the high altitude as-

tronomical site at Hanle in North India. The telescope will use graded focal length

mirrors and will deploy a 832-pixel imaging camera to attain a γ- ray energy thresh-

old of ≤ 20 GeV.

1 Introduction

Ground based atmospheric Cherenkov technique has been used extensively to study

the γ-ray sky and has led to the discovery of more than a dozen confirmed galactic and

extragalactic objects in the TeV energy range [1]. While most of these detections have

been made by imaging cherenkov telescopes operating at energy thresholds of a few

hundred GeV, several exciting results have been produced recently by telescopes op-

erating at lower energy thresholds like H.E.S.S. [2] and MAGIC [3]. The energy band

below 100 GeV which is still largely unexplored is expected to give clues about the

mystery of spectral cut offs in AGN Spectra and the pulsed emission from pulsars.

It is also expected to lead to a potentially rich harvest of astrophysical discoveries

like high energy tails of γ-ray bursts, supernova remnants and unidentified EGRET

sources. Recently, the HiGRO (Himalayan Gamma-Ray Observatory) collaboration

has been formed for setting up the MACE (Major Atmospheric Cherenkov Experi-

ment) imaging γ-ray telescope at the high altitude astronomical site at Hanle (32.8◦N,

78.9◦E, 4200m asl) in the Ladakh region of the North India. While the present three

collaborating institutes are Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Tata Institute of Funda-

mental Research and Indian Institute of Astrophysics, the collaboration is likely to

expand with more participation from research institutes in India and abroad.

Hanle is a high altitude cold desert in the Himalayas and offers an average of

about 260 uniformly distributed spectroscopic nights per year [4] leading to a good

year round sky coverage for source observations. Located closer to the shower max-

imum the cherenkov photon density at Hanle is a factor of 4-5 more than at sea level
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[5,6]. This increase in cherenkov photon density along with the low background light

level at the site help in lowering the energy threshold of the cherenkov telescopes be-

ing set up there. Proximity of the MACE telescope to the 2m optical telescope already

functioning at Hanle will allow concurrent optical monitoring of the celestial objects

of interest.

2 Mechanical structure and optics

The MACE telescope is planned to be a system of two high resolution imaging

cherenkov telescopes operating in a stereoscopic mode for γ-ray investigations in

the 10’s of GeV energy range. As shown in Fig.1a each telescope element will use

the track and wheel design concept and will deploy an altitude-azimuth mounted tes-

sellated parabolic light collector of 21 m diameter. The light collector will be made

AZIMUTHAL  MOTOR

   CABLE 
DRAG  CHAIN

IMAGING   CAMERA   

ZENITHAL    
   AXIS

(a) (b)

2.4o 0.8o0.8o

0.1
0

   Pixel dia.

0.2
0

   Pixel dia.

Figure 1: (a) A schematic of the MACE γ-ray telescope and (b) its imaging camera.

of 356 mirror panels of ∼984mm×984mm size, with each panel consisting of 4/9

spherical mirror tiles of ∼488mm×488 mm /∼323mm × 323mm size, which are

pre-aligned to function as a single large spherical mirror of ∼984mm×984 mm size.
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The high altitude MACE γ-ray telescope

Ramesh Koul

Each mirror facet will be an aluminium alloy (Al-6063T6) tile, diamond turned to a

mirror finish yielding a reflectivity of ≥ 85% in the visible band. As shown in Fig.2,

our evaluation of 4 light collector designs suggests that a parabolic basket alongwith

mirror facets of graded focal lengths in the range of 2109-2245cms yields the best

possible focussing characteristics in terms of the D50 and D95 parameters which are

defined as the diameters of the focal spots which contain 50% and 95% of the re-

flected light respectively. This geometry also ensures a minimum time spread in the

Cherenkov pulse at the focal plane. The mirror panels are fixed to the space-frame

of the telescope using a 3-point support made up of two linear actuators and one

spherical ball joint. This arrangement makes it possible to automate the process of

alignment of the telescope mirrors. The hardware and software requirements of the

alignment system have been worked out and required image processing algorithms

have been developed.
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Figure 2: Variation of D50 (a) and D95 (b) as a function of angle of incidence.
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3 Focal Plane Instrumentation

The focal plane instrumentation of the telescope will comprise a 832-pixel imaging

camera with a fine pixelisation of 0.1◦ for the 2.4◦ central part which will be sur-

rounded by a ring of 0.8◦ width and a pixel size of 0.2◦ as shown in Fig.1b. The

dual pixel size configuration is still being evaluated with reference to a uniform pixel

camera of about 1600 pixels. Eight stage photomultiplier tubes (PMT) with standard

bialkali photocathodes will be used as the Cherenkov light detectors and each PMT

will be provided with a light concentrator to enhance the total sensitive area of the

camera. 16 PMTs will be grouped together to form a single photodetector module.

The high voltage and the first level signal processing electronics will be provided

within these individual 16 channel modules. The trigger generation logic and the as-

sociated read out electronics will also be housed within the camera eliminating the

need for signal transmission through a large number of coaxial cables. The need for

following this concept is enhanced in view of the low temperature arid conditions

prevalent at Hanle.

4 Simulation based performance evaluation

Simulation studies have been carried out for the Hanle altitude of 4200 m using

the CORSIKA air shower code [7]. A data base of about 300,000 γ-ray and pro-

ton initiated showers in the energy range of 10-500 GeV and 25-1000 GeV respec-

tively at zenith angles of 10◦ and 30◦ and impact parameter of 0-300m was gener-

ated for these studies. The field of view (FoV) for the isotopic proton showers was

taken to be equivalent to the central 2.4◦
×2.4 ◦ high resolution core of the camera.

An important input required for estimating the energy threshold of the telescope is

the variation of the single pixel rate as a function of the threshold level. The de-

pendence was determined experimentally by performing laboratory measurement on

several gain calibrated PMTs by simulating the night sky background flux at Hanle

(∼0.8×1012photons m−2 s −1sr−1) corresponding to the locally measured UBV mag-

nitudes of mU=23.6, mB=22.9 and mV =21.5 mag arcsec−2 [8]. A coincidence gate

width of ∼ 10 ns and a Nearest Neighbour Quadruplet (NNQ) trigger configuration

within the FoV of 2.4◦
× 2.4◦ was used for these calculations which indicate that a

single pixel threshold of ∼ 4 pe can be used for restricting the chance coincidence

rate to 0.1Hz. The corresponding single pixel rate has been experimentally deter-

mined to be ∼26 kHz at this threshold. The differential and integral rates, shown in

Fig.3 for γ-ray and proton primaries suggest that by using a NNQ trigger with a single

pixel threshold of ∼4 pe, γ-ray threshold energy of ∼ 15GeV and ∼25 GeV at zenith

angles of 10◦ and 30◦ respectively is achievable by the MACE telescope.
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Figure 3: Differential and integral rates for γ-rays (a and c) and protons (b and d).

5 Implementation status

The project has been recently funded and discussions have been initiated with me-

chanical engineering consultants for the detailed design and fabrication of the first

telescope element which is targeted to be operational at Hanle by 2010.
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Plan of the Talk

# Gamma ray astronomy at BARC
# Details of the High Altitude site
# Light collector Design
# Preliminary simulation results
# Telescope sub-systems
# Technical Challenges



TACTIC Imaging Element
(TeV Atmospheric Cerenkov Telescope With Imaging Camera)



TACTIC IE Parameters

# Location             : Mt. Abu, Rajasthan                 
(72.7dE,24.6dN, 1400m asl)

# Camera FoV : 5.9d x 5.9d (349 pixels)
# Trigger FoV : 3.4d x 3.4d
# Trigger Criteria  : 3NCT (Fast RAM based)
# SPE threshold     : 7pe
# Energy threshold : ~1 TeV
# Distributed 4-node DAS using RTOS
# Drive Control       : SM based (120Ncm)
# NIM & CAMAC



4-element TACTIC Array

.



List of candidate sources observed with TACTIC  since 1997  

Source Name
Observed  for more than 300 hours
Detection  of  a Steady signal in  
(2000-2001, 2001- 2002 and 2003-2004)  obs.  spells
Energy   spectrum   determined  in  2004   

Results

Observed  for more than 300 hours
Detection  of  flaring activity   in 
(2000-2001  and 2003-2004)   obs. spells
                                
Observed  for more than 200 hours
Detection  of  flaring activity   in 
(1996-1997)   obs. spell  :  
No emission  found  during  subsequent  observations  
                                
Observed  for 43 hours  in  2001-2002
No  gamma-ray emission found                             

Observed  for 27 hours  in  2001-2002
No  gamma-ray emission found                             

Observed  for  about   80 hours  in 
(2001-2002  &  2002- 2003)  obs. spells
 No  gamma-ray emission found                             

Observed  for about  60 hours  in  2003-2004
No  gamma-ray emission found                             

CRAB  Nebula

Mkn-421

PSR 0355+54

Mkn-501

1ES 2344+514

ON 231

H 1426+428 



Recent Observations of Crab Nebula
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 SIGNIFICANCE                =            11.05
 AVG.BG EVTS./ BIN         =       2561   +  19

 OBS TIME       ( h) =    103.6081
 RBL RATE       (/h) =     24.71   0.18
 GAMMA-RAY RATE (/h) =      9.26   0.84

Gamma-rays  :( 960 + 87) 
Significance :     11.05 σ 

Recent observation on Crab  Nebula with TACTIC
                    ( Nov.2003 -Feb.2004)



Gamma Ray Signal Validation



Crab Nebula - Differential  energy spectrum
        ( Comparison  with  other  systems )
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Increase in Cherenkov Photon density with altitude



Leh, ladakh (3400m amsl)



Hanle, Ladakh (32.7d N, 79d E, 4200m asl)



Observatory Site



2m Chandra Himalayan telescope



Site Characteristics
# Number of Spectroscopic Nights: ~260/yr

(few clouds)
# Number of Photometric Nights   : ~190/yr

(no clouds)
# Extinction in V band             : 0.1 mag/airmass
# Extinction in K band             :0.05mag/airmass
# Night Sky Brightness           : 21.5 V mag/sq.arcsec
# Uniform distribution of useful nights
# Longitudinal Advantage:  HESS 16d E

MACE & HAGAR 79d E   
CANGAROO 138d E
MAGIC 20d W
VERITAS 110d W



Site Characteristics

# Accessibility                      : around the year
# Median temperature          : -2d C at night
# Minimum temperature        : -24d C
# median relative humidity    : 30%
# Minimum relative humidity : <10%
# Median wind speed             : ~ 10 kmph



One element of HAGAR array 

.



MACE – 2 boom concept



MACE- 4 boom concept



MACE Imaging Camera Layout

.

120 cm

2.4o 0.8o0.8o

MACE IMAGING CAMERA



MACE Camera Details 

# Camera Size                      : 1480 mm x 1480 mm
# Pixels in Central Region     : 576 (24 x 24)
# Pixel Size (CPC entry dia.) : 37 mm (0.1d)
# Photo cathode dia.             : 22 mm

# Pixels in Guard Ring           : 256
# Width of Guard Ring         : 0.8d
# Pixel Size (CPC entry dia.) : 74 mm (0.2d)
# Photo cathode dia.             : 45 mm

# Spectral Range                  : 280nm – 650nm
# CPC Collection Efficiency   : 65%



.

MACE   MIRROR  LAYOUT
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MACE Light Collector Layout



MACE Light Collector

.



MACE Light Collector Details

# Diameter         : 21,000 mm
# Focal Distance : 21,000 mm
# Configuration : Paraboloid with graded focal length
# Panel Size              : 984mm x 984mm
# Number of Panels  : 356 (228 + 128)
#Number of Facets  : 912 (4x228) in central region

488mm x 488mm facet
: 1152 (9x128) in the periphery
323mm x 323mm facet

# Total light Collector Area : 337 sq. m
# PSF : D95 at 0deg ~ 15mm

: D95 at 1deg ~  43mm



PSF Graded FL Paraboloid

(Plate  scale   :  36.65mm =0.10  )

       θ (deg )        R95 (mm)   

 0.0            14.63
 0.5            24.81 
 1.0            42.33
 1.5            62.08

( θ=0.00) ( θ=0.50)

( θ=1.00) ( θ=1.50)



PSF Constant FL Paraboloid

(Plate  scale   :  36.65mm =0.10  )

       θ (deg )            R95 (mm)   

0.0           37.63
0.5           43.79
1.0           58.24
1.5           73.94

(θ = 0.00 ) (θ = 0.50 )

(θ = 1.00 ) (θ = 1.50 )



Relative comparison of various designs
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Single Pixel Threshold Determination

Discriminator threshold  (pe)
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Effective Area
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Differential Rate
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Integral Rate
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Simulation Studies

# Muon background 
# Electron background
# Level 2 trigger
# Image analysis strategies
# Use of ANN, Wavelet and other 

techniques
# Absolute and relative gain calibration



Technical Developments

ELECTRONICS
# HV hybrids and VDN
# Fast Amplifier (X10)
microcircuit hybrid



Technical Developments

MECHANICAL
* Consultants and in-house development
# CPC development
# Diamond turned mirror facets (323mmx323mm)
# Honey comb panels
# Camera development in-house



Mirror Alignment Control System

# Prototype unit for one panel tested
(laser diode based system)

# Picture acquisition rate ~ 20 Hz
# 50Ncm Stepper motor based actuators
# Image Processing algorithms developed

for star image based system
* Multiple overlaps
* Vibrating structure



Mirror alignment simulation results



Signal Processing Hardware

# 16 channel module
# Conventional CDC/GHz Sampling
# Instrument bay/Camera
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Site Specific Challenges

# Limited time for out-door work
(May-Oct)

# Road transportation of Equipment
(June-Sept)

# Leh-Hanle travel ~ 8hrs
# Nearest town ~ 260 Km
# High altitude related difficulties



.

THANK YOU
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A new method of background subtraction adapted to the study of

extended sources

Marianne Lemoine-Goumard

& Bernard Degrange
Laboratoire Leprince-Ringuet

École Polytechnique - CNRS/IN2P3

F-91128 Palaiseau Cedex, France

The sensitivity of the most recent Cherenkov telescopes allows to study the mor-

phology of extended sources and to discover new objects in the Galactic Plane. The

method presented here allows to separate gamma-rays from background events with-

out any assumption on the morphology of the source or on the background distri-

bution in the field of view. Furthermore, the gamma-ray contents of the different

image-pixels obtained with this method are uncorrelated. Results of this method on

the Supernova Remnant RX J1713.7-3946 are presented.

1 Introduction

Recently, the first γ-ray image of a supernova remnant [1], RX J1713.7-3946, ob-

tained by the High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.), represented an important

step in High Energy Gamma-Ray Astronomy; furthermore, the first systematic explo-

ration of the Galactic Plane by H.E.S.S. [2] revealed several sources, mostly extended,

some of them remaining today without any known counterpart at other wavelengths.

In such studies, hadronic cosmic-ray showers cannot be rejected on the basis of their

reconstructed direction as is usually done for point-like objects whose celestial coor-

dinates are known. Here, we present a new analysis method, the “weighting method”,

where all the pixels of a skymap are treated independently. In each of them, the signal

and the background are estimated from those events associated with the pixel exclu-

sively; this is done by means of a maximum likelihood fit in which each event is

characterized by a discriminating parameter, i.e a variable whose distribution is fairly

different for γ-ray and hadronic showers. The discriminating parameter used here,

the “reduced 3D-width”, stems from a 3D-reconstruction of γ-ray showers (see refer-

ence [4]). Complete information on other methods of background subtraction used in

the H.E.S.S. experiment is found in reference [3].
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2 The weighting method

For each event, the reconstruction procedure yields the shower direction assigning the

event in a given pixel in a skymap, as well as the value of a discriminating variable x.

The proposed method assumes that the distribution of x are known both for γ-rays and

for hadrons. Some calibration work is thus necessary, e.g. from data taken on point-

like sources or on regions free of gamma-ray sources, at different zenith angles. The x

distributions can of course be independently obtained from simulations. For reasons

of clarity, we shall assume here that the x distributions for γ-rays and hadrons are

independent of the shower directions and energies. These assumptions can be easily

relaxed at the expense of a more complex calibration procedure. In the simple case

considered here, we call g(x) and b(x) the probability distribution functions for γ-

rays and hadrons respectively. The skymap obtained after reconstruction is divided

into pixels in celestial coordinates and the following procedure is applied seperately

to each pixel. Therefore, no correlations between different parts of the field of view

are induced by the method and no assumptions are made on the signal or on the

background morphology. We now consider one pixel : N events are assigned to

this pixel and are characterized by the values x1, x2, ..., xN of the discriminating

variable. We call ng and nb the expectation values of the numbers of γ-rays and

background events respectively. The probability to get the observed configuration (up

to differentials dx1, dx2, ... , dxN ) is :

exp(−ng − nb)

N !

N
∏

i=1

[ngg(xi) + nbb(xi)] dx1dx2...dxN . (1)

This formula can be easily obtained, starting from Poisson distributions for the event

numbers, then considering the different partitions between gamma-ray and back-

ground events leading to the values x1, x2, ... , xN , while taking care of the nor-

malization. The likelihood function is then minimized with respect to ng and nb, as

shown below:

ng =
∑

i=1,N

ngg(xi)

ngg(xi) + nbb(xi)
and nb =

∑

i=1,N

nbb(xi)

ngg(xi) + nbb(xi)
(2)

Once the convergence is achieved, for each event, the following quantities:

wgi =
ngg(xi)

ngg(xi) + nbb(xi)
and wbi =

nbb(xi)

ngg(xi) + nbb(xi)
(3)

can be interpreted as the weights of event i in the γ-ray and hadron hypotheses respec-

tively since ng =
∑

i=1,N wgi and nb =
∑

i=1,N wbi; furthermore ng + nb = N .

By repeating the procedure for each pixel of the field of view independently, one gets

two maps, one for γ-rays and the other for hadronic background.
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Figure 1: Distributions of ω (re-

duced 3D-width) from Crab data.

(a) Full-line histogram: events

with θ2 < 0.05 deg2. (b) Dotted-

line histogram: events with θ2 >

0.2 deg2.
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Figure 2: “A posteriori” reduced 3D-

width distributions for gamma-rays (left) and

hadrons (right), compared to functions g(x)
and b(x) used in the method.

3 The reduced 3D-width: a discriminating parameter

In the examples given in the following sections, the discriminating parameter is based

on the 3D-reconstruction of the shower (3D-model) described in reference [4], namely

“the reduced 3D-width” ω, a quantity directly related to the average lateral spread of

the shower. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the reduced 3D-width distributions

obtained from data taken on the Crab Nebula (2 hours livetime). The full-line his-

togram corresponds to a region close to the source (θ2 < 0.05 deg2), the dotted-line

histogram corresponds to events with θ2 > 0.2 deg2, normalized to the same number

of events with ω greater than 0.002. As one can see on this figure, the hadronic show-

ers which fit the model are generally much broader than electromagnetic ones due to

the higher transverse momenta of secondary particles in strong interactions. In order

to determine the functions g(x) and b(x), the solid line histogram and the dotted line

histogram from figure 1 were fitted.

The 3D-reconstruction method was applied to the Crab nebula yielding two skymaps:

one for γ-rays and the other for background events. Figure 2 shows the reduced 3D-

width distributions in which each event contributes according to its weight wgi (as

a γ-ray) and wbi (as a hadron). As a consistency check, the histograms are super-

imposed to the functions g(x) and b(x) conveniently renormalized. A very good

agreement is obtained for γ-rays and for hadrons.
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Figure 3: Excess skymap of RX J1713.7-

3946 as superimposed to the X-ray in-

tensity contours from ASCA observa-

tions.
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4 The method as applied to the SNR RX J1713.7-3946

Results from data taken on the supernova remnant RX J1713.7-3946 (38 hours live-

time) in 2004 are shown in figures 3 and 4. The excess skymap on figure 3 is super-

imposed to the X-ray intensity contours from ASCA observations from 1 keV and 3

keV. In order to estimate the correlation coefficient, ASCA data were rebinned on the

basis of the pixels of figure 3 (0.1◦
× 0.1◦). The average number of X-ray photons

NX in a given interval of Ng, number of γ-rays from H.E.S.S., is shown in figure 4.

The correlation coefficient is found to be 0.75 < ρ < 0.86 at the 95% confidence level;

this calculation has been performed separately for the NW part and the SE part of the

remnant and the values obtained for ρ are found compatible within errors at a level of

80%.

5 Conclusion

The method described above has been applied succesfully to H.E.S.S. data. It has

the following advantages : no assumptions on the morphology of the source nor on

the background distribution are necessary, the pixel contents are uncorrelated and a

possible cross-check can be done a posteriori. For the study morpholgy, an example

on the supernova remnant RX J1713.7-3946 shows a correlation with the X-ray data

from ASCA at a high level (around 80%).
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A number of atmospheric monitoring devices are being used at the H.E.S.S. site in

Namibia. Our setup includes an automated weather station, paraxially aligned in-

frared radiometers, a ceilometer – a LIDAR with built-in atmospheric data reduction

code – and since January 2005 a multi-wavelength transmissometer. While radiome-

ters are sensitive to water vapour and droplets crossing the telescope field of view,

the ceilometer is used in conjunction with the transmissometer to estimate the ex-

tinction of the Cherenkov light above the site. Results from these instruments will be

presented here.

Introduction

As for all ground based high energy γ-ray telescopes, the γ-ray effective collection

area of the H.E.S.S. array is calculated using simulations of air shower development,

of the generation and propagation of Cherenkov light and of the array itself. The

main causes of extinction of Cherenkov light are absorption and Rayleigh scattering

by molecules, and Mie scattering by aerosols. The H.E.S.S. photomultiplier tubes

and mirrors are sensitive to light between 250 and 700 nm. In this range the only

light absorbing molecule is ozone, but the most significant loss of Cherenkov light in

the case of a clear sky is caused by Rayleigh scattering off all atmospheric molecules

dominant at lower wavelengths due to its λ−4 dependence, and Mie scattering off

aerosols which becomes dominant above approximately 400 nm [2].
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1 Automated weather station

A weather station records air temperature, relative humidity, atmospheric pressure,

wind speed, wind direction and rainfall 24 hours a day. The data acquisition is inte-

grated in the standard DAQ scheme for the camera data and therefore allows efficient

cross-checking of atmospheric conditions and camera data.

2 Radiometers

The Heitronics KT19.82A Mark II is a radiometer designed for measuring the infrared

radiation in the transmission window between 8 and 14 µm [4]. We use it to measure

the infrared radiation from the sky in its field of view of 2.9◦. By comparing the ob-

served quantity to a blackbody spectrum, the radiometer then calculates the radiative

temperature of the sky. It has been shown [3] that the measured sky temperature is

very sensitive to the presence of clouds and water vapour which is crucial for deter-

mining the cause of a variation in the count rate of an imaging atmospheric Cherenkov

telescope. Although clouds are not significantly warmer than the surrounding atmo-

sphere, they are more effective emitters of blackbody radiation than the atmosphere

in this wavelength range. If there are no clouds, the measured temperature still can

vary from night to night due to relative humidity and air temperature changes. All

the telescopes of H.E.S.S Phase 1 are presently operational and on each of them a

radiometer is installed par-axially.

3 The Ceilometer

The ceilometer, a VAISALA CT25K, is a commercial LIDAR with a built-in atmo-

spheric data reduction code. It measures the backscatter at 905 nm with a range of 7.5

km, showing any aerosol layer and detailing its structure (fig. 1). It has been mounted

on a pan and tilt head in order to track the telescopes’ orientation when observations

are being carried out.

We do not currently calculate the optical depth profile of the atmosphere as de-

scribed in [1] because of problems due to low signal/noise ratio at high altitude, and

to the fact that the ceilometer wavelength is outside the range of the Cherenkov spec-

trum. The acquisition of a more powerful Lidar working in the Cherenkov spectrum

has been planned and will allow the optical depth profiles to be measured.
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Figure 1: Left: backscatter profile measured by the ceilometer for 3 different nights.

Right: H.E.S.S. array trigger rate vs zenith angle for the same 3 different nights. This

graph illustrates the dependence of the trigger rate to the atmospheric aerosol density.

4 Transmissometer

A fully automated multi-wavelength transmissometer has been installed on the H.E.S.S.

site in January 2005. It measures the transmissivity of the atmosphere at four wave-

lenghts (390, 455, 505 and 910 nm) between the top of the Gamsberg mountain (2350

m a.s.l) and the H.E.S.S. array site (1800 m a.s.l., 30 km away). It measures directly

the relevant property of the atmosphere (its transmissivity), at the altitude where its

density is the highest and where any aerosol layer most often is. The choice of these

4 wavelengths will allow interesting cross calibrations with the ceilometer, and will

also improve the data interpretation of the latter concerning the optical depth profile

of the atmosphere to Cherenkov light. For example, the total optical depth of any

aerosol layer can be estimated by measuring the transmissivity over the first 550 m of

atmosphere and by normalizing it to the entire profile measured by the ceilometer.

Conclusion: how can the calibration of the H.E.S.S. ar-

ray be improved using atmospheric measurements ?

We have implemented atmospheric measurements into the calculation of the γ-ray

effective collection area and energy lookup tables as follows:

• after checking that the trigger rate is indeed correlated to the amount of aerosols

using the ceilometer, we used the latter to select a group of clear nights (atmo-

sphere 1). Then, we tuned the wind speed in the MODTRAN desert model to

reproduce the detected amount and location of aerosols and the observed trig-

ger rate in a selection of dusty nights (atmosphere 2). We then used this model
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to calculate the γ-ray effective collection area and energy lookup table for those

nights. Preliminary results show that for 2 sources the flux obtained in the two

types of atmospheres match.

• we chose a selection of nights in which any aerosol layer is within 550 m of

the ground using the ceilometer. We used the transmissometer to measure the

transmissivity of that layer, and compared the results with the values calculated

in several basic MODTRAN atmospheric simulation models. We conclude that

the model currently used in the H.E.S.S. collaboration, the desert model, gives

a satisfactory description of the reality during clear nights.

An undergoing work is to compute the γ-ray effective collection area and energy

lookup tables using a handful of MODTRAN atmosphere where the aerosol content

is varied using the wind speed. The results will then be parametrized to get a function

for both the γ-ray effective area and the energy lookup tables depending continuously

on the amount of aerosols deduced from the trigger rate. The whole method will be

validated using data from the ceilometer and the transmissometer.
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The sensitivity of the most recent Cherenkov telescopes allows to study the mor-

phology of extended sources and to discover new objects in the Galactic Plane. The

method presented here allows to separate gamma-rays from background events with-

out any assumption on the morphology of the source or on the background distri-

bution in the field of view. Furthermore, the gamma-ray contents of the different

image-pixels obtained with this method are uncorrelated. Results of this method on

the Supernova Remnant RX J1713.7-3946 are presented.

1 Introduction

Recently, the first γ-ray image of a supernova remnant [1], RX J1713.7-3946, ob-

tained by the High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S.), represented an important

step in High Energy Gamma-Ray Astronomy; furthermore, the first systematic explo-

ration of the Galactic Plane by H.E.S.S. [2] revealed several sources, mostly extended,

some of them remaining today without any known counterpart at other wavelengths.

In such studies, hadronic cosmic-ray showers cannot be rejected on the basis of their

reconstructed direction as is usually done for point-like objects whose celestial coor-

dinates are known. Here, we present a new analysis method, the “weighting method”,

where all the pixels of a skymap are treated independently. In each of them, the signal

and the background are estimated from those events associated with the pixel exclu-

sively; this is done by means of a maximum likelihood fit in which each event is

characterized by a discriminating parameter, i.e a variable whose distribution is fairly

different for γ-ray and hadronic showers. The discriminating parameter used here,

the “reduced 3D-width”, stems from a 3D-reconstruction of γ-ray showers (see refer-

ence [4]). Complete information on other methods of background subtraction used in

the H.E.S.S. experiment is found in reference [3].
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2 The weighting method

For each event, the reconstruction procedure yields the shower direction assigning the

event in a given pixel in a skymap, as well as the value of a discriminating variable x.

The proposed method assumes that the distribution of x are known both for γ-rays and

for hadrons. Some calibration work is thus necessary, e.g. from data taken on point-

like sources or on regions free of gamma-ray sources, at different zenith angles. The x

distributions can of course be independently obtained from simulations. For reasons

of clarity, we shall assume here that the x distributions for γ-rays and hadrons are

independent of the shower directions and energies. These assumptions can be easily

relaxed at the expense of a more complex calibration procedure. In the simple case

considered here, we call g(x) and b(x) the probability distribution functions for γ-

rays and hadrons respectively. The skymap obtained after reconstruction is divided

into pixels in celestial coordinates and the following procedure is applied seperately

to each pixel. Therefore, no correlations between different parts of the field of view

are induced by the method and no assumptions are made on the signal or on the

background morphology. We now consider one pixel : N events are assigned to

this pixel and are characterized by the values x1, x2, ..., xN of the discriminating

variable. We call ng and nb the expectation values of the numbers of γ-rays and

background events respectively. The probability to get the observed configuration (up

to differentials dx1, dx2, ... , dxN ) is :

exp(−ng − nb)

N !

N
∏

i=1

[ngg(xi) + nbb(xi)] dx1dx2...dxN . (1)

This formula can be easily obtained, starting from Poisson distributions for the event

numbers, then considering the different partitions between gamma-ray and back-

ground events leading to the values x1, x2, ... , xN , while taking care of the nor-

malization. The likelihood function is then minimized with respect to ng and nb, as

shown below:

ng =
∑

i=1,N

ngg(xi)

ngg(xi) + nbb(xi)
and nb =

∑

i=1,N

nbb(xi)

ngg(xi) + nbb(xi)
(2)

Once the convergence is achieved, for each event, the following quantities:

wgi =
ngg(xi)

ngg(xi) + nbb(xi)
and wbi =

nbb(xi)

ngg(xi) + nbb(xi)
(3)

can be interpreted as the weights of event i in the γ-ray and hadron hypotheses respec-

tively since ng =
∑

i=1,N wgi and nb =
∑

i=1,N wbi; furthermore ng + nb = N .

By repeating the procedure for each pixel of the field of view independently, one gets

two maps, one for γ-rays and the other for hadronic background.
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Figure 1: Distributions of ω (re-

duced 3D-width) from Crab data.

(a) Full-line histogram: events

with θ2 < 0.05 deg2. (b) Dotted-

line histogram: events with θ2 >

0.2 deg2.
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Figure 2: “A posteriori” reduced 3D-

width distributions for gamma-rays (left) and

hadrons (right), compared to functions g(x)
and b(x) used in the method.

3 The reduced 3D-width: a discriminating parameter

In the examples given in the following sections, the discriminating parameter is based

on the 3D-reconstruction of the shower (3D-model) described in reference [4], namely

“the reduced 3D-width” ω, a quantity directly related to the average lateral spread of

the shower. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the reduced 3D-width distributions

obtained from data taken on the Crab Nebula (2 hours livetime). The full-line his-

togram corresponds to a region close to the source (θ2 < 0.05 deg2), the dotted-line

histogram corresponds to events with θ2 > 0.2 deg2, normalized to the same number

of events with ω greater than 0.002. As one can see on this figure, the hadronic show-

ers which fit the model are generally much broader than electromagnetic ones due to

the higher transverse momenta of secondary particles in strong interactions. In order

to determine the functions g(x) and b(x), the solid line histogram and the dotted line

histogram from figure 1 were fitted.

The 3D-reconstruction method was applied to the Crab nebula yielding two skymaps:

one for γ-rays and the other for background events. Figure 2 shows the reduced 3D-

width distributions in which each event contributes according to its weight wgi (as

a γ-ray) and wbi (as a hadron). As a consistency check, the histograms are super-

imposed to the functions g(x) and b(x) conveniently renormalized. A very good

agreement is obtained for γ-rays and for hadrons.
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Figure 3: Excess skymap of RX J1713.7-

3946 as superimposed to the X-ray in-

tensity contours from ASCA observa-

tions.
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4 The method as applied to the SNR RX J1713.7-3946

Results from data taken on the supernova remnant RX J1713.7-3946 (38 hours live-

time) in 2004 are shown in figures 3 and 4. The excess skymap on figure 3 is super-

imposed to the X-ray intensity contours from ASCA observations from 1 keV and 3

keV. In order to estimate the correlation coefficient, ASCA data were rebinned on the

basis of the pixels of figure 3 (0.1◦
× 0.1◦). The average number of X-ray photons

NX in a given interval of Ng, number of γ-rays from H.E.S.S., is shown in figure 4.

The correlation coefficient is found to be 0.75 < ρ < 0.86 at the 95% confidence level;

this calculation has been performed separately for the NW part and the SE part of the

remnant and the values obtained for ρ are found compatible within errors at a level of

80%.

5 Conclusion

The method described above has been applied succesfully to H.E.S.S. data. It has

the following advantages : no assumptions on the morphology of the source nor on

the background distribution are necessary, the pixel contents are uncorrelated and a

possible cross-check can be done a posteriori. For the study morpholgy, an example

on the supernova remnant RX J1713.7-3946 shows a correlation with the X-ray data

from ASCA at a high level (around 80%).
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A calibrated laser pulse propagating through the atmosphere produces a flash of

Rayleigh scattered light with an intensity that can be calculated very accurately when

atmospheric conditions are good. This is used in a technique developed for the ab-

solute calibration of ultra high energy cosmic ray fluorescence telescopes, and it can

also be applied to imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes (IACTs). In this pa-

per we present the absolute calibration system being constructed and tested for the

VERITAS project.

1 Introduction

The absolute calibration of IACTs is usually obtained from the lab measurement of

the efficiency and gain of each detector element. The resulting calibration can be

compared with muon arc images [4] although complications may arise from the dif-

ferences in geometry as well as in the wavelength spectrum of the light from muons

and from the gamma ray showers. Instrument performance is often monitored us-

ing relative calibration techniques [5]. The availability of a calibrated fast pulsed

light source in the the sky would make the absolute calibration of these telescopes

more straightforward and reliable. Using the work done for atmospheric fluorescence

detectors of ultra high energy cosmic rays [6] [2] as a guide, we have obtained a pre-

liminary absolute calibration of the VERITAS telescope 1 by measuring the Rayleigh

scattered light from a pulsed laser shot toward zenith. The technique relies on the

fact that for a known laser pulse energy and atmospheric temperature and pressure,

the amount of Rayleigh scattered light reaching the telescope to be calibrated can

be computed with high accuracy and compared with the signal amplitude actually

recorded.
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2 Observations

The calibration technique outlined above is complicated by fluctuating amounts of

aerosols present in the atmosphere. Because of Mie scattering, aerosols increase the

amount of light scattered off the laser beam. This is somewhat compensated by the

correspondingly increased atmospheric attenuation from the laser to the telescopes.

As a result, there is a specific distance between the laser and the telescope for which

the effects of aerosol fluctuations cancel out. This distance depends on the details of

the aerosol properties and has been shown to fall in the range of 3 to 5 km [9] for hor-

izontal observation. For the preliminary tests reported in this article, a nitrogen laser

(337nm) pointed at zenith is installed 3.0 km away from the VERITAS telescope 1.

For a description of the telescope see [8]. The telescope is pointed 20o above the

horizon and intercepts the laser at an altitude of ∼ 1000m above ground level. Each

laser pulse has a duration of 4 ns and an average energy of 25.5µJ with a 2% standard

deviation. The pulse remains within the field of view for ∼ 575 ns and moves across

one 0.15o pixel in ∼ 25 ns. The telescope is focused at infinity and the laser pulse

produces a spot in the focal plane corresponding to ∼ 0.22o. As a consequence, a

given pixel can receive light from the laser pulse for as long as 60 ns. Figure 1 shows

the pixel map of one laser event. In these measurements we only recorded 124 sam-

ples (248 ns) from the FADC which is why the laser beam image does not extend all

across the entire field of view. Modifications to the acquisition software will permit

longer integrations to be made in subsequent measurements. The pulse width and

relative timing are consistent with the geometrical considerations outlined above.

3 Analysis

In order to analyze the data, we developed a detailed simulation of the experiment.

The Rayleigh scattered light [1] is simulated according to the measured laser pulse

energy (25.52µJ), local temperature (290.36oK) and pressure (88700Pa) and taking

into account the geometry of the setup. For this preliminary analysis, we have as-

sumed the atmosphere to be locally isothermal. The telescope response to the flash

of Rayleigh scattered light was obtained by using the GrISU simulation package [3].

In the simulation, we positioned the laser to reproduce the event shown in figure 1.

We selected 39 channels for which we calculated the average pulse integral both from

29 real events and from 29 simulated events. The simulated events appeared to con-

tain less signal than the real events by 12.0 ± 2.9% where the error is statistical only.

This result can be verified on a pixel by pixel basis as in Figure 2. Although this

figure illustrates the accuracy of our simulations, it should not be used to obtain an

absolute calibration for individual channels since the contents of each pixel depends

strongly on the precise position of the laser beam image in the field. In fact, figure 2
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Figure 1: A laser event image is shown on the left. Each circle symbolizes one camera

pixel the area of the grey disks indicate the time integrated signal from that pixel. The

FADC traces are shown on the right for three pixels both in a real event (solid line)

and in a simulated event (dotted line). Each sample corresponds to 2 nanoseconds.

results from optimizing the position of the simulated laser beam image to obtain the

strongest correlation between simulated and real pixel contents. The resulting simi-

larity of simulated and real data can be further verified by comparing pulse shapes as

in Figure 1.

The systematic error is dominated by the residual effects from Mie scattering on

aerosols. This is further complicated in our observation by the observing angle, which

makes us sensitive to the aerosol vertical distribution. Systematic limitations can be

obtained experimentally and optimized by observing the night to night fluctuations

and minimizing them by adjusting the distance from the laser to the telescope.

4 Conclusions

The first results of this absolute calibration method applied to an imaging Cherenkov

telescope are very promising. Further improvement will come from the elimination

of the image time truncation, which complicates the analysis. The local atmosphere

model must be improved to allow for non-isothermal conditions. The effects of the

distance from the laser to the telescope still have to be investigated for a better under-
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Figure 2: For each of

the 39 selected pixels the

averaged pulse integrals

for 29 real events are

shown as a function of

the averaged pulse in-

tegrals for 29 simulated

events. The dotted line

represents equality be-

tween simulated and real

data. The dashed line il-

lustrates the 12% discrep-

ancy we observed.

standing of the systematics.
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The absolute overall light collection efficiency of the MAGIC telescope can be cali-

brated using isolated muons hitting the reflector. The geometry and the energy of the

muons are reconstructed from the measured ring images and compared with Monte

Carlo predictions. The amount of Cherenkov light produced by muons can be mod-

eled with small systematic uncertainties. Muon images are recorded during normal

observation with a rate of about 2 Hz. A continuous calibration can therefore be

performed with no need for dedicated calibration runs. In addition the width of the

muon ring images can be used to monitor the spot size of the reflector during normal

data taking.

1 Introduction

The MAGIC telescope [1] for γ-ray astronomy in the energy range between 30 GeV

and several TeV is situated on the Canary Island La Palma at 2200 m altitude. It fea-

tures a 17 m diameter parabolic tessellated mirror a 3.5o field of view (FOV) camera

equipped with 576 photo-multiplier tubes (PMTs) and a 300 MHz FADC system. The

telescope has been fully operational since August, 2004.

2 Calibration Principle

The standard calibration of the MAGIC telescope [2] uses a light pulse generator

which illuminates the PMT camera uniformly. This procedure provides an absolute

calibration of the camera and the signal processing chain of the MAGIC telescope. In

order to calibrate the overall light collection of the whole telescope including e.g. the

reflectivity of the mirror dish additional information is required. A useful tool for the

overall absolute calibration is provided by ring images generated by muons hitting the

reflector [3].
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Muons hitting the reflector produce ring images on the camera plane, fully or

partially contained inside the camera depending on the incident angle ξ. For muons

hitting the mirror with known energy and geometry the number of photo electrons N

collected per azimuth angle Φ by a mirror dish of radius R (see Fig. 1) is given by [4]:

dN

dφ
=

αI

2
sin(2θc)D(φ) (1)

I ≡
∫ λ2

λ1

ψ(λ)

λ2 dλ, D(φ) = R

[

√

1 − (ρ/R)2 sin2
φ+ (ρ/R) cosφ

]

,

where α is the fine structure constant, ψ(λ) is the overall photon to photo elec-

tron conversion efficiency (CE) and λ is the wavelength of the Cherenkov light. The

impact parameter ρ and the energy (or θC(E)) of the incident muon can be recon-

structed from the observed muon ring radius and the Φ-distribution (dN/dΦ) of the

light intensity along the ring. The calibration then consists in adjusting ψ in order to

match the observed and the predicted number of photo electrons.
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3 Data Analysis

The reconstruction of the muon ring images starts with the standard signal reconstruc-

tion for each camera pixel. The resulting image is then fitted with a circle of radius

Rarc. The integrated signal of all pixels inside a donut ±0.2o around the fitted circle

(SIZEmuon) is computed. The width of the muon ring (WIDTHarc) is determined

as the σ of a Gaussian fit to the signal distribution projected onto the radial distance

from the center of the circle. The signal within the ±0.2o donut is plotted as a func-

tion of Φ. ARCΦ is the Φ range above a fixed threshold and the impact parameter can

be estimated by fitting the Φ-distribution with eq. 1.

A clean sample of muons can then be obtained using cuts on the quality of the

muon ring fit, the parameters described above and the leakage parameter which is

defined as the ratio of the signal in the outer pixels of the camera to the total signal.

After these cuts a muon rate of 2.3 Hz is obtained. This is enough to calibrate the

energy scale every 10 minutes with an accuracy of better than 3%.

The results of the telescope data analysis are compared with MC simulations.

This takes into account effects like multiple scattering of muons, the refractive index

of the air as well as detector and reconstruction inefficiencies. In the first step of

the simulation muons with an energy spectrum according to [5] are generated with

the CORSIKA air shower program. In the second step the standard MAGIC detector

simulation is used.

4 Results

The Rarc distribution shown in Fig. 3 shows good agreement between data and MC.

Since Rarc is related to the muon energy, this indicates that the energy distribution

of the muons is sufficiently well simulated. Also the shapes of the SIZEmuon dis-

tributions as a function of Rarc agree well between data and MC. The conversion

factor from ADC counts to photons hitting the reflector can thus be extracted by

normalizing the distributions. A value of ConvADC→photon = 1.38 ± 0.01(stat.)
has been obtained. Using ConvADC→phe = 0.149 ± 0.005(stat.) ± 0.017(sys.) as

obtained from the standard MAGIC light calibration [2] and applying a 3% correc-

tion factor accounting for the different spectral distribution of muons and gammas,

one obtains the photon to photo electron conversion efficiency: Convphotons→phe =

0.105 ± 0.003(stat.)± 0.012(sys.).
The MAGIC telescope uses an active mirror control (AMC) which adjusts the

orientation of each of the 247 mirror panels in order to optimize the mirror focusing

for every position of the telescope. Muon rings provide a powerful tool to measure

the point spread function (PSF) of the reflector continuously during data taking.

The PSF can be estimated from the WIDTHarc distribution of the muon rings.
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After overall CE calibration good

agreement is achieved.

Several effects contribute to the broadening of the muon ring such as multiple scat-

tering of the muons, mirror aberrations and the effect that the telescope focuses at 10

km for best imaging of γ-ray showers (the muon rings are smallest when focusing to

infinity). The WIDTHarc distribution in data is thus compared to the corresponding

distribution obtained from MC with different PSFs. For the September ’04 data set

best agreement has been achieved for PSF = 0.037o (σ of Gaussian fit). This is a

satisfactory value when compared to the 0.1o inner pixel diameter.

5 Conclusions

Ring images of muons hitting the telescope reflector have been used to calibrate

the overall light collection efficiency. A conversion factor of Convphotons→phe =
0.105± 0.003(stat.)± 0.012(sys.) has been obtained. The width of the muon rings

is used to monitor the PSF of the mirror of the MAGIC telescope.
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Pulsed emission from a number of γ-ray pulsars is expected to be detectable with

next generation ground-based γ-ray telescopes such as MAGIC within a few hours

of observations. Moreover MAGIC 17 m. diameter and optical design makes it

suitable for optical observation of this type of objects as well. We report the tools

developed by the MAGIC collaboration for periodicity searches, both in γ-rays and

optical wavelength. The procedure was tested using Crab optical pulsed emission.

We also applied this periodicity search to γ-ray data of the millisecond pulsar PSR

B1957+20.

1 Introduction

MAGIC [1] with its large reflector is the first Cherenkov telescope capable to de-

tect γ-ray emission below 100 GeV, where different models predict a pulsed emission

from both canonical and millisecond pulsars. At those low energies, the γ/hadron dis-

crimination capabilities provided by the Imaging atmospheric Cherenkov technique

becomes less efficient. However, in observing periodic sources such as pulsars, a

timing analysis may overcome these difficulties.

We test the procedure for periodicity search using Crab optical data taken with

a device dedicated to optical observations installed at the center of the MAGIC tele-

scope camera [2].The procedure is then applied to γ-ray data from PSR 1957+20.

2 Timing Analysis

To extract a periodic signal from either optical or γ-ray data, the arrival times (TOAs)

of the events are register by a GPS clock. TOAs are transformed to the barycenter

solar system using the TEMPO software [3]. The JPL DE200 planetary ephemerides
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are used and folded modulo the period relevant to the epoch and the source. Once

the necessary corrections are applied, which also take into account the pulsar motion

with respect to the companion, several periodicity tests are performed: we apply the

χ2 to test against a uniform distribution, which is a powerful test for narrow pulse

profiles, and other tests based on Fourier transformations, which are able to resolve

more sophisticated pulse shapes (Z4

m and H test) [4].

3 Test of the Timing Analysis Chain on Crab Optical

Data

3.1 Observations and Data Analysis

In order to test the timing analysis chain, we used optical data taken on the Crab

pulsar in March 2005 (27th-29th) with a dedicated photomultiplier (PMT) installed at

the center of the MAGIC camera. The PMT is a standard 1” MAGIC PMT, ET9116

[5], especially designed for fast pulsed-light detection. The DC branch of the pre-

amplifier placed at the PMT base has been modified in order to have an integration

constant τ = 0.5msec. The overall tension was set to 1.08kV, corresponding to a

gain of around 20k. The DC current from the central pixel, converted to voltage,

was digitized at a sampling frequency rate of 2 kHz by means of a 16-bits National

Instruments PCI-6034E ADC card and stored for off-line analysis. The ADC card

was set to a resolution of 0.16µ-volts.

We analyzed the data following the procedure explained above. A phaseogram

was produced around the expected Crab rotational frequency for each independent

test frequency defined by the Independent Fourier Spacing IFS=1/Tobs.

3.2 Results from Crab

Fig.1 (lower plot) shows the Z2

10
test scanning different frequencies around the ex-

pected Crab frequency. A clear peak appeared at the frequency expected for the ob-

servation epoch. The upper plot shows the well-known double-peaked light curve,

calculated at the maximum Z2

10
value and after 20 min. of observation.

Once the timing analysis technique has been tested with the Crab optical data, we

apply the same analysis to the millisecond pulsar PSR B1957+20 γ-ray data to search

for pulsed γ-ray data emission.
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Figure 1: Upper plot: Crab light-curve. Lower plot: Z2
m statistical test. In the box on

the left, a zoom of the region around the expected frequency.

4 PSR B1957+20

PSR B1957+20 is one of the fastest pulsars known, with period P∼1.6 ms and spin

down luminosity Ė = 1 × 1035 erg·s−1. The pulsar is in a 9.16-hour binary orbit

with a low-mass companion star. Observations of the pulsar PSR B1957+20 were

carried out with MAGIC in October 2004 (6th-16th) for 6 hours effective ON time, at

low zenith angle (<30o). The observations were done in a standard ON-OFF mode,

pointing the telescope to the pulsar position. The total data set has been analyzed

to look for emission in both steady and pulsed mode. Only high quality data were

considered for the analysis. After calibration and image cleaning, Cherenkov showers

were reconstructed using the standard Hillas parameter technique [6]. To reduce the

hadronic background, optimum cuts on the Hillas parameters were applied to select γ-

like events. This optimization was done with the Random Forest algorithm [7], which

was trained to recognize γ-ray events with Crab Nebula ON data from the same epoch

and same zenith angle.

No excess is observed in the total data set for the millisecond pulsars neither

from the interaction with the binary companion. The upper limit on the integrated

flux above a certain energy Et was inferred from the MAGIC sensitivity [8] for a

point-like source, as obtained from Monte Carlo calculations. For the pulsed upper
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limit we assumed a 5% duty cycle in the pulse profile, since the light curve at high

energies is unknown. Upper limits at 2σ (95% confidence level) are listed in Table 1

for the steady and pulsed emission.

Steady emission Pulsed emission

(F>115 GeV) (F>115 GeV)

PSR B1957+20 2.3×10−11 5.1×10−12

ph cm−2s−1 ph cm−2s−1

Table 1: Flux upper limits for PSR B1947+20 steady and pulsed emission

5 Discussion

A PMT dedicated to optical observations was successfully installed at the center of the

MAGIC camera. Such a detector allowed us to test our timing analysis technique. The

Crab optical pulsation was detected in less than 2 min with the procedure discussed in

Section 2. We apply the same methodology to the millisecond pulsar PSR B1957+20

for the γ-ray TOAs in an attempt to detect pulsed and steady γ-ray emission from

the pulsar. No evidence of emission was found. However, strict upper limits at 95%
confidence level for the pulsed and steady emission was set at 115 GeV, the lowest

energy reached up to now.
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We present a study of the sensitivity of the MAGIC telescope for off-axis observa-

tions. The results presented have been obtained by the comparison of on- and off-

axis Crab Nebula observations, for several positions of the source in the field of view

(FOV). The source position is reconstructed for every image using the DISP method.

The results are compared with Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. This study allows us

to assess the capabilities of MAGIC to perform sky-scans.

1 Introduction

The interest of building a catalogue of Very High Energy (VHE) γ-ray sources have

led the different Imaging Air Cherenkov Telescope (IACT) experiments to carry out

systematic observations of large portions of the sky (compared to their FOV), mainly

along the galactic plane [1, 2]. The recent discovery of 8 new sources using this

technique by HESS [2] raises the interest of galactic sky-scans. In this paper we show

that MAGIC has the capability to use this technique to contribute to the growing VHE

γ-ray source catalogue.

The critical parameters when performing a sky-scan are the angular resolution

and sensitivity of off-axis observations. We show that MAGIC achieves a good an-

gular resolution using the DISP method to reconstruct the direction of arrival on a

shower-by-shower basis (σ ∼ 0.10◦ at 100 GeV). Furthermore, we assess the sen-

sitivity for off-axis observations evaluated using both MC and real data from Crab

Nebula observations. From these studies we derive the sensitivity of MAGIC in view

of a future sky-scan.

2 Data analysis

For the present study we have analyzed data from a set of Crab Nebula observations at

low zenith angle (< 30◦) at 0, 0.3 and 0.4 degrees off-axis angles. The observations
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Figure 1: Left: Angular resolution as a function of the image size obtained using the

DISP method. Right: Degradation of the sensitivity above 100 GeV together with

signal and background efficiencies as a function of the off-axis angle computed both

from MC and Crab-Nebula off-axis observations.

were performed during September 2004 and January 2005. In order to fully charac-

terize the sensitivity up to 1 degree off-axis angle, we have also analyzed a sample

of MC simulated γ-ray events at 0, 0.25, 0.5 0.75 and 1 degrees, and compared the

results with those obtained with Crab Nebula observations.

Data are processed using a standard Hillas analysis (for a review, see for example

Ref. [3]). Gamma/hadron separation is performed by means of a Random Forest

classification algorithm [4].

The direction of arrival of the individual showers is estimated using the DISP

method. This method is based on the fact that, for γ-ray events, the center of gravity

of the image and the direction of arrival of the shower within the camera are aligned

in the direction of the image maximum elongation. The angular distance between

them can be properly parameterized depending only on the image shape (SIZE and

WIDTH/LENGTH) by means of:

DISP = A(SIZE) + B(SIZE) ·
WIDTH

LENGTH + η(SIZE) · LEAKAGE2
(1)

We have also included a correction term to LENGTH, to account for images trun-

cated at the edge of the camera1 [5]. The values of the free parameters (A, B and η)

are determined using a sample of MC simulated γ-ray events. The associated source

position is chosen between the two possible solutions as the one on the direction be-

tween the center of gravity of the charge distribution and the position of the maximum

signal pixel. The angular resolution (σ of the 2-dimensional Gaussian fitting the sig-

nal spatial distribution) is determined both from an independent MC sample and data

1The LEAKAGE2 parameter is defined as the ratio between the light content in the two outermost

camera pixel rings and the total light content of the recorded shower image.
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Figure 2: Map of sensitivities for point-like sources above 100 GeV achieved by

MAGIC for sky-scans with a distance of 0.1◦ (left) and 0.8◦ (center) between adjacent

observation positions. Right: Average sensitivity as a function of the angular distance

to the scan direction.

from Crab Nebula observations. The results are shown in figure 1. The background

recorded at a given position of the camera is estimated from the symmetric positions.

For the region (r < 2σ) we use the observations of an empty field in the sky.

3 Results

We have computed the sensitivity of MAGIC above 100 GeV for off-axis observations

as a function of the off-axis angle (r), using both MC γ-ray and real observation data

samples. Gamma detection efficiency was computed using MC simulated γ-rays [6].

Background efficiency was computed using data from observations of an empty FOV

at low zenith angle. The obtained values were combined to compute the sensitivity

degradation: s0/s =
Nγ/N0

γ√
Nh/N0

h

, where s0 and N0

γ are the sensitivity and number of

gamma events at the camera center, respectively, Nγ the number of gamma events at

angle r = 0, and similarly for the number of hadrons (Nh). The values of the γ and

hadron efficiencies as well as the sensitivity degradation are shown in figure 1.

In order to check the results obtained with the MC simulation, we have analyzed

a set of Crab Nebula observations at 0, 0.3 and 0.4 degrees off-axis angle. We have

applied to these data the same analysis as for the MC samples and compared both

results (see figure 1). There is a good agreement between the results obtained for MC

and data samples.

The integral flux sensitivity2 of MAGIC above 100 GeV for point-like sources

observed on-axis is 2 × 10−11 cm2s−1 [7]. From this value and those shown in

2The flux sensitivity is defined here as the minimum integral flux observable with a statistical signifi-

cance of 5 standard deviations in 50 hours of observation time.
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figure 1 we can compute the sensitivity of MAGIC during sky-scans3. Figure 2 shows

the map of sensitivities of MAGIC during a sky-scan along a given direction (e.g.

galactic longitude) for two different values of the angular distance between adjacent

observation positions (d). In real experimental conditions, the minimum detectable

flux depends on the sensitivity and also on the time spent at each observation position.

Thus, for a total observation time T , covering a total angular distance D, the minimum

detectable integral flux above 100 GeV (absolute sensitivity of the scan) is given

by Fmin =
√

50D
Td

S, where S is the sensitivity averaged along the camera. S is

proportional to n−1/2, where n is the number of times a given position in the sky is

observed during the scan: n = 2R/d with R the radius of the sensitive area of the

camera. Therefore, the absolute average sensitivity of the scan does not depend on d,

although smaller values are preferred given the greater homogeneity of the sensitivity

achieved (see figure 2). For instance, for a scan of a region of D = 30◦ along the

galactic longitude in a total time T = 300 hours the absolute sensitivity averaged in

the region [-0.5◦,0.5◦] is Fmin = 6.3×10−11 cm2s−1 (about 10% of the Crab-Nebula

flux at that energy).

4 Conclusions

The sensitivity of MAGIC for off-axis observations have been assessed by the study of

a MC simulated γ-ray sample and a set of Crab Nebula on- and off-axis observations.

The results agree within the statistical errors. We have also computed the MAGIC

absolute sensitivity in an eventual sky-scan, obtaining detectable fluxes down to 10%

the Crab-Nebula flux above 100 GeV for a scan spending 10 hours per scanned degree.
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Three different analysis techniques for Atmospheric Imaging System are presented.

The classical Hillas parameters based technique is shown to be robust and efficient,

but more elaborate techniques can improve the sensitivity of the analysis. A compar-

ison of the different analysis techniques shows that they use different information for

gamma-hadron separation, and that it is possible to combine their qualities.

1 Introduction

From the beginning of ground based gamma ray astronomy, data analysis techniques

were mostly based on the “Hillas parametrisation” [1] of the shower images, relying

on the fact that the gamma-ray images in the camera focal plane are, to a good approx-

imation, elliptical in shape. More elaborate analysis techniques were pioneered by the

work of the CAT collaboration on a model analysis technique, where the shower im-

ages are compared to a more realistic pre-calculated model of image. Other analysis

techniques, such as the 3D Model analysis were developed more recently with the

start of the third-generation telescopes. The 3D Model analysis is, for instance, based

on the assumption of a 3 dimensional elliptical shape of the photosphere.

These analysis techniques are complementary in many senses. We will show that

they are sensitive to different properties of the shower, and can therefore be used to

cross-check the analysis results or be combined together to improve the sensitivity.

No analysis is currently really winning the race, and there is much space for further

improvements.
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2 Hillas-parameter based analysis

2.1 Introduction

In a famous paper of 1985 [1], M. Hillas proposed to reduce the image properties to

a few numbers, reflecting the modelling of the image by a two-dimensional ellipse.

These parameters, shown on figure 1, are usually:

• length L and width w of the ellipse

• size (total image amplitude)

• nominal distance d (angular distance

between the centre of the camera and

the image centre of gravity)

• azimuthal angle of the image main axis

φ

• orientation angle α

Figure 1: Geometrical definition of the

Hillas Parameters.

2.2 Single telescope reconstruction

In single telescope observations, the shower direction was estimated from the Hillas

parameters themselves (and in particular from the image length and size), either with

lookup tables or with ad-hoc analytical functions. But the choice of a symmetrical

parametrisation of the shower led to degenerate solutions, on each side of the image

centre of gravity along the main axis.

In order to break this degeneracy, other parameters — based in particular on the

third order moments — were added later.

The shower energy is usually estimated with a similar technique, from the image

size and nominal distance.

2.3 Stereoscopic reconstruction

The stereoscopic imaging technique, pioneered by HEGRA [3], provides a simple ge-

ometric reconstruction of the shower: the source direction is given by the intersection

of the shower image main axes in the camera, and the shower impact is obtained in a

similar manner. The energy is then estimated from a weighted average of each single

telescope energy reconstruction.
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2.4 Gamma-hadron separation

The Hillas parameters not only allow to reconstruct the shower parameters, but also

can provide some discrimination between γ candidates and the much more numerous

hadrons. Several technique were developed, exploiting to an increased extent the

existing correlation between the different parameters (e.g. Supercuts [7], Scaled Cuts

[3] and Extended Supercuts [8]). We will use here the Scaled Cuts technique, in

which the actual image width (w) and length (l) are compared to the expectation

value and variance obtained from simulation as a function of the image charge q

and reconstructed impact distance ρ, expressed by two normalised parameters Scaled

Width(SW) and Scaled Length(SL):

SW =
w(q, ρ) − 〈w(q, ρ)〉

σw(q, ρ)
, SL =

l(q, ρ) − 〈l(q, ρ)〉

σl(q, ρ)
(1)

These parameters have the noticeable advantage of being easily combined in

stereoscopic observations in Mean Scaled Width and Mean Scaled Length:

MSW =

∑

tels

SW

√

ntels
, MSL =

∑

tels

SL

√

ntels
(2)

From simulations, one can show that the Mean Scaled Width and Mean Scaled

Length are almost uncorrelated for γ candidates (ρ = 0.15 ± 0.01) and can therefore

be combined in a single variable Mean Scaled Sum (MSS) : MSS = (MSW +
MSL)/

√
2.

3 Model analysis

3.1 Introduction

The Model Analysis, introduced by the CAT collaboration [6] (with a single telescope)

and further developed in the H.E.S.S. collaboration [4], is based on the pixel-per-

pixel comparison of the shower image with a template generated by a semi-analytical

shower development model. The event reconstruction is based on a maximum likeli-

hood method which uses all available pixels in the camera, without the requirement

for an image cleaning. The probability density function of observing a signal S in a

given pixel, given an expected amplitude µ, a fluctuation of the pedestal σp (due to

night sky background and electronics) and a fluctuation of the single photoelectron

signal (p.e.) σs ≈ 0.4 (PMT resolution) is given by the formula:
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P (S|µ, σp, σs) =

∞
∑

n=0

e−µµn

n!
√

2π(σ2
p + nσ2

s)
exp

(

−
(S − n)2

2(σ2
p + nσ2

s)

)

(3)

The log-likelihood function L = 2
∑

pixel
log [Pi(Si|µ, σp, σs)] is then maximised to

obtain the primary energy, direction and impact. In contrast to the Hillas Analysis

technique, the shower reconstruction works in an identical way for a single telescope

or for a stereoscopic array.

In stereoscopic observations, the Model analysis uses by its nature the correla-

tions between the different images to find the best source direction and position, but

in contrast to the Hillas analysis, it doesn’t take into account the shower fluctuations.

3.2 Gamma-hadron separation

In the Model analysis, the separation between the γ candidates and the hadrons is

done by a goodness-of-fit (G) variable. The average value of the log-likelihood can

be calculated analytically:

〈lnL〉 =
∑

pixel i

∫

Si

P (Si|µi, σpi
, σsi

) × lnP (Si|µi, σpi
, σsi

) dSi

=
∑

pixel i

[

1 + ln(2π) + ln
(

σ
2

pi
+ µi × (1 + σ

2

si
)
)]

(4)

The variance of lnL being close to 2, we define the goodness-of-fit G as a normal

variable (Ndof is the number of degrees of freedom):

G =
〈lnL〉 − lnL
√

2 × Ndof

(5)

4 3D Model analysis

4.1 Introduction

The third and most recent analysis presented here, the 3D Model Analysis [5], is a kind

of 3 dimensional generalisation of the Hillas parameters: the shower is modelled as a

Gaussian photosphere in the atmosphere (with anisotropic light angular distribution),

which is then used to predict — with a line of sight path integral — the collected

light in each pixel. A comparison of the actual image to the predicted one (with a

log-likelihood function) allows eight shower parameters to be reconstructed: mean

altitude, impact and direction, 3D width and length and luminosity.
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Reconstructed parameters:

• mean altitude

• impact

• direction

• 3D width and length

• luminosity

Figure 2: Geometrical definition of the

3D Model Parameters.

4.2 Gamma-Hadron separation

The 3D-Model analysis relies on the strong assumption of a rotational symmetry,

which is used to reject about 70% of the hadrons during the fit procedure. For the

remaining events, the most discriminating parameter between the γ candidates and

the hadrons is found to be the shower width, as the hadronic showers are typically

much wider than the electromagnetic ones. The shower width, expressed in units of

radiation length, is found by simulation to be proportional to the slant thickness. This

is is used to define a zenith angle independent Reduced width parameter:

ω =
w × ρzmax

thickness
(6)

For simplicity, we will use here a Rescaled width (Wr3D) parameter constructed

from the Reduced width with a fixed offset and a fixed ratio, to be a Gaussian dis-

tributed variable with mean 0 and RMS 1.

5 Comparison

In this section we compare the properties of the three analyses presented above. For

that purpose, we will use two data sets:

• a real data set of 10 live hours obtained by H.E.S.S. on the Crab Nebula in 2004

with 3 telescopes.

• a simulation data set at zenith.
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5.1 Selection variables and efficiency

The distributions of the three discriminating parameters (Mean Scaled Sum, Good-

ness and Rescaled Width) are shown in figure 3 for simulated γ’s, real OFF data and

real ON-OFF data. For the three analyses, the real ON-OFF distributions are well

reproduced by the simulation and are compatible with normal variables. The OFF

distributions have a different shape, indicating that a cut V ≤ Vmax on these variables

can be used.
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Figure 3: Distribution of discriminating parameters obtained for each analysis for

simulated γ’s, real OFF data and real γ obtained from ON-OFF data. Left: Mean

Scaled Sum, Middle: Model Goodness of Fit, Right: 3D Model Rescaled Width.
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Figure 4: Left: efficiency of the three analyses to simulated γ with respect to the cut

position. Right: remaining background rate (from real data) for the same cuts.

Figure 4 shows the efficiency of the three analyses for a point source at zenith,

including the reconstruction efficiency and the efficiency of a θ2
≤ 0.02 cut, as a

function of the position of Vmax. The three curves on the left panel are very similar in

shape, reflecting the fact that the selection variables all have a normalised Gaussian
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distribution. The Model and 3D Model analyses have a ∼ 20% higher efficiency for

γ-rays compared to the Hillas parameters based method, partially thanks to a higher

reconstruction efficiency and partially due to a slightly better angular resolution. They

also keep more background events, which in turns leads to very similar sensitivities

(table 2).

5.2 Discriminating parameters correlations

Since the three analysis presented here have similar sensitivities and γ efficiencies,

one would expect to see a strong correlation between the discriminating variables.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of Model goodness-of-fit versus Hillas Mean Scaled

Goodness for simulated γ’s (left) and real OFF data (right).
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Figure 5: Correlation of selection variables for two different analyses on the same

events.

The surprise is that there is almost no correlation between these variables for

simulated γ’s (correlation factor ρ ≈ 0.13) whereas there is some for the OFF data

(ρ ≈ 0.53). The same effect is seen when comparing the Hillas analysis to the 3D

Model, or the 3D Model with the Model. The obtained correlation factors are sum-

marised in the table 1.

The reason of this lack of correlation is not perfectly clear yet, but it must cer-

tainly be due to the fact that the analyses are sensitive to different shower properties:

• The Hillas - Scaled cuts analysis takes into account the shower development

fluctuations (in the construction of the scaled cuts tables), but doesn’t take into

account the details of the light distribution inside the shower image (and in

particular its asymmetry), nor the correlations between the images
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Coefficient γ (Simulation) OFF data

Model / Hillas 0.126± 0.004 0.53 ± 0.02
3D Model / Hillas 0.03 ± 0.004 0.51 ± 0.02
3D Model / Model 0.120± 0.004 0.35 ± 0.02

Table 1: Correlation between the discriminating variables of the three describes anal-

yses, for simulated γ’s and real OFF data.

• The Model analysis takes into account the details of the light distribution and

the correlations between the images but not the shower fluctuations

• The 3D Model analysis takes into account the correlations between the images,

and some aspects of the details of light distribution as well as the shower fluc-

tuations (through their effect on the shower length and width).

This also shows that none of these analyses completely exploits the available

information, and that significant improvements can be achieved. In particular, it’s is

possible to combine the selection variables by simpling adding them. We define two

new discriminating variables V 2 and V 3:

V 2 =
MSS + G

√
2

, V 3 =
MSS + G + Wr3D

√
3

(7)

The results obtained on the Crab data sample with the three analysis, using the

same cut position1 (V 2 ≤ 0.8 or V 3 ≤ 0.8 ), a 60 photoelectrons cut and a 2 degrees

Nominal distance cut (to remove the events close to the edge of the camera) are shown

together with the results of the combined cuts V 2 and V 3 in table 2. It should be noted

that the average zenith angle of the Crab dataset is roughly 40◦ and that this dataset

was taken with 3 telescope, so the actual γ efficiency and hadron rejection cannot be

directly compared to the values obtained on simulation in figure 4.

Even for a strong source, the significance is noticeably increased when combin-

ing the analyses together. For faint sources, the gain in significance is almost 40%,

due to a two times better background rejection for roughly the same γ acceptance.

5.3 Resolution

Comparing the angular or energy resolution between different analysis is always a

tricky business, since the values obtained depend in particular on the selection criteria

1Using the same cut position allows an easy comparison of the different analyses. However, since they

have different rejection performances, the optimal cut position differs from one analysis to the other. The

purpose here is not to state that one analysis is more efficient than the other ones, but only to show that

their respective performances can be combined.
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Analysis ON OFF #γ σ S/B σ10

Model (G ≤ 0.8) 2725 481 2244 41.6 4.5 6.5

Hillas (MSS ≤ 0.8) 1979 254 1725 38.9 7.0 6.6

3D Model (Wr3D ≤ 0.8) 1908 309 1599 35.8 5.2 5.7

Model/Hillas (V 2 ≤ 0.8) 2587 225 2362 48.2 10.5 9.1

3 analysis (V 3 ≤ 0.8) 2197 165 2032 45.6 13.1 9.5

Table 2: Results of the three analyses and the combined analysis on a Crab data set.

For each analysis, we quote the number of ON and OFF events, the number of γ, the

significance, the signal over background ratio and the significance obtained for a 10

times fainter source.

which are specific to each analysis. The clean way to do it is to use a common sample

of events. We use here the events selected with V 3 ≤ 0.8, which does not favour any

analysis with respect to the others.
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Figure 6: Angular resolution of the three analysis methods as function of energy, with

and without nominal distance cut.

The results of the angular resolution comparison is shown in figure 6, with and

without nominal distance cut. For all analyses, applying a nominal distance cut rejects

the high energy events falling far away from the telescope (which have almost parallel

images in the telescopes) thus improving the angular resolution at the expense of a

much smaller effective area (by a factor of typically 5 at 10 TeV). The Model analysis

performs significantly better than other analyses at low energy whereas the 3D Model

takes over at higher energies.

More interestingly, figure 7 shows the correlation of the reconstructed squared
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Figure 7: Correlation of the reconstructed squared angular distance to true shower

axis (deg2) between respectively the Hillas and Model analyses (left), the Hillas and

3D Model analyses (middle) and the Model and 3D Model analyses (right).

angular distance to shower true direction (θ2) between the three analyses. The values

of θ2 are not very much correlated (correlation factors between 0.3 and 0.5) between

the analyses. This has been identified to be due to different reconstructions patterns

on the ground: The Hillas analysis best reconstructs the events that are well within the

array, whereas the Model analysis performs better with events that are not too close

to one telescope. The 3D Model does its best with high telescope-multiplicity events,

which concentrates at the center of the array.

5.4 Off-axis observations
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Figure 8: Relative efficiency to γ-rays

of the 3 analyses as a function of dis-

tance to camera centre.
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Figure 9: Relative efficiency to γ-rays

of the 3 analyses as a function of night

sky background level.

Figure 8 shows the relative evolution of the efficiency for γ-rays as function of the

OFF-axis angle (distance of the shower axis to the centre of the camera) for the three
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analyses. As expected, the efficiency of the Hillas analysis starts to fall off before the

others: the efficiency of the Mean Scaled Width/Length parameters degrades quickly

due to truncated showers. Neither the Model nor the 3D Model analysis relies on

the actual — truncated — images but rather extrapolate the available information and

have therefore a flatter efficiency.

5.5 Sensitivity to Night Sky Background

The variation of the efficiency to γ-rays with respect to the Night Sky Background

level (NSB) is shown for the three analyses considered in figure 9. The efficiency

of the Hillas and the 3D Model analyses both start to drop quickly above 200 MHz,

whereas the efficiency of the Model analysis is much flatter, due to its complete treat-

ment of the NSB level in the goodness-of-fit parameter.
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Figure 10: Evolution of the three discriminating parameter distributions as a function

of the Night Sky Background level.

Figure 10 shows the evolution of the three discriminating parameter (Mean Scaled

Sum, Goodness-of-fit and Reduced 3D Width) distributions as a function of the Night

Sky Background level. As for the OFF-axis efficiency, the degradation of the Mean

Scaled Width/Length parameters is responsible for the efficiency drop of the Hillas

analysis, whereas the 3D Model seems to suffer mainly from convergence problems

which might be solved in the future. As expected, the Model Goodness-of-fit distribu-

tion remains stable as the NSB level changes. It should be noted however that in the

operational region of the current telescopes (100 - 200 MHz for HESS), the efficiency

of all three analyses remains almost flat.
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6 Conclusion

We have presented three completely different analysis methods for Atmospheric Cerenkov

Telescopes. These three methods show similar efficiencies, although they are sensi-

tive to different properties of the shower. The intrinsic capabilities of each analysis

(and it particular the hadronic rejection capabilities) can be combined together to im-

prove the sensitivity of the analysis. Since these three analyses perform differently

in different energy and impact parameter domain, more detailed studies should also

allow to use the select on an event-per-event basis the optimal response and therefore

improve the quality (angular resolution,...) of the analysis.
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Analysis Techniques for IACTs

Mathieu de Naurois, LPNHE - CNRS/Paris University VI/VII
denauroi@in2p3.fr

❏ Standard Hillas Parameters based analysis techniques
❏ Model Analysis
❏ 3D Model Analysis
❏ Some comparison elements (at a T time)
❏ Spectrum determination : Wystan Benbow
❏ Background subtraction : Jim Hinton
❏ Conclusions
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I - "Hillas Parameters based" 
analyses
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Standard reconstruction
❏ Hillas Parameters (1984):
 images are elliptical
 reduce image properties to  a few numbers:
❏ Length (L) & Width (w)
❏ Amplitude (size)
❏ Nominal Distance (d)
❏ Azimuthal angle () and orientation angle ()
❏ Additional parameters: asymmetry, ...

L w

 d
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Single Telescope Analysis

L w

 d

R
X,Y

❏   plot used to show signal
❏ Shower parameters derived from Hillas 

parameters (function or lookup table):
❏ (size, length)  ⇒ core distance & 

direction
❏ (size, nominal distance)  ⇒ energy

❏ Event selection based on
standard cut techniques
❏ Min size
❏ Length/Size 

(muons killer)
❏ width & length

compared to MC
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γ -ray
Cosmic ray

ce
ren

ko
v l

igh
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Shower

⇨ Shower direction given by ellipse 
main axis intersections in camera frame

⇨ Improve reconstruction


1 

2


3


4

⇨ Impact given by intersection of 
(Telescope, 

i
) lines on ground


1


2


3


4

Stereoscopic reconstruction

⇨ Energy reconstruction using lookup tables
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❏ Image close to the camera edge
often badly reconstructed
(also affects other analyses)

The degeneracy problem

camera

true source

wrong source

❏ Solution: cut images close to the
edge (Nominal Distance cut)

❏ Drawback: reduces effective FOV 
& efficiency (@ high E)

20 TeV Simulation
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Mean Scaled Parameters (Hegra)
❏ Tabulated relation of width, length of images and their RMS

as function of impact and size
<w>(,I), 

w
(,I)...

❏ Scaled parameter,
Averaged over all telescopes

❏ Use MeanScaledWidth and 
MeanScaledLength as selection
parameters: <w> 

w

<l> 
l

❏ Normal variables,
well understood

MSW =∑
tels

S w /ntels

S w=
w−〈w 〉

w
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Mean Scaled Sum

❏ Almost no correlation between 
Mean Scaled Width and 
Mean Scaled Length for 

❏ Equivalent new parameter 
Mean Scaled Sum

MSS=MSW MSL

2

MSW < 0.8
MSL < 0.8

MSS < 0.8

4.0 hours Crab Data
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Efficiency
❏ After 60 pe image cut and 

2 degrees Nom. Distance cut
❏ Quality Factor of MSS > 4

at maximum, with 90%  efficiency
and > 95% hadron rejection
(without direction selection)

❏ Effective area limited at high 
energy by Nom. distance cut

❏ Energy resolution from 20% at
100 GeV to ~10% at high
energy

Q=


hadrons
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II - 3D Model Analysis

See:Marianne Lemoine-Goumard's talk
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3D Model analysis
❏ Idea: extend Hillas parameters taking

into account correlations between images
❏ Shower modelled as a 3D

Gaussian photosphere, with anisotropic
angular distribution

❏ Path integral along the line of sight
gives collected light in each pixel

❏ Comparison of images with model
using a log-likelihood

Altitude, impact, direction,
width, length, light

8 parameters fit
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Selection parameters
❏ Shower width (in unit of rad. length) found to be proportionnal

to slant thickness
❏ Reduced width:

❏ Rescaled width Wr
3D

 used here for 
simplicity (~Normal variable) w

sla
nt

 th
ick

ne
ss

=
w×z max 
thickness
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3D Model Performances
❏ Q reaches 2 with 

80%  efficiency
❏ Fit convergence already rejects

80% of hadrons with 90%  
efficiency (Q' = 2)
⇒ Global Quality Factor ~ 4

❏ Effective area similar to those
of Hillas analysis

3D Model,
2000  
60 

Hillas,
1800  
63 
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III - Model Analysis
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❏ Initiated by S. Le Bohec for CAT (1996) and further developed
❏ Use a model to describe the shower images in the camera as

function of shower parameters (Energy, impact, ...)
❏ Fit the actual raw images (no cleaning) to the model 

(Log-likelihood fit)
❏ Model can be generated from simulations, or from a dedicated 

semi-analytical code (long procedure: ~ 500 day × machine)

Principles & History

Average shower Image
for each
- zenith angle
- energy
- impact distance

X
Y
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Pixel Amplitude PDF
❏ Log-likelihood of model to the raw images 
❏ Complete analytical expression of pixel PDF (Not gaussian)

(convolution of Poisson distribution with increasing size gaussians)

❏ Sensitive to very small
signals (shower tails)

❏ Strongly depends on
actual NSB level
in each pixel

Pdf x , , p=∑
n

n e−

n!2 p
2 n2 

2 
exp − x−n2

2 p
2 n2 

2 
 p=Pedestal widthNSBelectronic noise
=PMT resolution

Prob. of observing x
when model predicts  (p.e.)

Pedestal (NBS
+ electronics)

Single p.e. peakGaussian regime
( > 5 p.e.)

2 

validity
 domain

PMT resolution:
 30%
NSB: 0.3 p.e.
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Goodness-of-fit
❏ Not a likelihood ratio (no alternate hypothesis to compare with)
❏ Analytical calculation of likelihood value expectation

❏ RMS ~ 2 per 
degree of freedom

❏ Goodness-of-fit

(Normal variable)

〈 ln L〉=∫
x

ln Pdf  x , , p×Pdf  x , , p×dx

g=− ln L−〈 ln L〉
2 ×NDof 
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Performances
❏ Lower Q factor (~3) but

higher reconstruction efficiency
(~ 100% of triggered events)

❏ Similar or better significances
❏ Better efficiency at low energy

(30% @ 50 GeV, 50% @ 80 GeV)
❏ Provides uncertainties

on each parameter

Hillas Model

Model,
3000  
68 

Hillas,
1800  
63 
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Primary interaction reconstruction 
❏ Reconstructs primary

interaction depth with
~0.5 X

0
 resolution

❏ Real data (Crab) compatible 
with exponential distribution
(slope 0.7 ± 0.05) convoluted
with gaussian resolution
( = 0.6) + 0.6 X

0
 bias

❏ Expected slope : 7/9 = 0.77

❏ Improves energy resolution
❏ Additional rejection power

MC , 500 GeV
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Some comparison elements

❑Methodology:
❑Correlate selection variables on same events
❑Use a common base of events to compare

angular and energy resolutions
❑Actual number (resolutions,...) not very meaningful:

❑Depends on instrument
❑Depends on selection (Charge cut, Nominal distance,....)
❑Analyses still improving
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Selection variables
❏ Simulated :

Almost NO Correlation between
❏ Mean Scaled Sum & 

Model Goodness
❏ Mean Scaled Sum & 

3D Model Reduced Width
❏ Model Goodness & 

3D Model Reduced Width
❏ Hadrons (OFF events) more correlated
❏ Analyses sensitive to different 

shower properties:
❏ Hillas: most frequent showers,

incl. shower fluctuations. No
correlation between images

❏ Model / Model3D : average shower
but correlations between images, ...
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Analyses Combination
❏ Combine independent selection variables:

⇒Still a normal variable
❏ Still well reproduced by simulation
❏ Increased rejection capabilities

V2=MSSG
2

,V3=
MSSGWr 3D

3
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Combination example

❏ Better significance, better S/B
❏ Combines efficiency of Model

with rejection power of Hillas
❏ +40% sensitivity for faint sources

MSS ≤ 0.8

WR ≤ 0.8

g ≤ 0.8

80
2400 

S/B = 10
V2 ≤ 0.8

77
2000 S/B = 13

V3 ≤ 0.8

63
1800 

68
3000 

60
2000 

S/B = 7

S/B = 3.4

S/B = 4
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Angular resolution

❏ Comparison of angular resolutions (R68) in  V3 events 
(without Nom. distance cut):
Model best at low energy, 3D Model best at high energy

❏ Nom. distance cut applied:
❏ Big improvement for

Hillas/3D Model at
high energy

❏ Model: some problems
at E > 10 TeV
(current limit of the 
generated models)
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Angular Resolutions
❏ Almost No Correlation between 
2 (Hillas) and 2 (Model) or
2 (Model) and 2 (Model3D)

❏ Some more correlation between
2 (Hillas) and 2 (Model3D)

❏ Angular resolution vs impact shows different 
patterns on the ground:

Fraction of events with 2 >= 0.01 (E-2.6 spectrum)

X

Y
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OFF-axis observations
❏ Nom. distance cut

reduces Hillas efficiency
❏ Model analysis performs better

off-axis (good for small FOV 
cameras)

2.5 deg offset crab observation

pointing 1

pointing 2

Crab nebula
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NSB Influence
❏ Different  efficiency vs NSB

behaviour
❏ Hillas: Scaled parameters 

degraded (break position 
depends on cleaning)

❏ Model : goodness is stable
❏ Model 3D : Fit convergence 

problem (can be solved?)
❏ Protons behave in a similar way (good for normalisation)
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Conclusions
❏ 3 different analyses with different properties:

❏ Hillas / Scaled cuts : good rejection power, robust, stable
❏ 3D Model : Similar efficiency/rejection, 

better resolution at high energy
❏ Model : higher efficiency (at low energy), 

more robust to NSB variation, optimal use of camera FOV
(⇒ good for small FOV camera, small energy studies)

❏ Analyses are sensitive to different shower properties:
❏ Hillas : Compatibility to most frequent shower (inc. fluctuations)
❏ Model : Compatibility with an average shower (no fluctuation, but

correlations)
❏ Model3D : in between

❏ Timing can be (easily) incorporated in Model / 3D Model
❏ Combination of analyses improves results
⇒Definitive analysis still to be invented....
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Answers to questions
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Possible improvements
❏ Some algorithm (Hofmann et al, 1999)

can improve a little bit
the resolution using:
❏ Errors on hillas parameters
❏ Shape information
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Chi2 vs Likelihood
2=∑

pixels

N th−N e
2

2 N th , N  e , N SkyNoise ,
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Ultimate threshold?
❏ Simulation with lower trigger threshold, E-2 spectrum
❏ 80 GeV analysis threshold @ zenith
❏ 120 GeV for 4-fold events
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Energy Resolution

❏ From 20% @ 150 GeV to ~10% @ 10 TeV with < 10% bias
(About 18% average resolution for scaled cut analysis)

❏ Similar results @ 46° (scaled to higher energies)
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Probability density function
❏ Complete analytical expression 

(convolution of Poisson distribution with increasing size
gaussians)

❏ Strongly depends on
NSB level

Pdf  x , , p=∑
n

n e−

n!2 p
2 n2 

2 
exp −x−n2

2 p
2 n2 

2 
 p=Pedestal widthNSBelectronic noise
=PMT resolution
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Background substraction

Target Observation

Background region

Camera

Target

Camera
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Template model

Test position

Field of view

Source region

Test position

Field of view

Background events


h
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Ring background

Test position

Field of view

Background region

Source region
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Atmospheric air Cherenkov telescopes are successfully used for ground-based very

high-energy (VHE) γ ray astronomy. Triggers from the so-called single muon

and other long-flying relativistic particle events are an unwanted background for

Cherenkov telescope. Because of low rate at ∼ TeV energies the muon background

is unimportant. It is much more intense for telescopes with high photon sensitiv-

ity and low threshold setting. Below a few hundred GeV energy the so-called muon

background is becoming so intense that it can deteriorate the sensitivity of telescopes.

From general considerations one can anticipate that the signature of these particles

should be a light pulse of narrow time structure. In fact, simulations show that the

pulses from muons have a very narrow time profile that is well below the time res-

olutions of nearly all currently operating telescopes. In this report we elaborate on

the time profile of Cherenkov light from the so-called single muons and show that

a telescope with ultra-fast time response can open a new dimension allowing one to

tag and to reject those events.

1 Introduction

The window of ground-based γ astronomy was opened in 1989 by the observation

of a strong signal from the first TeV γ source, the Crab Nebula by the Whipple col-

laboration [1]. As instrument the 10m diameter Whipple atmospheric air Cherenkov

imaging telescope on Mount Hopkins in Arizona has been used. One of the major

breakthroughs in the technique was the image parameterization suggested by Hillas

in 1985 [2]. That parameterization allowed one to separate efficiently the rare γ show-

ers from the orders of magnitude more intense background from showers induced by
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the charged cosmic rays (CR). Since then the new field of astronomy was progress-

ing very rapidly and all new source discoveries have been made by means of this

new type of telescopes, the so-called imaging air Cherenkov telescopes (IACT). Cur-

rently, a new generation of very large IACTs [3], [4], [5], [6] have either just started

to operate or are in the final phase of completion. One hopes to exploit the energy

window from a few tens of GeV (30 − 200GeV , depending on the instrument) up

to the multi-TeV energy range. Already the discussion and planning for the future

IACTs with a threshold close to 5 − 10GeV have begun. In order to achieve a very

low threshold setting it is necessary to build telescopes of very large reflector area.

While with lowering energy the background due to the triggers from hadron showers

progressively decreases some other backgrounds are becoming more dominant. One

of such backgrounds, namely the air showers induced by cosmic electrons, cannot be

strongly suppressed with current tools (except for by using the angular resolution of

telescope(s)) because the electrons produce electromagnetic showers in practice in-

distinguishable from those of the γs. Below 10 − 30GeV , depending on telescope

location and observation direction, the earth magnetic field deflects cosmic electrons

out of the detection volume in the atmosphere. Another very likely irreducible back-

ground is caused by hadron interaction transferring a large fraction of its energy to

a π◦ that subsequently decays into 2γs and thus generates electromagnetic showers.

One of the main backgrounds is caused by single long flying relativistic charged par-

ticles high up in the atmosphere. This background is called in the community the

muon background but also there can be contributions from the muon parents, rela-

tivistic charged pions, kaons or protons and, as well, from a fraction of single straight

long-flying electrons that can survive a few radiation lengths without bremsstrahlung

losses. For a better understanding of this problem we have performed Monte Carlo

simulations of hadron showers where we followed the cases when almost the entire

light was coming either from a) muons or from b) e+e− or from c) the rest type of

particles in air showers (mostly pions, kaons and protons). It turned out that the chan-

nel a) is the most dominant from all and that it is at least by an order of magnitude

more frequent compared to the channel c). For convenience further in the text we

will use the name muon (µ) background for all the above-discussed cases. The µs

(πs) can have large angular deviation from their parent hadron shower axis and thus

can appear unaccompanied in the relatively small field of view of a Cherenkov tele-

scope, that is why they are called ”single µ events”. An air Cherenkov telescope,

depending on its photon sensitivity (light collection area and efficiency), can trigger

on µs in a wide range of impact parameters. For example, a very sensitive 17m di-

ameter telescope, comprising a mirror area of ∼ 240m2, would trigger on µ with

energy ≥ 30GeV enywhere up to the so-called hump at ∼ 120m (see Fig.1). The

shape of a µ image depends on its energy and impact parameter and on the incident

angle (for details see [7]). For any selected azimuth direction and for a short height
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Figure 1: Simulated lateral distribution of Cherenkov light density on the 2200 m

a.s.l. from a 6, 10, 30 and 100 GeV µs injected at 17 km height in the atmosphere.

interval a relativistic µ is emitting a parallel beam of light along the Cherenkov light

cone opening angle θCher.. For simplicity let us consider a µ that hits the telescope

on-axis. Light from the µ from the given azimuth will be focused by the telescope’s

optic into a spot that is on the θCher. angular distance from the imaging camera center.

Thus the emitted light from all the azimuth angles of the cone will be focused into

a ring-shape image of radius θCher. in the focal plane. The thickness of the ring is

largely due to the variation of the Cherenkov light emission angle along the µ track.

Close to the Cherenkov light emission threshold (that is, for example, 4.7GeV for µ

at 2200m a.s.l.) a µ can produce thick rings of smaller radii than the θCher.. A µ

that hits anywhere in the reflector area of a telescope will produce a circular image of

usually varying charge density along the circle and only in the case of an on-axis hit

it will produce a ”constant” charge density along the ring. The maximum height for

a µ above the reflector area where it still can produce a ring image is defined by the

reflector’s diameter and by the Cherenkov angle for the location height. For example,
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a 17m diameter IACT can see the light from on-axis µ below height of ∼ 400m. With

the increase of the impact parameter up to ∼ 30m a µ will produce image shapes that

still one can recognize as arc (see Fig.2). Beyond that, until the impact parameter

Figure 2: Induced by µs arc-shape images in the focal plane of a telescope as function

of impact parameter. Shown images include optical aberrations and are simulated for

a 17m diameter telescope.

of ∼ (60 − 70)m the arc image shape will be shrinking in length essentially imi-

tating short straight lines. The scarce photon statistics of the image and the usually

relatively coarse pixel size of imaging cameras make it even more difficult to reveal

any hint on slight curvature of a short quasi-straight line. The images of µs shrink to

essentially small spots (of high charge concentration) for impact parameters ≥ 80m.

The above mentioned quasi-straight line images produced by µ can well mimic the

expected image shapes of γ. One can estimate that for the impact parameters range

∼ (30 − 60)m a telescope of 240m2 reflector area will collect ∼ 1500 photons from

a µ (see Fig.1). Assuming an average photon to photo electron (ph.e.) conversion

efficiency of ∼ 10% this will correspond to ∼ 150ph.e. signal for those µ events.
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That intensity is well comparable with the image intensity produced by γ showers

near the threshold energy. This is possible because from a single long flying particle

in the field of view one can measure as many photons as from many particles of short

track lengths together in an air shower. In addition, because of the isotropic flux part

of those µ events will have the expected orientation of the γ images and thus can pass

the signal selection criteria. Those misclassified events can be numerous and thus

can deteriorate the sensitivity of a telescope to genuine γs. There exists in first order

a correlation between the reflector diameter and the track length seen in Cherenkov

light. For large impact parameter particles of β = 1 a good approximation is that a

10m dish diameter collects light from a track length passing matter of about 1 radi-

ation length (= 0.4 hadron absorption length). It is interesting to note that µ images

from large impact parameters will get elongated shape in the axial direction (see the

image shape for 120m impact distance on Fig.2). This reflects the variation of the re-

fraction index and correspondingly of Cherenkov light emission angle in the air when

a µ traverses long distance in height, still being in the telescope’s field of view. Also

stereoscopic telescope configurations, providing high photon sensitivity, will trigger

on µs. Because of differences in impact parameters to the telescopes a statistical µ

may produce different image shapes so one can frequently tag them. If the photon

sensitivity of stereo telescopes, set into hardware coincidence, is not very high then

only one of the telescopes, the closest one to the µ impact point will trigger. Thus such

a system will strongly suppress that annoying background but only at the expense of

relatively high threshold setting. In this article we want to report on ultra-fast timing

features of µ events that can open a new dimension in Cherenkov technique allowing

one to tag and to reject them. As will be shown in the Monte Carlo (MC) section the

characteristic time spreads are typically in the range of 100 − 200psec for µ images,

2 − 3nsec for γ and 3 − 5nsec (with significant tails) for hadrons. In the following

we will present the detailed MC studies, discuss the possible performance and outline

how a best-possible system for µ suppression should look like.

2 The problem of muons

2.1 A closer look

The arrival time distribution of Cherenkov photons from extensive air showers has

been extensively studied (see, for example, [8] [9]). One may assume that measured

photon arrival time structure from an air shower from a given impact parameter and

of a given incident angle is due to

• shower’s transverse and longitudinal size seen by the telescope, the transverse

size being the dominant effect
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• velocity differences of shower particles from the speed of light along the shower

longitudinal development.

• energy-dependentmultiple scattering angle of shower particles along the shower

height

• angular deviation of produced particles from the primary direction

The effects of magnetic field of the earth and of elastic scattering may also contribute

into the time structure. Obviously a single relativistic particle has no transverse size

and also the last point in the above list cannot be applied to it. Only because of

the other points in the above list the light from it has time structure. Calculation

shows that due to the higher speed of a relativistic µ compared to that of light in

the atmosphere, light emitted at the height of 35km will arrive ∼ 6ns later than the

light emitted immediately above the ground level. On the other hand a telescope,

because of it’s limited field of view can only observe a limited part of the track of a

µ (as outlined in the previous chapter) that correspondingly will produce a very short

flash. To quantify the effect of the other influences we have performed Monte Carlo

simulations.

2.2 Monte Carlo simulations

We used the version 6.023 of the CORSIKA code in our simulations [10]. Our statis-

tics is based on 7.5 × 105 simulated proton showers in the energy range 40GeV −

30TeV with a power law of -2.75. The impact parameter range for the protons was

up to 300m. They were simulated from the zenith angle of 20◦ and within the cone

opening angle 2.5◦. All produced µ were tracked. Along with protons 35000 γ show-

ers were simulated in the energy range 10GeV to 30TeV with an exponent of -2.6,

impact parameter range up to 300m and the zenith angle of 20◦. Also 4×105 µs were

simulated in the energy range 10 − 100GeV , with an exponent of -2.69 and impact

parameter range up to 200m, within 1.2◦ around the observation direction. These

µs were injected into the atmosphere at 100g/cm2 (corresponding to height in the

atmosphere of ∼ 17km). Depending on the problem under study we used different

samples of the simulated events. In addition, we have simulated 5×105 proton show-

ers of fixed energies 50, 100, 300 and 500 GeV impinging from the zenith angle 0◦.

This sample was used to produce the Fig.3a where we show the average number of

produced µ versus the altitude in the atmosphere (for every 1km height interval) and

Fig.3b where we show the same but only for µ that for the given height are above the

Cherenkov light production threshold. The areas under the corresponding histograms

on Fig.3 are the average number of µs produced in a shower of a given energy. One

can see that the maxima of µ production for different primary energies are around
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a)                              b)

Figure 3: Number of µs in air showers versus the production height in the atmosphere.

Shown are the distributions for proton energies of 50, 100, 300 and 500 GeV, corre-

spondingly from bottom upwards. a) all µs; b) only µs that for the given height are

above the Cherenkov threshold.

the height range of 10 − 12km. The above-mentioned sample of 50, 100, 300 and

500 GeV protons was used to produce the Fig.4 that shows the probability of angular

deviation of µs from the primary direction. The angle is measured in the last part

of the µs trajectory just before it hits the observation level. On Fig.4a one can see

the angular deviation for all µs and on Fig.4b only for those that are above the light

production threshold (the area under the distributions are normalized to 1). While at

high energies the angular distribution can be characterized by a ∼ 1◦, it is wider (with

a tail extending up to 4◦ − 6◦) for lower energies (see the curve produced by 50GeV

protons). The qualitative picture is clear: at low energies the secondary particles make

larger angles with the primary direction (read: the probability is high to appear as a

single µ in the limited field of view of the imaging camera). It is interesting to note

that an imaging camera covering a large angular size in the sky may have an advan-
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a)                              b)

Figure 4: Probability of angular deviation of µ (in fact the angle of µ intersection with

the observation level) from the primary proton direction shown for primary energies

of 50, 100, 300 and 500 GeV. a) all µs; b) only µs above the Cherenkov threshold at

corresponding heights. The areas under the distributions are normalized to 1.

tage in frequently observing not only the single µ but also their parent particles. By

switching the earths magnetic field on and off in Monte Carlo simulations we found

that it does not influence the width and the shape of the angular deviation of the µ.

Also, the estimates of the multiple scattering effect of µ provide lower value of the

deviation angle from the primary direction than the results of the simulations show.

The reason of this difference can be due to the known non-gaussian larger tails in the

real scattering process. Fig.5 shows the characteristic photon arrival time profiles for

µ, γ and hadrons at the observation level of 2200m a.s.l.. One can see that the time

structure of light flashes from µs is 100− 200ps wide. There is a small tail in the dis-

tribution where µs produce somewhat longer pulses but as one can see those happen

rarely. Statistically seen the γ flashes at low energies are 2−2.5ns wide while the ma-

jority of protons produce flashes of 2 − 6ns wide with a tail extending beyond 10ns.
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Also, one can see on Fig.5 that the photon arrival time distribution from γ showers

has nearly gaussian shape, while the same from protons is significantly asymmetric.
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Figure 5: Photon arrival time distributions for µs, γs and protons. The distribution for

µs is essentially below 100−200ps. Photons from a γ shower (from a weighted spec-

trum) arrive within 2 − 2.5ns while photons from a proton shower arrive essentially

in 2 − 6ns with a tail extending beyond 10ns.

3 Muon tagging by a telescope

The measured signal from a telescope is a convolution of the incident light time profile

with the response functions of a) the reflector, b) the light sensors and c) the readout

system. When identifying µs, because of their practically δ-function like ultra-fast

flashes (see Fig.5) one shall search for (almost) instrumental response function output

pulse profiles. Anything wider than that shall be due to other than a µ detection

reason. In the ideal case the instrumental response function must be ultra-fast in order

not to smear the time signature of µ and to provide discrimination power. Below we

list the main parameters that determine the instrumental time response of a telescope:

• design of the reflector

• speed of the used light sensors in the focal plane

• speed of the data acquisition system

Let us discuss the above listed factors.

Design of the reflector: it is well known that a parabolic reflector has no time disper-

sion for the front of incoming parallel beam of light in the center of the focal plane.
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For an inclined to 1◦ off-axis parallel beam of light for a parabola of F/1 optics one

will obtain a time dispersion of slightly less than 140ps. Calculations show that for

larger angles until few degrees that value increases only marginally. Usually, the field

of view of parabolic reflectors of relatively fast design (F/D ∼ 1), where they can

provide acceptable for air Cherenkov telescopes optical resolution (∼ 0.05−0.1◦), is

limited to 1◦−1.5◦ in radius, so the time dilution just because of the above mentioned

effect will be small. One may conclude that a reflector of parabolic design is appro-

priate for ultra-fast timing purposes. There can be few more factors deteriorating the

timing profile but usually all of these will have minor contributions. There can be

contributions because of the

• tessellated design of the reflector; the shape of individual mirrors deviate at the

edges from the perfect parabola. This effect shall be below 100ps even in the

case of fast optics and of relatively large mirror tiles of ∼ 1m size.

• differences in the fixation of the mirror tiles on the reflector that could result

in deviation from the parabolic shape. One may assume that this effect can be

relatively easy controlled and that the deviations can be kept below 2cm. That

will result in time delays of ≤ 120ps.

• use of light concentrators in front of the sensors in the camera for minimizing

the light losses. Light can directly hit the sensors or via single or double reflec-

tions from the concentrator. That can bring to path differences of ≤ 2 − 3cm,

e.g. is ≤ 100ps.

There exist several other reflector designs that unfortunately always expand the time

profile of input light. The commonly used Davies-Cotton design widens the in-

put pulse, even for the on-axis light flash, to for example, (0.3ns/m) × F (m) for

F/D = 1.2.

Ultra-fast light sensors: until now the classical photo multiplier tubes (PMT) are the

only light sensors used in the focal plane imaging cameras of Cherenkov telescopes.

Usually their response is in the range of 2-3 ns but there exist also very fast tubes. For

example, in the MAGIC telescope project 6-dynode, hemi-spherical bialkali 1” PMTs

from Electron Tubes (ET9116A) are used. They provide rise and fall times of 0.6ns

and 0.7ns correspondingly and a pulse width of 1.0 − 1.2ns. The measured transit

time spread (TTS) is ≤ 300ps. So a δ-function like light flash at the input of these

PMTs will produce an ultra-short pulse with the above-mentioned parameters.

Ultra-fast readout system: in order to provide any meaningful pulse shape reconstruc-

tion, assuming a gaussian shape input pulse profile, one needs at least 3-4 sampling

points. By using an ultra-fast readout system of ≥ 2Gsample/s one can reconstruct

the very fast pulse shapes from, for example, above mentioned ultra-fast PMTs.
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4 Discussion

From the discussion above one may conclude that currently it is possible to design

a telescope that, as a response to δ-function like light flashes (as for example, light

flashes produced by µ), can produce ultra-short signal pulses of ∼ 1.5ns. The µ

flashes will generate output pulses that should be only marginally wider than the in-

strumental response function of a telescope. This can be used as a criterion to dis-

tinguish them from γ and proton air showers. Although Cherenkov flashes produced

by γ showers are significantly shorter and have smoother time profile compared to

those produced by hadrons (see below), still they have ∼ 2 − 3ns time structure

that is significantly wider compared to µ. Also, we have calculated the root mean

squared (r.m.s.) value of the arrival time distribution for all γ, proton and µ events

measured by a 17m telescope with ultra-fast response function. In addition to the

above-mentioned parameters for the PMT, we simulated output pulses with realistic

transit time spread (TTS) of σ = 300ps. We have used a trigger condition any 4 next

neighbor pixels above a given threshold in our simulations. The corresponding distri-

butions are shown on Fig.6. One can see a good separation of the µ events from γs.

In fact, there are no γ events with r.m.s. ≤ 0.7ns or with r.m.s. ≥ 3.5ns. All events

with r.m.s. time spread ≤ 0.7ns are µs. It is also interesting to study the dependence

of the r.m.s. time width on the image SIZE (measured as the sum of detected ph.e.).

The corresponding distributions are shown on Fig.7a. The r.m.s. distributions of the

γs and of the µs overlap at small SIZE region. When applying a simple set of loose

supercuts based on the length, width, distance and the alpha parameters for γ/hadron

separation, the situation is almost the same (see Fig.7b). In contrary, the new cut on

r.m.s. time spread can strongly suppress the unwanted background of µ.

5 Gamma telescopes based on solar arrays

Note please that the above mentioned is equally true as for imaging air Cherenkov

telescopes as well as for solar array type γ telescopes like, for example, SOLAR-2 and

CELESTE. Some of the latter type telescopes also should suffer from µ background.

On the other hand as a rule those instruments have ultra-fast response and readout

that could help to tag µs. Application of the proposed new technique can improve the

sensitivity of the solar array type gamma telescopes.

6 Conclusions

We have shown that the light pulses from single long flying particles have ultra-narrow

time structure. The differences in pulses generated by the µ, γ and hadron events are
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Figure 6: Distributions of the r.m.s. value of the arrival time distribution for all γ,

proton and µ events measured by a 17m telescope of ultra-fast design. The events

with r.m.s. ≤ 0.7ns are of µ origin.

large enough so that one can efficiently tag and suppress the µ events. The suggested

new method is opening new dimension for the solution of the so-called ”µ wall”

problem: the telescopes of ultra-fast design, both of imaging and non-imaging types,

including the solar array type ones, can provide very efficient µ suppression. This

will directly increase their sensitivity to γ rays.
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a)                              b)

Figure 7: a): dependence of the r.m.s. time spread of the γ and µ images on the

parameter SIZE (sum of registered ph.e.). b): r.m.s. dependence on SIZE after ap-

plication of simple set of supercuts.
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The problem of muon „wall“

• Since long time the problem of the so-called single 
muons is considered as a very serious one :
– single µ‘s provide very high trigger rate, especially at 

low threshold setting of Cherenkov telescopes below a 
few 100 GeV regime. 

– Even in imaging telescopes they can mimic the γ ray 
signal (from a certain impact parameter range they have 
short arc images resembling straight lines)

– Some background is left over even after imaging 
analysis. This background deteriorates the sensitivity.



The problem of single muons

• Even when one uses multiple telescopes in 
coincidence mode, providing these are very 
(photon) sensitive, one will still obtain triggers 
from muons. 

• Because of the differences in impact parameter the 
muons will produce rather different images in 
different telescopes thus making it possible to tag 
and largely reject them. 

• If the photon sensitivity of coincident telescopes is 
not very high, they can reject muons on the trigger 
level.



Lateral distribution of light from a single 15 GeV
µ injected at a height of 20 km into the atmosphere 



Shape of muon images versus the impact parameter



Photon arrival time from a shower

One may assume that the measured photon arrival 
time structure from an air shower of an energy ε,
impact parameter ρ and incident angle θ is due to

• shower’s transverse and longitudinal size seen by the 
telescope

• energy-dependent multiple scattering angle of shower 
particles along the shower height

• angular deviation of produced particles from the primary 
direction  

• velocity differences of shower particles from the speed of 
light along the shower longitudinal development. 



Light from an air shower reaching a telescope



Cherenkov photon arrival time profile from a 
100 GeV µ injected high up in the atmosphere



Number of muons in air showers (normalized to 1) 
versus the production height in the atmosphere. 
Shown are the distributions for proton energies 
of 50, 100, 300 and 500 GeV. left) all muons; right) 
only muons that for the given height are above 
the Cherenkov light production threshold. 



The angular deviation of produced muons (in fact the 
angle of their intersection line with the ground) from 
the primary direction shown for proton energies of 50, 
100, 300 and 500 GeV. left) all µ; right) only 
µ above the Cherenkov threshold at corresponding 
heights are shown. 



Checking the effect of the earth´s magnetic 
field on the angular deviation of µ

With B Without B



What shall I do if I want to tag the µ‘s

A telescope can only observe a limited part of the µ track.
One may anticipate that light from µ should have an ultra-
fast time structure and that feature might be used to tag
them.

Below we will show that 

1. design of the telescope that can provide ultra-fast timing 
in the focal plane +

2. ultra-fast light sensors +

3. ultra-fast readout system 



Parabolic shape reflector provides no time delay in the
center of the field of view. For ~ 1 deg. off-axis angle the
delay is below 140 ps for F/1 optics

example of a telescope
with parabolic
reflector

MAGIC

http://wwwmagic.mppmu.mpg.de/gallery/pictures/La_Palma_July_2004/MAGIC10.JPG


Ultra-fast light sensor example: PMT ET-9116 
from Electron Tubes, England (used in MAGIC)

• 6 dynode structure
• hemispherical input window

with the radius of curvature
centered on the 1st dynode

• rise time: 0.6 ns
• fall time:  0.7 ns
• FWHM:   1.0 - 1.2 ns



Example of an ultra-fast readout:

photo of the 2 GigaSample/sec FADC fibre-optic
multiplexer(lower right). To be implemented for
MAGIC-I in fall 2005 (see the talk of H. Bartko) 



r.m.s. arrival time of photons from
µ´s, γ´s and p´s



Pulse shapes after folding with a T.T.S. of 300 ps of a PMT

Pulse shapes after folding
with the PMT pulse shape



r.m.s. after folding with
300 ps T.T.S.

r.m.s. after folding with the
PMT pulse shape



r.m.s. time versus SIZE



Relative populations for left-over µ´s, γ´s and 
p´s after application of simple supercuts and 
an ALPHA cut of 15 degrees



Conclusions

• Providing an ultra-fast time response of a 
telescope and of a readout system one can
efficiently reject the so-called single muon
events and solve the problem of the muon
„wall“.



Angular deviation of µ when they are just produced



The H.E.S.S. Standard Analysis Technique
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The High Energy Stereoscopic System (H.E.S.S) is an array of four imaging

atmospheric-Cherenkov telescopes located in Namibia. With the ability to detect

a 1% Crab Nebula flux source in ∼25 hours of observation, H.E.S.S. is currently the

most sensitive detector of astrophysical VHE (>100 GeV) photons. The H.E.S.S.

collaboration has published the detection of more than 30 sources of VHE γ-ray

emission. The standard analysis technique used in these publications for reconstruct-

ing the direction and energy of incident γ-rays, rejecting the large cosmic-ray back-

ground, and determining the spectrum and flux of the detected sources is presented.

1 Introduction

Due to the limited size of satellite observatories, a ground-based detector is required

for VHE γ-ray astronomy. However, the atmosphere is opaque to VHE photons, so

the secondary effects of the atmospheric absorption of these photons must be detected.

The H.E.S.S. experiment (see [1] for more details) detects the flashes of Cherenkov

light emitted from the electromagnetic cascade of secondary particles, known as an

extensive air shower (EAS), resulting from the initial interaction of the γ-ray primary.

Astronomical observations are possible since an EAS and its Cherenkov light pool

retain the original direction of the incident photon to a high degree. An accurate de-

termination of the primary photon’s energy can also be made since the number of

Cherenkov photons generated by an EAS is strongly correlated with this energy. Un-

fortunately, γ-ray observations are severely limited by charged cosmic-ray particles

which are ∼10,000 times more numerous than a photon of a given energy, and which

produce superficially similar EAS. However, subtle differences between the cascades

initiated by photons and hadronic particles can be exploited to reject almost all of

the cosmic-ray background. This contribution details the techniques employed by

H.E.S.S. to determine the energy and direction of VHE γ-rays, to reject most of the

hadronic background, and to measure the flux and energy spectrum of any detected
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γ-rays. While there are other independent techniques used by H.E.S.S. [2, 3], this

text refers to the Standard Analysis which appears in essentially all of the H.E.S.S.

publications to date.

2 The H.E.S.S. Standard Analysis

H.E.S.S observations are generally taken in 28 minute runs using a central trigger

system [4] that requires a minimum of two telescopes be triggered by the Cherenkov

light from an EAS. This enables H.E.S.S. to use stereoscopic event-reconstruction

techniques and reject almost all images from local muons1 at the hardware level. Be-

fore analysis, every H.E.S.S. run must first pass conservative selection criteria which

remove runs affected by hardware malfunctions or poor observing conditions. Images

from the data passing the run selection criteria are then calibrated [5] and “cleaned”

to remove noise from the image. The image cleaning is done using a two-stage tail-cut

procedure which requires a pixel to have a signal greater than 10 (or 5) photoelectrons

(PEs) and a neighboring pixel to have a signal larger than 5 (or 10) PEs. After this

image cleaning is performed, the moments (e.g. width and length) of the elliptical

shower image are parameterized using a Hillas-type analysis [6]. The results of this

parameterization are the basis of all the Standard Analysis techniques. Only images

which exceed a minimum total signal and which pass a distance cut requiring the

image center of gravity to be less than 2◦ from the center of the camera are used in

the reconstruction. The size cut (minimum total signal) ensures that the images are

well reconstructed and the distance cut eliminates images truncated by the edge of

the camera. A minimum of two telescopes passing both the size and distance cuts are

required for event reconstruction.

2.1 Geometrical Reconstruction

The shower geometry (i.e. incident direction of the primary particle and shower core

location) of each event is reconstructed using techniques pioneered by the HEGRA

collaboration. A modified version of Algorithm 1 from [7] is employed. Here, the

major axis of each elliptical image is used. The shower direction is determined from

a weighted average of the intersections of all pairs of major axes projected in the field

of view. The weights incorporate the sine of the angle between the two axes, the size

of the two images, and the ratio of width/length from each image. The shower core

location is similarly determined using the intersections of the shower axes relative to

each telescope position, projected in the plane perpendicular to the respective tele-

scope’s pointing direction. The typical angular resolution is ∼0.1◦ per event, and the

1These images can comprise a significant fraction of a single telescope event rate.
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average accuracy in the determination of the shower core location is ∼10 m. The

small point spread function is comparable to that of the ASCA X-ray satellite, and

when combined with the large (5◦) field of view and small pointing error (<20” in

each direction) of H.E.S.S., allows the morphology of extended VHE γ-ray sources

to be resolved as well as enabling sensitive surveys of the VHE sky.

2.2 Background Rejection

The much more numerous cosmic-ray background events are rejected by exploiting

the fact that images of a hadron-initiated EAS are on average longer and wider than

those initiated by γ-rays. Cuts on the width and length of shower images have long

been used to perform background rejection in VHE astronomy, however a fixed width

(or length) cut has a poor acceptance at high energy. To avoid this problem, cuts on

a width (or length) parameter that scales with energy are needed. A method for ac-

counting for the multiple telescope images is also needed. The HEGRA collaboration

developed a parameter known as the mean-scaled-width (length) [8] for this purpose.

In H.E.S.S., cuts on mean-reduced-scaled-width (MRSW) and length (MRSL) param-

eters are used. These parameters are defined as the mean of the difference in standard

deviations for each telescope of the width (length) observed in the image from that

which is expected from γ-ray simulations (〈width〉 and σ) based on image intensity,

reconstructed impact parameter and zenith angle (Z) of observations. The equation

for MRSW is as follows:

MRSW = 1

Ntel

∑Ntel

i=0

widthi − 〈widthi〉

σi

, (1)

and is similar for MRSL. The main difference from the HEGRA parameter, MSW =

1/Ntel

∑Ntel

i=0
widthi / 〈width〉i , is the incorporation of the standard deviation of the

expected width. This accounts for the fact that the expected mean value may not be

well determined for some values of the impact parameter and image intensity.

Figure 1 shows the distributions of MRSW for Monte Carlo (MC) γ-ray simula-

tions, MC proton simulations, and off-source data. As required, the simulated proton

and real cosmic ray (dominated by protons) distributions match well, illustrating that

the response of H.E.S.S. is well simulated. The ability to remove the majority of back-

ground events while retaining a large fraction of γ-ray events is also clear. Figure 1

also shows the distribution of the observed excess from the Crab Nebula after all cuts

are applied (excluding both the MRSW and MRSL cuts), as well as the corresponding

distribution for MC γ-ray simulations, demonstrating that the simulations accurately

characterize the detector response and that the detector performs as expected.

In addition to cuts on MRSW and MRSL, a cut on θ2, the square of the angular

difference between the reconstructed shower position and the source position, is ap-
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Figure 1: (Left) The distribution of MRSW for MC γ-ray simulations (photon in-

dex Γ=2.6), MC proton simulations, and off-source data, all at Z=20◦. (Right) The

distribution after cuts of MRSW (excluding both the shape cuts), for the background

subtracted signal from observations of the Crab Nebula (points) and similarly for MC

γ-ray simulations (Γ=2.6), both at Z=45◦.

MRSW Size θ2 No θ2 No θ2 All All

Cuts max min max γ BG Q γ BG Q

[σ] [PE] [deg2] % % % %

Std 0.9 80 0.0125 49 2.4 3.2 35 9.4e-3 36

Hard 0.7 200 0.01 15 0.23 3.2 13 7.5e-4 47

Loose 1.2 40 0.04 84 9.2 2.8 68 0.11 21

Table 1: The selection cuts applied to the data, the percentage of γ-ray (Γ=2.6,

Z=20◦) and background events (Z=20◦) retained by those cuts, and the correspond-

ing quality factors (Q) for analysis with and without the θ2 cut. Cuts of MRSW>-2.0

and -2.0<MRSL<2.0 are applied in all cases.

plied in a point-source analysis2, which is equivalent to placing the data into a round

bin centered on the source position. All the cuts are optimized a priori to yield the

maximum expected significance per hour of observation. The data used for optimiza-

tion consist of MC γ-ray simulations at a zenith angle of 20◦ and real off-source data

at comparable zenith angles. The optimal set of cuts depends heavily on the input

spectrum used, however this is not known when searching for new sources of emis-

sion. In order to avoid having to correct for trials resulting from analysis with several

sets of cuts or “over-optimizing” analysis of a given source, a set of standard cuts

(optimized for a 10% Crab Nebula flux source with photon index Γ=2.6) were devel-

2For extended sources the θ2 cut is replaced by an appropriate integration region.
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oped. Although these cuts are used for all source analysis, a set of hard (optimized for

a 1% Crab Nebula flux source with Γ=2.0) and loose (optimized for a Crab Nebula

flux source with Γ=3.2) cuts were also generated. Use of the hard cuts results in a

higher energy threshold, but events which pass them have a ∼20% better angular res-

olution and there are fewer systematic issues in estimating the remaining background.

Therefore, the hard cuts are better suited for morphological studies of hard-spectrum

sources. The loose cuts were designed for low-threshold spectral studies of bright

sources, where the increased background (i.e. less significance) is not an issue. Ta-

ble 1 shows the values of the cuts, the percentage of γ-rays and cosmic rays retained

by the cuts, and their resulting quality factor.

2.3 Performance

Using MC simulations, the effective area of H.E.S.S. (after the various selection cuts)

can be calculated and then convolved with a source energy spectrum to find the ex-

pected number of γ-rays detected versus energy. The peak of this distribution is com-

monly defined as the energy threshold of the detector. It should be noted that there are

γ-ray photons detected below this energy. Figure 2 shows the energy threshold before

and after the various selection cuts for a range of zenith angles (Z) calculated using

the spectrum of the Crab Nebula as measured by HEGRA [9]. The energy threshold

of H.E.S.S. at zenith is 100 GeV before selection cuts and remains below 1 TeV (after

the standard selection cuts) for Z<60◦ within which almost all H.E.S.S. observations

are performed. The increase in energy threshold after selection cuts is due to the min-

imum size cut applied to the data. Removing this cut lowers the post-selection energy

threshold, but also lowers the expected significance from a source by ∼15% for the

standard cuts.

The amount of observation time (live hours), at Z=20◦, required to detect a

source for a range of fluxes (>5σ, assuming the HEGRA Crab Nebula spectrum) is

calculated using the rate of simulated γ-rays passing selection cuts and the post-cuts

rate of background events from actual off-source data, and shown in Figure 2. For

comparison to the previous generation of instruments, HEGRA needed ∼100 hours

to detect 5σ from a 5% Crab Nebula strength source, whereas H.E.S.S. only needs 1

hour of observations.

2.4 Energy Estimation

For each telescope image, the event energy is estimated using look-up tables contain-

ing the mean energy of simulated γ-rays in two-dimensional bins of image size and

event impact parameter. The look-up tables are generated for 13 zenith angles ranging

from 0◦ to 70◦ and an interpolation in cosine zenith angle (Z) is performed to return
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Figure 2: (Left) Energy threshold of H.E.S.S. before and after selection cuts vs. zenith

angle. (Right) The observation time required to yield a 5σ detection at Z=20◦ vs.

fraction of the Crab Nebula flux.
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Figure 3: The mean (Left) and standard deviation (Right) of a Gaussian fit to the

simulated γ-ray distribution of (Efit - Etrue) / Etrue for various bins of energy at a

zenith angle of 20◦.

the appropriate value. The energy of the observed γ-ray, Efit, is then calculated using

the mean of the energies estimated for each telescope. Figure 3 shows the mean and

standard deviation of a Gaussian fit to the simulated γ-ray distribution of ”Delta E” =

(Efit - Etrue) / Etrue for various bins of energy. The energy resolution of the instru-

ment is commonly defined as this standard deviation. For all energies, this value is

∼15%.

2.5 Spectrum & Integral Flux Determination

In the determination of the energy spectrum, the data are logarithmically binned in

energy. However, not all low-energy bins are used because the energy estimates for
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events near the trigger threshold (i.e. at low energies) are on average too large (see

Figure 3). Only bins for which the average bias in Efit is less than 10% (approximately

the post-selection-cuts energy threshold) are used to avoid any systematic effects.

This effectively places a low-energy threshold (safe threshold) on suitable events. The

range of bins used varies for each individual run due to the zenith angle of observation,

and results in the bins at lower energies having differing amounts of exposure.

For each event passing cuts, the effective area, Aeff (Efit,Z), is individually deter-

mined. The influence of the finite energy resolution has been taken into account in the

effective areas, which are fit as a function of Z and Efit for each of the various obser-

vation configurations similar to the method in [10]. Figure 4 shows the post-selection

(standard) cuts effective area versus true and fit energy. As can be seen, there is little

difference between the two curves, except at low energies due to the aforementioned

bias. However, this low-energy region is avoided by the use of the safe threshold.

For each bin, the sum of 1/Aeff , is calculated for both on-source (Oi) and off-

source (Bi) events using only events from the appropriate runs. Each bin in the spec-

trum then contains:

Fi = (Oi−Bi)

∆Eiti

, (2)

where ti and ∆Ei are the exposure time and width in energy respectively for that bin.

These data are then fit using an appropriate function (typically a power law).

It should be noted that the collection area as a function of fit energy depends on

the spectral shape assumed because of the finite energy resolution. Figure 4 shows

the ratio of the collection area calculated assuming various spectral shapes to that

calculated assuming the initial spectral shape is flat in νFν (differential power-law

index Γ=2.0) versus energy. For assumed spectra with Γ<3.0 the dependence is quite

weak and can be ignored, but for softer spectra the effect can be important. There-

fore, an iterative procedure is followed when determining the spectrum. First a flat

(Γ=2.0) spectral shape is assumed. When deviations from this hypothesis are found

the collection area is recalculated using the previous result and the spectrum is deter-

mined again. This procedure continues until convergence (typically 1-2 iterations).

This spectral technique gives the input spectrum when a simulated signal, with real

background, is tested. Additionally, the spectrum determined from H.E.S.S. observa-

tions of the Crab Nebula is in agreement with results from other instruments, and the

spectra measured using the three aforementioned sets of cuts generally agree well.

The systematic error on the photon index of a power-law fit to H.E.S.S. spectra is

estimated to ∼0.1.

The observed integral flux from a source can be calculated with a simple integra-

tion of the observed spectrum above a given energy threshold. However, the observed

excess from a source is often too small to generate an accurate spectrum on short time

scales. In this case, a spectral shape is assumed (generally the time-averaged value

from the source) and a flux calculated from the excess (∆), the zenith angle (Z) expo-
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Figure 4: (Left) The post-selection (standard) cuts effective collecting of H.E.S.S. at

20◦ zenith angle vs. fit and true energy. (Right) The ratio of the post-selection (stan-

dard) cuts effective area calculated from simulations with different photon indicies to

those with Γ = 2.0 vs. energy (Z=20◦).

sure, t(Z), and the effective area (Aeff(E, Z)) as a function of simulated (true) energy.

The integral flux can then be calculated from the following equation:

∆ =
∫ Emax

Emin

∫ tstop

tstart

(

dN
dE

Aeff(E, Z(t))
)

dt dE , (3)

where dN /dE is the assumed spectrum. In the case of a power-law spectrum (dN /dE

= Io (E/TeV)−Γ), Equation 3 is solved for Io, and the integral flux (I) is calculated as

I =
∫ Emax

Emin

dN /dE dE =
∫ Emax

Emin

Io (E/TeV)−Γ dE . In the absence of a signal, upper

limits are calculated by assuming a spectral shape and replacing ∆ with a confidence

value on the number of observed events. The systematic error on the integral flux (or

upper limit) reported by H.E.S.S. is ∼20%.

3 Conclusions

The Standard Analysis is straightforward method for extracting signals and scientific

results from H.E.S.S. observations. It has allowed the promised performance of the

detector to be achieved, and has enabled the detection of more than 30 sources of

VHE γ-rays. The results of the Standard Analysis agree well with those from other

H.E.S.S. analysis techniques [2, 3], and this technique has the advantage of being

quickly applied to any H.E.S.S. data set. This enables an ”online” analysis, allowing

observers in Namibia to know in less than one hour if a source has been detected.
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First Steps

● Central trigger system: 
– Minimum of 2 telescopes

– Funk et al., 2004, Astropart Phys, 22, 385

– ''Eliminates'' muons

– Stereoscopic reconstruction

● Camera calibration:  
– ADC counts to PEs

– Aharonian et al., 2004, Astropart Phys, 22, 109

– 2 independent methods agree well

● Pedestals, gain (2 channels), flat-field, broken/noisy pixel ID

● Run selection

● Image cleaning:  Tail cuts (5,10)



Parameterize Images

● Hillas parameterization

● Apply image size  & nominal distance cut
– Require minimum of 2 telescopes with size > 80 PE & distance < 2o

– Only use telescopes passing these cuts in reconstruction!

– Side effects: Size cut raises energy threshold;  

      Distance cut hurts high energy acceptance

+

Width
Length

+CoG

+
Distance True

Rec
φ

θ

α



Geometrical Reconstruction

+

1

4
3

2

Field of View

●Hofmann et al., 1999, Astropart Phys, 12, 135

●Modified version of Algorithm I

● Use the intersection of major axes for all pairs 
of telescopes

● Calculate the weighted average of all the 
intersection points

● Weights involve:
● Sine of angle between the 2 axes
● Size of the 2 images
● Ratio of width/length for both images

● Shower direction from the average point 
projected on the sky

● Core location from the average point 
projected on ground



Performance of Direction Reconstruction

Square of Error at 20o Containment Radius at 20o

Note: this is after ''hard'' cuts (~10-20% worse for standard cuts)



Why is Small P.S.F useful?

● Small point spread function

– Width < 0.1o, 

– Comparable to ASCA

● Large field of view (5o)

● Pointing error < 20''

● Great for surveys:

Aharonian et al., 2005, Science, 307, 1938

Crab in TeVCrab with EGRET

Resolve γ-ray morphology of 
extended objects (e.g. SNR)

like RXJ 1713.7-3946

Aharonian et al., 2004, Nature, 432, 75



Performance of EAS Core Reconstruction

Distribution of  γ's at 20o Sigma of Distribution vs Z

Note that the impact parameter is more distant on average for
larger zenith angle showers



Removing 
Hadronic 

Cosmic Rays

Mean Hillas Width for 20o Gamma Rays

Std Dev Hillas Width for 20o Gamma Rays

Exploit:  Hadronic images are 
wider & longer than gamma images

Problem:  Fixed width cut has 
poor acceptance at high energy

Solution: Scale cut with ''energy''

HEGRA:  Mean Scale Width
Daum et al., 1997, Astropart Phys, 8, 1

W
scale

 = 〈(Wobs / Wγ)〉

H.E.S.S: A variation

MRSW = 〈(Wobs - Wγ)/σγ〉



The Scaled Parameters

Data matches MC protons (Γ=2.70) well, as expected!

Clear separability between MC gammas (Γ=2.6) & data

MRSW = 〈(Wobs - Wγ)/σγ〉 MRSL = 〈(Lobs - Lγ)/σγ〉



Monte Carlo gamma rays (G = 2.6, 45o) vs. observed gammas rays from the Crab

Very good agreement => very good understanding & simulation of instrument

Also good agreement for: 
PKS 2155-304 (G = 3.3, ~20o) & Galactic Center (G = 2.2, ~20o)

Scaled Parameters: Post-Cuts



Optimized Cuts for H.E.S.S.

Cut MRSW MRSW MRSL MRSL Local Size Theta
Style Min Max Min Max Dist. Min Sq

[deg] [PE] [deg^2]

Standard -2.0 0.9 -2.0 2.0 2.0 80 0.0125

Hard -2.0 0.7 -2.0 2.0 2.0 200 0.01

Loose -2.0 1.2 -2.0 2.0 2.0 40 0.04

Standard cuts (Max. s/sqrt(hr) for 0.1 Crab source, G=2.6, at 20o)
● Need a priori justification that others are more appropriate (trials)

Hard Cuts (Max. s/sqrt(hr) for 0.01 Crab source, G=2.0 at 20o)  
● Reduces background estimation issues & improves p.s.f. 

=> Best for extended source sky maps

Loose Cuts (Max. s/sqrt(hr) for 1 Crab source, G=3.2, at 20o)  
● Largest energy acceptance for spectra

All cuts simultaneousy optimized on MC γ-rays & off-source data



H.E.S.S. Cut Efficiency

Standard Cut Efficiency Standard Cut Eff. at 20o

Cut No Geom. No Geom. No Geom. All Cut All Cut All Cut
Style Data % Q Data % Q
Std 48.9 2.4 3.2 34.4 0.0094 35.5

Hard 15.3 0.23 3.2 12.8 0.00075 46.9
Loose 83.8 9.2 2.8 68.4 0.11 20.6

γ % γ %



H.E.S.S. g-rates & Energy Threshold 

Energy threshold defined as the peak of the expected count rate vs energy
There are detected g-rays below this value

HEGRA Crab spectrum assumed here



H.E.S.S. 4 Telescope Sensitivity

From:
Predicted MC γ-ray rate (passing  std. cuts) 

& Actual data rate  (passing std. cuts)

Detection time for standard cuts 
(zenith angle=20o, offset = 0.5o):

0.01  Crab in ~25 hrs
0.05  Crab in ~1 hr
0.10  Crab in ~20 min
0.50  Crab in ~1.5 min
1.00  Crab in ~30 sec

For comparison: 
HEGRA needed ~100 hrs to
detect 5s from a 5% Crab source 

PRELIMINARY

Time Required for a 5σ Detection





Energy Estimation Mean Energy of γ-rays at 20o

A lookup table for each telescope
at 13 zenith angles from 0o to 70o

● Interpolate in cos(Z) 
● Filled using g-MC & true impact parameter
● Only events with Db < 25% & passing 

distance cut

Use average of estimates from each 
telescope (passing size & dist. cut)

All 3 plots are the same table with different z-axis ''saturation''



Energy Resolution

Energy resolution for all gamma events passing cuts is ~15%
Expected bias at low energies skews distribution

Energy Resolution at 20o Energy Resolution vs E at 20o



Energy Resolution II

Average Sigma ranges from ~13% at 20o to  ~17% at 70o

Bias is <10% above post-cuts energy threshold (vertical line)!
Typically make spectra above E(+10%) where curve intersects horizontal line

Peak Position vs E at 20o Std. Dev. vs E at 20o



Spectrum 
Technique

20o g-rays

20o g-rays

For each run:
● Determine ''safe'' threshold
● Only use bins above ''safe'' threshold

Get Aeff (Efit, q, offset)

In each useful bin:
● Sum 1/Aeff for On & Off events
● Keep track of exposure (t) for each bin
● Keep track of norm (a) for each bin

dN/dE = ( Σon - α Σoff ) / (t ∆E)

Note: Since use Aeff vs E
fit

, it is strictly correct 

to account for the simultated spectrum with 
which the Aeff were made 



Systematic Errors in Energy Spectra
• Reasonable Crab spectrum

• Γ = 2.63 +/- 0.02

• HEGRA:  2.62 +/- 0.05

• Whipple:  2.49 +/- 0.07 

• I(>1 TeV) = (1.90+- 0.04) x 10-11 cm-2 s-1

• HEGRA:  (1.75 +/- 0.37) x 10-11 cm-2 s-1

• Whipple:  (2.15 +/- 0.43) x 10-11 cm-2 s-1

• Use Crab data set as tool for 
exploring systematic errors

• Systematic error on flux ~20%

• Systematic error on Γ ~0.1

• Several other spectral analysis methods 
give the ''same'' results

• Piron et al., 2001 A&A, 374, 895

Preliminary Crab Spectrum

dN/dE = Io(E / Eo)
−Γ 

Eo= 1 TeV



Standard Analysis Conclusions
Simple & straight-forward!

Promised performance achieved:
100 GeV energy threshold
0.01 Crab in ~25 hrs
Energy resolution ~15%
Core resolution ~10m

Online analysis working:
Know within 1 hour if a source 
has been detected
Energy spectrum possible on 
short time scales

Accurate Spectra above post-
cuts threshold:

Syst. Error on Flux ~20%
Syst. Error on Index ~0.1

Used in majority of publications

Results agree well with more 
complicated techniques:

Talks by M. de Naurois & 
M. Lemoine-Goumard



3D-reconstruction of gamma-ray showers with a stereoscopic

system

Marianne Lemoine-Goumard for the H.E.S.S. Collaboration

Laboratoire Leprince-Ringuet

École Polytechnique - CNRS/IN2P3

F-91128 Palaiseau Cedex, France

We report on a new 3D-reconstruction of γ-ray showers which takes full advantage

of the assets of a stereoscopic system of atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes and of

the fine-grain imaging. The rich information collected by the cameras allows us to

discriminate γ-ray showers and hadronic showers on the basis of two simple proper-

ties of electromagnetic showers : their rotational symmetry with respect to the axis

and their relatively small lateral spread. The performance of the method is presented

in terms of γ-ray efficiency, angular resolution and spectral resolution.

1 Introduction

The method described here is based on a simple 3D-modeling of the light emitted by

an electromagnetic air shower. The rich information contained in several fine-grained

images of such a shower provides enough constraints to allow an accurate reconstruc-

tion, even by means of a simple model essentially based on the rotational symmetry

of the electromagnetic cascade with respect to its incident direction. This allows to

select γ-ray induced showers on the basis of only two criteria with a direct physical

meaning : rotational symmetry and small lateral spread. This method provides an

efficient rejection of hadronic showers even without using the shower direction (par-

ticularly important for the study of extended sources such as Supernova Remnants),

while keeping a γ-ray efficiency as high as 80%. Comparison of this method with

other ones applied in the H.E.S.S. experiment can be found in reference [1].
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2 The reconstruction method

2.1 Modeling assumptions

The most important characteristics of electromagnetic showers is that the spatial dis-

tribution of the emission points of Cherenkov photons and the angular distribution of

these photons with respect to the shower axis, are on average rotationally symmetric

with respect to the shower axis. The 3D-model of γ-ray showers presented here is

based on two simplifying assumptions :

• The emission points of Cherenkov photons are distributed according to a 3-

dimensional Gaussian law with rotational symmetry with respect to the shower

axis; it is thus characterized by the following parameters : the direction of

the shower in the reference frame of the telescope, the position of the core on

the ground, the altitude of shower maximum, the longitudinal (σL) and trans-

verse (σT ) standard deviations of the Gaussian distributions, referred to as “3D-

length” and “3D-width” respectively, and the total number Nc of Cherenkov

photons emitted by the shower. The preceding quantities, referred to as “shower

parameters”, will be determined by a maximum likelihood fit.

• The same anistropic angular distribution of Cherenkov photons with respect to

the shower axis has been assumed for all emission points and for all shower

energies.

2.2 Implementation of the method

The preceding 3D-model enables us to work out the expected number of Cherenkov

photons qth collected by a given pixel of a given telescope as a function of the shower

parameters listed above by an integration along the line of sight of each pixel. The

quantities qth for all pixels, calculated for a set of shower parameters, are further used

to build up a likelihood function for each event including at least two images for a

given shower. The likelihood function for each event is then maximized with respect

to the 8 shower parameters defined above.

3 Gamma-ray selection based on shower shape

3.1 Longitudinal development: physical condition for γ-rays

Since only one length scale, namely the radiation length, governs the development of

electromagnetic showers both longitudinally and laterally, it is convenient to express

characteristic lengths in units of radiation lengths (or equivalently in “air thickness”
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Figure 1: Simulated γ-ray showers:

depth of shower maximum Ds as a func-

tion of the logarithm of the total number

Nc of Cherenkov photons, for different

values of the primary energy E0 (from

left to right: 200 GeV, 500 GeV, 1 TeV,

5 TeV) at zenith.

Figure 2: Showers from a field of view

free of γ-ray source reconstructed as

if they were electromagnetic showers:

depth of shower maximum Ds as a func-

tion of the logarithm of the total number

Nc of Cherenkov photons. The observa-

tion was performed at a zenith angle of

16◦.

in g cm−2). In γ-ray showers, the slant depth of shower maximum (obtained from

the likelihood fit), is correlated to the primary energy, thus to the total number of

Cherenkov photons Nc, as shown by simulations (figure 1). On the other hand, the

fit, as applied to hadron showers, sometimes converges towards very small or, more

often towards very large depths (figure 2). Thus we can define another constraint

characterizing γ-rays : the fitted parameters Ds (in g cm−2) and Nc are required to

satisfy the following condition :

61.5 (lnNc − 13.5 + T (ζ)) ≤ Ds ≤ 61.5 (lnNc − 10 + T (ζ)) + 300 (1)

with T (ζ) = 3.28(1−cos ζ), this last term being introduced since the relation between

the reconstructed value of Nc and the estimated value of the primary energy depends

on ζ. Events satisfying condition (1) are represented in the region between the two

straight lines shown in figure 1 for showers at zenith.

3.2 Lateral development of the shower

The potentiality of the 3D-width σT for discriminating γ-rays from hadrons is illus-

trated in figure 3, obtained from the analysis of H.E.S.S. data (4 hours live time) taken
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Figure 3: Distribution of σT for γ-rays

(dotted line) obtained from real data taken

on PKS2155 by subtracting the background

from on-source data; the background distri-

bution is given by the solid line.
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Figure 4: θ2 distribution.from data

taken on PKS2155-304 in 2004: (a)

Filled circles: “on source” region.

(b) Crosses: background control

regions.(c) The curve is the fitted

point-spread function.

in 2004 on the blazar PKS2155-304 with a mean zenith angle of 30◦ and an offset an-

gle of 0.5◦. The background contribution was obtained from 5 off-source regions with

the same acceptance as the source region. As one can see on this figure, the hadronic

showers which fit the model are generally much broader than electromagnetic ones,

due to the higher transverse momenta of secondary particles in strong interactions.

It is also convenient to express σT in “air thickness” in g cm−2, i.e. to use the

quantity σ′

T = σT ρ(zmax), in which ρ(zmax) is the density of air at the altitude

zmax of the barycentre. For simulated γ-ray showers of different primary energies,

the depth of shower maximum Ds is plotted versus σ′

T in figure 5, both quantities

being reconstructed by the fit and expressed in g cm−2. Simulations show that, on

average, σ′

T scales with Ds (figure 5); this property results from the variation of the

Cherenkov threshold with Ds. Consequently, the dimensionless ratio ω = σ′

T /Ds

follows a distribution which, in the absence of reconstruction errors, would be inde-

pendent of the γ-ray energy and zenith angle. In the following, the quantity ω will

be referred to as the “reduced 3D-width”. Figure 6 shows the σT distributions for

1 TeV γ-ray showers at zenith angles 0◦ , 46◦ and 60◦; in contrast, figure 7 shows the

corresponding distributions for the reduced 3D-width ω, almost identical and concen-

trated in the region ω < 0.002; only a small extension towards higher values appears

at large zenith angles.
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Figure 5: Simulated γ-ray showers: depth of shower maximum Ds as a function of

the 3D-width σ′

T (both reconstructed by the fit and expressed in g cm−2), for different

values of the primary energy E0: from top to bottom, 200 GeV, 500 GeV, 1 TeV, the

last plot is the superposition of the preceding ones. The straight lines are intended to

guide the eye.

4 Performance of the method

4.1 Gamma-ray selection efficiency

The similarity between the distributions of ω at different zenith angles and energies

allows to select γ-rays by using the same criterium ω < 2×10−3 for all conditions of

observation. On the basis of γ-ray simulations at different zenith angles and energies,
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Figure 6: 3D width distributions for

1 TeV γ-ray showers at zenith angles 0◦

, 46◦ and 60◦ (from left to right).
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Figure 7: Distributions of the reduced

3D-width at zenith angles 0◦ , 46◦ and

60◦ for 1 TeV γ-ray showers.
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1 TeV γ-rays on axis as a function of

the zenith angle, for showers viewed

by 2 telescopes (triangles), 3 telescopes

(squares) and 4 telescopes (circles) re-

spectively.
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the selection efficiency εs for γ-rays is defined as the fraction of events accepted

by the fit and satisfying both the physical condition (1) and ω < 2 × 10−3. At

this level, the selection is only based on the shower shape, not on its direction, as is

relevant in the study of extended sources. Figure 8 shows the variation of εs at zenith

as a function of the primary energy for showers viewed by 2, 3 and 4 telescopes.

Similarly, the variation of εs as a function of the zenith angle is shown in figure 9 for

1 TeV γ-rays; The relatively high value of εs (> 80% between 100 GeV and 3 TeV

at zenith) and its smooth variation over a large range of energies and zenith angles are

particularly well suited to spectral analysis.

4.2 Angular resolution

The angular resolution is characterized by the “point-spread function” (PSF), i.e. the

distribution of the angle θ between the reconstructed direction and that of the source.

Figure 4 shows the θ2 distribution obtained from the H.E.S.S. data (4 hours live time)

taken in 2004 on the blazar PKS2155-304. The PSF is obtained after background

subtraction. It is well fitted by a linear superposition of two exponential laws in θ2; the

narrower one characterized by σ1, is thus superimposed to a broader halo. Figure 10,

also obtained from simulations, shows the variation of the spread of the central spot

σ1 as a function of the γ-ray energy for different zenith angles and on-axis showers;

all events viewed by 2, 3 or 4 telescopes are included. This spread is practically

always smaller than 0.06◦ (about 4′) and remains fairly constant at energies greater

than 1 TeV. In order to take the halo into account, one can also characterize the angular

distribution by the angular radius R68 of the cone centered on the true γ-ray direction

and containing 68% of the reconstructed axes. Its variation as a function of the γ-ray

energy for different zenith angles is shown in figure 11.

5 Energy resolution

The energy E0 of the primary γ-ray is reconstructed calorimetrically from the to-

tal number of Cherenkov photons Nc obtained from the fit. If the 3D-model of the

shower described above were a perfect representation of the electromagnetic shower,

Nc would be, on average, almost1 proportional to E0. As a matter of fact, simulations

of γ-ray showers for fixed values of E0, show that the average value of ln Nc (noted

as < ln Nc >), obtained from the likelihood fit, varies almost linearly with ln E0 for

fixed observing conditions, namely: number of telescopes viewing the shower nT ,

direction of the telescope axes (i.e. zenith angle ζ), direction of the shower axis (i.e.

1The variation of the Cherenkov threshold as a function of the altitude makes this statement only ap-

proximative.
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Figure 10: Central spot spread σ1, as a

function of γ-ray energy for zenith an-

gles 0◦ (circles), 46◦ (squares) and 60◦

(triangles).
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dence level region,as a function of γ-
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ted lines show the effect of an addi-

tional cutoff requiring at least two im-

ages whose centre of gravity is within 2◦

from the camera centre.

offset angle α). However, as an effect of the approximations of the 3D-model used

in the fit, the coefficients a and b in the formula < ln Nc >= a lnE0 + b depend on

the observing conditions. Therefore, the estimator is based essentially on the value of

Nc, but also on nT , ζ, α and distance of the shower core dT . Simulations for fixed

values of these parameters provide a relation between < ln Nc > and ln E0 which can

be generalized to arbitrary values of ζ, α and dT through interpolations. This same

relation is then used for a given event satisfying the likelihood fit to find the energy

estimator Er as a function of Nc, nT , ζ, α and dT . The distribution of ln(Er/E0)
is found to be Gaussian to a good approximation for all observing conditions. These

Gaussian distributions are characterized by their bias δ =< ln(Er/E0) > and their

standard deviation σ(ln(Er/E0)) ≈ ∆Er/Er. The variations of δ and of ∆Er/Er

with energy at different zenith angles are shown in figure 12.

6 Conclusion

The reconstruction method described above is conceptually simple and has been suc-

cesfully applied to H.E.S.S. data. With a minimal set of cuts, the selection efficiency
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Figure 12: Energy measurement at different zenith angles ζ. Open symbols: bias δ

in ln(Er/E0) as a function of the true primary energy E0; filled symbols: standard

deviation of ln(Er/E0) as a function of E0.Circles are for ζ = 0◦, squares for ζ =
46◦ and triangles for ζ = 60◦.

is rather uniform between 10 GeV and 10 TeV and of the order of 80%. In addition,

the distribution of the “reduced 3D-width” ω, is found to be almost independent of

the γ-ray energy and zenith angle and γ-rays can be efficiently selected by requiring

ω < 2 × 10−3 for all observing conditions. This criterium provides a γ-ray/hadron

discrimination completely independent of simulations.
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Why other analyses ?

HESS targets : point-like sources
extended sources
galactic plane survey

Allow some cross-checks with the standard analysis

Full information from stereoscopy and high-definition imaging
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Objectives and Assumptions of the 3D-Model

 Parameters in 3D = natural framework for stereoscopic observations
 Correlations between views automatically taken into account 
 Use direct pixel information (and not just the Hillas parameters)

Objectives :

2 simplifying assumptions :

   Origins of Cherenkov photons : the origins of Cherenkov photons are 
distributed following a 3D axially symmetric gaussian law.

Angular distribution of Cherenkov photons : simple law taken from 
simulation and assumed to be independent of the position of the emission point 
and of the energy of the primary gamma-ray.
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Discussion of the assumptions :
1. longitudinal profile

Height (m)

Log(Ne)

Real longitudinal profile

Gaussian distribution

Only contributes for a 
few percent of collected 
photons

Average longitudinal profile of a 200 GeV 
gamma-ray shower
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Discussion of the assumptions
2. the lateral profile

● The fitted 3D-width for gamma-rays is in most cases 
smaller than 20 m at a typical distance of 10 km :
➔ This struture is viewed under an angle of 2 mrad 

=> smaller than the pixel size
➔ No need for a more accurate description of the 

lateral distribution
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Discussion of the assumptions
3. Angular distribution
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The 3D-Model


1


2


3

8 parameters to be fitted : 
position of the core, direction of the shower, 
altitude of maximum, number of photons in 
the shower, 3D-length and 3D-width

For each pixel, calculate the expected 
number of photons by an analytical 
integration along the line of sight 
Minimize  χ²  by comparing to the 4 
experimental images (with 4 telescopes)
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Fit discrimination

The fit requires axial symmetry

=> 80% of hadrons rejected 
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Further step in gammma-hadron discrimination :
An effective parameter : the 3D-width of the shower

PKS 2155 data 2004
Reconstructed 3D-width smaller for gamma-rays than for hadrons
=> parameter that discriminate gamma-rays from remaining hadrons

Gammas + Hadrons
Data (gammas + Hadrons)

OFF (Hadrons)

ON 
(Gammas + Hadrons)

OFF 
(Hadrons)

3D-width with gamma-
rays simulated

3D-width obtained 
with real data 
(PKS2155)

Gammas

Ev
en

ts

OFFGammas

OFF
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An effective parameter : the 3D-width of the 
shower

PKS 2155 data 2004

Only 3 and 4 telescopes events are kept 

Gammas

Hadrons
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ρ(zmax) * 3D-width (g/cm²)

Th
ic

kn
es

s (
g/

c m
²)

200 GeV

1 TeV

5 TeV

Strong correlation between the slant thickness at 
shower maximum and density(zmax) * 3D-width

We can use a new 
parameter : 
ρ*width/thickness
=> independent of the 
zenith angle

Gamma-ray 
Simulations
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Strong correlation between the slant thickness at 
shower maximum and rho(zmax) * 3D-width

Cherenkov threshold = 42 MeV

Cherenkov threshold = 26 MeV

ρ(zmax) * 3D-width (g/cm²)

Th
ic

kn
e s

s(
g/

cm
²)
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The reduced 3D-Width

The radiation length is the scale that governs the longitudinal and 
transverse development of electromagnetic showers.

The reduced 3D-width is a quantity that enables us to take into 
account the atmospheric inhomogeneity =>
equivalent homogeneous calorimeter if the reconstruction errors 
were null.
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The distribution becomes independent of the zenith angle :
1 TeV Simulations 

3D-width Reduced 3D-width
0°

46°

60°

0°

46°
60°

The reduced 3D-width

This cut is almost independent of the zenith angle and of the energy 
of the primary gamma-ray
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ln(numphot)

th
ic

kn
e s

s

Gamma-rays
Hadrons

125 GeV

200 GeV

1 TeV

5 TeV

Events compatible with a physical EM 
shower are kept
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Efficiency for gamma-rays
(convergence of the fit for physical events + cut on the reduced 3D-width)

4 tels events
3 tels events
2 tels events

Simulations at zenith

More than 80% 
efficiency from 100 GeV 
to 3 TeV

After image cleaning
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Angular resolution as a function of energy

Results obtained from simulations

For all physical events 
passing the cut in 
reduced 3D-width

Bias

Sigma of the 
gaussian
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Results obtained on PKS 2155
4 hours live time taken in 2004 with the full array of 4 telescopes
Mean zenith angle = 30 degrees
22 sigma
697 gamma-rays

Angular resolution of the signal of 0.06 
degrees (combining all telescopes)

Only 3 and 4 tels events => angular 
resolution improved to 0.045 degree 
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Energy estimationEnergy estimation

➔Variable calculated : Nb of cherenkov photons in the shower
➔Calibration from simulations : ln(Eestimated) = a + b * ln(Nphot)
➔ a and b depend on the zenith angle

1 TeV simulation at zenith
Simulations at zenith
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Energy resolution for events with >= 3 tels

Biases are smaller than 10 %
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Check of spectral reconstruction with the 
3D-Model

Power-law simulation 
with -2.2 spectral index at 
26 degrees zenith angle

Spectral index obtained  = 
-2.213 +/- 0.015
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“Summary”

1. The 3D-Model is a very simple model using a cut on a physical 
parameter of the shower : the reduced 3D-width 

2. No need of any lookup tables nor templates generated with 
simulations

3. The gamma-ray efficiency is better than 80% , the angular 
resolution is close to 0.05 degree and the energy resolution is close 
to 15%

4. The reduced 3D-width is a discriminating parameter that can 
also be used in an advanced background subtraction method
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The weighting method

g(width)

h(width)

By using a maximum likelihood 
method, based on the different 3D-
width ditributions for gamma-rays 
and hadrons, we find the number 
of each type of event in each pixel

See poster 
by Marianne Lemoine-Goumard 
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Result obtained on the SNR 
RXJ1713.7-3946
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Ground based Cherenkov telescope systems measure astrophysical γ-ray emission

against a background of cosmic ray induced air-showers. The subtraction of this

background is a major challenge for the extraction of the spectra and morphology

of gamma-ray sources. The new generation of ground based very-high-energy γ-ray

experiments have greatly increased the sensitivity of the technique, resulting in the

detection of many unidentified and extended sources. The analysis of such sources

requires a range of different background modeling techniques. Here we describe

some of the techniques that have been applied to data from the H.E.S.S. instrument

and compare their performance.

1 Introduction

Ground based very-high-energyγ-ray telescope systems such as H.E.S.S. [1], MAGIC

[2], VERITAS [3] and CANGAROO-3 [4] have greatly increased the sensitivity of the

Atmospheric Cherenkov Technique. However, these instruments can only reach their

full potential if systematic effects are brought fully under control. A major system-

atic problem facing experiments of this type is the subtraction of the background of

non-γ-ray induced air-showers. This background can be dramatically reduced using

image shape selection criteria, but cannot be removed completely. The background is

dominantly hadronic CR showers at energies above a few hundred GeV, with cosmic-

ray electrons increasingly important at low energies and after tight image selection

cuts. We note that only incorrect background subtraction (or miscounting of statistic

trials) can produce an artificial source.

For single telescope instruments (for example the pioneering Whipple telescope

[5]) the classical approach to background subtraction was the on/off observing mode.

In this mode observation runs centred on the target source are interspersed with equal

length observations of an empty field at equal zenith angle (typically a region offset

in Right Ascension by half an hour). As the background is in principle equal in the

two runs, the difference between them provides a measurement of the γ-ray signal.

A major drawback of this approach is that only half of the available dark time can
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be used On-source. The wobble-mode pioneered by the HEGRA collaboration [6]

avoids this problem by keeping the target in the field of view (FOV) at all times, but

with an alternating offset relative to the camera centre (typical ± 0.5◦ in declination).

A background estimate can then be derived from the opposite side of the FOV from

the same run as the On-data.

For wide FOV instruments the probability of serendipitous detection of non-

targeted sources rises dramatically (particularly for observations close to the Galac-

tic plane). The discovery of such serendipitous sources (for example HESS J1303-

631 [7]) required background models that can be applied to the whole FOV of the in-

strument. This is of course also true for surveys, and has proved extremely successful

in the recent discovery of > 10 new γ-ray sources in a survey of the inner galaxy with

H.E.S.S. [8]. Extended sources such as RX J1713.7-3946 [9] and Vela Junior [10]

present additional difficulties for background subtraction.

The four main types of background model are introduced below.

2 Background Models

With cuts on image shape the cosmic-ray background can be reduced by a factor of

∼100. The remaining background of γ-like events must be estimated to derive the sig-

nificance of any possible γ-ray signal. Given a number of counts Non in a test region,

and Noff in a background control region, the γ-ray excess is defined as Nexcess =
Non − α Noff . The parameter α reflects the relative acceptance A of the test region

and the control region, and can be defined as: α =
∫∫

Aondφ dθ/
∫∫

Aoffdφ dθ. The

statistical significance (S) of the excess is typically calculated following the prescrip-

tion of Li & Ma [11] (equation 17). The task of a background model is to provide

the quantities Noff and α. A choice of background regions such that α ≪ 1 results in

general in higher statistical significance, but may also result in increased systematic

errors. The principle difficulty in deriving a background estimate is to find the correct

value of α. For on/off observations α is normally given as the ratio of the exposure

time of the on and off runs (sometimes weighted by the overall event rate in the two

runs). In general α is the ratio of the effective exposure integrated in time and angular

space over the on and off regions.

In most of the models described here some knowledge of the system acceptance

function A is required to generate an excess map. Although in general A is a function

of both θ and φ it is often a good approximation to use a radially symmetric model

A(r). The shape of the radial acceptance is both energy and zenith angle dependent,

and can be determined on a run-wise basis or extracted from a dataset of empty field

observations. Figure 1 shows the zenith angle dependence of the radial system accep-

tance extracted from such a data set. A smooth variation with zenith angle is apparent.
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Figure 1: The variation of radial system acceptance with zenith angle. The data are

selected from a large (> 100 hour) sample of empty field observations.

The variation of radial acceptance in different FOVs at the same zenith angle is rather

small for H.E.S.S., < 3% within 1◦ of the observation position and < 10% out to 3◦.

The energy dependance of the acceptance is much stronger, greatly complicating the

use of models that require an acceptance correction for spectral analysis. Deviations

from radial symmetry occur most commonly in the form of linear gradients across the

field. Such gradients are expected at large zenith angles due to the significant (zenith

angle induced) change in event rate across the field. However, for moderate zenith

angles (< 45◦) such effects are generally small (< 5%).

A method that is robust in the face of linear gradients in arbitrary directions is

the Ring-background model. In this model a ring around the trial source position (in

celestial coordinates) is used to provide a background estimate for any point in the

field of view. For this method the parameter α is approximately the ratio of the solid

angle of the ring (of typical radius 0.5◦) to the trial source region Ωon/Ωoff , and is

typically ∼1/7. This method is illustrated schematically in figure 2 (left).

The Reflected-Region-background was originally developed for wobble observa-

tions, but can be applied to any part of the field of view displaced from the observation

position. For each trial source position a ring of noff off-regions is used (see figure 2

right). Each off-region is the same size and shape as the on-region and has equal offset

to the observation position. In the general case as many off-regions as possible are fit
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Figure 2: Count map of γ-like events from 5 hours of H.E.S.S. observations of the

active galaxy PKS 2155 [12]. The ring- (left) and reflected-region- (right) background

models are illustrated schematically.

in to the ring whilst avoiding the area close to the test position to prevent contamina-

tion of the background estimate by mis-reconstructed γ-rays. Due to the equal offset

of on- and off- regions from the pointing direction of the system, no radial acceptance

correction is required with this method and α is just 1/noff . This is particularly help-

ful for spectral analysis where an energy-dependent radial acceptance function would

otherwise be required.

The template-background model was first developed for the HEGRA instrument

and is described in [13]. This method uses background events displaced in image

shape parameter space rather than in angular space. A subset of events failing γ-

ray selection cuts are taken as indicative of the local background level. One issue

concerning this model is that the system responds differently to the hadron-like events,

resulting in a different radial acceptance function. The ratio of the gamma-ray and

hadron acceptances is thus required to determine α. This method has the advantage

that the background is determined in the same region as the signal and hence any

localised problem, for example due to a bright star, will affect both.

The final method considered here is the field-of-view-model. The entire field (ex-

cluding regions of known γ-ray emission) is used for the normalisation of an accep-
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tance model to the data and the acceptance ratio α approaches zero. The acceptance

model is derived from empty field observations. The advantage of this model is that

can be readily applied to extended sources and results in the highest possible statisti-

cal significance. However, the method is very sensitive to any deviations of the true

system acceptance from the model applied.

Another method that has been applied to H.E.S.S. data is the weighting method.

Related to the template background, this approach is described in detail elsewhere in

these proceedings [14].

3 Model Comparison

A satisfactory background model must meet two main criteria: that it produces a

normal distribution of significance for an empty field; and that it produces an excess

compatible with other model estimates when a significant signal exists. To test the first

of these criteria, the four main background models described here have been applied

to the FOV around the supernova remnant SN 1006, a source for which no evidence of

γ-ray emission has been found by H.E.S.S. [15]. Figure 3 shows significance maps of

the field derived using the four models. The maps show statisfactory agreement with

the exception of the region close to a bright (mB = 2.5) star in the lower right of the

FOV. Bright stars cause a reduction in the local rate of background events, producing

a dip in all maps except that derived using a template-background. For the particular

choice of hadron-like events employed here, the template model over-corrects for the

dip in the γ-ray acceptance.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of significance for independent bins the field of

view of SN 1006 for the ring and reflected-region models. Despite the influence of

the bright star the distributions show statisfactory agreement with the expected normal

Gaussian.

A systematic comparison of the γ-ray excess estimated by different background

models has been performed for the whole H.E.S.S. 2004 Galactic plane survey. Fig-

ure 5 shows the correlation between the excesses derived using ring- and template

background models. The correlation is close to linear over a large dynamic range.

The spread is consistent with statistical fluctuations in Noff .

4 Conclusions

Several different background models are available for ground based Cherenkov as-

tronomy. Different models are appropriate for different purposes. Searches for weak

sources are best performed with the robust ring-background model and/or template-

background. For spectral analysis the reflected-region-background is favoured. Ex-
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Figure 3: Statistical Significance maps for the field around the supernova remnant

SN 1006 derived using four different background models. 6 hours of 4-telescope

H.E.S.S. data are used. The white star in each field marks the position of a bright

mB = 2.5 star.

tracting the morphology of extended sources is often most reliable with the on/off,

field-of-view or template models. In general, a comparison of several models (with

different systematics) is necessary to establish the existence of a new source. It is

important to remember that the estimated statistical significance of a source is largely

irrelevant if background systematics are not under control.
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The MAGIC Telescope has a 577 pixel photo-multiplier tube (PMT) camera which

requires precise and regular calibration over a large dynamic range. A system for

the optical calibration consisting of a number of ultra-fast and powerful LED pulsers

is used. We calibrate each pixel using the F-Factor Method with signals in three

different wavelengths. The light intensity is variable in the range of 4 to 700 photo-

electrons per PMT. We achieve an absolute calibration by comparing the signal of

the pixels with the one obtained from a 1 cm2 PIN diode. This device is calibrated

with the emission lines of two different gamma-emitters (241Am and 133Ba) which

produce a precise reference signal in the active region of the PIN diode. The time

resolution of the entire MAGIC read-out system has been measured to about 700 ps

at intensities of 10 photo-electrons reaching 200 ps at 100 photo-electrons. With an

external calibration trigger, it is possible to take calibration events interlaced with

normal data at a rate of 50 Hz. The entire system has been used on-site for one year.

1 Introduction

The MAGIC Telescope [1] houses a camera of 397 inner pixels (0.1◦φ) and 180 outer

pixels (0.2◦φ), each read out with 300 MSample/s flash-ADCs [2] and an optical link

of 260 MHz bandwidth to transfer the electronic signal over 160 m to the counting

house. The quantum efficiency (QE) of the MAGIC PMTs strongly depend on the

incident wavelength. Moreover, differences in the exact shape of QE(λ) between

PMTs had been observed. It is therefore desirable to calibrate the PMT response at

different wavelengths.

We use a system of very fast (3–4 ns FWHM) and powerful (108–1010 pho-

tons/sr) light emitting diodes [3] (NISHIA, single quantum well) in three different

wavelengths (370 nm, 460 nm and 520 nm) and different intensities (up to 700 photo-

electrons per inner pixel and pulse) so that we are able to check the linearity of the

whole readout chain.
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2 Excess noise factor method

In the last year, the camera was calibrated using the F-Factor. Assuming that the

number of photons impinging on the photo-cathode has a Poisson variance, that the

photon detection efficieny is independent from the place where and under which angle

the photo-electron is released and that the excess noise introduced by the readout

chain does not depend on the signal amplitude, one can derive [4]: Nphe = F 2
·

µ2/(σ2

1
− σ2

0
)

Here, σ0 describes the signal extractor resolution (mostly due to noise of the

night sky background), σ1 the measured standard deviation of the signal peak and µ

is mean reconstructed (and pedestal-subtracted) signal. F stands for the excess noise

factor, previously measured in the lab.

The method yields one value of Nphe per pixel the average of which is used to

extract an averaged photo-electron fluence per light pulse and inner pixel < Nphe >.

All reconstructed signals from observation data are then multiplied with a conversion

factor ci
phe

=< Nphe > ∗Ri
area

/µi where i stands for the pixel index and Ri
area

for

the ratio of covered areas. Ri
area is 1 for all inner pixels and 4 for all outer pixels.

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the mean number of photo-electrons over one

night. One can see that, despite some long-term dependency, < Nphe > remains sta-

ble to about 1% on minute scales. More precise investigations revealed a dependency

of the light output with ambient temperature of about 2 %/K .

Figure 2 right shows < Nphe >, calculated at different intensities and with dif-

ferent light colours.

3 PIN-Diode method

We measured the absolute light flux with a PIN diode, situated at 105 cm distance

from the calibration light pulser and read out with a charge sensitive pre-amplifier

(shaping time 1 µs) [3]. The PIN diode was calibrated with an 241Am source emitting

59.95 keV photons and a 133Ba source having an emission line at 81.0 keV [5]. The

assumed average energy to create an electron-hole pair by ionization is 3.62 eV at

20◦C producing a peak in the recorded PIN Diode spectrum due to photo-absorption.

Figure 3 shows the obtained spectra and the signals from two typical calibration light

pulses. The quantum efficiency of the diode was obtained by comparison with a

calibrated PIN diode. An average QE is obtained by folding the LED spectrum with

the QE for each wavelength.

Table 1 shows the result of two dedicated calibration runs where both calibration

methods (F-Factor and PIN Diode) have been applied to the same data. One can see

a good agreement between the two results, although there is still need to reduce the
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Figure 1: Evolution of the mean number of photo-electrons over one night.

systematic uncertainties (see caption).

Number of LEDs fired < Nphe > < Nphe >

F-Factor Method PIN Diode Methode

10 Leds Blue 291±3 294±3

20 Leds Blue 605±6 613±6

Table 1: Average number of photo-electrons for one pixel, calculated with both cal-

ibration methods for two different light intensities. For the PIN Diode Method, an

additional systematic error of +8−6% and for the F-Factor Method, ±5% plus possi-

ble degradations of the overall PMT quantum efficiency and transmission coefficients

have to be added.

4 Time Calibration

The photo-multipliers introduce a time delay, the “transit time (TT)”, in the amplified

photo-electrons signal, depending on the applied high-voltage (HV). Together with

smaller relative delays due to different lengths of the optical fibers, these delays have
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Figure 2: Mean reconstructed number of photo-electrons vs. mean reconstructed

charge at various intensities.

to be calibrated relatively to each other in order to obtain a correct timing information

for the analysis.

Using the light pulser at different intensities, we measured the time offsets and

time spreads of the readout and detection chain. Event by event, the reconstructed

arrival time difference of every channel with respect to a reference channel was mea-

sured and its mean and RMS calculated. The former yields the measured relative time

offset while the latter is the convolution of the arrival time resolution of the measured

and the reference channel.

Figure 4 shows the time offset versus the applied HV for each PMT. Like ex-

pected, one can see a clear anti-correlation. The smaller the applied HV, the longer

the signal takes to travel from the first dynode to the anode.

Figure 5 shows the time resolution (RMS of the arrival time differences his-

togram, divided by the square root of 2), measured at different intensities. The mea-

surements have been fitted by the following function:

∆T =

√

T 2

1

< Q > /phe
+

T 2

2

< Q >2 /phe2
+ T 2

0
. (1)

where T1 parameterizes the combination of intrinsic arrival time spread of the
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Figure 3: Spectra taken with the PIN Diode and various sources: bottom: 241Am with

a 60 keV photon emission line, center: 133Ba with a photon emission line at 81 keV

and a Compton egde at 207 keV, top: the spectrum obtained from light pulses with

two combinations of LEDs.

photons from the light pulser and the transit time spread of the PMT, T2 parameterizes

the reconstruction error due to background noise and limited extractor resolution and

T0 is a constant offset which might be due to the residual FADC clock jitter.

5 Conclusions

The LEDs pulser calibration system has been used to calibrate the MAGIC camera

for about one year. If run in standard mode, it fires UV-pulses of 370 nm in ded-

icated calibration runs and additionally as interlaced calibration events with a fre-

quency of 50 Hz. This frequency allows to accumulate enough statistics before reach-

ing the typical time scales of residual short-term fluctuations of the optical transmis-

sion gains. The camera is such continuously monitored and re-calibrated using the

F-Factor method.

In dedicated calibration runs with different colours and intensities, the response

of the system and signal extraction methods [6] have been tested.

Using a calibrated PIN Diode, the light flux of the pulser has been measured with
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Figure 4: Calibrated arrival time offsets ∆T vs. applied HV.

an independent method yielding consistent results with the F-Factor method. The

systematic error of both methods is still above 5% (8% for the PIN Diode method)

and will be reduced in the future.

Using the light pulses to calibrate the arrival times extracted from each channel,

we find an upper limit to the time resolution of the MAGIC telescope for cosmics

pulses of:

∆Tcosmics ≈

√

4 ns2

< Q > /phe
+

20 ns2

< Q >2 /phe2
+ 0.04 ns2. (2)
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• The MAGIC readout hardware
• The calibration system hardware
• Results of different calibration schemes
• Outlook



The MAGIC signal readout 
scheme



What do we need to calibrate?

•• FlatFlat--fielding of camerafielding of camera
• Inter-calibration: inner and outer pixels
• Rejection of mal-functioning channels



What do we need to calibrate?

• Relative signal response (software flat-fielding), dep. on color
• Absolute signal response (quantum eff., abs. gain, etc.)



What do we need to calibrate?

• Amplification ratio high-gain vs. low-gain channel.



What do we need to calibrate?

• Linearity of entire amplification chain



What do we need to calibrate?

• Relative Transmission delays (time)



What do we need to calibrate?

• Dependency of calibration factors on time, temperature, 
humidity, etc…

• Long-term stability



The Calibration Hardware

• Nishia single quantum-well LEDs
• Light pulses in 3 colors 
(UV, blue and green)

• LEDs driven by avalanche transistor
circuit - 16 individual channels



The Calibration Hardware

• Nishia single quantum-well LEDs
• Light pulses in 3 colors 
(UV, blue and green)

• Different intensities over 
dynamic range of 200: 
from 3 to 600 phes/inner pixel. 

• LEDs driven by avalanche transistor
circuit - 16 individual channels



The Calibration Hardware

• Nishia single quantum-well LEDs
• Light pulses in 3 colors 
(UV, blue and green)

• Different intensities over 
dynamic range of factor 300 

• Match pulse width of cosmics



The Calibration Hardware

• Nishia single quantum-well LEDs
• Light pulses in 3 colors 
(UV, blue and green)

• Different intensities over 
dynamic range of factor 300 

• Match pulse width of cosmics
• Trigger available over wide range
of frequences: 
E.g.: - Calibration run: 500 Hz

- Data run with interlaced 
calibration events: 50Hz

- Test runs up to: 4 kHz



The Calibration Hardware

• Continuous light LEDs in 4 colors 
(UV, blue/green, amber, red)

• 3 blinded pixels for single 
phe-counting

• Calibrated PIN-Diode to measure
absolute light flux



The Calibration Hardware
(future)

• Soon coming: Nd-Yag Laser 
• Short pulses (<1 ns)
• 355 nm wavelength
• Can reach 12000 photons/cm2

in MAGIC camera.

• Absolute calibrated Silicon PMs
additional to PIN Diode 
(for photon flux measurement)

• Some “blinded HPDs” for 
single phe counting
(of type for future MAGIC-II
camera). 



Relative signal response -
software flat-fielding



Why calibrate with different 
colors?

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (LZW) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

• Not all PMTs have same 
quantum efficiency spectra! 

o Two production cycles

o Effects of coating

• Differences in green and red

• Important for high zenith-angle 
observations.



Absolute signal response: 
F-Factor Method

µ
σ

• If the F-Factor of the a PMT is 
known,  the conversion to phe’s
can be calculated:

F =
(signal /noise)INPUT

(signal /noise)OUTPUT

= nphe ⋅
σ 2 −σ ped

2

µ −µped

nphe = F 2 ⋅
(µ −µped )2

σ 2 −σ ped
2

• Then, “flat-field” the camera on the phe-level:

cconv =
< nphe

inner > ⋅
APIX

APIX
INNER ⋅ fcorr (cos(ϑ ))

µ



Absolute signal response: 
F-Factor Method

nphe = F 2 ⋅
(µ −µped )2

σ 2 −σ ped
2



Extractor-Dependency:



Absolute signal response:
PIN Diode Method:

• Calibrated PIN Diode to measure absolute 
light flux at 1 m distance from light pulser.

• Used 133Ba source to calibrate response:

3.61 eV/e-h for fast electron.

1*QE(λ) e-h per (LED pulser) photon.

• Other sources planned (241Am). 



Absolute signal response:
PIN Diode Method:

• Calibrated PIN Diode to measure 
absolute light flux at 1 m distance 
from light pulser.

• Quantum efficiency measured to              
1% accuracy.

• Results only preliminary! 



Absolute signal response:
The Blind Pixel Method

• First version installed last year,
but too much noise from LONS 
(shaping time too long, too high 
systematic error).

• Now three blinded pixels with gains 
> 105 and different light filters
(not yet fully operational).

• QE measured to 1% precision.
• Light can hit only central part of
photo-cathode - > Collection efficiency 
better under control.



Absolute signal response: 
Single phe response?

• Current readout system does not yet permit to perform a 
single phe calibration.

• But soon new GHz-FADCs! (see presentation H. Bartko)



High-gain vs. Low-gain 
amplification

• The relative amplification ratio between high-gain and low-gain
channel has to be calibrated. 

• Some signal extractor dependency, however correlation very good
in most cases. 



Arrival Time Calibration 

• Relative signal 
delays have to be
calibrated.

• Use calibration 
system for
measurement of 
time resolution.

• Time Resolution:
• 4 phes: 1 ns
• 10 phes: 0.7 ns
• 100 phes: 0.25 ns



Relative Fluctuations of 
conversion factors 

• Some time-dependent 
variation of the gains of 
the optical transmitters 
were expected and 
monitored with the 
interlaced calibration 
events at 50 Hz. 



Relative Fluctuations of 
conversion factors 

• Some time-dependent 
variation of the gains of 
the optical transmitters 
were expected and 
monitored with the 
interlaced calibration 
events at 50 Hz. 
• Very few pixels show 
sudden drops in gain. 



Relative Fluctuations of 
conversion factors 

• Some time-dependent 
variation of the gains of 
the optical transmitters 
were expected and 
monitored with the 
interlaced calibration 
events at 50 Hz. 
• In general amplitude of 
variation about 3.5% for 
inner pixels and 7% for
outer ones.



Dependency of calibration factors 
from temperature, humidity, etc.. 

• Unfortunately some dependency of signal conversion factors
with temperature (mostly due to VCSels).

• Fully temperature-stabilized camera! 



Dependency of pulser light 
output on temperature 

• Noticeable dependency 
on light output in “warm up”
phase. 

• Important whenever there are
rapid interruptions and 
recovering of data taking 
(e.g. due to rain).

• Can be corrected for with 
interlaced calibration events



After-pulses from green and blue 
LEDs pulses

• Green and blue LEDs pulses 
show secondary pulses after 10-20 ns.

• Can be cured with appropriate
signal extractor (digital filter) 
(see poster presentation)

tail no tail



Conclusions
• LEDs Pulser system working at La Palma since more than 1 year.
• Calibration in 3 colors over dynamic range 200.
• Currently take 1 dedicated calibration run before observation of each   
new source, then interlaced calibration events at 50 Hz. 
• No stable single-phe response possible with current system

-> have to rely on F-Factor method. 
• Additional absolute light calibrations with a PIN Diode and  

blinded pixels.
• Results cross-checked by muon ring calibration (see poster F.Goebel)
• Achieve a time resolution of about 700 ps at 10 phes, 

about 1 ns at 5 phes.
• Systematic studies of all long-term dependencies underway.
• Aim: Full understanding of camera including intensity calibration  

and  all dependencies on exterior effects. 



Tests of a Prototype Multiplexed Fiber-Optic Ultra-fast FADC

Data Acquisition System for the MAGIC Telescope
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Teshima
Max Planck Institute for Physics, Föhringer Ring 6, 80805

Ground-based Atmospheric Air Cherenkov Telescopes (ACTs) are successfully used

to observe very high energy (VHE) gamma rays from celestial objects. The light of

the night sky (LONS) is a strong background for these telescopes. The gamma ray

pulses being very short, an ultra-fast read-out of an ACT can minimize the influence

of the LONS. This allows one to lower the so-called tail cuts of the shower image and

the analysis energy threshold. It could also help to suppress other unwanted back-

grounds.

Fast ’flash’ analog-to-digital converters (FADCs) with GSamples/s are available

commercially; they are, however, very expensive and power consuming. Here we

present a novel technique of Fiber-Optic Multiplexing which uses a single 2 GSam-

ples/s FADC to digitize 16 read-out channels consecutively. The analog signals are

delayed by using optical fibers. The multiplexed (MUX) FADC read-out reduces the

cost by about 85% compared to using one ultra-fast FADC per read-out channel.

Two prototype multiplexers, each digitizing data from 16 channels, were built and

tested. The new system will be implemented for the read-out of the 17 m diameter

MAGIC telescope camera.

1 Introduction

MAGIC is the world-wide largest Imaging Air Cherenkov Telescope (IACT). It aims

at studying gamma ray emission from the high energy phenomena and the violent

physics processes in the universe, at the lowest energy threshold among existing

IACTs [2, 3].

The camera of the MAGIC Telescope consists of 576 photomultiplier tubes (PMT),

which deliver via an analog-optical link about 2 ns FWHM fast pulses to the experi-

mental control house. The currently used read-out system [1] is relatively slow (300

MSamples/s). To record the pulse shape in detail, an artificial pulse stretching to

about 6.5 ns FWHM is used. This causes more light of the night sky to be integrated,

which acts as additional noise. Thus the analysis energy threshold of the telescope is
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limited, and the selection efficiency of the gamma signal from different backgrounds

is reduced.

For the fast Cherenkov pulses (2 ns FWHM), a FADC with 2 GSamples/s can

provide at least four sampling points. This permits a reasonable reconstruction of the

pulse shape. Monte Carlo (MC) based simulations predict different time structures

for gamma and hadron induced shower images as well as for images of single muons.

The timing information is therefore expected to improve the separation of gamma

events from the background events [4].

Such an ultra-fast read-out can strongly improve the performance of MAGIC. The

improved sensitivity and the lower analysis energy threshold will considerably extend

the observation range of MAGIC, and allow one to search for very weak sources at

high redshifts.

A few FADC products with ≥ 2 GSamples/s and a bandwidth ≥ 500 MHz are

available commercially; they are, however, very expensive and power-consuming. To

reduce the cost of an ultra-fast read-out system, a 2 GSamples/s read-out system has

been developed at the Max-Planck-Institut für Physik in Munich. It uses the novel

technique of Fiber-Optic Multiplexing [12], an approach possible because the signal

duration (few ns) and the trigger frequency (typically ∼1 kHz) result in a very low

duty cycle for the digitizer. The new technique uses a single FADC of 700 MHz

bandwidth and of 2 GSamples/s to digitize 16 read-out channels consecutively. The

analog signals are delayed by using optical fibers. A trigger signal is generated using

a fraction of the light, which is branched off by fiber-optic light splitters before the

delay fibers. With the Fiber-Optic Multiplexing a cost reduction of about 85% is

achieved compared to using one FADC per read-out channel.

The suggested 2 GSamples/s multiplexed (MUX) FADC system will have a 10 bit

amplitude resolution. For large signals the arrival time of the Cherenkov pulse can be

determined with a resolution better than 200 ps. The system is relatively simple and

reliable. All optical components and the FADCs are commercially available, while

the multiplexer electronics has been developed at the MPI in Munich. Two prototype

multiplexers, for 32 channels in total, were built and tested in-situ as read-out of the

MAGIC telescope in La Palma in August 2004.

2 The Ultra-fast Fiber-Optic MUX-FADC Data Acqui-

sition System

The basic idea of the MUX-FADC system is to “pack” the signals of many channels

into a single FADC channel. The block diagram of the MUX-FADC system is shown

in figure 1. The ultrafast fiber-optic multiplexer consists of three main components:

fiber-optic delays and splitters, multiplexer electronics (fast switches and controllers)
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the multiplexed fiber-optic ultra-fast FADC read-out. See text.

After the analog optical link between the MAGIC PMT camera and the counting

house the optical signals are split into two parts. One part of the split signal is used

as an input to the trigger logic. The other part is used for FADC measurements after

passing through a fiber-optic delay line of a channel-specific length.

The multiplexer electronics allows only the signal of one channel at a time to pass

through and be digitized by the FADC. The other channels are attenuated by more than

60 dB for the fast MAGIC signals. In this way one “packs” signals from different

channels in a time sequence which can be digitized by a single FADC channel.

Because of the finite rise and fall times of the gate signals for the switches and

because of some pick-up noise from the switch one has to allow for some switching

time between the digitization of two consecutive channels. The gating time for each

channel was set to 40 ns, of which the first and last 5 ns are affected by the switching

process. For the use in MAGIC a 16 → 1 multiplexing ratio was chosen. 16 channels

are read out by a single ultra-fast FADC channel. The technological part of the fiber-

optic multiplexer is described in detail in reference [12].

3 Prototype Test in the MAGIC Telescope on La Palma

Two prototype MUX-FADC read-out modules for 32 channels were tested as a read-

out of the MAGIC telescope during two weeks in August/September 2004. They were

integrated into the MAGIC read-out system allowing the simultaneous data taking

with the current 300 MSamples/s read-out and the MUX-FADC prototype read-out.
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The common MAGIC trigger was used to trigger the MUX boards as well as the fast

FADCs. In order to acquire only events where the shower image is located in the

32 MUX-FADC channels, only these channels were enabled in the MAGIC trigger

system.

3.1 Data Analysis

For the signal reconstruction a fixed number of FADC samples is integrated. The

integration interval was chosen to be 4 FADC samples (corresponding to 4*3.33 ns

= 13.33 ns) for the current MAGIC FADCs. For the MUX-FADCs a window size

of 10 FADC samples is chosen, corresponding to a 5 ns integration window [10, 12].

The arrival time was calculated as the first moment of the FADC samples used for the

charge integration.

The calibration system of the MAGIC telescope consists of intensity controlled

fast LED light pulsers of different colors and intensities that illuminate the MAGIC

camera homogeneously. The calibration procedure is described in [7]. The event to

event variation of the timing difference between two read-out channels for the LED

pulser provides a measure of the timing accuracy. Figure 2a shows the distributions of

the determined timing resolution of the current 300 MSamples/s FADCs together with

the timing resolution of the MUX-FADCs. The timing accuracy strongly depends on

the signal to noise ratio and the width of the input light pulse. The MUX-FADCs

yield a better timing resolution by more than a factor of three compared to the current

FADC system using the simple and stable timing extraction algorithm.

In figure 3a one can see the pulse shape in a single pixel for a typical cosmics

event. By overlaying the recorded FADC samples of many cosmics events after ad-

justing to the same arrival time, the average reconstructed pulse shapes can be cal-

culated. Figure 3b shows the comparison of the average reconstructed pulse shapes

recorded with the current 300 MSamples/s MAGIC FADCs, including the 6ns pulse

stretching, and with the MUX-FADCs. The average reconstructed pulse shape for

cosmics events has a FWHM of about 6.3 ns for the current FADC system and a

FWHM of about 3.2 ns for the MUX-FADC system.

In the data recorded by an IACT, the electronics noise together with the LONS

fluctuations is superimposed on the Cherenkov signal from air-showers. The noise

from the LONS can be simulated as the superposition of the detector response to

single photo electrons, arriving at a given rate but randomly distributed in time.

Figure 2b shows the distributions of the integrated noise (integrated pedestal

RMS after calibration in photo electrons) per pixel for the current FADC system and

for the MUX-FADC system. The shorter integration time used for the pulse recon-

struction with the MUX-FADC system yields a reduction of the effective integrated

noise by about 40%.
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Figure 2: a) Distributions of the timing resolution for the current 300 MSamples/s FADC

read-out and the MUX-FADC read-out. The MUX-FADC system yields an improvement in the

timing resolution by more than a factor of three. b) Distributions of the integrated noise per

pixel in the signal reconstruction window after calibration into photo electrons for the current

300 MSamples/s FADC read-out and using the MUX-FADC read-out.
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Figure 3: a) Pulse shape in a single pixel for a typical cosmics event after pedestal subtraction.

b) Comparison between the mean reconstructed pulse shapes recorded with the current MAGIC

FADCs (open circles) and with the MUX-FADCs (full points).

Using the new MUX-FADC system the noise contributions due to the LONS

may even be resolved into individual pulses. Figure 4a shows a typical example for

the signals in a pedestal event (random triggers). The pedestal does not vary in an

uncorrelated way. Instead most of the pedestal variations are due to peaks on the
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signal baseline.
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Figure 4: a) Time structure in a typical pedestal event. The peaks on the baseline might be due

to single photo electrons from the light of the night sky. b) Reconstructed single photo electron

spectrum of a simulated pedestal run. The leftmost peak is the pedestal.

The rate of the peaks was studied to verify whether it is compatible with the rate

of LONS photo electrons [12]. Figure 5a shows the arrival time distribution of the

first noise peak. The distribution can be fit by an exponential function with a rate

r = (0.13± 0.01)ns−1. This corresponds to an integrated LONS charge of about 1.3

photo electrons per 10 ns integration window, which is in good agreement with the

expected LONS rate.

Figure 5b shows the pulse shape of the selected noise peak averaged over many

events. It has a FWHM of about 2.6 ns. This corresponds to the response of the

instrument to a δ-function input pulse (single LONS photo electrons have no internal

time structure).

3.2 MC Simulations

The response of the MAGIC telescope to gamma ray showers and to background was

simulated in detail [8]. Both the currently used 300 MSamples/s readout chain and

the ultra-fast digitization were simulated. For both MC simulations the same LONS

conditions are assumed as well as the same electronics noise level. The input light

pulse has a FWHM of 1 ns as expected for gamma-ray induced showers.

Contrary to the simple signal and arrival time extraction algorithms used above,

a dedicated numerical fit to the FADC samples using a known pulse shape [9, 10]

has been applied to illustrate the theoretically achievable resolution. Figure 4b shows

the reconstructed single photo electron spectrum of a simulated pedestal run. The
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Figure 5: a) Arrival time distribution of the first noise peak on the pedestal baseline. The peaks

are arriving randomly in time with a rate of (0.13±0.01)ns
−1. b) Average reconstructed shape

of the LONS noise peaks. The FWHM is about 2.6 ns.

leftmost peak is the pedestal. The MUX-FADC system improves the timing resolution

by about a factor of 2. Also the charge resolution improves by a factor of two. For a

more detailed description see [12].

4 Discussion

The ultra-fast fiber-optic multiplexed FADC prototype read-out system was success-

fully tested during normal observations of the MAGIC telescope in La Palma. The

ultra-fast FADC read-out has grown to a mature technology which is ready for the

use as a standard read-out system for the MAGIC telescope and other high-speed data

acquisition applications.

The MUX-FADC read-out reduces the costs by about 85% compared to using one

ultra-fast FADC per read-out channel. Also the power consumption of the read-out

system is greatly reduced.

The ultra-fast MUX-FADC system allows to use a shorter integration window for

the Cherenkov pulses. The reduction of the pulse integration window from 13.33 ns

(4 samples with 3.33 ns per sample) for the current MAGIC FADC system to 5 ns

(10 samples with 0.5 ns per sample) for the MUX-FADC system corresponds to a

reduction of the integrated LONS charge by a factor of about 2.7. Consequently, the

RMS noise of the LONS is reduced by about 40%.

A reduction in the noise RMS translates into lower image cleaning levels [12],

a larger part of the shower image (a shower image of a higher signal to noise ratio)
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can be used to calculate Hillas parameters [11]. This is especially important for low

energy events where the signals of only a few pixels are above the image cleaning

levels. This will allow the reduction of the analysis energy threshold of the MAGIC

telescope.

The ultra-fast FADC system also provides an improved resolution of the timing

structure of the shower images. As indicated by MC simulations [4] gamma showers,

cosmic ray showers and the so called single muon events have different timing struc-

tures. Thus the ultra-fast FADC read-out can enhance the separation power of gamma

showers from backgrounds.

After the successful prototype test of the ultra-fast MUX-FADC read-out system

it is ready to be installed as a future read-out of the MAGIC telescope.
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Presently, the MAGIC telescope uses a 300 MHz FADC system to sample the trans-

mitted and shaped signals from the captured Cherenkov light of air showers. We

describe a method of Digital Filtering of the FADC samples to extract the charge

and the arrival time of the signal: Since the pulse shape is dominated by the elec-

tronic pulse shaper, a numerical fit can be applied to the FADC samples taking the

noise autocorrelation into account. The achievable performance of the digital filter is

presented and compared to other signal reconstruction algorithms.

The purpose of the MAGIC Telescope [1] is the observation of high energy gamma

radiation from celestial objects. When the gamma quanta hit the earth atmosphere

they initiate a cascade of photons, electrons and positrons. The latter radiate short

flashes of Cherenkov light which can be recorded by a Cherenkov telescope. The

FWHM of the pulses is about 2 ns.

In order to sample this pulse shape with the 300 MSamples/s FADC system [2],

the original pulse is folded with a stretching function leading to a FWHM greater than

6 ns. To increase the dynamic range of the MAGIC FADCs the signals are split into

two branches with gains differing by a factor 10. Figure 1a) shows a typical average

of identical signals. In order to discriminate the small signals from showers in the

energy range below 100 GeV against the light of the night sky (LONS) the highest

possible signal to noise ratio, signal reconstruction resolution and a small bias are

important.

Monte Carlo (MC) based simulations predict different time structures for gamma

and hadron induced shower images as well as for images of single muons [5]. An

accurate arrival time determination may therefore improve the separation power of

gamma events from the background events. Moreover, the timing information may

be used in the image cleaning to discriminate between pixels whose signal belongs to

the shower and pixels which are dominated by randomly timed background noise.
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Digital Filter

The goal of the digital filtering method [4, 6] is to optimally reconstruct from FADC

samples the amplitude and arrival time of a signal whose shape is known. Thereby, the

noise contributions to the amplitude and arrival time reconstruction are minimized.
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Figure 1: a) Average normalized reconstructed high and low gain pulse shapes and pulse

shape implemented in the MC simulations [3]. b) Noise autocorrelation matrix B for open

camera and averaged over all pixels (galactic telescope pointing).

For the digital filtering method, three assumptions have to be made: 1. The

normalized signal shape has to be always constant. 2. The noise properties must be

constant, especially independent of the signal amplitude. 3. The normalized noise

auto-correlation has to be constant. Due to the artificial pulse stretching by about 6 ns

on the receiver board all three assumptions are fullfilled to a good approximation. For

a more detailed discussion see [8].

Let g(t) be the normalized signal shape, E the signal amplitude and τ the time

shift between the physical signal and the predicted signal shape. Then the time de-

pendence of the signal, y(t), is given by y(t) = E · g(t− τ) + b(t) , where b(t) is the

time-dependent noise contribution. For small time shifts τ (usually smaller than one

FADC slice width), the time dependence can be linearized. Discrete measurements yi

of the signal at times ti (i = 1, ..., n) have the form yi = E ·gi−Eτ · ġi +O(τ2)+bi,

where ġ(t) is the time derivative of the signal shape. The correlation of the noise con-

tributions at times ti and tj can be expressed in the noise autocorrelation matrix B:

Bij = 〈bibj〉 − 〈bi〉〈bj〉. Figure 2 shows the noise autocorrelation matrix for an open

camera. It is dominated by LONS pulses shaped to 6 ns.

The signal amplitude E, and the product Eτ of amplitude and time shift, can

be estimated from the given FADC measurements y = (y1, ..., yn) by minimizing

the deviation of the measured FADC slice contents from the known pulse shape with

respect to the known noise auto-correlation: χ2(E, Eτ) = (y−Eg−Eτ ġ)TB−1(y−
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Eg−Eτ ġ)+ O(τ2) (in matrix form). This leads to the following solution for E and

Eτ :

E = wT
amp

(trel)y + O(τ2) , wamp(trel) =
(ġT B−1ġ)B−1g − (gTB−1ġ)B−1ġ

(gT B−1g)(ġT B−1ġ) − (ġT B−1g)2
,

Eτ = wT
time

(trel)y + O(τ2) , wtime(trel) =
(gTB−1g)B−1ġ − (gT B−1ġ)B−1g

(gT B−1g)(ġT B−1ġ) − (ġTB−1g)2
,

where trel is the relative phase between g(t) and the FADC clock. Thus E and

Eτ are given by a weighted sum of the discrete measurements yi with the weights for

the amplitude, wamp(trel), and time shift, wtime(trel), plus O(τ2). To reduce O(τ2)
the fit can be iterated using g(t1 = t− τ) and the weights wamp/time(trel + τ) [4, 8].

Figure 2 a) shows the amplitude and timing weights for the MC pulse shape. The first

weight wamp/time(t0) is plotted as a function of trel in the range [−0.5, 0.5[ TADC,

the second weight in the range [0.5, 1.5[ TADC and so on.
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Figure 2: a) Amplitude weights wamp(t0) . . . wamp(t5) for a window size of 6 FADC slices

for the pulse shape used in the MC simulations, see text. b) Timing resolution for calibration

LED pulses [7].

The expected contributions of the noise to the error of the estimated amplitude

and timing only depend on the the shape g(t), and the noise auto-correlation B. An-

alytic expressions can be found in references [4, 8].

Figure 2b) shows the measured timing resolution for different calibration LED

pulses as a function of the mean reconstructed pulse charge. For signals of 10 photo-

electrons the timing resolution is as good as 700 ps, for very large signals a timing

resolution of about 200 ps can be achieved.
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Figure 3 shows the charge and arrival time resolution as a function of the input

pulse height for MC simulations (no PMT time spread and no gain fluctuations) as-

suming an extra-galactic background for different signal extraction algorithms. The

digital filter yields the best charge and timing resolution of the studied algorithms [8].

For known constant signal shapes and noise auto-correlations the digital filter

yields the best theoretically achievable signal and timing resolution. Due to the pulse

shaping of the Cherenkov signals the algorithm can be applied to reconstruct their

charge and arrival time, although there are some fluctuations of the pulse shape and

noise behavior. The digital filter reduces the noise contribution to the error of the

reconstructed signal. Thus it is possible to lower the image cleaning levels and the

analysis energy threshold [8]. The timing resolutions is as good as a few hundred ps

for large signals.
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Figure 3: Charge and arrival time resolution as a function of the input pulse height for

MC simulations for the Digital Filter, a cubic spline interpolation (charge=spline integral,

time=half maximum position) and a sliding window of 6 FADC slices (charge=samples sum,

time=pulse barycenter) [8].
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A Multiplexed Fiber-Optic
Ultra-fast FADC Read-out
for the MAGIC Telescope

outline

• necessity of fast digitization in air Cherenkov telescopes
• overview fast FADC multiplexer
• multiplexer tests on La Palma
• conclusions / outlook
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Necessity of Fast Digitization
in Air Cherenkov Telescopes

• Cherenkov light flashes are very short (≈2 ns FWHM) 
• modern PMTs can produce pulses of 1-1.5 ns FWHM
• light of the night sky (LONS) is high (≈ 0.1 ph.e./ns per
channel in the current MAGIC setup)

⇒ fast processing of the signals increases signal/noise ratio
• time structures of gamma and hadron induced Cherenkov
light pulses are slightly different
⇒ time information can improve γ/h separation

• best pulse reconstruction: signal FWHM ≥ 4×sampling interval,
⇒ 2 Gsamples/s FADC for signals of 2 ns FWHM needed.  
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Necessity of Fast Digitization
in Air Cherenkov Telescopes

• 2 Gsamples/s FADC commercially available, but expensive
(≈ 5 K€ / channel), note: modern IACTs have > 500 channels

⇒ in current air Cherenkov telescopes the pulse is stretched
and digitised by slower FADC
(e.g. 6 ns pulse FWHM and 300 Msamples/s in MAGIC)

Chrenkov  pulse
LONS pulse
electr. noise 6ns2ns

⇒ more noise and LONS gets into the Cherenkov flashes
⇒ unable to resolve fine time structures
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FADC Multiplexer Concept
idea: multiplex 16 channels into one very fast FADC

• delay the analogue signals for the read-out by 0..15 * 40 ns
in optical fibers as delay lines (~5 ns/m):

tiny attenuation (3 dB/km, 850 nm, 0.5 GHz)
small dispersion (pulse deformation) 
compare to lemo cable: 68 dB/km (0.5 GHz)

• switch between the 16 channels to be read out by one FADC:
40 ns gate per channel for signal (≈ 5 ns), pedestal, switching

• split the analogue optical signals in the fibers from the camera
into two parts: trigger / read-out

⇒ need 640 ns per shower, compared with ~1 kHz maximum
trigger rate: still acceptable dead time
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Block-Diagram: MUX-FADC
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Optical Splitters + Delays
2 optical delay lines,
142 m ~ 710 ns, 150 m ~ 750 ns
signal attenuation <3dB/km

4 optical splitters (50 : 50),
GRIN splitting technology,
not affected by mode-changes

235 mm
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MUX-Electronics:
Controller + Switch Boards
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Ultra-fast FADC
• commercial product: 2 GSamples/s, 700 MHz bandwidth, 

10 bit, 256 kSamples RAM, noise < 1.2 LSB
• comes with DAQ software (e.g. to use as digital oscilloscope)
• PC connection via cPCI bus (66 MHz, 64 bit), FIFO on FADC

single event, 2ns FWHM pulse

Acqiris
FADCs
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Block Diagram - FADC-MUX Test
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Raw FADC Signals
• test of 32 MUX-FADC channels in September 2004 in MAGIC
• for each trigger read out 1300 samples for both FADC channels
• first and last 10 samples contain switching noise
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Cosmics Events

arrival timesignal

raw pulse shape

test of 32 MUX-FADC channels
as read-out of MAGIC telescope
at La Palma in September 2004
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Performance
no shaping: 3.2 ns pulse shape for cosmics vs. 6.5 ns before
⇒ ~ 40% less integrated noise
fast sampling: ~ 3 times better timing resolution
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LONS Noise
noise: white electronics noise + PMT response to LONS
LONS noise has same shape as cosmics signals (with out shaping)
can we resolve single photo electrons with the fast FADCs?
select noise pulses on pedestal baseline: ~0.12 ph.el. / ns
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Production Status

optical delays/splitters

MUX-electronics crates

FADC crates

side viewrear view front view
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MC Simulations
• 2 GSamples/s read-out implemented in MAGIC MC simulations
• determined the charge and timing resolution (no gain 
fluctuations)

• evaluation of MAGIC sensitivity improvement ongoing
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Outlook / Conclusions
• fast digitization:

- reduction in the noise (both electronic and LONS)
- better timing
- increase in the γ/h separation power
⇒ lower telescope energy threshold

•a multiplexing scheme is proposed for the signal digitization
of future air Cherenkov telescopes:

- use of commercially available + tested products
- reduction in power consumption
- saves 85% of costs compared to 1 FADC / channel

• successful proof of MUX-FADCs as MAGIC read-out
• full upgrade of MAGIC telescope with MUX-FADCs planned
till end of 2005
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We present a low power sampling system for data read out of the camera signals based

on the Domino chip [3]. The chip has been developed in PSI (Paul Shrerrer Institute)

in Switzerland, it has 10 input channels with the capability to sample signals from

1.5 GHz up to 4 GHz. The principle of working of the chip is based on a ring array

of 1024 capacitors written in sequence by a writing strobe that circle at a speed that

is controlled by an external PLL. The chip now is at his second revision, DRS2, and

it is foreseen a third revision in the next future with more advanced features to reduce

intrinsic dead time. The read out system developed in Siena University is based on

a 9 VME unit carrier board, called Pulsar, that hosts four domino mezzanine with 8

channels plus trigger each, for a total of 32 input channels plus 4 trigger. The data

recorded by the pulsar is sent to a DAQ PC trough a fast serial “S-link” [5] developed

at CERN for LHC experiments

1 Introduction

The MAGIC telescope aims at measuring low energy gamma-initiated showers (Eth

= 30 GeV) by looking at the Cherenkov light emitted in the atmosphere [1]. This sig-

nal is contaminated by background events due to various sources: hadronic showers,

local muons, Night Sky Background (NSB), moon light and bright stars in the field

of view of the camera. The camera signals are transported to receiver boards by using

optical fibers. Here they are discriminated and logical signals for the trigger system

are produced [2]. The upgrade program of the MAGIC telescope involves the con-

struction of a second telescope (MAGIC-II) which is mechanically identical. Several

technological updates are foreseen for MAGIC-II camera and electronics. New high

quantum efficency photomultipliers, HPD and Silicon Photomultipliers (SIPM) are

under consideration but also a faster data acquisition system is under development to

reduce the time uncorrelated background.
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By using fast sampling frequency (up to 4 GHz) and large dynamic range (12

bits) it is possible to detect the shape of individual photons impinging on the photon

detector and measure the signal properties with good time precision reducing the im-

pact of the distributed night sky background. A new switching capacitor sampler chip,

called Domino has been developed at PSI in Switzerland for the MEG experiment. It

has proven to sample a signal from 1.5 up to 4 GHz with a good linearity and dynamic

range. The idea of having a faster digitizer implies also the necessity to have a faster

readout system due to the increment of the data size.

The actual Flash ADC of Magic have 300 MHz digitizing speed, the new system will

have at least a speed of 2 GHz, thus implies six times higher bandwith compensated

relatively by a smaller sampling window. The solution is to adopt an optical link de-

veloped at CERN for LHC experiment readout named S-Link [5]. All the hardware is

to be contained in a modular board deveoped at Fermilab for the CDF experiment trig-

ger called Pulsar. The pulsar board is a 9U VME board with the possibility to allocate

four mezzanine board with one Domino chip each for a total of 32 sampling channels

and 4 trigger reference strobes, the data stored in an internal memory buffer is sent to

a DAQ PC though a S-link connection. CERN has developed single mezzanine S-link

boards and multiple PCI S-link cards.

2 The Domino Chip

2.1 Description

The readout system here descripted is based on the second version (DRS2) [3] of the

Domino chip, but will be compatible with a foreseen third version (DRS3), that will

reduce intrisic readout dead time. The sampler is made by two sections, an analog

one for the signal sampling and a digital one for control and multiplexing. The analog

signal is stored in a multi capacitor bank (1024 cell in DRS2) that is organized as a

ring buffer, in which the single capacitors are sequentially enabled by a shift register

driven by a high frequency clock internally generated, called Domino wave.

The main features of the chip are:

• integration of at least 10 analog channels in one chip;

• input analog bandwidht of about 1 GHz;

• excellent time resolution, less than 80 picosecond with a sampling frequency

of 4 GHz;

• very low power consumption, around 35 mW per chip;
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Figure 1: The Domino chip in its final packaging.

• linear behaviour up to 1V input signal and possibility of calibrating the sampler

cells response and extend the useful input voltage up to 2 Volts (twice the range

for commercial Flash ADCs)

The domino wave that controls the writing of the capacitors is made by a sequen-

tial array of voltage controlled delay lines. The last section of the domino array is

connected to the first one so that, when a wave is initiated, start running circularly

through the array writing sequentially the 1024 storage capacitors. A digital signal is

driven out each time the wave reach the end of the array ant it is used as a strobe for

phase locking with the external reference clock.

The read out procedure requires that the domino wave is stopped, disabling fur-

ther writing of the capacitors, and an analog shift register, running at a speed of 40

MHz, drives on the output the signals of the analog buffer each readout clock edge.

This procedure requires an external sequencer that controls and starts the readout se-

quence when an external trigger appear.

The DRS2 chip uses a “current mode” readout, where the sampling capacitances

are connected to the gate of individual NFET transistors for readout, which produce

a current proportional to the voltage in the sampling cell. This leads to a more robust

readout and improves the signal to noise ratio dramatically. This circuitry has an

output transfer function that is not linear in the whole range and needs a calibration

procedure that can be performed automatically in parallel on all the channels. The

outcome of this procedure is a widening of the dynamic range due to a reduced gain

for strong input signals.
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Speed Control

Analog Input

40 MHz
Readout Shift Register

0.5−2 ns

}
Synch. Out

Inverter Domino Chain

Analog Output

Figure 2: Schematichs of the switching capacitor sampler of the Domino Chip.

Figure 3: Domino response as a function of input voltage.

2.2 The mezzanine board

A mezzanine board has been developed, called CRAB (Capacitor Ring Analog Board)

[4], in order to have a modular implementation of the Domino sampler for different

data acquisition systems.

For test purposes a 6U VME board has been developed that houses two 8 channels

mezzanine cards in which the DRS chip and all the analog circuitry are contained.

The two mezzanine cards communicate to the VME board only by means of digital

signals. The Mezzanine card hosts the 40 Mhz ADC for data digitization, a PLL

system for external syncronization to a reference clock and voltages regulators for
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Figure 4: Domino wave frequency jitter with respect to reference clock.

optimum noise rejection.

The jitter measurement on the PLL system of the CRAB shows a good locking

to the external clock evaluted as 200 psec RMS. Further improvements in the perfor-

mance of this system can be obtained by tuning the parameters of the filter block.

2.3 Tests

The readout system has been used to measure the night sky background with standard

photomultipliers in the MAGIC telescope framework and a work on the characteriza-

tion of silicon photomultipliers (SiPM) [6] has just started.

Test performed on the MAGIC telescope site have shown that it is possible to dis-

entangle the single photoelectrons (phe) and to measure the diffuse light background

(40 phe in the 400 ns window) and to obtain a physics meaningful measurement. The

poissonian nature of this process is verified by the arrival time distribution of single

peaks that shows a typical exponential trend.

The Domino readout can be effectively used for the characterization of very fast

pulses, such as those produced by Gieger-mode, APD-based, silicon photomultipliers

(SiPM) [6]. Figure 6 shows the preliminary charge spectrum obtained by illuminating

a SiPM with a fast-pulsed LED at a low light level. The peaks due to the individual

photolectrons are clearly resolved. The charge has been measured by simply taking

the integral in a given window which matches closely the width of the pulse. The

reconstruction of the signal shape for a better estimation of the signal amplitude is

now currently under way.
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Figure 5: Typical sampling of a MAGIC photomultiplier signal during a 400 nsec

interval.

Figure 6: Charge spectrum on SiPM with simple integrating algorithm.

3 The Pulsar board and DAQ implementation

3.1 Pulsar description

The readout system is based on the Pulsar board (see figure 7) that can host up to 4

analog mezzanine boards, for a total of 32 analog channels.

Three FPGAs (ALTERA EP20k400) are mounted on each board; they are re-

sponsible for interfacing to the CRAB boards and data communication with the trans-

mission board located on the rear VME backplane. Additional digital signals are
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Figure 7: The pulsar board and mezzanine implementation.

interfaced via front panel connectors and enter directly in the data acquisition stream.

The whole readout system to read out the MAGICII camera consists in 18 Pulsar

boards that are accommodated in two VME-9U crates, interfaced to the telescope

control system by an embedded CPU. The data transmission is performed by optical

link drivers (called HOLA), specifically designed for LHC experiments

The optical fibers are interfaced to a PC memory by dedicated PCI cards named

FILAR, also designed for LHC purposes.

3.2 DAQ flow and control

The usage in Cherenkov telescopes of an ultrafast sampler, with a large number of

channels, brings to systems that, at 1 kHz trigger rate, produce a data flow of the order

of 100 MBytes/s. New data transfer technologies, as the high speed S-link proposed

for the LHC experiments, meet the given specifications even if it is not foreseen for

Cherenkov telescopes a strong reduction of acquisition rate at trigger level and the

data volume to store is huge, of the order of several Terabytes per night. In any case

the DAQ proposed here has implemented a self limiting interlock so that when any

buffer on the DAQ chain fills up a busy signal is propagated backwards to the trigger

so that it stops feeding the system with data. Any time the busy signal is set a timer

starts measuring the dead time accumulated.
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4 conclusions

The upgrade program of the MAGIC telescope is currently under way. New tech-

nological features are being introduced. Together with adoption of high quantum

efficiency photomultiplier or new generation photon detectors, like HPDs or SiPMs,

the analog signals are going to be sampled by the Domino ring sampling chip. For a

kHz trigger rate and a 2 GHz frequency sampling, the data throughput is higher than

100 MB/s thus being a challenge for modern data transmission and storage solutions.

The data are transferred to PCI memory via Gbit optical links using the CERN S-link

protocol and to the mass storage system.
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The Domino Ring sampler II

DRSII has capability of sampling analog signals from 1.5 Ghz up to 4 
Ghz

DRSII has an input bandwidth of more than 500 Mhz

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (LZW) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.



The Domino Chip design

Freely propagating rotating sampling signal 
Analog sampling in a series of capacitors
Slow 40 MHz readout of the stored signal and external digitization

Rotating sampling wave



The external PLL

Common clock for all the chips ~1….4 Mhz
Automatic locking to any speed between 1.5 Ghz up to 4.0 Ghz

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (LZW) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.



The Domino wave Jitter

We could measure a random Jitter in a loop of the order of 200 ps



The output behavior

The output follows the typical transfer function of a NMOS transistor
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DRS Calibration

Signal Compression
Enhanced dynamic 
Linear correction
Error ~ 1%
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DRS Read-Out

Need to stop the domino wave (future versions disable writing, 
no need to stop the domino wave) 

The analog data is pushed to the output sequentially  
Read-out Shift register run to constant speed (40 MHz)
The mezzanine host one, 12 bits 40 MHz ADC, for 10 

h l

12 bit
ADC



The Domino chip development

?

Number of channels /mezzanine 1 10 10

Number of cells/channel 768 1024 1024

Min sampling speed (GHz) 0.7 1.5 ?

Max sampling speed (GHz) 2.5 4 ?

Readout speed (MHz) 40 40 40

Signal to Noise Ratio (bit) - 10 >10

Power Consumption 25 65 ?

DRSI DRSII DRSIII



Test VME Carrier Board

Analog signals only in th
mezzanine
•Based on Altera FPGA
•On Board Data Reducti
•Big Event Fifo Buffer
•On Board Trigger TDC
•Locking to external cloc

Designed to accept DRS
and following Domino Ch



The Pulsar Board

Developing a VME 9U board to build a readout system

Powerful, modular, universal and self-testable
Motherboard + mezzanine cards (CMC)
Interface to industry systems (S-link,Gbit Ethernet…)

Holds 4 mezzanine cards (32 DRS channels)
LVDS connections on the board front panel
40 MHz system clock



The Pulsar Board
VME64

DRS

DRS

DRS

DRS

FRONT

DRS

DATA
I/O

DATA
I/O

DATA
FLOW

Control words
Zero suppression
Event building

Sequencer
Control



HOLA

Standard CERN S-LINK technology
32-bit data width,  up to 40 MHz UCLK
3.3V supply voltage
Can act as source (LSC) or destination (LDC)
Uses standard, cheap LC-LC multimode optical fiber
160 MBytes/s maximum data rate (tested)



FILAR

4 S-Link compatible links in one board
PCI 64bits / 66MHz
Reconfigurable as data source or destination
Scientific Linux (2.4.20 kernel) drivers and C libraries, including sources
420 MBytes/s aggregated maximum data rate (limited by PCI 

bandwidth)
T t d 1 6 GB t / i d t t ( i 4 FILAR PC)



The Readout System
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The DAQ System for Magic 
PMT CRAB

PULSAR+AUX

HOLA

X4

X18

FILAR
X5

DAQ PC

PCI
BRIDGE

HOST
MEM.

SCSI
320

160
MB/s

420 MB/s (per PCI segment)

3.2 GB/s

320 MB/s

External RAID
Storcase
S10H108

Using a single PC with 5 FILAR:
HOLA max. rate 50 MB/s (PCI limits)
1 GB/s total data rate

Bottleneck writing data to disk (320MB/s)
Max. sustained data acquisition of:

14 ns/event @ 2.5 Gsps / 12 bits
4 kHz event rate

Enough spare bandwidth for data integrity



The DAQ Flow Control

CRAB
DRS

HOLA
FIFO

FILAR
FIFO

HOST
MEM.

PULSAR
FIFO STORAGE

DAQ
Software

FILAR
Driver

HOLA/FILAR
Firmware

PULSAR
Firmware

Read
Write

The DAQ system works as a FIFO chain
If the data rate is too high, FIFOs fill right to left
If needed Pulsar generates “BUSY” signal

Modular structure:
If some component fails, only few channels affected

Data integrity checks can be implemented on each stage of the data flo
Detection and marking wrong data blocks

Busy



DRS Test at the Magic ACT
We made a test taking 3 to 8 pixels 

rom the receiver boards of the Magic 
Telescope using our VME Test Board 
and running  the DRS at a sampling 
speed of 2.5 GHz.

Used standard analog output limited 
in bandwidth at 70 MHz 

Used a modified receiver board to 
have a larger bandwidth (100 MHz), 
but still too low for DRS operations

Used special trigger to select 
calibration pulses and showers



First shower events with DR
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NSB Measurements

Using the modified receiver board we could see structures of the
NSB  

Crab Dark patch



NSB Measurements

We applied a peak detector algorithm to count the number of photon 
n our time window and could compute the arrival time distribution 
nd measure the NSB at La Palma site.

Cut from limited BW



Conclusions

DRSII has proven to be: 

reliable, very(!)robust

very low noise ( S/N = 10 bits )

high bandwidth ( > 500 MHz )

Planning a future upgrade with DRSIII version 

We are developing a complete DAQ system for MAG



SAM (Swift Analogue Memory) : a new GHz sampling ASIC for

the HESS-II FEE
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The HESS-II project consists of building a 600m2 high energy gamma-ray

Cherenkov telescope at the center of the existing HESS-I array of four 107m2 tele-

scopes. The new telescope will work either in coincidence with the array above ∼50

GeV or in a standalone mode in the 10-50 GeV range. In the latter mode, the tele-

scope trigger rate is expected to be of the order of a few KHz. This constraint and the

requirement of an extended dynamic range both call for a new design of the front end

electronics. The Swift Analogue Memory (SAM), a Gsample/s chip developed for

the readout of the ∼2000 PMTs HESS-II camera, is described in the present paper.

1 Introduction

The HESS (High Energy Stereoscopic System) high energy gamma-ray observatory

is a multi-telescope atmospheric Cherenkov array located at 1800m a.s.l. in Namibia

(23◦16’S, 16◦30.0’E). The first phase of the experiment, hereafter called HESS-I,

consists of four 107m2 mirror telescopes, each equipped with a 960 photomultipliers

tubes (PMT) camera at the focal plane (see [1] for details). The HESS-I array has

been fully operating since the end of 2003 with unprecedented performances: i) an

energy threshold of ∼100 GeV at zenith, ii) a sensitivity of a few percent of the Crab

flux and iii) an angular resolution of a few arcmins. In its first 18 months of operation,

the experiment has already yielded a number of outstanding observations above 100

GeV. ¿From detailed mapping of extended SNRs to faint distant AGNs to a systematic

scan of the galactic plane, a wealth of new, and quite often unexpected, astrophysical

results has been published. However, except for the pioneering observations by the

CELESTE and STACEE non-imaging atmospheric Cherenkov experiments, the high

energy gamma-ray band 10-100 GeV is largely unexplored so far. Observations of

sources with energy cut-offs below 100 GeV, such as pulsars and very distant AGNs,
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and/or with very soft energy spectra, call for new instruments with high sensitivity

below 100 GeV. This energy range will soon be investigated by the forthcoming space

gamma-ray experiment GLAST to be launched in 2007. Still, low energy gamma-ray

observations using appropriate imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes (IACT)

are needed. The effective gamma-ray detection area for IACTs is of the order of

108cm2 compared to ∼104cm2 for GLAST. Accordingly, the detection sensitivity for

(moderately extended) gamma-ray sources is about 2 orders of magnitude larger for

IACTS than it is for GLAST. Therefore, despite their inherent narrow field of view

of a few degs, IACTs will be able to monitor specific variable faint sources, such as

flaring AGNs and GRBs, on a much shorter time scale than GLAST can do. Accurate

observations of the energy cut-off region for some pulsars could also be done with

high statistical accuracy. ¿From the above considerations, it is clear that a new type

of very large IACT sensitive to gamma-rays below 100 GeV is required. Unlike

operating a single giant telescope like MAGIC [2], we consider that the new IACT

should be integrated to the existing HESS-I array, so that it can also participate to

stereo observations.

Taking into account the above considerations, the second phase of the HESS

experiment, hereafter called HESS-II, is currently under development. An additional

very large telescope, with a mirror collecting area of ∼600m2 and a ∼2000 PMTs

camera, will be erected at the center of the HESS-I array (i.e. HESS-II = HESS-I +

1). Using the 5-telescopes array, the capabilities of HESS for gamma-ray observations

will extend down to ∼ 10GeV at zenith.

In the energy range 10-50 GeV, the telescope will operate in the standalone mode

since these low relatively energy events will not trigger any of the smaller telescope.

In this mode, the averaged telescope trigger rate is expected to be of a few KHz, i.e.

one order of magnitude larger than for the HESS-I telescopes. In order to reduce

the latter rate still further, a level 2 trigger, based on real time imaging rejection, is

considered. For energies ranging from ∼50 GeV up to ∼100 GeV, it is likely that at

least one small telescope will trigger in coincidence with the big one. The trigger rate

for these stereo events is estimated to ∼1KHz. Above 100 GeV, the trigger rate will

be of the order of the present HESS-I stereo trigger rate of ∼400Hz at zenith (for the

coincidence of ≥2 tels out of 4).

Clearly, the HESS-II electronics will have to cope with increased trigger rates

together with a dynamic range extended by one decade in energy.

In order to meet these new, more severe, requirements imposed by the lower

energy threshold, a new ASIC for the HESS-II Front End Electronics (FEE) has been

developed and tested.
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2 Fast Analogue Sampling of PMT signals: from HESS-

I to HESS-II

The HESS-I FEE design was based on the ARS0 (Analogue Ring Sampling V.0) [3],

developed initially for the ANTARES experiment. The PMT output signals are split

two ways to a low and high gain channels with a gain ratio of 12.5. Each signal

channel is fed into one of the 5 inputs of an ARS0 chip to be sampled at a frequency

FS adjustable from 0.3 up to 1 GHz. The samples are stored in successive capaci-

tors arranged in a 128-cells ring configuration such that each cell is overwritten every

128 cycle by new data. The sampling frequency for HESS-I being set to 1 GHz, the

corresponding memory depth for each channel is 128 ns. Upon detection of a local

Cherenkov event in a given telescope camera, a trigger signal is sent both to the ARS0

to stop the sampling process and to the central trigger generator to check for simul-

taneous triggers from other telescopes [4]. The analogue samples are then readout

within an appropriate time window with a location in memory corresponding to the

event arrival time and a width fitted to the Cherenkov pulse. For HESS-I, the window

width is set to 16 ns to accomodate a possible timing jitter and the pulse stretching

due to the limited 80 MHz analog input bandwidth of the ARS0. After completion

of the 16 cells readout, which takes ∼60 µs, the analogue data of one channel are

multiplexed towards the ADC . The 16 digital samples are then summed and sent to

an FPGA buffer for further processing. The overall readout time per event is ∼275

µs which limits the acquisition bandwidth to ∼4 Kevents/s. With the HESS-I trigger

rate of a few hundreds Hz the deadtime amounts to 10-15%. It is clear that with a pro-

jected HESS-II trigger rate of a few KHz, the readout time of the present FEE would

lead to unacceptably large values for the deadtime. Therefore, the FEE architecture

had to be redesigned to achieve event readout times in the µs range. In particular, it

implies that a new analog sampling ASIC be conceived with readout time in the range

of a few µs. It turned out that the ring architecture à la ARS0 was no more adapted to

this new constraint, leading to a matrix design instead. Another advantage resulting

readily from the matrix structure is that the readout noise is greatly reduced compared

to the linear case. In turn, it leads to a significant increase in the dynamic range as

is required for the HESS-II FEE. Finally, the 0.8µm technology used for the ARS0

is outdated so that the design had to be optimized for the new 0.35µm technology.

For all these reasons, (and some more), a new ASIC for the analog sampling of the

HESS-II PMT signals has been designed and tested. In the next section, the new chip

is described and tests results are presented.
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3 SAM: a new Swift Analogue Sampling ASIC for

HESS-II

Taking into account the constraints elaborated in the preceding chapter, the new ana-

logue sampling ASIC for HESS-II should now meet the following requirements:

- a fast readout time of analog data from memory of a few µs

- a dynamic range of 11-12 bits per channel

- an increased input bandwidth of ∼300 MHz

- a cross-talk reduced to a few per mil

- a linearity better than 2 % over the full dynamic range

- an adjustable sampling frequency of up to 2 GS/s

- a memory depth increased up to 256 cells (128 ns at 2 GS/s)

- a low power consumption in the range of ∼300mW/chip

The SAM block diagram is shown in fig. 1.

Figure 1: the SAM block diagram

With an area of 10 mm2, the ASIC is designed using the 3.3V CMOS AMS

0.35µm technology. As done in the ARS0, the sampling frequency FS of the SAM

is obtained by virtual multiplication of the lower frequency clock FP using internally
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servo-controlled Delay Line Loops (DLL). The design was made so that DLL unlock

during readout is avoided, which otherwise would add extra deadtime between events.

An analogue memory channel is configured as a matrix of 16×16 capacitors, as

shown in fig.2. Such a configuration enables a larger bandwidth/power consumption

ratio and a better immunity to switching noise to be obtained than is possible with

the linear structure of the ARS0. The analogue input signal is sampled at a rate FS

and written to successive capacitors in the same column until the column is filled up.

Then the following data are written to the next column. Consequently, the successive

capacitors in a given line contain samples separated in time by 1/FP =16/FS (i.e. 16ns

at FS=1 GS/s).

This structure, which enables a fast parallel readout of groups of up to 16 con-

secutive samples, is perfectly suited to handle fast Cherenkov signals with duration

of several ns. The data are further multiplexed and digitized by an external ADC (one

per channel) at a rate of 11 MHz.

Figure 2: The 16×16 capacitors matrix configuration of the SAM. The data are writ-

ten in successive cells one column after another

A peculiarity of the matrix structure is that each line has its own offset (or

pedestal) which leads to a cell to cell dispersion of the readout values. Two 7-bits

programmable DACs per row are provided in order to compensate for the readout

baseline. The DACs should be set prior to starting the acquisition. Both the DACs and

the number of consecutive cells to be read per event, NF , are programmable through
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a serial link. The latter can also be used to configure the chip in various operating

or testing modes. Both analogue channels in the SAM are fully differential, which

greatly reduce the digital cross-talk. All inputs and outputs use LVDS standards.

The main tests results on the first SAM prototype are given in the next section.

4 Test results and performances from the first SAM

prototype

The first SAM prototypes were received in April 2005 and thoroughly tested. The

SAM test board itself was designed as a prototype of the HESS-II front-end electron-

ics. It includes 2 dual-gain (×1 and ×25) channels, each fitted with a fast discrimina-

tor to allow auto-triggering. The SAM characteristics, as measured on this test bench,

are summarized in Table 1.

The SAM prototype has been characterized using the nominal sampling rate of

1 GS/s, but the chip can operate up to ∼2.5 GS/s. A most important result is that

the measured readout time for a typical 16 cells event is ∼1.6 µs, which fully meets

the requirement. The dynamic range of ∼11.3 bits has been checked to be within

specifications . The linearity has also been evaluated using PM-like pulses from a

generator over the full HESS-II dynamic range. As shown on fig. 3, the integral non-

linearity over the range 1-5000 photoelectrons is found to be less than 2%, as required

for unbiased HESS-II spectral measurements.

Finally, the amplitude spectrum of single photoelectrons generated from a PMT

is shown in fig. 4. A standard deviation/mean ratio of ∼0.5 and a peak/valley ratio of

∼1.5 for the single photoelectron peak is observed. These results confirms the suit-

ability of the SAM for calibration of the HESS-II camera using single photoelectrons

(as is currently done in HESS-I).

A more detailed evaluation of the SAM chip will be found in a forthcoming paper

[5].

5 Conclusion

The HESS-II project of a very large atmospheric Cherenkov telescope to detect high

energy gamma-rays down to 10-20 GeV requires a novel design of the FEE electron-

ics to cope with the associated increased trigger rates and larger dynamic range. The

SAM, a dual-channels ASIC for fast analogue sampling of PMT signals, has been

specifically developed for the HESS-II project. Its matrix architecture brings signifi-

cant improvements compared to the older ARS0 linear design, as is currently used in

HESS-I. A prototype of the SAM has been successfully produced and tested. With a
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Figure 3: The measured linearity on the prototype SAM low and high channels

dynamic range of ∼11.3 bits, an analog input bandwidth of ∼250 MHz and an event

readout time of less than 2µs, the SAM performances meet the HESS-II stringent re-

quirements. The final chip will be manufactured by mid-2006. After testing, it will

be implemented in the FEE of the HESS-II camera for commissioning in early 2008.

A upgraded version of the SAM, with an on-chip ADC, is also under development.
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Figure 4: The amplitude distribution of single photoelectrons as recorded by the pro-

totype HESS-II FEE chain, including the SAM

Parameter Value Unit

Power cons. 300 mW

Sampling Freq. <1 up to 2.5 GS/s

Analog Bandwidth ∼250 MHz

Max event readout freq. >400 kHz

Readout time N cells 90+90×N ns

Noise/channel 0.8 mV rms

Maximum signal 2 V

Dynamic range 11.3 bits

Crosstalk <3 per mil

Integral non-linearity <2 %

Table 1: Measured main performances of the SAM first prototype
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OUTLINE

• from HESS-I to HESS-II

• a new GHz sampling chip for HESS-II

• first prototype results



HESS-I 

FrontFront--end electronics end electronics 

60 drawers of 16 PMs  (photonis PMT XP 2960) : QE ~ 25%

+ active bases

DC-DC converter 0-1500 V

HV & current readout

Current limit

1 "Slow Control" card : 

High voltage control and monitoring

Temperature & Current monitoring

Counting scalers

2 cards  with 2 Analogue Memory chips (x8 PMTs).



ARS0

Connection to photo-tubes

Trigger channelsAnalogue

Fpga

8 x comparators

Adder

Enable/disable
(4 channels)

output
local trigger

Fanout signal
entry

Amplifications

Buffers

12 bits ADC

Digital

Multiplexor

Readout channels

Event readout time: 270 Event readout time: 270 µµss

HESSHESS-- I  Front End ElectronicsI  Front End Electronics



From HessFrom Hess--I  to HessI  to Hess--II : improvements neededII : improvements needed

-- increased input bandwidth (to reduce NSB)increased input bandwidth (to reduce NSB)

-- larger dynamic range (for lower energies)larger dynamic range (for lower energies)

-- less crossless cross--talktalk

-- much faster readout time (to cope with increased rates)much faster readout time (to cope with increased rates)

-- an option is to an option is to integrateintegrate thethe ADCADC on chip (many advantages)on chip (many advantages)

-- keep power < 1W/chipkeep power < 1W/chip

⇒⇒Need for a new Need for a new matrixmatrix architecturearchitecture

⇒⇒ AMS 0.8 AMS 0.8 µµm obsolete:m obsolete: go go to 0.35 to 0.35 µµm technologym technology



SAM: Global architecture

256 memory
cells

Serial Link

Write
Buffers

Readout
amplifiers

Sampling Control +
Stop Synchronisation

ADC

ANALOG
MUX

Sampling Frequency
servo control

Readout Sequencer and analog
serializer

SAM_rck
k

Analog
output

Digital
output

SAM_wck

rst

Convert
t

SAM_read
Readout Control

Read col iWrite i

Not in SAM0.
Option for SAM1

SAM_run

SAM_rck
SAM_sc

Analog
input

SAM_din

DAC for pedestals
equalization

SAM_dout



The SAM ASIC: architecture of the sampling core

serial link for configuration set-up+
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Expected Characteristics

ARS0 SAM

Channels/chip 5 2 differential
Cells/channel 128 256
Sampling frequency 1GS/s 1GS/s
On-chip Sampling frequency Yes Yes
Readout time 60 µsec 2µsec/16 cells
Input bandwidth 80 Mhz 300 Mhz
Dynamic range 9 bits 12 bits
Cross-talk ― 0.1%
Integral non-linearity ― 2%



Proto SAM V0

Proto 2 channels*256 cells

Techno AMS CMOS 0.35 µm.
Size ~11 mm2
 ~60k transitors.
QFP100 (0.5mm pitch) package

Submitted  6/12/04.

Delivered 17/03/05

Under tests at Jussieu



Preliminary results
• All tested functionalities tested are ok and in specs.
• Power Consumption : ~ 300 mW.
• Analog Bandwidth : 250 MHz-300MHz.
• Maximum Sampling Freq : 2.5-3 GSample/s.
• Readout Time : 1.6µs / 16 cells.
• Max Trig. Frequency: 300 kHz.
• Range: 2V (differential).
• Dynamic range > 10 bits (prelimin.).



Oscilloscope Snapshot of a SAM output  Oscilloscope Snapshot of a SAM output  

Test input: square signal 2ns wideTest input: square signal 2ns wide

Output horizontal scale: 400 ns / div equivalent to 1ns /step atOutput horizontal scale: 400 ns / div equivalent to 1ns /step at the input.the input.

ReadRead--outout ofof 16 16 cellscells

1 reset 1 reset afterafter thethe readoutreadout ofof 16 16 cellscells

nextnext cellscells



Conclusions

• First tests of first proto OK

• Next proto will probably include ADC

• Production of ~ 4000 chips by mid-2006
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After a very successful start with many sources detected, the second phase of the

H.E.S.S. experiment is being implemented. The objective is to build a very large

telescope in the center of the array of the 4 existing ones. Operating the very large

telescope in coincidence (stereoscopy) with the four H.E.S.S. I telescopes allows to

reduce the energy threshold from 100 GeV to 50 GeV. In order to make optimum

use of this additional very large telescope and to lower the energy threshold further,

one has to consider the single telescope events of this telescope as well. The data

acquisition of these events requires a second level trigger for the reduction of the

data flow. The concepts for the realization and properties for a second level trigger

are presented.

1 Introduction

Cherenkov astronomy has entered a new era where not only a few but many sources

of different classes are detected and also new classes of sources are found.

The strategy of lowering the energy threshold of Cherenkov telescopes in order

to acces new source populations was mainly motivated by the fact that many sources

were detected up to a few tens of GeV by EGRET [2], whereas the Cherenkov tele-

scopes of the Whipple generation could only access a few sources above 300 GeV.

This gap between the highest energies reachable by satellite experiments like GLAST

(≈100 GeV) and the threshold of Cherenkov telescopes of the current generation like

H.E.S.S. Phase I (≈100 GeV) is virtually closed. However, for many sources, the
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limited sensitivity of GLAST above 100 GeV will probably only allow detections

after deep exposures at very high energies. Further, an overlap of good sensitivity

over a wider energy range will provide a means of cross-calibrating the two detection

techniques. It is therefore planned to lower the energy threshold and to increase the

sensitivity of H.E.S.S. at lower energies in the second phase of the experiment, thus

effectively closing the gap and also providing an improved overlap in energy between

GLAST and H.E.S.S. This will be achieved with an additional very large Cherenkov

telescope (VLCT) in the center of the current system. With a reflector diameter of

≈ 28 m the resulting mirror area of the VLCT will amount to roughly 600 m2. A

camera consisting of 2048 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) located at 35 m from the

reflector, will provide a field of view of 3.5 deg in diameter. One PMT will have a

viewing angle of 0.07 deg (as compared to 0.16 deg for H.E.S.S. phase 1). At this

conference, an overview of H.E.S.S. phase II was presented by [4] and the camera

electronics were presented by [1].

The VLCT will be operated together with the existing large Cherenkov telescopes

(LCTs). Stereoscopic events including triggers from at least 2 telescopes out of 5

(4 LCT + 1 VLCT), as well as monoscopic events triggered by the VLCT alone will

be recorded by the data acquisition (DAQ) system. Because of the very low energy

threshold of the VLCT (≈20 GeV, depending on the trigger thresholds of the PMTs)

and of its much higher sensitivity at lower energies, three different event classes ac-

cording to the following (roughly estimated) energy bands, have to be distinguished:

• E < 50 GeV: Monoscopic VLCT events

• 50 < E < 100 GeV: New stereoscopic VLCT/LCT events

• E>100 GeV: Stereoscopic VLCT/LCT events

Between energies around the threshold of the VLCT up to approx. 50 GeV the bulk

of the γ-ray showers will only trigger the very large telescope, thus producing mono-

scopic events. From 50 to 100 GeV many showers that currently (phase 1) only trigger

one single LCT (and are thus not taken into account) will, in the phase 2, additionally

trigger the VLCT. At these energies most events will therefore be new stereoscopic

events (VLCT/LCT). Above 100 GeV, many showers will trigger two LCTs and al-

most all of these events will also trigger the VLCT, providing an additional high

resolution image of the shower. This will improve the energy and angular resolution

of the detector as compared to phase 1 and will also increase the sensitivity above

100 GeV. Consequently, with one additional central VLCT the overall gain is two-

fold: a new energy window will be opened below 100 GeV and the resolution of the

detector system will be improved above that energy.

The level-1 (L1) trigger of the VLCT is based on the same principle as the camera

trigger of the existing LCTs [5]. Each PMT signal passes a comparator with threshold

Athr given in photoelectrons (ph.e.). The L1 trigger condition is fulfilled if in one out
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of 96 overlapping sectors (of 64 PMTs each) a minimum number NS of PMTs has

an amplitude above Athr. Depending on the chosen threshold Athr and NS, a raw

L1 trigger rate (estimated from Monte Carlo simulations) for the VLCT of at least

2.5 kHz is expected, reaching up to 20 kHz for the loosest trigger conditions tested. It

is desirable to operate the VLCT with the lowest possible PMT thresholds in order to

maximize the sensitivity at low energies. The contribution of the four existing LCTs to

the total trigger rate, i.e. the transfer rate to the DAQ, is less than 0.5 kHz. In order to

avoid transmission and storage of high data rates to the DAQ system the transmission

rate has to be limited to a value of the order of 4 kHz. Low PMT thresholds thus

require a second level trigger to reduce the transmission rate to the DAQ. Another

constraint is that the L1 trigger rate (local camera trigger) has to be less than 50 kHz

in order to avoid too high a dead-time.

2 Concept of a Level 2 Trigger

The goal of the second level trigger (subsequently L2) is the optimization of the data

flow at optimum detector configuration. The principle of the L2 trigger discussed

here is an analysis of camera images built from the available information at the trig-

ger level. In the following subsections, the information used for the L2 trigger and

the criteria under study are addressed using Monte Carlo simulations. However, the

implementation of a second level trigger will depend on the final design of the camera

electronics.

2.1 Image on Trigger Level

In this work it is assumed that the H.E.S.S. Phase II camera pixels are grouped in

blocks of 2x2 PMTs and one block is an active image element if the number of PMTs

above a certain amplitude threshold Athr in the block is Npmt ≥ 2 (multiplicity).

This definition of an image element provides images with binary block-amplitude in-

formation (active/inactive, see Figure 1 for illustration). In the simulations carried out

for this work, the total amplitude of the L2 image is estimated using three different

definitions. Given Nblocks, the number of active blocks in the image, Npmt, the num-

ber of PMTs above threshold in one block and the uncalibrated amplitude Aj of PMT

j, the size S is defined as:

S =

Nblocks
∑

i=0

Npmt
∑

j=0

Aj. (1)
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The pseudo size is given by

PS =

Nblocks
∑

i=0

Npmt
(i)

, (2)

and finally, the simple pseudo size is defined as

SPS = Nblocks (3)

Figure 1: Images of a simulated muon ring event. Left: offline analysis image built

from camera pixels with intensities (arbitrary units). Right: image on trigger level

built from blocks of 2x2 pixels each. The number of pixels above threshold in one

block is at least 2.

2.2 Rejection Criteria on Trigger Level

In Figure 2, images built from the blocks introduced in the previous section are shown

for different primary particles species. Some criteria are evident from these images. In

Table 1 different possible criteria for the discrimination of γ-like shower events from

background are listed. Hillas-type analyses [3] are generally used for the analysis

in γ-astronomy with Cherenkov telescopes. The curvature analysis could provide a

means of detecting muon rings or arclets in a shower image, clearly identifying the

event as of hadronic nature. Hadronic events exhibit a higher image irregularity and

more diffuse light distributions than γ-ray induced events.
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Figure 2: Images on trigger level using the binary amplitude information . Particle

species / event type from left to right: γ, µ (at large impact parameter), hadron, night-

sky background.
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Criterion Particle species

Hillas-type analyses All

Curvature analysis µ’s

Clustering/Irregularity Hadrons

Isolated Pixels Nightsky background

Table 1: Rejection criteria for

a level 2 (L2) trigger based on

image analyses or simple pattern

recognition of shower images.

3 Results

The simulations were done using the shower simulator KASKADE and a detector

simulation also used in H.E.S.S. phase 1. Electromagnetic showers were produced at

discrete energies and with a Crab-Nebula like spectrum. Proton-initiated air showers

with a cosmic ray spectrum from energy E = 5 GeV to E = 10 TeV were simu-

lated over a large parameter space (up to a core impact position of 1000 m, over a

field of view of 5◦) for the estimation of the hadronic induced trigger rate. An es-

timation of the differential γ-ray count rate based on these simulations is shown in

Figure 3 for monoscopic triggers from the VLCT alone, stereoscopic triggers from

hybrid LCT/VLCT triggers and for stereoscopic LCT (phase 1) triggers for compari-

son. The result for monoscopic events was obtained using the following level 1 (L1)

trigger conditions: amplitude threshold Athr = 5 ph.e., sector multiplicity threshold

NS = 4. For this configuration, the L1 trigger rate as estimated from simulated pro-

ton air showers is 2.5 kHz. This value is well within the specifications for the data

transfer limit. The estimated dead-time (local L1 camera trigger) is smaller than 1 %

for this rate. Thus, it is possible to reduce the PMT thresholds in order to increase the

sensitivity at low energies. Reducing the PMT threshold from A=5 ph.e. to A=3 ph.e.

results in a trigger rate of 5 kHz. The goal of the L2 trigger is to reduce this increased

trigger rate in order to keep the transmission rate low. At the same time a high γ-ray

efficiency has to be maintained.
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Figure 3: Differential L1 γ-ray count rate (arbitrary units) for the H.E.S.S. phase I

stereoscopic LCT operation (dotted line), the phase II hybrid (LCT + VLCT) stereo

operation (dashed line) and for monoscopic operation of the VLCT (solid line).
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3.1 L2 Clustering Condition

Each block (see section 2.1) is adjacent to 8 next neighbouring blocks. A cluster is

defined as a group of at least 2 adjacent active blocks. Shower images are produced

by highly directional Cherenkov light emitted by an ensemble of particles produced

within the shower. Therefore, the images are compact or cluster-like. This is espe-

cially true in case of electro-magnetic showers. Hadronic showers produce broader

and more diffuse images and especially at low energies, the light distribution can

lose its compactness, resulting in unclustered images. Triggers induced by night-sky

background are randomly distributed over the camera and thus naturally produce un-

clustered images. Thus, an image with no cluster at all is very likely to be due to

night-sky background light or a hadron induced air shower.

Therefore, images containing no cluster at all are rejected. With the amplitude

threshold at A=3 ph.e. and the multiplicity threshold at N=4 this condition reduces

the transmission rate to the DAQ from 5 kHz to 3.3 kHz. Due to the lower amplitude

threshold A, the γ-ray efficiency is improved (as compared to A=5 ph.e.) but the clus-

tering condition also rejects γ-rays at lower energies. As illustrated in Figure 4, the

overall gain of these two effects is positive and results in an improved detection effi-

ciency at low energies and a lower energy threshold. Furthermore, only unclustered

γ-ray events are rejected. These are events that would be very difficult to analyze us-

ing standard methods. Thus, the clustering condition allows to optimize the detector
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Figure 4: Differential γ-ray count rate (arbitrary units) for the VLCT in monoscopic

mode. The solid line represents the operation with amplitude threshold A=5 ph.e. and

multiplicity N=4 (at 2.5 kHz). The dotted line shows the count rate for a reduced

amplitude threshold (A=3 ph.e., N=4). The dashed line was obtained using a reduced

amplitude threshold and activating the clustering condition.
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performance at low energies and to pre-select high-quality images for the analysis.

3.2 L2 Hillas analysis and L/S Condition

The width W and length L (second moment analysis, Hillas parameters) of the shower

image are typically used in Cherenkov telescope analyses to separate electro-magnetic

from hadron induced air showers. Towards lower energies the separation quality tends

to decrease. Between a few tens of GeV and 100 GeV our simulations yield a very

bad separation power of these parameters. A criterium which is often used in mono-

scopic Cherenkov telescope analyses for muon-rejection is the Length over Size (L/S)

parameter. In Figure 5, the distribution of the L/S parameter is shown for γ-rays sim-

ulated with a Crab-Nebula like spectrum and muons. If a cut is chosen such as to keep

95 % of all γ-rays, 50 % of all muons are rejected. This rejection quality is reduced

to ≈ 30 % if instead of the full amplitude information S the pseudo size PS is used. If

the SPS amplitude information is used, the rejection factor drops to less than 20 %.
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Figure 5: L/S parameter distribution for simulated muons and γ-rays (simulated with

a Crab-Nebula like spectrum).
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4 Conclusions

First studies of rejection criteria for a second level trigger for H.E.S.S. phase II have

been made. The results show that even with the simplest rejection criteria it is possible

to reduce the trigger rate of the planned additional very large central telescope. At the

same time, the efficiency for γ-rays can be improved at low energies and the energy

threshold can be reduced, thus optimizing the data-flow and the detector performance.
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• Performance: expectations

• Optimizing low energies: L2 trigger

– Purpose & constraints

– L2 Simulation: results
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H.E.S.S. – Phase 1 Completed

First light telescope 1 : June 2002
Two telescopes : February 2003
Stereoscopy : July 2003
Three telescopes : September 2003
Four telescopes : December 2003

→
1
.5

years→

Phase 1 completed & fully operational !

• 0.01Crab in 25 h (E>300 GeV)

• Ethr = 100 GeV (max. diff. E-spec.)

Many physics results already shown on this conference
2/17 Martin Tluczykont for the H.E.S.S. Collaboration – Martin.Tluczykont@poly.in2p3.fr
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H.E.S.S. Phase 2 = H.E.S.S. 1 + Very Large Cherenkov Telescope

   1. Mono :
Event Classes : 

VLCT

   2. Stereo :

or LCT
VLCT

+ LCT
LCT+

Very Large Cherenkov Telescope

HESS I (4 x LCT)
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Very Large Cherenkov Telescope:

• Reflector : 28m Ø (≈ 600m2)

• Focal distance ≈ 35m

• Camera: 2.5 m Ø (≈ 3 t)

• 2048 PMTs (0.07◦/pixel)

• FoV : 3◦ Ø

• Trigger rate 2-20 kHz

• Faster analogue memories needed

• Optimize data flow: 2nd level trigger

3/17 Martin Tluczykont for the H.E.S.S. Collaboration – Martin.Tluczykont@poly.in2p3.fr
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From Phase 1 to Phase 2

reflector 12mØ / 110 m2 −→ 28 mØ / >600 m2

Davies-Cotton −→ Parabolic
15 m f −→ 35 m f

mirror facets 60 cm −→ 90 cm
circular −→ hexagonal

Camera 960 PMTs −→ 2048 PMTs
0.16deg / pixel −→ 0.07deg / pix
5 degØ −→ 3.0 degØ

4/17 Martin Tluczykont for the H.E.S.S. Collaboration – Martin.Tluczykont@poly.in2p3.fr
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The L1 Trigger

• Apix amplitude threshold of PMs (photoelectrons)

• Npix number threshold of PMs in one sector

L1 trigger: at least Npix PMs with amplitude >Apix in one sector
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Trigger Board 6
Addr = 0110

Trigger Board 7
Addr = 0111

Trigger Board 8
Addr = 1000
Optional ?
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K111+K120+K121+K130

L111+L120+L121+L130
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H130+H131

I130+I131

J130+J131

K130+K131

L130+L131
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82 93
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42 539 6420 7531 86
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44 55 6622 7733 88
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89
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H E S S

II

LCT (Phase I)

• 38 sectors (64 PMs)

• Npix = 4, Apix = 3

• trigger rate mono : R≈ 2 kHz

• dead time : T≈ 20% (current ARS)

• trigger rate stereo : 350Hz (total DAQ)

VLCT

• 96 sectors (64 PMs)

• new analog memories (SAM ≈2µs)

• T < 10% @ R < 50 kHz L1

• T < 1% @ R = 3 kHz Data acquisition
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Trigger configuration & Energy ranges

Zora

L1 && L2

L1 L1 L1 L1

#Telescopes >= 2

Trigger configuration 
H.E.S.S. Phase II

Trigger

Central

Telescope 1 Telescope 2

LCT2

Telescope 3

LCT3

Telescope 4

LCT4LCT1

Telescope 5

VLCT
mono stereo

DAQ

Ferdi Jade Cléa Jenny
each camera contains L1 trigger

• > 100GeV

– stereoscopy ≥2 LCT + VLCT

– improved resolutions

– improved sensitivity

• 50GeV - 100GeV

– stereoscopy LCT + VLCT

– �new� event class

• 10GeV - 50GeV

– monoscopie VLCT

– new event class
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Event Display – Simulation

10 GeV γ-ray shower
Monoscopic event class
10 GeV<E<50 GeV
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Event Display – Simulation

70 GeV γ-ray shower
New stereoscopic event class
50 GeV<E<100 GeV
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Event Display – Simulation

100 GeV γ-ray shower
Stereoscopic event class
E>100 GeV
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Event Display – Simulation

1 TeV γ-ray shower
Stereoscopic event class
E>100 GeV
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Simulation of H.E.S.S. Phase 2 on trigger level

Parallel operation in monoscopic & stereoscopic mode

Energy [GeV]
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10
-1

1

10

Phase I (LCT: M3 A4)
Phase II Stereo (VLCT: M3 A4)
Phase II Mono (VLCT: M4 A5)

H.E.S.S. Phase II stereoscopy + monoscopy

• stereoscopy phase 1

• hyprid stereoscopy phase 2

• monoscopy phase 2

• Ethres ≈ 20GeV

• # events γ × 25 (peak)

• trigger rate : 2.5 kHz

• dead time < 1 %

Further improvement =⇒ Lower PM thresholds =⇒ Level 2 Trigger
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Purpose of L2: optimize lowest energies / reduce trigger rate

H.E.S.S. Phase 2

Source: F. Schmidt

H.E.S.S Upper limits
Preliminary

H.E.S.S. Phase 1

• Pulsars (low energy cutoff)

• Microquasars

• AGN at high z

• unidentified sources
(EGRET & H.E.S.S.)

loosen L1 conditions
(lower thresholds)

−→ Lower energy threshold
−→ More low energy events
−→ Higher sensitivity
−→ Higher trigger rate

• Night Sky Background
• Hadronic showers

L2 : reject Night Sky Background & Hadrons & Muons
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Constraints on trigger rates

L1 Trigger

L2 Trigger

deadtime < 10%
< 50 kHz !

DAQ (PC Farm)
< 3.6 kHz

Rate limits:

• L1 : <50 kHz
dead time <10 %

• L2 : <O(4 kHz)
data flow
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Clustering Condition

Event 22 gamma #Clusters: 1

0101xxxxx 0311xxxxx 0102xxxxx

0 00212xxxxx

trigger image entries

Cluster of EVENT 22

B
LO

C
K

: L
2 

in
fo

rm
at

io
n 

un
it

1. L1: Lower PMT amplitude threshold
−→ L1 trigger rate: 5 kHz

2. L2 = Reject events with 0 clusters
−→ L1 + L2 trigger rate: 3.3 kHz
+ very good rejection of NSB
– low energies: rejection of gammas
+ rejected gammas unclustered = bad
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Effective Gamma-Ray flux gain L2=clustering

standard L1 conditions
L1(low threshold) + L2

Positive effective gain: low energies optimized
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Other simple criteria

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
0
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0.14

0.16

0.18

0.2

PseudoSize scaled distributions 

Gamma-rays

Hadrons

Reject high image amplitudes:

• reject high energies

• keep low energies

−→ possible for steep source spectra
(Pulsars)

−→ bad idea for hard spectra

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
0
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0.14

0.16

0.18
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0.22

PWidth scaled distributions 

Gamma-rays

Hadrons Second moment analysis (Hillas)
loose analysis cuts on trigger level
(width, length, distance, length/size, etc.)

Σ of individual cuts, potential O(50%)
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Complex algorithms

currently under study : Neural networks, Hough transform (µ-ring tagging)

neural network architecture

principle : Cascade of criteria
from most simple to complex extracting small zones of interest
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Summary

• L2: Optimize data flow

– Low energy threshold

– Low acquisition rate

• Simple criteria show positive results

– Clustering

– Hillas analysis

• Complex criteria under study

– Neural networks

– Hough transform
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A Smart Pixel Camera for future Cherenkov Telescopes

G. Hermann, S. Carrigan, B. Glück, D. Hauser
Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik

Saupfercheckweg 1

D-69115 Heidelberg, Germany

The Smart Pixel Camera is a new camera for imaging atmospheric Cherenkov tele-

scopes, suited for a next generation of large multi-telescope ground based gamma-ray

observatories. The design of the camera foresees all electronics needed to process

the images to be located inside the camera body at the focal plane. The camera has a

modular design and is scalable in the number of pixels. The camera electronics pro-

vides the performance needed for the next generation instruments, like short signal

integration time, topological trigger and short trigger gate, and at the same time the

design is optimized to minimize the cost per channel. In addition new features are

implemented, like the measurement of the arrival time of light pulses in the pixels on

the few hundred psec timescale. The buffered readout system of the camera allows

to take images at sustained rates of O(10 kHz) with a dead-time of only about 0.8 %

per kHz.

1 Introduction

Ground-based gamma-ray astronomy has achieved a major breakthrough with the

new results from the H.E.S.S. experiment, which has reached a critical sensitivity,

and allows for detailed morphological, spectroscopic and temporal investigations of

a large number of VHE gamma-ray sources. Future projects beyond H.E.S.S. will

aim for several goals: lowering the energy threshold into the 5-10 GeV energy range,

improving the sensitivity in the energy range up to about 100 TeV by an order of

magnitude, and improving the survey capability of the instruments. Ideas for such

projects have already been described before with emphasis on lowering the energy

threshold [1]. Systems of imaging atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes (IACT) at high

altitude, with O(100) telescopes are amongst the new concepts. The cameras will have

a field of view about 5◦-10◦, covered by several thousand pixels, and have to be able

to record images at rates up to several kHz. As for the present generation of cameras,

a short signal integration time in the 10-20 nsec range and very short coincidence

trigger gates are mandatory. Due to the large number of telescopes, the cost for the
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cameras will be one of the critical parameters in the layout of such systems. Therefore

a camera design is needed that provides the required performance and in parallel

minimizes the cost per channel. In addition maintainability and stability of operation

are important design considerations. Features that allow to continuously monitor the

performance of the camera are needed and an efficient commissioning is critical in

systems with O(100) telescopes.

The concept of the Smart Pixel was presented for the first time in 1999 [2] in the

context of the H.E.S.S. experiment. However, this development was not pursued at

the time; it was resumed with significant modifications by the end of 2002. Below we

describe the design of the prototype of a Smart Pixel Camera and focus on the camera

electronics that has been developed at the MPI für Kernphysik in Heidelberg. We

do not describe the photon detectors (photomultipliers) and the HV supplies, since

the design of the Smart Pixel Camera does not depend specifically on them. The

devices used in the prototype are identical to the ones in the current H.E.S.S. cameras

(Photonis XP2960 and ISEG PHQ2960, respectively).

In the following we first introduce the general architecture of the Smart Pixel Camera,

then describe the pixels and their readout in more detail and finally show some first

results from test measurements with a prototype.

2 The Smart Pixel Camera

2.1 Architecture of the Smart Pixel Camera

A schematic overview of the architecture of the Smart Pixel Camera is shown in

Figure 1. The main building block of the camera is the Smart Pixel (Figure 2), which

consists of a photomultiplier (PMT), an active high voltage supply (HV) and the smart

pixel electronics (SPE). The SPE contains all analog processing of the PMT signal,

including signal integration, timing measurement, monitoring and analog storage. All

information coming from the pixel is provided as analog levels, which are multiplexed

onto one analog line from each pixel. The trigger of the camera is also contained in

the pixels. It consists of a programmable N out of 7 cluster coincidence, where each

pixel is the center of a cluster of 7 pixels in the hexagonal pixel matrix of the camera.

The pixels are plugged into a segmented backplane, where each segment serves up

to 16 pixels. The backplane provides lines for the distribution of the trigger signals,

for the analog bus for the pixel signals, and for the serial command bus to the pixels.

All functions on the pixel are controlled by the camera controller via the serial com-

mand bus (Fig. 1). The power distribution is also done through the backplane. Each

segment is controlled by a segment controller, which has 3 main tasks: the distribu-

tion of the digital commands to the pixels, coming from the camera controller, the

multiplexing of the analog signals from the pixels to an ADC and to “OR” the trig-
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Figure 1: Overview of the architecture of the Smart Pixel Camera .

ger signals coming from the pixels and to distribute them through the camera trigger

FAN-in/FAN-out.

The digitization of the analog output levels provided by the pixels is done using a

FADC system running in multiplexer mode. The synchronization of the switching of

the multiplexers on the pixels and on the segments and the digitization on the FADCs

are done by the camera controller. The digitized signals are stored in multi-event

buffers on the FADCs and can be readout asynchronously. This allows to decouple

the front-end readout (digitization) of the camera from the back-end readout (reading

data into the CPU memory). Currently, for the readout of the FADCs and for the

programming of the pixels through the camera controller a VME-based system is im-

plemented.

Since all electronics of the camera is installed inside the focal plane box, the only

interfaces are a power cable, the computer network connection and a pair of opti-

cal fibers to connect the trigger of the camera to a multi-telescope trigger in case of

stereoscopic operation [3]. Therefore, the complete camera, including the trigger, and

the digitization and readout system, can be tested and characterized in the lab before

installation into a telescope at some remote location.
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Figure 2: Photo of a Smart Pixel.

2.2 The Smart Pixel Electronics

The analog signal from the PMT is split into three paths: a path for signal integration,

a trigger path and a path to derive monitoring information.

The Pixel Trigger

In the trigger path the analog signal is fed into a high bandwidth discriminator with

programmable threshold and a minimal gate width of about 4 nsec. The discriminator

signal is then delayed by a programmable delay of 0 to 5 nsec in steps of 1 nsec, which

is used to compensate for the different PMT transit times, depending on the high

voltage applied to the PMT. The discriminator signal is then sent via the backplane to

the six neighboring pixels and also to an internal programmable logic device (PLD),

where the discriminator signals from the six neighboring pixel arrive. On the PLD a

programmable multiplicity of at least N pixels is required to release a trigger. This

condition can only be fulfilled, when at least N neighboring pixels have generated

a level 0 trigger within the coincidence time determined by the discriminator gate

width. If the trigger condition is fulfilled, the pixel sends the trigger signal via the

backplane to the segment controller, where the trigger signals from all the pixels of a

segment are ”ORed” and sent to a camera trigger FAN-in/FAN-out, which receives the

trigger signals from all segments and distributes them simultaneously via the segment

controllers to all pixels.

In order to monitor the performance of the pixel trigger, the rate of discriminator

signals and the rate of triggers generated by the pixel are also provided as analog

levels.
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Signal Integration

In the signal integration path, the signal is first amplified and then delayed by about

90 nsec using a delay line, which is based on a 12 layer printed circuit board (PCB).

The PCB contains a structure of a meandering electrical line embedded in ground

lines and between ground layers, shaped in a way to imitate a quasi-coaxial structure.

The resulting pulse after the 90 nsec delay has a acceptable width of about 8 nsec

FWHM.

After the delay line, the signal is split into two paths with a difference in amplification

by a factor of 18 (hi-gain and lo-gain path). A V/I converter and a gated integrator

are used to integrate the charge of the two channels The integration is started when

a camera trigger occurs. The width of the integration gate is programmable in steps

of 3 nsec from 10 nsec to 25 nsec. Also the delay of the gate is programmable in

steps of 1 nsec from 0 to 5 nsec, again to compensate for individual transit time

differences of the PMTs. The signals from the gated integrators are connected to the

pixel multiplexer.

Pixel timing

The precise knowledge of the time structure of the Cherenkov images might help

to suppress background events offline. A cost-effective possibility is to use time to

amplitude converters (TAC), which are implemented on the pixels using a constant

current source and a gated integrator. Upon a camera trigger, the TACs of the pixels

are started. The discriminator signals are delayed internally on the pixels by about

95 nsec (a few nsec longer than it takes to generate and distribute the camera trigger)

and used to stop the TAC. The TACs therefore measure the relative trigger time of

the pixel discriminators with respect to the camera trigger. If a pixel has not triggered

in an event, its TAC will run into an overflow. Besides the timing measurement, this

information in addition tells which pixels have triggered in a given event. The reso-

lution of the time information is well below 1 nsec, depending on the pixel amplitude

(see below). The trigger information can be used to precisely determine the trigger

behavior of the discriminator (see below).

2.3 Digitization scheme and dead time

The pixels provide their event information (hi-gain and lo-gain amplitude and time

information) and monitoring information, like PMT anode current, pixel trigger rate

and temperatures as analog levels. As explained above, the pixel information is mul-

tiplexed onto one analog line. The analog lines of 16 pixels are then multiplexed onto

one analog line for the segment, which is connected to a FADC channel. By switch-

ing the segment and pixel multiplexers, the corresponding signals can be selected and
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Figure 3: a) Single photoelectron spectrum of a pixel. b) Relative amplitude res-

olution of the pixels as a function of the light pulse ampitude. The line describes

the 1/
√

Np.e. law, which is the limit given by poisson fluctuations of the number of

photoelectrons at the photocathode.

digitized. For ”normal” events, the two amplitudes (hi-gain and lo-gain) and the time

information per pixel are digitized. In monitoring events, also the remaining values

are digitized. The switching of the multiplexers and the digitization is done at a fre-

quency of 10 MHz. Since each segment with 16 pixels is connected to one FADC

channel, the digitization of an event with 3 event-related values per pixel takes only

4.8 µsec. Since the data is written directly into a multi-event buffer on the FADC, the

front-end dead time per event amounts to only 4.8 µsec plus about 2 times 1.5 µsec

charge-up and reset time of the analog levels on the pixel. This dead time is inde-

pendent of the number of pixels or segments in the camera, since the digitization of

different segments is done in parallel.

The event buffers on the FADCs (Model: SIS3300) can be readout asynchronously

with 64 Bit block-transfer in DMA mode via the VME bus, while new events are

written to the buffers. With this data transfer scheme a rate of about 38 MByte/sec

has been reached. Due to the decoupling of the front-end from the readout of the

back-end, up to a mean event rate of about 5-6 kHz, the dead time of the camera is

given only by the front-end dead time of about 8 µsec / event. If the camera uses

significantly more than about 1000 pixel or operates at a higher mean event rate, the

readout of the FADCs has to be done using more than one CPU (on a segmented VME

backplane) and the back-end bandwidth of the system then scales with the number of

CPUs used.
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Figure 4: a) Histogram of the time difference of the trigger signals of two pixels. b)

Time resolution of a pixel as a function of the pulse amplitude, when illuminated with

a pulsed LED with 3 nsec FWHM pulse width.
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Figure 5: a) Discriminator threshold function of a pixel. b) Measured trigger threshold

of a pixel as a function of the threshold applied at the discriminator.

3 First Test Measurements

After two iterations of prototyping of the pixel electronics, a larger batch of pixels has

been produced in order to be able to test the performance of a prototype camera after

system integration. The prototype camera contains 64 pixels (as of April 2005) and

uses the full digitization and triggering scheme, but also the final power supply and

cooling system, in order to test possible impact of these devices on the performance

or noise of the system. The electronics is mounted in a camera housing, which can
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contain up to 1020 pixels and which can be used in a future prototype telescope. The

camera is set up in a dark room, where it can be illuminated with a high rate of LED

pulses with a pulse width of 3 nsec and amplitudes of a few photoelectrons per pixel,

and also with a pulsed N2-laser through a scintillator and a programmable neutral

density filter wheel, with 3 nsec pulses and intensities up to a few thousand photo-

electrons per pixel. Figure 3 a) shows an example of a single photoelectron spectrum,

(as obtained by illumination with the pulsed LED) together with a fit to the spectrum.

From the fit one obtains a typical value of 0.2 p.e. electronics noise of the hi-gain

channel and an amplitude resolution of 0.45 p.e. of the single photoelectron peak. In

figure 3 b) the amplitude resolution of the hi-gain channels as a function of the light

pulse amplitude is displayed. It can be seen that the resolution is close to the limit

given by poisson fluctuations of the number of photoelectrons at the photocathode.

The resolution of the TAC is demonstrated in figure 4 a), where the time difference

between two pixels is plotted. As expected, the time resolution depends strongly on

the light amplitude (figure 4 b)). At amplitudes close to the discriminator threshold

the resolution is about 1 nsec, and reduces to < 500 psec at amplitudes larger than

10 p.e. .

As mentioned above, the time information of each pixel also tells if a pixel has trig-

gered in a given event. Therefore the trigger information of a pixel can be related to

its amplitude information, allowing to measure precisely the trigger threshold of each

pixel during normal operation. This is illustrated in figure 5 a), where the trigger prob-

ability of a pixel is plotted against the measured light amplitude. Figure 5 b) shows

the measured trigger threshold of a pixel in units of photoelectrons as a function of

the preset threshold in digital units. Such measurements can be used to calibrate and

monitor the pixel thresholds.

4 Summary and Outlook

The Smart Pixel Camera is a promising concept for future IACT systems. The first

tests indicate that the camera provides the performance needed in such telescope sys-

tems. Due to the highly multiplexed readout and the high integration of the electron-

ics, the total cost per channel of such a camera is significantly below current designs.

Further tests with up to 200 pixels are planned.
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2000 – 4000 Pixels
~ 5 GeV Threshold
5 – 10 kHz Event Rate

Future Telescope Systems

e.g. 5 @ 5 Cameras: 
Low threshold
Hi rate capability
Modular,  maintainable
Low cost per channel
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Design of the Smart Pixel Camera SP     C

“Classical”  camera,  but … 

Plug ‘n Play Camera: All electronics inside camera body
Complete test in lab before shipment
No PMT signals traveling along the telescope

Optimum performance: Topological trigger + trigger timing
Short signal integration time
No dead time limitation

Reliability / maintainability: Lots of monitoring built in 
Minimize complexity
Modular design

Costs: Minimize cost per channel
Not more expensive, than necessary to achieve
optimum performance



The Smart Pixel SP     C

PMT HV Pixel Electronics

~ 45 cm



The Smart Pixel Electronics SP     C

All electronics for:    Analog signal integration
Trigger generation
Monitoring

+  Control

Neighbor
Trigger

Level 1(2)

Signal
Integration

Timing
Measurement

Discriminator
Lvl0 Trigger

All information from the pixel as analog voltage levels
All settings programmable on each pixel  individually (2.4 µsec /cmd)



The Smart Pixel:      Signal  Integration SP     C
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Next Neighbor Trigger SP     C

!

Each Pixel receives
Lvl0 triggers from neighbors

N / 7  Pixels
required

Effective gate width for coincidences:   4 - 5 nsec
PMT delay compensation    : 0 …5 nsec in 1 nsec steps
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Front-End dead time of the Camera SP     C

Time required for  event digitization:

1.6 usec Hi Gain
3.2 usec Hi Gain + Lo Gain
4.8 usec Hi Gain + Lo Gain + TAC

in addition:
ca. 1.5 usec Charge-up time

ca. 1 usec Reset time

4 … 8 µsec dead time per event
>100 kHz  BW 
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Readout Bandwidth SP     C

Readout of memory banks decoupled from front-end
No additional dead time

Event Size: 1000 Pixels  x  6 Byte = 6 kB

VME transfer: BLT + DMA  :    38 MB/sec  (tested)

~  5 - 6   kHz  using BLT + DMA   @  3-5% dead time

Higher rate:   BW scales with number of  VME CPUs  
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64 Pixel installed
200 planned

Up to 1020 possible
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Finally …

… Smart  Pixel  !

Fast triggering @ 4-5 nsec coincidence window
Next neighbor trigger
Short signal integration time 
Time information for triggered pixels

4 – 8 usec / event front-end dead time
10 kHz event rate  @  4-8 % dead time

Prototype is running w/ 64 pixels; 200 planned
much more testing …

2000 Pixel camera:  ~ 900 000 Euro
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Development of HPDs with an 18-mm-diameter GaAsP photho

cathode for the MAGIC-II

Masaaki Hayashida, Eckark Lorenz, Razmik Mirzoyan, Masahiro Teshima

Max-Planck-Institut für Physik

Föringer Ring 6, D-80805 München, Germany

A new type of Hybrid PhotoDetectors (HPDs) with an 18-mm-diameter GaAsP pho-

tocathode was developed in order to lower the energy threshold of the MAGIC-II

project down to 15 GeV. The peak value of the Quantum Efficiency (QE) reaches

∼50% at around 500 nm. Application of the wavelength shifting technique can fur-

ther enhance the sensitivity in the UV region by another ∼10 %. Compared to the

currently used classical Photo Multiplier Tubes (PMT) with bialkali photo cathodes,

the new HPDs provide practically twice as high photon conversion efficiency. Simu-

lation studies of the new HPDs indicate that they have a sufficiently long lifetime for

being used in the MAGIC telescope imaging camera. In this report we present the

evaluation results and the performance of these new photo detectors.

1 Introduction

The development of the Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs) tech-

nique has successfully established them as powerful tools for ground-based multi-

GeV and TeV gamma-ray astronomy. Detection of gamma-ray fluxes at very low en-

ergies from 10 GeV to a few hundred GeV can be very interesting for the study of high

red-shift objects such as active galactic nuclei and gamma-ray bursts. Because of the

interaction of gammas from distant sources with the cosmic infrared background radi-

ation fields, their measured intensity on the earth can be strongly attenuated. Only at

very low energies is the universe becoming transparent for gammas. The use of photo

sensors with higher photon conversion efficiency can be considered as an economic

method to lower the threshold setting of telescopes. The MAGIC (Major Atmospheric

Gamma-Imaging Cherenkov) telescope [1], with a reflector diameter of 17 m, is the

world’s largest IACT. Since fall 2003 it has been in operation on the Canary Islands

of La Palma (28.75◦N, 17.90◦W and 2200 m a.s.l.). In order to further lower the

threshold setting our project will be upgraded by building the second 17-m diameter

telescope (MAGIC-II) at 85 m distance from the first telescope [2]. As one of the
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key tasks for the MAGIC-II Project, we have developed high QE Hybrid PhotoDe-

tectors (HPDs) with a GaAsP photocathode [3–5] as an alternative photo sensor to

PMTs that are used in IACTs. For a high QE photocathode, the Negative Electron

Affinity (NEA) photo cathodes are regarded as the preferred candidates. Especially

the NEA GaAsP type photocathode is a prime candidate to be used in IACT photo

sensors because of its high blue sensitivity.

An HPD consists of a photocathode and of an Avalanche Diode (AD) serving as

an anode. When applying a ∼8 kV high tension to the photocathode, the photoelec-

trons are accelerated in the high electric field and impinge onto the AD producing

around 1 600 electron hole pairs. This is the so-called electron bombardment ampli-

fication. Those electrons subsequently induce avalanches in the active volume of AD

and provide an additional gain of ∼30-50 when a bias voltage of a few hundred volts

is applied.

In the conventional HPDs, the size of the GaAsP photocathode was too small (<8

mm) to be used as a pixel element in the MAGIC telescope camera (the necessary

pixel size is 30 mm). Recently, together with Hamamatsu Photonics, we succeeded

in producing HPDs with a GaAsP photocathode of 18 mm size (type R9792U-40,

in Figure 1). By using non-imaging light concentrators like, for example, Winston

cones, one can efficiently compress the light flux from the necessary 30 mm pixel

input size to the 18 mm size of the above-mentioned HPDs. In the following we

report the measurement results of this new type of HPD.

Figure 1: The picture of this new type of HPDs. (7 tubes)
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2 Results and Discussions

HPDs including AD provide an overall gain of (3-8)×104. Due to the high signal

gain of the first stage, HPDs have a very good amplitude resolution. Cherenkov light

flashes from gamma-ray air showers have a time spread of 2-3 ns. Fast response is

required in order to reduce the contribution from light of the night sky (LONS) for

a short signal integration time. The QE of the HPD is dependent on the wavelength.

Application of the Wavelength Shifting (WLS) technique can provide an increase in

sensitivity in the UV region [5], where Cherenkov photons from air showers are more

abundant. Although the photo sensors of IACTs are constantly exposed to the LONS

during the operation, the photo cathodes of the light detectors shall not lose their

sensitivity over several years of operation.

For the measurement of output signals, the laser diode (PDL 800B, PicoQuant

GmbH) was used as the pulse generator. Its wavelength is 393 nm and the time width

is several tens of ps (FWHM). A fast pre-amplifier (voltage gain 32.0 dB at 500 MHz)

was used to amplify the HPD signal. The signal was acquired by a 1 GHz bandwidth

digital oscilloscope (LC564A, LeCroy).

2.1 Gain

The electron bombardment gain was measured at a photocathode voltage of up to -8.5

kV. In the range of a few kV the gain is rising slowly due to the energy loss in the

passive layer at the AD entrance window. Above 4 kV, the gain shows a linear relation

with the photocathode voltage. It reaches 650 at -5.0 kV and 1 600 at -8.0 kV. On the

other hand, the avalanche gain of the AD is 30 at 320 V. The breakdown voltage of

the AD is about 350 V. Finally, the overall gain becomes about 50 000 at -8.0 kV of

the photocathode bias and 320 V for the AD bias voltage.

2.2 Time response

Figure 2-(a) shows the output signal with -8.0 kV for the photocathode and an AD

bias voltage of 330 V. The intensity of the light was estimated to the hundreds of

photoelectrons (p.e.). The output signal shows 0.8 ns of the rise time, 2.4 ns of the

fall time and 2.7 ns FWHM.

2.3 Amplitude resolution

As one can see in Figure 2-(b), multi-photoelectron peaks were well resolved at low

light intensity. These peaks correspond to pedestal, 1 p.e., 2 p.e., 3 p.e. and 4 p.e.

(from the left to right). The light level was adjusted to provide 〈1.95〉 p.e.. The
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relative amplitude resolution of the single p.e. distribution can be described by σgauss

∼18% after removing the contamination due to the pedestal fluctuations.

pedestal
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Figure 2: Examples of the measurement results. [left-(a)] The output signal for a

very fast laser diode pulse. Photocathode voltage; -8.0 kV, AD bias voltage; 330 V.

[right-(b)] Signal amplitude resolution. The peaks correspond to pedestal, 1 p.e., 2

p.e., 3 p.e. and 4 p.e..

2.4 Quantum efficiency

We measured the QE in the range from 250 to 750 nm in 10 nm intervals using a spec-

trometer. The current of the HPD was measured with a picoammeter Keitley-485 by

shorting the AD anode with the cathode, and by applying -800 V to the photocathode.

A calibrated pin-photo diode (S6337-01, Hamamatsu Photonics, calibration accuracy

2%) was used to get the absolute value of light intensity. Figure 3 shows the measured

QE of the HPD photocathode as well as the QE of the PMT used in the telescope of

MAGIC-I [6] as a function of wavelength. The peak value reaches 51% at around 500

nm.

The first tests of the WLS technique for this new HPD were made with a mixture

of 0.03 g POPOP, 0.03 g Butyl-PBD and 1.5 g Paraloid B72 dissolved in 20 ml of

Toluene. This solution was dripped on the entrance window of the HPD, thus obtain-

ing a thin and transparent layer. In Figure 3 the obtained QE spectra with and without

application of the WLS are shown. The enhancement can be seen clearly below 360

nm. However, a small drop in sensitivity occurs at around 400 nm because of the

absorption by the shifter film. Further studies could provide better results.

In order to quantify the anticipated improvement when using HPDs for the MAGIC

telescope, overall Cherenkov photon conversion efficiency was estimated by folding

the QE and the Cherenkov photon spectrum from gamma-ray showers simulated by

CORSIKA 6.023. Table 1 shows the improvement of the efficiency for four values of

the observation zenith angle. The obtained value is normalized to that of the currently

used PMT. The spectral peak position of the Cherenkov spectrum shifts towards the
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longer wavelengths at higher zenith angles, because the shorter wavelengths are ab-

sorbed and scattered stronger by the atmosphere. This calculation includes the differ-

ences in the collection efficiency of the different light guides (94% for PMT, 87% for

HPD) and in the first anode (dynode) collection efficiency (90% for PMT, 100% for

HPD). The results show that the total light conversion efficiency could be improved by

about a factor 2 compared to the PMTs. At the high zenith angle range, the improve-

ment could be even higher due to the red-extended sensitivity of the HPD. Depending

on the observation zenith angle the WLS can provide an additional improvement of

3-9%.
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Figure 3: Measured QE spectra. [broken-(a)] PMT ET-9116A with milky lacquer

used in MAGIC-I [6]; [dotted-(b)] non-coated HPD; [solid-(c)] HPD with WLS.

Zenith Angle 0◦ 25◦ 45◦ 60◦

Non-coated 1.90 1.92 2.00 2.14

with WLS 1.99 2.00 2.07 2.17

Table 1: Relative improvement of overall Cherenkov photon conversion efficiency

when using GaAsP HPD compared to PMT in MAGIC-I (PMT = 1).

2.5 Lifetime of the GaAsP photocathode

The aging effect of photocathode sensitivity was predicted empirically from the in-

formation of conventional image intensifiers with GaAsP photo cathodes. It assumed

that the lifetime only depends on the amount of total charge per an area produced in

the photocathode. Figure 4 shows an expected degradation curve of 18-mm-diameter

GaAsP photocathode sensitivity with 728-pA photocathode current in a function of
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elapsed time. When the lifetime is defined as the period after which the sensitivity

degrades by 20% from the initial value, it becomes about 1 330 hours under these

conditions. This corresponds to 3.5 mC of total charge from the photocathode and

about 100 C in the AD output charge with a gain of 30 000.

expectation

Figure 4: Expected degradation curve of GaAsP photocathode sensitivity with 728-

pA photocathode current. x-axis is elapsed time, y-axis is relative sensitivity com-

pared to initial value.

In order to confirm the durability of the GaAsP photocathode under real condi-

tions, simulation of the starlight and LONS were performed. Figure 5-(b) represents

an example of the camera pixel arrangement. The intensity of LONS is estimated

to be 72 pA in the photocathode (calculation based on the measured LONS spec-

trum [7]). At this LONS level the lifetime is ∼13 500 hours. Assuming that we will

operate our telescope for 1 000 hours per year, the lifetime corresponds to more than

10 years of operation. Starlight was simulated with neighboring stars of 10 known

TeV sources (Crab Nebula, 3C66A, Mkn421, 1H1426, Mkn501, 1ES1959, BL-Lac,

1ES2344, Galactic Center, CasA). The brightest star of all objects is ζ-Tauri (3.02

magnitude, located 1.13 degrees off the Crab). Observation time was assumed to be

100 hours per year for each of the sources. Figure 5 shows the result after 5 years

of operation. The relative photocathode sensitivity compared with the initial value is

shown. Figure 5-(a) is a histogram of the number of tubes as a function of the relative

sensitivity. Most of the tubes still have a sensitivity of more than 90 %. The distri-

bution of damaged pixels on the camera is shown in Figure 5-(b). The value of the

relative sensitivity is shown by using the scale of four colors. The damage is mainly

due to the intense light from ζ-Tauri and the damaged tubes follow the track of that

star on the camera plane. In the real operation, many other objects will be observed.

However, the expected number of the bright stars (brighter than 3.5 magnitude) in

the field of view of the HPD camera (∼5 deg2) is 0.034. Therefore the result of this

simulation indicates that the HPD camera can keep good quality over several years

with a small number of replacements of dead tubes.
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Figure 5: An example of a lifetime simulation study of relative photocathode sen-

sitivity compared with its initial value. This case shows the result after 5 years of

operation. [(a)left] The histogram of the number of tubes. [(b)right] Distribution of

damaged pixels on the camera. The HPD tube area was assumed inside the dotted

line. Each color represents a different relative sensitivity value. The damaged tubes

mainly follow the track of ζ-Tauri

3 Summary

The new type of HPD with an 18 mm GaAsP photocathode is almost ready to be

used in IACTs with low threshold setting. The QE peak value reaches 51% around

500 nm and the first tests of the WLS technique demonstrated an increase of sen-

sitivity in the UV region. Compared to the currently used PMTs in MAGIC-I, the

overall Cherenkov photon conversion efficiency with the GaAsP photocathode HPD

is improved by a factor 2. This can be seen as an equivalent of increasing the mirror

diameter from 17 m to 24 m. Lifetime simulations show that the GaAsP photocath-

ode is expected to have a sufficiently long lifetime to survive starlight and the light of

night sky. In the next step further improvements of the QE as well as the development

of a new AD with even higher gain and faster time response is planned. The GaAsP

photocathode lifetime studies are going on with a few tens of HPD tubes under dif-

ferent conditions. A HPD camera shall be built in 2006 in order to access the 15-GeV

energy threshold for the MAGIC-II project.
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The Silicon photomultiplier is a new semiconductor single photon detector with very

promising characteristics for experiments in high energy astrophysics. We report

on the status of our dedicated development for IACTs and discuss advantages and

limitations. A possible application of near future available SiPMs in IACTs is also

discussed.

1 Introduction

The first very high energy (VHE) γ-ray source was detected in 1989 [1] with the imag-

ing air cherenkov technique. Since then Imaging Air Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs)

have dominated the field, as the imaging technique is up to now the most sensitive

detection technique known for VHE-γ’s. As VHE-γ sources show steep power law

spectra it is expected that by lowering the energy threshold and closing the unexplored

energy region between 30 GeV and 100 GeV new types of sources can be detected and

detailed studies of already detected sources can be performed.

To reach this ambitious goal much larger photon collection efficiencies compared

to previous experiments are necessary. This can be achieved in two ways:

1email: otte@mppmu.mpg.de
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• Larger photon collection areas (mirror dish)

• Highly efficient photon detectors

or — most promising — a combination of both.

An important step in reducing the costs and improving the physics outcome of

future telescopes would be the availability of a new cheap photon detector with photon

detection efficiencies > 50 %.

In the course of this paper we will give an introduction to a promising photon

detector concept that has been pioneered by several groups a few years ago, namely

the Silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) and elaborate on the features of SiPMs. We will

then outline the status of the development of SiPMs focusing on the efforts we pursue

for high energy astrophysics experiments like MAGIC or EUSO. In the final part we

will then sketch certain constraints that have to be taken into account when designing

an imaging camera using SiPMs and point out some possible solutions.
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Figure 1: Isometric view of a simplified SiPM. Light is incident from the top. The

small inlet shows a picture of one of the Geiger diodes of which the SiPM is composed

of. The Geiger diode is connected via a small polysilicon resistor to the aluminum

grid which serves as common readout for all cells.

2 SiPM Principle

The generic building block of a SiPM is an avalanche photo diode operating in lim-

ited Geiger mode, i.e. a few Volt above breakdown voltage. These, in the following
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called Geiger diodes, are efficient single photon counting devices, readily available

and therefore well studied (e.g. [2]). The most important characteristic of a Geiger

diode is that its output signal is independent of the number of photoelectrons gen-

erated in the diode’s space charge region. Once a Geiger diode has given an output

signal it needs a certain time to recover to its original state. Geiger diodes are there-

fore used whenever the photon flux is sufficiently low i.e. the probability that two or

more photons convert in the diode during the recovery time is almost zero.

To apply Geiger diodes directly in IACTs one would have to use relatively small

diameter Geiger diodes (about 100 µm) and thus one would also have to handle a

many million channel camera. A solution to this dilemma has been pioneered by

some groups about 20 years ago and resulted in the SiPM (e.g. [3], [4], [5]). Instead of

processing only one Geiger diode on the semiconductor substrate in a SiPM hundreds

to thousands of diodes per mm2 are combined in an array (s. Fig. 1). Each Geiger

diode has its own high ohmic resistor connected in series to the diode. The open ends

of all resistors are connected to one common line as can be seen in the picture. Due

to the parallel interconnection of all the diode–resistor combinations the output of the

SiPM is the summed up signal of all the individual Geiger diodes and the information

about the number of photons incident on the SiPM is retained. This is of course

only true as long as the above mentioned condition holds that the SiPM is used in

environments in which the average photon flux per Geiger diode is sufficiently small

to avoid the conversion of two photons in the same Geiger diode.

SiPMs exhibit extraordinary advantages compared to other light detectors. We

summarize some of them:

• The SiPM won’t be damaged even if exposed to sunlight and bias voltage is

applied

• Extremely low power consumption (< 50µW/mm2)

• Mechanical robustness

• Single photoelectron resolution

• Low operation voltage (< 100 V)

• Insensitivity to magnetic fields

• Radiation hardness

For more details about SiPM characteristics the interested reader is pointed to e.g. [10].
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3 SiPM Status of Development

Several groups active in developing SiPMs have recently reported significant im-

provement of their SiPM performances [6]. In particular dark rates could be reduced

by an order of magnitude (≈ 100 kHz/mm2) thus opening the possibility for future

operation of SiPMs in IACTs at much more convenient temperatures (≈ −10 ˚ C)

than was expected only one year ago [7, 8]. This will considerably ease the design

of a SiPM camera. Considerable improvements have also been reported in achieved

photon detection efficiencies (PDE) that now peak at more than 35%.

The rapid improvement of SiPM parameters leads to the optimistic conclusion

that appropriate devices will be available for IACTs in the near future; maybe within

the next two years.

3.1 Front Side Illuminated SiPM

Our SiPM development focuses on two concepts that will be explained in the follow-

ing. In the front side illuminated SiPM concept the Geiger diodes are processed on a

low ohmic substrate with a high ohmic epitaxial layer grown on top. We continue to

pursue this direction with the following design goals:

• Sensor sizes of 5 × 5 mm2 with a subsequent increase of up to 10 × 10 mm2

• Photon detection efficiencies > 50% for blue and near UV wavelengths

• As low as possible dark rate, aiming at < 100 kHz/mm2 at a temperature of

230 K or above

Recently we have achieved to produce a first working prototype 5×5 mm2 SiPM

at MEPhI and Pulsar Enterprise. With the next production batch at the end of this

year we plan to have SiPMs of the same size that can be used for more extensive tests

and maybe also to build a prototype camera pixel for a future IACT SiPM camera.

We also tackle another intrinsic problem of SiPMs, the so called optical crosstalk

[11]. Optical crosstalk is due to avalanche generated photons that spread within the

SiPM and are possibly absorbed in neighboring Geiger diodes. The probability for

optical crosstalk is proportional to the gain of the SiPM and can reach values between

a few percent and more than 50%. To suppress this effect we have introduced grooves

between Geiger diodes by anisotropic etching. The evaluation of these structures has

shown that we can considerably suppress optical crosstalk. In a next step we will

implement the technology of etching grooves in the production of SiPMs.
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Figure 2: Blowup of one cell of the back illuminated SiPM principle. Please note that

the drawing is not to scale.

3.2 Back Side Illuminated SiPM

In our second approach we develop a SiPM exploiting the back illumination principle

in collaboration with the MPI Halbleiterlabor (HLL) [8, 9]. Applied to SiPMs back

illumination has the big advantage of increasing the active sensor area to 100%.

For this concept we had to develop a novel Geiger diode compatible with a back

illuminated semiconductor detector, i.e. it can be embedded in a semiconductor drift

detector (SDD) (s. Fig. 2). We have performed extensive simulations on this structure

and found the photoelectron collection efficiency into the embedded Geiger diode to

be 100%. Due to different photoelectron drift paths we expect a single photoelectron

time jitter of about 2 ns at room temperature and of about 1 ns at 230 K due to higher

electron mobilities at lower temperatures.

We have translated our simulation results into a technology that can be realized

at the HLL. Test structures of the Geiger diode have been designed in this technology

and are currently being produced. With the evaluation of the test structures we can on

one hand verify some of our simulation results, and, even more important, on the other

hand can measure parameters not accessible in the simulation (e.g. optical crosstalk).

4 Application in Air Cerenkov Telescope

Motivated by the reported huge improvements in SiPM performance and upcoming

sensor sizes of 5×5 mm2 we have started design studies of a SiPM camera for IACTs.

Our first step will be a proof of principle development of a prototype camera pixel
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that can be tested in the MAGIC telescope. In the following we focus on some of

the design considerations which have to be taken into account and point out possible

solutions.

Assuming an ideal photon detector the only background contribution to each

recorded shower image is due to photons from the night sky (stars, airglow, etc.).

When using SiPMs the dark count rate is adding onto this non reducible natural back-

ground (hereafter NSB for night sky background). In available SiPMs the dark count

rate at room temperature can even be larger than the NSB up to a factor of ten. A

reasonable acceptable value of the dark count rate would be 10% of the NSB value.

For a MAGIC type telescope and light concentrators with a concentration factor four

attached to each SiPM this results in a maximum acceptable absolute intrinsic dark

rate of a SiPM of about 50 kHz/mm2. In this estimation we have assumed a photon

detection efficiency of 20%. The 50 kHz/mm2 is therefore to be considered more like

a lower limit of the acceptable dark rate and goes linearly up with increasing PDE.

The large difference between acceptable and actual dark rate is not so much a prob-

lem as long as the SiPM can be cooled. The rule of thumb is that in silicon the dark

current and dark count rate halves for every 8 degrees reduction in temperature. A

temperature of −10 ˚ C should be sufficient to successfully operate a SiPM camera,

but depending on the SiPM at use might be as low as −40 ˚ C. SiPMs themselves are

only producing a negligible amount of heat that has to be transported away from the

sensor. Therefore, cooling down to the optimal temperature region can be realized,

e.g., with single staged Peltier elements. With Peltier elements it should even be pos-

sible to cool at the same time the attached preamplifier and readout electronics down

to the required temperatures. In this way a compact SiPM amplifier sandwich can be

realized, thus avoiding long signal lines between SiPM and amplifiers. Cooling below

the dewpoint requires a dry atmosphere within the camera as well as the development

of a double entrance window with an appropriate gas of low thermal conductivity like

Argon or SF6 between the windows to avoid condensation.

Another aspect of a SiPM camera is that SiPMs available for a first study will

have active sizes of about 5 × 5 mm2. Accounting for dead space at the border of the

SiPM the total size of the SiPM silicon chip will be about 7×7 mm2. Including some

necessary space between single SiPMs the total space occupied by one SiPM will be

about 9 × 9 mm2. The ratio between the total size occupied and the active region of

the SiPM alone is about four and can be reduced by using a light concentrator (factor

4). There are several possibilities that still have to be evaluated:

• Solid light guides made from plexiglas

• hollow funnels with reflective surface (Winston cones)

• lenses
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A good Photon collection efficiency is very crucial as otherwise the advantage of

a larger PDE is strongly reduced and can even be reduced to zero or below by an

improper design of the camera. Therefore the above mentioned double glazed window

has to be coated with an antireflective coating2. At the same time the coating can act

as an optical filter transparent in the blue and UV and surpressing wavelengths larger

than 600 nm.

U

U

U

Combined Output
of several SiPM

SiPM

PreAmp

Figure 3: Concept of a possible readout of SiPMs in IACTs. Several SiPMs are

combined to one output channel.

As a last remark in this section we address the electronic readout. It is not prac-

tical to dedicate one readout channel per SiPM as usually the optical point spread

function of an IACT is in the order of 2 to 3 cm. A significant reduction in the num-

ber of channels can be achieved by combining four SiPMs as sketched in Fig. (figure

electrical diagram). We currently are designing and testing such a readout scheme.

5 Summary and Discussion

Stable and high QE photon detectors with single photoelectron resolution will be of

great advantage in future IACT experiments. They will allow for smaller mirror sizes

due to higher photon detection efficiencies and could significantly lower the energy

threshold of existing telescopes. This will dramatically reduce costs and thus allow to

build large arrays of telescopes. It might well be that large arrays will only be feasible

with the availability of such photon detectors.

With the SiPM a new candidate photon detector is available with additional op-

erational advantages:

2Reflection losses are about 8% on each window side without coating
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• low operation voltage (< 100 V)

• single photo electron resolution

• potential for cheap mass production

• no pick up due to large internal gain (> 105)

• no damage after exposure to sunlight under applied bias voltage

Before all advantages of SiPMs can be fully exploited in IACTs still much ef-

fort has to be put into improving the photon detection efficiency, reducing optical

crosstalk and increasing SiPM sizes up to 1 cm2. Current devices reach about 35%
PDE and have sizes of up to 3×3 mm2. 5×5 mm2 devices seem to be feasible as first

prototypes could be successfully produced and tested. Characteristics are not fully

satisfactory but are expected to improve with the next production. We have devel-

oped new methods to reduce optical crosstalk and tested first devices which are more

sensitive in the blue and have a larger geometrical fill factor.

With the development of back illuminated devices we will achieve full geometri-

cal efficiency. The back illumination project has completed its feasibility study phase

and the production of first structures has just started. The evaluation of these struc-

tures will have to prove the proper operation of the Geiger diode in this concept.

Providing this will be successful a back illuminated prototype SiPM can be build in a

next step.
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Overview

• SiPM principle
• SiPM developments for IACTs @ MPI for 

Physics in Munich
– Frontside illumination
– Backside illumination

• First Study of possible Application of SiPMs
in IACTs
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Why new Photon Detectors?

Detection of γ-Rays <100 GeV requires larger photon 
collection areas and/or 

more promising higher QE photon detectors

Major deficiencies and drawbacks of PMT’s:
• moderate PDE (~20%)
• limited spectral range
• degradation in performance over lifetime
• fragile
• damaged by prolonged exposure
• …

Improvement in sensitivity and stability of photon detectors desired 
by the community
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Requirements for Photon Detectors 
in Future IACTs

spectral range with high QE [nm] 300…600
gain >5•104

dynamic range [phe] ≥ 500

size of camera pixel [mm²] ≥10 x 10

rise/fall time ≤1ns (500MHz BW)

single photon counting yes

max. intrinsic dark noise rate per pixel [1/s] 107

photon detection efficiency (PDE) wanted: 40-80%

immunity to pickup (EMI); no aging; insensitivity to magnetic field;
ability to withstand accidental exposure to high intensities of light

The SiPM has the potential to comply with these requirements
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The Silicon Photomultiplier

An avalanche photodiode (APD) in Geiger mode is a 
high efficient single photon counting device
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The Silicon Photomultiplier

BUT:
Output signal of  a single Geiger APD is 

independent of number of incident photons

An avalanche photodiode (APD) in Geiger mode is a 
high efficient single photon counting device
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The Silicon Photomultiplier

An avalanche photodiode (APD) in Geiger mode is a 
high efficient single photon counting device

BUT:
Output signal of  a single Geiger APD is 

independent of number of photoelectrons

Solution:
Combine an array of small Geiger APDs onto the 

same substrate (less then 1 photon per cell)
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Frontside illuminated SiPM

Available SiPM’s:
Sensor areas: 1x1 mm² … 3x3 mm²

5x5 mm² under development
Avalanche cells: up to 2000 cells/mm²

SiPM by MEPhI

1mm

20µm Concept originally developed 
by several groups in Russia
now very intense 
development by Institutes 
and companies worldwide

Frontside illuminated SiPM is developed for MAGIC in 
Collaboration with MEPhI and PULSAR in Moscow

R&D goals: 5x5 mm², reduced Crosstalk, enhanced blue sensitivity
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Characteristics

Operating voltage: 50 V to 60 V
Gain: 105 up to ~ 5•106

single pixel time resolution: ≈100 ps
single pixel recovery time: <1µs
dependence of Gain on Temp.: 0.5% dG/dT
dark count rate/mm²: 105-106 counts per second at 

room temperature (strong
dependance on temperature)

low multiplication noise allows for 
single phe resolution
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Photon Detection Efficiency

• Dead area currently limits photon 
detection efficiency

• Active area ~25 - 50 %

• Best PDE averaged over entire area ≈ 35%

Active Area

Output line

Quench Resistor

APD cell

top view of SiPM

MEPhI and Pulsar are working on increasing the active cell area
(20 x 20) µm² (100 x 100) µm²

Geometrical efficiency 80%
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Small Problem: Inter Cell Crosstalk

Non depleted bulk

avalanche region

primary photon

secondary photon

Non depleted bulk

cell

primary photongroove

potential barrier

• In Geiger breakdown emitted photons can
be absorbed in neighboring cells

Optical Crosstalk
• best devices achieve 1 %

• MEPhI and Pulsar are currently investigating:
• grooves filled with opaque material
• potential barrier for electrons diffusing from bulk
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New Idea: 
Backside Illuminated SiPM

avalanche

primary photon

entrance window

electron drift path

drift rings

fully depleted bulk

A different approach to increase PDE
Backillumination

• Photon enters from backside
• Phe drifts into avalanche region

maximum active area
expect in most optimistic 
case about 80% PDE

Concept of backillumination currently pursued 
in collaboration with our Semiconductor 

Laboratory “HLL”

simplified picture of backside illuminated cell
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Backside Illuminated SiPM

• Finite element simulations have shown the 
feasibility of the concept 

• Simulations have been translated into a technology 
(dopings, quenching structures, etc.)

• Design of test devices to verify simulations is in 
progress (expected production this fall) 

• Test implantations to verify simulated doping 
profiles are in production
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Application of SiPMs in IACTs

SiPM sizes of 5x5 mm² require 
interconnection of several SiPM to one 
camera pixel with one common
signal readout

R&D necessary on:

Photon concentrators: 
to overcome dead space 
between SiPMs

Electronic readout:
low power consumption
ultra high bandwidth
summing amplifier

Cooling:
thermal isolation

Two camera pixel
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Signal Readout

Preamp e.g. MAR or Gali series
from Mini-Circuits

High Bandwidth Inverting Amp e.g OPA 695

SiPM

Camera Pixel Signal Output

• 1 GHz broadband buffer/preamplifier after each SiPM
• all SiPMs of one camera pixel connected to summing amplifier
• good HF layout mandatory
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Photon Concentrators

1. Lightguide made out of Plexiglas

2. Winston Cones

+ Additional µ-lens array on top of each SiPM

Light concentrators needed to reduce dead area between SiPMs
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Cooling

• Moderate Cooling (-20 °C) needed to reduce 
dark noise rate below NSB

• double glazed Camera entrance window 
– Gas with low thermal conductivity SF6 or Ar
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Summary & Conclusion I

The SiPM is a very promising replacement candidate for PMTs

high gain (106), standardized signals for single photoelectrons
fast pulses (<1ns possible)
very good time resolution (O 100ps) 
low operation voltage (20V-100V)
low sensitivity to pickup and EMI
mechanical robust
no sensitivity to magnetic fields
no damage when exposed to full light when biased
no aging
low power consumption 10µW/mm2

dark count rate
optical crosstalk
recovery time
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Summary and Conclusion II

• The SiPM has many advantages compared to classical PMTs
• SiPMs with sufficient PDE and Sensor surface will be available within 

next years
• Enormous interest in the community and beyond for many other 

applications
• We develop the SiPM for application in MAGIC:

• Frontside illuminated SiPM in Collaboration with MEPhI and Pulsar
• Realization of Backside illuminated SiPM in Collaboration with HLL

• Application of SiPMs in IACTs is in reach; more R&D work is needed:
• the SiPM itself
• light concentrators
• cooling system
• readout electronics

• Timescale: 5-10 years for first IACT with SiPM camera
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Preamplifier

Monolithic Amplifiers from Mini-Circuits are favorable candidates

•DC - 8 GHz Monolithic Broadband Amplifier
•Low Cost
•120 mW dissipation power
•13 dB gain
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Summing Amplifier

As summing amplifier an inverting broadband amplifier is needed

A favorable candidate under discussion is the OPA 695

OPA695:

•Current feedback amplifier
•Gain = +2 for 1400MHz Bandwidth
•4300 V/µs slew rate
•1.8nV/sqrt(Hz) input voltage noise
•120 mW dissipation power
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The best detector in Cerenkov experiments still remains the PM tube, thanks to its

characteristics of sensitivity and speed. But its disadvantages are its low quantum

efficiency and its cost. We are currently working on solid state silicon detectors, used

in the Geiger photon counter mode. We have conducted a series of tests using stan-

dard APD, but with an electronic circuitry to raise the polarisation towards the Geiger

mode. The photodiode is polarized over its own breakdown bias, one single photon

passing through it may start an electron avalanche resulting in about 10
6 electrons

collected. After that, the diode should recover as soon as possible to be available for

the next photon. This process is under modelization: electrical diagrams (PSPICE),

differential equations (VHDL-AMS) and components physics equations (SABER)

are needed to reproduce closely the physical processes and to allow optimisation and

improvement of the electronics both for triggering and for the readout of the detec-

tors.

1 INTRODUCTION

The avalanche photodiode meet an increasing success in many applications where

only the photomultiplier tube was previously used. We present here a first evaluation

in view of possible applications in the field of astrophysics. Work has been conducted

in this field by various groups (ref 1, 2, 3) and some production is already available.

We do not have yet such components at our disposal, but we have designed a process

to go soon in production. Simulations have been conducted, as well on the design of

the photodiode itself, as on the driving circuitry and readout electronics. Live tests

have been conducted using standard commercially available APD, biased to reach

Geiger mode regime. These electrical results, as well as the simulation for a real

Geiger mode APD (SPAD) will be given. The objective here is to be able to produce

a model of basics components, and to be able to insert them in a driving circuit. We
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will first consider a physical model of the Geiger mode avalanche, with an inductive

effect due to the onset of the multiplication effect (exponential avalanche) in the space

of charge, followed by an effect of capacitive discharge connected to the removal of

carriers accumulated in the field of space. We propose to move from the physical

model to the electrical model, and we show that it is well suited for the electronics

simulations (SPICE). We will conclude with indications towards points which can be

improved.

2 GEIGER MODE

The photodiode works in a transient mode as shown in figures 1. The photodiode

is carried at a functioning point Vg larger than the breakdown voltage Vav. This

transition is fast enough so that no breakdown multiplication spontaneously takes

place (thermal generation of electron hole pairs). If a photon is detected, it will trigger

an avalanche mechanism with a multiplication rate N very high, up to 108 to 109

electrons per photon, enough to detect directly the photon.

Figure 1: Potential applied to photodiode and Current across the photodiode.

Of course, it is necessary to rearm the diode to be able to restart a new measure-

ment. This is done by lowering the functioning point below the avalanche voltage to

evacuate all free carriers. This time of rearmament must be short, because the detector

is inoperative during this period.It is obvious that, the more the photodiode is polar-

ized the higher the gain will be and hence photon counting will be easier (the pulse

amplitude will be bigger). But more thermal avalanche can be present. The main lim-

itation of the system is actually connected to carriers which are generated thermally

and which define on the other hand the noise reverse current. This limitation implies
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that the diode can fire spontaneously without any incident photon. This risk will be

higher if the rate of thermal generation is high. All of the technological difficulty lies

in the resolution of this problem.

3 MODELIZATION

3.1 Physics modelization

The effect of multiplication by avalanche in semi-conductors was observed in p-n

junctions since the early technological realisations in the fifties and interpreted as

the result of the creation of electron-hole pairs by ionisation. The carrier, electron or

hole, accelerated by the very high electrical field in the space charge zone has a certain

probability to reach energy such as, by interaction with the crystal net, it creates an

electron hole pair. The detailed modelization of this mechanism, in a p-n junction,

where the accelerating electrical field is a function of the position, and where the

electrons and the holes have different behaviours, is very difficult. For the sake of

comprehension and design, one uses most often simplified models which consider as

equivalent the behaviour of the electrons and the holes, and consider the junctions

as defining an electrical field constant in the width of the space charge. The usual

formalism is to introduce alpha, the probability that an electron or a hole creates a

new pair in the unit displacement. Consider first (figure 2) a carrier moving at speed v

in the space charge zone. When at position x, it induces a charge on the two electrodes,

so that their sum is equal to the charge, considering, according to Gauss, that the sum

of charges of an isolated system is 0, one can write simply (in first approximation):

Figure 2: electron movement inside the space charge zone.
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Moving at the speed limit v, the carrier induces a current in the external circuit

equal to: i = dS1 / dt = dS2 / dt = qv / w Considering now that all carriers created in

the zone of space charge contribute to the external current as i = n q v /w. Starting

from this, we can evaluate the transient current implied during a Geiger trigger.

Figure 3: static operation of a polarized junction p-n in reverse.

Figure 3, represents the static operation of a p-n junction. We start from A and

raise the applied potential from A to B, B being above the avalanche voltage. The

zone of charge space is depleted of all carriers. Nothing happens till a carrier (or the

generation of a thermal electron-hole) creates an electron- hole pair. Because of the

applied electrical fields, the carriers, electrons and holes, are multiplied in the space

charge. This increase of carriers in the field of the space charge can be expressed as:

One can see: - The decrease with time of the multiplication factor. - The shape of

the current peak, divided in two phases: the increase of the number of carriers in the

space charge, and then the phase of carriers removal. With the experimental curves

presented on figures 4, and taking into account the equation system above, one can

obtain the current curve: figure 6 and the number of electron figure 5.

3.2 Electrical modelization

Moving from physical model to the electrical model is difficult because the phe-

nomenon follows no linear equations. Our physical analysis shows that there is a

delay in the setting of the current corresponding to the multiplication effect in the

zone of the space charge, then an effect of RC discharge. For the simulation, we pro-

pose to model the photodiode, by a capacitance, an inductance, a resistor, a voltage
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Figure 4: Amplification factor M as a function of the photodiode bias: experimental

curve.

Figure 5: Current as a function of time.

Figure 6: Number of electron as a function of time.
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supply and a switch : figure 7.

Figure 7: Electrical model.

As the incident photon comes (or a thermal electron-hole pair is generated) in

switch I is turned off. Immediately, the current increases as: di/dt = M.i. v/w (former

section). This current corresponds to the discharge of the junction capacitance and the

stray capacitance. The junction bias drops below to the breakdown voltage. This elec-

tric modelization (realized by means of VHDL AMS) simulates the behaviour of the

photodiode in Geiger mode in the electronic circuits. Two circuits are implemented:

the monitoring and reading circuit and the bias regulating circuit.

4 CONCLUSION

We have presented in this paper our first results of modelizations and measurements

on Avalanche Photo Diodes operated in Geiger mode. This can lead to: - Proposition

for a simplified physical model, indicating the increase of the current connected to the

multiplication factor. This model is used to get have a direct evaluation of the level

of multiplication as a function of the applied voltage - Presentation of an electrical

model to describe the operation of the diode in a circuit simulator under VHDL-AMS

The contribution of these two models and their experimental verification will

allow the design of a new generation of devices, operating in low voltage, which

can be integrated in detector matrices. The basic device comprises two successive

diffusions, P+ on P substrate and P+ on n++. This structure is designed to guard from

avalanche effects on the edge of the junctions.
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Introduction

•• PhotomultipliersPhotomultipliers (PMT), (PMT), 
•• Avalanche Photodiodes (APD). Avalanche Photodiodes (APD). 
•• Objective Objective ofof thisthis workwork

–– Avalanche  Photodiodes in Geiger mode (Avalanche  Photodiodes in Geiger mode (GeigerGeiger--APDAPD).

N.OTTE : MPI Munich

J.C.VANEL : LLR Palaiseau

).
Estimated Performances

PM APD Geiger-APD T=20°C

λ= optimalMultiplication 106 to 109 50 to 100 103 to 109

Photon counting Yes No yes

Quantum efficiency 20% 80% 80%
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Avalanche photodiodes in Geiger 
mode (Geiger-APD)

• Geiger Polarization
PrinciplePrinciple ofof thethe Geiger modeGeiger mode
PerformancesPerformances
ProblemsProblems, Limitations, Limitations
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Modelization

•• Physique Physique ModelizationModelization
iiMM= = fctfct(t)(t) increasingincreasing or or decreasingdecreasing exponentialexponential
M=M=fctfct(V)(V)
V=V=fctfct(t)(t) charge charge ofof thethe capacitorcapacitor fromfrom VVreposrepos to Vto VGG

dischargedischarge ofof a a capacitorcapacitor fromfrom VVGG to Vto Vavav

Gain in Geiger 
mode 

dt

diM(t)
= M(t) . iM (t)  .

w
v

M(t)  =  Mo . ( V(t) – Vav )

Ci
1

V(t)  =  VG –

0

t
iM (t) dt

n

iM

5
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VAV
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Modelization

•• ElectricalElectrical representationrepresentation (SPICES , VHDL(SPICES , VHDL--AMS)AMS)

Ci = 3pF

Vav
Vdiode = VG

I

Ci represents the capacitance of the
photodiode

I : the closing of I induces a voltage drop 
from VG to VAV
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Experimental Visualisation

•• mesuringmesuring circuitcircuit

•• ResultsResults

VR1

S

D

G VDS

V1 = 25V Vrepos = 140V

VD1 VR2

R1 = 1k R2 = 50

circuit to visualize the avalanche

VG

Vav

1,3µs
0 V

1 mA

1,3µs

Vrepos

7 Current across the photodiodeTerminal Voltage of the photodiode



Conclusion

•• Fabrication Fabrication ofof Geiger diodesGeiger diodes
LowLow voltagevoltage
Small capacitanceSmall capacitance
VeryVery smallsmall noise noise currentcurrent (thermal)(thermal)

•• Fabrication Fabrication ofof an an arrayarray ofof Geiger diodes Geiger diodes 
NextNext resultsresults to to bebe presentedpresented in Beaunein Beaune

P+

N++

P+

P-

metal

Leff
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Extending the High-Energy Sensitivity of Air ČerenkovTelescopes

I. de la Calle Pérez

and

S. D. Biller

University of Oxford

Department of Physics

Oxford, OX1 3RH, UK

Given the increasing number of sources now seen to emit at energies as high as tens

of TeV and the unique physics associated with such energies, there is much to gain if

the high energy capabilities of ground-based gamma-ray Čerenkov telescopes could

be improved. Here we present a practical method to increase the effective area of

Atmospheric Cerenkov Telescopes by roughly an order of magnitude for energies

above a few TeV using a wide-field camera with a relatively course density of photo-

multiplier tubes.

1 Introduction

1.1 Scientific Motivation

The Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Technique has proven to be successful in the

detection of high energy gamma-ray sources, above ∼250 GeV, of both galactic (see

eg. [1]) and extragalactic origin (see eg. [4]). Future ground-based detectors aim to

increase the sensitivity of the instruments in the GeV range so as to overlap with

satellite-based observations and potentially map out a larger range of sources. How-

ever, many of our physics goals would benefit from an increase in sensitivity above

a few TeV. There are now several sources known to produce gamma-ray emission in

this regime with no evidence of spectral cut-off. Establishing the actual range of this

emission would, in itself, be of substantial interest. Also, topics such as the under-

standing of the origin of the cosmic rays, the nature of AGN jets and the density of the

infrared (IR) background, would benefit from an increase in sensitivity in this energy

regime. One fundamental aspect for the understanding of the emission mechanisms

at place in AGNs are rapid flares, which origin is still not well understood. Short time

scale variability and correlation studies of sub-hour scale flares could hold the key to
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constrain the physical properties of flaring regions (see eg. [2]). Such events, where

the statistics are limited by the duration of the event, would greatly benefit from an in-

crease in the collection area at high energies. In addition, several fundamental topics

of particle physics can be probed, including searches for TeV-scale WIMP annihila-

tions, limits on radiative neutrino decay and a fundamental test of Lorentz invariance

based on studies of the propagation of very high energy radiation over extragalactic

distances.

1.2 Concept: Wide Field Imaging

The Cherenkov lateral distribution of gamma-ray induced showers in the regime near

1 TeV presents a nearly constant photon density up to a distance of ∼120 m, af-

ter which the photon density falls off rapidly, making it more difficult to trigger a

Cherenkov telescope. From figure 1 left, it can be seen that substantial levels of light

are produced at large core distances for high energy showers indicating that the ability

to trigger on 1 TeV showers at core distances beyond ∼100 m implies the ability to

see 10 TeV showers beyond ∼400 m. However, the image centroid for such showers

would be displaced nearly 4◦ from the source position (figure 1, top right). This in-

dicates that in order to take advantage of the potential increase in effective area that

this offers, a camera with a large field of view is required. However, several issues,

such as optical aberrations, background rejection and energy resolution, have to be

addressed first (for more details of the concept of wide field imaging see [5]).

2 Simulations: Model, Data Sample and Image Anal-

ysis

The EAS shower and detector simulation package1 has been used to generate gamma-

ray and cosmic-ray induced showers (see table 1). For the purpose of some plots, a

set of gamma-ray showers have also been generated with fix energies up to 100 TeV.

A f=1.0 optical reflector of 10 m diameter with a 935 pixel camera (0.3◦/pixel)

covering a 10◦ field of view (FOV) has been simulated. The optical reflector simulated

in this work shows a point spread function (PSF) of σPSF = 0.067◦ at the centre

of the camera and σPSF = 0.22◦ off-centred by 4.5◦. Mirror reflectivity and PMT

QE curves similar to those of the Whipple 10 m telescope have been used. 80%
reflectivity light cones have also been included. A simple trigger of any two pixels

with a signal ≥ 20 d.c. is assumed (where 1 d.c./ph.e here) A 2 level image cleaning

and image parameterisation, where at least 5 picture pixels are required in the image,

1EAS has been developed by S. D. Biller and is based on EGS4 and SHOWERSIM
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Figure 1: Left, Čerenkov lateral distribution (convolved with atmospheric extinction,

mirror reflectivity and pixel QE) of showers of different energies, at 0◦ zenith angle

and observation level of 2200m a.s.l. (Averaged over 15 showers at each energy)

Right, image angular displacement as a function of core distance and image length

as a function of angular displacement for 0.5, 1, 2, 10, 20 and 50 TeV gamma-ray

showers. The shaded bands include 68% of the events around the median.

has been applied to characterise simulated images similar to that employed by the

Whipple group [3, 7]. We have made used of a new parameter, TS , defined as the

time gradient of the image along the camera, for gamma-hadron rejection and energy

reconstruction. For the purposes of this work, the image cuts have been chosen as

a function of the image size and angular distance such as to arbitrarily keep 95% of

the gamma-ray showers after applying each cut in width, length, TS and alpha. The

combination of the individual image cuts yields a 75% gamma-ray acceptance and ∼

99.8% background rejection (see figure 2).
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Number Energy Core Distance Integral Zenith

of Showers Range Range Spectral Index Angle

Gamma 4.8 · 106 0.3-20 TeV 0.-800. m 1.5 0◦

Proton 9.6 · 106 0.2-20 TeV 0.-800. m 1.7 0◦ - 15◦

Table 1: Summary of Shower Simulations. Showers have been uniformly thrown

over the indicated area around the detector. Proton showers are simulated uniformly

in solid angle. Every simulated shower is used 100 times.

3 Results

3.1 Effective Area and Gamma-ray Rates

Figure 2 shows the derived effective areas for gamma-ray and proton showers as a

function of the true primary energy for triggered showers both before and after image

selection. As expected,∼75% of gamma-ray images are retained after selection based

on the 4 image parameters. The effective collection area for gamma-rays after this

selection is ∼ 2 × 105 m2 at primary energies of 1 TeV and exceeds ∼ 5 × 105 m2

above 5 TeV. A comparison with the Whipple 10 m gamma-ray telescope, which is

similar to the detector simulated here, shows that an increase of a factor ∼ 3 at 1 TeV

and ∼ 10 above 5 TeV is possible [6].

For proton-induced showers, the effective collection areas are suppressed by

roughly a factor of 103 following image selection. However, it should be noted that

background rejection factors cannot be directly implied for these figures since the true

primary energy is not an observable. Thus, the resolution of “equivalent” gamma-ray

energies and their effect on assumed background and source spectra must be taken

into consideration.

The convolution of the gamma-ray collection areas with a power-law spectrum

of index 2.5 gives the differential rates represented in figure 3 left. Differential rates

have been calculated at 30, 50, 80 and 100 TeV, which are in agreement with a power-

law extension of the lower energy component (300 GeV-20 TeV). Integral rates of

3.35 γ/min and 0.33 γ/min are obtained above 1 TeV and 10 TeV respectively (figure

3 right) by integrating the differential rates to infinity.

3.2 Energy Resolution

A χ2 minimisation method has been employed to simultaneously reconstruct the core

position and gamma-ray energy of each event so as to explore resolution properties of

the hypothetical ACT. Three image characteristics were used in this fit: D, log
10

(S)

and log10(TS/D), whereD refers to angular distance and S to the image size in digital
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Figure 2: Left: Gamma-ray collection areas, at the trigger level and after image cuts,

for the wide angle camera simulated in this work. The gamma-ray acceptance is

∼75%. Right: Background collection areas, at the trigger level and after image cuts,

for the wide angle camera simulated in this work. The collection area for protons

has been normalised to the subtended solid angle by the camera. The background

acceptance is ∼0.2% independently of energy.

counts. To define the χ2 model, simulated gamma-ray events were first categorised

into 10 m intervals of core distance and logarithmic intervals of primary gamma-ray

energy using 10 bins per decade above 300 GeV. Using an independent simulated data

set from that used to generate the model, this χ2 was then minimised with respect to

E and R for each event using values from the 2-D matrix described above.

Figure 4 shows the energy resolution, defined as (ERec - ET )/ET , as a function of

true gamma-ray energy and as a function of true core distance. Since the distributions

are not Gaussian, a left and right rms are also derived along with the rms of the

distributions. These three sets of values are the ones shown in figure 4. Energy

resolutions of the order of 25% are achieved independently of true gamma-ray energy,

for the range energies simulated in this work, or true core location. This is comparable

to what single telescopes, like Whipple can achieve.

3.3 Sensitivity

The image selection and energy reconstruction procedures previously described were

applied to simulated proton and gamma-ray spectra sampled from differential power

laws of the form E−2.7 and E−2.5. Preliminary studies of the sensitivity of the detec-

tor simulated here show that, for the usually represented exposure times of 50 hours,
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Figure 3: Left, differential gamma-ray rate at the trigger level (circles) and after cuts

(squares) for a Crab-like source spectrum. Right, the same but showing the integral

rates, where the fitted function to the shown differential rates has been integrated to

infinity.

5 sigma detection and ≥ 7 photons, the integral flux sensitivity is comparable to that

of the Whipple telescope to energies up to 4 TeV, where no more information is avail-

able for the Whipple telescope above this energy (see eg. [8]). Above this energy,

the integral flux sensitivity of the wide angle telescope continues to improve down

to a flux sensitivity of ∼5 10−9 m−2 s−1 above 30 TeV. For a 1 hour exposure time,

where the sensitivity of VERITAS and HESS is limited by statistics at energies above

∼ 1 TeV , the sensitivity of the wide angle detector becomes comparable to that of the

VERITAS or HESS arrays above 5 TeV, and becomes a factor 5 larger above 30 TeV,

where the wide angle camera is not statistics limited, but background limited. Details

of these results will be shown in a forthcoming paper.

4 Conclusions

We have shown that a wide angle camera (∼10◦ FOV) has the potential of increasing

the collection area of Cherenkov telescopes by a factor of 10 above a few TeV, and

hence the sensitivity of Cherenkov telescopes at these energies. Background rejection

efficiencies of the order of 99% and energy resolutions of the order of 25%, even at

large distances from the detector, are feasible. Given the characteristics of the wide

angle detector simulated in this work, the integral flux sensitivity above a few TeV

is comparable to that of the Whipple telescope for exposure times of 50 h, where the
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Figure 4: Energy and Core resolution as a function of true energy (ET ) and true core

distance (CoreT ). Both the energy resolution and core resolution are computed on an

event-by-event basis. The energy resolution is displayed using 10 bins per decade,

while the core distance is represented over 20 m bins. A minimum of 1000 events are

required per bin interval in order to compute the energy or core resolution. In energy

this happens above 7.53 TeV and 310 m in core distance. The last core distance event

is 600 meters.

limitation is imposed by the ability to reject background events. For short time scales,

of the order of 1 h, the potential of a single wide angle detector becomes apparent

even when compared to telescope arrays such as VERITAS or HESS. This indicates

that with a greater background suppression, such as that offered by a telescope array,

the sensitivity of a wide angle detector could be further improved, allowing to study

sub-hour scale events with un precedented statistics at these energies. Details of the

work presented here will be shown on a forthcoming paper. In this paper we will

also explore the combination of several wide angle telescopes for improvement of the

energy resolution and telescope sensitivity.
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MotivationMotivation PhysicsPhysics
Wide Angle Camera

Increase the collection area of gamma-rays beyond 1TeV

Detailed measurements of the AGN spectral cut-off: test acceleration
mechanism, probe the IR environment local to the source and constrain the EBL

Short time scale emission where background rejection 
may be less important than collection area: time structure in AGN flares (jet dynamics),
GRBs, QG effects

Gain experience with image analysis in the context of
WFOV instruments and explore the potential for a simple, and 
economic, approach to greater sky coverage

Search for new Sources
Diffuse Sources
GRBs
Study of several sources at once
Serendipitous discoveries



ConceptConcept SShower Detectionhower Detection
Wide Angle Camera

10TeV, 15Tev, 20TeV

500GeV, 1Tev, 2TeV



ConceptConcept SSummaryummary
Wide Angle Camera

Substantial levels of light  are produced at large core distances for high 
energy showers

The ability to trigger on 1TeV showers at core distances
up to ~150 m implies the ability to see 20 TeV showers
up to ~500 m.  

The image centroid for such showers would be displaced nearly
4 degrees from the source position

This indicates that in order the take advantage of the potential
increase in effective area for higher energy showers,

a large field of view is required.



Shower SimulationShower Simulation CCodeode
Wide Angle Camera

EAS Simulation Code (Steve D. Biller)

Observation Level: 2300 m a.s.l. (763 g/cm2, same as Whipple    
Observatory) 

XCORE (m)

Y
C

O
R

E
(m

)

800m

Distribution of Core Locations

TELESCOPE

GGammasammas::
~ 4.5 106 Showers
300GeV - 20TeV
Crab-like spectrum α = 1.5

(Integral)
0° zenith Angle
± 800 m Core Distance

PProtonsrotons::
~10 10~10 1066 ShowersShowers
200GeV - 20TeV
α = 1.7 (Integral)
0°- 15° zenith Angle
± 800 m Core Distance



Telescope SimulationTelescope Simulation RReflectoreflector
Wide Angle Camera

Optical Reflector:

Mount: Davis-Cotton design 
10 m diameter

Mirror Area: ~87 m2

271 hexagonal facets

Focal length: 10 m (f1 optics)  

Simulation of Single Facets
Ray Tracing
Facet Shape      : Hexagonal
Facet Area         : ~0.32 m2

Facet Separation: 0.61 m
Facet Diameter  : 0.61 m
Facet Reflectivity
Misalignment      : YES

0.61 m

Mirror Facet



Telescope SimulationTelescope Simulation CCameraamera
Wide Angle Camera

Camera:

935 pixels (PMT)
0.30° /PMT

∼10° FOV
QE according to wavelength

Light Cones

QADCs and TDCs included in the simulations

Light Cones
Ray Tracing
Hexagonal + Straight
PMT Separation  : 0.052 m  
PMT Radius        : 0.026 m (0.15 °)
Cone Angle         : ~17.3°
Cone Height        : 0.0125 m
Cone Reflectivity : 80%PMT

Cone

PMT

Cone

0.052 m

0.046 m

0.
01

25
 m

0.
00

12
 m
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AnalysisAnalysis IImage Analysismage Analysis
Wide Angle Camera

Cherenkov Signal : ADC i (d.c.) = Gain i (d.c./phe) * Phe i (phe)     
where Gaini=1 dc/phe

Telescope Trigger Condition : 2pixels/935 20 phe

Image Cleaning : RMSNoise = 3 phe

Picture Pixel    : Its signal is 4.25 σ (12.75 phe) above RMSNoise
Boundary Pixel: Its signal is 2.25 σ (6.75 phe) above RMSNoise and neighbours a 

picture pixel

Image Parameterization : Number of picture pixels in the image 5
Second-moment parameters (Hillas 1985)

Background Rejection   : Size and distance dependent cuts on:
Length(s,d), Width(s,d), Alpha(s,d), TSlope(s,d)

to arbitrarily keep 95% after each individual cut 



AnalysisAnalysis IImage Cutsmage Cuts
Wide Angle Camera

Length

Width

TSlope

Alpha



AnalysisAnalysis
Wide Angle CameraIImage Cuts mage Cuts 

EfficiencyEfficiency

2 TeV Gamma-ray 
shower

(0° zenith angle, 
125m core distance, using 
only pixels with > 7 phe)
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AnalysisAnalysis EEnergy Reconstructionnergy Reconstruction
Wide Angle Camera

Parameterize:
Log(size)
Log(TSlope/Distance)
Distance

Energy and Core Distance

Distance

Log10(TSlope/Distance)

Log10(Size)

Core Distance (m) Core Distance (m) 

Core Distance (m) 



ResultsResults IIndexndex
Wide Angle Camera

Point Spread Function

Image Parameters and Background Rejection

Effective Area

Energy Reconstruction

Sensitivity



ResultsResults PPoint Spread Functionoint Spread Function
Wide Angle Camera



ResultsResults IImage Parametersmage Parameters
Wide Angle Camera

Rejection Efficiency of Image Cuts
CUT          κγ κp             Q (κγ/⌦κp )

Length      0.85        0.21               1.85
Width       0.85        0.26               1.67
Alpha        0.85        0.04               4.40
TSlope 0.85        0.21               1.85
ALL 0.75        0.0026         14.70



ResultsResults EEffective Areaffective Area
Wide Angle Camera

700GeV

triggered

after cuts

20 deg. 
zenith angle

W Hofmann

HESS

Trigger Level: 
~ 1.5 105 m2 @ 500GeV
~ 2.5 105 m2 @ 1TeV
~ 6.0 105 m2 @ 5 TeV
~ 8.0 105 m2 > 10 TeV

After Image Cuts:  
80-85% acceptance 

(designed to keep ~ 95% of events after
each individual image cut)



ResultsResults EEffective Areaffective Area
Wide Angle Camera

(PROTON ENERGY)

~ 1.5-3.0 10-3

proton rejection

(PROTON ENERGY)



ResultsResults EEnergy Reconstructionnergy Reconstruction
Wide Angle Camera

Using an independent MC gamma-ray data set:

Up to a few TeV:   25%-30%
Above 5TeV      :   35%
Up to 20TeV      :   40%

Expected improvement with the introduction of a 
telescope array

PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES



ResultsResults SSensitivityensitivity
Wide Angle Camera

5σ, 50h



ResultsResults SSensitivityensitivity
Wide Angle Camera

15 min

2 hours

3 sigma

Mrk421 flare May1996

7 Events > 2 TeV
over 30 min

With an expected
background of 1

2.5σ

S.D. Biller et al 1999



Conclusions and Future WorkConclusions and Future Work
Wide Angle Camera

Conclusions:
Mirror Aberrations: good reconstruction of image parameters
Effective Areas up to ~106 m2 after image cuts
Background Rejection of the order of 10-3

Energy Resolution: 25% - 40% from a few TeV – 20 TeV
Flux Sensitivity to a Crab-like source: similar to those of current 

experiments
Reasonable and economic approach to increase collection

area of an ACT above 1 TeV

Future Work:
Explore the response around the energy threshold and the energy 

range up to 100 TeV
Study the response of an array of telescope to improve

background rejection and energy resolution
Paper in preparation



HAWC/miniHAWC: High Altitude Water Cherenkov Experiment
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Dept. of Physics
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The HAWC collaboration is currently developing a design for a High Altitude Wa-

ter Cherenkov air-shower array. The HAWC detector will have sensitivity similar to

first Generation ACTs for VHE point source detections ( 5-7 sigma/hr for the Crab),

but operate continuously with a 2 steradians aperture making it ideally suited for de-

tection of diffuse VHE sources as well as prompt emission from GRBs. In order to

better understand the engineering and operational challenges of the HAWC instru-

ment, miniHAWC has been developed as a low cost proof of concept. miniHAWC

will utilize the PMTs and DAQ electronics from the Milagro experiment. The equip-

ment will be redeployed at a high altitude site. The increased altitude along with

design changes to the pond layout will result in a greatly increased sensitivity and a

lower energy threshold compared to Milagro. Initial simulations indicate that a point

source sensitivity 10-15 times greater than Milagro is expected, sufficient to detect

(5σ) all transiting sources brighter than 70 mCrab in a year of operation. If a suitable

site is identified, relocation of the Milagro electronics could begin as soon as 2006.

1 Introduction

The progress in VHE gamma-ray astronomy in the last 16 years has been astound-

ing. The field has been driven by the development and improvement of imaging

atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (ACTs) which have proved successful through

excellent pointing, low energy threshold and the capacity to reject the large hadronic

backgrounds with high efficiency. All-sky VHE telescopes, which detect air-shower

particles reaching the ground rather than Cherenkov light produced in the atmosphere,

offer a complementary technology. The current generation of all-sky VHE telescopes

(eg Milagro or Tibet) have relatively poorer pointing, energy threshold and gamma-

hadron separation compared to ACTs, but offer the ability to observer wide fields

(2 sr) and operate continuously. The typical sky exposure of an air-shower detec-

tor is 4000 times higher than an ACT. This advantage has made these modest ex-

periments competitive as survey instruments, particularly for the study of extended
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sources where precise pointing is not critical. The large sky exposure offers the pos-

sibility of detecting prompt VHE radiation from GRBs, which is highly unlikely in

an ACT.

To date three techniques have been used to construct all-sky VHE instruments.

The Tibet experiment [2] uses a classical array of of sparsely distributed plastic scin-

tillator detectors dispersed over an area of 50,000m2 to detect the charged particles

present in extended air showers. A thin layer of lead over each detector is used to

increase the sensitivity by converting some of the gamma-rays in the shower into

electron-positron pairs. Placement of the detector at a high altitude (4300m) allows

for the detection of the Crab nebula in a few years of observation. The ARGO de-

tector [6] , currently under construction at the same high altitude laboratory in Tibet,

China, uses a smaller, but continuous, detector constructed from an array of resistive

plate chambers (RPCs). RPCs provide a relatively inexpensive solution for large area

particle detection and are commonly used in high energy physics experiments. By

increasing the coverage for charged particle detection ARGO will be capable [7] of

detecting the Crab at 11-18 sigma/year when completed. The Milagro detector [3],

despite its location at a much lower altitude of 2600m has achieved sensitivity su-

perior to Tibet which rivals that of the ARGO detector. Milagro has accomplished

this by using the water Cherenkov technique for detection of EAS showers. Unlike

scintillator detectors, a water Cherenkov detector can have nearly 100% coverage for

detection of charged particles and also efficiently detects gamma-rays through conver-

sion in the water. Milagro has the additional advantage that it is capable of identifying

deeply penetrating high energy particles, such as muons and hadrons, characteristic of

hadron induced showers. This allows for the reduction of the hadronic backgrounds

which increases the sensitivity to gamma-ray sources. Thin detector such as ARGO

and Tibet do not measure particle energies, and have not demonstrated the ability to

identify and remove hadronic backgrounds.

We are proposing to construct a high altitude large area water Cherenkov detec-

tor, HAWC. The considerable experience gained from the construction and operation

of Milagro indicate that a huge leap in sensitivity compared to the existing all-sky

gamma-ray detectors is possible. The goal of the HAWC instrument is to build a de-

tector with instantaneous sensitivity of the Whipple 10m telescope, 5σ on the crab

in about 30 minutes. This is can be achieved through the construction of a large,

300m x 300m, water Cherenkov detector instrumented with thousands of photomul-

tiplier tubes (PMTs). The instrument would be located at an extremely high altitude

to achieve the lowest possible energy threshold. Initial cost estimates of the baseline

HAWC detector indicate that the cost would be about $20-30M. As a low cost proof

of concept, we propose to use the PMTs and electronics from the Milagro detector

to construct a prototype for HAWC called miniHAWC. By relocating the Milagro in-

strumentation at a high altitude and in a larger pond, a sensitivity increase of 15×
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over the current Milagro detector can be achieved at the modest of cost of less than

$3M.
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Figure 1: Diagrams of the Milagro (actual) and miniHAWC and HAWC as proposed.

2 The Detector Layout

The Milagro detector was constructed in a preexisting 60mx80m reservoir which lim-

its the size of primary detector. Two layers of PMTs are deployed: a shallow layer

used for angle reconstruction and a deep layer used for gamma/hadron separation.

The layers contain 450 and 273 PMTs respectively. The PMTs contain baffles to

shield the photo-cathode from sideways moving light. To expand the size of the de-

tector, an array of outrigger tanks surround the pond detector. Each outrigger contains

a single PMT.

In contrast, the miniHAWC detector has no outriggers and only single deep PMT

layer located 4m below the surface of the water containing 841 PMTs arranged in a

29×29 grid. The PMT spacing is increased to 5m from the 2.8m Milagro spacing to

increase the highly sensitivity collection area to 145m x 145m. Simulations indicate

that a single deep layer can reconstruct shower angles just as effectively as a the 2

layer system of Milagro. The drawback to a deep layer is that single muons are ca-

pable of illuminating a large number of PMTs creating a large non-air-shower trigger

component at low threshold. We have found that we can eliminate this background by

installing opaque curtains between the PMT cells. The curtains eliminate the ”cross-

talk” between detector elements which virtually eliminates the single particle trigger

backgrounds. As a test of the efficacy of curtains, we installed curtains around a 4x4

section of the Milagro detector in September of 2005. The curtains reduced the sin-

gles rate by 3× without reducing the sensitivity of the curtained PMTs. The HAWC

detector contains 2 layers of 5625 PMTs arranged in a 75 x 75 grid with a separation
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of 4m. The detector will cover an area more than 4 times larger than miniHAWC.

Diagrams of the 3 detectors are shown in Figure 1.

3 Sensitivity

To calculate the sensitivity of Milagro, HAWC and miniHAWC we use CORSIKA to

simulate extensive air showers in the atmosphere and GEANT v3.2 to simulate the

detector response. The simulation for HAWC and miniHAWC as well as the event re-

construction software were developed from the Milagro software, so any systematics

in the HAWC and miniHAWC simulations should be shared by Milagro. Milagro’s

sensitivity has been verified through the detection of the Crab [4]. Proton and Helium

induced hadronic backgrounds are simulated with an E−2.75 spectrum. Gamma rays

are simulated with an E−2.59 spectrum corresponding to the best measurements of

the Crab flux [5], but can be reweighed to simulate any source spectra. Event core

positions are randomly thrown out to a distance of 1km.

For this analysis, 2 trigger thresholds are selected. The low threshold trigger

requires at least 50 tubes to be struck by a single event, while the high threshold trigger

requires 200 PMTs to be struck. In practice, the low energy trigger would be utilized

by the detector and cuts would be made in the analysis to eliminate the small events in

a high threshold analysis. The 2 trigger thresholds are presented here to illustrate how

detector response varies with event size. In Milagro gamma-ray events that trigger

with as few as 20 PMTs can be reliably reconstructed. This is likely also true in

HAWC and miniHAWC. So, if permitted by the DAQ electronics, a very low trigger

threshold would be used to maximize the effective area at low energies which can

greatly increase the sensitivity to distant sources such as GRBs. However, inclusion

of these small events do not substantially increase the instrument’s sensitivity to hard

sources with no cutoff like the Crab. The current Milagro DAQ is not capable of

reading out the miniHAWC detector with a 20 PMT threshold. We are investigating

the possibility of upgrading the DAQ from a FASTBUS based system to a VME based

system which could greatly increase the DAQ bandwidth for a modest cost.

The sensitivity of the HAWC and miniHAWC detector depend on 3 factors: (1)

energy threshold, (2) angular resolution and (3) gamma/hadron separation. Each of

these factors have been substantially improved compared to Milagro. For lack of

space, only the detailed results for miniHAWC are presented in this paper. Figure 3

shows the primary particle energy distribution for reconstructed gamma-ray events.

The energy threshold, defined in the traditional way as the median of the recon-

structed energy distribution, is about 700 GeV for the low threshold and 2 TeV for

the high threshold in miniHAWC. Figure 3 shows the angular resolution for the 2

trigger thresholds. For the low and the high threshold triggers the angular resolu-
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tion is about 0.45◦ and 0.30◦ respectively. The angular resolution of miniHAWC is

roughly 1.5 times better than that of Milagro.

Figure 2: miniHAWC triggered energy distribution for 2 thresholds for a crab like

spectrum.

Figure 3: Point spread function for miniHAWC for 2 trigger thresholds.

While the improvements in the energy threshold and angular resolution provide

substantial increases in sensitivity compared to Milagro, an additional large sensitivity

increase comes from improved gamma/hadron separation. The key to gamma/hadron

separation in surface arrays is the detection of penetrating particles such as muons,

hadrons and high energy gamma-rays common to hadronic showers or the presence
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Figure 4: Gamma/Hadron selection parameter Compactness plotted for two energy

thresholds for gamma ray and proton events.

of multiple cores or clumps of energy detected at the ground level indicative of high

transverse momentum interaction also common to hadronic showers, but largely ab-

sent from electro-magnetic showers. A simple parameter is used as a gamma/hadron

discriminator which we call Compactness (C) which is defined as the number of

PMTs with greater than 2 PEs (nTop) detected divided by the amplitude of the largest

hit found greater than 20m from the reconstructed core position (cxPE). Showers with

large hits ¿20m from the core will have low values of Compactness. The distribution

of Compactness for proton and gamma-ray induced showers is shown in figure 3.

Cutting at C¿5.0, the low and high threshold triggers yield quality factors of 2.0 and

4.5 respectively. In the case of the high threshold trigger, 98.5% of the hadronic back-

ground events are removed with 56% of the gamma-ray induced events preserved.

In contrast to HAWC and miniHAWC, Milagro can not use C (=nTop/cxPE) as a

gamma/hadron discriminant because the deep layer only has an area about 2500m2,

compared to 20,000m2 for miniHAWC and 90,000m2 for HAWC. Consequently,

when showers fall on the central pond the core illuminates nearly the entire bottom

layer rendering it ineffective as a penetrating particle detector. Milagro uses a similar

definition of compactness that does not exclude the hits in the vicinity of the core and

only achieve a quality factor of about 1.6.

The baseline Milagro reconstruction used in this analysis has been demonstrated

to yield a sensitivity of about 5σ/year on the Crab. Simulations indicate that mini-

HAWC will have a sensitivity to a Crab like source 15 times grater than Milagro,

75σ/year, or 4σ transit. The full HAWC detector will be at least 60 times more sen-

sitive to a Crab like source than Milagro with a corresponding sensitivity of about

16σ per transit or 8σ/hour or approximately the sensitivity of the Whipple 10m tele-

scope. Recently Milagro had developed a technique [8] for weighting events based

on the signal to background ratio that has increased the Crab sensitivity from 5σ/year
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to 8σ/year. This technique is certainly applicable to HAWC and miniHAWC though

quantitative studied have not yet been performed, so the sensitivities reported here

should be interpreted as conservative estimates.

Sensitivity to VHE emission from gamma-ray bursts would naturally increase by

a similar factor as the sensitivity to the Crab, but a large additional increase in sen-

sitivity comes from the lowering of the energy threshold in HAWC and miniHAWC

which permits deeper observations at lower energies where the intergalactic IR plays a

smaller roll. Both HAWC and miniHAWC have a large effective area below 300GeV

which would allow these instrument to probe deeper into the universe than Milagro.

The z distribution of GRBs and the density of intergalactic IR radiation are still some-

what uncertain, but with reasonable estimates, miniHAWC and HAWC could observe

VHE emission from GRBs at z=1 or beyond while Milagro is limited to observe only

GRBs with z 0.3 or less. This effective expansion of the visible universe could lead to

not just the detection of VHE emission from GRBs, but also opens the possibility that

a ground based detector could be used as a prompt discovery instrument for bursts. To

date, all GRBs, even those detected with telescopes on the ground, were discovered

by satellite detectors.

4 Conclusion

The water Cherenkov technique offers a uniquely sensitive method for constructing a

VHE all-sky observatory at a reasonable price. The miniHAWC and HAWC projects

although less sensitive than the current generation of ACTs could provide an impor-

tant complement to these instruments because of their enormous exposure. Although

ACTs are more sensitive to detection of known point sources, the detectors described

here could provide daily high sensitivity surveys of half the sky and are particu-

larly sensitive to extended sources and sources with episodic emission. In about 2

years, the GLAST telescope will launch. GLAST will detect hundreds of high energy

gamma-ray sources, many will be highly variable. The current generation of ACTs,

both deployed and under construction are insufficient to monitor the vast number of

sources concurrent with GLAST. A high sensitivity VHE all-sky observatory such as

described here would fill this critical gap.

At the time of this paper we are continuing to operate Milagro while evaluating

sites for the miniHAWC experiment. We expect to submit a proposal in 2006 for

funds to construct miniHAWC.
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Outline:
● Optimizing EAS Arrays
● HAWC – High Altitude Water Cherenkov Experiment
● miniHAWC  prototype
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Current generation of IATC arrays
have optimized design.

Similar altitude, spacing, mirror
size, FOV...

Not true for current EAS arrays.



An Ideal Air Shower GammaRay Detector

1) Large Physical Area
Collection Area
Contain Core
Sample Lateral Tails

2) High Efficiency for 10 MeV γ 
Continuous Detector
Efficient γ>e Converter

3) Calorimetry 
Hadron/Muon Identification

4) Altitude
~40gm/cm2 Increase in altitude > double ground level particles.

Advantage of the EAS Array

Wide field:   x 200400      ~4 deg > ~6090 deg  
Live time:     x 10             ~10%  > ~100%

Problem: 
Can't view shower max.
Depend on particles reaching the ground.

          σ/hr (EAS)  ~= .01 σ/hr (IACT)



1) Large Physical Area

Core position reconstruction required for accurate angle reconstruction.
 > Core must be contained within detector
 > Effective area <~ Physical Area 
 > 104 to 105 m2 detector required to rival area of IACTs
 > Long lever arm for angle reconstruction.

Shower front is curved.
Without core position: 
   Pointing error dominated by systematics
           ==>  σ

PSF 
>~ 0.7O



2) High Efficiency for detection of ~10MeV GammaRays

In extended air showers γ's out number e+/ by 510 to 1.

Median energy of EAS γ's is ~10 MeV. ( not strongly correlated with primary 
  VHE γ energy.)

From PDG



3) Muon/Hadron Detection

Hadron induced cosmic ray showers contain 520x more energy
in penetrating µ+/ and hadrons than EM particles.

High P
t
 hadronic interactions lead to wide lateral distributions.

Need mass! 100+ ktons



4) Altitude
Approximation B

4300m 2600m
~1.8x Increase/Radiation Length



High 
Altitude 
Water 
Cherenkov 
    experiment

e µ γ

300 meters

4 meters



HAWC layout

75x75 grid of 8” PMTs   in 2 layers  (depth =2m,6m, separation = 4m)

Angle reconstruction with top layer. Calorimetry with bottom layer

Opaque “curtains” separate PMT cells.
Eliminate “cross talk” between counter.
Limits spurious triggers due to single muons.



How does the HAWC design measure up?

1) Size: – 300mx300m = 90,000 m2

2) Efficiency: Water acts a both conversion medium 
                        and radiator.  ~1 PE/25 MeV 

3) Calorimetry: Deep (~15Xo) PMT layer for Muon/Hadron rejection.

4)  Altitude: Select optimal site.



Simulation Strategy

Simulate various HAWC geometries at 2 altitudes.
Compare results with Milagro. (Milagro sensitivity verified 
by observations of the Crab.)

2 altitudes considered: 4500m ( ~Tibet Lab altitude)
                                     5200m ( ~Atacama Plateau)

2 sets of cuts considered: Std      50 PMT multiplicity cut
                                         Hard   200 PMT multiplicity cut

σ = ~0.4 deg σ = ~0.25 deg



GammaHadron Separation:

Remove events with one or more large hits away from the core
  >  muon/hadrons in lateral tails
  > “cxPE” is largest bottom layer hit with R

core
>10m 

          “nTop” is number of PMTs hit in top layer

Cut: nTop/cxPE>10.0
Eff γ  =  40%
Eff CR =  5%

Cut nTop/cxPE>10.0
Eff g  =  65%
Eff CR =  2%

gamma
proton



Energy of reconstructed events (Crab Spectrum)
nTop/cxPE>10., θ<30O

Altitude = 4500m

Altitude = 5200m

Threshold Lower at zenith.



Point Source Sensitivity of HAWC:

Altitude 5200m 4500m
Crab Transit    
(~4 hr)       25σ 10σ 
Median Energy

Time to 5σ 10min 60min

5σ point source 
sensitivity reach  10mCrab 25mCrab
of 1 year survey 

Energy Resolution ~30% above median 



miniHAWC:
HAWC is a potentially large complex project. 

Consider a another possibility, the relocation of the Milagro apparatus
to an optimized pond located at a high altitude site.

Milagro owns ~900  8” Hamamatsu PMTs and a DAQ capable of 
2000Hz readout.

> Single layer consisting of a 29x29 Grid of PMTs with 5m separation
      (145m x 145m pond) and 4m depth.

> Utilize same reconstruction and γ/hadron separation methods as HAWC.

> Simulation altitude 4500m. Consider 50PMT and 200PMT triggers.



σ = ~0.4 deg σ = ~0.25 deg

Angular Resolution

γ/hadron Separation

Cut: nTop/cxPE>5.0
Eff γ  =  34%
Eff CR =  3%

Cut: nTop/cxPE>5.0
Eff γ  =  56%
Eff CR =  1.5%



Energy  (Crab Spectrum, nTop/cxPE>10., θ<30O)

Significance from
Crab Transit    
(~5 hr)       4σ 

Time to 5σ 8hr

5σ point source 
sensitivity reach  ~60mCrab
of 1 year survey 

Energy Resolution ~30% above median

Angular Resolution 0.25O/0.40O 

miniHAWC Sensitivity

S/B (hard cuts) ~ 1:1 for Crab
Typical day 20 excess on 25 bkg

Q(Milagro > miniHAWC) = 15!
Single layer doesn't limit sensitivity



The Diffuse Galactic Plane in 
miniHAWC and HAWC

Use Neutral H map to trace out VHE 
GammaRay flux. Normalize to Milagro
observed TeV diffuse Galactic plane.



Summary:

Current EAS arrays are not detecting/utilizing the “whole” shower.
  Huge improvements in γ/hadron separation possible. (Remove >98%)

Excellent angular resolution possible.

miniHAWC/HAWC could survey the entire northern or southern sky
to a sensitivity of ~60mCrab/10mCrab. (conservative estimates)

Limiting detector to a single layer doesn't seem to reduce sensitivity.
  Could reduce cost of HAWC instrumentation by factor of ~23

Wide field of view and high duty cycle:
Surveys
Prompt VHE GRB emission?
AGN monitor.
Ideal for study of diffuse/extended sources.
???



Point Source and Diffuse Source Sensitivities in GeV/TeV

Observatories
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We explore the sensitivity of current and future generation GeV/TeV γ-ray obser-

vatories as a function of angular source extent and detector field of view, angular

resolution, and on-time efficiency. We find that Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov

Telescopes (IACTs) have strong sensitivity advantages for point sources and for γ-

ray sources with limited angular extent, typically dθ < 1 − 5
◦. whereas ground

arrays of scintillator/water have strong advantages for γ-ray sources with larger an-

gular extent dθ5
◦. We quantitatively examine how these effects have combined to

allow the Milagro detector to observe a diffuse TeV γ-ray source which remained

undetected by the Whipple 10-m Observatory, and we derive quantitative algorithms

for examining the sensitivities of new/future generations of GeV/TeV observatories

for detection of extended diffuse sources such as Galactic molecular clouds.

1 Introduction

New classes of GeV/TeV γ-ray sources have been recently discovered with angular

extent substantially larger than point source [1]. The Milagro observatory [2] has also

recently discovered large angular scale (dθ ≥ 2◦) diffuse TeV emission regions from

the Galactic Arm [3] and the Galactic plane [4].

γ-ray emission from the Cygnus Arm was recently discovered in a northern sky

survey performed by the Milagro Observatory from December 2000-December 2003

[5]. The sky survey initially quoted detection of only two point sources of TeV γ-rays:

the Crab Nebula and Markarian 421. The survey also identified several ‘hotspots’

in the sky, each of which had statistical significance ≥ 4 σ. Given the number of

trials involved, however, the number of 4 σ positive fluctuations was considered to

be consistent with statistical fluctuations. The measured flux limit for a typical point

source in the sky was approximately 400-600 milliCrab for Eγ > 1TeV . The γ-ray

flux limit for a 4σ hotspot is on the order of several Crab. The angular resolution of

this detector for a strong point source (Flux ≈ 1 milliCrab) is approximately 0.5◦.
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A subsequent study [6] of the angular correlation between the Milagro hotspots

and 4σ excess hotspots observed by an independent TeV sky survey performed by

the Tibet-AS collaboration [7, 8] revealed statistically significant correlation between

the two surveys, implying the existence of one or more new, unidentified TeV gamma

ray sources. The implied flux of such source is large, on the order of several Crab

for Eγ ≥ 2 TeV. Follow-up observations by the Whipple 10-m Cherenkov telescope

of the most promising correlated hot spot region, Tibet 14, revealed no point sources

withing 2.5◦ of the coincident region , with a flux limit of ≈ 300 milliCrab for Eγ >

400 GeV [9–11]. However, subsequent reanalysis of the Cygnus Arm region by the

Milagro Observatory [3] revealed a large, diffuse source centered on the Cygnus Arm,

and subsequent Milagro analysis of additional data [12] revealed the significance of

the source detection is now approaching 9σ.

2 Source Detectability

The apparent discrepancy between the observation of the diffuse source by Milagro

and the non-observation of the source at a substantially lower flux level by the Whip-

ple 10m can be understood as a combination of the effects of angular resolution and

detector on-time. The detectability of a γ-ray source will depend upon the Signal-to-

Noise ratio S/N , where the signal is the number of γ-rays recorded from the source

during an observation time T , and N is the number of background events recorded

from cosmic ray background over the the detector’s angular resolution θresolution dur-

ing that same time period. If the angular extent of the source θsource < θresolution,

then the S/N ratio is :

S/N =
√

T
Fγ

√
Fcr

1
√

Ωresolution

A
γ
eff

√

A
p
eff

(1)

=
√

T
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√
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π

1
√
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A
γ
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√

A
p
eff

= K (2)

where A
γ
eff is the effective detection area for γ-rays, A

p
eff is the effective detection

area for charged cosmic ray background events (mostly protons), Fγ is the γ-ray flux

from the source (per unit area), Fcr is the flux of background cosmic rays (per unit

area per steradian), and K is a constant which defines the minimum S/N ratio for a

reliable detection of a GeV/TeV γ-ray source. In this equation Ωresolution is the solid

angle which spans the detector’s angular resolution θresolution.

The γ-ray sensitivity of the detector Fγ therefore can be solved for:

Fγ = f(K, T, A
γ
eff , A

p
eff , θresolution, Fcr) = constant (3)
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This does not depend upon the actual angular extent of the source γ-ray emission

Ωsource. Notice that for a fixed flux source, S/N increases as θresolution improves.

If Ωsource > Ωresolution, then for maximum signal one integrates over the source

extent Ωsource so the signal does not change, but the background is larger as one

accepts more cosmic ray background events per unit time over the larger extent of the

source.Hence one replaces Ωresolution with Ωsource in the noise equation to derive:

S/N =
√

T
Fγ

√
Fcr

1
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Ωsource

A
γ
eff
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A
p
eff

(4)

≈
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1
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√

A
p
eff

= K
′ (5)

where K ′ is the minimum S/N ratio needed to detect the source reliably. In this case,

the flux sensitivity depends upon the source diameter: Fγ ∝ θsource. Notice that

this implies the high angular resolution of an IACT γ-ray detector does not convey

any specific advantage when observing a large, diffuse γ-ray source. Instead, the

increased integrated exposure (Aγ × T ) on the source for the Milagro ground array

yields a more significant detection.

3 Source Resolvability

In order for internal structure within a diffuse to be resolved, the S/N ratio of the

observation needs to be a factor of η > 1 better than for mere detection. If Ωsource >

Ωresolution, then

S/N =
√

T
Fγ

√
Fcr

1
√

Ωsource

A
γ
eff

√

A
p
eff

(6)

≈

√

T
Fγ

√
Fcr

√

4

π

1

θsource

A
γ
eff

√

A
p
eff

= ηK
′ (7)

So again in this case, the Flux sensitivity Fγ is proportional to ηθsource (η is typically

≥ 4 for low resolution resolvability).

Even if Ωsource < Ωresolution, one can still resolve source size if the source

intensity is strong enough; assuming a Gaussian angular emission profile, if the in-

tensity is strong enough the wings of the Gaussian distribution will extend wider than

the angular resolution of the telescope, thereby affording an opportunity to estimate
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the source diameter. In order or this to happen, the integrated counts in the Gaussian

wing must approach the minimum S/N ratio ηK:

S ≈ Fγ

∫

∞

θresolution

rdr
1

2θ2
source

e
−r2/2θ2

source (8)

Consequently the S/N ratio becomes

S/N =
√

T
Fγ

√
Fcr

1
√

Ωsource

e
−θ2

resolution
/(2θ2

source
)

A
γ
eff

√

A
p
eff

= ηK (9)

The source resolvability therefore depends upon the the source diameter in a more

complicated manner:

Fγ = g(ηK)θsource × e
θ2

resolution
/(2θ2

source
) (10)
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Figure 1: Comparison of Whipple 10 m IACT sensitivity on the Tibet 14 region

compared with Milagro sensitivity. The Whipple observations included about 4 hours

of observation [9]; the Milagro sensitivity is based upon its 3 year Northern Sky

Survey [5]. Horizontal axis is flux sensitivity as a fraction of the integrated γ-ray

spectrum above threshold energy, assuming a Crab-like spectrum. It is important

to note that Whipple telescope and the Milagro observatory have different energy

thresholds (300 GeV and 1 TeV, respectively)

Figure 1 gives the calculated flux sensitivity of the Milagro Observatory based

upon it’s three year all-sky survey, and compares this to the flux sensitivity and a
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function of source diameter for the Whipple Tibet14 follow-up studies. For a ex-

tended source (θsource > 2◦) with source flux equal to several Crab, the Whipple

telescope will not be able to provide a significant detection, whereas the Milagro ob-

servatory can easily detect it..For Point source observations, which generally involve

extragalactic sources such as AGN, θsource < 0.3◦, and so the IACT sensitivity is

clearly superior. For extended sources, such as Supernova Remnants and molecular

clouds, the high angular resolution of the IACT technique does not convey a strong

advantage for source detection. For very large, diffuse sources such as the galactic

plane or Galactic arm, IACT mapping using short duration (4 hour) observations sig-

nificantly less sensitive compared to the All-Sky Milagro Observatory, due mainly to

it’s significantly reduced integrated aperture on the source region.

4 Next Generation Instruments

A new generation of IACT arrays are currently operating [13, 14]; these arrays typ-

ically have fields of view of about 4 − 5◦ , angular resolutions of ≈ 0.05◦ , and

point source flux sensitivities of 10 milliCrab for 50 hours of observation. A new

generation wide field of view particle array detector, HAWC [15], is also proposed,

which would have nearly 100% duty cycle, ≈ 0.5◦ angular resolution, and could sur-

vey the Northern sky at 25 milliCrab sensitivity for 2 years operation. Additionally,

next generation IACT instruments are also under consideration for construction for

GeV/TeV observations after the VERITAS/HESS/CANGAROO-III time frame; such

instruments typically consist of an array of 100 IACT telescopes spread out over a

1 km by 1 km array [16, 17]; expected flux sensitivity is on the order of 1 milliCrab

for 50 hours of observation, and angular resolution < 0.05◦. Figure 2 compares the

flux sensitivity of these various detectors for small source diameters (θsource < 2◦):

For source diameters large than several degrees, an additional constraint on IACT

flux sensitivity arises due the finite live-time of the IACT telescope (typically 10%

duty cycle) in combination with the narrow field of view of the instrument (typically

θfov < 5◦). If the source region is distributed over an an area of the sky greater than

θfov, then multiple telescope pointings must be performed to map out the source re-

gion. When the source region becomes large enough that there does not exist enough

time in a season to spend 50 hours on each pointing, the number of hours/pointing

must be reduced, thereby reducing flux sensitivity. Consequently, the slope of the

flux sensitivity versus source diameter changes above this critical point, and therefore

at large source diameter the HAWC telescope, with its near 100% duty cycle, will

outperform a next generation square km array for source diameters θsource ≥ 12◦

(Figure 3). For source diameters less than this , a next generation IACT instrument

will be typically be more sensitive than HAWC. In this simulation, we have assumed
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Figure 2: Expected flux Sensitivities for Existing and future GeV/TeV Observatories

as a function of Source diameter. Axes are similar to Figure 1

an array of 100 telescopes, each with 5◦ diameter field of view, spread our on a 1 km

× 1 km array, similar to future arrays discussed at this conference ( [16, 17]).

Next generation IACTs may employ wider FOV cameras than discussed above,

which will modify the above plots. In general, no matter what the field of view θN
fov

of the IACT, the sensitivity curves for both the IACT next generation system and the

HAWC system are equal at a point θx, Fx, with the IACT having superior sensitivity

below θx, whereas HAWC will have superior sensitivity for source objects with size

larger than θx. Simple linear relationship of θx and Fx on θN
fov can be derived for the

IACT/HAWC array parameters used above , but allowing the θN
fov to vary:

θx ≈
FH

0

FN
0

θN
resolutionθN

fov

θH
resolution

θ
N
fov (11)

and

Fx ≈

(

FH
0

θH
resolution

)2 θN
resolution

FN
0

θ
N
fov (12)

Here the superscript H and N refer to the HAWC and Next Generation IACT

telescope parameters, respectively, e.g. FH
0

is the HAWC point source sensitivity

whereas FN
0 is the Next Generation IACT point source sensitivity. Using the param-

eters previously employed in this article, FH
0

= 25 milliCrab,FN
0

= 1 milliCrab,

θH
resolution = 0.5◦, and θN

resolution = 0.05◦, one finds θx = 2.5θN
fov and Fx =(125

milliCrab/degree) θN
fov where θx and θN

fov are angular diameters measured in degrees.
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as a function of Source diameter. Axes are similar to Figure 1

5 Discussion

We have explored various combinations of distributed IACT pointings; for instance,

distributing the pointing of the Next Generation IACT telescopes into a wider Field-

of-view instrument by pointing groups of telescopes into adjacent regions of the night

sky. We find that this reduces the point source γ-ray flux sensitivity because it reduces

the detection area for each pointing in the sky; the best advantage of the IACT Next

Generation array over HAWC comes from using all telescopes simultaneously on a

single source region, and then moving onto the next source region to map as deeply

as possible in each short exposure. A key tradeoff here is the employment of a large

detection area in the Next Generation IACT (100x larger than existing array) which

compensates for the 10% duty cycle of the IACT compared to the near 100% duty

cycle of the HAWC system.

Neglecting energy threshold effects, a Next Generation IACT array with narrow

field of view (θN
fov ≈ 5◦) will have superior sensitivity for point sources and sources

with moderate diffuse extent (θsource < 5−10◦) whereas a large field of view particle

detector like HAWC will have superior performance in studying diffuse emission over

larger size object (θsource > 5 − 10◦). A wider field IACT array (θN
fov > 10 − 15◦)

appears to be very competitive compared to the HAWC system, and could provide

similar flux sensitivity out to very large source diameters (θsource ≈ 30 − 40◦).
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Outline

•Unexpected Tibet-Milagro UID Diffuse Source (Tibet 14)

•Detectability as a function of  Source Flux/Angular diameter

•Other New Unexpected Diffuse Sources

•Need for an Unbiased Sky Survey

•Potential Future Dedicated Unbiased Sky Surveys
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Milagro All Sky Survey

Survey covers  1o < dec < 80o ; 12/15/2000-11/25/2003

All Sky Flux limits ~500 mCrab   ~4 σ excess
quoted for E > 1 TeV , angular resolution ~ 0.5o.
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Tibet v. Milagro Correlation

Walker, Kieda. Atkins
Ap. J L. (2004)

•Find 3 events with ∆θ < 1.5 ; expect  < 0.1, chance prob ~10-4

•Most Promising event pair  on Cygnus Arm->Whipple follow-up Observations
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Milagro Follow-up

•Significance is 5.5 σ (Crab is 5.9σ)
•Source extent is ~5o

•Implied source flux is several Crab

R. Atkins et al, 22nd Texas Symposium on Astrophysics, Stanford (2004)
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Whipple Follow-up 

● No Strong point source evident (given # of trials)
●Typical point source flux limit~300 mCrab   
● Quoted for E > 400 GeV , angular resolution ~ 0.05o.
●Milagro source diameter >> f.o.v. of Whipple camera

G. Walker, Ph.D Thesis, U of Utah (2004)
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Source Detectability
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Source Detectability
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Point Source Sensitivity

∆θ=0.5, Milagro type ∆θ=0.05, IACT type

For same source exposure, Higher angular 
resolution gives significant detection
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Diffuse Sensitivity

3000 events, IACT Type exposure105 events, MILAGRO type exposure

For same source extent, Higher exposure time 
gives significant detection.
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Source Detectability

Not
Detected
(both)

Detected
(both)

Detected
Milagro only

Milagro
Whipple

Increased Milagro sensitivity
for extended source

•longer exposure
•Wider fov

•Not clear how to easily 
Detect diffuse emission when
Source diameter >> fov

(maybe 1/4 speed IACT tracking?) 
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New Possibilities

Existing Sky surveys:

1) Biased Survey around Galactic Plane, EGRET UID, selected AGN
-50 mCrab typical, 2% of sky, 0.05o resolution (IACT)

2) Unbiased northern sky survey, 500 mCrab, 53% sky, 0.5o resolution
(Milagro, Tibet)

->There may be other new classes of sources which have 
eluded  previous detection due to  a combination of: 

• diffuse extent (>0.5-20 or more)
• low flux ( < 200 mCrab)

Recent HESS Galactic Plane Survey seems to bear this out
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HESS Diffuse Sources

Many sources appear to 
have internal structure:

Ability to resolve a 
diffuse source is a key 
to determining its 
astrophysical processes

(HESS , 2005)
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Source Resolvability

Source Size > Angular Resolution

Just need some factor η>1 more S/N
to resolve internal source structure
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Source Resolvability

Source Size < Angular resolution

As Fγ increases, tails of Gaussian 
become detectable->resolve source size
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HAWC type Array

Extended Sources:
Molecular clouds
SNR

Point Sources:
AGN
Pulsar

Diffuse Sources:
Galactic Plane
Galactic Arm

Detected 
& Resolved

Not
Detected

Detected  &
Not Resolved

Crosses: Molecular clouds Extrapolated from GeV energies with E-2 spectrum
Torres, Dame & Diegel 2005
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Molecular Clouds

CO Column density 
+ Galactic CR flux

-> γ emissivity (>100 MeV)

Extrapolate to 300 GeV with E-2

spectrum

Molecular Cloud size distribution
from Galactic CO surveys

(Torres et al, Ap. J L. 2005)
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VERITAS type Array

Detected 
& Resolved

Not
Detected

Detected
&
Not 
Resolved

Extended Sources:
Molecular clouds
SNR

Point Sources:
AGN
Pulsar

Diffuse Sources:
Galactic Plane
Galactic Arm
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Comparison

Detected 
& Resolved

Not
Detected

Detected
&

Not 
Resolved

Extended Sources:
Molecular clouds
SNR

Point Sources:
AGN
Pulsar

Diffuse Sources:
Galactic Plane
Galactic Arm

HAWC
detect HAWC

resolve

VERITAS
detect

VERITAS
resolve
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Unbiased Sky survey
An Unbiased Sky survey at <50 mCrab:

• New Galactic Sources (pulsars, molecular clouds)
• May uncover new sources with no  counterparts at other wavelengths (Dark Halo Galaxy)
• Measure diffuse extragalactic emission at different angular scales, evolution with z

-correlation with local mass distribution?    
• High angular resolution desirable to probe diffuse source structure (i.e. molecular cloud vs AGN).

• Next generation ground array (HAWC) can provide unbiased survey of 53% of sky at ~60 mCrab
• Existing IACTS will do 2-4% Biased survey
• Existing could up to 10% unbiased  at 20 mCrab if dedicated to several years of observation time

• Consider using DRIFT scanning in dedicated observatory (zenith/near zenith fixed mount)
• Use a Separate facility which does not interefere with exiting targeted observations
• Nominal stereo observation, wide FOV,  non-movable mount
• Remote operation at High Altitude possible due to no moving parts
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Dark Halo Galaxy 

H I Observations @Aracibo, Jodrell Bank (Minchin et al 2005)

•Hydrogen cloud ~108 M☼

•No optical counterpart down 
to B=27 mag arc-2

(expect B~12)

•Velocity dispersion indicates 
M~1011 M☼

•Mdyn/LB ~ 500 M☼/ L☼

•D ~ 8 Mpc

•Extrapolated cosmic density 
contribution Ω~0.01
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Unbiased Drift Scan Survey
decDrift Scan

RA

t

5o fov, HESS/VERITAS type system5o fov HESS/VERITAS type system

80 m

RA

dec

1 pair, 5o fov each, existing technology

-> 3.3% sky coverage @ 15 mCrab

Cost ~ 2 VERITAS/HESS systems,
2 building with automatic door opening
remote operation/High altitude

~ 1M US$
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Unbiased Drift Scan Survey

5o tilt

Drift Scan

dec

5o tilt

RA Single pair , 5o fov each
tilt  00   month 1
tilt -50   month 2
tilt +50   month 3

-> 8.8% sky coverage
@ 25 Crab (1 year)

3 pair, 5o fov each

-> 8.8% sky coverage
@ 15 mCrab

•Use Current technology

•Wide fov development?

80 m
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Drift Scan Survey I 
Sensitivity Coverage Who Comment

500 mCrab (2 year) 53% Milagro/Tibet Unbiased/0.5 deg

50 mCrab 2% Whipple Biased/0.1 deg

60 mCrab 53% HAWC Unbiased/0.5 deg

8 mCrab 4% HESS/VERITAS Biased/0.05 deg

25 mCrab
(1 year)

8.8%/year 2 x 5.0 f.o.v. 12m 
class

Unbiased/0.05

15 mCrab
(1 year)

3%/year 2 x 5.0 f.o.v. 12m 
class

Unbiased/0.05

15 mCrab (1 year) 10% 6 x 5.0 f.o.v, 12m Unbiased/0.05

9 mCrab (1 year) 33% 6 x15.0 f.o.v, 12m Unbiased/0.05

5 mCrab (2 year) 50% 2 x70.0 f.o.v, 10m Unbiased/0.05
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Drift Scan Survey II

Not
Detected

Detected  &
Resolved

EUSO type
detect EUSO type resolve

HAWC
detect

HAWC
resolve
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Summary
Source sensitivity depends on source diameter

Tibet 14 looks like diffuse source, inaccessible to current IACTs

Biased IACT Surveys have revealed new classes of extended sources up to
~ 10 diameter. Correlation of internal structures of these objects
with measurements at other wavelength.

Unbiased sky survey  at < 50 mCrab, high angular resolution (< 0.50 ) should 
be a high priority.

Existing technology could easily be used to scan 3-10% at 15 mCrab level at 
modest cost

Evaluate high altitude Cerenkov operation

Future wide f.o.v IACT could open up new regions of sensitivity to new classes 
of diffuse objects.  
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The scientific discoveries made by H.E.S.S. during its first year of operation encour-

age a reexamination of the open problems in high energy astrophysics and of the

capabilities of the atmospheric Cherenkov technique, which could be employed to

address them. We report on an initial Monte Carlo exploration of a ground-based

instrument for observing cosmologically distant high energy transient phenomena.

Such observations would require combining an order of magnitude increase in col-

lecting area over existing instruments, with a similarly large increase in field of view

for routine sky monitoring, and a factor of five decrease in energy threshold to ex-

tend the visibility range to redshifts exceeding one. A large array of moderately sized

Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs) through which the total array

collecting area, array field of view and array data rates can be distributed, appears

to be able to meet these requirements. To be practically feasible for construction,

however, a cost effective solution to the imaging with resolution of ∼ 1 minute of

arc within ∼ 15 degrees field of view needs to be found. If image intensifier based

imaging technology provides such a solution in the future then combined with super-

fast parallel data processing, it may become a technological foundation for the next

breakthrough in the ground-based γ-ray astronomy Ref. [1].

1 Introduction

The construction of a ground-based γ-ray observatory in the post-GLAST epoch will

be motivated by many astrophysical goals. In the 1 − 200 GeV energy domain sev-

eral hundred low flux GLAST sources will require follow up identification and spec-

tra.measurement. The exploration of the γ-ray sky with sensitivity better than that

which can be achieved by GLAST (10−10 cm−2 s−1, 5σ) and the study of low flu-

ence, very high energy transient phenomena in the Universe is very compelling. In

the 1 − 200 GeV energy domain, the study of the population and cosmological evo-

lution of rapidly flaring AGN (and possibly VHE GRBs) is possible, due to the rapid
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decline of the γ-ray opacity of the Universe. If VHE radiation from AGNs is emit-

ted from within a few Schwarzschild radii of the central black holes, as suggested by

rapid variability of these objects, then the possibility of probing spatial scales equiva-

lent to a fraction of a microsecond of arc through the interpretation of resolved VHE

light curves may provide an attractive opportunity to research matter under condi-

tions of strong gravity. The diffuse cosmological radiation and its evolution in UV,

visible, near- and mid-IR can also be explored utilizing the pair-production mecha-

nism responsible for opacity. The very high energy properties of space-time, large

scale magnetic fields affecting the cascading of photon beams in intergalactic space,

and transient phenomena of more exotic natures, such as the evaporation of black

holes or annihilation of cosmological defects represent other opportunities for inves-

tigation in this energy regime. Astrophysical observations in the energy range above

200 GeV with sensitivities 5-10 times better then that of currently existing observato-

ries would enable deep exploration of galactic science, which has been proved fruitful

by recent discoveries made by the H.E.S.S. observatory Ref. [2]. Motivated by these

scientific opportunities we explore the potential of a large array of mid-size IACTs

to conduct sky monitoring with wide field of view and moderate collecting area or

pointed observations with collecting areas exceeding 1 km2.

2 Basic IACT array design considerations

To achieve a resolution of AGN flaring on a few minute time scale from a “Markarian-

421-like” object placed at a distance of z = 1, a detector collecting area of order 1
km2 or larger is required. This is a factor of one hundred larger than the Cherenkov

light pool area produced by γ-rays with E < 100 GeV, which determines the effective

aperture of the present day ground based observatories at low energies. Therefore an

array consisting of a few hundred telescopes may provide a starting point for an array

design, compatible with this requirement. The large collecting area of the atmospheric

Cherenkov technique, as compared to the physical detector size, has been appreciated

for many years. It is evident, though, that this conclusion depends on the energy of

the detected γ-ray events and it eventually fails at low energies. For example, the

original design of the VERITAS array, seven telescopes in a hexagonal structure with

80 m separation, has a trigger collecting area of ∼ 5 × 103 m2 at energies around

50 GeV, equal to the area of a hexagonal cell occupied by a single telescope in the

array (see Figure 1 for illustration). The concept of an IACT “cell”, first introduced in

Ref. [3, 4], provides a convenient framework for evaluating the performance of large,

but finite, IACT arrays at low energies when the effective collecting area per cell is

comparable or smaller than the cell size.

In this energy regime the collecting area of a large IACT array simply scales with
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the number of cells in the array. At high energies, however, the scaling law is violated

when an increasing number of triggering γ-rays occur outside of the array and the full

collecting area becomes larger than its physical size. This occurs at energies of a few

TeV for a 1 km2 array. In the high energy regime the collecting area grows roughly in

proportion to the perimeter of the array and therefore as the square root of the number

of cells (or telescopes) in it. Because of the different scaling of collecting area at

low and high γ-ray energies, a large arrays of IACTs spaced at a distance sufficient

for accurate stereoscopic reconstruction, naturally have significantly improved low

energy performance. Increasing the number of telescopes in the array to much larger

than a few, shifts the peak of the differential detection rate of γ-rays towards lower

energies. This approach is complementary to increasing the aperture of individual

telescopes or building IACT arrays at high elevations in providing for operation in

the 20 − 200 GeV domain. However, unlike these alternatives it also provides a ∼ 1
km2 collecting area. The exploration of this potential is one of the main goals of this

submission.
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Figure 1: Left: Illustration of telescope array concept. The separation between tele-

scopes is 80 m, giving the area of a single cell area (shaded) as 5.5 × 103 m2. The

original VERITAS layout is shown with the black color telescopes. Right: Field

of View versus Collecting Area phase space. Areas occupied by present day IACT

arrays, HE-ASTRO and “Ideal” observatories are shown. The rough estimate of de-

tection rates of cosmic rays is indicated as isolines of constant etendue.

In addition to providing a large collecting area for pointed observations and im-

proved collecting area at low energies, large array of telescopes facilitates operation in

a “sky survey mode” in which individual telescopes uniformly cover ∼2 sr of the sky.

In this mode the collecting area at low energies is comparable to that of the VERITAS
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or H.E.S.S. instruments. For stereoscopic reconstruction, events must be seen by at

least three telescopes. This coupling between telescopes in sky survey mode requires

that the field of view of individual instruments be > 15 degrees. Large solid angle

sky coverage through the combination of moderately large field of view telescopes

enables highly flexible operation. Figure 1 illustrates that such an array allows for a

continuum of modes which trade effective collecting area on any point in the sky for

total solid angle coverage, roughly characterized by the constant etendue condition

(AΩ =const).

Array composition 217 telescopes on hexagonal grid

Elevation 3.5 km

Telescope coupling distance 80 m

Internal area ∼1.0 km2

Single Telescope Field of View ∼15◦

Single Telescope FoV area ∼177 deg2

Reflector Diameter ∼7 m

Reflector Area ∼40 m2

Quantum Efficiency 50% (200-400 nm)

Mirror Reflectivity 64% (double reflection 0.8 × 0.8
Trigger Sensor Pixel Size 0.146◦

Trigger Sensor Size ∼31.2 cm

Night Sky Background (NSB) rate ∼3.2 pe/trigger pixel/20 ns

Single Telescope NSB Trigger Rate 1 KHz

Trigger Sensor Pixel Threshold 21 pe (DC)

Single Telescope CR trigger rate ∼30 kHz

Energy Range 20 – 200 GeV

Differential Detection Rate Peak ∼30 GeV (γ-rays)

Image Sensor Pixel Size 0.0146◦

Readout Image 128× 128 pixels

Readout Image Size 1.875◦
× 1.875◦

NSB Rate per Image Sensor Pixel 0.032 (per 20 nsec gate)

ADC (Image Sensor) 8 bit (S/N improved)

Image Integration Time 20 ns

Data Acquisition Rates ∼80 Mb/sec/node

Table 1: HE-ASTRO Specifications for simulations

The large collecting area and solid angle coverage gained by large arrays of

IACTs is made possible by the combined contribution of individual telescopes each

of which contributes only a small portion to the array collecting area and array solid
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angle. This “distributed operation” is particularly critical to sustain the high data rates

from cosmic rays in the field of view. Figure 1 shows that the design of a single in-

strument with equivalent etendue value operating in ∼ 40 GeV energy domain would

require data processing at the rate of ∼ 300 kHz or higher. The distributed operation,

which is a unique feature of a large array, makes it possible for a single telescope to

produce data at a rate ten times lower, ∼ 30 kHz, which is manageable even with

present day technology.

It appears that a large array of mid-size IACTs can successfully attain the require-

ments of large collecting area (> 1 km2), large field of view (∼ 2 sr), and reasonable

data rate per telescope (∼ 30 kHz) imposed by the scientific goal of observation

of VHE transient phenomena in the ∼ 40 GeV domain. There are two questions

which must be seriously addressed in studying the feasibility of such an instrument:

its capabilities in the required energy regime and the technical problem of finding

cost-effective solutions for its design. In this paper we report on detailed simulation

studies of the low energy performance of the array. We do not attempt to address the

cost issues, though some thoughts were reported in the presentation to this meeting

Ref. [5].

3 Simulations

The simulation studies were performed using CORSIKA 6.2 Ref. [6], assuming ideal-

ized optics with no aberrations. Table 1 summarizes the simulation input parameters.

Although we simulated 7 m aperture telescopes with 50% quantum efficiency, the

results are equally applicable to 10 m telescopes with 25% quantum efficiency. The

focal plane instrument has two light sensors: the “trigger sensor” and “image sensor”.

The size of the pixels in each sensor was optimized independently to achieve the best

performance at low energies.

3.1 Trigger optimization

The dependence of the γ-ray detection efficiency on the trigger sensor pixel size can

be roughly understood as follows. When the pixel size is much larger than the char-

acteristic scale in the shower image the signal remains constant while night sky noise

scales with the pixel area. Thus, the ratio of signal to square root of noise declines

inversely proportional to the size of the pixel. In the opposite limit, subdividing the

Cherenkov image over many pixels, each much smaller than the characteristic scale of

the image, reduces the signal in proportion to the pixel area leading to a decline in the

ratio of signal to square root noise in proportion to pixel size. These trends are con-

firmed by simulations and shown Figure 2. It was found that the optimum pixel size
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for efficient triggering of the telescope located at the center of a cell is in the range

0.05−0.25 degrees. The optimum value is relatively insensitive to telescope aperture,

elevation, and even energy of the γ-ray. Individual telescopes were triggered when a

single pixel of the trigger sensor exceeded a given threshold, set by the requirement

of a 1kHz rate of night sky background fluctuations in the 15◦ field of view. For the

parameters shown in Table 1 this threshold was calculated to be 21 pes.
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Figure 2: Left: Trigger efficiency as a function of trigger sensor pixel size for a 3.5
km elevation array with detector quantum efficiency of 50%. The two curves show

different telescope apertures: 7 and 10 m. Right: Differential detection rates of γ-rays

from a source with a power law spectrum with spectral index of −2.5. The effect of

elevation and telescope aperture on the position of the peak is shown.

The current generation of IACTs use a topological trigger which imposes a re-

quirement that two, three or four adjacent PMT channels exceed a certain threshold,

e.g. ∼ 5.6 pe in each of three neighboring pixels in the case of the VERITAS array.

The collection of these adjacent pixels forms an effective trigger sensor pixel size,

which in the case of VERITAS is larger than the optimum found in our studies. In

VERITAS and H.E.S.S. the same light sensor (an array of PMTs) is used to image the

cascade and trigger the telescopes. Topological triggers are necessary to compromise

between the different resolution scales required for accurate event reconstruction and

identification (imaging) and efficient triggering when a single light sensor implements

both functions simultaneously. In the next section we discuss the optimum image sen-

sor pixel size.

Another benefit of topological triggers which is not often discussed is their abil-

ity to filter Cherenkov flashes produced by the overwhelming background of distant

single particles which would otherwise trigger each telescope in an array. There is

enough light generated by a single particle, e.g. muon, with impact parameter as
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large as the radius of the Cherenkov light pool ∼ 120m to trigger all telescopes of the

VERITAS or H.E.S.S. array and therefore produce an array trigger. For large impact

parameters (>∼ 25m), the image of a single particle is normally contained within a

single pixel of the camera and therefore the topological trigger inhibits the telescope

trigger. Since the particle is local to at most one telescope, an array trigger cannot

be generated by single particles. In practice non-idealities of the optics may spill the

image into two or three fine pixels in a high resolution imaging camera and therefore

generate an array trigger. Large aperture IACT telescopes with fine pixels may be

particularly sensitive to this effect.

Simulations of the array trigger as a function of trigger sensor pixel size indicate

that the optimum is in the range, from ∼ 0.05 to 0.13 degrees with the peak at 0.08
degrees for all γ-ray photons in the 10 to 100 GeV interval. For our simulations we

used a trigger pixel size of 0.15 degrees, the choice arising from considerations of

potential cost. Figure 2 shows the differential detection rate of γ-ray photons. The

curves shown demonstrate that although there is some reduction of peak energy with

increasing elevation, the effect of higher quantum efficiency or larger telescope aper-

ture dominates. Construction and operation costs at higher elevation might not be

justified when compared with the potentially lower cost of investment into improve-

ment of the telescopes and/or photon detectors. Thus we used elevation of 3.5 km for

the remainder of our study.

3.2 Imaging optimization

In this study we attempted to understand the degree to which reconstruction of the

arrival direction and identification of γ-rays could be improved through optimal image

pixellation. When choosing the size of the image pixels, the effects of degradation

due to the optical system and the scales inherent to the shower physics should be

considered. The degree of image distortion due to the optical system increases with

telescope aperture. For example, image blurring due to the depth of field effects,

caused by the finite distance to the source of light produces defocusing on the order

of 10 minutes of arc for a 30 m telescope imaging a point source at at distance of

∼ 10 km. Comatic off axis aberrations for practical, moderate focal length designs

might be of similar or larger order. The non-zero size of the primary mirror also

limits the accuracy to which the impact position of the Cherenkov photons can be

known. This loss of information degrades the accuracy to which the shower core

position and arrival direction can be reconstructed. This effect is complex but seems

to become important for dim images when improvements through statistical averaging

is not possible. In view of these considerations we chose to perform simulations

with relatively small, 7 m aperture, “ideal” telescopes, by assuming that the arrival

direction of photon can be determined exactly. The impact point of the photon on the
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reflector surface is, however, lost.
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Figure 3: Left: A typical 42 GeV event. The Cherenkov photoelectrons from the

atmospheric cascade are shown in red. The core of the image is clearly seen as a group

of photo-electrons with average separation of ∼ 0.015 degrees. Right: Differential

probability of photo-electron to photo-electron angular distance for Cherenkov (red)

and NSB photo-electrons (blue). The plot indicates the distribution of characteristic

radius of the Voronoi cell occupied by each photon. For this size telescope the peaks

are separated.

A typical 40 GeV event as seen by an ideal telescope is shown in Figure 3. There

are three distinct angular scales in this image. The first is determined by the area

occupied by a single photo-electron of night sky background. It can be calculated

by averaging the square root of the area of the Voronoi cells, i.e. those regions of

the focal plane closer to each NSB photo-electron than to any other. Figure 3 (right)

indicates that for the chosen telescope aperture and the night sky background noise

rate this scale is 0.075 degrees, given by the peak of the distribution. The second scale

is determined by the very dense distribution of photoelectrons induced by the photons

emitted from the innermost core of the atmospheric cascade. The particles radiating

these Cherenkov photons have not been deflected by multiple Coulomb scattering,

due to their their relatively high energy (E >∼ 100 MeV), and most accurately trace

the arrival direction of the primary gamma-ray. The extraction of these photons from

the cascade image by requiring very small Voronoi cell size or, equivalently, a high

number of photoelectrons over a small area, should improve angular resolution. Our

simulations confirm that the angular resolution of reconstructed arrival direction does

improve with finer pixellation of the camera until the typical angular scale determined

by the transverse size of the shower core image is reached. This size is approximately
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a few minutes of arc, as the core of the highest energy particles in the cascade has

an extent of just a few meters, Ref. [7], and the typical observing distance of sub-

100 GeV cascades is on the order of 10 km. Similar findings were also reported

by Prof. Hofmann in his submission to this conference Ref. [8]. Finally, the third

angular scale in the shower image is the scale of “fuzzy” structures surrounding the

cascade core which generate the extended tail in the distribution shown in Figure 3.

These photoelectrons, produced by relatively low energy particles (less than ∼ 100
MeV but larger than 20 MeV), are coming from distances as large as ∼ 60 m from

the shower core. The differences in the distribution of these photoelectrons in γ-ray

and hadronic induced cascades have been effectively used by practitioners of the IAC

technique through the implementation of various cuts, generically called “shape” cuts.

Two conclusions follow from our study. First, it is beneficial for angular recon-

struction of the arrival direction of primary γ-rays to improve the imaging resolution

of IACT cameras to the ∼ 1 minute of arc scale, assuming that the telescope optics are

compatible with this requirement. The fine resolution required for the image sensor

is ∼ 10 times smaller than the size of the optimum pixel of the trigger sensor. This

suggests that the functionality of imaging and triggering may require different hard-

ware implementations in future ground-based γ-ray instruments. One minute of arc

resolution scale for cascade imaging implies ∼ 106 pixels per camera of 15 degrees

field of view. Traditional arrays of PMTs or even MAPMTs do not seem to provide

a practical, cost-effective solution. A new technology utilizing CMOS, CCD, or per-

haps SiPMs and APDs with multi-million pixel image sensors might be a necessity.

The second conclusion is that multiple image cleaning procedures may become nec-

essary to get the best performance from high resolution cameras on future IACTs. A

single night sky background cleaning procedure, as is currently the standard approach

in the IAC technique, may not be simultaneously adequate for angular reconstruction,

background suppression and energy determination, since the information required for

these tasks is contained in different scales in the image.

3.3 Performance

The collecting area and differential detection rate for γ-rays for the point source and

all sky modes are shown in Figure 5. In point source mode the collecting area is ∼ 1
km2 at 30 GeV. At this energy the triggering efficiency for γ-rays impacting within

the array is > 90% while γ-rays impacting outside the array do not contribute much to

the total array collecting area. Below this energy the trigger efficiency falls, leading

to a decline in the overall collecting area. Above 30 GeV the influence of events

impacting outside the array grows, and the total collecting area reaches 3 − 4 km2 at

10 TeV, substantially larger then the physical size of the array. The large fields of view

of the individual telescopes allows them to trigger on distant high energy events and
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the ∼ 1.4 km baseline across the full array combined with the high resolution image

sensor enables stereoscopic reconstruction. In all sky mode, the collecting area in

the 50-200 GeV energy regime is approximately that of a seven telescope VERITAS

array, increasing to > 1 km2 at higher energies.
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Figure 4: Effective collecting area (left) and differential detection rate (right) of

HE-ASTRO array in point source mode (solid red) and all sky mode (dashed red).

Shown for comparison are the equivalent curves for VERITAS-4 (blue), the 5@5 ar-

ray (Ref [9]; green) and the five telescope configuration of the 30 m STEREO ARRAY

(Ref [10]; cyan).

Figure 5 depicts the flux limit (in mCrab) to which an all sky instrument with

VERITAS-like sensitivity can survey in one year, assuming that it is located on the

equator. From comparison of the collecting areas, it is expected that the sensitivity

of HE-ASTRO in full sky mode will be at least as good as VERITAS. In fact, im-

proved background rejection may come from significantly better imaging resolution,

allowing hadronic events to be rejected based on the difference in the depth of shower

maximum in the atmosphere between proton and γ-ray induced cascades, thereby

improving the sensitivity.

4 Conclusion

A large array of mid-sized IACTs with moderately large fields of view may satisfy

the technical requirements for observing high energy transient phenomena through-

out the Universe. Such an array will achieve a factor of one hundred increase in

collecting area for observations of point sources at low energies (< 100 GeV) over

current instruments. It will be capable of operation in all sky (survey) mode to mon-

itor ∼ 2 sr of solid angle with γ-ray sensitivity comparable to the VERITAS point
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Figure 5: Flux limit in mCrab to which an all sky instrument with VERITAS-like

sensitivity could survey in one year, assuming it is placed on the equator.

source sensitivity. If built at an elevation of 2.5 − 3.5 km, the differential γ-ray de-

tection rate for pointed observations of a “Crab-like” source will peak in the 30 − 50
GeV range, depending on the degree of improvement in photon detector quantum

efficiency achieved over the coming few years. Each of the telescopes of the array

will have a manageable cosmic ray acquisition rate due to the distributed nature of

operation, in which each telescope contributes only a small part of the total collecting

area and solid angle coverage of the array. Simulations indicate that the low energy

performance of the array depends on the optimal choice of pixellation for trigger

and image sensors of the telescopes (∼ 0.1 and ∼ 0.02 degrees respectively). The

large difference in these angular scales suggests that the sensors to perform triggering

and imaging functions be separated in future ground based IACT observatories. This

design of the focal plane instrumentation must be different from present day imple-

mentations, in which both functions are performed by a single array of PMTs, and the

telescope trigger is formed by combining electrical signals from adjacent pixels. The

feasibility of constructing a large array of IACTs depends critically on finding a cost

effective solution for manufacturing individual telescopes. From this point of view,

the implementation of an optimally sized trigger sensor using a mosaic of MAPMTs

appears to be roughly compatible with current costs. However, the small size required

for the image sensor pixel necessitates the exploration of alternatives, such as CMOS,
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CCD, SiPMs, and APD arrays. The small physical size of these devices does not

couple well to the large aperture IACTs which necessarily operate in a photon limited

regime. Before the plate scale can be changed optically to match the physical size

of the sensors, amplification of the Cherenkov image is required. Image intensifier

technology, which has been viewed as promising for use in ground based IAC gamma

ray astronomy since its foundation Ref. [1], may provide a cost effective resolution to

this problem.
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Cosmological studies of High Cosmological studies of High 
Energy Transient PhenomenaEnergy Transient Phenomena

to determineto determine
Population properties of AGN and Population properties of AGN and GRBsGRBs

RedshiftRedshift evolution of these objectsevolution of these objects

RedshiftRedshift evolution of EBL (z=0evolution of EBL (z=0--6)6)

Major contributors to EBL (stars, dust, AGN, Major contributors to EBL (stars, dust, AGN, 
Population III objects, relic particles, SFR, GFR, Population III objects, relic particles, SFR, GFR, 
IMF, BH accretion histories, supernovae IMF, BH accretion histories, supernovae 
feedback, merger history)feedback, merger history)
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Collecting Area RequirementCollecting Area Requirement
To resolve ~a few min variability time scale To resolve ~a few min variability time scale 
in emission of “in emission of “MrkMrk 421421--like” AGN placed like” AGN placed 
at at Z=1Z=1, the collecting area of the , the collecting area of the 
observatory must be observatory must be ~1 km~1 km22. . 
E interval             γ-Rate
[GeV]                  [min-1]
25 - 50                   1.3
50 -100                  0.7
100 - 200               0.3

3C273 Energetic Quasar
Jet  by Chandra 



Collecting Area RequirementCollecting Area Requirement

Because the size 
of the HE-ASTRO, 
~1010 cm2, is 
much larger than 
the size of the 
Cherenkov light 
pool, ~108 cm2, 
the number of 
telescopes 
required is ~102.

A

Coupling distance: d=80m
Area per telescope: A=31/2/ 2 d2 = 5.542x107cm2

Number of telescopes: N=217=3n(n-1) +1; n=9



HEHE--ASTRO (1ASTRO (1stst specs)specs)

Target Energy Range Target Energy Range 20 – 200 GeVGeV
Array of Array of 217 telescopes (n=9)telescopes (n=9)
Area Area ~1.0km2

Effective Area Effective Area ~1.6km2 (including boundary events) (including boundary events) 

Detection Rates Detection Rates x 100Hz (flaring nearby AGN) (flaring nearby AGN) 

x 1-10Hz (quiescent moderately distant AGN) (quiescent moderately distant AGN) 

x few per min (cosmologically distant AGN) (cosmologically distant AGN) 

Total Cost < Total Cost < $200M (approximate cost of satellite mission) (approximate cost of satellite mission) 

Cost per station < Cost per station < $1M



Problem 1Problem 1
(energy (energy vsvs area)area)

Although large aperture costly telescopes seem to be favored for low energy 
range prerequisite, they are incompatible with collecting area constraint due to 

cost limitations



Solid Angle RequirementSolid Angle Requirement
Observing 
Mode:

Sky Survey
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Ω A
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Problems 2 & 3Problems 2 & 3
A requirement of large solid angle 
coverage, ~π, by the system of a few 

large aperture telescopes possesses a 
very difficult engineering problem and 

costly large aperture secondary optics . 

Sustaining high data rates in non-
distributed system, such as a few large 

aperture telescopes, is another 
challenging electronics problem



HEHE--ASTRO (2ASTRO (2ndnd specs)specs)
Energy Range Energy Range 20–200 GeVGeV
Array of Array of 217 telescopestelescopes
Area Area ~1.0km2 (~1.6km2)
Field of View Field of View ~15o

FoV area ~177 deg2

Reflector Diameter Reflector Diameter ~7m
Reflector Area Reflector Area ~40 m2

Cost per station < Cost per station < $1M
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GalacticGalactic
HE AstrophysicsHE Astrophysics

New Phase Space in E, T:
Max Acceleration Energy

Crab Nebula: 
1 γ/min  > 10 TeV;  2 γ/hour  > 100 TeV

HE pulsars and transients

New Phase Space in F:

Horan & Weekes

If number of sources is a matter of 
sensitivity in already probed 
energy domain ,100 GeV – 10 
TeV, then collecting area of 

1km2 is a figure of merit.



HEHE--ASTRO ChallengeASTRO Challenge

Can telescopes be relatively 
small, have moderately large 
FoV, be fairly inexpensive, and 
have differential peak photon 
detection rate at ~40 GeV?

Installation at A.E.R.E., Harwell
1962 -

Crimea Experiment 1960-1965



Understanding Collecting AreaUnderstanding Collecting Area
Cell Operation
Mode

QE+Elevation
or Dish Size

Concept of “IACT-cell”  Aharonian at el. Astroparticle Physics 6 (1997) 343-377



Important Angular ScalesImportant Angular Scales

a = ?

For arrival direction

For CR rejection

?

For energy
estimate

a = ?

Trigger Pixel Size 
&

Trigger Efficiency

Image Pixel Size 
& 

Reconstruction Efficiency



ChallengesChallenges
Trigger 

Efficiency at low energies (peak of 
detection rate around 30 – 40 GeV)
High Data rates
Array trigger

Low Cherenkov light level regime 
High angular resolution
Background regection efficiency

Engineering & cost issues
Light Sensors
Wide Field of View Optics
Costs



Trigger Pixel OptimizationTrigger Pixel Optimization

SimulationsSimulations



Wavelength ResponseWavelength Response
(assumption)(assumption)

Double 
reflection
from
aluminized
coated
mirror

Cherenkov
Light Spectrum
x (300 nm/λ)2Ef

fic
ie

nc
y Relevant

wavelength
response
window
200 – 400 nm

Range of 
implied QEs
0.5 – 1.0
(50% – 100 %)

Wavelength [nm]



Summary of parameters Summary of parameters 
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Trigger Pixel Size [degree]

Reflector diameter  D=7 m

NSB integration window τ=20 ns

NSB differential flux  = 0.4

QE: 0.5 – 1.0
FoV: 10 – 15 degrees
Rnsb 0.1 – 1.0 kHz

(QE=0.5, D=7m) =(QE=0.25, D=10m) (QE=1.0, D=7m) =(QE=0.5, D=10m)



Lowest trigger thresholdLowest trigger threshold
(Effects of QE, (Effects of QE, RRnsbnsb, , FoVFoV))

Number of 
photons 
collected
by telescope
in trigger
pixel 
in 20 ns
from a γ-ray 
shower
to trigger 
pixel of 
a given size

(n
-N

) /
Q

th
ns

b

QE=0.5, FoV=15o, Rnsb=0.1 kHz
QE=0.5, FoV=10o, Rnsb=0.1 kHz
QE=0.5, FoV=15o, Rnsb=1.0 kHz

QE=1.0, FoV=15o, Rnsb=0.1 kHz
QE=1.0, FoV=10o, Rnsb=0.1 kHz
QE=1.0, FoV=15o, Rnsb=1.0 kHz

QE=0.5, FoV=10o, Rnsb=1.0 kHz

QE=0.5, FoV=10o, Rnsb=1.0 kHz

Effects:
1) QE
2) Rnsb
3) FoV

Trigger Pixel Size [degree]



Trigger Efficiency Trigger Efficiency vsvs Pixel SizePixel Size
(central telescope)(central telescope)

Parameters:
Eγ=42 GeV
FoV=15o

Rnsb=1kHz

Tr
ig

ge
r E

ffi
ci

en
cy

Trigger Pixel Size [degree]

QE: 1.0, D=7m
QE: 0.5, D=10m
QE: 0.5, D=7m

El: 3.5 km QE: 1.0, D=7m
QE: 0.5, D=10m
QE: 0.5, D=7m

El: 4.5 km

Optimum
Trigger Sensor
pixel size range
0.07o-0.25o

Weakly 
Depends 
on QE, D, El



Efficiency versus Pixel Size Efficiency versus Pixel Size 
(Array)(Array)

Array Trigger:
Three telescopes
above operational 
threshold

Ef
fic

ie
nc

y

p=0.05o

p=0.08o

p=0.10o

p=0.13o

p=0.16o

p=0.20o
Array Parameters:
Elevation: 3.5 km
QE: 0.5
Reflector: 7 m
FoV: 15o

Efficiency > 50 %
p=0.05o – 0.25o

for E > 20-30 GeV
Photon Energy [GeV]



Single Telescope Trigger EfficiencySingle Telescope Trigger Efficiency
Tr

ig
ge

r E
ffi

ci
en

cy

D
iff

. R
at

e Diff. spectral index: 2.5
12 GeV

15 GeV

20 GeV

27 GeV
El=4.5km, QE: 1.0, D=7m
El=4.5km, QE: 0.5, D=10m
El=3.5km, QE: 1.0, D=7m
El=3.5km, QE: 0.5, D=10m
El=3.5km, QE: 1.0, D=7m
El=3.5km, QE: 0.5, D=10m

Photon Energy [GeV] Photon Energy [GeV]

Effects:
1) “Cell operation” mode
2) Optimum trigger pixel size
3) QE, Reflector Size
4) Elevation
5) Rnsb

Parameters:
Trigger pixel size: 0.146o

Obs. Mode: Un-localized 
Source (FoV=15o)

Rnsb: 1kHz



Single Telescope Trigger EfficiencySingle Telescope Trigger Efficiency
Tr

ig
ge

r E
ffi

ci
en

cy

D
iff

. R
at

e Diff. spectral index: 2.5
14 GeV

17 GeV

22 GeV

Rnsb: 100kHz
Rnsb: 10kHz
Rnsb: 1kHz

Photon Energy [GeV] Photon Energy [GeV]

Effects:
1) “Cell operation” mode
2) Optimum trigger pixel size
3) QE, Reflector Size
4) Elevation
5) Rnsb

Parameters:
Trigger pixel size: 0.146o

Obs. Mode: Known
Source (FoV=3.5o)



Array trigger Array trigger 

Trigger Pixel size 0.146o

El=4.5km, QE: 1.0, D=7m
El=4.5km, QE: 0.5, D=10m
El=3.5km, QE: 1.0, D=7m
El=3.5km, QE: 0.5, D=10m

QE: 0.5   El: 4.5 km, D=7m
QE: 0.5   El: 3.5 km, D=7m

A
ve

ra
ge

 N
um

be
r o

f T
el

es
co

pe
s 

in
 T

rig
ge

r

30 GeV γ triggers 5 telescopes

Photon Energy [GeV]



Peak Energy Peak Energy vsvs ElevationElevation

Array of a few 
Small Telescopes 
Aperture: 3.3m
Pixel: 0.25deg
Elevation:3.5 km
Epeak: 430 GeV

Large array 
is less subjected
to “saturation”
effect



Single telescope CR ratesSingle telescope CR rates

Proton Energy [GeV]

D
iff

er
en

tia
l C

R
 ra

te
s

Integrated Rate:
32 kHz

FoV: 15o



HadronicHadronic SimulationsSimulations

QGSJET

FLUKA

Proton Energy [GeV]

A
ve

ra
ge

 N
um

be
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f T
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 T

rig
ge

r



HEHE--ASTRO (3ASTRO (3rdrd specs)specs)
Array of Array of 217 telescopestelescopes
Elevation 3.5kmElevation 3.5km
Telescopes’ coupling distance 80mTelescopes’ coupling distance 80m
Area Area ~1.0km2 (~1.6km2)
Single Telescope Field of View Single Telescope Field of View ~15o

FoV area ~177 deg2

Reflector Diameter Reflector Diameter ~7m
Reflector Area Reflector Area ~40 m2

QE 50% (200QE 50% (200--400 nm)400 nm)
Trigger sensor pixel size 0.146Trigger sensor pixel size 0.146oo

Trigger Sensor Size ~31.2cmTrigger Sensor Size ~31.2cm
NSB rate per Trigger pixel ~3.2 NSB rate per Trigger pixel ~3.2 pepe per 20 nsper 20 ns
Single Telescope NSB Trigger Rate 1KHzSingle Telescope NSB Trigger Rate 1KHz
Energy Range Energy Range 20–200 GeVGeV
Differential Detection Rate Peak ~30 GeV
Single Telescope CR trigger rate ~ 30 kHzSingle Telescope CR trigger rate ~ 30 kHz



Event Reconstruction Event Reconstruction 
Angular scalesAngular scales



An eventAn event

γ at 42 GeV



VoronoiVoronoi DiagramsDiagrams

Event 1 (42 GeV) Event 2 (42 GeV)



γγ--γγ Separation ScalesSeparation Scales
Image & NSBImage & NSB

D
iff

. d
en

si
ty

 [A
rb

itr
ar

y] γ: 21 GeV
NSB: 150 γ/deg2

γ: 42 GeV
NSB: 150 γ/deg2

γ: 100 GeV
NSB: 150 γ/deg2QE: 0.5

Reflector Diameter: 7m
Elevation: 3.5 km
Trigger pixel size: 0.146o

γ-γ separation [deg]

Voronoi Diagram
γ-γ separation scales
in Image:
0.01o-0.04o



Reconstruction MethodReconstruction Method
di , pi

uncertainty

<d2(θx,θy)>= ∑di
2/ ∑1i

<p>= ∑pi/ ∑1i



Event ReconstructionEvent Reconstruction
(arrival direction) (arrival direction) 

<d(θx,θy)>= ∑di
2/ ∑1i



Cleaning and arrival direction Cleaning and arrival direction 
reconstructionreconstruction

θ radius   [deg]

Ev
en

t c
on

ta
in

m
en

t f
ra

ct
io

n 
[1

]

21 GeV
42 GeV
100 GeV
CR

Optimum cut:
4 photons within 
circle of 0.02o

radius

4’ 10’ 16’



An Event CleaningAn Event Cleaning



Ln(nLn(nγγ) vs. <p>) vs. <p>
21 GeV
42 GeV
100 GeV
CR

Mean arrival distance [m]

Ln
(N

γ) 
 [1

]

Νο θ cut θ < 0.2o

θ < 0.05o

The height of shower development
is an effective discriminating factor
which can be utilized within 
paradigm of IACT arrays

γ– e discrimination ?

Roadmap to energy estimate!



<p> cut<p> cut

γ containment  [fraction]

In
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Mean arrival distance [m]

Mean arrival distance [m]

S/
N

=S
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R
T(

B
)  
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y]

21 GeV
42 GeV
100 GeV
CR

21 GeV
42 GeV
100 GeV

21 GeV
42 GeV
100 GeV

γ containment  [fraction]

S/
N

=S
/S

R
T(

B
)  

[a
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itr
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y] 21 GeV
42 GeV
100 GeV



Event Cleaning Event Cleaning 
CRsCRs

Ep=127 GeV



Event Cleaning Event Cleaning 
PhotonsPhotons

Eγ=42 GeV Eγ=100 GeV



NNγγ vs. <d>vs. <d>
Regime:
A few
hundred
photons 
per event
collected 
by array

21 GeV
42 GeV
100 GeV
CR

N
γ

[1
]

Mean cascade radius <d>   [m]



Problem 4Problem 4
(number of pixels)(number of pixels)

Both, identification of primary particle and Both, identification of primary particle and 
reconstruction of its arrival direction can reconstruction of its arrival direction can 
be accomplished in ~40be accomplished in ~40--50 50 GeVGeV energy energy 
domain.domain.

However, the imaging resolution scales However, the imaging resolution scales 
required are in the range 0.01required are in the range 0.01oo--0.020.02oo

Optimal pixel size for triggering and Optimal pixel size for triggering and 
imaging differ by a factor of ~10.imaging differ by a factor of ~10.



Hardware implementationHardware implementation

ApproachApproach
TechnologiesTechnologies

Data Rates & Array TriggerData Rates & Array Trigger



1963 Japan: Suga
Italy: ?
Russia: ?

Fine image 
resolution 
utilizing 
CMOS
and CCD 
technology

Fast Gated 
Image 
Intensifier
to reduce NSB

Wide field 
of view 
optics; 
possibly of 
Schmidt 
type

Moderate
size 
primary
(6 -7 m)

Large aperture 
Image Intensifier 
(Electrostatic or 
MCP)

Array of
MAPMTs



The Story of Ground Based The Story of Ground Based γγ--ray Astronomy ray Astronomy 
(by (by JelleyJelley & Porter)& Porter)



Energy range
> 1 TeV
Readout 
Event Rate
< 1kHz

All sky covered with 80 mega pixels in the CMOS sensor arrays
Optimized Baker-Nunn optical system with three corrector normal lenses 
made of acrylic resin and 1 m spherical reflector (spot size less than 
1 arcmin, 0.016o, for parallel light rays incident at angles less than 25o).
Focal sphere image intensifier, FIIT, of ~60 cm aperture



Focal Plane InstrumentationFocal Plane Instrumentation

X-Y

Large Aperture
Image Intensifier
(Electrostatic or MCP)
Photon detection
efficiency ~50% 
Fast decay scintillator
output screen ~25 ns

Trigger Sensor
~8200 pixels
with 0.146o

Array of rate 
compensated
discriminators

Star tracker
VETO

Slow 
Control

X = ∑xi
Y = ∑yi

OR

Two-mirror
reflecting or 
one-mirror
catadioptric
optical 
system

Primary 7m
Fov 15o

Optical
Splitter

Optical or 
II-based delay

Gate & Shutter

Gated Image 
Intensifier (MCP)
(25-40 mm)
Gate ~20ns
Rep. rate ~40kHz
P-43/P-24 , ~2µsec

Fast random access CMOS sensor
Image pixel size – 0.0146o

Readout image – 128 x 128 pixels
Readout Image size – 1.875o x 1.875o

Readout rate 30-40 kHz



CMOS Image SensorCMOS Image Sensor
HE-ASTRO Image Sensor is not 
commercially available yet. 
However, industry is very close 
to meet specification. High-speed
readout is achieved with pipeline
and parallel technologies.  

Parallel processing macro-cell of
32x32 pixels (1024) can be readout 
with > 500 kHz, and 128 x 128 pixel
image (16 macro-cells) with > 30 kHz

Micron-MT9M413
1.3-Megapixel CMOS
Active Pixel Digital
Image Sensor

Image pixel size – 0.0146o

Readout image – 128 x 128 pixels
Readout Image size – 1.875o x 1.875o

NSB per pixel – 0.032 (20 nsec gate)
ADC – 8 bit (S/N improved, 10– >8)
Pixel dimension 12µm x 12µm
Sensor area – 12.3 mm x 12.3 mm
Shutter exposure – a few µsec



AshraAshra CMOS image sensorCMOS image sensor
AshraAshra collaboration works with collaboration works with 
FillFactoryFillFactory to develop to develop AshraAshra
Fine Sensor (2048x2048 Fine Sensor (2048x2048 
pixels, 2D control of pixels, 2D control of 
shutter/exposure and shutter/exposure and 
readout).readout).
Prototyping from existing Prototyping from existing 
LUPA 4000MLUPA 4000M
Readout module is being Readout module is being 
developed by Toshibadeveloped by Toshiba
Ultimate goal 128x128 Ultimate goal 128x128 
macrocellsmacrocells with 24x24 pixelswith 24x24 pixels
Status … unknown

IBIS4 
1.3 Megapixel

Rolling Shutter 
Image Sensor
(LUPA 4000M)

Status … unknown

Read out rate is probably a factor of a few x 10 lower than required



UltrafastUltrafast ImagingImaging
DRS technologies Inc.

Variety of Ultrafast Cameras 
for Military applications
CCD based
500fps to 100,000,000fps 
e.g. 350 KHz at 250 x 250 Pixel 
exposures from 5 nsec
limited number of frames 

120mm tank gun projectile

Photron CMOS based high speed cameras
Ultima APX-RS is the world's fastest video camera with 
3,000 mega pixel frames per second (fps) or 250,000 fps 
at reduced resolution 
FASTCAM-X 1024 PCI is the first system to bring mega-pixel 
CMOS to your personal computer at usable speeds; capable 
of operating as fast as 1,000 fps at full 1,024 by 1,024 pixel 
resolution, or 109,500 fps through ‘windowing‘. 
Ultima APX-i2 uses a 25mm MCP Gen II image intensifier, 
directly bonded onto the APX's mega pixel sensor to provide 
unmatched image quality with 20ns gating. airgun pellet impacting a matchstick

http://www.photron.com/products.cfm?id=KingOfHighSpeedVideo
http://www.photron.com/products.cfm?id=Mega%5FPixel%5Fat%5F1000%5Ffps%5Ffor%5Fthe%5FPC
http://www.photron.com/products.cfm?id=APX%5Fi2


Gated Image IntensifiersGated Image Intensifiers

Type No. Effective Ares

Gate TIme
&

Repetition
Rate

Photocathode MCP Number

C9546-01 18 mm 3 ns, 30 kHz GaAsP 1

C9546-02 18 mm 3 ns, 30 kHz GaAsP 2

C9546-03 18 mm 3 ns, 30 kHz Multialkali 1

C9546-04 18 mm 3 ns, 30 kHz Multialkali 2

C9547-01 25 mm 5 ns, 30 kHz GaAsP 1

C9547-02 25 mm 5 ns, 30 kHz GaAsP 2

C9547-03 25 mm 10 ns, 30 kHz Multialkali 1

C9547-04 25 mm 10 ns, 30 kHz Multialkali 2

Available 25 mm 20 ns, 2 kHz GaAsP or
Multialkali 1 or 2

Available 25 mm 100 us, 
100 Hz

GaAsP or
Multialkali 1 or 2

Available 40 mm 20 ns, 2 kHz Multialkali 1 or 2

Available 40 mm 100 us, 
100 Hz Multialkali 1 or 2

Left : C9016-2x Series & Controller Center : C9546 Series Right : C9547 Series

Hamamatsu products

Commercial products which 
almost satisfy requirements
of resolution, repetition rate,
and fast gating exist.



Trigger SensorTrigger Sensor

Hamamatsu H9500
Flat Panel
52mm square
Bialkali Photocathode
16 x 16 Multianode
12 stage

FoV: 15o

Trigger pixel size: 0.146o

Number of MAPMTs: 32
Effective Area Ratio : 89%
Size: 312 mm



Trigger SensorTrigger Sensor

Hamamatsu H8500
Flat Panel
52mm square
Bialkali Photocathode
8 x 8 Multianode
12 stage

FoV: 15o

Trigger pixel size: 0.205o

Number of MAPMTs: 69
Effective Area Ratio : 89%
Size: 468 mm



Trigger Sensor (alternatives)Trigger Sensor (alternatives)

Courtesy of
R. Mirzoyan

BURLE 85011-501 PLANACON™
71 mm square ( 51.2 mm active)
Bialkali Photocathode
MCP-PMT 8 x 8 pixels
Nice single pe pulse

FoV: 15o

Trigger pixel size: >0.135o

Number of MCP-PMTs: 91
Effective Area Ratio : ~52%
Size: 710 mm

Front illuminated SiPMs
(Avalanche Geiger discharge) 
3x3 mm2 square
5625 pixels of 40µ x 40µ each

FoV: 15o

Trigger pixel size: 0.2o

Number of SiPMs: 1
Effective Area Ratio : ~80%
Size: 3 mm



Optical SystemOptical System
oneone--mirror mirror catadioptriccatadioptric

Due to a large number of telescopes in HEDue to a large number of telescopes in HE--ASTRO array, ~217, the monitoring of ASTRO array, ~217, the monitoring of 
all sky can be distributed  alleviating very large all sky can be distributed  alleviating very large FoVFoV problem for a single station.problem for a single station.

With a single telescope With a single telescope FoVFoV=15=15oo each event is viewed by each event is viewed by 
7 telescopes in the  sky 307 telescopes in the  sky 30oo above horizon above horizon 

19 telescopes in the  sky 4519 telescopes in the  sky 45oo above horizon above horizon 

7m Primary, 
possibly discontinuous

7.5 deg

Large aperture instruments with wide FoV are usually prohibitively expensive

Optimized Schmidt-like Baker-
Nunn optical system with 2-4 
active surfaces will satisfy optical 
requirements. 

However, the design for D=7m & 
FoV=15o optical system must be 
cost effective, e.g. Schmidt 
camera with large image angle is 
probably prohibitively expensive  
due to large costs of making  ~7m 
Schmidt corrector plate. 

Another deficiency of Schmidt  
camera is strongly curved focal 
surface and its position inside the 
instrument.

Low Loss Refractive 
Corrective Optics
Aperture-1m

~f/0.7 system  to reduce
size of secondary optics
Lens to ~1m,

Plate Scale 
Optical Coupler

Focal 
surface
coupled II



Optical SystemOptical System
RitcheyRitchey--Chrétien configurationChrétien configuration

Field curvature coupled II
Field curvature is inward 
curving; concave toward 
the sky. Difficult but may 
be not impossible to 
compensate it with II 
design.

Design targets:
1) Short tube length
2) Small secondary mirror
3) Flat and accessible 

focal surface

Two Hyperbolic 
mirrors system

Primary 7m
Fov 15o

Cassegrain-like two-mirror design 
which is free of spherical aberration 
and coma. Dominant remaining 
aberrations are due to astigmatism 
and field curvature

Generalized Schwarzschild theorem:
“For any geometry with reasonable 
separations between the optical 
elements, it is possible to correct 
n primary aberrations with n powered 
elements.”  (1905)

Traditional for Cherenkov telescopes
Davies-Cotton reflector compensates
spherical aberrations by discontinuous 
mirror.  Discontinuous primary and 
possibly secondary need to be 
explored for astigmatism and field 
curvature compensation

Optical System R&D is required



Focal Plane Image IntensifierFocal Plane Image Intensifier
Electrostatic Image Intensifiers MCP Image Intensifiers

Photek manufactures a range 
of 18, 25, 40, 75 and 150 mm 
active diameter image intensifiers. 

SIEMENS image intensifiers. Large 
aperture units (>40cm) are developed
for X-ray imaging.    

Phosphor Phosphor ScintillatorScintillator PP--47 47 -- 80 ns <10%> decay time80 ns <10%> decay time
Lanthanum Bromide Lanthanum Bromide ScintillatorScintillator, LaBr, LaBr33 / LaCl3  / LaCl3  -- 25 ns <10%> decay time25 ns <10%> decay time

High QE photocathode in 200High QE photocathode in 200--400 nm, ~50%, continues to be an issue  400 nm, ~50%, continues to be an issue  



Telescope data pipelineTelescope data pipeline
~80Mb/s

Trigger 
Sensor

TD &
Veto 
Stars

Gated
Image 
Intensifier
P-43 ~2µsec

Timing
Event

Identification

10 µs 
Memory Ring

Buffer of 
Images

Indexed by 
local trigger
timestamp

Retrieve
Image to disk

II (int. ~20ns)
delay 

L1

OR
L1i

L2
Telescope
Trigger ~40 kHzGate 20 ns

Shatter 2µsec

~1.0 Mpixel CMOS
Image Sensor 
(1000-500 fps 
full frame)

1024x1024
pixels

15o x 15o

Readout 
128x128 Pixels
1.9o x 1.9o 

ADC 10 bits/pixel, 
16384 pixels

Position encoding
X = ∑xi, Y = ∑yi

Timing T

X,Y

Array trigger
&

L2 BroadcastT

Zero 
suppression

~20kb per image

~2.3kb
per image

Disk

~600 non-zero 
pixels (mostly NSB)
Bitmask 20 bits
ADC 10 bits

Data rate =  80 Mb/s x 3600 s/h x 217 telescopes= ~62.5 Tb / array / hour



Array TriggerArray Trigger
Distributed →Every node acts as its own array triggerDistributed →Every node acts as its own array trigger

Telescope Trigger decision (~30 kHz)Telescope Trigger decision (~30 kHz)
Local trigger → convert to GPS Local trigger → convert to GPS 
timestamp (good to 100ns)timestamp (good to 100ns)
Buffer timestamp locallyBuffer timestamp locally
Broadcast  “trigger packet” of Broadcast  “trigger packet” of 
timestamp and node identifier (~5 timestamp and node identifier (~5 
bytes) to all nearest and nextbytes) to all nearest and next--nearest nearest 
neighbors (max. 2Mbps outflow rate)neighbors (max. 2Mbps outflow rate)

Data rate to center node
~24 Mbps @ 30 kHz

Local trigger together with any trigger of Local trigger together with any trigger of 
two telescopes from all neighbors and next two telescopes from all neighbors and next 
nearestnearest--neighbors is recognized as array neighbors is recognized as array 
triggertrigger
Local processing at node  Local processing at node  
•• Receive trigger timestampsReceive trigger timestamps
•• Buffer trigger timestamps (10Buffer trigger timestamps (10--20 20 µsµs) ) 
•• Search for a coincidence (compensate Search for a coincidence (compensate 

for relative delays due to pointing)for relative delays due to pointing)
•• Coincidence → retrieve pixel data, Coincidence → retrieve pixel data, 

write to disk (~90 Mb/s)write to disk (~90 Mb/s)



HEHE--ASTRO (specs)ASTRO (specs)
Array of 217 telescopesArray of 217 telescopes
Elevation 3.5kmElevation 3.5km
Telescopes’ coupling distance 80mTelescopes’ coupling distance 80m
Area ~1.0kmArea ~1.0km22 (~1.6km(~1.6km22))
Single Telescope Field of View ~15Single Telescope Field of View ~15oo

FoVFoV area ~177 degarea ~177 deg22

Reflector Diameter ~7mReflector Diameter ~7m
Reflector Area ~40 mReflector Area ~40 m22

QE 50% (200QE 50% (200--400 nm)400 nm)
Trigger sensor pixel size 0.146Trigger sensor pixel size 0.146oo

Trigger Sensor Size ~31.2cmTrigger Sensor Size ~31.2cm
NSB rate per Trigger pixel ~3.2 NSB rate per Trigger pixel ~3.2 pepe
per 20 nsper 20 ns
Single Telescope NSB Trigger Rate Single Telescope NSB Trigger Rate 
1KHz1KHz
Energy Range 20Energy Range 20––200 200 GeVGeV
Differential Detection Rate Peak Differential Detection Rate Peak 
~30 ~30 GeVGeV
Single Telescope CR trigger rate Single Telescope CR trigger rate 
~30 kHz~30 kHz

Image pixel size Image pixel size –– 0.01460.0146oo

Readout image Readout image –– 128 x 128 pixels128 x 128 pixels
Readout Image size Readout Image size ––
1.8751.875oo x 1.875x 1.875oo

NSB per pixel NSB per pixel –– 0.032 (20 0.032 (20 nsecnsec gate)gate)
ADC ADC –– 8 bit (S/N improved, 8 bit (S/N improved, 
1010–– >8)>8)
Pixel dimension 12mm x 12mmPixel dimension 12mm x 12mm
Sensor area Sensor area –– 12.3 mm x 12.3 mm12.3 mm x 12.3 mm
Shutter exposure Shutter exposure –– a few a few msecmsec
Image integration time Image integration time -- 20 ns20 ns
Optical system TBDOptical system TBD
Array trigger protocol TBDArray trigger protocol TBD
Data Rates ~80 Mb/Data Rates ~80 Mb/secpersecper nodenode
Online data processing TBDOnline data processing TBD



Conclusions IConclusions I
Perhaps, sufficiently reach scientific goal, which can justify spending on the 
scale $100M+, is studying high energy transient phenomena at 
cosmological distances and galactic phenomena with sensitivity improved by 
a factor of ten comparing to current IACTAs.
Large array of moderate size telescopes may provide a viable cost effective 
solution to the problem of required large collecting area, large field of view, 
and low energy threshold at the same time, by combining new and reviving 
old ideas of using image intensifiers but based on the contemporary 
technology.

Triggering scheme of individual moderate size telescopes with FoV=~15o and 
trigger pixel size of 0.15o is compatible with operation at 20-30 GeV energy of 
the peak detection rate if array of telescopes is located at >3.5 km elevation and 
QE=50% D=7m or QE=25% D=10m.
Predicted CR background rates of ~30 kHz can be already maintained with the 
use of commercially available technology.
By using high resolution high speed CMOS imaging an arrival direction of 
photons can be reconstructed with high accuracy (21 GeV, 16.2 arcmin; 42 GeV
10.2 arcmin; 100 GeV 3.6 arcmin within 50% γ−containment radius).   
The potential of high resolution imaging for CR rejection in low energy light poor 
regime by a factor of 10-100 is very promising as well as accurate integrated g-
ray event energy estimation 

To finalize feasibility of such approach several more detailed design studies 
are necessary: optics, readout electronics, array trigger, background 
rejection efficiency, geomagnetic effect, and practicability of real time 
image processing in hardware or software to reduce data rates?



Conclusions IIConclusions II
Small array of very large dish 

size telescopes sure guarantees 
low energy

One can see development 
of the field when several such 
projects might be pursued in the 
future

in Germany and France
in US, UK, and Ireland
in Japan
In …
with price tag 3-5 times that 
of VERITAS or HESS each, 
~$50M

Is this the only option for the 
money?

Sensitivity of IACTAs

There are alternatives which have not been explored yet; those which could require 
broader international collaboration to accomplish a project with the price tag of 
~$200M and utilizing technology that has been viewed as one with the greatest 
promise of potential advances in the field since its foundation.



Conclusions IIIConclusions III

Wide field of view, very high image Wide field of view, very high image 
resolution, and superresolution, and super--fast parallel data fast parallel data 
processing may provide technological processing may provide technological 
basis for the next breakthrough groundbasis for the next breakthrough ground--
based based γγ--ray astronomy.ray astronomy.



Why should we NOT build very Why should we NOT build very 
large telescopes ?large telescopes ?

ExpensiveExpensive
Large Large FoVFoV with large aperture with large aperture –– super super 
expensiveexpensive
Depth of fieldDepth of field
Impact position uncertaintyImpact position uncertainty
Mixing of noise and image photon Mixing of noise and image photon 
correlation scalescorrelation scales
MuonMuon “wall” problem (even for array)“wall” problem (even for array)
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The current generation of Cherenkov telescopes have mirror collection areas of 57–

240 m2 and operate at roughly 2 000 m above sea level. In this contribution, a

High Altitude Telescope System (HATS) with comparably small (28 m2 mirror area)

Cherenkov telescopes at a high altitude site (4 300 m a.s.l.) is studied via detailed

Monte Carlo simulations. The performance in terms of energy threshold (150 GeV)

and sensitivity is improved as a consequence of the high altitude site with respect to

a smaller altitude site. A system of telescopes of this size is inexpensive and compet-

itive with current telescopes for point like sources. Furthermore, it could serve as a

prototype for future large Cherenkov telescopes at high altitude sites.

1 Introduction

The succesfull operation of imaging Cherenkov telescopes has established ground

based γ-ray observations as an active and succesful part of high energy astrophysics.

The developments of the field are currently aiming at further reducing the energy

threshold to reach ultimately the lowest achievable energy threshold with the air

Cherenkov technique of approximately 5 GeV as suggested in [1]. Currently, differ-

ent approaches on how to reduce the energy threshold determined by the sensitivity

to detect air Cherenkov light are being discussed: (i) Increase of the mirror dish size

(ii) improve the quantum efficiency of the photon detectors (iii) increase the observa-

tional altitude. The approach (i) is currently followed by the H.E.S.S. collaboration

suggesting to add a large 600 m2 telescope to the existing 4 H.E.S.S. telescopes. The

MAGIC collaboration has been investigating the use of enhanced quantum efficiency

detectors including GaAsP hybrid photon detectors which reach quantum efficiencies
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of up to 50 % at roughly 500 nm (see e.g. [2]). A better rejection of the night sky

background by use of fast digitization is already approaching the limit given by the

intrinsic width of the Cherenkov light pulse.

Finally, we consider approach (iii) in this contribution in the context of a pro-

totype array of Cherenkov telescopes (HATS). The comparably small prototype tele-

scopes suggested with a mirror surface of 28 m2 each are substantially smaller and

therefore less expensive than the current generation of instruments which have a mir-

ror surface in the range of 57–240 m2. Certainly, operating a Cherenkov telescope at

a high altitude site is challenging as the site would be remote, the weather conditions

include a number of hazards, and the construction and operation of a telescope given

the low air pressure are additional complications. The problems of the remoteness

and the difficult working environment for an on-site shift crew could be overcome by

designing the telescopes for automated or even robotic operation.

2 Simulations and results

Simulations

The simulations used are based upon CORSIKA v6.022c [4]. The altitude was chosen

to be 4 300 m a.s.l. An array of 5 telescopes has been simulated with 28 m2 mirror

surface area arranged on a square with 85 m side length with a fifth central telescope.

The mirror dish is assumed to have an aperture of 6.5 m diameter with 100 individual

60 cm diameter glass mirrors following the Davies-Cotton spherical design. The focal

length is set to 7.5 m which corresponds to a f/D=1.25 necessary for a good image

quality. A parabolic mirror is not required given the small time dispersion of less than

1 ns in the Davies-Cotton setup. The camera consists of 271 photo multiplier tubes

arranged in a hexagonal pattern with Winston cones to enhance the light collection

and reduce stray light contamination. The individual pixel diameter corresponds to a

full opening angle of 0.16◦ and the field of view of the camera is 3◦ wide. The trigger

required for individual telescope is a coincidence of 2 neighboring pixels exceeding

a signal of 6 photoelectrons. The simulation includes the effect of night sky back-

ground. The multi-telescope trigger requires two telescopes in coincidence to register

an event. The detector simulation [5] includes complete ray-tracing, detailled simu-

lation of photo-multiplier response, triggering, and digitization. The same simulation

has been in use and verified with the HEGRA and H.E.S.S. Cherenkov telescopes. In

particular, the camera and electronics setup used here is almost identical with the one

succesfully used to model the HEGRA Cherenkov telescopes.

For the study of the performance of HATS several different sets of simulated air

showers have been produced including γ-ray, proton, and Helium initiated showers

with vertical incidence direction. The core location is randomly chosen to fall in
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circular area with a diameter of 800 m. The γ-ray spectrum simulated follows the

spectral shape of the Crab nebula [3] whereas for the charged cosmic rays the directly

measured cosmic ray spectral energy distribution of the proton and Helium species

have been used. Heavier elements have not been included in this set of simulations but

previous simulations have shown that including heavier species increases the overall

trigger rate by less than 10 % [6]. The charged cosmic rays have been simulated to

be isotropic within a cone along the optical axis of the telescope with half opening

angle of 5◦ which is sufficiently broad to include triggers of far off-axis events. The

gamma-rays have been simulated to be inclined to the optical axis by 0.5◦ to simulate

the realistic case of a wobble type observation in which a background estimate is

derived using a displaced background region in the camera’s field of view.

Results

The background rate of charged cosmic rays at the trigger level is for protons 15.5 ±

1.6 Hz, for Helium 5.5 ± 0.5 Hz and for heavier species estimated to be less than

2 Hz. For γ-ray events from a Crab like source, the integral rate of event triggers is

0.24 Hz.

The collection area and differential trigger rates are shown in Fig. 1 (a,b). For

means of comparison, the figures also include the respective curves for a smaller

version of the proposed telescope with only 8.5 m2 at 2 200 m a.s.l. and at 4 300 m

a.s.l. to disentangle the improvement of energy threshold as a consequence of the

altitude and as a result of changing the mirror size. In Fig. 1a, the effect of the reduced

size of the Cherenkov light pool is clearly visible: While getting closer to the shower

maximum, the size of the light pool decreases while the photon density increases.

Additionally, the impact of absorption is reduced as the atmospheric column density

traversed by the light is reduced with respect to a lower altitude site. The fraction of

light suffering Rayleigh scattering is reduced. The effect of Mie scattering depends

strongly on the site and may not be improved by chosing a high altitude site. In the

simulations performed here, a desert-like atmosphere with the corresponding aerosole

profile has been assumed.

The threshold defined as the peak in the differential count rate is reduced by a

factor of two (from about 600 GeV to 300 GeV) when moving the telescopes closer to

the shower maximum. Finally, increasing the mirror surface by more than a factor of

three reduces the threshold to below 200 GeV. Note, the trigger settings have remained

the same for all set-ups.

The simulated showers triggering at least two telescopes are subject to a simple

reconstruction algorithm: The image analysis includes a two stage tail cut to remove

night sky background contaminated pixels and the first three moments of the cleaned

images are calculated. Finally, the major axes of the images of multi-telescope events

are combined to calculate geometrically the direction and impact parameter of the air

shower. The resulting sensitivity is calculated for a 50 hour observation using cuts
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Figure 1: a) Collection area for triggered events. b) Differential count-rates for a Crab

like source: The three set-ups considered are a small dish (8.5 m2) at 2.2 km a.s.l. and

4.3 km a.s.l. and a larger dish (28 m2) at 4.3 km. Note, the change of the threshold

(defined as the peak in the differential count rate) as the telescopes are located closer

to the shower maximum (from 2.2 to 4.3 km a.s.l.): The energy threshold decreases by

a factor of 2 from about 600 GeV to 300 GeV while when additionally increasing the

mirror size decreases the threshold to below 200 GeV. The trigger threshold setting of

the telescopes is identical for all three set-ups.

on the shower direction and image parameters which are chosen to retain 50 % of the

γ-ray signal. These cuts are not optimized but chosen in such a way that in realistic

observations, spectroscopy over a wide range of energies will be possible. Cuts with a

substantially smaller efficiency for γ-ray detection give a slightly improved sensitivity

albeit with strongly reduced event statistics at high energies.

The resulting sensitivity curve for 50 hours and 5 σ detections with at least 10

excess events is shown in Fig. 2, adapted from [7]. The sensitivity curve is shown

together with the respective curves for other currently operational (MAGIC I, HESS)

and future installations (MAGIC II, VERITAS, GLAST). As can be seen, the expected

sensitivity of HATS is similar to the one obtained with MAGIC I above 150 GeV and

close to the one of H.E.S.S. below 1 TeV. At higher energies, the sensitivity is limited

by the small field of view and the reduced size of the Cherenkov light pool at high

altitudes. But clearly, sources with a few per cent of the Crab flux are detected within

50 hours of observation time. As an example, the expected observation time to detect

Cas A with 5 σ is estimated to be 20 hours with some uncertainty depending on the

mostly unconstrained energy spectrum [8]. The marginally extended first unidentified

source of TeV γ-rays (TeVJ2032+4130 [9]) is expected to be detected with HATS

within 7 hours of observing time [8].
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Figure 2: The sensitivity for an integral flux above energy E for 50 hours of observa-

tion time, requiring at least 10 excess events. The figure is adapted from [7].

3 Conclusions

The challenging task of reducing the energy threshold of future ground based γ-

ray observations may be solved by installing Cherenkov telescopes at high altitude

sites [1]. However, the technical difficulties associated with the installation and op-

eration of large aperture (Amirr > 100 m2) Cherenkov telescopes at high mountain

altitude are not yet fully solved. A prototype system as suggested here (HATS) could

serve in multiple ways to (i) verify the predicted performance and the reduced en-

ergy threshold (ii) establish the key technologies including robotic operation, and (iii)

serve as a competitive instrument for astrophysical observations in the very high en-

ergy gamma-ray band. In the context currently operational the new telescope systems,

HATS would naturally extend the coverage of variable sources in the time domain and

could be a new member of currently forming international networks [10].
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Why a prototype at high altitude?Why a prototype at high altitude?

● Benefits of high altitudeBenefits of high altitude
✗ Proximity to shower maximum, increasing photon Proximity to shower maximum, increasing photon 

densitydensity
✗ Reduces atmospheric absorptionReduces atmospheric absorption
➔Reduced energy threshold (ultimately: 5 GeV - 5@5)Reduced energy threshold (ultimately: 5 GeV - 5@5)

● Drawbacks of high altitudeDrawbacks of high altitude
✗ Reduced collection areaReduced collection area
✗ Remote site with extreme environmental conditionsRemote site with extreme environmental conditions
➔Challenging installation and operationChallenging installation and operation

1. Proof of concept (high altitude)
2. Proof of feasibility (technical challenge)
3. Operate as a competitive instrument
4. Set the path for large telescopes at high altitude



2 km asl

5 km asl

12 km asl

120 m

100 m

Aharonian et al. (2001)



● Air shower simulation with CORSIKA v6.022cAir shower simulation with CORSIKA v6.022c
– Gamma, protons & helium showersGamma, protons & helium showers

● Optics and detector: Optics and detector: sim_telarraysim_telarray (K. Bernlöhr), in  (K. Bernlöhr), in 
use for HEGRA & H.E.S.S.use for HEGRA & H.E.S.S.
– Altitude 4 300 m a.s.l.Altitude 4 300 m a.s.l.

– 5 telescopes on a square with 85 m side length5 telescopes on a square with 85 m side length

– 28 m28 m2 2  ( (∅∅6.5 ) dish with 7.5 m focal length 6.5 ) dish with 7.5 m focal length 

– 271 pixel camera with 0.16° pixel, 3° f.o.v.271 pixel camera with 0.16° pixel, 3° f.o.v.

– 2 pixel > 6 p.e. pattern2 pixel > 6 p.e. pattern

– NSB includedNSB included

➔ Identical with HEGRA except for optics (8.5 mIdentical with HEGRA except for optics (8.5 m22, f=5m) and , f=5m) and 
altitudealtitude

What is the performance of a system 
of small (30 m2) Cherenkov 
telescopes at high altitude? 



Collection area & rates for gamma-Collection area & rates for gamma-
showers:showers:

28 m2 4.3 km
8.5 m2 4.3 km
8.5 m2 2.2 km

28 m2 4.3 km
8.5 m2 4.3 km
8.5 m2 2.2 km

Crab like source:  Rg=0.24 Hz

HATS HATS



Background ratesBackground rates
● Simulation of protons & Helium using direct Simulation of protons & Helium using direct 

measurementsmeasurements
● Core spread over 800 m radial distanceCore spread over 800 m radial distance
● Half opening angle of 5° Half opening angle of 5° 
● Results:Results:

– Proton: 15.5 +/- 1.6 HzProton: 15.5 +/- 1.6 Hz
– Helium: 5.5+/-0.5 HzHelium: 5.5+/-0.5 Hz
– Heavier Elements estimate: < 2 HzHeavier Elements estimate: < 2 Hz



Image analysesImage analyses

● Angular resolution (stereoscopy): ~0.1° /eventAngular resolution (stereoscopy): ~0.1° /event
● Good gamma/hadron rejection with image width Good gamma/hadron rejection with image width 

and lengthand length
● core resolution of 25 m core resolution of 25 m 
● relative energy resolution ~20% (larger relative energy resolution ~20% (larger 

fluctuations, can be corrected)fluctuations, can be corrected)



SensitivitySensitivity

HATS



PrototypingPrototyping

● Advanced photon detectorsAdvanced photon detectors
● Operational stability at high altitudes Operational stability at high altitudes 
● Robotical operationRobotical operation

(guaranteed) Physics(guaranteed) Physics
● AGN monitoring/observation AGN monitoring/observation 
● Galactic objects (e.g. Cas A ~ 20 hrs, Galactic objects (e.g. Cas A ~ 20 hrs, 

TeVJ2032+4130 ~ 7 hrs)TeVJ2032+4130 ~ 7 hrs)



Summary:Summary:HATSHATS

● Prototype Cherenkov telescope system (5 dishes Prototype Cherenkov telescope system (5 dishes 
with 6.5 m diameter, 28 mwith 6.5 m diameter, 28 m22 mirror) at >4 km mirror) at >4 km

● Energy threshold < 200 GeVEnergy threshold < 200 GeV
● Sensitivity allows for interesting physicsSensitivity allows for interesting physics
● Set up the path for future instruments at high Set up the path for future instruments at high 

altitudes (5 at 5)  altitudes (5 at 5)  



Cherenkov light at high altitudeCherenkov light at high altitude

5 km a.s.l.

1.8 km

Ratio
for 5 GeV Photon 
shower: ~2.2 
higher photon 
density

Simulated 5 GeV Photon showers average photon 
density within 100 mRatio for 50 GeV 

Proton shower:
~20% more photons
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As Grid technology is fast evolving, the new field of e-science offers new perspec-

tives for reseachers in many application domains. Grids at production level are used

already in high energy physics and in astronomy. In this article the general ideas of

e-science and grid technology will be presented and benefits for ground based VHE

gamma ray astronomy will be discussed. The architecture of a distributed Grid based

Monte Carlo production system for the MAGIC telescope will be shown. A report

about the first experience with the prototype system will be presented. An outlook

towards a virtual observatory for ground based gamma ray telescopes will be given.

1 Introduction

The field of γ-ray observations in the energy range between 10 GeV and 10 TeV
develops as fast as the new field of Grid-computing and e-science did over the last

few years. From the first observation of TeV gamma rays from the Crab nebula using

the atmospheric Cerenkov imaging technique in 1989 [1] to the discovery of new

gamma ray sources with the new generation telescopes like the HESS observation

of a high-energy particle acceleration in the shell of a supernova remnant [2], a new

observation window to the universe was opened. In the future other ground based

VHE γ-ray observatories (namely MAGIC [3], VERITAS [4] and KANGAROO [5])

will significantly contribute to the exploitation of this new observation window. With

the new generation Cerenkov telescopes the requirements for the analysis and Monte

Carlo production computing infrastructure will increase due to a higher number of

camera pixels, faster FADC systems and a bigger mirror size. In the future the impact

of VHE γ-ray astronomy will increase by joined observations of different Cerenkov

telescopes.

The integrated and collaborative usage of a distributed infrastructure of comput-

ers, storage devices, networks, and scientific instruments is nowadays called a Grid.
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Grids were proposed at the end of the last decade [6]. Thereby Grids are different from

local clusters because the connected resources are owned and managed by multiple

different organizations. On top of this Grid infrastructure scientists can build ”virtual

organizations” to solve a complex problem together. Over the last years many Grid

projects (like CrossGrid [7], European Data Grid [8], GridLab [9], etc.) built mature

and stable middleware to enable the collaboration of scientists. This work will con-

tinue by projects like EGEE [10] [11], DEISA, etc. Many European countries have

already established national Grid projects to support the idea of Grid and e-science.

As both scientific domains are now emerging it is worth to look for possible

synergies between VHE γ-ray astronomy and Grid computing.

1.1 EGEE - Grid infrastructure

The EGEE project (Enabling Grid for E-SciencE) aims to provide seamless and high

quality Grid services to multiple scientific communities. More then 70 partners from

27 countries work together to build a Grid infrastructure which not only provides

a simple, reliable round-the-clock access to the underlying computing resources, but

also user training programs and user support. EGEE focuses on applications requiring

high-throughput computing from diverse scientific communities. Currently more than

15000 CPUs are contributing to the EGEE Grid infrastructure using the so called

LCG-2.6 middleware.

To guide the implementation and to certify the performance and functionality

of the evolving Grid infrastructure, two pioneering application areas were selected

at the start of the project - high energy physics and biomedicine. Additionally the

project was foreseen to provide support and infrastructure resources for new kinds of

applications. The EGEE Generic Applications Advisory Panel has selected the Monte

Carlo Simulation for the MAGIC telescope as one generic application, in addition to

applications from earth science and computational chemistry.

Beside the provision of infrastructure resources, EGEE is currently developing a

new reliable and secure middleware called gLite, which will remedy weak points of

the current middleware in areas like scalability, data management of Grid files, se-

curity issues, etc. The middleware gLite builds on the best practice experience from

past and present R&D projects like EDG [8], CrossGrid [7], etc. The new gLite mid-

dleware will follow a service oriented architecture with webservices as its baseline.

1.2 e-Science

Scientists will use the seamless access to Grid infrastructures to address large scale

problems that will be carried out through distributed global collaborations connected

by a standard interoperable middleware layer. This middleware layer will enable sci-
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entific collaborations to access very large data collections and very large scale com-

puting resources. e-Science [12] is using Grids as ’An infrastructure that enables

flexible, secure, coordinated resource sharing among dynamic collection of individ-

uals, institution and resources’ [6]. Virtual organizations will be built by individuals

and institutions to solve a complex problem together.

The next generation Grids will not only deliver access to data and computing

resources, but will also provide tools to create complex scientific workflows [13] by

combining services of Grid applications. Such Grid application services may be data

conversion programs, analysis programs for a dedicated experiment, data transfer ser-

vices, etc. In the future, scientific services will have a semantic description of their

behaviors to allow other scientists to reuse them on Grid infrastructures. Complex

scientific workflows will produce new results which would not be possible without

the seamless integrated Grid infrastructure. It is expected that Grids and e-Science

will change the way in which scientists will work and collaborate in the future.

1.3 Virtual Observatories

The astronomy community is an early adopter of e-Science ideas, //since the begin-

ning of the new millennium, as the availability of high-speed Internet and inexpen-

sive storage technology was used to build seamless distributed multi terabyte online

databases containing archives from different observatories. To establish e-Science

in astronomy, so-called Virtual Observatories were built on top of a Grid infrastruc-

ture [14] [15]. The International Virtual Observatory Alliance (IVOA) [16] takes care

on the interoperability of different national projects. Currently Virtual Observato-

ries concentrate not only on access to the data, but also on more ambitious online

analysis methods with standardized tools and services. Virtual Observatories will al-

low access to multi wavelength archives and thereby enable scientists to get a new

insight in astronomical processes. Data intensive science like the search for rare or

transient objects will be possible with the access to federated databases and to high

performance computing resources. The Virtual Observatory approach will change the

way as knowledge about the universe will be discovered. The emerging field of VHE

gamma ray astronomy will benefit from Virtual Observatories by providing access to

VHE gamma ray data and by getting access to data from other wavelengths, e.g. the

analysis of multi wavelength campaigns will be simplified.

2 The MAGIC Grid

In 2003 the national Grid centers in Italy (CNAF), Spain (PIC) and Germany (GridKA)

started together with the MAGIC collaboration an effort to build a distributed com-
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puting system for Monte Carlo generation and analysis on top of existing Grid infras-

tructure. The MAGIC telescope was chosen due to the following reasons:

• The MAGIC collaboration is international, with most partners from Europe

• The main partners of the MAGIC telescope are located close to the national

Grid centers

• The generation of Monte Carlo data is very compute intensive, specially to get

enough statistics in the low energy range.

• The analysis of the fast increasing real data samples will be done in different

institutes. The collaborators need a seamless access to the data while reducing

the number of replicas to a minimum.

• The MAGIC collaboration will build a second telescope in 2007 resulting in a

doubled data rate.

The idea of the MAGIC Grid [17] was presented to the EGEE Generic Application

Advisory Panel (EGAAP). In June 2004 EGEE accepted the generation of Monte

Carlo data for the MAGIC telescope as one of the generic applications of the project.

In the following subsection, the architecture of the MAGIC Grid and the current

realization on EGEE infrastructure will be described. The experience and first results

will be presented.

2.1 Architecture

The proposed distributed computing system consists of two subsystems. One for the

generation of Monte Carlo data and the other for the analysis of data. The former

is called Magic Monte Carlo Simulation (MMCS) while the latter is called MARS

(Magic Analysis and Reconstruction System). Both systems will be implemented

independently on the same infrastructure (see figure 1). Components of the available

EGEE middleware LCG-2.6 will be used. A scheduler called ”Resource Broker”

will dispatch the computing jobs to free computing resources taking into account the

location of the required files to reduce the data transfers.

The backbone of the system, as shown in figure 1, is provided by the national

Grid centers in Spain, Italy and Germany including the telescope site at LaPalma.

As the EGEE middleware is built for the integration of resources, computer clusters

from MAGIC collaborators can be included easily as well as resources from other

computing centers from the EGEE project. The integration of the MAGIC computing

cluster from the Max-Planck-Institute in Munich is currently ongoing, while more

than 15 Grid resources centers out of EGEE are contributing to the MAGIC Grid.
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LaPalma

DAQ

raw data storage

FTP client

MC data storage
MMCS

raw data storage
FTP server

cosmic data storage

Analysis Scheduler

Forschungszentrum, Karlsruhe

MMCS

MARS
cosmic data storage

MC data storage

MARS

Portal

PreProcess

MC data storage

MMCS Scheduler

MMCS

MARS
cosmic data storage

CNAF, Bologna

configurecontrolldata flow

PIC, Barcelona

Figure 1: The design of the backbone for the distributed computing system shows

the main components. The data from cosmic ray showers will be distributed. The

corresponding dataflow is drawn as the solid lines. The main two computing tasks -

analysis (MARS) and Monte Carlo production (MMCS) - are performed at all sites.

They are controlled by two schedulers located at different sites. The access to those

schedulers will be provided with a portal server accessible from every web browser.

This results in a ”virtual” MAGIC Grid with more than 2000 CPUs while approx.

450 can be used by the MAGIC collaboration simultaneously. The available disk

space is around 20 TB. More resources from MAGIC collaborators will be integrated

exclusively for the MAGIC Grid in 2006.

2.2 Monte Carlo workflow

The first target of the MAGIC Grid was the migration of the MAGIC Monte Carlo

simulation to the available Grid infrastructure. MAGIC Monte Carlo data are pro-

duced in a subsequent chain of programs:

1. Cerenkov photons are generated with the air shower simulation program COR-
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SIKA [18].

2. The absorption of Cerenkov photons in the atmosphere and their reflection on

the MAGIC telescope mirror dish is calculated with a program called ”reflec-

tor”. This provides the simulated Cerenkov photons hitting the MAGIC tele-

scope camera.

3. The behavior of the photo detectors and the DAQ electronic is simulated with a

program called ”camera”.

4. The influence of bright stars in the field of view of the telescope is simulated

with the ”StarFieldAdder” code.

The simulation of the air showers requires the most computing time, e.g. a re-

quest for a Monte Carlo sample of 1.5 million γ-events would need around 2500

computing hours on a standard CPU (2 MHz PentiumIV). This can be speeded up by

using many resources by parallelizing the application, if possible. Therefore the sim-

ulation of a Monte Carlo sample is split in subjobs of 1000 events to run in parallel

on distributed Grid resources. The resulting 1500 data files are transferred and stored

on a dedicated Grid storage center automatically when a subjob is finished. When all

files are available, a program merges them to one single file that is processed by the

next program of the Monte Carlo workflow.

To track and manage the big number of jobs, a meta database containing infor-

mation about single jobs, their status and available data was set up. The metadata are

stored in a separate relational database combining information from the Grid domain

with data needed by MAGIC scientists. A Grid user requests a given number of Monte

Carlo events by writing this into the meta database, while a daemon process regularly

submits smaller bunches of subjobs to the Grid resources. The current implemen-

tation of the MMCS system does not require any additional software installation on

Grid resources.

2.3 Results

In the year 2005 the MAGIC Grid partners performed three data challenges to test

the Monte Carlo production system. A job was claimed successful, if the output data

were transfered to the MAGIC storage site at PIC/Barcelona. The system was built to

detect failed jobs and to resubmit them. During the first data challenge (march/April

2005) in total 5980 jobs were submitted with LCG-2.3 middleware. The failure rate

was measured to be 10.4%. The second data challenge (2997 jobs; LCG-2.5) was

performed in July with a failure rate of 3.8%. In September the third data challenge

using LCG-2.6 resulted in 1472 jobs with a failure rate of 3.0%. The main reasons
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for failures were network problems, downtime or malfunction of central services like

the resource brokers or misconfiguration of computing resources.

The stability of the Grid service and the underlying middleware improved quite

significantly during the year 2005 as demonstrated by the decreasing rate of failed

jobs. The EGEE infrastructure offered a reasonable quality of service for the MAGIC

Monte Carlo production. New middleware releases introduced some stability prob-

lems, but these were usually solved within a few days.

In total more than 9 million events were produced on the MAGIC Grid infrastruc-

ture. Presently stress tests are ongoing to be able to speed up the production of Monte

Carlo data to a reasonable factor of 4 by deploying the software on the computing

sites. A speed-up factor of 2 was reached already with the past data challenges.

3 Conclusion and Outlook

The first results of the MAGIC Grid showed that the field of VHE gamma ray as-

tronomy can benefit from the existing Grid infrastructure. By connecting computing

resources from the different institutes, collaboration within a group of scientists will

be simpler and the mass production of Monte Carlo speeded up significantly. The

MAGIC Grid showed that computing resources from third-party resource providers

running the same middleware were able to integrate with very low effort.

Currently the MAGIC collaboration is evaluating the benefit of a Grid system

for the analysis of real observation data. The download of data via the high speed

Internet to the Grid center in Barcelona is possible, which allows the easy replication

of real data to all other MAGIC Grid sites with the existing middleware. Therefore

the access to data and their analysis can benefit too. As all collaborators can access

the data fast and seamlessly, concurrent analysis at different institutes become much

easier.

But the benefit of Grid technology for the field of VHE gamma ray astronomy is

not limited to the MAGIC collaboration. As more existing VHE gamma ray obser-

vatories start to use Grid technology to build their own, but interoperable Grids, the

future will bring these Grids together under the umbrella of an Virtual VHE gamma

ray observatory. Dynamic and temporary collaborations of scientists from different

Cerenkov telescopes will be able to study VHE gamma ray sources with simulta-

neously observations, with follow-up campaigns, etc. Such a Virtual VHE gamma

ray Observatory will be a part of the Virtual Observatory allowing the access to data

from other wavelengths and vice-versa, and will contribute to the general evolution of

astronomical knowledge.
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Outline
• Introduction to Grid

• Grid
• EGEE project

• MAGIC Grid
• Architecture
• Realisation

• e-science
• Virtual observatory

• General
• for VHE gamma ray astronomy
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What the Grid can do

• Connect resources and share resources
• Computation (CPU)

• Storage

• Communication

• to build Virtual Organisations (VO) to 
• solve a problem together

• balancing the load of CPUs

• increase the reliability of the system

• ease the management of the system

• (access additional resources on demand)
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Grid – tool for scientists

• The scientist

• sees the image of a single cluster

• does not need to know

– where the data are

– where the computing power is

– how things are connected

– the details of the different hardware

• and is not concerned by the local policies of the equipment, owners and 
site managers

• The user is member of one or several Virtual Organizations.

• Virtual Organisation needs to organize themselves – dynamicly!
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Middleware - Basics

- Middleware con-
nects the resources
at different sites

Standard:
Globus Toolkit

- takes care on 
many Grid aspects

- communication
- monitoring
- security
- ….

-
Blue print of a Grid system
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EGEE

• EGEE = Enabling Grids for E-sciencE

• Project in EU Framework program 6

• Started April 2004 for 2 (+2(?))Years 

• > 70 Institutes in > 27 countries

• Piilot Applications: 

• LHC Computing Grid

• Biomedical Grid

• Provide infrastructure for other 
applications domains

• Provide training about Grid technology
Pilot New
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EGEE – one production Grid

Country providing resources
Country anticipating joining

In LCG-2:
131 sites, 30 countries
>12,000 cpu
~5 PB storage

Includes non-EGEE sites:
• 9 countries
• 20 sites
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MAGIC Grid – the idea

• Build a Grid system with
• FZK (Germany)

• CNAF(Italy)

• PIC (Spain)

• MAGIC applied as a 
generic application for
EGEE

• MAGIC got accepted
with the air shower
Monte Carlo simulation
based on CORSIKA
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MAGIC Monte Carlo Workflow

I need 1.5 million hadronic
showers with Energy E, 
Direction (theta, phi), ... As 
background sample for
observation of „Crab
nebula“

Run Magic
MonteCarlo
Simulation and 
register output data

Run Magic
MonteCarlo
Simulation and 
register output data

Run Magic
MonteCarlo
Simulation and 
register output data

Run Magic
MonteCarlo
Simulation and 
register output data

Run Magic Monte 
Carlo Simulation 
(MMCS) and register
output data

Simulate the
Telescope Geometry
with the reflector
program for all 
interesting MMCS 
files and register
output data

Simulate the
Starlight Background 
for a given position in 
the sky and register
output data

Simulate the response
of the MAGIC 
camera for all 
interesting reflector
files and register
output data

Merge the shower
simulation and the
StarLight simulation
and produce a 
MonteCarlo data
sample
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Magic Monte Carlo Meta Data
• Huge number of runs with different parameters

We want to record what we did!
MetaData needed! 

Model for MMCS

• Store simulation
parameters

• Monitor Grid Jobs
• Manage MMCS data
• Query the database
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MAGIC Grid - software

170/3780 Jobs failed4.5 % failure
But don‘t care now!

Just resubmit

• Software

• Based on LCG/EGEE middleware

• MAGIC Monte Carlo Simulation 
running

• Reflector programm running

• Graphical user interface

• Metadata catalogue available

• First data challenge on the Grid
started in mid March 2005

• Run on EGEE infrastructure

• Store the data at PIC in Barcelona
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Status – Hardware& deployment
Nikhef/Sara FZK

BA.INFN.IT

PICCNAF

BAS.BG

BDIIMetaDataBase
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rs UNI-Udine.IT

UI

EGEE x-xx

CE

UNI-Würzburg.DE

UI CE SE

MAGIC x-xx

UI CE SE

bash-2.05a$ lcg-infosites --vo magic all
LRC endpoint for magic:  http://rlsmagic.pic.es:8080/magic/edg-local-replica-catalog/services/edg-local-replica-catalog
RMC endpoint for magic:  http://rlsmagic.pic.es:8080/magic/edg-replica-metadata-catalog/services/edg-replica-metadata-catalog
LRC endpoint for magic:  http://rlsmagic.pic.es:8080/magic/edg-local-replica-catalog/services/edg-local-replica-catalog
RMC endpoint for magic:  http://rlsmagic.pic.es:8080/magic/edg-replica-metadata-catalog/services/edg-replica-metadata-catalog

****************************************************************
These are the related data for magic: (in terms of CPUs)
****************************************************************

#CPU    Free    Total Jobs      Running Waiting ComputingElement
----------------------------------------------------------

20      20       0              0        0    ce01.pic.es:2119/jobmanager-torque-magic
168       4       1              1        0    lcgce02.ifae.es:2119/jobmanager-lcgpbs-magic

7       6       0              0        0    ce001.grid.bas.bg:2119/jobmanager-lcgpbs-magic
82      63       6              6        0    gridba2.ba.infn.it:2119/jobmanager-lcgpbs-long
82      63       3              3        0    gridba2.ba.infn.it:2119/jobmanager-lcgpbs-short

1280       5       0              0        0    lcg-gridka-ce.fzk.de:2119/jobmanager-pbspro-long
1280       5       0              0        0    lcg-gridka-ce.fzk.de:2119/jobmanager-pbspro-short

50      29       1              1        0    grid012.ct.infn.it:2119/jobmanager-lcgpbs-long
50      29       0              0        0    grid012.ct.infn.it:2119/jobmanager-lcgpbs-short
82      63       8              8        0    gridba2.ba.infn.it:2119/jobmanager-lcgpbs-infinite

1280       5       0              0        0    lcg-gridka-ce.fzk.de:2119/jobmanager-pbspro-default
582     413       0              0        0    ce01-lcg.cr.cnaf.infn.it:2119/jobmanager-lcglsf-magic

1280       5       0              0        0    lcg-gridka-ce.fzk.de:2119/jobmanager-pbspro-extralong
50      29      24             20        4    grid012.ct.infn.it:2119/jobmanager-lcgpbs-infinite
8       6       1              1        0    gridit-ce-001.cnaf.infn.it:2119/jobmanager-lcgpbs-long
8       6       0              0        0    gridit-ce-001.cnaf.infn.it:2119/jobmanager-lcgpbs-short
8       6       1              1        0    gridit-ce-001.cnaf.infn.it:2119/jobmanager-lcgpbs-infinite

----------------------------------------------------------

The total values are:
----------------------------------------------------------
4889     648      45      41       4

**************************************************************
These are the related data for magic: (in terms of SE)
**************************************************************

Access point                                                Avail Space(Kb) Used Space(Kb)        Files SEs
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
gsiftp://castorgrid.ifae.es/castor/ifae.es/lcg/magic/         1000000000000              0            0 castorgrid.ifae.es
gsiftp://castorgrid.pic.es/castor/ifae.es/lcg/magic/          1000000000000              0            0 castorgrid.pic.es
gsiftp://castorgrid.ifae.es/castor/ifae.es/lcg/magic/              53020932              0            0 castorgrid.ifae.es
gsiftp://se001.grid.bas.bg/storage/magic/                         354813480          30087            4 se001.grid.bas.bg
gsiftp://gridba6.ba.infn.it/flatfiles/SE00/magic/                1605498664              0            0 gridba6.ba.infn.it
gsiftp://grid007g.cnaf.infn.it/flatfiles/SE00/magic/             1497769448              0            0 grid007g.cnaf.infn.it
gsiftp://lcg-gridka-se.fzk.de/grid/fzk.de/..../SE00/magic/       1605498664              0            0 lcg-gridka-se.fzk.de
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e-science

• Grids are the infrastructure to enable e-science

• “e-Science will change the dynamic of the way science is undertaken „
• John Taylor, Director General of UK Research Councils (he invested £240 million over 5 years)

• e-science will support the scientists by his daily work

• What will I do? What question can I ask?

• Compare the model A with data from experiment X using the analysis method M? 

• What am I doing in this moment?

• Run program M-program on resource F with data X and store data Y at resource
G? 

• What did I? What did someone else? 

• What were the steps I did to get the result? 

• Did I the right thing?  

I need 1.5 million hadronic
showers with Energy E, 
Direction (theta, phi), ... As 
background sample for
observation of „Crab nebula“

Run Magic
MonteCarlo
Simulation and 
register output data

Run Magic
MonteCarlo
Simulation and 
register output data

Run Magic
MonteCarlo
Simulation and 
register output data

Run Magic
MonteCarlo
Simulation and 
register output data

Run Magic Monte 
Carlo Simulation 
(MMCS) and register
output data

Simulate the Telescope
Geometry with the
reflector program for
all interesting MMCS 
files and register
output data

Simulate the Starlight
Background for a 
given position in the
sky and register output
data

Simulate the response
of the MAGIC camera
for all interesting
reflector files and 
register output data

Merge the shower
simulation and the
StarLight simulation
and produce a 
MonteCarlo data
sample

I need 1.5 million hadronic
showers with Energy E, 
Direction (theta, phi), ... As 
background sample for
observation of „Crab nebula“

I need 1.5 million hadronic
showers with Energy E, 
Direction (theta, phi), ... As 
background sample for
observation of „Crab nebula“

Run Magic
MonteCarlo
Simulation and 
register output data

Run Magic
MonteCarlo
Simulation and 
register output data

Run Magic
MonteCarlo
Simulation and 
register output data

Run Magic
MonteCarlo
Simulation and 
register output data

Run Magic Monte 
Carlo Simulation 
(MMCS) and register
output data

Run Magic
MonteCarlo
Simulation and 
register output data

Run Magic
MonteCarlo
Simulation and 
register output data

Run Magic
MonteCarlo
Simulation and 
register output data

Run Magic
MonteCarlo
Simulation and 
register output data

Run Magic Monte 
Carlo Simulation 
(MMCS) and register
output data

Simulate the Telescope
Geometry with the
reflector program for
all interesting MMCS 
files and register
output data

Simulate the Telescope
Geometry with the
reflector program for
all interesting MMCS 
files and register
output data

Simulate the Starlight
Background for a 
given position in the
sky and register output
data

Simulate the Starlight
Background for a 
given position in the
sky and register output
data

Simulate the response
of the MAGIC camera
for all interesting
reflector files and 
register output data

Simulate the response
of the MAGIC camera
for all interesting
reflector files and 
register output data

Merge the shower
simulation and the
StarLight simulation
and produce a 
MonteCarlo data
sample

Merge the shower
simulation and the
StarLight simulation
and produce a 
MonteCarlo data
sample
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Virtual observatory

• Data in astronomy are growing very fast

• Data available with the internet

• Data quality differs

• Citations, instrumental settings, processing, ..

• Data covers all wavelengths

• from gamma - and X-rays, optical, infrared, 
through to radio

• With highspeed networks, the concept of multi-
terabyte online databases interoperating 
seamlessly is no longer outlandish .

Virtual Observatory:
- Federal databases
- Data mining
- Data retrieval
- Data combination
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Virtual VHE γ-ray observatory
• Topics for VHE γ−ray

astronomy
– Combined measurements

from two telescopes
– Follow-up observations

with different telescopes
– Variability studies
– Image overlaying
– Combined sky surveys
– Mulitwave length

campaigns with other
observatories (satelites, 
optical telescopes, Neutrino 
telescopes…)

D. Horns, R. Wagner
HESS & MAGIC
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Conclusion

• Grid technology is available today

• MAGIC build a first prototype of a grid system for Monte 
Carlo production on top of the EGEE infrastructure

• e-science based on Grid will change the way scientists work
in the future

• VHE astronomy/IACTs started with collabaration

it‘s time for a „Virtual VHE gamma ray observatory“
• connect resources, use middleware and build Virtual Organisations

• (if wanted) we are ready to help you with our expertise
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Questions?? 

• Thank your for your attention!
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Using GLAST:Using GLAST:
Data Access and FormatsData Access and Formats

Rob Cameron
LAT Instrument Science Operations Center
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

GammaGamma--ray Large ray Large 
Area Space Area Space 
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OutlineOutline

GLAST Overview
– Mission Summary
– Mission Phases

Operations Summary
– GLAST Data Definitions
– Mission Operations Center (MOC)
– GLAST Science Support Center (GSSC)
– Instrument Operations Centers: LISOC and GIOC

GLAST Data Products
– Data Processing
– Data Access
– Science Analysis Tools
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Related PresentationsRelated Presentations

Posters: 
– Julie McEnery:

“The Capabilities of the GLAST LAT for Blazar Studies”
– Dirk Petry, NASA/GSSC: 

“Supporting the GLAST User Community”
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GLAST Mission SummaryGLAST Mission Summary

Large Area Telescope

GLAST Burst Monitor

Launch in August 2007
Circular orbit, 565 km altitude, 28.5° inclination
Mission lifetime: 5 years, with a goal of 10 years
Sky survey + pointed observing programs
Autonomous targeted re-pointing capability, with 
rapid slew speed: 75° in <10 minutes (5 minutes goal)
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GLAST Mission PhasesGLAST Mission Phases

Phase 0: Launch and Early Orbit
– 60 days duration
– Activation and checkout of spacecraft
– Activation of science instruments
– LAT thermal stabilization
– Initial LAT configuration and calibration
– Refinement of SAA boundary

Phase 1: First Year of Science Mission
– Sky survey + some Targets of Opportunity
– A limited Guest Investigator program is supported
– Limited data release to the community during Phase 1

Phase 2: Subsequent Science Mission
– Sky survey and pointed observation program determined by 

yearly Guest Investigator programs selected by peer review
– No proprietary data: processed data is released immediately 

through Science Support Center
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Phase 1 DetailsPhase 1 Details

After the initial on-orbit checkout, verification, and calibrations, 
the first year of science operations will be an all-sky survey. 
– every region of the sky viewed for ~20 minutes every 3 

hours (2 orbits)
– first year data used for detailed instrument characterization, 

refinement of the alignment, and key projects (source 
catalog, diffuse background models, etc.) needed by the 
community

– data on transients will be released, with caveats
– re-points for bright bursts and burst alerts enabled
– extraordinary Targets of Opportunity supported. ToO

response time will be < 6 hours from approval.
– workshops for guest observers on science tools and 

mission characteristics for proposal preparation
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GammaGamma--ray Burst Handling on GLASTray Burst Handling on GLAST

Upon detection of a GRB, GLAST can take two DIFFERENT 
kinds of actions:
– Deliver alerts to the ground in near real time

• GBM and LAT issue alerts independently
• alerts processed and delivered to GCN

– Autonomous re-point to follow burst
• both GBM and LAT can generate a re-point request
• GBM will probably detect more bursts than LAT.  

However, if LAT detects a burst, it will probably provide 
a better localization of the burst position

• GBM re-point request is routed through LAT, which 
either forwards the GBM request or sends position 
determined by LAT

– Alerts will happen more frequently than re-point requests
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Mission Science ElementsMission Science Elements

Science Working Group (SWG)
– Advises GLAST Mission on requirements 
– Membership includes four Interdisciplinary Scientists, instrument 

PIs and international instrument team representatives
– Bi-monthly telecons and ~bi-annual meetings, along with 

community science symposia
Users Committee (GUC)
– Advises GLAST Mission and NASA HQ on Guest Observer program 
– Includes members from both the astrophysics and high-energy 

particle physics communities who are likely users of GLAST data,
and Instrument PIs

GLAST Science Support Center (GSSC)
– Supports guest observer program, provides training workshops, 

provides data and software to community, archives to HEASARC, 
joint software development with Instrument Teamsjoint software development with Instrument Teams, following HEA 
standards
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GLAST Users CommitteeGLAST Users Committee

Provides representation of science community to GLAST program
Dave Bertsch (GSFC)
Roger Brissenden (SAO)
Jim Buckley (Washington U.)
Josh Grindlay (Chair) (Harvard U.)
Wim Hermsen (SRON)
Don Kniffen (GSFC)
Jim Ling (JPL)
Alan Marscher (Boston U.)
Reshmi Mukherjee (Columbia U.)
Rene Ong (UCLA)
Rita Sambruna (George Mason U.)
Greg Stacy (LSU)
Mark Strickman (NRL)
Ann Wehrle (JPL)
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GLAST MISSION ELEMENTSGLAST MISSION ELEMENTS
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GLAST Data DefinitionsGLAST Data Definitions

Raw Data
– telemetry from spacecraft, in CCSDS packet format

Level 0 Data
– minimally reprocessed data; divided into functional categories 

(e.g. housekeeping, diagnostic, science); could contain duplicate 
data

– delivered from the MOC to the GSSC and IOCs
– format: CCSDS packets

Level 1 Data
– pipeline processed data
– duplications removed
– events reconstructed
– delivered from the IOCs to the GSSC

Level 2 Data
– Generated by routine science analysis
– Quick-look science analysis for transient searches and detections

Level 3 Data
– Catalogs and compendia of Level 2 data
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GLAST Mission Operations CenterGLAST Mission Operations Center

Located at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Staffed by Flight Operations Team
– 5 days per week
– Automated handling of ground contacts in non-work hours
– On-call for emergencies

Responsibilities
– Commanding of the spacecraft and deliver commands to 

instruments
– Monitor the health and safety of GLAST
– Respond to anomalies
– Deliver Level 0 data to GSSC and IOCs

• Provides backup archive of latest 7 days of Level 0 
GLAST data, in case of GSSC or IOCs being offline
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Science Support CenterScience Support Center

Located at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Organizes and administers the Guest Investigator program
Plans the science observation program
Provides support to science operations decision activities such as 
Target of Opportunity observations
Provides interface between GLAST mission and scientific community
– Provides observation planning and proposal tools and support
– provides data and analysis software to GIs and other scientists
– maintains GLAST data product databases during the mission, 

e.g. LAT Level 1 photon database
Shares resources with the HEASARC at NASA/GSFC
– Web services, archival services, data and software standards
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Instrument Operations CentersInstrument Operations Centers

LAT Instrument Science Operations Center (LISOC)
– Located at Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University

GBM Instrument Operations Center (GIOC)
– Located at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center

IOC Activities
– Monitor instrument health and safety
– Manage instrument configuration
– Prepare instrument command loads for delivery to GSSC and/or 

MOC
– Maintain instrument data processing applications and pipeline
– Archive and process instrument Level 0 data
– Archive and deliver instrument Level 1 (and selected Level 2) data 

to GSSC. Delivery requirement is several days, but system as 
planned should reduce this to 12 hours or less

– Provide access to quick-look science data products
– Support instrument collaboration team science activities
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GLAST Data Product FlowsGLAST Data Product Flows
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GLAST Data Access at the GSSCGLAST Data Access at the GSSC

Mission Data Products
– Long Term Science Schedule
– Science Timelines
– Preliminary Planned Weekly Science Timelines
– Final Planned Weekly Science Timelines
– As-Flown Timelines
– LAT Pointing and Livetime History
– Targets of Opportunity data

Science Data Products
LAT Data

– Events (particles and photons)
– Instrument Response Functions
– Burst catalog and transient data
– Point source catalog
– Interstellar emission model

GBM Data
– Detector light curves, time-resolved spectra
– Detector response calibrations
– Time tagged events
– Burst alert data
– Background
– Trigger, burst, burst spectrum catalogs

Pulsar Ephemerides
GCN Notices and Circulars generated by GLAST
Accepted GI Proposal Abstracts
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Science Data Analysis ToolsScience Data Analysis Tools

Standard Analysis Environment (SAE) will be provided for 
processing GLAST Level 1 science data
– FITS format files used for I/O; format of FITS files 

currently being defined
– will be an extension to HEASoft tools (e.g. FTOOLS) used 

by high energy astrophysics community
– supported for Windows and UNIX platforms
– primarily designed for LAT data, but tools can be used 

with GBM data
– during the early GLAST mission, the SAE will be provided 

through the GSSC, but will eventually be integrated into 
the general HEASoft system

– documentation also will be provided
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Science Analysis ToolkitScience Analysis Toolkit
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LISOC QuickLISOC Quick--look Science Productslook Science Products

Monitored sources

– Release (on the web) a preliminary source list that includes 
sources detected with very high confidence (e.g. >20σ)

– Selected sources to be monitored regularly in phase 1. Source 
list (~20 sources) defined before launch, with community input

– Quick look data include source position, average source flux, 
the peak source flux and estimated spectral index

– After launch, periodically review list of monitored sources with
the GLAST User’s Committee and the Project Scientist

Bursts and transient sources

– Alerts can be generated for bursts and transient sources 
detected in Level 2 processing
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LAT Science Data Processing at the LISOCLAT Science Data Processing at the LISOC
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Data ChallengesData Challenges
“End-to-end” testing of analysis software
Testing of data processing and data serving capabilities
Provide feedback on what works and what is missing from the data formats and tools
Walk before running: design a progression of studies

– DC1 (2004)
• 1 simulated day all-sky survey simulation
• Isotropic background, 3EG sources, GRBs, plus a few physics surprises (110 

GeV line source at G.C., new sources)
• Exercised exposure, orbit/attitude handling, data processing pipeline, analysis 

tools
– DC2 being planned for early 2006.  More ambitious goals.

• ~One simulated month.
• Add source variability (AGN flares, pulsars) 
• Add GBM

– DC3 in 2007.  Support for flight science production.
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Reference MaterialReference Material

General Information
– GLAST Mission: http://glast.gsfc.nasa.gov/
– Science Support Center: http://glast.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/
– LAT: http://www-glast.stanford.edu/
– GBM: http://gammaray.msfc.nasa.gov/gbm/

GLAST Science Requirements
– Science Requirements Document: 433-SRD-0001

Data System and Data Product Information
– Project Data Management Plan: 433-PLAN-0009
– Ground System Requirements Document: 433-RQMT-0006

http://glast.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://glast.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/
http://www-glast.stanford.edu/
http://gammaray.msfc.nasa.gov/gbm/


Questions
1. Assuming GLAST, HESS-II, MAGIC-II, VERITAS, 

CANGAROO, etc., what will be the primary (secondary) 
scientific motivation for a 4th generation network of 
Cherenkov telescopes?

2. Given the scientific drivers, what instrument(s) is (are) 
needed to make significant progress/discovery?  
Parameters of interest: 

• Sensitivity (incl. collection area, ang. resolution, 
back rej ...)  

• Eth
• FOV
• ...



Questions – continued
3. Is a network needed?  If so, how many instruments 

and what type?
• Geographical considerations
• Complementarity of designs

What about cost?  Timetable?

4. What are key issues facing us in reaching this 
network?

• Cost vis-a-vis community size
• Organization/infrastructure
• Communication between groups
• ...



Questions – continued
5. What things can we do in the next 3-4 years to get us 

along this path?
• Network – sharing data?
• Technology development
• Regular international meetings?
• Setting up international organization?
• ... Printing money !?
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